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The materials included in this Resource Document
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(1). Credit should be given to The American College

Testing Program and the name of the individual

-and/or institution responsible for the materials

used.

(2) Some of the materials contained in the Resource

Document are copyrighted, where noted the authors

should be-contacted before repr6ducing.

.
It is the intent of The American College Testing

Program to revise this document on a periodic basis. Indivi-
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INTRODU TION
TO

ADVISING

"Academic advising as-sists students tg,iteatize

the maximum educationat bene6its oti theiA coZtege

expenience,by undetstanding theiA needs and

expectations, knowing the goais and 4e4ouAce4 o6

the institution they afte attending, and btinging

these two etements into optimat cong4uence th4oug

individuatiied pAogrtam devetopment."

16
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INTRODUCTION

"Undetgtaduate students in tIte. United States ate gen-

etatty in need o6 some consistent petoonat contact

with a ptoiessionat adutt who can setve a4 an advis-

at, con6idant, and patent suttogate. This need seems

to exist Azgatdtess oli the type 1)6 institution the

Atudent attends, his genenat abitity to do academic

eli
wonk, and the socioeconomic &vet linom whi. he comes.

In many ways, the need OA tkis kind o6 x 'onship

seems to ttanscend most othen seemingty impottant de-

sites on demands."

Leva_z B. Mayhew

Academic advising has a long tradition in American high-
_

er education. President Rutherford B. Hayes, as a student at Ken-

yon College in 1841, wrote his mother of the adoption of a new rule.

Th rule stipulated that each student would choose from among the

faculty someone who would be advisor and friend in all matters and

who would serve as a medium .of communication between the student

and the faculty.

There exists in higher education today a renewed inter-

est in academic advising. This interest is due in part to the fol-

lowing factors:

1. A recognitiln that academic advising is an integral and

necessary part of the higher education process.

2. A concern for individual student growth and development.

3. An interest in increasing student retention.

4. Greater student choice of curriculum than ever before.

S. An increase in non-traditional students.

6. A growing concern by students in the linkage between

academic preparation and the world of work.

12,
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These trends.are leading administrators to re-emphasize

the importance of a.cademic.advising.and student support services.

Academic advising is being recognized as an essential educational

service to be provided by an institution of higher education. Aca-

demic advising on many college and university campuses is perfunc-

tory, clerical and is not being delivered in the most effective man

ner. One significant reason for this situation is the lack of well

organized and comprehensive training and support material for those

engaged in the academic advising process. Unfortunately, there is

no single source reference available to college personnel on the

general topic o.f academic advising. Rather, what is available is

generally fragmented, institution specific, lacking in a comprehen-

sive approach, and often poorly prepared, produced, and delivered.'

The purpose of this publication is to provide a compre-

hensive resource document to assist college personnel in enhancing

the effectiveness of their academic advising programs', thus serving

students more effectively.

"In the inztitution's toltogAam o4 4acuity advicsing, the

teachek and the student conOtiont each othet and dis-

cuss the teciptocat tesponsibiiity oi institution and

student 4ot imp/coving educati.on. powet4ut pe/t-

sonat medium has nobyet been uzed az it coact be.

The tiacuity advi6ok and the student anatyze and judge

educationat and vocationai goats and oppoAtunities,

tea/ming skitts and teaching methods, cutticutat

choice and timitation6, and student and teachet pet-

tioAmance. This authentic paAtneAship can pnoduce the

tenewat 496 the educationai pucess and a me/cited /Le-

sttuctuAixg (94 the system."

Mayene V. HaAdee

pr" 18Are
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DEFINITION AND IMPORTANCE OF ACADEMIC ADVISING

"Academic advisixig azziat6 4tudent2 to teatize the max-

,iAMM educationat beneliita avaitabee to them by haping

them to bettet undeutand themseivez and to teatn to Lae

:the kezounees o an educationat inztitution to meet theit

oeciat educationat need6 and witation4."

Academic advising is a multi-faceted activity. Academic

advising should assist individual students to realize the maximum

educational benefits to them. It accomplishes this by:

1. Helping student& to clarify their values, goals, and

better understand themselves as a person.

2. Helping students understand the nature and purpose of

.higher education.

3. Providing accurate information about educational options,

requirements, policies, and procedures.

4. Planning an educational program consistent with a stu-

dent's interests and abilities.

5. Assisting students in a continual monitoring and eval-

uation of their educational progress.

6. Integrating the many resources of the institution to meet

the student's special educational needs and aspirations.

In brief, the academic advisor-,.serves as a coordinator

of the student's educational experience.

Some of the benefits students derive from an effective

advising program include:

1. Successful attainment of their educational/career objec-

tives.

r.,2
Ara
IOW
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2. Achievement of GPA's consistent with their ability.

3: Higher retention rates.

4. Satisfaction with the process and development of a pos-

itive attitude toward the institution.

5. Development of a meaningful relationship with their ad-

visor.

EicLs_colleze_AdyisoLldbooV describes the faculty

advisor s role and function in the following manner:

The faculty advisor is the key person in individualizing

a student's education. As such, he has three major responsibilities:

1. To help each advisee understand himself better.

2 To help each advisee understand better his environment

with its opportunities and challenges.

3. To help each advisee use his potential abilities maximally

in meeting the challenges and realizing the opportunities

that are available for him.

Some specific activities and responsibilities which will

help the faculty advisor realize the above goals are these:

1. Acquaint advisees with the general and departmental edu-

cational requirements, college regulations, services, and

opportunities.

2. Help advisees understand their past educational achieve-

, ments and how they are related to their present educa-

tional goals,

3. Increase advisees awareness of abilities and talents

through`the use of test results and other data (advisors

may prefer to refer advisees to the Counseling Service

for test interpretation).
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4 Help advise-es plan each semester's p'rogram of courses ,and,

as soon as possible, a two-year program. It is suggested
A

that each advisee complete a Graduation Requirement WOrk-

sheet and that both advisee and advisor keep a copy.

5 Assist advisees when they are not achieN7ing in-accordahce

with fhpir abilities, helping them plan activities to

correct their difficulties.

6 Refer advisees as'n6eded to other persons and services.

7. Be aware of each advisee's progress in his various pur-

suits by sufficient contact and the keeping of accurate

records.

Good academic advising involves the ability of the ad-

visor to help a student define and develop realistic goals, accur-

vtely perceive the needs ofl student, and then successfully match

these needs with available institution:alresources in a meaningful

manner. This process is carried out in- an atmosphere of a caring

and trusting relationship.

Hamline University addresses the role, importance and, d-

visor responsibility of advising as follows:

"AdvisoAs vi.e hetp6ut in pAesenting inlionmation and ask-

ing questions, but can be hatque in giving too many ans-

wets. In othet woo/Loa, ifwe ate to encoutage petsonat

gtowth, it is necessaty tL, encoutage students to make

theit own 'decisions: and to accept the con6 equences.0 6

those decisions. Many times students want answeAs, not

just son expediency, but to avoid taking the tesponsi-

bitityt I you tett a student to do X, he ot she can

atways-btame you i6 it doesn't wotk out.'

Ab an advisot you hkve tesponsibitity to assune that

yout advisees' studies compAise a wett-coneeived

0 it)
1W Ate
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gAam conziztent with theit goats and high academic

ztandatdz. Thiz geneAatty ,f.nctudez some azziztance in

the tiotmutation o6 you& advizeeP goaez and a zhaite

the ptocess o6 evatuating theit ptogtezz towatd them.

A4 an advizot you zhoutd not be a diZtat0A OA an apton

stAing, and cettainty not a "shtink. You shoued viot

even be an advocate (aLthough you may votuntatity azzuJme

that tote at timez), since it ought to be ptesumed that

Hamtine studentz ate theit own advocatez.
)

ln a teat zenze you, az advizot ate an embodiment o6

the inztitution, tinking Ham4ine with Lts ztudentz, aA-

ticutating itz putposez, and g2ving meaning to the azzump-

tionz which guide itz cutAicutum. Az an advizot you can

4ini4icantty inguence the zuccezz o6 yout advizees' edu-

cationat and peAsonat devetopment as they seek to accoM-

modate themzeives to the Hamtine community and to the

taAgeA zociety o6 whiCh we ate ate patt.

Uttimatety, yout main objective az an advizot iz to

acititate" each advizee'z Aecognition and,acceptance

o6 peAsonat nezponsibility 6oA what happens to hiz OA

het

The Aoie o6 an advizot iz one o6 queztioning and encout-

aging student decisions. We must,utge a ztudentito gatheA

inimmation, evaZuate the inliotmation, considet hp OA -

het petzonat vatues and goats, and make meaning6ut dec-

izionz based on considoation oli,attetnatives and on die

,r16oAmation gatheted. We must heep the ztudent,to Aecog-

nize and accept the teat pozsibitity o Oitute az wett

az succezs. But out oi aL thiz &Med betli-aWatenebb,

con6idence, matutity."

VIP
10,
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Academic advising, properly delivered, can be a powerful

instittitional,influance on student growth and development. Also,

it can'enrich the educational program of any college or university,

and interpret that program moe effectively to students.

Academic advising is an integral and necessary part of

the higher education process. The figure below suggests that aca-

demic advising is interrelated in important ways with other ins i-

tutional,functions.

QUALITY
INSTRUCTIONAL

PROGRAM

EFFECTIVE 1COMPREHENSIV
ACADEMIC STUDENT
ADVISING SUPPORT
SYSTEM SERVICES

A quarity instructional program. central to.thednsti-
.

tution's purpose, should be supported by an effective advising sys-

tem. Likewise, effectiveadvising is-dependent to a large extent

on comprehensive,student support servic,es.

Good academic advising is basically a counseling func,-

tion. Too often it is thought of in the more perfunctory way of

simply approving clAss schedules or providing basic academic in-

formation to students. The following papers by Donald L. Delong,

University Coordinator of Academic Advising, Western Michigan

University, Bonnie S. Titley, Director of Academic Advising,

Colorado State University and Joseph F. Metz, Jr., University of

Maryland address the role and further a definition of academic

advising in collegts and universities.

Are ? 4
Iry
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ACADEMIC ADVISING vs ACADEMIC COUNSELING

Donald L. Delcng

University Coordinator of Academic Advising

Western Michigan University

Many academic advisors, faculty and students are confused'

regarding the difference between academic advising and .academic,

counseling. If a student has made a definite choice to pursue a

particular pxogram and has few doubts about the decision, the ad- w

visor then only needs to-deliver accurate information on what the .

student must do to meet the requirements of the program. Depending

on the number of options the student has to me_et the requirements,

the advisor primarily -will need to spell out those options and let .

the student make the decision.

Ideally, padvisors are more cemfortable with the student

"who is totally committed to 'a particular goal. In fact, the college

catalog and related printed materials make it relatively simple for

a student.to figure-out mthat courses to take and when to take them.

All_too often a student a:Pproaches an,advisor giving the impression

it is specific course information the staident needs when in reality

the-student is seeking academic counseling.

Academic counseling differs from academic adVising in

that the student is looking for help in deciding what to do aca-

demically. It is not personal counseling anq it certainly isn't

therapy. The student needing,academic counseling,h5s usually been

admitted to the educational institution desiringto continue the

education process, yet unsure of wha't to do in College. This stu-
.

dent is often advised, not necessafily byadvisors, to take general

OT liberal arts courses and somehow he'll discover what he wants to

do. I have yet to see a course Aescription or syllabus which sug-

gest one of the purposes of the course is to help studentfs to de-

SRI
11111/
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cide what they want to do. In fact 0: the hundreds of general and

liberal arts courses available to aiittudent, which courses would a

student select? The student needing academic counseling is often

the student who.is in cdllege because going to college is something

.worth doing. One has to admit-the lifestyle of being a student is

certainly more attractive than the drudge of everyday living and

working. I have had numerous students tell me how difficult it is

to be at college, enjoy the lifestyle,,enjoy classes'and still ex-

perience a nagging guilt because they have not comfortably committed

themselves to a particular program or are not preparing themselves

for a particular career. My colleagues, with a liberal education

perspective, repeatedly try to convince mp students are mislead

put all their energy into worrying about a career when they should

be concerned with being "educated." I agree, but the parental preS-

sure, peer group pressure and the voices from the outside world make

it extremely difficult for a student not to worry what's out there

after :;.raduation. Here is where academic counseling can be used to

help a student make better use of all the opportunities available

in higher education. Let's be realistic, a student with normal aca,-

demic skills, who really enjoys the whole college lifestyle can pass

courses, meet the yequirements and still leave the educational ins-

titution not educated-certified, trained maybe, but not educated.

How does one determine if a student needs academic coun-

seling rather than academic advising? The first step is to ask the

student what he is looking for in the advising encounter. The ad-

visor can ask the student what information is being sought. To

assume the student is only interested in finding what is required

or is onf'y interested in putting a schedule together can be erron-

eous. Yes, the st.udents should be more articulate and more honest

in their communication, but it'is difficult to walik into a room with

an almost stranger and share your innermost doubts and concerns,
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especially when you have a half hour and the individual behind the

desk only thinks academic advising.

Beyond the few minutes it takes to query the student,

most institutions have American College Testing Student Profile

Rei)orts'or similar data to use in determining some of the concerns

of the student. Remember, we're talking about.a student who has

beenadmitied to the educational institution, has or has not the

basic academic skills, and on some level wants to benefit from the

educational opportunities availa3le, but doesn't know what to do.

Without primary basic academic counseling we either lose the student

or we struggle with him during the senior year to ge,t him graduated.

The push, beginning in the sixties, tO promote educational opportun-'

ities'for students who would not normally go to colleg,, the pres-

sure to keep enrollments stable and a somewhat different kind of

student coming oUt of high ,school have brought to the campuses a

number of students who do not hold what we must call traditional

values of'education. How many of these students are around is hard

to determine. Yet, the data suggests they are around.

-If we do admit students who don't really know what edu-

cation is all about and have no idea of their own potential, then

we have a responsibilitIto provide guidance t:I.ough academic coun-

seling to assist students to be'better educated while at the same

time serving the educational institutions in a productive way.

The academic counselor, through using test data and re-

lated materials, can assist the students to assess their personal

strengths and weaknesses. The academic counselor can assist the

students in discoveiing how each student's uniqueness, interests

and particular talents fit into an organized, but changing world

waiting for them. And last, but not least, the academic counselor

can assist the students to learn how to use the bducational insti-

tution for a lifetime. After that the academic advisor has a

"piece of cake.



ACADEMIC ADVISING: TRAINING AND/OR EDUCATING

,Bonnie S.Titley, Ed.D.

Director of Academic Advising

Colorado State University /

RegardLess of how the advising program is organized on

any given campus, there prevails in most quarters an attitude o*f

"anyone can do it." Paralleling closely the "whoever has a Ph.D.

can teach" attitude, this view of academic advising can only result

in problems: Nd clear distinction between advising and coun-seling

is drawn; roles of and expectations from advising personnel are

not 'succinctly defined; parameters for behaviors are not distin-

guished; no pattern for evaluation and/or reward can be easily es-

tablished. Indeed, .the "anyone can do it" syndrome more often leads

to. perfunctory behavdor which results in a feeling that "most ad-

vising is catchoas catch can." This feeling can be systematically

eliminated.

'A first step would logically be to define "advising."

Surveying the literature on advising shows a multiplicity of terms;

academic counseling, academic advising (or advisement), career

advising, vocational counseling, etc. Variously, the application

of the terms focuses on:

1. The process of information giving or working through

problems.

2. The procedure of registration, schedule planning and

meeting Curricular requirements.

The product of the activity; graduation and/or job place-

ment or graduate school admission.

4. The act (activity?) of communicating information and

answering specific questions.

111"14MI/
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In descriptions of some programs, it is often difficult

to disentangle process and procedure, or act and product; so en-

grained are the assumptions about the nature of advising. For the

purposes of this paper, let us propose a working definition of

advising that establishes parameters for discussion that include

process, procedure, product, and act: Advising is a decision-

making process through which a student, aided by a faculty member,

maximizes the educational experience thrOugh an information ex-

change specifically pertinent to both curricular and career pl.anning.

The next logical step would be to examine some of the

inherent implications of our definition. First, decision-making

is given primary focus. Although many would,see this as an obvious

implication, there are those wIto- might overlook the dynamic, se-

quential character of advising decisions and view them as static.

In the decision-making literature, "staiic decisions'Irare those

made in an essentially fixed- envifonment; riskless decisions, if

you will. The probabilities and expected utilities of each alter-

native are known at the time of choice, leaving no unknowns for the

decider to cope with. Advising decisions are far from static.

Each decision made relies on all decisions that preceded it and

must take into account the factors produced by prior actions and

their results. The decider changes, the environment changes, and

the consequence changes with each succeeding decision. The uti-

lity and consequence of any given advising decision can rarely be

considered riskless. As a matter of fact, the ultimate product of

the advising process usually harbors the greatest element of risk;

what will I be able to do with my education?

SeCond, advising is an interaction of two persons; ad-

visor and advisee. Each has needs and values that influence choices

of information to be exchanged, and each has biases that color

beliefs about what "maximizing the educational experience" really
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means. Both have prior experience that colors judgments made, and

both have personal levels of creativity that play in the overall

process. -Third, curricular and career planning are, toy no means,

synonymous. Any given curriculurl has specific requirements that

must be met and, usually, areas that allow for flexibility in meeting

individual needs. Career planning includes curricular concerns,

but goes beyond them to include emotional, social, spiritual, and

physical factors that come into play in career decisions.

The proposed definition of'advising, then, indicates

the complexity of the advising relationship and suggests a complex

of skills needed by the advisor (also the advisee - but that's an-

other paper!) who exercises the role responsibly. Further, it

suggests areas for both training and educating professional per-

sonnel who will be involved in this highly crucial activity. The

distinction being made between training and educating needs clari-

fying: Training involves the introduction and sensitization to

practice in basic communication and interpersonal skills that are a

part of the advdsor/advisee relattoIrship. Such things as listening,

decision-making, reflecting feelings, etc. are included. Training

also includ,s the imparting of specific information needed about

programs, policies, procedures, and practices inherent in the ex-

isting system. Educating embraces the philosophical and/or theo-

retical underpinnings influencing the relationship. Institutional

objectives, vocational development theory, an acceptable hierarchy

of needs and values, results of national educational investigations,

etc.; all relate to both advisor and advisee and play large roles

in choices made during the years of formal higher education (and,

yes, those years beyond as well).' However, neither skills needed

nor underpinnings required can be assumed to be a part of an advi-

sor's repertoire, necessitating the design and execution of training

programs. One model to use as a foundation for such a training

program follows:

30
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The body of literature on decision-making holds theories

for persons in any field; statistics, mathematics, management, edu-

cation, etc. The stochastic and static models do not apply to the

decisions in advising because they cover,random choices or r'equire

stable, unchanging situations. Advising is a dynamic, sequential

decision-making process which obligates those involved to utilize

prior decisions and their results as data for current decisions.

Further, advising is a series of choices between alternatives rather

than merely finding the solution to a problem, the premise being

that a problem exists without potential change and only one solu-

tion exists for it.

The dynamic nature of the advising process has been shown

in the literature on advising to encompass five basic needs*of stu-
,

dents; intellectual, emotional, social, physical, and spiritual.

Each need influences in varying degrees the regular curricular

choices made by students in consultation with advisors. Likewise,

each need dictates its own series of decisions to be made. The

content-complexity of the decisions relate': to each need also va-

ries and it is appropriate and useful to sort these into levels for

purposes of discussion and analysis.

Irving A. Taylor, a social psychologist, in 1959 pro-

vided a five-level model of creativity that gives us the levels we

need for discussion. (As enticing as it is to digress into the

effects of creativity of both the advisor and the advisee on ad-

vising, I must ask your indulgence to accept Taylor's levels as

useful, reliable, and stable.) The five levels, expressive, pro-

ductive, inventive, innovative, and emergentive, are characterized

by different factors and call forth different psychological exper-

iences. It follows, then, that advising decisions at each level

would be different. Expressive decisions are made in an atmosphere

of spontaneity and freedom. Productive decisions show some control

over an environment and are essentially the same for all advisees
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making them. Decisions called inventive, require facility in mani-

pulating concrete data, while those termed innovative call on the

ability to work with more abstract concepts. Emergentive deciding

is accomplished in only a feu advising situations because'it embra-

ces truly unique (in the narrow semantic sense of the word), non-

traditional results.

Each kind of student need can be classified into decisions

'on each level, giving us the basic advising model diagrammed in

Figure

EMERGENTIVE

INNOVATIVE

INVENTIVE

PRODUCTIVE

EXPRESSIVE

1 below:

INTELLECTUAL EMOTIONAL SOCIAL PHYSICAL SPIRITUAL

Figure 1: Basic Advising Model

Examples of the decisions related to each need cptegory

for each level are suggested in Figures 2 through 6 (figure content

copyrighted by Titley, 1976):

EMERGENTIVE

INNOVATIVE

INVENTIVE

PRODUCTIVE

EXPRESSIVE

Unique programs; non-traditional approaches; design-

your-own. .

Alternative routes; combining degrees-interdisciplin-

ary approach; second bachelor's degree; second major

combinations; new uses for "old" skills.

-Di'fftrent Bachelor's/Master's combihations; ignoring..

programmed pre-professional preparation; new relations

between disciplines.
.

Required courses and/or curricula; university require-

ments; maintaining miniMum scholastic requirements.

General course sampling; gaining general information;

vocational, interest, aptitude, personality tests; var-

ious part-time jobs or work-study assignments.

Fi!ure 2 L . in, Decision : Intellectual Needs

ddrrl
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EMERGENTIVE Establishing a "brave new world" for current society.

INNOVATIVE Proposing untried solutions for existing problems.

INVENTIVE Imposing "traditional" behaviors on "new" life styles.

PRODUCTIVE Adjusting to roommates; "getting'involved":

EXPRESSIVE I
Trying on different roles, styles of dress etc.

Figure 3: Advising Decisions: Social Needs

EMERGENTIVE

INNOVATIVE

INVENTIVE

PRODUCTIVE

EXPRESSIVE

Return to "if it feels good, do it"; not on mere sen-

sual level, but on an existential level.

Learn to apply meditative or relaxation techniques in

order to manipulate emotional levels in unusual cir-

cumstances.

Securing professional aid in adjusting and/or mani-

pulating emotions.

Learning to control emotions and/or react as expected

by significant others.

"If it feels good, do it"; sensory satisfaction prim-

arily.

Figure 4: Advising Decisions: Emotional Needs

----.
EMERGENTIVE

INNOVATIVE

INVENTIVE

PRODUCTIVE

EXPRESSIVE

Hypothesizing a new philosophical system to govern per-

sonal,beliefs.

Juxtaposing beliefs from dissimilar systems to reflect

personal outlook.

Integrating beliefs of similar systems into new patterns.

Believing (or not believing) according to patterns of

established religious systems.

Investigation of belief systems of different religions.

Figure 5: AdviSing Decisions: Spiritual Needs

.
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EMERGENTIVE

-INNOVATIVE-

INVENTIVE

PRODUCTIVE

EXPRESSIVE

,-

Control metabolism via extreme biofeedback techniques

so that "normal" nourishment is no longer required.

Diieiiiii-e-e-h'tirery.n64 ways to preserve OT prepare foods

to enhance nutritive value.

Eat unusual combinations of food in order to obtain

needed nutrients.

Maintain mimimum,vitamin and mineral intake require-
,

ments.

Ex eriment with different diets.
.

v....fro ...wmorrr

Figure 6: Advising Decisions: Physical Needs

Though not entirely obvious, it becomes quite apparent

in what areas that training and educating are needed in an advising

program. The system within which these occur doesn't affect the

basic needs significantly; whether you have all the advising done

410 by faculty members, whether you have a corps of professional ad-

visors or whether you utilize a combination of the two, you still

have to deliver similar, training and education if you are to eli-

minate the "anyone can do it" attitude. If you have the option,

you can consider selection and specialization of advising personnel

(criteria and procedures for this would again be content for ano-

ther paper); still, the training and education would not essential-

ly change.

Basic to both training and education is a local defin-

ition of the advising process and a clear delineation of expecta-

tions and results. Nithin the parameters established by such a

definition, advisors need sufficient exposure to vocational psycho-

logy and student development theories to understand such terms as

"stages of vocational development," "vocational maturity,!' and

"factors influencing vocational choice." Parallel to vocational

psychology, principles of learning and cognitive styles should be

discussed. Specific information needed by advisors include all-

onmk
Ara
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institutional requirements, departmental/major requirements, know-

ledge of all majors available, service -agencies and services ren-

dered by each, scholastic regulations, key persons in departMents

who will discuss vocational concerns with students, extracurricular

Opportunities available to gain exposure to or experience in a field,

and general knowledge of the job market. Skills trairfing, at the

very minimum, must include listening and attending, basic inter-

personal communications, the-art of referring, and decision-making.

Personnel to conduct the education and training compo-

nents within the proposed model should themselves exhibit ah;ove

average ability in the area they are asked to instruct in. Coor-

dinators of advising programs must avoid those who fall into the

"a little learning is a dangerous thing" category. Most campuses

have persons,who are really competent to do the needed traini0

likewise, every campus has its "experts" who have had one course

or one experience and now can do anything related to that experience. 41,_

Selection of training personnel is, in many ways, more critical than

selection of advisors because trainers can establish an attitude

in the training sessions that would determine the advising direc-

tion on a campus. One essential trait of trainers is the willing-

ness and ability to develop or motivate evaluation of advising per-

formance.

Evaluation of advisor performance must be carefully done

or little more than "gut feeling" will result. "Scientific" re-

search can't be conducted in any case because control groups can t

be established or different modeS of intervention may not be appar-

ent for years, and by that time advising programs will (should!)

already have changed to meet the needs of-the current students.

Whatever the limitations, however, evaluation must be designed to

determine the immediate effectiveness of the interpersonal infor-

mation exchange that occurs.

Finally, advising performance must be rewarded. Persons
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cannot be-eipected to perorm this critical service in a vacuum of

reward and give the quality performance required. If monetary

--en-d{orpr.ofes-sional advancement-{rank, salary, etc.) cannot be af-
,

fected, theryfficial recognition of some kind must be instituted.

Indeed, the coordinator of an advising program should take leader-

ship in establishing a system of recognition for the institution.

Other than input for professional advancement, stkch things as an-

nUal awards for outstanding undergraduate advising are possible.

(At-Colorado State University, for example, there is a Distinguished

Service Award for advising which parallels similar awards for teach-

ing and research.)

Advising need not be "catch as catch can on any campus.

It is a very important component of the teaching/learning mission

iii higher education'and need not suffer from the syndrome of apathy

o ten associated with it. The quality of the process can be im-

proved; the knowledge and skills required can be imparted and learned.

-The model proposed in this paper is one way of approaching the

training and education required to improve the quality of acade-

mic advising.'
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TOWAI) A-DEFINITION OF ADVISING

Joseph-F. W,)tz,

University of Maryland
a

Academic advising, as a recognized professional comple-

ment to the teaching function of the University, practiced by per-

sons specifically selected and trained to advise, is a growth-fos-
s

tering interaction between at least two persons, the advisee(s)

and the advisor(s)

Conditions for growth exist whan:

The advisee 8ks more .actively involved in her/his own

decision-making than the adyisor.

2. The persyective in which the decision-making is being

doileis as much future-directed as immediate.

3. Behavior perceived as constructive by both advisor and

advisee is the expected and resultant outcome of de-

cision-making.

-4. Advisor and advisee use other campus resources when either

perceives these as potentially improving the quality of

decision-making and/or resultant behavior.

5. Advisor and advisee commit themselyes to continuing

participation in advising when both agree that contin-

uation can be growth-fostering;

This definition,sfrom mx point of view, helps-to empha-

size what' advising is not:

1. It is not a "fringe benefit" or minor support service

only tangentially related to the real (?) purposes of

the University.

411"1741/
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2. It is not something that anyone or eVeryone should or

g can dO.

3. Jt is LQt.,teIi' ng_the ,adYisee_What to, schedule., 6r what

te choose, or what to do.

4. is not focused exclusively upon the student's intra-
.

institutional existence.

S. It is not .imposed; It is proffered.

1.)
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BASIC ELEMENTS IN DEVELOPING and IMPLEMENTING

A SUCCESSFUL ACADEMIC ADVISING PROGRAM

"The gAeatet.tesuetz vie. ysuatty attained by simP.te

means and the exencize o6 oAdinarty quatiths. These

may OA the most paAt be summed in these two-common

sense and peAseveAances"

Feetham

Good advising programs don't just happen. They are the

result of institations adhering to a set of basic advising princi-

ples which have proven to be successful in numerous settings. Fol-

lowing is a brief-description of the basic elements necessary to

develop and implement a successful advising program:

ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITMENT TO THE IMPORTANCE OF ADVISING

The most important factor contributing to strong advis-

ing programs is the commitment of the instivcion to the importance

of the process. Unless those iii responsible positions believe that

advising is an important and necessary educational service for the

institution to provide and support that commitment both fiscally

and psychologically, advising will be taken lightly or more likely

neglected. Good advising programs are not inexpensive. They re-

quire allocation of human, fiscal, and physical resources. There

is no substitute, for strong administrative support for an effective

advising program.

A WELL ARTICULATED AND COMMUNICATED INSTITUTIONAL POLICY ON ACA-

DEMIC ADVISING

Basic to developing an effective advising program is

4
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deciding where, the'institution wants to go with their academic ad-
,

vising program and how they plan to get there. Common questions

which need to be addressed include:

1. What are the advising needs of students?

2. Who will do the advising?

3. Are there advising needs which transcend individual de-

partments an& colleges?

4. Who is.administratively responsible for the academic

advising system?

S. How should advising services be delivered?

6. How should advisors be selected, trained, and recog-

nized?

7. What is the relationship of the advising system to other

support services?

,8. Do those responsible for advising services have the auth-

ority to make the system work?

V.
The purpose§' and procedures 6f the advising system once

established must be understood by administrators, faculty, and stu-

dents. The ultimate success of any advising p16gram is based to a

large extent upon a common understanding of iis purposes and ,mechan-

ics. The communication program can be carriecKforth ima variety

of ways:

College Catalog

Student Handbook

Advising Handbook

Advising Brochures

Letters to Students E Parents

Orientation Materials

Campus.Newspaper, Radio, TV

Departmental Meetings

Faculty Meetings

Residence Hall Meetings

Fraternity or Sorority' Meetings

Advisor Newsletters

Convocations

Admissions Materials

Media Presentations

Posters
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RECOGNITION OF GOOD ADVISING

Advising is an activity which carries little or no recog-

nition or reward in the reinforcement scheme of many institutions.

Good advising, like good teaching, publication, and research needs

to be recognized. The type of reward system employe'd is obviously

closely related to the importance placed on academic advising at

any given institution. Administrators need to continually empha-

size the importance of advising and give it proper recognition on

the campus. Institutions may demonstrate their recognition and

concern of good advising by a variety of means. Some representative

ways include:

1. Extra Compensation.

2. Reduction in work load, committee assignments, adminis-

trative assignments, etc.

3. Award for outstanding advisor.

4. Appreciation lunches or dinners.

5. Paid in-service training session at desired off-campus

location.

6. Annual listing of advisors rated highly by students to

public, governing board, parents, and students.

Consideration of advising effectiveness in promotion/

tenure decisions.

In addition to extrinsic reward systems it is important

not to overlook the intrinsic rewards an advisor may feel by know-

ing he has assisted a student to successfully obtain his particular

educational/career objective. However, without some type of tangi-

ble reward system effective academic advising will be more diffi-

cult.
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SELECTION OF ADVISORS

The selection of those to do the advising must be done

carefully. The major criterion in selection of advisors is their

interest in doing advising. It is a mistake to assign advising

responsibility to those who have little or no interest in working

with students in the advising relationship. Perhaps of equal im-

portance is that the advisor express and demonstrate interest in

students as persons and exhibit the characteristics of empathy,

warmth, intuition, and flexibility. Those selected must also be

willing to participate in advisor training programs, give advisees

their time, perceive advising as an important function, and be

knowledgeable regarding institutional resources, policies, and

practices.

Melvene Hardee in her excellent ACPA monograph, "Facul-

ty Advising In Colleges and Universities" suggests that the effec-

tive advisor will demonstrate the following knowledge and under-

standing, skills and abilities, and attitudes and appreciations:

Knowledge and Understanding: The advisor must know the

structure of the institution as it relates to schools, colleges,

and divisions; the philosophical bases for the liberal or genel'al

education program; admissions and retention requirements; course

descriptions; high school and college test scores and their rele-

vance to course planning; requirements for specific majors and mi-

nors; procedures for scheduling and registration, for dropping

and adding courses; procedures for filing declarations, petitions

and waivers; methods for referral of students to special services;

extraclass activities' and their relation to the college experience;

community service agencies; campus services - housing, financial

aids, and other assistance provided to the student.

Skills and abilities: The advisor must have techniques

for interpreting and applying test data, evaluative summaries,
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student and class profiles together with other information provi-

ded by the several offices admissions, records, counseling, re-

search - as these facilitate the advising of students. He needs

skills in relating to high-ability students who are not achieving;

to the borderline achiever who aspires to excellence, to the pro-

bationary student - all the combinations of able and less able stu-

dents in the competitive collegiate culture. He must have abilities

in diagnosing student problems and for correct referral for special

aid; skill in assessment of student progress, in mctivating stu-

dents to accept responsibility for their own achievement, and fin-

ally, for the integration of their learning experiences.

Attitudes and Appreciations: The advisor must appre-

ciate the role of the institution in its educational mission - the

place of a college or university in the society; the role of admin-

istrators who make institutional decisions, of faculty members mho

implement the objectives of the institution, of special-services

personnel who have contact with the student in the residence hall

and in other areas - governmental, religious, recreational, or

scholarly; appreciation of student likenesses and differences;

and appreciation of t-J'e student's goal of changing institutional

procedure, societal structure, and his own personal world. That

the faculty member needs to developa positive attitude toward his

role in relation to the educational mission is assumed.

In summary, a good advisor should have the following

characteristics:

1. Interested

2. Knowledgeable

3. Available

4. Concerned for individual student development and growth

5. Knows when to refer
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6. Uses all available information

7. Possesses humanistic advising skilli

8. Willingness to improve

IN SERVICE TRAINING

By in large, institutions have done an inadequate job

of training those involved in the advising process. Well planned

and presented in-service training sessions can be of great assis-

tance to the advisor.
4

Thomas J. Grites, Directon of Academic Advising, Stock-

ton State College and Joseph F. Metz, Assistant Dean for Undergra-

duate Studies, University of Maryland, have suggested the following

six training modules c,s pertinent to the training of rademic ad-

visors:

1. Basic Information Skills: Includes knowledge of gen-

eral education, course availability, program requirements,

registration procedures, and all academic rules and reg-

ulations, especially for academic retention.

2.- Career Development and Decision-Making Skills: Includes

exploration of both short and long-range life and voca-

tional goals, the compatibility of those goals with a

_chosen field of study, and alternative career planning;

also includes defining.limitations, circumstances, con-
.

sequen-ces and alternatives affecting the decision-making

process.

3. Communication Skills: Ability to relate the above skills

in a meaningful way; awareness of the student's relation

to other individuals an-d groups through listening and

feedback.

4. Co-Curricular Activities: Includes more self-awareness

and encour,ages participation in activities and programs

5
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that enhance one's scurriculum; some might be cooperative/

experiential-learning, paraprofessional counseling,

tutoring, skills development, student government, clubs,

and honorary societies.

5. Environmental Perspective: Emphasizes the environmental

characteristics that influence the student's life on cam-

pus; some of these are evident in the nature and charac-

teristics of returning women, minorities, veterans, com-

muters, transfers, the culturally different, the ex-

ceptionally talented, the,handicapped, the international,

and the part-time evening student.

6. Developmental Perspective: Includes simple assessment of

the cognitive and affective development of students and

the psychological support systems they employ; empha-

sizes utilization of basic counseling techniques and

appropriate referral processes.

Training Sessions can be structured around those needs

perceived as most important to advisors. These sessions can be

made more meaningful and interesting by the development of appro-

priate handout ma.terials, use of campus expefts'as presentors

(i.e., Director of Counseling on basic counseling skills and tech-

niques), video-tape, simulation and role playing. Training sessions

.
and support materials can directly address some of the fallowing

common deterrents to effective academic advising:

1. The advisor is unfamiliar with curricular offerings,

core requirements, referral sources, job opportunities,

use of available data sources (ACT Student Profile Re-

port).

'2.- The advisor.is ,unfamiliar with various administrative

procedures and forms used in the advising process:
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The advisor is unclear as to the role of the advisor.

The advisor is unfamiliar with basic advising and coun-

seling skills.

ADVISING HANDBOOK

Providing the advisor with a comprehensive and usable

advising handbook is a challenging task. Advisors cannot be ex-

pected to "store" all necessary information in their heads. The

Advisor Handbook that is attractively done, easily indexed, and con-

tains needed information is an indispensable tool to good advising.

Sirice it is important that the Handbook be kept current, a loose-

leaf notebook approach is often desirable.

Following is a typical content outline for an Advis'ing

Handbook:

4 7

A
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TOPICAL SAMPLE OUTLINE FOR

ADVISOR'S HANDBOOK

1. Yearly academic calendar.

2. Statement from President on importance of academic

advising.

3. Institutional policy statement on academic advising

(role of advising).

4. Description of institution's advising system.

. Statement on advisor and student responsibility in

advising.

6. Advising skills and techniques.

7. Refferal directory with description of student support

services.

Questions and answers to-common questions advisees may

ask.

9. Use of available information sources.

10. DescriptiOn of ACT Student Profile Report (SPR) and

its use in advising.

11. Statement of academic standards and practices.

12. Registration information.

13. Description of general education requirements.

14. Graduation requirements.

15. Explanation and examples of forms used in advising.

16. The advising folder..

17. Advisor resources (i.e., checklists, inventories, rele-

vant hints, articles, occupational outlooks for effective

advising, suggested programs for various majors, evalua-

tion forms).

18. Campus telephone and mailing directory.
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James T. Lawrence, Director of Advising, College of

Arts and Science, University of Alabama, addresses the need for an

advising manual in the introduction to his Academic Advising Guide.

"Shoutd thete be an advising manuat iot liacutty and ya-

duate assistants? Thete 'ate two answeAs to this,ques-

'tion; a humanitatian one and a ptacticat one. Fitst,

students in coitege need advice. They witt not take

the time not do they have the intetest discovet the

tutu and teg'utations ,06 the univetsity. They witt nat

seek =Leek in0Amation noA adequatety save theit own

petsonat. pnobtems. Thete ate oces oti advising scat-

teted att. ovet campus,, but you have two advantages that

these oces do not; you ate convenient and you see

evety student. So, you can oovide the univeAsity and

the students a gteat setvice by accepting this advising

Aote.

The othet tea/son ZS a much moite ptacticat one. The

Academic Poticy Manua o The Univemity a Atabama,

the ptimaty document of) univetsty opetations, states

that "the ducies o6 a membet oi the iacutty o'6 The

Univetbity o6 Atabama inctude inzttuction, advising

students, teseatch boA Lot schotaAty pubZication and

OA the imoovement oi etassAoom insttuction, and seA-

vice to the Univetsity and the community." Thete it is

in btack and white - "advis.44 students." Th4.6 is patt

o6 yout Aesponsibitity to the institution. And with

the nenewed intetest in tectuitment and tetention, youn

advising Aote might be given incteased conSidetation in

the tewatd system o6 the univetsity.

Thus the need Loh this manual exists. It is not a state-

ment 06 adademic tegutations because they can be Ound

asewhete. NO4 is this wotk "okciat" in any sense
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the WoAti, The 0Amat 4tatcpent o6 Aute4 and Aegutation4

can be tiound in the Univeuity_ o6 Atabama Catatog, the

Facutty Handbook, dnd thelAcademic Poticy Manual_ Thi4

wode 2 an i.n6oAmat. attempt to expo4e, empha4ize, ctak-

itiy, and discu44 thoze kegutation4 and theneby to make

them bettek undeutood by any advizon potentiat ad-

vocate."

As A general rule, advising handbooks contain too little

information relative to the 'role of the advisor.and generic advis-

ing informition and techniques useful to the advisor in carrying

out his responsibility.

GOOD INFORMATION ABOUT ADVISEES

Good advising is built on the premise that an advisor

can never know too much about a student. The quality of an indi-

vidual student's educational/career decisions increases directly

with the amount of relevant information available to the student.

and the advisor. All good advising programs have an information

base for use by. the advisee and advisor during the advising pro-

cess.

This informatiOn :base is many times in the form of an

advising folder supplemented by appropriate oulside reference

sources. Information typical to most advising folders include:

1. ACT Student Profile Report (SPR)

2. High school transcript

3. College transcript or grade slips

4. Planning worksheets

5. Anecdotal record of,significant discussions

6. Other documents or materials deemed helpful to the

advising process.
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The ACT Student Profile Report (SPR)-represents an out-

standing information source and tool for'acadeniic advisors in

Working with freshmen. Student need's can be effectively matched

with institutional resources. The SPR:

1. Presents a comprehensive picture of a s,tudent.

2. Is available in advance.

3. Is easy to uie and interpret.

4. Is useful inascertaining patterns of'consistency and

inconsistency.

S. Provides advising leads and pints of departure.

6. Is an tdvisóry tool.

7. Redates to common advising concerns.

4 10
NT ONTA T

Dynamic advising programs are characterized by both

frequent and quality contacts between advisor and advisee. Good

advising is not simply seeing a student once a semester or twice

a year to approve a course schedule. Obviously it is not necessary

to have daily contact, however, many students need to see their

advisors on a somewhat frequent basis. On occassions advisors may

need to be intrusive and seek advisees out and invite them to dis-

cuss matters of commOn concern. Frequency of contact tends to

strengthen the quality of relationship between the advisor and

advisee. Contacts which have been deemed to be the most influen-

tial don't always need to be in the advisor's office but might

take place in the Union, the advisor's home, or in some other

.campus setting. A quality advising experience involves an approach

where the advisor and advisee discuss a wide range of topics re- "

lating to the student's life gbals, educational/career goals, edu-

cational program, progress and problems.
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Advisors should plan to be available for conferences

with advisees regularly thioughout'the sémester. The following

times are especially important:

1.. Preregistration advisement.
,

2. Prior to any change of classes.

3. Prier to a change in major. .4 ,

4. Following any report of unsatisfactory work.
,

S. Prior to withdrawal from the college.

6. When a student is experiencing personal, 'social

'.\adjustment or academic problems. -

It is not always necessary to meet individually with stu-

dents to accomplish the purposes of advising. Small groUP sessions'

often- provide an opportunity for the advisor to work with students

in an effe-tive manner.

In his study of institutionalyrovisions for advising

in the Florida statewide system of higher education, McGirt deter-

inined that the content covered in *advising conferences at the basic

or lower-division levej included the following in descending order

of frequency. (The most time-consuming advisement topics were-

those indicated with an asterisk.)

Current course selection

Long-range course planning

Adding or dropping courses

Career planning

Orientation to the institution

Improving academic performance

Transfer of credit

Consideration of graduate study

Adjustment to institutional life
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IdterPretation of test Scoi.es

Problems relating to instryctors

Personal problems .

4

Financial problems

Withdrawal from the university,

REASONABLE STUDENT LOAD .

Advisors, to perfoTm their responsibilities effectively,

must be assigned a reasonable advisee load. Too many adviees will

inevitably esult in unavailability, hurried meetings,- not getting

to know advisees on a personal basis, and in general, poor a4vising

experiences for students. Determining a reasonable student load

will, of course, depend on a number of variables such as teaching

load, committee assignments, research and publication'commitments,

outside actiVity, and if it is a fpll time or part time responsi

bility.

GOOD REFFERAL SYSTEM

Successful advising is predicated on a.good refferal

system. A major responsdbilty of an academic advisor is to:

1. Develop a thorough knowledge of the many support ser-

vices available on campus.

2. Accurately perceive the needs of an advisee.

3. Match`those needs to existing campus resources.

Many' advisors, however, refer too quickly without taking

the time to discuss in full the sittiation with a student before

determining the best refferal source. Clearly,, the academic 'advisor

should not'attempt to be "all things to all people." The're are a

myriad,of resources-on every-campus better equipped tb assist stu-

dents in a meaningful manner, than the academic advisor. The ef-
r,
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fective advisor makes full use of these resources. Because of the

importance of referrals it is imperative that those advising have

a full knowledge of the resources available and the referral pro-

cedures and process.

In making a referral an advisor would usually find it

helpful to:

1. Clarify with the advisee just w Y the referral is being

made.

2. Explain what kind of service is offered by the referral

agency and realistically what'help the advisee can be

expected to receive.

3. Help the advisee to make the appointment. Give him

complete instructions as to how to contact the person

or agency to whom he is being referred. It is often

helpful if a referral is made to a specific person

rather than to just a service.

ADVISEE SATISFACTION WITH THE ADVISING PROCESS

As the primary beneficiary,of 'the advising process, it

is important that the adqsee perceive the advising process .in a

positive manner. Student satisfaction is highly dependent on the

quality of the advisee/advisor relationship. This is dependent on

a number of factors.

In a recent ev4luation of the advising services at a

large public university students used the "comments" section to

express their feelings. The followingrecurring themes emerged:

1. Availability - (REPRESENTATIVE COMMENT): "If my advisor

would just once be available during registration I would

feel a little better. I've heard that he is outstanding

if you ever get to see him!"
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2 Personal interest "I hope that advisors show

more concern of a student as an individual, so that a

student can open her mind and discuss her problem."

3. Incorrect advice - extra time to graduate - (R.C.):

"I will be graduating in,Dec. 1977. I was supposed to

graduate in May 1977 but am 12 credits short, owing

to my advisor telling me wrong courses for my major three

different times. I-wonder how often this happens to

other studentsf"

4. Knowledge about advisors (R.C.): "I don't recall

ever even knowing who my advisor was - mayb'e there should

be more of an effort to make students aware."

S. Concern about student advisors - (R.C.): "Get rid of

the student advisors because they don't know their ---

from a hole in the ground!".

6: Compliments to individual advisors (R.C.): "I was

recommended to see (advisor's name) for advisement by

a former student. He proved to be a concerned indivi-

-dual who would tolerate studcnt intrusions without com-

plaint and always took an active interest ih me and my

various academic and non-academic related problems.

He has been a great help to me during my 'transfer

crises'."

7. Run-around - (F.C.): "It seems that in every contact

I have made with the University administration (including

advisors) everyone just sends me to someone else. I

have gotten-to the point of wondering if anyone knows

what he's talking.about!"

James T. Lawrence,, University of Alabama, reminds advisors

of the proper relationship between advisor and'advisee:
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"Theke is one tast topic to be discussed in this Guide that

is impoktant to good advising: TeacheAlestudent distance.

As you advise a numbek o.6 students, and youk advice is help-

&Le, some students witZ begin to ketukn to you 6ok mane aid.

Ogen a Wendship mitt 6okm that can 6e quite geasant and

tiutiitting. Bat I suggest that you maintain that one tazt

6it o6 distance between the two o6 you. Othetwise, you

jeopakdize the authokity that you might need to hap the

student. Many students took tiok liacutty membeks who can

become buddies and pato -- i6 you need 6tiendis, go ahead;

but youA advice witt become, 6olt the most pant, ine.66ective.

On the othek hand, a liacutty memben who dou not want to

get invotved, who is cotd to students and theitykobtems,

is uzetesz az an advizoa. Thiz 6acutty membelL hetps no

one and misses pant oti the essence o6 cottege -- the ac-

tive, inquisitive, but sometimes conOsed mind oti the 18-

21 yeaft otd. So teaAn the toot4 o he advizing ttade,

ataba6h a pkopet distance, and do yout4e4, the 4tudent,

and the cottege a ,6avok give zome good advice."
ti

Students cite most frequently four major factors as im-

portant to them in the advising process. The.se factors are:

1. Accessibility

2. Specific and accurate information

3. Advice and counsel

4. A caring and personaf relationship with their advisor

EVALUATION
Advising programs require systematic and periodic ap-

,

praisal. The first step in developing an evaluation system in-

volves the establishment of measurable criteria. Such criteria
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might include, but not be limited to, length of contact, frequency

of contact, topics discussed, accessibility, number of referrals,

student satisfaction, number of registration errors, retention

of advisees, and institutional knowledge. Primary evaluation

should be by students supplemented by an advisement supervisor or

coordinator and by self-evaluation. Methods of evaluation generally -

include questionnaires, statistical data; and counts.

APPROPRIATE DELIVERY,SYSTEM

Institutions often select an inappropriate delivery

system for academic advising. What works well at one institution

may not work well at another institution. It is important that

dach institution select a delivery syS7tem or combination of deli-1

very systems most appropriate for their institution and student

body. No existing model of academic advisement has proved to be

the most successful and workable. Who does the advising or even

how it is delivered is probably not as important as the commitment

to the process and the ability of the individual advisor.

5ri
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BASIC ELEMENTS IN DEVELOPING

& IMPLEMENTING A SUCCESSFUL

ACADEMIC ADVISING PROGRAM

1. ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT

2. INSTITUTIONAL POLICY

.3, RECOGNITION/REWARD SYSTEM

4, SELECTION OF ADVISORS

5. IN-SERVICE TRAINING

6. ADVISING HANDBOOK

7. INFORMATION ABOUT ADVISEES

8, FREQUENCY AND QUALITY OF CONTACT

9. REASONABLE STUDENT LOAD

10. REFERRAL SYSTEM

11. ADVISEE SATISFACTION

12. EIALUATION

13. APPROPRIATE DELIVERY SYSTEM
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BASIC ELEMENTS

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT

RECOGNIZE ADVISING AS IMPORTANT AND NECESSARY SERVICE
4/Iir

aUPPORT BOTH FISCALLY AND PSYCHOLOGICALLY

ALLOCATE HUMAN, FISCAL) AND PHYSICAL RESOURCES

ASSIGN RESPONSIBILITY AND AUTHORITY

PROVIDE INFORMATION SYSTEM

RECOGNIZE GOOD'ADVISING

DEVELOP INSTITUTIONAL POLICY

2. INSTITUTIONAL POLICY

* WHAT ARE THE ADVISING NEEDS?

WHO WILL DO THE ADVISING?

HOW WILL ADVISORS BE SELECTED) TRAINED, SUPPORTED AND

RECOGNIZED?

WHO WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ADVISING SYSTEM?

HOW WILL ADVISING SERVICES BE DELIVERED?

WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP OF ADVISING TO OTHER SUPPORT

SERVICES?

HOW WILL THE ADVISING'SYSTEM BE COMMUNICATED?

* HOW WILL INSTITUTIONAL RESOURCES BE ALLOCATED?

ordm%
dffelow
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BASIC ELEMENTS

COMMUNICATING THE ADVISM SY-STEM

* CATALOG

*' STUDENT HANDBOOK

* LETTER TO STUDENTS AND

PARENTS

* FACULTY MEETINGS TV

* DEPARTMENTAL MEETINGS * RESIDENCE HALL MEETINGS

* POSTERS * MEDIA PRESENTATIONS

* ADVISING HANDBOOK, * ADVISOR NEWSLETTERS

* IN SERVICE TRAINING_

* ADMISSIONS MATERIALS

* ADVISING BROCHURE

* ORIENTATION

* CAMPUS PUBLICATFONS, RADIO)

RECOGNITION/REWARD SYSTEM

EXTRA COMPENSATION

REDUCTION OF WORKLOAD

ADVISING AWARD

APPRECIATION LUNCHES4OR DINNERS

LISTINGS OF OUTSTANDING ADVISORS

CONSIDERATION IN PROMOTION/TENURE DECISIONS

vlo
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BASIC ELEMENTS

SELECTION OF ADVISORS

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EFFECTIVE ADVISOR:

INTERESTED

* KNOWLEDGEABLE

* AVAILABLE

* CONCERN FOR INDIVIDUAL STUDENT GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT

* KNOWS WHEN TO REFER

* USES ALL AVAILABLE INFORMATION

* WILLINGNESS TO IMPROVE

* HUMANISTIC ADVISING SKILLS

5. IN-SERVICE TRAINING

TYPICAL TOPICS:

* BASIC INFORMATI,ON SKILLS

* ,DVISING/COUNSELING SKILLS

* ..,ECISION MAKING SKILLS

CAMPUS REFERRAL SOURCES

CAREER INFORMATION AND EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK

* T.YPICAL STUDENT PROBLEMS

* T.HE ADVISING SYSTEM
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BASIC ELEMENTS

ADVISING HANDBOOK

SAMPLE CONTENTS:

ADVISING POLICY

DESCRIPTION OF ADVISING SYSTEM

DEFINITION OF ADVISING

ADVI,SING SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES

REFERRAL DIRECTORY

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS TO COMMON QUESTIONS

USE OF INFORMATION SOURCES (ACT)

CHECKLISTS, AND ADVISOR RESOURCES

* ACADEMIC STANDARDS) POLICIES) AND REQUIREMENTS

7. INFORMATION ABOUT ADVISEES

ACT STUDENT PROFILE REPORT (SPR)

HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE TRANSCRIPTS

COLLEGE GRADE SLIPS

PLANNING WORKSHEETS

ANECDOTAL RECORDS

OTHER

6

Amm.
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BASIC ELEMENTS

8. FREQUENCY AND QUALITY OF CONTACT

* IMPORTANT CONTAU TIMES:

PREREGISTRATION/RE'GISTRATION

PRIOR TO ANY CHANGE IN CLASSES

* PRIOR TO DECLARING OR CHANGING A shiAJOR

* FOLLOWIN,9 ANY REPORT OF UNSATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE

OR ATTENDANCE

,WHEN A STUDENT IS EXPERIENCING PERSONAL, SOCIAL, OR

ACADEMIC ADJUSTMENT PROBLEMS

* PRIOR TO WITHDRAWL

9. REASONABLE STUDENT LOAD

10. REFERRALS

IN MAKING REFERRALS:

DON'T REFER TOO QUICKLY

CLARIFY WHY

EXPLAIN SERVICE AND EXPECTATION

MAKE REFERRAL TO SPECIFIC 14RSON IF POSSIBLE

ASSIST STUDENT IN MAKING APPOINTMENT

FOLLOWUP

Py-NtAre
WI IP
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BASIC ELEMENTS

11. ADVISEE SATISFACTION

FACTORS IMPORTANT TO STUDENTS:

* ACCESSIBILITY

* SPECIFIC AND ACCURATE INFORMATION

* ADVICE AND COUNSEL

* PERSONAL AND CARING RELATIONSHIP

12. EVALUATION

* ESTABLISH MEASURABLE CRITERIA

* STUDENTS, SELF, COORDINATOR

* QUESTIONNAIRES OR INVENTORIES

* STATISTICAL DATA AND COUNTS

13. APPROPRIATE DELIVERY SYSTEM

SELF-4VISEMENT

PEER AiV4SORS

* rt,OMPUTER ASSISTED ADVISING

* PARA-PROFESSIONAL ADVISORS

* cIACULTY ADVISORS

* COUNSELOR ADVISORS

ACADEMIC ADVISEMENT CENTERS

* coOME COMBINATION OF THE ABOVE



DELIVERY OF
ACADEMIC ADVISING
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DELIVERY OF ACADEMIC ADVISING

moite. -impoiaanit to know wheAe. you ait.e going than to
get theke too qui,dziy. Wq houtd not ntake activity
6ot aahievemeAt. "

Newcomen.

Academic advising in colleges and universities is char-
:

acteTized by its diversity.

Successful academic advising models often employ some combi-

nation of various -'41iVery methods. Following iS a brief sketch

of the most common methods of de3ivering academic advising ser-

vices.

SELF-ADVISEMENT

This method makes the student responsible for their own

advising. This delivery system, often used for upperclassmen,

acknowledges the increasing maturity of students and adopts the

position that students-should be permitted to exercise independently

their own judgment in the ch0.ce of their academic program. The

major weakness of t4is approach is-the absence of the opportunity

to interact and develop a meaningful relationship with an exper-

ienced and knowledge,able advisor. It assumes the primary purpose

of advising is schedule making. Students are provided with course

information, class scNedules, requirements, and instructions and

make their decisions without assistance from anyone.

This approach is exemplified in the following recom-

mendation from a study committee at a large public university:

s,
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"Cteation o6 a iangety non-mandatoky academicadvi4ing

ptiogAam which wogd attow aa 4tudent4 except ite4hmeni

aqd benning ttan40,A4 to decide 6o/t themeetvez whethet

cot not bo 4eek thg advice o6 an academic advioon when

making out thein 4chedu2a...the UniveA4ity haz an ob-

Ligation tri guide cakeutty tkle likezhman and new tAan4-

OA and to ptovide in the eatatog accukate and clean, 4tate-

ment4.oli itz Aequikement4. Wete-in0Amed academic advi-

40A4 ,showed be avaiZabte ot att 4tudent4 who zeek ad-

vice. HoweveA, the matuAe 4tudent tinequenteg abte

to detemine 6oft himoeiti what he mu6t do to meet the

inztitution'4 kequi/Lement4 and 4uch matuu 4tudent4

ought to be encounaged to be zetti-Aetiant and Aezpon-

4ibte eotaigi,shing thein academic pAogItami."

PEER ADVISING

Peer advising has proven to be a successful method of

delivering academic advising. Fellow students Are often quite

,knowledgeable about courses, instructors, ways to avoid adminis-

trative red tape, and the effectiveness of support services.
4

Students many times find it.easier to talk with other students about

their academic and personal problems. Careful training-of peer

advisors is essential to the success of this method of providing

advisingservices. Peer advising is particularly effective if

used in scombination with another delivery system. Peer advisors

seem to work particularly well in residence hall settings. The

primary disadvantage is the lack of irltur.ity, experience, and

turnover of peer advisors.

COMPUTER ASSISTED ADVISING

In this method of delivery the' student interacts with

the computer via a CRT to obtain needed information on avail'ability

6'.4
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of courses requirements, carer information, etc. If the only

purpose of the academic advising process was information giving

then this method would be adequate. However, it obviously:lacks

the impartant characteristic of developing a relationship between

the advisor andsadvisee which is so critical to good advising,

Properly installed it can also be quite an expensive delivery

mechanism. It cah serve as a useful adjunct to an advising system.

PARA-PROFESSIONAL ADVISORS

Para-professional advisors can be effective in providing

information to students. Like peir advisors they need to be well

trained. They often lack the ability and background to provide

in-depth academiC advising to students. Para-professional advising

can be a Tather inexpensive way to deliver academic advising ser-

vices to students on a full-time'basis.

FACULTY ADVISORS

By far the most common delivery system is the use of

faculty for the academic advising function. This delivery system,

As others, has its advantages and disadvantages. Faculty advising

appears to be'quit-6 variable and subject to somie of the following

problems:

1. Faculty tend to be focused on their subject matter area

and lack University-wide informqtion.

2. Faculty advising generally la'cks institutional support

(e.g., release time, reward systems) and is thus often

poorly coordinated and does not provide for in-service

training time.'

3. Faculty are often busy when the students need advising

and thus appear inaccessible.
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4, Faculty rarely have the motivation (or incentives) to

seek out critical advising data such as employment trends,

other institutional requirements, etc.

Faculty advisors, on the other hand, are experts in their

discipline and knowjedgeable about specific courses in their de-

partment and in educational/cdreer opportunities in their,)area of

concentration. The advising process also facilitates the develop-

ment of mutually beneficial relationships between student and teacher.

Hardee, in the monograph "Faculty Advising In Colleges

and Universities," discusses the various methods by which faculty

advisors are assigned:

1. In some instituticas, all full-time teaching faculty

are assigned to year-long advisory duties. Although the

new faculty member should be told of the requirement

at the time of his hiring, not all new faculty members

are told.

2. An adaptation of the foregoing system occurs in some

institutions where all full-time teaching faculty are

used to "advise" students'initially (convoy them through

registration) , with reassjgnment of students thereafter

to a corps of selected faculty personnel who continue

to advise them for the remainder of a given year or

for the duration of enrollment.

3. In some institutions, a corps of advisors is selected

whose members are given reduced teaching load and addi-

tional monetary compensation. ,These advisory persons

are usually accorded office space near the counseling

unit in order that close working relationships between

advising and counseling personnel are possible.
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4. An adaptation of this third plan is the selection of a

corps of advisors who receive no additional compensation

for the assignment but are accorded a reduced teaching

Joad or'Other work adjustments.

5. In many institutions, faculty advisement proceeds on an

optional basis. Only those who are interested in doing

advisement are included in the program There' may be

additional compensation and a reduced teaching load, but

often there is no such adjustment.

follows:

Dr. Hardee summarizes the status of faculty advisin as'

"So it hao been many thingz in -U6 time: Fkiend4hip

in matte/L/5 in which azziitance i4 needed by ztudentis,

a medium od communication between ztudent and tiacutty,

tediota cteticat wo/tk coMbtned with hit-and-/tun con-

detences, and a wteventive meam dot-avoiding tate&

expZozion in counzaing 46ice and heaZth centm

Facutty adv 'n L digni4ied and dotided _much de-

zifted but 06ten deniytated, done wat and done Let."

COUNSELOR ADVISORS

In some institutions the advising services are provided

through the counseling ceater and the use of professionally trained

counselors. Since good advising is basically a counseling function,

such, a delivery system seems appropriate. However, there are often

.not enough counselors Available to provide in-depth academic ad-

vising and their time 'might be better spent on personal and emo-

tional problems of students.'

MEP

7
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ACADEMIC ADVISEMENT CENTERS

The most recent development in the delivery of academic

advising services is the establishment of centralized academic

advisement'-centers. In brief, the center is a student servrce

azency designed to provide guidance and information to assist

students in their academic decision making and progress. Such

an approach can result in accessible and effectiye advising ser-

vices being made available to students. Advisement Centers are

often supplemented by faculty advisors.

SUMMARY

Deciding on the appropriate delivery system is the

first step in developing an effective advising program. It is

important to remember:

1 The effectiveness of various delivery systems will

vary by campus and sometimes within campuses.

2. Delivery is not as critical as commitment and interest.

3. Some mixture or combination of delivery systems usually

holds the most promise.
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AN ACADEMIC ADVISING SYSTEM

Donald L. Delong

University Coordinator of Academic Advising

Western Michigan University

When most educational institutions consider upgrading

their academic advising activities, they usually begin by discussing

'how to get advisers to do a better job. It is not difficult to find

all the literature you want on what advisors should Or should not be

doing.. With the growing interest in retention and enrollments, the

benefits of a good advising program become obvious. But, how does

an educational institution really make the changes it needs to make?

One approach would be as follows:

1. An institution-wide committee should be established to

determine what kind of academic advising system the ins-

titution needs. Here the emphasis is on system.

2. An administrator should be appointed who is responsible

for the academic advising system. The responsibility

should not be given to an already established administra-

tor who can wear another hat. And it shouldn't be given

to the office it seems to fit. The appointment of an

administrator who reports to the academic vice-president

may be the key to changing the academic advising system.

At Western Michigan University the title is "University

Coordinator of Academic Advising." What does the Univer-

sity Coordinator do? The Coordinator:

a. Works with the Admissions Office for the purpose of

insuring students receive accurate instructions on
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how to use the academic advising system (each college

has a unique system).

b. Works with the Orientation Office to Make sure advisors

work as a team as new students enter the institution.

c. Evaluates the Catalog as a useful tool for students

seeking academic information.

d. Makes sure secretaries and receptionists know where

to send students both within their own departments and

within the University.

e. Creates materials to encourage faculty members to dev-

elop a referral system (i.e.,jvhen a student has a

problem, the faculty member should have access' to the

the name and number where help is availabie).

f. And most important of all, be the voice on the campus

for academic advising.

Yes, the description above is meant to be "nuts and bolts."

But, it is exactly the "nuts and bolts" which make an academic

advising system become a system.

The administrator for academic advising also creates an

institution-wide academic advising committee. That committee has

a membership of people.who are responsible for academic advising

within their departments an'd colleges. Their primary function is

to coordinate the advising system within their departments and

colleges and at the same.time assist in creating an institution-

, wide cooperative unit which serves all the students.

It is not the intent of this paper to present a detailed

rationale for thinking about academic advising as'a system. The

purpose is simply to suggest that once a plan'has been established,

someone must be given the responsibility.and authority to make the

plan work. All the directives, memos, and "don't you think we ought

to" meetings in the world aren't going to create an advising system

which serves both the institution and the students.

MVP
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Introduction:

The Framework and Model
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Most humans, when faced with a situation that is

difficult,, unpredictable, or stressful search about withip

th'emselves'for a solution based on associated experience of

their fantasies of how things might be. Gosling and Turquet

(1967) point out that a model is needed to link this inner

search for possible solutions with external reality as well

as one that will encourage both the freeing of fantasies and

the testing of them against reality.

We believe that thinking about, planning for, and

implementing advising programs are activities that rbquire

help for participants so that they may reflect on their part

in the process. This manuscript is based on a fundamental

assumption about the relationships between the different

players in 'an advising scenario. Specifically we think one

may describe as basically similar, relationships between

ourselves and you the advising manager, between the advising

manager and faculty advisor, and between the faculty advisor

and student advisee. Although the concept about relationship

similarity is tenuous for certain of the many comparisons

that could be made it does have useful implications for

advising.

One of the factors that seems to be present in

each of the three relationships is a sensitivity to the o'ther

person in the relationship without sacrificing or losing sight

of the task that is to be accomplished. Namely, fagilitating

the exploration, growth, 'choice or action On the part of the

recipient partner. Another factor is that although the

providing colleague need not necessarily act in an authori-
.

tarian manner the person in that role will be perceived as

representing, and to some degree will represent, an authority

figure. This process generates consequences and implications

for the relationship that we think are strikingly -similar for

411

the three pairings.

or-'46
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Another reason for thinking about the three

pairings in similar ways is the interchangeability of roles

between pairs. In your case you assume one role vis-a-vis

us as you read this, you assume another very different role

when as advising manager you Aeet face-to-face with faculty

advisors. The faculty advisor has a similar experience.

When meeting with you the faculty advisor may be seen as

.assuming an adv.isee role with you as adiisor. When meeting

with students faculty are in the advisor role with students

as aUvisees. Basically', we propose that one may learn about

the intricacies of being in the provider role by experiencing

and analyzing reactions\to being in both the recipient and

provider roles.

Thus, we wish to point out that your reactions to

the notion of us as advisors and you as advisee has some,

we hope useful, implication for your relationship to faculty

advisors. Similarly your discussions with faculty advisors

about their experience of you as advisor and themsOves as

advisees has implications for actions that faculty advisors

take with student advisees. We are aware, as mentioned

earlier, that the analogousness of the three pairings is

something less than perfect. Imperfections notwithstanding

the similarity between them is such that we thinfc your

contribution'to the advising program will be ,enhanced as you

explore the pairings and use them in your work.

One value of using this model of the similarity

betwen pairs is that it provides one avenue for both

experiencing and then analyzink a situation. Thus., for your

advisors the model is one means of inviting them to recognize,

label, and discuss their behavior in a particulaT interaction

with you and,ID hypothesize or project implications for their

own work with students. Although the use of such an approach

"'Itsare
MI UP
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does generate stressjor both parties it also invites the

participants to separate and examine both fantasy and reality.

s_ For example, as you attempt to-explore with advisors their
A

responsibilities as advisors their reactions may be similar

to reactions that student advisees have to attempts

by the advisor in the advisor-advisee interaction. The fact

that such a reaction by the advisor to your overture.about

,advising duties may be both experienced and examined holds

promise for improving,the nature of the interacticon between.

you and the advisor and between the advisor and the advisee.

The model may be used both to generate or to

analyze information about the advising process or the advising

system. We assume, of course, that most of what the advisor-

advisee interchange should contain may be replicated and

examined in the manager-advisor interchange,. Our task in ,

this manuscript is to see if we may do as well in creating

some of those exchanges between our words in the manuscrip.:.

and yourself that may be used in your work as advising

coordinator. You know our intent', let's pursue the objective.

arara^14
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Chapter 1
Managing and Management

of Faculty Advisors

4")

QUESTIONS:

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO' MANAGE?

CAN FACULTY ADVISORS BE MANAGED?

111 WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF ADVISOR MANAGEMENT?

WHAT ARE SOME OF THE PROBLEMS OF NANAGING?

,
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"Managing faculty advisors" is a title that many

find pretentious and full of negative images. Pretentious

because.they don't belieVe faCulty can be managed, full of

negative images ecaus-e they have a dim view of management

and manage-Ts. Nonetheless, the managing,of facility advisors

is an attivity whose time has come. Educational institutions
i

can no longer permit ineffectual advising: there is an

economic press to utilize faculty in as many roles as

possible, d-legal press to provide acceptable service to the

student consumers and an increased competition between

colleges for students because of the dwindling college-age

population, amng other changes. Colleges must find ways

of improving and maintaining advising services if they are

to compete successfully, in the future.
4

t

4

There is ample eviden/Ace n the literature about

faculty as advisor's that sugges s facult)do not become

acceptable advksors on their own; counsevently, many insti-

tutions are likely to appoint someone to improve the situation,

to seek performance from the faculty in the area of advising.

Sooner or later that person is goiw to be-confronted with

situations that arise when one attempts to manage faculty

advisors.

Perhaps it is worthwhile, therefore, tO'attempt to

descTibe the activities that circumscribe the particular

entity we have termed the management of faculty advisors. This

phrase encompasses the rational assessment of the advising

needs of all identifiable group of students, the formulation and

presentation of a faculty advising plan to concerned faculty,

the organization of faculty over whom you have no control,
45.

authority or power or whom you did not even select into an

effective.taSk group, the training of faculty for a task they
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are not innat'ely qualified to do and are not knowledgeable

about-doing, the eitaluation of faculty advisors as deliverers

of a service, the motivating of faculty who may not want to

provide a service, and last but not least, the rewarding of

faculty service without being able to provide either money

or promotion to faculty for their efforts. Although this

description of managing faculty advisors might be expanded

much if any additions are' primarily,details or more specific

criteria.

Definitions of management vary from source to

source, but not greatly, suggesting that differences in

definition probably result from unique environments. It is

therefore appropriate to begin with some of these definitions

to develop the aspects that are particularly germane to the

management of faculty advisors. Levitt (1976) defines

management thus:

"Management consists of the rational assessment of

,a situation and the systematic selection of goals and purposes;

the,systematic development of strategies to ,:.chieve these

goals; the mdrshalling of the required resources; the rational

desizn, organization, direction and control of the activities

required to attain selective purposes; and finally, the

motivating and rewarding of people to do the work."

Webster's notes the following: manage (man' in to

control and direct, to conduct; guide; administel, to render

and keep submissive; to wield with address; to contrive to

direct affadrs; to carry on business or affairs to achieve

one's purposes. Together the definitions acourately describe,

in general terms, what is necessary to effectively manage any

e.i,terprise, task or service, including a faculty advsing

system. What they don't provide are the details of how one .

0

4.;

P7-AIN
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goes about managing, that is, how one actually undertakes the

process we have defined.

Management is very much different from managing, the

former a noun, a thing, the latter an active verb. It may be

helpful to clearly distinguish between the two. Management

consists of.the following functions:

planning

organizing

staffing

directing (co-ordinatin controlling)

evaluation

Managing is the way one sets about accomplishing these

functions. For example, let us look at the first function

"planning." Planning can be carried out by a single individual,

by a group of persons each-Of whom contributes, by a group that

shares their reaction, by a consulting service from within or

INithout the instiv2tion, orby copying plans from similar insti-

txtions. It ,can be done by memo, by word of mouth, by successive

drafts, by consensus, by dictum or by default. When we refer

.to managing faculty as advisors, we refer to the way one carries

on the various management functions; that is, how the manager

produces, in'this insta:nce, a plan.

The function that causes most difficulty in the

academic setting is directing or controlling. Most academics

prefer the word co-ordinating, which may be mcfe accurate. It

is not clear whether r,psistance comes from the fact that persons

in academia nave such a high regard for freedom that they have

an aversion to controlling, or whether they believe that it

simply is impossible to control faculty. Perhaps the difficulty

lies in the difficulty of separating the function from an

activity; it is possible, for example, to perform a controlling
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fun_ction without literally controlling anyone, at least in

.the sense of using force, or coercion. Clearly one canntt

hope to force faculty, at least tenured faculty, to do much,

however one Clearly can expect to control faculty, although

one may have to use logical reasoning, flattery, embarassment,

favors or,threats to do this effectively. Moreover, co-ordi-

nation is a form of control, if we accept that co-ordination

really means control by consensus. The question is really

how one will control or direct.

WHY, MANAGE?

The object Or goal of managing faculty advisors is

two fold: first, to deliver a service that is acceptable to

the consumer (students and their parents) ; and second, to

develop faculty. Development in this con-text has two meanings,

first, in the sense of helping faculty acquire increased personal

or technical skills, and second,'the development and continued

Tefinement of organizational effectiveness in providing ,advising

'services. There are many ways of managing designed to facili-

tate both kinds of personal development uslIally through

"management" sponsorship of some kind of learning experience,

such as a seminar, a retreat, released time, professional

conferences, a tuition stipend, etc. In advising, the,work

itself is an experience in learning and thus Ihe advising

activities must be managed in a way that recognizeS this

important aspect. In other words, the manager must help

faculty accept,the possibility that advising activities are

an acceptable means by which faculty members may themselves .

,continue experiencing, learning and growing as professional

persons. While outside seminars may be liseful in developing

various kinds of advising skills, the day.to-day activities

MEP
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of advisors provide a more fertile ground for development,

particularly for the manager who is adept at using experiences

oommon to most faculty members.

Emphasis is placed on the developmental aspect of

managing faculty because of the importance of such an effort

to the life of the institution. Faculty, usually organized in

a hierarchy of committees, control the major events in every

student's life, from formulating graduating requirements,

approving curriculum changes, arranging for tutors, or deciding

who is allowed to continue at the end of the term. Advisors

'Ire generally the persons who hear the complaints; hence they

are most likely to approach members of the appropriate faculty

committee to recommend a change, or at least to inform the

committee that a situation exists which requires further

-investigation. When a committee considers the situation, it

is often the faculty who have or are serving as advisors who

play the most active role and who offer the critical comments

which may determine a course of action. When faculty do not

advise, they often are not fully aware of the problems Or of

the circumstances that generate these difficulties, consequently

they frequently make ill-informed decisions. It is much more

difficult for staff persons to convince faculty to make a change

than it is for faculty to convince their peers. From a

management point of view, it is essential that problems be

directed to faculty advisors rather than steered away from

them, even though a staff person might handle the problem

more efficiently or one risks antagonizing particular faculty

members by referring problems to them. The task of the manager

is not to solve the problem or provide the service but to

provide assistance so that faculty advisors may confront,

understand and deal with the problem as presented.
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Of course, the delivery of a service is important

also. The trouble arises when the need to deliver the service

comes in conflict with the need to develop advisors by letting

them help solve the problem as when the manager could do

something easier, faster and more accurately than the advisor.

The trick is to have the faculty member handle the problem but

to do all you can to make sure the student is not jeopardized

as a result. This is not always possible to do, and sometimes

the importance of giving a student service outweighs the

benefits that might be gained by having the faculty advisor

brought into the picture. In general however, pursuing the

goal of faculty development pays greater dividends over the

long haul, particularly as it becomes clearer to faculty that

the responsibility for advising rests solely wiqf them. If

faculty become successful, or if students become successful,

at having you deliver the service, your role as manager will

suffer. Management means helping others to deliver the service,

and the manager fails exactly to the extent that he/she

provides service for students which ought to be provided by

faculty.

SOME ORIGINS OF ADVISOR MANAGEMENT

There is a sizeable body of literature about

management and managing, spawned originally by the concerns of

large industrial organizations. This work was carried forward

by academics, often ensconced in their own department of

business or public management, but more and more frequently

found in diverse areas of applied social science. Social science

has made many contributions to the art of management -- who can

forget Maslow's hierarchy of needs -- and elevated this

endeavor beyond a seat of the pant's effort. It is important

ir""%
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to become familiar with the basic concepts of various manager-

ial schemes as a starting point for solving the problems of

managing faculty particularly as advisors. In particular,

the management by objectives scheme has found a wide audience

and offers a sound foundation for proceeding with faculty.

The other variations of this scheme, such as managing for

performance, are well worth studying, since a general under-

standing of various alternative approaches enhances effective-

ness in different environments.

The first important step for the manager is to

become familiar with the relevant literature on the subject.

One aspect of this is the large body of literature dealing

with the management of educational institutions, ranging from

detailed discussion of management schemes of various units

(departments, colleges, centers, offices) to the management

410
of the entire institution at the presidential level. In

addition to these macro-level systems management approaches,

there is a significant body cf li.:erature analyzing postsecon-

dary institutions as organizations, with many models and

theories attempting to discover how the organization works or

doesn't work, as the case may be. Because the University

often operates in t,.,rms of groups, such as committees, task

forces, commissions, such group approaches to management

problems offer particularly valuable insights to the advising

manager. These models help the advising manager understand

his or her function as the manager of a system or group which

may or may not be in direct competition wiith other groups for

limited rpsqurces.. If_advising by faculty is to run smoothly,

this systems outlook, in which the manager is really looking

outward to the boundaries rathei'than inward to individuals,

must be understood. Thus an understanding of the management
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of a group within a large organization is essential.

The advising manager should also be conversant with

literature that is directed toward the management of indivi-

duals with the units most often faculty. This aspect of

management has not been as intensely studied for a variety of

reasons: for example, it is_easi_e_r to study groups and their

interactions, the management of faculty appears to be contrary

to the idea of faculty-ness which is freedom, institutions

have been in a period of prosperity where it was not necessary

to manage faculty, and manageent oriented individuals have not

been attracted to the academic situation, or perhaps have found

other situations more attractive. To date, much of the litera-

ture that does relate to the management of faculty has focused
;

on accepted functions: on fhe management of the teaching-

learning process, on the management of the faculty within the

departmental unit, on the development of faculty as person

who need to be capable performers in a wide variety of function-

al areas. Though these models are not directly applicable to

the management of faculty as advisors, they are valuable as

insights into the management of faculty as individuals rather

than groups, and stand in essence as the other side of the coin

when compared to the systems or macro considerations. Because

the advising manager must engage in systems activity in the

organization and the management of individuals within a single

system it is critical that literature relating to both ards

be mastered.

Before examining mays in which the research related

to managing departments can be applied to managing faculty

advisors, it is important to establish the ways in which

managing faculty advisors is a unique management situation.

s.
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First, the manager is usually outside the department and/or

the discipline and thus does no-t fit, have status as,a peer,

or legitimacy from the organizing principle of the institution.

Second, the activity being managed, advising, is not acknow-

ledged,as a contractual obligation of faculty members (such as

taching and research) and thus they can refuse to parti,g1pate

if they so desire. Third, the persons being managed have more

authority and power than the manager. Fourth, th rc.,. manager is

usually not in a position to offer professional advancement or

other reward for performance, and almost certainly will not be

asked to comment on tenure considerations. Fifth, the manager

often must work with material he is given; hence, the faculty

assigned to advise may have absolutely no interest in

delivering the service and almost certainly have not been

trained. And last, 15iit certainly not least; the advising

manager often does not have faculty rank, and may well be

regarded by faculty as "administration" or "staff" which is

equivelent to being a second class citizen or identified as

the enemy. Note that none of these apply to the usual manager

of faculty, the department chairmen.

Because little direct assistance appears in the

available literature, one approach is to analyze research and

writing that appears to relate to roughly analogous situations.

One can then transfer ideas or techniques that parallel the

problem confrontd in managing faculty as advisors. One

particularly valuable source, Examining Departmental Manage- _

ment edited by Smart and Montgomery (1976), deoerves special

attention here for the folldwing reasons: first, the depart-

ment is the fundamental unit of the institution and is usually

the unit in which responsibi-lity for advising is housed, anu

second, the department manageT is probably the person whose
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activity most closely resembles that of the advising manager.

If one can understand how departments are organized and

operated, one can make great strides toward solving the

problems of managing an advising system because one will be

fami:Iiar with the strengths and weaknesses, the arguments and

actions that are likely to take place during negotiations

between the manager and faculty. Moreover, .by studying the

behaviors of the department chairperson, it is possible to

discover the techniques and strategies that are likely to be

successful as management activities and, in a similar way, by

contrasting the unique characteristics of the advising manager

to the department chairperson, it is possible to suggest

specific alterations that may be necessary.
4

THE DEPARTMENT MANAGER AS AN ILLUSTRATION

* The foregoing notwithstanding, the study of depart-

ment chairi;ersons offers much to the advising manager. A.1

example of the applxcability of the study of departmental

chairmen to the problem of managing faculty advisors is

Andersonst (1976) observation that one of the important vari-

ables fcT effective chairmen is the nature of the discipline

of the lepartment. Effective managing for the department of

.history is often very different than effective management for

mechanical engineering. Quite independently, we have made a

similar observation that the effectiveness of the advising

manager is a function of the fit between the manager and the

faculty: a manager with an historical approach may have

great difficulty with engfneering faculty. The reason does

not appear to be peer respect or lack of it, within the pro-

fession; rather, it appears that engineering faculty and arts

tJtJ
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and sciences faculty think and argue diffelently and have

different skills. Engineers tend to operate a structured

environment (witness the curriculum) and argue quantitively

often paying little attention to issues of personal develop-

ment whereas faculty in less technical fields operate in an

open environment, argue qualitatively and often have as a

focus of concern the development of the individual. Activi-

ties aimed at the personal issues of advising would not

likely be successful (at least initially) with engineering

faculty, nor would the procedural/handbook approach get

much response from liberal arts professors.

For both the department chairman and the advising

manager it is crucial to match management practice to those

you are attempting to manage.

Although the value of Examining_peRaItInal

Manaiement stems in part from the fact that some of the

information on managing may be transferred to the situation of

the advising manager, another reason that information about

managing departments is "must" material is the fact that

advising by faculty is usually a departmentaf responsibility,

and is therefore a responsibility of the department chairper-

son. If one is to manage faculty effectively, this usually

requires working through (at least in the initial stages) the

departmental manager, since this person often appoints advisors

and certainly has much to do with the attitude of faculty who

are doing the advising. It is therefore critical to be able

to interact with, and in some ways manage, department chair-

men. The easiest way to become adept at doing this is to be

familiar with the concerns of department chairmen since insight

into the kinds oi constraints chairmen face and the behaviors

they are likely to exhibit forms the basis for working with

4,
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these key persons. Because the collection of essays by Smart

and Montgomery analyzes the environment of department chairmen

and describes ways in which persons are likely to respond, it

provides one means of determining'how to siaccessfully work with

department chairmen. -

One illustration of the value of the insights in the

collection is Maeachie's (1976) remark: "When changez invetve

the behav,LoA o.6 liacutty membeAZ OA p0LiCie4 AequiAing imptemen-

tation depaAtment4, a depa4tment chaiAman can u4suatty zay,

'We can't do that'."

Amazing as it may seem, department chairmen do have

the power to say no -- even to requests from the advising

manager for faculty from that department to advise. Of course,

the "no" may come in many ways: advisors who are rult at all

fit to advise, assigning too few advisors so that the load of

advisees is impossibly high, etc. But unless one understands

that chairmen can say no, the manager may make the mistake of

approaching the chairman with an initial show of strength,

(often in the form of a written memo) which only antagonizes

the chairmen and leads to a "no" answer. Tf this is the stage

at which the manager discovers the power of the chairman to

say no, a vast amount of damage has already been done and the

ability to manage effectively is greatly compromised. Reading

this collection of essays and any other materials on department

chairmen and their work greatly reduces the chances of errors

that cause permanent damage and increases the chances of

successfully working with these key individuals.

Important as the similarities to the role of

advising manager and department chairmen may be, equally

important are the unique characteristics of managing faculty

as advisors that produce a completely different role Fore-

if&NI

mow
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most among these is the fact that in most institutions, advising

is not part of the faculty contract: that is, it is not viewed

as teaching, research or community service. Consequently,

advising managers are in a position where they must manage

faculty it an enterprise that is, in a sense, entirely volun-

tary. If pressed too hard, faculty can simply say: That is

not on my contract, and still-remain a perfectly respectable

member of the institution. -On the other hand, the department

chairman is responsible for more accepted functions -- usually

the instrlIctional program and often for research. It is

therefore easier to manage faculty activity in these sectors,

because by common agreement each participant recognizes their

responsibility in the area of mutual concern and each side can

refer to an accepted statementof responsibilities. Whereas

-department chairmen ahve a con,tTact with which to work,

advising managers have no ready-made pact, and thus face the

formidable task of producing one.

Another difference of consequence is that department

chairmen are faculty themselves and are accepted as peers by

their fellows in the department: indeed they may be regarded

as more than pers because of their superior professional

Lredentials that broUght them to the chairmanship to begin

with. Mbreover, chai'rmen may be sebn by their faculty as their

protector against encroachment by the administration even

though, at least in theory; the chairman should be the voice

of administration within the academic cluster. Frequently, .

the advising manager is viewed as the encroacher, the adminis-

tration, and hence is viewed with some resistance. Moreover,

the manager is usually not accepted as a peer, and may not have

the possibility of relying on status within the profession as

a source of power or authority. One of the distinguishing

9
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features about managing faculty as advisors is that the

manager usually has less power than those being managed. It

is this fact that makes it diTficult to compare other manage-

ment situations; since in most Organizations management is

Usually "higher up the chart and the manager is clearly in a ,

more powerful position by virtue of superior knoWledge- or

special skills held in esteem by the group. It is this upside

down aspect of managing faculty advisors which makes it

difficuit to extract pa'rallels to other management sj_tuations.

Another important difference between the department

chairman and the advising'manager is in the area of motivation:

the department chairman is often in a position to offer a

professionally,aceeptable reward for performance in the areas

outlined in the contract. Unfortunately, should the advising

manager succeed in getting a "contract" there is still a great

likelihood thai: the manager will not be in a position to offei

rewards. Whereas the chairman has both a budget and a vote on

tenure, the advising manager has neither of these. Moreover,

the chairman has a.certain negative reward or sanction at his

disposal, such as the power to place persons-on onerous

committees, to assign them to large introductory courses, etc.

whereas the advising manager has none of these particularly

if advising is already considered to be part of the negative

reward system. Odd as it may seem, or as anachronistic as it

may sound in terms of current management practice, the advising

manager has neither carrots to offer nor sticks to wield.

DIFFICULTIES IN MANAGING

The obstacles in the way of effectively managing

advisors are many. The one most frequently cited ia the term

management itself. Faculty may not like the idea that they
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are being managed, and the prospective'mapager may be wise to

avoid that termand to,lbok'to'another st1.11 as co-ordinate.

But this is sc'arcely a real obstacle, since the sub-
,

stitution of terms and thp careful use of words wilI generally

avoid difficulties. MoreoveT, most faculty recognize that they

are being managed, so it is= not as if they are opposed to

management activities, it i more that they are opposed to

being constrained in regard tostheir traditional 1°freedoms

as evidenced by theirs public reaction when it is intimate

that they are being constrained. One may also anticipate

however that faculty are becoming increasingly accustomed to

the ideathat their performance will be evaluated and that the

activities of the insthution will have to be efficient and

effective if the institution (and the-faculty) are to survive.

Resistance by faculty to the noti n ofmanagement may be

mainlyone of resistance,to n e tionally laden term..

A more serious obstac e is the very limited number

of persons in educational institutions who have the skills,

'knowledge and experience to manage effectively. UnfoTtunately,

persons formally trained in management have pursued caTeers in

business, government, OT health care while,' at the same timE:

persons pursuingcareers in the educ tional arena have not

pursued.formal training in management. Given economic constraints

facing institutionS, it will be difficult to add staff with

management skills, particularly at a tdme when overall staffing

is-being reduced. Nn an effort to utilize personnel more fully, ,

ins-titutions may well attempt to place those already on ,the

payroll into managerial roles, with or wiethout a training program.

If this-occurs, thtl most serious obstacle to effective management

may be the manageri-- not the faculty.

The other main obstacle to managing,faculty advising

is institutional, usually having roots in the qotion that
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9

ahyone 'or at least any faculty member can advise. The

corollary is the belief, either on the part of the faculty

OT the administrati,on, that all one must do is tcL tell or

convince faculty to advi-se, and,once this dictum is accepted,

effective advising will foTlow. Unless or until the institu-

tion is willin,g to commit themselyes to advis4g performance

and to follow, up on that commitment by giving'someone the

1

time and res'onsibility to manage advisors4effective adyising

is not goingito z.,ppear, anymore than effective instruction will

appear. Its not so much,that faculiy can't do the jOb, as it
1

is that faculty can't do the job alone. They can't do It

unmanaged for a number of reasons: the increasing complexity

oPacademio,advising through the proliferation of programs and

the incorporation of career advising and various degrees of

personal counseling, the extension of consumer protection laws

to academic institutions, the demand for effectiveness and

efficiency from the consumer public, the competition for

'students among instivations, and shrinking budgets which mar-

dates nore effective use of fewer personne]. For all these

reasons, the management of faculty advisors is an activity

whose time has come.

.

COUNSELORS AS MANAGERS

It is instructive, we beljieve, to explore the idea

of using members of the professional counseling staff as

managers; this, would enlble the institution to reduce the

numbers of professional counselors, obtain fuller productivity

from the faculty, and has the added attraction of utilizing

professional staff to train and to share their skills with

otherS. If we Compare the "set' of activities comprising

counseling as contrasted to management, it appears at first
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glance that counseling professionals may be ill-equipped to

serve as managers.- On the other hand, if we view management

as a facilitating process rather than a controlling process,

there are some remarkable similarities: counselors and mana-

gers raise alternatives, discuss consequences, place

responsibility with the other person, use problem-solving

approaches and rely on personal rapport to carry out their.

tasks. This suggests that professional counselol-s may possess

many of the skills and experiences important to the manager,

and that in fact one might develop a management model with

strong parallels to counseling models. Unfortunately, many

counselors have chosen their profession because they enjoy

the personal rewar(h of working with individuals for whom

they develop concern, because they enjoy deaivering

the service themselves, not because they enjoy
4*

seeing others

deliver the service effectively. However, as the counsel,ing

profession becomes more familiar with the consultant approach

to delivering services the transition to managerial tasks may

be easier to effect.

We propose a model for advising managers that has

strong parallels to the techniquesof counselors and the

philosophy of management by objectives. This combination may

be familiar to those in the counseling profession who want

to alter their careers along managerial lines. The model

emphasizes managing faculty on an individual, face-to-face

basis, with a framework where faculty must ultimately take the

responsibility for advising, and the manager the responsibility

for supporting them in that task. While the model recognizes

the common realities of institutions of higher education, it

attempts to overcome the obstacles of specific environments by
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directing attention at faculty as individuals each with

his or her own skills, interests, and personality. To be

sure, this model of management.is time-intensive, but that

may Well be the price that must be paid for performance.

Continuing efforts to resolve the "advising dilemma" in our

institutions may help forge a more sophisticated understanding

of how best to proceed. Let us continue, then, to our next

chapter which deals with the orgahization of the advising

system.
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Chapter 2
Organization of the

Advising System

QUE5TIONS:

HOW SHOULD THE ADVISING SYSTEM BE ORGANIZED?

IS IT IMPORTANT THE ORGANIZATION OF THE ADVISING

SYSTEM TAKE A SPECIFIC FORM?

ARE VARIOUS MODELS OF ORGANIZATION FOR ADVISING

EQUALLY EFFECTIVE?

SHOULD THE MODEL OF ORGANIZATION FOR ADVISING

FOLLOW PATTERNS OF ORGANIZATION FOUND IN THE

INSTITUTION?

ARE YOU THE PERSON WHO DECIDES WHICH ORGANIZATION

FORMAT_IS TO BE USED?
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Organizations are the cornerstone of social sCience,

for if there were no organizations, social scientists would

probably have little to study, less to'write10,out, and less

still to think about. It should therefore not surprise us

that there are uncountable books on the subject of organiza-

tions, uncountable jokes about organizations (remember the one

about the committee putting together a camel for a horse

it's true!), and uncountable interpretations of how organiza-

tions operate. It is therefore rather pretentious to talk

about viieorganization of faculty advisors in a single chapter,

for, even though this narrows down the topic of organizations

considerably, it probably does not go far enough. We shall

make no attempt to be comprehensive on this topic; rather we

will explore some possibilities which seem to have more merit

and validity than others, and allow you to pick what is useful

for your particular situation. A compilation of readings on

organizations, managing and other related topics is found in

the Appendix.

The first point to remember when speaking about the

organization of faculty advisors is to resit any temptation to

speak of an organization de novo, as if one had the freedom to

create an organization, For in fact, one does not have this

freedom, or at least one has it only in a very limited degree.

The truth of the matter is that you have inherited an organi-

zation, a college, a uni'Versity, or a department, and your "tsk

is to organize in a way that is consonant with the way the rest

of the institution is organized. ':ou do not have the freedom

to organize in a way that runs contrary to the way the rest of

the institution is organized. This ought to be obvious and

elementary, but it is not, probably because many person-s who

are in charge of managing faculty advisors are counselors
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rather than faculty. Hence they are somewhat ignorant of

the way the academic institution is organized. Let us there-

fore repeat the first rule: As a manager you do nOt have the

freedom to organize your advising syStem in a way that runs

counter to the organization of the institution and your first

priority should be to uliderstand the way your particular

institution is organized.

Before going off to analyze your particular situation,

there is much that can be learned about academic institutians

in general. There are, for example, several books that deal

entirely with the organization of the aeademic enterprise, and

new ones appear every year. Almost all of these have merit

and almost all of them illustrate important truths; the fact

that there are so many including important elements simply

means that educational institutions are extremely diverse,

Do not pass up these books, but read them seJectively, picking

those that seem to relate more closely to your sitl;ation.

There is little necessity, for example, for a manager in a

prqstigious research-oriented insti,tution in the East to read

a book describing the organization of a small, Midwestern

liberal arts institution or a large Western state school.

Some degree of enlightenment is also to be found in the many

general theories of the educational enterprise books which

often transcend specific kinds of institutional organizations

and look more directly at the organization of education

generally.

The common elements reallY form the basis for Our

discussion, for the principles for faculty and institution are

generally pretty much the same: research, teaching, public

service. In short, scholarship and the dissemination of the

results of scholarly work -- that is what the institution is

101
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set up to do, and what it i§ organized to achieve. To

stimulate the achievement of these goals, faculty are organ-

ized into departments, not only for the intellectual stimula-

tion of one another, but also for judging one another's

work and making recommendations for promotion (or tenure).

Consequently, the department is the "cell" or smallest unit

of the total organism -- not'only in terms of scholarly produc-

tion, but also in terms of administration. Normally, for

example, departments are the smallest budgetaiT units, and

frequently departments are the smallest units in terms of

deciding what courses are to be offered.

Departments are usually managed by department

chairmen, wh because they may ke elected for limited terMs,

may be far less than all-powerful individuals. Nonetheless,

these persons are responsible for heading department affairs:

determining INho teaches what, determining who receives what

kind of a salary increase, or determining how successful the

department is in obtaining authorization for a new position

from the Provost's office. While different persons use

different leadership sty,les as chairpersons, one fact is

inescapable: when you -jeal with a department, you deal: first

and last with the chairperson. Organizational schemes

involving faculty, who are naturally oriented toward their own

department, that are in disregard of the depasrtment chairper-

sons feelings and predispositions are in great peril from the

beginnin

The other point to be stressed is the degree to which

faculty look to the department as the natural focus of their

activity. Not only is the department the focus of the face-to-,

face working relationships that govern so,much of organizational

behavior, it is the power structure within which a faculty
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member struggles. The department is the source of tenure.

Hence, for the first six or seven years, the department i5

the giver or taker of future academic life. It is the stage

upon which departmental politics are played -- whenever a

.departmental responsibility must be discharged and therefore

involves-one of the members just as the family is the unit

in which domestic politics evolve. For the faculty member,

the department is the social group, the tribe, the clan and

the working team; don't disregard this in puttfng together

a faculty advising organization -- utilize it. Organize

your advising system in the same way the rest of the academic

activity is organized, along departmentarlines.

In a practical sense, this can be done in many

ways. It probably means, for example, making the chairperson

the first stop in recruiting advisors. It probably means

talking about advising as a departmental obligation. It

probably means keeping an eye out fo.1 an individual's other

obligations within the department. It certainly means talking

ahead of time with members of the department about the way you

plan to evaluate advisors. It should mean clearing with the

chairperson information you have about faculty who advise in

the department. It may also mean using departmental meetings

as a forum for a discussion of advising, or the basis for

advisors workshops. It probably means a lot of other things

as well -- but whatever they are, think of the department as

the basic cell in which they occur.

Once we have defined the basic unit, one can organize

within-that unit in many ways. Departments must advise

freshmen who are probably only mildly interested in the

department subject area. Look for the generalist in the

department to work with freshmen, or, if there is an older

105
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professor, what some might call a parent figure, look to him/

her as being a very attractive possibility. Sophomores face

the decision of choosing a major, and have a greater press

for looking at a department than do slightly curious freshmen.

Who is the best '!pitch" man for the department? Often a young,

professor, with only a couple of years experience: enough to

be long on enthusiasm and also experienced enough to know the

way.around the institution. Juniors and seniors have, even

different needs, since they have chosen a department and need

to gain some expertise: hence, one may look for advisors among

the more mature scholars, who may have relatively little

interest in students' personal peeds, just as juniors probably

have these concerns and questions sorted out and resolved.

And for seniors -- jobs and grad schools. Which professor is

in touch with the marketplace? Has lots of outside contacts?

Naturally, one,has to decide other issue of organi-

zation related to the structure within the department cell.

Should a student have the'same advisor for all four years?

Should students have an advisor,for shorter periods? What

kinds of time periods keep the relationship alive for faculty

and students? What kinds of time periods keep the relationship

from getting started? Who do students see when their advisor

is out of town? The department chairperson? The professor

almost emeritus? How many students should each advisor handle?

Is the number of freshmen assigned to 'a dep'artment greater

than the number of seniors due to natural attrition? All these

points must be considered.

Another organizational point transcends the depart-

ment cell, namely, how does your organization relate to the

goals of the institution as a whole? Or, to put it Ln another

way, if the department is the cell, what does the organization
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look like? 'How is theQorgamization arranged above you as welt

as below? How does your collection of cells relate to the body

as a whole? In looking at the need to make your organization

"fit" the academic institution, we started with the premise

that faculty are judged on teaching, research, and community

service. 'No mention of advising. Where then does advising

fit? Is it administration? Is it a support-service function?

Is it simply an add-on? ;This is.a key question °because every
. .

organization must report up as well as down If faculty are

the service providers they must be able to look "up" and see

where the advising organization ties into the whole structure.

Organizationally, what they see will go a long way in deter-

mining how they act, and ultimately., how you act.

Of course, there are many ways of tying advising into

the structure of.the institution including all of those men-

tioned above. However, if you have a choice, opt for tying

to an academic dean. Do what you can to be mainstream

academic not only by using faculty, but by reporting to the

top of the faculty structure: The Dean of a College or School.

If you don't anchor the enterprise to an academic Dean, you

run the riskyf being taken very lightly. The reason: you

haven't tied dnto the basic faculty goals, and the goals of

the institution, by reporting to a chief academic officer.

Unless you do that, you are going to be considered an add-on,

no Matter how you look at it, because advising cannot be tied

to the far.ulty goals in any other way. The point: if you

can't claim direct access to teaching, research or community

service, at least claim academic legitimacy by virtue of your

orga'nizational placement.

The importance of this should not be underestimated.

If you report to the Dean, you are well on the way to, obtaining

a.or-
IOW
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accountability within the advising organization, because you

can influence decisions concerning faculty through the Dean:

that includes salaries, promotion tc tenure, work load, and

. perhaps most important of all, reputation with peers. It is

not so much.that you can stop a raise) or have someone denied

tenure; rather it'is the fact that you can build up a person's
-

career and reputation among peers. You can offer recognition

no small point with the ego of the average faculty person.

You can have a comp.liment or two fall from the, lips of fhe

Dean in a faculty meeting or at lunch. You might even have

good advisors cited by the Dean in the annual report, or

encourage,the Dean to start a program to recognize good advisors

just as one might recognize good teachers. But this only works

if you are tied into the academic dean: such recognition from

an "administrator" is almost a compliment from the enemy, and,,

rather than working for you, may even work against you.

The third organization point of importance is more

closely related to you. The Dean is not going to work directly

with faculty on advising, you are. You must provide leader-

ship (not only for the faculty but for the Dean as well), but

you really do not have the authority by virtue of position (even

though we have sPdken of "up" and "down") to produce control.

How then will you structure the organization to allow you to

provide leadership? By virtue of your position in a hierarchy

(remember that a faculty member is the highest celestial being

in the universe)? By virtue of your credentials that will give

you authority based on knowledge (do you have a Ph.D. in an

academically respectablelield?)? By virtue of personal

relations in a system of ecitials (not how to win by intimida-

tion)? Or by virtue of the type of structure you set up in

organizing?

0 6
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How does one structure an organization of faculty

effectively? Ilhen one has a lot of clout, i.e., the ability

to hire, fire, or promote, one can afford to organize in an

authoritarian mode without sacrificing effectiveness.

Typically, an authoritarian organizativn has aA'very easily

recognizable hierarchy'with power vested by virtue of position.

It is not likely that is your position. Rather, you are

probably in charge of an organization that resembles one

staffed by volunteers;, typically such organizations diffuse

power broadly, wherein the managy employs a system f groups

based on functional themes. Happily, much has been written

about the organization of volunteers for formal tasks, and

.this is good material for the organization of faculty advising,

especially since it speaks to organization based on paiticipa-

tion and mutual agreement.

Such an organizational structure is probably already

familiar to you, since it's most common form is the committee

-system, which is prevalent in every academic environment. 'In

organizing, consider the committee system carefully: you may

want to form a steering committee on advising which includes

all the department chairmen; you may want to form an evalua-

tion committee to determine methods and standards of evaluation;

you may want to form a rewards comMittee to help generate ideas

for 'rewarding good ideas Whatever the area, diffuse some of

the power amongst the participants by virtue of the structure

of the organization. Emphasize horizontal structure as

opposed to vertical structure even though you may sacrifice

some speed and efficiency, because this kind of a structure is

in keeping Iyfith the institution and the nature of the contraFt

with the service deliverers. Don't impose a hierarchy, because

you don't have the power or the authority to make such a

107
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scheme work. ..

Structm4e should not be confused with leadership

style. It is possible to have an authoritarian leadership

style and still be effective with a voluntary organization.

It is more common, however, to find a democratic leadership

style, wherein the leader has developed great skill in working

with groups, and recognizes how to help groups make' decisions

and implement them. Beyond leadership style (about which

much has also been written) there are important factors:

:you should have the credentials to be on an equal footing

with faculty and hold their respect and you must be in a

position to lead by vdrtue of personal relationships. If

you want to manage faculty as volunteers, you must eat with

faculty,'Meet with faculty, play with faculty. Being a

faculty member is
r
like jöining:a club so join. If you

can't call your voluliteers by first name and ask for favors,

your leadership needs work:

If we tie all of th,se concepts together, -one might

produce a structure that looks something like the diagram in

Figure 1. Such a structurevill not insure .5.1ccess; however,

it will greatly increase your chances oT success. such a

structure is An ideal. It may hot fit your situatlon, or 4t

may noteven be an -accurate representation for your sys,tcim.

It is valuable as a goal, and,should not be tossed aside

simply because ,you can't relate it to your situation at the

moment. Use it as something 't9 be attained something to

be discussed with faclilty currently advising, something to

be presented to the Dean'. Consider it as the price of

effective system. But=keep in mind the basic premise that

you ao not have the freedom to create an organization de

novo -- but you caniins,titute a new system tht is still. in

line with the realities of acddemic institution and'also pro-
. .

-

vides responsible and effective delivery
.

qf advisfng.seTvices.

.
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Chapter 3
Selection, Orientation

and Training

r-- QUESTIONS:

HOW IMPORTANT-ARE THESE FUNCTIONS?

-4 HOW MIGHT THEY BE CONCEPTUALIZED?

HOW SHOULD THEY BE ORGANIZED AND ADMINISTERED?

WHAT IS YOUR ROLE?
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It may well be that the functions of recruiting

advisors and of sponsoring orientation and training programs

are the first public demonstration that others have of your

approach to coordinating the advising program. To the extent

that this is true your "reputation" will be fashioned by the

attention you give these functions.

4 This chapter might well be titled "Getting Off on

the Right Foot" because your success in the selection, orien-

tation and training of faculty will have a great impact on

how things go for the entire year. Fail on any of these, and

you will pay dearly, making what could be an interesting and

rewarding experience into sheer misery. Thp idea is to put a

lot of time and effort on these front-end activities, because

this will save you much more time and effort later on,

resulting in an overall reduction in time invested, and thus,

greater efficiency on your part. It's the old case of art

ounce of,prevention being worth a pound of cure, or of the

foundation being the most important partof the house. If

you do nothing else, select your personnel wisely, train them

carefully, and chances are they will carry you and the insti-

tution through the year.

How should one go about selecting faculty to advise?

First, determine how much freedom you will have in making

selections? By this we do not mean freedom in the absolute

sense, but in the formal sense; i.e., if faculty advising is

a departmental responsibility, for example, then you don't

have the freedom to select all the advisors from only one

department since every department must provide some advisor.

If all faculty are required,to advise, then you don't have the

freedom to exclude someone, you must use everyone somewhere.

If faculty are not required to advise, then some faculty, by

1P1
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virtue of their position, have the right to refuse to advise,

or to put at the other way round, you don't have the right to

refuse to advise, or to put it the other way round, you don't

have the right or freedom to select that individual. (We call

such faculty untouchables, and keep a list of such persons as

we discover them.) Thus, you may have (theoretically) total

freedom to select, absolutely no freedom to select (advisor

may be given to you), or something in between. Clearly deter-

mine the freedom you have at the beginning.

Whatever the restrictions, organize faculty names

in workable selection groups, based on your freedom to select,

and write down the basic selection rules. A good way tb do

this sort of thing systematically is to form candidate groups

by snipping apart the college catalog, gluing the names of

department members in a looseleaf notebook, one-page per

department with space to make notes. If you don't organize

advising around departments, the alphabetical listing at the

back of the catalog works nicely. Tf there are untouchables,

you may want to cross them off with a yellow marker. If

there are undesirables (based on your past experience) red

works nicely. If you must use everyone, simply make notes

without crossing off iridividuals. When you are through

applying selection rules with your marker, you will be left

with a list of possibles.

Before discussing how one selects from the list,

some mention should be made of the situation in which the

selection rules are already applied for you. In some insti-

tutions, for example, the department chairpersons are respon-

sible for the "selection" of advisors, and the advising manager

really (in theory) -is to work with those he is "given."

Several things -should be done if this is the position in which

112
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you find yourself. First, insist on the power of veto: if

you:can't nominate, at least gain the concession that you can

refuse, based on documented past experience (here is one area

where evaluations come in handy!). Next, put yourself in a

position to make suggestions. If you know who does a good j b,

praise that person to the department chairperson in writing,

with a copy to the Dean, and ask at selection time, if that

person might be available again. In 'short, even if you can't

select, at least work out a system for influencing the process.

If you do have the-power to select, what should one

look for in going over the list of possibles? The first thing

to look for in selecting advisors is whom is to be advised.

The person you select to advise freshmen is not (in all

probabiliY) the person you choose to advise juniors, just as

the person to advise female engineering students is probably

not the same as the person to advise physical education mdjors.

You should know,what advisor characteristics are required by

a given group of advises by doing a needs analysis of

advisees, as outlined in the chapter on planning, so that you

can match the characteristics of the advisor with ehe require-

ments stated in the needs analysis. If you have also planned

well, you should have completed a subtle analysis of each

advisor by asking, during evaluation procedures, what each

advisor feels .he/she is best able to provide. Of course, if

you haven't done any of this preparatory work, then you will

need to be more pragmatic, basing your matchings on gut feelings,

the opinions of others, and common -sense about the needs of

different groups of advisees. In any case, remember that

selecting is a matching process, you must keep in mind the
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advisees as well as the service providers.

There is a 'natural course of development for faculty

and students that can be a useful guideline for the pragnatist

provided one recognizes the inherent dangers in any simplistic

interpretations. Fre,hmen are concerned with self_and the

immediate environment (dorm life, getting courses, getting

books, etc.), sophomores with course work and selecting a

major (future life direction), juniors with doing well in their

major (scholarship), and seniors with employment OT graduate

school.. Faculty a,lso have a pattern of development that is

frequently observed: very new faculty are concerned about

the environment,'eager to learn the rules and anxious to do

a good job at everything (including advising), but after two

or three years, when they have learned the rules, they become

more anxious about tenure, 'and concentrate their-efforts

around scholarship (teaching and reasearch). After tenuTe is

attained, faculty generally become less and less productive

in terms of research, and often turn to-the more humanistic

side of the academic enterprise to maintain their interest,

or look outside, acadeniics and become involved in the, ancillary

missions of the University. Very new and very old faculty

are very good with freshmen because they know fhe rules, are

greatly concerned, and are likely to take the initiative;

past tenured faculty-are good with sophomores, in that they

have a broad vIew of the discipline; about-to-be tenured and

just-tenured faculty are into scholarship and do well with

juniors; seniors do well with professors who have begun to

look beyond the institution, or are widely recognized for

past exploits in theif field and no longer need to make their

name. Every individual will vary from these generalizations.

Consequently, the$e crude guidelines should be used only when

no information about-the individual is available.
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No discussion of advisor selection is complete

without a discussionsof personalities. What usually happens

where faculty are selected to advise is that certain faculty'

are asked to advise because someone, either inside or outside

the department, has very specific notions about the kind of

person who makes a 'good advisor and judges the individual to

have these necessary persona1 qualities in abundance. We all

know Charlie Warmheart; a marvelous person -- warm, friendly,

empathetic, sincere, gets along with anyone, loves students, .a

great advisor. He's just the person. As a manager of faculty,

it is essential to move away from *this kind of thinking. Why?

Betause the basic assumption underlying this method is that

advisors are born, not made. The corollary is that advising

is simply "doing what comes naturally": some individuals are

natural advisors,'some aren't. The best way to select advisors

according to this view, is to find out who is a natural advisor

and utilize those having already developed or God-given skills.

All that is nonsensee Advising, truly good advising,

is not doing what comes naturally, anCI it is not a God-given

skill. Advising can be learned, and it can be taught, and

virtually anyone willing to learn can do an excellent job,

116 matter how salty, crusty, OT reticent they might normally

be. Moreover, it is the responsibility of faculty advising

managers to develop these skills in faculty: to admit advising

is a natural gift is to excuse yourself from your most impor-

tant function. The problem is not the fact that some faculty

are not naturally endowed to. advise, the problem is to provide

a model so that all faculty. can advise effectively.

One should not, therefore, select faculty by virtue

of who has a reputation as a good advisor (i.e., fits someone's

idea of the personal attributes of an advisor) rather, one
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should select for other criteria, and then take on the task

of developing the faculty member to do the job of advising.

This is not to say that personal factors are not important

or should be ignored. Obviously, a friendly smile is going

to help a new freshman. But a gre'garious personality is not

essential for excellent petformance-as am advisor. What is

important is an acceptance of the task of advising, and a

willingness to do the best possible job even if the job is

one that was not sought. Stay away from picking advisors on

the basis of personality or warmth and you will save yourself

much trouble later on.

Now that we have selected advisors, we need to

train theiri. Once again, this may sound a little strange,

since the general assumption -about advisors is that they don't

need training. Either you can advise or you can't; and-since

-it is 'so easy, most people can be good advisors with no

training at all! While this notion probably has its roots in

sacademic arrogance (after all, anyone with a doctorate ought

tp be able to do something as simple as advising), it is

nonetheless, very real. And because itdis real, this-arrogance

becomes one reason it is difficult to train,advisors; they

simply don't think they need training. Moreover, it is usually

those faculty who think they are good advisors who are the

worst dffenders in this regard, for they believe they already

know all there is to know about advising. Don't let anyone

deter your efforts to train your advisors. Selecf_Your

advisors for trainability, and put together a vigorous training

program.

'Because training advisors may have little acceptance,

among faculty,' you need to invest a.significant amount of time

in setting your program correctly and selling the benefits, or
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no-one will participate. You want to offer help to someone

who needs help, but who cannot afford to admit that need in

front of peers. Two things are therefore paramount: first,

that you_ do not baldly label your training program as help

for ignorant faculty; and second, that you do not put faculty

in a situation where the);`tacitly acknowledge (even through

attendance!) they need help. To achieve these ends one can

start by thinking about orientation and training in terms

of content vs. process, that is, the first goal is related

to what you want to say, whereas the second goal is con-

cerned with theenvironment in which you want to say it.

Taking the second goal first, how shall we arrange

our initial orientation. The very work orientation conjures

.images of mass: large group meetings are.orientations,

similar no doubt to the one your institution runs for

matriculating students. Throw this notion aside. Orienta-

tion for faculty advisors should be handled in one-on-one,

or two-on-one settings. Never work with large groups of

faculty'if you want quality results. Do not mix tenured

and untenured faculty in small groups. Be wary, in general,

of mixing sfaculty who do not know each other. In general,

ask faculty to come to your office -- and when you extend

the invitation, do so over the phone in person. After you

have set the meeting, send them a note verifying the time

and some questions to indicate what will be discussed. Do

not, however, give a detailed agenda, as you want them to

haveNsome apprehension about the questions you may be

What should the content be? Since we Want to

separate oreint;ation from training, we must set the content

of the agenda accordingly. First, what information do
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advisors need in order to advise? Lists of courses, add/drop

deadlines, approved electives, referrals for other offices -- -----

the kind of things relating to practices and procedures that

you might put in an advisors handbook (you should have one

ready to five them). You maralso want to cover immediate

concerns if,you have your meeting shortly before the students

are scheduled to return to campus: where and when students

pick up registrat;ion material, how they get their schedules,

when dorms open, what information may be released to whom,

etc. In short, you want to cover all of the nitty-gritty

that encompasses the informational aspects of advising, for

these are.extremely important. Moreover, you want to use the

first partof the meeting to overwhelm them with knowledge,

to ensure their perspective about your competence in your area

of responsibility.

The second part of the orientation meeting should

deal with advising not in terms of information, but as a

process. Explain how advisees are given to advisors, how

advisors are selected, how you are responsible for the delivery

of advising services. Since you are jointly responsible, you

need to know exactly what each faculty adviso'r is going to

provide. This description of the service the advisor intends

to give should form the bulk of the second half of the orien-

tation. It should be question and answer dialogue, in which

you work at clarifying points as they are raised, until you

and the advisor agree at the end on something that resembles a

contract. The contract should cover evaluation, office ,hours,

rules for leaving campus for extended periods, whether the

advisor will deal with students' personal problems, whether

initiative will be taken with students in difficulty, whether

his/her service is voluntary or fulfilling a formal obligation,

I.
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etc. The more you settle at this first session, the less

there is to cause difficulty later, and you would be wise

to take notes, in a very visible way, of each conversation.

Once you have explored the advising Contract by
71.

asking what the faculty will provide in terms of delivery to

students, immediately follow up'by setting a management con-

tract._ That is, ask the faculty member what he/she expects

from you in terms of management, and draw an analogy using

a mirror of the previous discussion, emphasizing that you'

are now asking the faculty member what he/she as the aavisee,

expects of his/her advisor. What kind of "office hours"

would the faculty member like you to have? How much support

of a personal kind? How much guidance with "academic

advising?" How much emphasis on grades? What is reasonable

progress? What "style" of advising (management) wobld he/

she prefer? In short, emphasize that the advisor may be an

advisor to students, but is an advisee to you, and tha.t the

two sets of relationships are parallel in many ways. But

also take notes on your advising contract with this advisor

what does he/she expect from you, and what .do you intend to

provide as adirisor. How do you want to be evaluated?

This second half of the orientation should serve

as an indication of your management style. Make it very clear

that this is a joint venture, that you are not going to tell

the,advisor how to go about advising, that you will basically

foqlow a management by objectives kind of approach, and that

you hope he/she will work with advisees in the same way you

are conducting the meeting. In tM.s respect, you may want to

try some goal setting during your initial meeting.- Where does

this particular faculty member want to go with advising during

the next....!A weeks? The first semester? The first year? Set

res%Aralow
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up times to assess progress toward these goals, and indicate

how often you will be getting in touch. Calling once.a week

on the phone during the initial stages is not too frequent.

If you carry out this kind of orientation, be ready

for looks of puzzlement and odd reactions. Most faculty will

wonder what is, happening, since they have not been treated

this way before, especially in regard to advising. If nothing

else, they will clearly understand that you are serious about

the whole business and that you do not intend to leave them to

their own devices. Some faculty may have a negative reaction.

They may feel that you are really overdoing things a bit.

Don't shrink from this topic, but try to get to the bottom of

the concern and explore it fully. It is important to know

why they feel jr'ou are overdoing it, because it may be that the

bottom line is the old line that advising is easy -- anybody

can do it. And if this is the reason, break down this concept

immediately. Advising is not easy, not everyone can do it

naturally, and that is why you offer training.
4'

What is training? In reality, it is simply an ongoing

orientation. It is the bi-weekly (or whatever you have agreed

upon) follow-up, in which one assesses progress on all the

points of the contract. How are office hours going? What

informational problems have arisen? Has there been any

difficulty in setting an advising contract with advisees? What

new goals need to be set? How is the self-evaluation proceed-
,

ing? What should I, as manager, be providing that I am not

providing? In short, trianing is a series of exercises in

which the faculty advisor gains experience in the mirror

relationship, so that they can adopt the role you play for

advisors during your sessions with them. Training is not tell-

ing an advisor how to advise, it is 'showing how a relationship

120
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that incorporates all the elements of advising can proceed

toward the attainment of mutual goals. In a sense, you are

working toward "everyPtadvisor a manager" and you are using

training sessions in the subtle context of on-the-job exper-

ience.

The heArt of this training concept is do as I do.

If you want the advisor to have a contract with his advisees,

then you set a contract with the advisor about advising.

When advisors call to ask a question, treat that as if you

were answering a question from an advisee. When it comes to

evaluation, treat that as if you wanted to show how to

evaluate the progress of advisees. Ighen it comes to goal

setting, du the same. ),If you want advisees to work with

advisors on -the contract, let advisors work with you on your

contract. Consistently seek to use your relationship as the

model, andemphesize the teaching nature of what you are

trying to do. In this way, it mill be very easy for faculty

to understand your model of advising, and.to pursue the

goals of the relationship regardless of their personal

styles.

Of course, all this is radically different from

the ordinary concept of training, in that this is an indivi-

dual or small_group process, in which the emphasis is on

showing rather than telling. It is_ also individualized in

the sense that every advisor has his own contract (which is

why*you should take notes and keep them), just as every

advisor may.have a different contract with each student. It

is different in that it does not occur at a set time and place;

on the contrary, it is spontaneous, occurring any pme the

appropriate situation occurs, and in the actual place -- on

the job -- rather than a formal classroom environment.

1,21
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What happened to the §tandard advising worlshops?

Nothing. They are still,a necessary P*art of managingsadvisors,

since they are absolutely essentialJor dispensing information

to students. But advisors' workshopi'are not used for training,

they are reserved solely for the disp'ersal Of information, -and

they should be timed to coincide with advisin.g events ih the

academic year. For example, if the first round of examinations

comes about the fourth week of the term, it is'often a good

idea to dispense information about tutoring and learning

assistance about th6 third week of the 'term. If the deadline

to drop courses is the fifth week, a meeting to cover this

topic would be appropriate in the middle,of the fourth week.

In short, keep your advisors workshops short,-to the point,

and-timely.

The alternative to advisors Workshops ks an informa-

tional newsletter. While this approac ls much more efficient

in terms of time, it is doubtful if it is as. effective. Jt.st

as most persons who work with students begin to.doubt if they

cail read, so it is with faculty. Somehow, another mailing

seems to become lost in all the other pieces of paper one

receives in a day. If tIrre are other,' better, forms of

communication at your institution you should give these care-

ful consideration. Some institutions have used video tape

with success, others have put a variety of materials in a

1ibrary setting, where they are easily accessible for students.

There is probably no single, most effective way of making a

variety of approaches desirable, not only in terms of reaching

your audience, but in terms of maintaining your tanity as well.

Much of this chapter has not followed the conventional

widsom regarding advisors, which i not to say conventional ways

123
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won't work, for time has shown that these ways do work ---

After a fashion.' It seems-douftful that cOnventional methods

will work in an era when more and more faculty will be asked,

perhaps even required, to advise students at all levels, even

though they may not have a great interest in this activity.

It is easy to manage a system of eager, enthusiastic, interested

advisors; it is something entirely different to manage a .

system where nearly all faculty are advising. The methods

outlined in this chapter tend to do a better job with all

kinds of personalities and interests, and in situations where

not all those who deliver a service are eager and anxious to

attend a two-hour workshop. While this places more respc--;i-

bility on the manager in terms of requiring greater skills

and more thought, the results will prove well worth the extra

effort.
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Chapter 4
A Framework for Advising

QUESTIONS:

WHAT IS YOUR CONCEPTION OF ADVISING?

HOW DO YOU EXPLAIN THIS FRAMEWORK TO OTHERS?

IS YOUR FRAMEWORK SUFFICIENT TO INCORPORATE ALL

THAT ADVISORS MUST DO?

OR, MUST KNOW?

dirra
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In an earlier chapter it was pointed out that the

relationship between advisor and advisor manager may in many

ways approximate a relationship between advisor and advisee.

In each relationship the primary task is roughly equivalent.

In one the advisor strives to aid the advisee in becoming a

competent, fully-functioning learner while in the other the

manager endeavors to assist the advisor to perfect as well

as use various-ladvising skills. In each instance there is

need for a process that will lead to the meeting of challenges

with responses that use to the greatest extent possible what

has been gained from past experience, from one's inner life,

and from accurate perceptions of what exists in the present.

A framework, if it is to be helpful, must enable the recipi-

ent, Jvhether advisor or advisee, to think about the objectives,

methods, problems and solutions of their activities while

acknowledging the personal or feeling components which result

from such action.

An approach known as ego-counseling (Hummel, 1965)

may be appropriate for several reasons. A distinguishing

feature of the approach is the importance placed on the ego

functions of planning, logical thinking and problem solving.

This approach uses methods that advisors and advisees have

learned under other names and have used often in their work

as teacher or student. Since the generic themes of the

approach are familiar to academicians, their acceptance and

application of aspects of ego-counseling in advising may oc ur

more reactily than if some more alien approach were proposed.

Second, ego-counseling allows the person to both

acknowledge and analyze the feeling components that are the

obstacle or are associated with obstacles that have come

between one's present situation and desired ends. Ego-

125a.low
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counseling is, thus, concerned with intellectual analysis --

with the individual's thinking: It focuses on the personal

condition of the individual by reasoning about and revising

personal (rather than abstract) reality problems, plans, and

actions (Mosher Purpel, 1972).

Ego-counseling may be viewed as a combination of

four activities. They are (a) defining and describing the

current state of affairs, (b) formulating the desired end

state or objectives, (c) considering obstacles and (d) reach-

ing desired goals. In this approach the "client" becomes an

investigator and with the help'of a co-investigator, the

counselor, is involved in activitdes of questioning, under-

standing, and planning parts of his/her life. In each of

the four major activities the client, whether an advisee

working with the advisor or the advisor working with the

advising coordinator, plays an active'role in defining and

determining the future course of events that are to take

place during the process of advising.

, As a co-investigator the counselor (in this case
;

either the manager or the advisor) provides assistance

througiOeflection of what the client (advisor or advisee)

is saying. Reflection focuses on the meanings or feelings

implicit in what the client is saying or doing as they bear

on consequences, planning or taking action. Particular

aspectslof reflection are found in counselor activities of

questioning, interpretation (a Rim of reflection about

client experience that is not yet in the client's awareness),

-and 'confrontation (a means of interpretation that challenges

the client to analyze an apparent contradiction in client

1

thinking or behavior). The co-investigator counselor proceeds

with Socratic-irony to aid the client in the client's

diffl
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investigation and does not conduct the investigation for the

client.

Mosher and Purpel conclude that in ego-counseling

there is a Tiftce for the client's thinking, the counselor's

thinking and objective evidence. They go on to suggest that

teacher supervision, in a discusaion where a supervisor

explores and pursues with a teacher solutions to instruction

problems which the supervisor strives to understand both

objectively and as the teacher sees them, is very close in

methods and goals to ego-counseling. Thus, talk about oAe's

self, the actual situation and the self-in-situation are

integral to ego-counseling and important in the supervision

of teachers. We propose that ego-counseling as a framework

is also 'appropriate for the supervision of faculty advisoys

and tor use by the advisors with advisees.

In the case of advisor-advisee interaction advisees

who express concern about academic progress might be asked by

the advisor to describe and to examine their view of school

life, their role as student, their current performance, or

their mastery in school tasks. Second, advisees would be

encouraged to project self into the future and to discuss

conception of career and general life aims, and to portray

their images of self and ideal self. Third, both advisor

and advisee would consider obstacles to advisee aims and

aspirations and ways in which the obstacles might be resolved.

Finally, the advisor and advisee would develop plans for

action that are designed to overcome or to circumvent the

obstacles.

The ego-counseling pradigm may be used from

initial contract-making between advisor arid advisee to the

exit interviews where advisees are going to another advisor

or- 127
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or are leaving.the institution. The approach lends itself

to the process of listening to,the advisee state the need or

problem, to setting goal:S. and to finding ways to achieve

desired ends. The emphasis at all levels is on mutual

cooperation between partners in discovering insight or action

that aid the a*dvisee.

The manager, in working with advisors, may also

use the ego-counseling framework. The activities of defining

what iS, what should be, what obstacles exist, and what to do

to reach desired ends are applicable for each advisor. The

manager works with each advisor in ways that may be appropri-

ately 'used by the advisor in working with advisees. The

analysis of role', current performance, expectations, career

and personal goals, projected obstacles and tentative and

long-range plans may be a part of the manager's interaction

with some advisors.

The manager may choose to involve all advisors in

discussions or analyses of these issues whether or not they

bear on the immediate Situation confronting the advisor.

Since the ego-cpunseling framework is generally appropriate

for many of the questions or problems posed by advisees,

consideration of the framework may be useful preparatory

work for the advisor. If advisor-related data are used to

discuss the framework with advisors a relevant sequence of

experiencing, discussing, planning and using the framework

may be initiated. The advising manager may help advisors to

learn the ego-counseling framework by modeling this approach

as the manager works with advisors on problems Aar questions

posed by the advisor.

The Application of an ego-counrAing framework'for
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managing advisors and working with advisees is based

on two a'Ssumptions. One, that-persons do change their personal

plans; ideas and perceptions about themselves and that these

changes should-be, wherever possible, made conscious and

examined. Thus, the advisor, as well as the advisee, may

benefit from thinking about how they. have, should, or might

change and how these changes impact OM theirH-feandtheirr--

work.

A

Second, that a valid objective for the use of the

framevork is that the individual think about and make decisions

on a problem in reality. An individual is one's own agent of

Change and is presumed to have sufficient aguteness of mind

to formulate and resolve questions and problems that bear on

one's situation. The role of "advisor" is to stimulate,
. .

facilitate and, at times, interrogate the advisee in thinking

about the situational concerns and planning for their resolu-

tion. In like manner the role of advising manager is simi-

larly designed to assist faculty advisors in fulfilling their

duties as advisor. What we advance here for one role may

also be considered for its implications for the other, and

we think similar, role.

In order for the advisor to carry out the primary

task of acting in the best interests of the advisee, both

parties must be clear about what is involved. For this we

have proposed negotiation of an advising contract. An early

portion of the advising interaction, or the exchange between

manager and advisor, might best consist of discussion about

the nature of advising: What is expected"? What is either

party willing to provide? What is needed? What are the

special skills (or limitations) of the advisor? What is



the primary task to be accomplished? How is progress measured?

How will difficulties that arise be handled? How may the

arrangement be terminated? The questions to be explored,

asp'ects about the other person to be learned, the terms to

be defined -- all seem unending. Yet this beginning, the

early framing of the arrangement between the two parties lay

th-efaundation_for.transtOns that are to follow.

From this pool of mutual understanding flows the

contract about advising. A shared definition of what is to

be accomplished, the-principal duties of each party, and the

sprocedures to be used to monitor, evaluate, or change that

arrangement. Since each party has personal needs as wellas

resources, the contract represents a compromise acceptable

to both. Vee hold that the idea of a contract between parties

serves the relationship between manager and advisor as well

as the arrangement between advisor and advisee.

The contract, even though it may be less than a

formal written document, spells out the duties of both parties

in their joint effort to reach shared goals. The terms of

the contract specify activities that are acceptable as well as

those that are not. Both parties in the relationship have a

need and a right' to participate in framimg'the arrangement

that will impact their college work.

. LEVELS OF ADVISING

In an earlier publicationrOramer and Gardner, 1977)

we differentiated between Level A and Level B advising. Level A

advising is the provision of technical assistance in the form

of policy interpretation, information, checking for errors or

other assistance. Level B advising occurs when the advisor

provides the advisee with opportunities to work through diffi-
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culties associated with being an adolescent as well as being a

student by means of an interaction with a knowledgeable and

understanding adult. Level A advising may be viewed as the

informational aspect while Level B represents the developmen-

tal needs sector, with both A and B found in some proportion

in most advising scenarios.

This notion of different Rinds of levels of advising

is congruent with the need for a contract or understanding

lyetween the principal participants We think that the manager

in the supervision dyad, and the advisor in the advising dyad,

should press to make.explicit a discussion of what is needed,

when, and by whom early in the exchange. Further, we maintain

that the ,e;go-counseling framework may be used to carry on the

dialogue leading to the cOntractua1 understandings. In both

settings, the exchange between supervisor-advisor and between

advisor-advisee, discussion may ensue about the present and

anticipated state of affairs for either the Level A (informa-

tional) or Level B (developmental) aspects to be contained in

the contract. In either case the activities of defining the

current conditions, formulating the desired end state,

considering possible obstacles, and planning to reach goals

are appropriate. The products 'of these focused discussions

are a major part of the understanding reached between supervisor

and advisor or between advisor and advisee. Thus, the actions

taken or the responsibilities accepted by either party flow

from a joint understanding of the job to be done and the part

to be played by either or both participants. A framework which

helps participants to understand what the process of advising

might become serves to both facilitate a systematic explora-

tion of that process and to increase possi,bilities for the

attainment of those objectives.
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Chapter 5
The Manager as Supervisor

QUESTIONS:

WHAT RESPONSIBILITIES DO YOU HAVE AS AN ADVISOR?

411 HOW WILL YOU CARRY OUT-THESE RESPONSIBILITIES?

ARE THESE DUTIES COMPATIBLE WITH YOUR OTHER

FUNCTIONS?

CAN ONE BE BOTH MANAGER AND SUPERVISOR?
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One of the opportunities that result from your role

as manager is that of assisting advisors in becoming more pro-

fkient as advisors. YOUT position will lead others to' view

you as teacher, educational leader and, probably, master advisor.

Warranted or not, many advisors will perceive you as a skilled

and knowledgeable practitioner of the achrising process. Advisor

perceptions of you can ct as facilitators or inhibitors of a

-mutually rewarding supervisor -- advisor reldtionship. In

like manner, advisees perception of the advisor may serve to

aid or hinder the advising process between them.

Much like teaching, advising is not only verbal

communication but also a fundamental social process between

advisor and advisee. Thus, your supervision of advisors must

concern itself with advisors as persons. Mosher and Purpel

(1972) note three sources or problems for supervisors working

with teachers. The first is the advisor, the person as he is

and as he is developing. Because of the difficulty of

separating,ourselves from our many roles, the supervisor

inevitably confronts the person manifesting himself in the

advising role. Although this advisor-as-person phenomena does

have many positive consequences it may also lead to undesirable

outcomes in advising. As supervisor you must be prepared to

help the advisor confront the less-d_esirable consequences that

occur in this advising relationship. What may be easily

discernable to you may be difficult for the advisor to recog-

nize or to accept. Your own courage in posing the difficult

question, the value-laden hypothesis or the penetrating

observation may be helpful in aiding the advisor to explore

uncharte,1 waters.

Second, the advising supervisor attempts to under-

stand the advisor's relationship toward advisees as petple.
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How does the advisor view advisees, what are his attitudes

about students, does he like them, respect them, fear them?

These questions are important because they involve the

advisor's personal aptitude to reach advisees as people.

Melanie Klein (1963) writes of projective identifisation as

a process that allows one to project parts of one's self,

both_good an_d_badjlpn to_other, ,objects or persons. If, for

example, an advisor is fearful of his own incompetence,

that part of self, the incompetence, can be split-off and

projected onto, say,-students. Thus, the 'advisor .can then

feel more positive about self and mOre negaiive about those

incompetent students. The implications of such processes

for advising hardly need further elaboration.

Similarly, the advisor may split off and project

some positive element of self to counter or dilute a nega-

tive valence held by student advisees. For example, if

advisees are particularly dihusted with the quality of

teaching in the institution or are questioning the value of

attending college, advisors may inadvertently project positive_

feelings about out-of-classroom experiences onto 0- into

advisees in an attempt to counter or to dilute advisee reac-

tions about teaching or quality Of college life, Your own

position, external to the interaction between advisor and

advisee, may offer useful perspectives to help advisors

expl9re the extent to which projection is a part of the r

advising interchanges.

A third aTea with potential for problems is that of

teacher autonomy. Supervision of any kind inevitably con-

fronts views held by professional practioners, be they

teachers or advisors, regarding freedom, self-direction,

accountability, and self-monitoring. A basic issue between
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each advisor and the advising manager concerns development of

a working relationship that, while 'helpful to the advisor,

does not unnecessarily intrude upon thqic.Aavisor's image of ,

self as an autonomous professional Your experience to date

may already suggest that the last thing you mention pulicly

is that you manage anything. Your own dilemma is how to

manage advising without being perFeived as a manager and how

io carry out managerial functions in a non-managerial manner.

In short; how to supervisor advisors...

As a supervisor you are engaged in two distinct

but overlapping tasks. One is to assist advisors in the

process of becoming better adors. In this sense you may

function as a teacher, creating situations that aid each

advisor in assessing present skills and in developing com-

petencies that facilitate advising.

A second task of the supervisor is to act as

leader and manager of the advising team. Bere the supervisor

endeavors to structure and monitor the activities of advising

in ways that aid both the advisors and the advisees. The

gathering and'dispensing of appropriate information, evalua-

tion of advising services, determination of advisee needs

that require assistance, and the formulation of policies and

guidelines for advisors are examples of a vities where

the supervisor assumes a leadership role.

PROTECTING YOUR ADVISORS

The title of this section implied that your advisors

may be incapable of protecting themselves and must, therefore,

rely on you. On the contrary your experience with them may

suggest the reverse to be more in keeping with reality.



Differences between fantasy and reality aside, this

section is concerned with one of your duties as the manager for

faculty advising. This duty, to give it a name, is to patrol

the boundaries around the process of advising. We assume that

advising by faculty may.be differentiated from other activities

and functions lat occur in your institution. What is

suggested and, we think, required is that someone accept the

responsibility of protecting the boundaries of advising and

of monitoring or Watching the transactions that cross the

boundary between,advising and other activities in the univer-

sity. Frequently, the person who holds the role of leader or

manager of a work group also holds the responsibility for

watching and maintaiting the boundary that separate members of

the work group from other task or work groups in the institution.

The reason for assuming boundary protection or

boundary maintenance activities is, simply put, to shelter the

advisors from encroachments that might interfere with efficient

completion of the advising task. An example may be in order.

For example, the registrar of your institution may want faculty

advisors to assume additional duties of collecting information

from students. This request, and the subsequent reactions to,

or compliance with, if made directly to faculty advisors, may

interfere with either the procedures or the process of advising

by faculty. Our point is that it is your responsibility as

managt.r of advising and the maintainer of the boundary around

advising to receive or intercept the _request from the Registrar

and to ascertain the validity and probably consequences of

,compliince. An issue is not how you deal iiirth transactions

aimed at faculty advisors, whether you accede, refuse, or refer

the request to an appropriate decision-making body, but rather

that you function as a lightning rod to protect the advisors in
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the advising system from requests or transactions that may be

disruptive to the task of advising. Thus, one responsibility

as manager is to anticipate, receive, and "handle" as many of

the messages directed to your advisors as possible. This does

not, of course, suggest that advisors may only receive

communications that have been cleared by you. Realistically

we hope that you will be able to intercept some of the

communications that have been directed to advisors because

they have the role of advisor and, presumably, may provide

some assistance to those who send the communiques.

A second responsibility is to coordinate some of

the transactions that take place between your advisors and

others outside the advising system. The point is that although

some of thes communications originated by advisors represent

distinctive needs of individual advisors, other communications

represent needs commonly experienc6d by many advisors. This

latter instance may be adroitly handled by the advisor manager

if you have advance information about the need and can marshall

responses that will satisfy the demand.

Your efforts to fulfill your responsibilities as

advisor manager, however pleasantly posed, will likely arouse

advisors to respond to their perceptions of your authority in

ways they responded to former "parent" figures (or other

authorities in their youth). Your demands or requests will

likely generate tension, anxiety, anger and resistance on the

.part of advisors. Our point is that such consequences do not

necessarily suggest a reduction oravoidance ofsdemands, on

the contrary, demands should be made and emphasis given to

understanding and analyzing the nature of the reaction to

the demand.

glirf*Z11
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For the advisor, your request about how advisor

responsibilities are to be carried out are preludes to dis-

cussion ofhow you may help the advisor in this work. In

addition, discussion about your manner of making the request

and advisor reaction to it serve to sensitize the advisor

to how to proceed in making requests or demands in working

with' advisees.

A tendency for some persons is to deskill or down-

play potential influence when working with others having

fewer skills or less influence. For faculty, this sometimes

takes the form of attempting to be just like students and to

deny any difference that exists between students and faculty.

One primary motive for such efforts may be to deny the

.authority that resides in the role as well as avoid the

responsibilities or consequences that go with the authority.

If one doesn't recognize the authority, perhaps one may avoid

dealing with issues that surround this important difference!

Hauser and Shapiro (1976), participant observers

in gro4s of faculty and students in a private secondary school,

report that attempts to abandon school role behaviors were

common among faculty members present in the groups: The

observers suggest that faculty attempts at role erasure, to

either abandon or blur the faculty role, represent fforts by

faculty to cope with a-highly stressful situation.

In these groups faculty also attempted t deskill

themselves, to minimize whatever strengths they had for dealing

with the tasks of the group. Attempts notwithstanding, faculty

exerted a powerful impact on group behavior. Being clearly

marked by the school system as persons in authority and leader-

ship positions, faculty were "natural" leaders for 'the group.

Where faculty rejected the work-leadership position through
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role-erasure behavior they then became leaders of attempts to

thwart work being done.

We anticipate that faculty behavior described by

Hauser and Shapiro may, for similar reasons, occur in the

.advising relationship. Also, in your own situation, you may

be tempted to downplay the difference between the roles of

manager and advisor. By becoming more like an advisor you

may attempt to avoid difficulties encountered if you have,

in fact, differences in roles and duties. Your job, however,

is not only to see that advisors are content but also that

advisees are advised. To do this both you and your advisors

must know the scope and limitations of your functions and

competencies as well as those of the advisor.

ACTIVE SUPERVISION

Most people wish to retain the notion that what they

do is productive and beneficial and will generally conclude

same without using specific criteria to support or refute such

a stand. The fact that you as manager may trigger the process

.
of reviewing work to date, suggest criteria to be used in,the

analysis, and assist in analyzing the data that is generated

is often helpful. As you well know, the process is also often

threatening to advisors and one they resist with little or no

encouragement.

Although this advisor self-assessment may occur in

many formats it usually will result from a direct intervention

by the advising, manager. Thus, a series of specific questions

to an advisor posed during informal conversations or in a more

formal intervi6w between advisor and manager may provide

opportunities that are conducive to this preventive and develop-

mental activity. Some managers may wish to sponsor grOup
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meetings or seminars to accomplish somewhat similar objectives.

Gosling and Turquet (1967) describe a seminar designed to aid

general practitioners in medicine gather a better understanding

of the psychological aspects of their mork that may be

appropriate for a similar use with faculty advisors.

The seminar is voluntary and is scheduled at regular

intervals. The general purpose of the seminar is to provide

an atmosphere where competent practitioners have the opportu-

nity to analyze, with the help of their peers, aspects of a

relationship between themselves and their patients. The focus

of the case presentation by a practitioner and of the discussion

that follows is on the nature of the relationship between the

physician and the patient. The discussion does not focus

unnecessarily either on the doctor or the patient but on the

relationship they share.

To some degree the impact of the patient on the

physician will be transmitted to the life of the seminar dild

will appear within the relations existing there (Gosling and

Turquet, p. 27). Thus, some of the factors and some of the

consequences in the physician -- patient interaction will

emerge in the interactThn during the seminar and may become

topics for examination and discussion.

A similar seminar designed for faculty advisors

may encourage advisors to examine the nature of their relation-

ship with advisees. In the seminar the advisor has the oppor-

tunity to study the experience already gained with advisees

and may use the seminar to find new ways of interacting with

their advisees. The model of the seminar also provides the.

advisor with an opportunity to explore the relationship with

the advising manager.

The use of such a structured activity with advisors
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has other benefits. The incretsed interaction between

advisors and between advisors and manager provides one means

of exchanging all kinds of communications. Also, the fact

that persons become both more knowledgeable about and more

comfortable with others in the seminar strengthens ties

between members of a common task system, the advising network.

The work of initiating and maintaining'the seminar will likely

fall to the advising manager. Firm continuing support from

the manager will be needed, especially in settings where

advisors have few historical or personal incentives to assess

or improve the advising system.

If the emergence on your campus of a seminar for

advisors is viewed as an innovation the views of Baldridge and

Burnham (1975) may be instructive: In writing of how innovation

takes place within organiz'ations they suggest that individual,

characteristics have little effect on producing more innovative

behavior among individuals or organizations. On the other

hand, variables of position in the organization and role,

persons having power, sanctions, communication linkages and

boundary roles appear to be important factors in the adoption

of innovation. Another way of looking at your si uation as

advIsing manager is to suggest that if you are unc ear about

your status in the organization, a sustained att pt to pro-

duce innovations such as seminars for advisors m y produce

startling clarity about that issue for all invo ed.

SUPERVISING ADVISORS IN GROUPS

Although crucial aspects of supervis on are found

in individual supervision, working with advisoik in groups

has its own benefits. The gathering of professi al colleagusis

for the purpose of improving advising, and perhaps advisors,

ii
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confronts directly the issue of institutional priority about

advising. Beyond the institutional level, each advisor attend-

ing the group meeting must decide their own levels of commit-

ment, participation and personal'exploration as the group

sessions proceed. One value of the group format is that

participants are enriched by the experiences of others. The

discussion and comparison of perspectives of different indivi-

duals from different settings broadens the array of alterna-

tives and options from which'each advisor may choose and plan

subsequent advisor action.

This is not to suggest that group consensus is the

final arbitrator for what is learned or resolved. Although

the final responsibility for participating and learning rests

with the individual advisor, mutual exploration enables all

to affirm both their Personal qualities and their unique

advising style in meeting this important educational need of

advising students.

1
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Chapter 6
Advisor and

Advising Appraisal

QUESTIONS:

HOW MAY ONE CONCEPTUALIZE EVALUATION?

WHAT ARE SOME ASSESSMENT ALTERNATIVES?

WHAT ARE THE EFFECTS OF ADVISOR ASSESSMENT?

WHAT ARE SOME USES OF ASSESSMENT DATA?

WHAT ARE SOME OF THE PROBLEMS OF APPRAISAL?
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The act of appraising is to set a value on, or to

judge as to quality or status. Applied to advising and to

advisors it suggests a process of observation, contemplation,

and judgment by an observer. In our view appraisal refers

to a process where advisors may_enhance or review their

awareness of their performance as akyisors. Basically,

appraisal mechanisms serve to help faculty gather information

about what they are doing, as advisors, how well they are

performing particular activities, and what results aPPear tO

be associated with performance of the behavior in question.

Appraisal data, then, are gathered to educate advisors and to

evaluate their functions as advisors.

TIre- typical goals of appraisal or evaluation may be

classified into two broad categories, improving the piocess

and determining the employment status of personnel. The former,

also called formative evaluation, is designed to foster pro-

fessional development and improvement while the latter, summative

evaluation, aims to provide data to be used to judge outcomes

and to make personnel decisions. Institutions already are

involved in conducting both types of evaluations in an effort

to increase accountability.

Accountability is defined in relation to responses

to the questions: accountability to who? and accountable'for

what? The advisor, we believe, is accountable to the advisee

and to the institution. As a partner in a collective endeavor

the student has the right to expect and the responsibility to

demand effective performance from the advisor. The institution,

through the role of advising manager, also has the responsibi-

lity of making sure that advisor behavior does count, that

certain advisee needs and expectations are satisfied. Efforts

designed to imProve the accountability of advisors are those
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that generate.data about advisor behavior that is subject to

discussion and interpretation by advisors, advisees and the

advising manager. The fact that all of the participants are

involved either in generating or interpreting the data

fdcilitates advisor accountability and the process of evalua-

tion.

The term evaluation is reserved for that activity

which you perform for the institution. As director of the

advising system it is your responsibility td balance the

needs of the system, generated mainly from the needs of,

achrisees, and the performance of individual advisors. You

must judge whether advisor performance and potential is

sufficient to continue in that role or if another advisor

should be called to serve in that'place.

The institution's approach to the three-part

faculty responsibility or research, teaching and service

must take into account unique characteristics of the relation-

ship between the institutibn and the faculty member. For

-research, the institution, acting through a department or

college, must determine the quality of the product. The

institution thus creates a mechaiism to evaluate the quality

of the research produced by individual faculty. Based on

this evaluation other decisions and plans are formulated.

In terms of the research portion of faculty responsibility

the institution carries out summative evaluation and designs

an administrative procedure to complete that function.

In terms of teaching or service'portions of faculty

responsibility the institution needs to assess additional

outcomes. It is usually not sufficient for an institution to

be able to demonstrate only that faculty are in some ways

deficient in teaching or service obligations. There may be
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-a need within the institution to improve the quality of teach-

ing or service, and So procedures that facilitate such develop-

ment are required. In short, the institution, needs to organize

a system of delivering and evaluating service. Thus, formative

evaluations may be planned and used within the context of

ongoing teaching or service activities to help practitioners

impfove their capabilities''and performance.

As readers no doubt are aware the advising coordinator

must be involved in conducting both types of evaluations. These

t'Wo types are, in fact, complementary and results gathered froMH

one may be used to either generate or interpret data from the

other. For our purposes, however, we will discuss them

separately.

FORMATIVE EVALUATION

The variety of assessment and evaluative procedures

do have an oNective, and that is to improve the advising of

students by faculty. We believe that improvement of a facult),

member's advising skills and, ultimately the advising service

is derived'from motivation to chanie held by the advisor.

Change and improvement on the part of the advisbr is unlikely

to be a result of legislation, administrative directive, or

drastic switches in the priorities of what is important in

higher education. Rather, change on the part of advisors will

more likely occur as a result of the advisor's dedication to

achieving competence in all of the functions required of

faculty.

First, however, the faculty member must see that

some change is necessary or possible. Cross (1977) cites some

statistics regarding teaching effectiveness for faculty at

one university that suggest this awareness may not be easily
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attaine.d. Cross found that 94 percent of the-faculty rated

themselves as above-aveTage teachers and 68 percent rank.ed

'themselves in the top quarter on teachimgperformance. At

least in this one example the need for change

is definitely someone else's problem.

Efforts by the advisini coordinator

advising skills must be perceived by advisors

with the parameters of the need, provide data

advisors' present level of competency, and be

and improvement

to improve

as consistent

about the

mindful of the

advisor's prerogative to reject the offer of assistance.

Since the advisor is the major determiner-of advisor involve-
.

\ment in activities designed to improve skills or to,change

\adVising practices the data must clearly indicate,the need

for change. In other words the data should illustrate the

differences that exist between perceptions of advisor 'compe-
\

tency by the,advisor and by advisees or other observers. If

these data suggest that the advisor is judged not effective

by advisees, that the advisor frequently engages in behavior

that is characteristic of advisors who ate judged ineffective

by advisees, then.the advisor has a dilemma. If the advisor

has already reported or declared self as an effective advisor

the conflicting data from studentS produces cognitive

dissonance.
iv

The advisor has severar choices, one to disregard

the assessment by students or from other observers, second

to change image of self to that of ineffective advisor or

third, to commit oneself to changing advisor behavior and

hopefully, student assessments. The first two options are

somewhat difficult, especially if advisees and the adVising

coordinator are privy to the data.
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Our view is that the more compelling the criteria

of advising effectiveness the greater the advisol 's difficulty

in rationalizing the results. Thus, if one can demonstrate
that effective advisors engage in behaviors that are very

different from advisors judged as ineffectilie, and if the

target advisor is judged both ineffect.ive and perceived as
using "non-productive" behavior, then the advisor may be
encouraged to ,confront the issues 'of that change is needed

or desired. These ideas receive support from research in

teacher improvement (Centra, 1973; March, Fleiner and Thomas,

1975). Teachers whose self-evaluatIons were considerably

highey than theif students ratings 'bade some adjustments in
their teaching within as little as half a semester after

receiving the rating results. Over a longer period of time,
a Wider variety of teachers made some positive changes. One

result, then, of a daita-based approach to assessing advisor

behavior and aivis6r competence may be the establishment or

readiness for assistance on the part of advisors.
This formative feedback to the advisor may be

designed to counteract the deficiencies of performance

appraisal interviews mentioned by Meyer and Walker (1961)

and Meyer, Kay and French (1965). These studies concluded

that: (a) criticism in the interview has a negative effect

on goal achievement because it encouraged defenSive behavio,r;
(b) praise appears to have little effect on goal achievement;

(c) mutual goal-setting improves performance; and (d) assis-
tance should be a frequent rather than an infrequent activity
between supervisor and supervisee. It is our contrition that
evaluatcon that focuses on advisor behavior and advising
outcomes serves to assist.the advisor by specifying behavior

and facilitating analysis by the advisor. This behavioral
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specificity also provides the advisor with concrete proposals

for action by identifying behaviors that are to be increased

or decreased. Third, the focus on advising outcomes provides

a rationale for changing or attempting to change advisor

behavior as well as a measurq of effect or results of the

advisor's behavior change.

SAAPLES OF AN INSTRUMENT

So fat we've discussed the value of a data-gathering

instrument that may be used both with advisors and advisees.

A format we think holds promise is one where respondents

provide information for items such as those illustrated in

Figure 2.

Characteristic
of advisor

Figure 2

Indicate how important
it is for advisor to
help

Indicate how
descriptive
each item is
for your advisor

1. Asks questions
about my college
experience

2. Helps me decide
on a course
schedule

Not Very Not Very

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

An instrument with a similar format may be used to

gather information from advisors as well as advisees. The data

obtained indicates the relative importance for advisors of

1 1
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specified advisor behaviors and the degree of reported, or

perceived, similarity between survey items and the advisor s

current performance as viewed b'Y advisees.

Table 1 presents average scale scores of faculty

and student respondents from twelve colleges who participated

in a consortium-wide need assessment program. Even though

comparison between means of a brief (five-point) scale ate

tenuous some observations are interesting. It appears that

with the exception of the time about handling advising

efficiently, both faculty and students are in general agree-

ment about the importance of the items for advisors. In

terms of descriptiveness of the items for the advisor, how-

ever, some Ziscrepancies are suggested. Students generally

view faculty as being less likely to involve the student in

advising than do faculty. The items where faculty were-

rqted on faculty initiative in asking, checking, inviting or

understanding the student were scored lower by students than

by faculty. 'Of' the other hand, students were more likely

than faculty to indicate the faculty did handle advising

efficiently and used knoWiedge of courses or course content

in advising.
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Table 1

hean Scores for Respondents from a Twelve-College Consortium

I. Asks questions-about my experi-ence
at college.

2. Keeps well informed about my
progress by asking me.

Understands me or asks for
fication when I talk.

4. Invites me to-share my knowledge

Checks to see-if I understand his

advice.

Makes self adequately available to

Handles advising efficiently with-
out hesitation.

Uses knowledge of specialization.

Uses knowlege of rules/regulations
of college.

10. Uses knowledge of courses/course
content.

.11. Uses knowledge of vocational/post-
graduate opportunities.

Importance for
Advisers

Faculty
n=657

3.1

3.3

3.4

3.2

3.2

3.2

2.9

3.2

3.4

3.4

3 3 3 4 3.3

Descriptiveness
for Adviser

Students
N-1966

Faculty

N=657

Students
N=1966

2.9 3.2 2.6

3.2 3.2

3.2 3.0 2.8

3.0 3.1
,

2.6

3.3 3.2 2.8

3.5 3.0 3.2

3.5 2.7 3.2

3.4 3.4 3.5

3.3 3.4 3.1

3.5 2.5 3.1

1 51

2.9
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Scores on the descriptiveness section of the survey,

where faculty and students were asked to evaluate or make

judgments about advisor behavior, generally follow prior

experience or ratings of teaching. Faculty tended to give

themselves better rating than did students with seven of the

elever item mean scbres for faculty higher than average scores

provider, students. The four items where faculty means were

lower than udents means are general descriptor items pr

attributes that are congruent with the faculty role. The

items on advisor accessibility (#6) and adVlsor style (#7)

are general descriptors while use of specialization (W8) and

information about courses (#10) may be viewed as "special"

prerogatives of faculty. Hence, students may use an "advising

is what advisors do" paradigm to give higher scores to faculty

on these four items.

One question to be raised about any kind of data is

how effectively the data discriminate between important

variables. Table 2 provides some information about the assess-

ment items presented here. Data in Table 2 indicate that

students reporting advising as not sufficient to handle prob-

lems were less likely to report advisors as engaging in

different behaviors or of doing these things often than were

students who were satisfied with advising. On the other hand,

students who were undecided about advising outcomes reported

that advisors did engage miore frequently inthe advisor

activities suggested by the eleven survey items than reported

by dissatisfied students but less so than reports by students

who were satisfied with advising.
1.



TABLE 2

PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS REPORTING ADVISOR BEHAVIOR AND ADVISING ASSESSMENT

Advisor Met With Me Often to Take Care of Problems

, YES UNDECIDED NO

SURVEY ITEMS

Advisor Behavior

,

Asks questions aboutay experience
at college.

Uses knowledge of advisor's field

of specialization.

Keeps well informed about my
progress by asking me.

Uses knowledge of college rules and

regulations.

Understands me when I talk by
asking for clarification.

-Uses knowledge of courses and

course content.

Invites me to share my knowledge
and experience.

Uses knowledge of vocational
and post-graduate opportunities.

Checks to see if I understand
advisor's advice.

Clearly describes advisor
responsibilities.

Routinely maintains communication
with me.

1541

(N=1105) (N=286) (N=474)

DON1T SOME,-

KNOW RARELY TIMES OFTEN
DON'T SOMEr-

KNOW RARELY TIMES OFTEN
DON'T SONE-
KNOW RARELY TIMES OFTEN

4 27 46 20 12 45 32 6 11 55 24 5

2 5 22 69 9 9 35 43 10 23 30 33

3 27 38 29 11 47 31 8 12 61 18 5

,

4 10 37 46 14 18 38 27 13 28 32 23

14 16 41 36 13 30 39 14 13 42 29 11

2 7 33 57 7 15 140 34 10 31 33 22

6 28 35 29 12 46 28 9 13 55 21

9 14 34 41 18 21 38 19 19 38 25 13

5 16 la 35 II 34 40 11 12 47 27 10

2 7 30 58 9 20 39 27 10 36 33 17

2 7 28 6o 7 18 39 31 10 39 30
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Research done locally may suggest which advisor

characteristics are most appropriate for your advising system

and which characteristics discriminate between effective and

ineffective advisors. One might expect, however, that charac-

teristics perceived as related to effective advising may vary

according to changes in the culture of the institution. If,

for example, characteristics of the student population change

substantially one might anticipate that expectations about

advising would also change. Decisions to use assessment

procedures, therefore, must spring from an informed analysis

of your own institution.

SOME ASSESSMENT ALTERNATIVES

One alternative using instruments similar to the one

mentioned earlier is a repeated administration or time-seiies

design (Glass, et al., 1973). Here, the same nstrument would

be administered at specified times during the semester or

academic year. The resultant pattern-of scores suggests

whether or not the advising program, or parts of the program,

are having a significant effect. For example, this design

might be used to determine if a discussion series with advisors

was associated with changes,of score reports provided by

faculty arid advisees. A more complicated version, the multiple-

time series, may be used to also gather information from an

"untreated" group of advisors to determine the effects of a

program intervention such as the discussion series.

Another option to be considered by the advising

coordinator is the case study method. A case study is an in-

depth analysis of specific persons or parts of the advising

program. Using a "naturalistic" approach the program (or

person) is studied as a whole. Thus, the assumptions, rationale,

155r-Arolow
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opera.ting procedures, succ'esses, failures and future plans

of the programThr the person are explored and compiled to

create utiderstanding o.f that segment of the advising service.

A variant of this approach is the goal-free concept of

evaluation p.4posed by Scriven (1974). TIle central theme of

this approach is the examination of the program or project

irrespeCtive of goals. In other words, the intent is to

discover and evaluate actual effects without regard to what

the effects are'supposedto be. Scriven has argued that if

the main objective of evaluation is to assess the worth of

outcomes,*why make distinctions between those that were

intended and those that were not? Applied to advising, this

procedure would seek to determine all the effects that result

from the interaction, or lack of it, between advisor and-

adviSee.

EFFECTS OF ADVISOR ASSESSMENT

Systematic use of some form of advisor assessment

yields positive effects for,the entire program. First, the

process clarifies for all concerned the scope of the advisor's

duties and responsibiloities. ThuS, performance expectations

of the advisor by advisees or the advising manager are

available to the ,advisor for examination. The feedback

available from the Frocess may be used by the advisor and the

advising manager to refine performance strategies and modify

divergent expectations.-

A second outcome is that the advisor-manager

relationship is clarified and reinforced. The combination

of evaluation/supervision 'are compatible processes that

operate in the interests of the advisor and the advisee.

Since the advisor and the manager are partners working to

improve advising, procedures that generate valid performance
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data are helpful. AS advisor and advising manage plan the

program to gather data, discuss and interpret the results,

and explore the possibilities for change in advisor t.havior,

the emphasis is on the collaborative aspects of their rela-

tionship. The "referee" approach to supervision, disliked-by

manager and advisor alike, are minimized or avoided.

Indeed the emphasis of assessment is an improvement

rather than criticism. Data is obtained not just to label

the incompetent but to identify aspects of advising already

strong as well as indications of where and how advising may

be improved. A related value of assessment procedures iS

that documentation ie achieved. Repeated data-gathering

permits the identification of changes in the relationship

between advisor and advisees. Thus, the advisor 21-Mose per-

formance is improving, the persons already performing

competently, and the person whose advising contribution is

inadequate or deteriorating.all may be identified.

Through the use of assessment procedures the advising

manager may achieve the major impact of assessment, that is,

to meet the advising needs of students. By gathering data

about the process of advising from the major participants,

the advisor and advisees, the advising.manager may provide

the careful administrative and supervisory assistance to

making advising the productive enterprise it was meant to be.

USES OF ASSESSMENT DATA

Information gathered at the beginning of the academic

year may be used by advisor and advisees in discussing and

formulating conditions of the advising contract. In this

instance the assessment form is one means of gathering

advisees expectations of advisors and advising that may be

raNAre 1.57
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used as an integral part of programs designed to improve

advisor effectiveness, in short, personal and professional

development of the advisor.

Finally, administration of an assessment instrument*

may be used to establfsh the effects on a dependent variable,

advisee reports, or some other programmatic change OT inter-

vention. If, for example, the advisor changed from individual

to group sessions with advisees, reports from advisees

gathered before and after the program change serve as a depen-

dent variable and a measure of the effects of the change.

SUMMATIVE EVALUATION

Another aspect of advisor assessment occurs when

the advising manager is requested to provide evaluative or

comparative data about advisors. The advising manager can

set the stage for summative evaluation with advisors during

the discussion of the advising contract, usually bylmentior-

ing that summative evaluation is a fact of life in education

today. One may expect that requests for information about

advisors may come from the Dean, the Department, or members

of a tenure committee. The manager will usually not refuse

such requests, the manager may do so on the grounds that the

advisor has refused to participate in the process, ana may

refer the requestor to the advisor. In other words, if the

advisor wishes to not participate in an evaluatiOn when the

advisor must assume total responsibility for that choice.

The criteria for summative evaluation may include

the following requirements of an adequate advisor:

1. Availability to students, judged by office hours

(posted) and comments of students to the manager

(which may be checked with a telephone call, so

158
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that spuriotks comments are not allowed). Three

checks for office hours usually are sufficient;

every.advisor must give an office telephone number

or a number f.(31- office secretaries to athrisees.

2 Mastery of information: advisors are expected to

know the content of the advising handbook and the

content of the "events memos" distributed by the

, manager. Calls to the coordinator's offi-ce to get

information are viewed positively and encouraged;

student complaints about advisors who do not khow

advising information are treated seriously and

count adversely when verified.

3. Attendance at workshops and availability at key

times: there are a certain number of required meet-

ings each year: failure to attend or notify the

manager in advance is weighed heavily against the

advisor. Arranging or a substitute is allowed.

4. Cooperation on speci 1 cases: advisors are expected

to refer special problems and to collaborate in

discussing solutions. Cooperation is defined in

terms of initiation with the manageVs office and

follow-through.

Advisors failing in any instance on 1, 2 or 4 are

judged to be inadeqUate. Advisors may be allowed one mis-step

on 3, however, asecond unexcused absence usually means an

inadequate rating. An adequate rating for advisors may mean:

a recommendation for tenure

a "standard raise" if these are given

acceptance if they are nominated as advisors in

the future

no negative comments to the Dean or Department Head
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Failure to achieve adequate status means that none

of the above will be extended, and that negative comments on

specific shortcomings will be communicated to the manager's

supervisor.

Superior rating is achieved when:

1. All of the above are in good order, and

2 The advisor goes above andlpeyond the call of duty,

which means:

a. giving advisees full support with the bureau-

cracy as evidenced by petitions or academic

actions at end of term.

taking initiative with advisees: calling them

on the phone, helping out with hospitilization,

absences from classes, etc.

c. taking the initiative with manager's office:

calling about special cases, making construc-

tive suggestions, being "on top of the

situation" when inquiries are made and refer-

ring students promptly.

d. being sensitive to advisee needs beyond

academics.

Performance in this general area is based on simple

observation of the advising system: usually there is sufficient

interaction between students, the manager and advisors to make

it relatively easy for the manager to judge superior performance.

A superior rating means:

4) recommendation for merit raises (all equal)

enthusiastic and strong support for tenure

requests for further service as an advisor

praise to Dean and Director at any opportunity

praise to peers
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During the contract setting between the manager and

ech advisor the manager should indicate that a notebook is

kept in which notes relative to the evaluative criteria are

maintained. The notebook is the property of,the manager and

.no unverified complaints are recorded. When an advisor

approaches the "inadequate stage, he may expect a letter or

a phone call from the manager. Hearing nothing means adequacy.

When summative evaluation is requested of the manager

tht-standards mentioned above are pi:ovided. Advisors may,be

notified that the manager has asked to give an evaluation,

and may be invited to discuss the evaluation if they are

interested. If the manag6r has doubts about an advisor, the

manager may:

seek clarification by talking with the advisor or

with advisees, or

refuse to give an evaluation on the grounds that

the manager has insufficient information, or

give in evaluation based only on what is known,

emphasizing that this is not the standard procedure

and must be accepted as a partial measure.

ORGANIZING SUMMATIVE EVALUATION

It is important to set clear standards in advance,

to get agreement or understanding of the standards, and to

define the standards in '1,1ch a way that performaizce can be

measured, usually in terms df some obvious behavior. For

instance, advisini knowledge is judged in terms of knowing

(i.e., being able to tell students) specified material.

Judgments by the manager are only used to place advisors into

the superior category, so that no advisor will be singularly

effected by these subjective impressions, since the manager

161
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could misjudge advisors in some cases. It is preferable to

have'every advisor receive a summative evaluation since this

decreases feelings by faculty of favoritism OT discrimination

by the manager.

In carrying out an evaluation many questions are

asked. Initial questions are designed to establish adequacy

first of all with subsequent questions designed to provide

supplementary information to establish the superior rating.

The manager may choose to use an absolute cutoff of points

for an adequacy rating and to curve total points for the

,superior rating. In other words, summative evaluation should

be designed to establish a minimum competency of knowledge

and service that all advisors are required to meet. In

addition, the evaluation may be designed so that, a predictable

proportion of all advisors will be granted a superior rating

for their adviging service.

One consequence of summative evaluation as we

describe it is that it builds accountability for the advisor

and the advising service. Not only do advisors know what is

expected of them, they know how they will be evaluated, the

substance of their own evaluation and which members of their

advisor group received gold stars. The fact that these

evaluations find their way into the mainstream of department

or college business, or across the Dean's desk, will not long

go unnoticed. We mentioned earlier that advisors have three

choices when faced with evidence of poor performance in

adviSing duties. First, advisors may disregard, downplay or

pooh-pooh the source, second, they may admit the validity of

the data and accept the label of ineffective advisor or third,

they may a-ttempt to improve performance and thereby change

the nature
Aof the evidence about their advising effectiveness.
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Within the context of summative ev4luation activities

described here we nticipate that the first :two options may be

less desirable to faculty and that most advisors will find the

motivation to improve both their advising service and the out-,,

comes which result from these efforts.

SOME PROBLEMS OF ASSESSMENT

One major difficulty is that the entity to be

measured is, to say the least, not easily quantified. Per-

haps one could go further to say that even common agreement

as to definitions of the process of ad:rising, the product of

advising or who; ultimately, should be accountable is not

that widespread. At this stage to be definitive rather than

suggestive regarding cause and effective relationships in

advising is to court disaster.

Whether drawing on data generated by advisees, self-

reports of advisors, advisor colleagues, the advising coordi-

nator or on data drawn from other aspects of the institution,

evaluative judgments cannot escape the twin perils of subjec-

tivity and continuation of value. All data must either

originate with persons and thus be subject to their biases

or be summari,zed and interpreted by those who espouse certain

, categories of value and, therefore, importance. This truism

is not to suggest that assessment should not be attempted,'

rather to assure the reader that most (probably should say

all) attempts at assessment will be met and accompanied by

dissenting voices questioning any and all aspects of the

assessment process.

Another issue in assessment is common to attempts

to evaluate faculty and their services. The dilemma is

whether standards for evaluation should be agreed upon in

re%Ara
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advance (criterion-referenced), or norm-referenced, that

based on a faculty member's relative standing among peexs. In

our discussion of summative evaluation the standards discussed

for adequate performance were criterion-based while the

approach used to 'dentify superior performance were norm-

referencech We exp tt that given the variety found in higher

education a case may be made for using both approaches. Norm-

referencing, or how persons distribute themselves over a

given trait, may be used when excellence, or lack of it, is to

be a major assessment task. On the other hand, criterion-

referencing or the absolute mastery of a given tas,k, may be

appropriate for those aspects of advising when competence is

not only desirable but necessary. Be assured, however, that

regardless of whi-ch you choose some will think your decision

fallacious.

A final problem about assessment that plagues the

advising coordinator is the cost of evaluation. There are

costs in terms of actual dollars, time and personnel needed

to carry out even the 'simplest of assessments. The dictum

"you get what you pay for" may have been uttered by some

administrator beleaguered hy the consequences of some inex-

pensive, but ineffectual, assessment program. Assessment

funding should have a place in your budget in the same manner

as you allocate funds for,any other substantive part of the

program. By treating evaluation as an*important part of the

program your attempts to justify, design and use assessment

procedures will merit serious consideration from those with

whom you work.

dillirr111
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THE PROCESS OF CAUSAL ATTRIBUTION

One assumption behind most efforts at assessment

or evaluation is that discrepancies between program objectives

andprogram assessments are amenable to influence and change.

One process that makes this assumption difficult to master

comes from attribution theory. Attribution theory is a theory

about how people make causal explanations about haw they

answer questions beginning with "why'?" It deals with the

information they use in making causal inferences and with

what they do with this information to answer causal questions

(Kelly, 1973).

Applied to advising and advisors the theory may be

helpful in understanding holv to use or design certain aspects

of appraisal systems. Specifically ttributim comes into

play when persons respond to questins such as "why do some

advising procedures work?" or "why d some advisors receive
k

low ratings from advisees?" or "why'ao some advisees not seek

'out their advisors?' If we asked these questions we might

expect the causal attributions, the reaS'ons why this behavior

occurred, to be assigned to one OY more of three factors,

the advisor, the advisee or'conditions external to the advisor-
,

advisee dyad. The manner in which theseattributions are

assigned has meaning For your work.

Kelly suggests that a person ordinarily takes actions

appropriate to the meaning his causal interpretation gives to-

his own or others' behavior. In other words, the causal

attribution identifies the causes of certain effects and forms

the basis for decisions about how to act in order to bring

about the continuance or discontinuance/of those consequences.

-bIn the case of faculty advisors we might expect that they will

consider recommendations for change in the,ar behavior only if

165r-
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they perceive that their behavior, in fact, was a causal

agent in producing the undesirable consequence.

In Order for,you to bring about change in advising

practices or in the advising system you may have to determine

how advisors, or advisees, explain why certain outcomes occur.

In some cases one may have to devise procedures thit facilitate

t:le discovery or alteration of one's attribution. Since

awareness precedes change some of your efforts as advising

coordinator may involve deliberate attempts to deal with each

in that order.

CONCLUSIONS

It should be clear to the reader at this point.that

no one approach to assessment is infallible. The objective of

assessment, advisors and their work, is complex, hard to

define and constantly changing. Diversity in assessment is

essential, for only by using several approaches may one approx-

imate the actual form of adviSing development at any one point

in time. Attempts to treat assessment data as fixed measures,

therefore, should be short-lived. Like any organic system,

the ebb and flow of advising will constantly change shape

and direction. Thse coordinator turned evaluator must be at

least as flexible and persistent.

Argyris (1970) offers a conception of the consul-

tant's function in terms of three primary tasks: generating

valid and useful information to deal with the problem in

question; helping to bring about free and informed choice by

all clients; and achieving internal commitment on the part of

the clients to the choices made.

Applied to evaluation in advising these ideas

suggest that in both formative and summative evaluation

or-
1 6
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efforts, the task of the evaluator is to provide opportunities

for others to obtain information, to make choices and to act

on those choi'tes. Whel.ther the client is the faculty advisor

and the process formative assessment or a college official

requesting summative etvaluation about advisors the task is

the same. Your job is to help them, the client in evaluation,

to learn, to decide and to act in concert with their objectives.
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Chapter 7
A Management

Information System

QUESTIONS:

WHAT KINDS OF INFORMATION ARE NECESSARY?

411 HOW SHOULD THE INFORMATION BE COLLECTED?*

11 FOR WHAT PURPOSE SHOULD THE INFORMATION BE

GATHERED?

li HOW MIGHT THE INFORMATION-GATHERING SYSTEM

BE ORGANIZED?
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The managers of most systems are somewhat idealistic.

Most hold to the notion that making decisions, managing and

evaluating the system will be improved with the acquisition of

a comprehensive informational system. In your iole as direc-

tor or manager of advising you may fall prey to similar senti-

ments about the need and its possible solution.

As manager of a faculty-advising program you must

decide what type of information about the advising program is

essential to manage or direct the program. Although informa-

tion maysbe gathered about a variety of topics you may choose

to gather data that answers the serial question "Who does what

to whom, when, and with what results?" Information gathering

may be divided into four categories that represent attempts

to assess the advising system's effort, output, relevancy,

and efficiency.

First, one may assess the degree of effort expended

by the system of advisors or, in other words, how many

advisees are seen. This form of information gathering focuses

on input to the system. How many advisees are seen, what are

their characteristics, what problems do,they present, when

are they seen, and who sees whom, are examples of data that

may be obtained.

In this case data gathering is designed to provide

additional information about the characteristics of the advisees

or the advisors, about what types of questions or concerns are

brought to advisors for thFir assistance, or what is the pattern

of use of advisors during a specified time period. The data

may be used to describe who uses advising, what they use

'advising for, and what time periods are busiest for advisors.

With such in rmation you are able to describe the chief

players in the a ising system and give some indications of

what game(s) is be -ng played.
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Potential uses of such information might include

end of term or year reports to advisors, department heads,

senior administrators or your own supervisor. The information

may also lend itself to articles, newspieces or reports in the

local media where one objective may be to inform the general

college community of what issues or problems are being brought

to advisors by students. Data about patterns of use during

the term may be helpful to you in planning for advising services

or useful in programs of advisor orientation. Information

gleaned about the characteristics of students who use advisors

or of the advisors who are most frequently seen by students

may provide significant clues about elements in the population

of students that require additional assistance. In addition,

an analysis of advisor characteristics may help identify those

advisor behaviors, advising styles or advising procedures that

are perceived by students as being more helpful or receptive

to those students' needs.

A second form,of assessment concerns measurement

of the output of the-system, or what are the results or effects

of advising? What do advisees or advisors report as outcomes?

Are advisees able to make choices, are participants satisfied

with the results, does advisor-advisee contact lead to more

frequent interaction in other settings? These and other

questions are some of the matters that may be investigated when

focusing on the output of the advising system.

Efforts to assess outputs of the advising system

provide information that is of interest to many persons. The

information answers the "So what?" questiOns about advising.

With these data you are able to describe how advisees or

advisors evaluate advising, whether they think advising was

productive or helpful or, whether they were satisfied with

1 7 0
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advising. In addition, you may be able to describe associa-

ted events that appear to be linked to advising. For example,

advisees who frequently consulted their advisors may have

fewer problems with registration, know more about the school,

receiVe higher grades or perform differently on other variables

than advisees who underused the advising system.

These data are the chief form of feedback to the

advisors about the consequences of their work as advisors. Be-

yond the level of the individual advisor's assessment of

whether or not a particular advising session was useful or pro-

ductive, these data indicate to advisors the effects of advising

in the general context of a college education. Administrators

and supervisors, too, will be interested in learning how advis-

ing may be said to assist students or aid the general educa-

tional mission of the institution. As you are well aware, any

responses to these kinds of questions about advising impact

have significant influence when budget time rolls around.

The third kind of assessment data are those concerned

with system adequacy, in other words, a comparison of system

output to the needs of the population for whom the system

exists. Here, one is interested in whether the accomplish-

ments of the advising system may be providing helpful assistance

for learning about decision-making but neglecting to supply

students with information that could be used in reaching

decisions. Data obtained from this form of evaluation are use-

ful in determining whether the general goals or major objectives

of the advising system need to be changed. The ultimate

objective of any helping system is the provision of. help where

fielp is required. As you-evaluate your-own systemiyou may

wish to gather information pertaining to the adequacy of the

program in meeting this objective.
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For example, a needs assessment of students may

indicate great interest and concern about career and life

planning. On the other hand, a check of tbpics generally dis-

cussed during advising sessions may indicate thuch of the time

spent on registration, changing courses cr completing course

requirements. With these data in hand your advisors and

yourself are now in the position of being able to explore

the extent to which advisors may provide, and students will

accept, advising assistance designed to address career planning

concerns.

Finally, the fourth type of evaluative data for an

advising system concerns system efficiency or, comparing the

outputs or consequences of advising to the inputs, the nedds

and questions of advisees before they consult advisors. }fere,

the manager is concerned with whether the outputs or results

of the, advising system satisfy, answer, or otherwise deal with

advisee requests or needs presented upon entrance to the advis-

ing system. In other words, you are comparing before-after

measures to determine how well the advising system solved or

assisted with questions and problems presented to advisors.

For instance, if advisees requested assistance with selection

of courses one would gather data about the appropriateness,

timeliness or helpfulness of advisor service designed to help

meet the need. Analy§is of the data obtained is useful in

determining what parts of the advising service require adjust-

ment or change.

One measure that might be used to.detwmine the

efficiency of the advising system is the extent to which

students go to other help-givers for assistance after having

seen an advisor. Although it is acknowledged that some con-

tacts with advisors are best viewed as steps in a referral
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process, where the advisor helps the advisee to determine

the best source of help available, this interpretation may

be overused. In other words, advisors may be referring students

elsewhere for assistance when the advising contact may be the

optimum setting for resolution of the problem. Data-gathering

procedures that identify what problems are brought to advisors,

where the advisor "stands" in a student's chain of help-seek-

ing attempts, and where in the chain the problem is finall)

resolved may indicate the help-giving efficiency of the advisihg

program.

HOW TO PROCEED?

As this presentation suggests there are numerous

types, Rinds and variations of data about advisees, advisors,

or the advising system that may be collected. Before plunging

ahead with data collection you should consider two questions.

First, what kinds of data might realistically be useful to you

or your advisors, and if available, what implications would

these data have for advising procedure or policy?

WHAT INFORMATION IS NEEDED?

In regard to the first question one may begin by

literally constructing the types of data tables and reports to

be generated from the data. Thisapproach forces one to

consider the end product of data-gathering and is helpful in

identifying the types of data that will or will not contribute

to your objectives. Another value of creating "mock" tables

and reports is that one discovers the most appropriate format

for collecting and analyzing data. A related value of

creating data tables is that you have examples to use in

checking your assumptions about what kinds of data presenta-

2173
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tion would be informative and useful to others.

As you differentiate between the reports or tables

you need also reach decisions about the need for data reported

on advisees, on advisors, or on fiscal or other matters p'er-

taining to the advising system. Consideration of the need

for an information system that will facilitate the creation of

reports may be aided by an exploration of selected areas of

concerns. They include'questions about the frequency and

make-up of reports, what data will be collected, how will data

be gathered and how will the reports be used.

FREQUENCY OF REPORTS

Important questions are one, to whom are the reports

directed and, two how frequently are the reports to be produced?

Are reports to be generated monthly for distribution to advisors,

is there to be a semi-annual report to your supervisor, or is

there need for an annual report to someone external to the

college?

A very clear understanding of exact numbers of

reports and the frequency of their generation is basic. Equi-

vocation at this stage of planning is likely to be associated

later with added difficulties and misunderstandings. If

decisions cannot be made relative to the number and the frequency

of publication of reports we think it may be symptomatic of the

need for either more infoxmation about the need or for review

of the objectives for proposing a manage t information system.

MAKE-UP OF REPORTS

Continuing efforts to cons uct kodel reports suggest

the following'criteria. Is the format's-impe? Is is clear

what the report is trying to present? Is the report correctly
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titled? Accurately labeled? Easy to follow (read)? If the

report is to be used it must be useable. The time that is

invested in report construction and the review of model reports

is time well spent.

One may wish to consult with prospective users of the

proposed reports to determine how they envision a readable,

useful document. An added benefit of such activity beyond the

assistance gained in creating the report format is the early

involvement and investment of those forwhom the report is being

created. Adjustments in report format made as a result of this

prior consultation demonstrates to report to recipeints that

their interests, and input, were not ignored.

CRITERIA FOR DATA COLLECTION

Among the questions to be answered are one, how

frequently should data be collected and, two, what is the

density of data collection? The first question pertains to

whether data should be gathered continuously or on some periodic

or fixed basis during a term or school year. For instance,

should data be collected throughout the term or is it advisable

to gather information at specified times, say, prior to

registration or during an add-drop period? One may conclude

that certain information be collected centinuowsly while other

information is only collected at specified times during the

academic year.

The second question has to do with determining the

proportion of total respondents available that are to be included

in the data collection. This becomes a question about sampling.

Do you want to gather data from the entire population of poten-

tial respondents or is a sample from that population sufficient?

If a sample is called for, what criteria should be used? Should
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the sample be based on a specified proportion of the popula-

tion, some element of usage, say, every third person who visits

an advisor, pr on some time or date factor such ai students

who contact advisors the week following mid-term examinations?

METHOD OF COLLECTING DATA

Assuming that one has a clear understanding of the

\usefulness of the data leads to another vital question. How

\reasonable is it to expect that such data can and will be col-

\lected? Reality resting is crucial here for one should hold

Ow misperceptions about how and by whom the data will be

reported and collected.

Will students provide information as expected? Do

advisors have time or will they agree to provide information

about advisi) :ontacts? Are there other resources available

to faculty &advisors, secretarial staff, department offices,

stuaent assistants, etc., that may be used by faculty to pro-

videsome of that data that is requested of them? Since

pers9ns who generate or record information are such a vital

link in the entire process of information gathering the project

design must assure that they are or can be available to parti-

cipate in the process.

EASING THE BURDEN FOR DATA PROVIDERS

In drawing up final-form instruments one should check

to see that natural language, terms that are clear and in usage

by datayroviders, is used on the forms. Additionally, one may

review the use of codes or checkoffs on the form and, if used,

assure that codes are found on both sides of the form. The

caveat here is that th'e simpler the task of providing informa-

tion, the more likely it is that information will be provided.
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Finally, don't request information when the need

for that information or its possible use are unknown. There

are a few things that antagonize persons more than discovering

that information they have provided has been disregarded or

ignored. The burden will be on you to demonstrate that the

information you ask to have provided is necessary and will be.

used to the advantage of the advising service.

BORROWING FORMS AND PROCEDURES FROM OTHERS

In the press of all the things you must do you may

be tempted to adopt procedures and formats from others rather

than generate them yourself. The logic is enticing. After

all, this other college is similar to your own, has an advising

system much like your system and uses an information-generating

system for the same reasons that you have advanced. Does it

not follow, then, that you might easily adopt their system

for your use? The clincher, in many cases, is that because

it would be so easy to adopt another's system it would also

permit the installation of some syst'em before schaol begins

next term or next year. Borrower beware, for expediency does

have its costs.

Since the existing Rpdel of information gathering,

be it a commercial vendor-suppfled system or one developed by

another institution, was not developed with yourspecific

needs in mind it is unlikely that it will completely match

your requirements. Furthermore, the relative ease with which

a borrowed system may be used make it unlikely that you or

others will raise and face some of the hard questions that

should be answered prior to the installatiom of any information

system. For instance, the question about the needs or require-

ments of potential users of reports may be ignored. One could
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adopt a system only toyfind later that it either duplicates

efforts currently in existence or that it generates information

for which there is no consumer.

STbPS 4N DEVELOPING A SYSTEM

Schroeder (1977), in writing about the design of

management systems foT colleges, 'presents a life cycle or series

of phases that systems go through from initial conception

through development and operation. On the assumption fhat some

of these same phases might be applicable to your consideration

of a management information system we have borrowed the concepts

and applied them to the creation of a management information

system for advising. The phases are as follows:

1. Develop a Project Plan. In this phase one would

specify the objectives and note the assumption impli-

cit in the plan. Here, also, one would identify the

types of alternative information-gathering proposals

to be studied, the tentative time schedule to be

followed and the resources required to complete

this phase. In-addition, one would sper:ify the per-

sons responsible for completing activities in this

phase and for carrying out the subsequent phases.

2. Study the Present InfoTmation System., One would

attempt to determine what information is presently

being generated by the advisors or the advi'sing sys-
:

tem. If information is being generated and recorded

one would identify how the information is distributed

and how and by whom this current information is being

used. In addition to specifying how the present

information system operates for the advising services,

this phase provides some basis for sugge'sting altera-
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tions or changes.

3. Recommend an Improved System. In this phase,

planners suggest changes in the information system.

Experience gained through answering some of the

questions about information systems and resultant

reports mentioned earlier in this chapter prepare

you and others to forMulate recommendations for

change. The review of model reports that have been

developed, the consultations with proposed consumers,

and the discussions with persons who will be required

to generate or record information all serve as a

backdrop for the changes or alterat'ions suggested in

this phase.

4. Development of the Information System. This phase

involves the creation OT constiiiction- of specific

portions of the program. Forms for the collection of

information will be finalized, procedures for gather-

ing, recording or transmitting information will be

created, reviewed and finalized, and responsibilities

for operation of the program will be specified.

Computer programs, or manual processing procedures,

will be developed during this phase. The completion

of this phase should find the, information system ready

to be used.

Implementation. The information gathering program

becomes operational in this phase. Ongoing training

or mOnitoring of certain parts of the program would

be expected to occur. The resolution of unforeseen

problems and changes in the program as experience is

gained are to be expected.

",
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Operation and Evaluation. In this last phase the

program is operational. Next. efforts are undertaken

to determine if the program's outpUt, data, reports,

docuients, etc., are used and:if the objectives speci-

fied for the information system are attained.

One value of using a set of procedures for planning

six-phase life cycle approach, suggested by Schroeder is

entire project must be conceived and treated as a unit.

requirement helps to prevent fragmented planning or the

implementation of activities prior to an analysis of possible

effects elsewhere in the advisin system. Thus, both the infor-

mation generators, in i 111his case culty or students, and the

information users, those who receive and use the resultant data

reports, have some say in what the information program should

accomplis-hand how these objectives are to be achieved.

1so
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Chapter 8
Planning

QUESTIONS:

WHAT IS THE ROLE OF PLANNING?

HOW SHOULD PLANNING BE CARUED OUT?

WHO SHOULD BE INVOLVED IN SHAPING THE PLAN?

WHY IS PLANNING SO IMPORTANT?

1 8
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Within the scope of responsibilities as manager of

advising, one function that may receive scant or infrequent

attention is planning for the entire program. To be sure, many

decisions will be made and numerous activities undertAen that

influence the entire advising program, but we expect too little

time will be spent in systematic exploration of the entire sys-

tem of advising. What we refer to here is the application of

systematic methods to achieve particular objectives of the

advising system. What this entails, we think, is the use of

a technique of organization designed to understand the resources

and needs of the advising system and to create specific plans

designed to help the system achieve stated goals.

What do we mean by "planning" as it relates to an

advising system? Essentially, any plan is a set of ordered con-.

cepts or ideas for getting from point A to point B, or to put

it'another way, it is a blueprint for getting from where you are

to where'you would'like to be at some time in the future. Con-

sequently, the first step in planning is to be able to describe

point A, or the advising system'at the present time. We can 4o

this moslt readily'by identifying important components: in this

case, the clients or consumers, and the service providers or

deliverers. For the moment, we need not worry about the way

in which members of.these,sets or elements are organized in

structures for, in fact, the delineation'consumer and provider

-fully describe the two essential components of the system as

they occur in the advising -relationship.

dniess you use professional counselors in your system,

we can describe the students as the consumers, andfaculty as

the providers. In order to describe our system more accurately,

we now break down these categories even further based on known

characteristics of elements in each group. Essentially, we
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want to establish what each sub-group of consumers need, and

what each sub-group of faculty provide. For example, it is

helpful to think of the advj.sing system for students as a

series of subsystems providing service to unique sets or

elements: some minor sets or elements that immediately come

to mind are freshmen, sophomore, junior, senior and graduate

student categories. Within these groups other sub-grouping

should also appear. Students in a College Of Arts and Sciences,

for example, may need different advising services than those in

more professionally-oriented curricula. Certainly within each

group, males, and females have different characteristics that

suggest different systems, with minority students another

subset that is likely to have distinguishable characteristics.

How.does one know that the general population of

students Should be categorized into more discrete units? Pri-
,

marily through experience, surveys of needs, and perusal of the

relevant professional literature. Perhaps the best way for

setting about describing your current system is to develop your

own surveil/ or needs-assessment instrument. The different

responsels obtained will quickly differentiate the needs of the

different elements oY sub-groups in the population of all

students. One way to do this is to ask students what they arp

seeking in an advisor, or_to determine in what areas of conce n

-students-feel.- they-could-use advisor assistance.

If all has gone well at this point, one should knoW

hovrstudents may be categorized into sub-groups

according to their advising.needs or according to characteris-

tics of their sub-group. If you are the manager of swsystem

with very homogeneous elements, say an engineering college with

a large population of white tales and few minorities or women,

you may have only a few' groups. On the other hand, if you,are
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the-advising-manager for the division of arts and sciences,

you Aay have sizeable numbers of students in all of the cate-

gories listed-above. Whatever the case, it is wise to set

down on paper each of the groups you conceive to have special

needs or characteristics based on the information you gain in

your survey.

Figure 3.

&Nil a listing might looKlike the example in

iMe 4 04
4 Mir
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Figure 3

College of Engineering

Freshmen

Regular Irregular (accelerating, AP Credits).

Field indication AP: Math, Chem or Math Physics

Elec.

E. Physics
Chemical
Civil/Environmental
Mat'l Science
Geo Science
Mechanical
Oper. Res./I.E.
Undecided
Biocngineering

AP: ,Math, Chem, Physics plus elective

Irregular (disadvantaged)

Minorities Irregular (transfer, con't. ed.)

Note:

Off term transfers

adult/special students

rejoining students
.

\N

Separating students by or race should not be construed to mean that these

students will be assigned an advisor on that basis. In this instance, it is

indicated for two reasons: there are separate institution prngrams for certain

groups established by state or federal agencies; "clumping" minorities or women

tends to foster peer group formation, whereas scattering appears to contribute

to a feeling of alienation.
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One needs to do the same thing for the service

deliverers, or faculty. In this case, however, it is'a little

more difficult to know intuitively how to categorize faculty

into sub-groups OT elements, and one may need to proceed

differently in institutions of various kinds. One would hardly

,
group faculty in a small, liberal arts college the same way

one would group them at a large, research-oriented university.

The key question in beginninglis how do faculty group themselves
,

Usually this sub-groupingo'cc"urs by academic discipline or by

department. Within departments) faculty often group themselves

as junior and senior members and this, typically, is related

to the tenure status of the/individual member. 'This distinc-

/tion can be important in tw
/

ways: first, untenured faculty

are often anxious to do a kood job of advising but don't have

the time (or consider publishing more important); and second,

tenured faculty often have immunity from tasks they consider

"unpleasant" though this is not always the case. You may

wish to create "specialty" groups for the senior faculty

members, some of whom are deeply committed to teaching and

advising, or for persons who play special advising roles, such

as departmental placement of grad,lates, etc.

Once you have identified basic groups, you should

list their important Characteristics, just as yoil did for stu-

dents, being careful to list what each group can provide as well

as what each group needs. For example, if faculty are grouped

in small departments, their resource might be described as

"specialized course advise"; if a department is niilety percent

tenured, their need might be described as "reluctant to general-

ize" and so forth. If there are few or no minority or women

faculty in a departmelit, that fact might be noted. These

faculty subgroups can then be diagrammed, much as was done for

students, again with attention given to the characteristics and

needs of each distinct provider group. An example of such

listing appears in Figure .
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Figure 4

College of Engineering

Advising Resources for Freshmen -- 1977-78

'peciaiizat Academic advice
D nearta.dvisers (inexperienced)

Allison, Jones (Civ. E.)
Robertson (Geo Sci.)
Williams (Mech, E.)
Tenny (up tor tenure next year)
Green (full prof., never advised frosh)

Overton. (Chem E. first year)

p2partmental advisers (experienced)

Ostrowski, Mellon (Elec. E.)
Levy, Bloom E. Physics)
Smi.;11, Richford, Mendez (Mech. E.)

Ramlro, Paolillo (Mat'ls. Sci.)
Alo, Backer (Civil)
Thcrn (Chemical)
Black, Elissof (Oper, Res.)

Departmental advisers (unwilling)

Whitehead (Oper. Res.)
Brill (E. Physics)

Non7departmental advisers

Levelman (Basic Studies)
Lacey (Admisgons, Placement)

Generalists

Mellon (Et)
Mendez (Mech E.)
Levelman (DBS)

2urr

Ford (Mech. E
Everly (Chem.
Salisburg (E.

ecialists (inter)

.) former chairman
E,)

Physics)

SIDecial interests

TennY. (-women, accelerating)

Williams (disadvantaged)
Overton (premeds, bioengineers)
Me:lion (disadvantaged)
Backer (accelerating)

Other

Ostrowski* - learning disabilities
and special situations

Levy - non-traditional students
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The next step in describing point A is to diagram

the way advising is currently delivered to each group of con-

sumers. This can be done through the use of arrows that

indicate an advising relationship, as it exists in the current

system. Hence, you may have tenured faculty advising freshmen

blacks within a departmgtal framework, as indicated by Figure

S. Don't be,shy with tlie arrows or your imagination: note for

example, that one could use dotted arrows to show student

advising relationships. The important thing is to develop

your own analytical scheme for representing consumers, deliver-

ers, and the relationship between the two. As an aside, you

may want to pay speciaa attention to consumers who are being

advised by many groups, and hence may be the target of many

arrows -- literally. Such students are lpften onfused by

conflicting and contradictory advice.

Once you have a system diagrammed, it is entirely

up to you to put together a system which you consider to be

ideal. You can do this on the same chart, by adding arrows in

color to represent new interactions as in Figure S. .You may

want to draw new diagrams.



Consamers

Field Choice

Civilt accelerated
normal
mitorit
speciak
disadvarltageti

Chemical:
accelerated
normal
minority
disadvantaged

1 1 6 9

Figure 5

College of Engineering

Advising Delivery Syst,em

.... for all fields

Rejoining students

Undecided

Premeds

Prelaw

Bioenginering

Accelerating students

Transfer Students

Special students
(health probs, etc.)

Etc,

Deliverers

Peer advisers-random assignment

acuity generalists

Curriculum specialists

Non-departmental advisers

University Minority Affairs Office

'Ow

`.

Society of Women EnIneers

Advising Office Staff

Mental Health Clinic

Major adviser - Jr. level

"acuity Departmental
Inexperienced

Civil
Chemical
Electrical
Geo. Sci.
Mechanical
Mat'ls. Sci
E. Physics
Oper. Res.

Experienced
Civil
Chemical
Electrical
Geo Science
Mechanical
Mat'ls. Sci.
E. Physics
Oper, Res.

or

University Career Center

Note: The diagram is not completed because of the cramped space of a single

,page; it is best to use a separate page for each sub-group of students to avoid

a maze of lines.
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You may want simply to analyze each relationship in

a step-wise procedure, making new ones where you believe the old

ones do not represent an optimal configuration, The:key thing

to decide is what is the most desirable system, i.e., point B.

Do you want blacks advised by blacks? Do you want women advised

by peers? Do you want'freshmen advised by tenured faculty, who

may have forgotten many of the college policies relating to

freshmen? These questions should be partially answered by

your needs assessment if you have set up the questions correttly,

partly answered by your owniexperience, partly by common sense.

In general, it is not too dificult to decide what you

would like to do in terms of a final configuration; however, jt

is considerably more difficult to reach the final configuration.

The last ,tep in making a plan;and perhaps the most difficult,

is to come up with a series of steps to get you from point A to

point B. Drawing arrows is simple. Getting consumers and

deliverers to accept your "arrows" is exceedingly comp]ex. When

you come to this stage of your planning, you/may have to rethi.nk

some of your arrows,.because of practical considerations. That

is fine, so long as );ou don't fail to draw arrows originally

because of such considerations. It is always best to map Out

point B wi/thout regard to implementation, then try to figure

a way to achieve the ideal, than never to draw the ideal rela-

tionship or arrow to begin with. The goal is to describe

point B in such a way that you can work on discreet problems in

your planning, problems that are easily identifiable.

Of cou se,_one's ability to come up with ways for

getting to the i system is the cutting edge that separates

one planner from another. Not all of us have the same degree

of creativity in thinking up solutions of "people problems" and

not all of us have the same facility for motivating people t6
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do what we want them to do. Your solutions must be those

you are comfortable with, those you feel you can achieve. Pie

in the sky is not helpful at this stage. If you get stuck, con-

sult those with greater experience. Many faculty members can

give you a feel for what is acceptable and achievable with

faculty; a few old-timers may even give you o few words of

advice on how you might best achieve your ends.

The only suggestion we wish to make is this: it is

easiest to influence people who know you, who trust you. Plan-

ning is much easier when you take the time to cultivate

relationships: The best "planner in,the world is not likely

to be successful at an academic institution if the planner is

a "new-comer." If you don't know the department chairperson,

get to know him. If you don't know new faculty, make it a

point to meet, them shortly after they arrive. All, this will

make implementation:, of your plan easier and smoother, and it

will mean youican do much, much more in terms of reaching an

iieal system.i

With current data about the student advisees and

faculty advisors in hand you have the basic materials with

which to sha and direct the advising ,program. As you may

have surmised while the program may be circumscribed by

institutional,forces or policies that are beyond your immediate

control it should not be limited because you lack a comprehen-

sive plan of ction. The responsibility for developing and

following the plan rests mainly with you.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF PLANNING AND DESIGN

One,of the responsibilities that falls to you is.the

creation of ststem-level designs or plans which following some

process of reyiew, may become blueprints for action for the

rbl%'AIN
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AP.

advising systom. It is within this framework of syistem

design or system planning as'a general activity of your work

as advising manager that these comments are presented. Rather

*han to preseni only specific guidelines or triteria'we thought

it also appropriate to,sugiOst some general prinCiples for:your

consideiation. Davis (1977), writing ab,ut design in teaching'

and ilistr6Ction, presents vome general 'Principles that may

have merit for those working with advising systems. He pro-

I(poses S. principles that we have atteApted to apply to,planning

and.deglgn for academic advising systems:
Li First, good design should permit the application

of advanced knowledge or techniques about human learning.. .As

res6arch on human behavior generates nem knowledge about how

persons grow and learn the boundaries of tne advising syste;\--".

and the designs or plans for the system should:allow this'new

imowledge to be tested and incorporated. As new information

is received about the characteristics of students or faculty,

about procedures that facilitate discussion, disclosure or

decision-making, or about methods of identifying and using one's

pc.rsonal values in teaching or learning, the advising System

sEopld have a means of reviewing the implications for advising
,

and, if appropriate, for incorporating these advances into

the advising program.

Second, good designs are such that forWand function

are compatible. In other words, the methods used should be

related to the objectives that are desifed. The issue becomes

then, not what we have done, or what we or others wish'to do,

but what procedures are most likely to'acLlmplish the objectives

that have been identified. This principle implies that

planning activities have some provision for the identification

and exploration of alternatives that may realistically be
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expected to accomplish system objectives. The use of his-

toritll precedent, resistance to "new" approaches and ratibn-

alizations of why alternatives shouldn't be considered, all

should receive little reward if this principle were observed.

Information rather than intuition should bear more of the

burden in determining how objectives are to be achieved.

Third, good design is cognizant of the reality that

confronts the advising system. Advising, after all, i only

one part of a- complex array of functions and services called

higher education. Plans for the advising system must be

tested against the life of the institution. The shifting

pressures and constant change within any college or university

emerge and recede within the framework of some grand design

for the institution. Thus, if plans for the advising system

are to facilitdte the wOrk or the growth of the system, they

must carefully account for and blend with the presses which

shape and change the institution.

Fourth, good design is motivational. Worthy plans

are those that can incite persons to greater vision and

renewed effort. People can view plans as opportunities to

strive, to achieve and to grow. Good designs woi:Ild be such

that persons are intrigued with the possibilities, excited

about the challenge and reluctant to not be involved. Good

design should challenge both the heart and the mind; persons

should be encouraged by thChesign to think and to experiment

with the concepts or ideas found there. The routine, the

obvious or the commonplace may be necessary components of any

design but they should.not be the overriding reaction one

gets from reviewing OT participating in the plan.

Fifth, good design should be straightforward and

simple. The application of this principle of economy and
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simplicity is important,lif any but the planner are to under-

stand or use the design. Although the creator of a complex

plan may be intrigued by the fntricate relationships and the

nuances of understanding that may be achieved, the-potential

users'are either bored or befuddled. Good design should be

easy to communicate, easy to understand and possible to imple-

ment. Designs for the advising system should be known less

for their elegant language or sophisticated logic and more for

their achievement of desired objectives.

Finally, good design should be responsive to

individual differences. A responsible and responsive design

does not ignore the individual or the uniqueness that each

possesses. Rather, the design makes creative use of the

diversity among people, it allows for persons to contribute

to and be accomodated by design parameters. Thus, a design

for work with advisees should be such that each party in the

program or the interaction feels that their interests and tal-

ents may find some expression and recognition.

WHY PLAN?

Some may question the need for any sort of planning

for the advising system. Is it not the responsibility of the

faculty advisor to meet the needs and the requests of their

a4visees? Can one not assume that, at its best, planning for

the system means leaving advisors alone to do their job? One

could, and many do, assume that the best plan for advising is

to do just that. This hands-off approach to working with

advisors assumes that in advising the advisor represents

constancx and the advisee the state of transition. The focus

,in adv,ising is on the one for whom transformation is the
1

reason for attfinding college.
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Recently, however, information has (vertaken common

knowledge to Sugges.t that faculty are all not at the output end

of some final stage of development. Ralph (1973) reported it

was possible to order faculty along a.continuum according to

the complexity and generality of the assumptions which underlay,

the meaning they gave to their professional liver. He sugges-

ted that this continuum of development might be grouped into

five levels or stages. The continuum suggested.by Ralph portrays

a progression from a position where faculty seeknothikketrIF

an vnambiguous entity, and where teaching consists of simply

presenting facts to students, to a position where they begin

to see knowledge in more differentiated terms and recognize

the need to raise various strategies to help students gain

understanding. In relations with others the progression goes

from a view of people in moralistic terms of good and bad, to

a more psychologically insightful notion of people that recog-

nizes the origins of manipulation and inequality in human

relations, and then to a sense of commitment in a context of

tolerance and reciprocity.

If evidence suggests that faculty are growing and

changing, or at the very least are in a state of flux that in

some ways corresponds to what advisees experience, then plans

for the system must take this reality into account.

As mentioned earlier, it may be appropriate to

determine the needs of advisors as one would ascertain the

needs of advisees. In both cases the objectives are similar,

to identify chara-teristics and needs of person§ so that prog-

grams, activities or actions may be designed with an eye toward

what consumers need or wiil accept. One could hardly prevail

upon advisors to be sensitive to individual differences among

advisees if your own style of working with advisors is to deny
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their individual uniqueness and to treat them as a homogene-

ous group. One might expect that advisors will likely ignore

what you tell them and watch what you.do in ur interchanges

with them. This can work to the advantage o the program if,

as we mentioned in an earlier section, you take the opportunity

to point out what you are doing and why, and to raise questions

about implications of similar behavior in.their work with

advisees.

Recent years have seen the emergence and spread of

activklits and programs commonly termed faculty development.

These programs may involve various combinations of activities

designed to provide assistance in instructional services,

personal development or personal growth and in understanding

and working with the institutional environment. The design

and activities of the'program for faculty advisors can play a

significant role in the broader institutional plan for helping

faculty become more effective in their professional roles.

If this is to be the case, you as advising manager, must have

some plan, some scheme for helping the advising program move

from where it is to where it was meant to be.
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To point out the obvious is to say that managing

advisors and, in fact, the advising process, is complex. With

the multitude of personal, institutional, and content-oriented

variables that are in constant interplay, it is difficult to

think that any simple guidelines can be of much assistance.

Assuming, however, that innovation is associated with need,

we propose here a set of constructs that we think may be help-

ful to you in working with advisors and, in turn, may be

helpful to advisors as they work with advisees.

The first concept is the degree of ownership, respon-

sibility, or accountability (ORA) for the interaction to be

experienced by both parties; second is the degree of directive-

ness on the part of the providing party, and the third 6oncerns

the visibility of the interaction between provider and recipient.

In any relationship the principals arrange to distri-

bute what we've titled ORA. They arrange to share the load,

have one person assume more of ORA than the other or both assume

little and look for someone outside the relationship to fill

the fuel of bearing ORA for the relationship. For example, the

advisor and the advisee may share ORA, arrange to have one or

the other assume a greater share, or look to someone else to

assume most of the ORA burden for the advising relationship.

One ofthe questions to be considered in your work

with advisors and, analagously, what advisors should consider

in their work with advisees, is how ORA is to be distributed in

that relationship. For instance, in your work with advisors do

you want a major share of ORA for yourself, for the advisor,

or should it be equitably shared? Your response, hopefully will

determine how you plan and conduct the interaction with advisors

and what you will or will not do in interchanges with them. Two

different views of the providing person, in this case an advisor,

9 8
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may be illustrative of how ORA can be distributed. On one

relationship, where the advisor is expected to be an authori-

tative information source on institutional policies, most of

ORA would be borne by the advisor. Issues of what to do, how

to do it, and the feedback associated with any Products generated

would accrue to the advisor. In another relationship, where

the advi'sor is.consultant, many of the aspects of the relation-

ships wdsuld be borne by the advisee. In like manner, the

degree of ORA you wish advisors to assume will determine how you

proceed as you work with them.

The second concept, directiveness, refers to one

aspect of your behavior in working with advisors. Directive-

ness, as it is used here, represents a behavioral continuum on

which actions in particular interchanges fange from "very

directive" to "non-directive." Your verbal behavior during an

interview with an advisor where the advising contract is being

formulated may be very directive. In that session you may take

the lead in asking very specific questions or sharing very

concrete information (i.e., "you will be expected to meet twice

a month with the manager of advising"). On the other hand, in

advisors' meetings designed to review progress in the advising

program you may function more as a facilitator of the discussion

and less like that of a contract negotiator. Furthermore, in

some interactions with advisors the objective may be to listen

to their views, to elicit their reactions to particular issues,

or to help them deal with some pressing personal concern. In

all of these instances, your index of directiveness would be

lower than it would be in some other interaction.

Tke point to make here, and the one to be conveyed

to and discussed with advisors, is that your.objectives for the

interaction should have something to do with how you proceed in
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the exchange. To belabor the obvious, what we are suggesting

is that, prior, to the exchange with an advisor, you quickly

review what you want to accomplish during the interaction and

how you are going to proceed (behave) to reach those objectives.

We would also add that advisees might reap gre.ater benefits

from advising if advisors were to do more of the same.

The third concept concerns the degree of visibility

of the exchange between you and the advisor. Simply put, does

the interchange take place in a private confidential meeting

between,the two of you or does the exchanie take place in a

more public forum? Associated with the idea of interaction

visibility is the notion of privacy. Thus, an exchange between

you and an advisor that takes place in a hallway, at a party,

or in the faculty lounge all may be different than exchanges

taking place within either of your offices, Perhaps most

importantly, these differences are felt to be IsychOlogically

different, that is, the nature of what could, should or is

discussed is influenced by the setting. Some recent'work

using a counseling analogue situation demonstrates that

reduced privacy decreases client self-disclosure in that set-

ting (Holahan and Slaikeu,

If the physical setting of an exchange does, in fact,

influence the conduct or consequences of the exchange then this

factor must be considered when planning different activities.

Thus, it might be argued that negotiating the advisor cobtract

might take place in your office, while discussion of negative

advisee feedback about the advisor might be held isn the more

familiar confines of the advisor's office. Other matters that

are not advisor specific, say, discussion of advising poliey,

or your role as manager might be appropriate for an advisor's

meeting where the visibility index would be high.' An issue to
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be considered for many interactions is the appropriate degree

of-visibility for the exChange. Here again, we assume a close

relationship between th objectives of the interchange and the

deiree of visibility an privacy that are chosen.

CONCEPTS IN A SPACE

We think that the three concepts ORA, directiveness,

and visibility may be used to categorize many of the interchanges

in advising. In fact, one value of categorizing the exchanges

in a relationship is that it permits thinking about and planning

for th9 exchange prior to the event. One may think about a

specific exchange Or interaction by determining where the inter-

change or interaction would be located on the conceptual continu-

ums discussed, namely, ORA, directiveness and visibility.

It may facilitate matters by thinking of all inter-

actions being placed in a three-dimensional space where the

three.axes are ORA, directiveness and visibility,b The range of

continuums; "e)ichange ORA", "Your degree of directiveness" and

"visibility of the interaction" are illustrated in Figure 6.
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One may describe and in some ways definertertain

interactions by indicating where th'ey are located-in the three-

dimensional space. Por instance, contract nuotiations between

manager and advisor may be described as privdte, direct., and

shared while a group
;

discussion designed to evaluate the manager

of advising might be categorized as public, indireet and

unequitable. In like manner, sessions with advisors designed

for the purpose of sharing information might be judged as

public, direct and shared while a problem-solving discussion

between manager and advisor might be categorized as private,

indirect and unequitable.

The point of this discussion is that it is possible

to think about and define selected characteristics of inter-

actions that occur between manager and advisor and between

advisor and advisee: One benefit of using a model to charac-

terize the exchange is that the advi`sing manager or the advisor

49lay employ constructs such as the three presented to analyze

some of the components of interactions in advising. In so

doing, the manager has the opportunity to examine Whether or

not the approaches selected for a particular interaction are

compatible with the objectives stated for the'interaction.

Completing such analysis prior to the exchange may aid the

Lmanager'in anticipating, perhaps even aVoiding, the consequen-

ces of some,courses of action. Similar benefits may accrue to

the advisor when planning meetings with advisees.

We think that this form of analysis and plahning for

interactions yill.be useful to advisors. If advisors are able

to anticippite and plan some of the interactions with advisees,

ind to review what they hope to accomplish during,the advising

exchange* they may be better prepared to listen to the advisee

and to-concentrate on aavisee needs.

pol
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it may be appropriate to Use-a schematic representa-
.

tion of Figure 6 in working with advisor,s individually or in

group settings to anlyze the characteristics of particular

advisor-advisee-interaction's. The objective for such discps-
.

sions 'would-be to underscore the fact that therd are several

interactive.fadtors that may influence the advising exchange

and not necessarily to pinpoint the specific characteristics

of said interactions. Hyre again, it is not particularly im-

portant whethdr there are three, four, or many interactive

factors, but that aavising is perceived as more than a unidi-

mensionsl task of the advisor. Furthermore, the message in

the medium of hypothesizing constructs in a three-dimensional

space is that these factors OT constructs are interactive and

that the Compete`nt advisor must be sensitive to the systeMic

,properties ot these.,factors in advising idteractions. Like-

,wise, theadvi6.ing manager must be sensitive to those gttributes

of the role of manager than contribute to successful direction

of the advising syst'em.

THE ADVISING MANAGER AS A POWER FIGURE

As so frequently is the case, many of the kssues or

questions about an advisinl program are exceedingly complex.

Furthermore, much of what coristitutes resolution may lie outside

Xhose matters over which you exercise direct control. You can

bargain, cajole, plead and threaten,but you probably can't

order the solution for many of the issues and questions with

which yob' are confronted. Thus, the impact of your role as

manager of advising, and of the advising program you dire,-,t,

may be influenced in part by your own deftness in possessing,

controlling, and tactically exploiting the power resources at

your command. What are some of these power resources and how

might they be used?
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Pettigrew (1975), in discussing the internal con-

suatant within an organization, indicates that there are at

least five potential power resources available to the consul-

tant. They are expertise; control over information; political

access and sensitivity; assessed stature; and group support.

How might these power resources apply to your work as manager

of advising?

The first resource, expertise, ii\perhaps the most

familiar source of power known to consultants and to faculty.

The possession'of a valued source of technical competence is a

lever that faculty specialists both know and use in their pro-

fessional work. To the extent that you possess competence in

a specialty, human relations, counseling, evaluation, planning,

administration OY research design to name a few, those around

you may become dependent upon you for the services you can pro-

vide. -Within this dependent relationship you exert a certain

degree of power over those for whom you are the resource. As

the demand for or availability of this resource changes, so too

does the power which accrues to those who have the valued

expertise. The resource of expertise is closely related to the

second resource, control over information.

Much of your power as manager of advising comes from

the fact that you serve as gatekeepeT for information flowing to

and from other parts of the institution to advisors and advisees

As the person on the boundary between the advising program and

the rest of the institution, you have a unique perspective with

which to inform the rest of the institution about the advising

program and to inform the advisors ahout elements in the insti-

tution that are of interest or importance to them. Jn your

role as manager, not only do you exert some control over infor-

mation flow, you also serve as a key contact for those wanting

2 5
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access to persons or activities in the advising program and for

advisors wanting information about other aspects in the institu-

tion. As director of the advising system you have many signifi-

cant work contacts across departmert boundaries in the advising

program as well as with numerous other offices and agencies in

the institution. In this position, you are tactically located

so as to have substantial control over processes of collecting,

filtering and disseminating information to.others. Your

ability to act as a gatekeeper, to control the flow of inforMa-

tion, increases the dependency on you by others and increases

the degree of power or influence at your disposal.

The third power resource listed by Pettigrew is

political access. This resource is conce ved as the interper-

sonal linkages you have with those in key positions. Thus,

the direct and indirect interpersonal relationships you have

with significant others in the institution influence the

degree of visibility and influence which accrue to you. It

may be argued that the frequency and the diVersity of trans-

actions with another individual increases the likelihood of

your exerting greater influence with that person. A brief

review of the personal and political strategies employed by

some persons at your own institution may provide some data

regarding the strength of the association between interaction

and perional influence. To the 'extent that -such a relationship

does indeed exist between access and,influence,the implication

is clear. Power and *influence may be cultivated and one

aecision you may face is whether you will attempt systemati-

cally to increase the degree of access to others. Increastd

access however requires more than physical or psychological

proximity. Access must have some consequence, in this case

influence on the perceptions of you held by relevant others.
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Thus, your access or contact with Sthers should lead to

increased influence with them.

The fourth power resource, assessed stature, was

defined by Pettigrew as the process of developing positive

feelings in the perceptions of yoil held by relevant others.

Your actions, then, may be designed to lead the other person

to view you favorably, to see you in a positive light and to

"experience" you as a competent individual. Your task is to,

identify and anticipate what is salient to the peraon and to

use this information &() that your own proposals or actions

receive maximum positive response from the peron. To the

extent that you are sensitive to the needs of others and can

respond to them so that their needs are recognized, their

attributes noted and their resistances untouched, your

stdature, in thedr eyes, will continue to mature.

The last power resource mentioned by Pettigrpw may

be a key factor that deteTmines the power and influence you

have in your role as advising manager. This resource, Aroup

support, refers to the amount and kind of support given tio` ydu

by other advising managers in the institution or by other

persons who hold positions within the organization that are

related to your role as manager.

One might safely assume that, like the internal

conultants mentioned by Pettigrew, power struggles between

various advisingtanagers or administrators use up an inordi-

onate amount of time and energy that might be better spent in

s.ome.form of collaborative endeavor. Rather than supporting

or ,.assisting one another, many of your colleagues likely

expen'd valuable energy attempting to belittle, dilute, or

defuse the influence and impact of those at the institution

engaging in similar work: Were this situation to be ieversed,

OFE"%
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assuming that it is the case, and members of a similar role

group of advising managers to act in concert in support of

one another the stature and resultant power of each member

would be increased. The same-role reference group could act

not only to affirm the power each individual represents but

could also attest to their support for the individual member

as a representative of the group. The "together we stand,

divided we fall" theory seems entirely applicable to the quest

that all advising managers have, that is, to have some measure

of influence and impact in the organiration with-which they

must work.

These five power resources, although described

'here as though they were independent entities, are in actual-

ity highly interdependent. Their existenee, development and

impact in any institution are intertwined with one another

and with,other variables that make up life in the institution.

As you analyze the factors that appear to be assocjated with

your influence in the institution you may conclude that

additional or other factors are key. What we recommend here

is not the acceptance of any list of "important variables" but

that you systematically analyze your setting to determine what

components may determine the degree of influence or power you

possess. Power here refers to the ability to achieve or

produce outcomes that are congruent with your goals. As

manager of the advising system you may use this influence to

reach the goals you'have set for yourself 'and to accomplish

the objectives that have been set for the advising system.
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EPILOGUE

Upon completion of this manuscript your conclusion

may well be that not only are you convinced that coordinating

advisors is a difficult task, you are more than ever convinced

that you are in the wrong job! Our approach to thinking about

the task of managing advising and faculty advisors assumes that

the problem and the process is amenable to rational planning

and action. One is certainly tempted to ask what evidence

exists to suggest that any elements of life in a college or

university are so influenced.

Shetty and Carlisle (1975) report on an attempt to

use an approach known as management-by-objectives (MBO) in a

university setting: They found that objective-oriented programs

such as MBO, when'applied to an academic setting, increase

awareness of organizational goals, improve planning, enhance

understanding of job expectations, provide better data for

performance appraisal, and improve performanc4e and communica-

tion. Success of the program was most strongly correlated with

frequency of feedback, clarity and specificity of departmental

goals, and the participants' influence in setting departmental

goals and priorities. They recommend that programs be tailored

to match the different organizational status of participants

and that the implementation process be carefully planned and

adminiitered.

Applied to the management of advisors, these feelings

suggest that the frequency and the specificity of interaction

between advisors and yourself are crucial.variables. Also, the

more your management approach can recognize the uniqueness of

individual advisor.and the extent to which individual faculty

and the department group may formuiate, but be held accountable

2106
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for, advising practices are important considerations as well.

Finally, it appears that time allotted to the careful planning,

implementing, monitoring and evaluating of the process by which

you interact with, in short, manage the advisors, is by my

standards a shrewd investment. Just as the effective lecturer

may choreograph all aspects of the presentation, the effective

advising manager may plan, organize and direct the interplay

'between manager and faculty advisor. Some may decry the demise

of the casual approach to coordinating'advising, to plan as the'

event unfolds, to do as opportunity presents; to decide as

forces dictate and to accomplish what fate, luck or accident

provide. TO manage a complex system of people, however, re-

quires a thorough understanding of what forces and factors may

be counted on to influence the system as well as how these

forces and factors may be channeled or shaped to accomplish

other ends.

As advising manager, you are one of the major forces

in the system of advising. To the extent that it is possible

for you to understand your motivations, skills and deficiencies,

you are free to spend more time and effort in analyzing and

understanding other elements in the system. We think that the

careful blending and matching of your understanding of self and

of other elements in the advising system is a major portion of

your work. To use your knowledge of the advising,system, as

well as the selective use of your person as a tool of interven-

tion in that system, is the work of the advising manager. At

'times frustrating, certainly-challenging, this task of directing

the work of an advising system does contribute to the lives of

faculty and students for whom you are servant. Your assignment,

then, should you choose to assume it, is to maximize that

contribution.

Good luck!
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TRAINING THE ACADEMIC ADVISOR

Thomas J. Grites

Director of Academic Advising

Stockton State College

Academic advising has long been a part of every faculty

member's professional responsibility, but-its importance has rarely

been recognized. Typically, each newly hired faculty member is

handed a College Catalog and informed that he/she is not an advisor

to a group of students who had preyiously been the responsibility ,

of some departed faculty member. There is no selectivity; there is

no training. No institution would hire curriculum specialists,

grant research sabbaticals, assign Committee Chairpersons or promote

and tenure its faculty on such nominal criteria for those faculty

responsibilities. It seems important, then, to insure adequate

preparation of faculty to fulfill this responsibility. Training

for successful teaching and research is a common function of our

graduate institutions. Training for successful academic advising is

specific to each institution or even to each individual academic

unit (college, department, program, etc.) within,the institution.

When left to such lesser units this responsibility becomes vulner-

able to poor support, limited participation, and -questionable quality.

Often a training program for academic advisors is non-existent. This

chapter will focus on the development of some common stra.tegies and

elements relative 'to the training of faculty advisors. These strate-

gies and elements will provide a basis for institutions or sub-units

to analyze their own needs, expectations, and organizational structure

in order to develop their own training programs.

Of course, training efforts may vary from programs utiliz-

ing only faculty advisors to those using professional staff, counselors,
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paraprofessionals, students, and even computers. They may also

vary according to the roles and responsibilities expected of the

specific personnel used. Therefore, the material presented here

is intended to be comprehensive enough so that individuals or

institutions can adapt it to their own specific programs.

STRATEGIES

Before one can appropriately plan an implementation

strategy for training academic advisors, the objectives of such a

program must be developed. You must be.able to specify what

is you are trying to acComplish before support can be expected.

Some general objectives of an advisor training program might include

the following.

1. To provide advisors with accurate and timely information

about the policies, procedures and processes which affect

the advising relationship.

To provide advisors with additional skills often required

in their advising responsibilities.

3. To increase student satisfaction with advising.

4. To increase advisor satisfaction with-advising.

S. ,To develop a comprehensive approach to academic planning

as a part of the total advising firocess.

:The next critical effort to be developed before any advisor

training program can be successful is that of analyzing the commit-

ment to aOdemic advising that has been demonstrated, both on an

institutilnAl level and on an individualadvisor level. This is not

an easy, or always pleasant task, especially if the commitment is mini-

mal. But you need to know -- How does the President feel about the

quality of advising on your campus? Does the Faculty Senate (or

comparable'body) view advising as an important function? Is this

222
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responsibility spelled out in faculty contracts, mission state-

ments, College catalogs, and collective bargaining agreements?

Once these answers are ascertained, a specific strategy can be

planned. In many cases written statements already exist that

would lend support to improved academic advising, but no one has

bothered to utilize them. Of course, where the statements do not

exist, the first task is to create them.

ft is also important to know how faculty and their Deans

view this responsibility. Are criteria established for determining,

who will be advisors? Are they appropriate? Is there a clear

statement of the advisor's role and function? What recognitions or

rewards are used for those who advise well? A brief survey or indi-

vidual interviews might be conducted to assess the'se responsibilities,

as well as to plan strategy for a training program.

Another practical reason for determining this commitment

is to know what kind of budgetary support is available for implementing

the training program. One needs to know whether any money is available

for materials, consultants, honoraria, meals, etc. before specific

plans can be made.

Once the commitment to a successful advising program has

been determined, and presumably some efforts have been made to capital-

ize on that commitment, one can begin planning for the next important

step -- participation. A training program can have all the necessary

,support and the best design and content, but it cannot be successful

without advisor participati-on:- Neither is it an easy task to insure

a high degree of participation in such prograps. Timing is always

a concern; motivation or enticement to participate is usually a

problem, mostly for those who would benefit most from the program.

Many faculty feel they do not need any training or updating in their

_advising role, so special efforts must be made on their behalf.

Certainly there are some advisors who do need very little assistance
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in performing this task. They know their job; they perform it

well; they keep up to date on their own. The tfaining coordinator

must not risk what has already been accomplished without training

by insulting the good advisors with suggested deficiencies. Although

these advisors would probably participate anyway, you should make a

special effort on their behalf. This demonstrates your confidence

in them, and their participation might be just enough impetus to

persuade other advisors to participate.

In terms of the time dilemma, the choices are limited to

weekdays or weekends. If weekends are chosen some of the entice-

ments noted below need to be exceptional. However, if weekdays are

chosen, the problems usually become more logistical than motivational.

The participants are merely coming to campus as they do any other

working day. Your key is to reduce the reasons one may have not to

participate. Since classes present the most common obstacle to parti-

cipation you might bfler the same training program on two days, once 111

each on-the-different scheduling frameorks. Another possibility

is to recruit other faculty, graduate students, or even administrators

to substitute in the classes that day. Of course, evenings can be

used, but some of the' same attendance problems as with weekends will

exist; plus the learning potential will be somewhat reduced due to

fatigue from the regular faculty activities of that day. The length

of the sessions must also be considered so as not to bore the parti-

cipants.Dr belaboi certain content. For the first few sessions at

least, 2 or 3-hour-sessions seem to be most appropriate and productive.-

Unless the presentation.is exceptionally good, longer sessions usually

breed more criticism than satisfaction.

An additional consideration is that of location for the

program. Ideally, the program should be offered away from the proxi-

mity to the partidipants' offices. The teMptation is too great to

be called out for phone calls ot to check the mail. It is notAlways
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miser however, to hold programs off the campus. The cost factor

may be prohibitive. Also, faculty are not going to view this pro-

gram as a professional conference and may feel insulted to have to

drive to a place other than the campus to participate in a camPus

activity. An appropriate compromise might be the Campus Center or

Conferente facility, or even just another academic building on the

'campus.

Once the timing has been determined, there is a varity

of incentives that can be used to entice faculty to participate.

They have to -want to Ibc the-re . -----Oneobviouse-nticement to

pate is some type of honorarium, although it may not be ihe best.

Besides being oilt of the question for many institutions which

operate on stringent budgets, an honorarium might increase attend-

ance but not real participation. Some poeple will attend just for

the money, and they' may not learn anything that will benefit the

overall advising program.

One of the best motivators for faculty to attend a train-

ing program and to learn from it -- is the support shown for such

a program by the Dean of Department Chairperson. Such administrators

might even require paYticipation in these programs. One technique

that can be used to build support is an evaluation process. In this

process a "user" evaluation is conducted and the results are presented

to the administrative head of the academic unit. Unless the results

are extremely favorable, which would indicate an already successful

program, one can usually demonstrate a need for improvement in the

program. When the need is demonstrated, it becomes easier to obtain

support for a program that will fulfill this need.

Another obvious reason for one to participate in such a

program is for some potential return of investment in the future.

If good advising and acquiring the necessary skills for good advising

are conWered a part of one's evaluation,'then participation is also

.. 4f,
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easier to achieve. If the ability to advise well is truly a part

of the faculty member's professional responsibility then it should

be included in the compensation andlreward structure for faculty.

If one's salary increments, promotions, and tenure decisions are

dependent, however minimally, on advising performance, then faculty

will probably want to learn how () do a better joi). Of course,

everyone concerned with the quality of academic advising on our

campuses knows how difficult it is to have such evaluation included

in personnel decisions. However, there are other ways to provide

-comp-en-sat-ion d 1e-ast ---appx-eciation_far_particip_a t n

in training programs.

One inexpensive reward might be (faculty) credit for

teaching an independent study; another would be recognition for an

in-service or staff development program. Another simple recognition,

although too often neglected, is a letter of appreciation for parti-

cipating. Some programs issue certificates that can be displayed

in one's office with a sense of pride in contributing to the better-

ment of the academic-unit, the students served by that unit, arid the

institution in general. A relatively inexpensive enticement is

simply to provide lunch. Faculty usually enjoy a good.lunch and

will normally turn out for activities when this is provided.

An effective and inexpensive way to insure active parti-

cipation is through a good publicity effort. This can be achieved

in several ways: By using the principle from industrial psychology

that "people support what they create," one can increase interest,

participation, and hopefully the effectiveness of a training pro-

gram. Although duch planning has probably occurred, one can send

out announcements well in advance of the program so that calendars

can be arranged. These announcements should include a brief survey

portion whereby the participants can indicate ideas for the content

..of the program. .Although you may have already decided what should

be covered, you should not dismiss the responses without consider-

226we
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ation because some very good ideas and support can be generated

from this technique. The mere fact that they-canmake such indi-

cation conveys a sense of development on the part of the faculty.

This approach reduces the attitude that something is being imposed

upon thein, since they are given the opportunity to be part of it.

In terms of the specific plans for the program one should

attempt to utilize all resources of the institution. By using

facul,ty in other disciplines one strengthens the credibility of the

program. This acknowledges that those conducting the program are

not omniscient and that they respect the expertise of others. This,

in turn, generates respect for the program itself. For example,

those in the behavioral sciences may be asked-to conduct a portion

of a program on interpersonal skills or on the recognition of be-

havioral problems; those in the, arts, sciences and the humanities

might be used to assess the value of a liberal education and demon-

sirate how to communicate that value to studsents, a common problem

for many of us.

By using support staff from other campus offices you also

strengthen the program and foster credibility in it. Staff advisors

from other advising Offices can offer alternative approaches to

similar situations; counselors from the Counseling Center, Career

Development Office, Financial Aid Office, etc. can provide infor-

mation useful to all academic advisors. Personnel from the Regis-

trations Office, Admissions Office and Computer Center can proviae

.rationales, approaches and solutions to very basic-advising prob-

lems, which become the target of substantial criticism if left

unexplained. Such criticism is often directed toward the academic

advising program.

By soliciting an introductory appearance, or even full

participation, by the Dean of Department Chairpexson, one also

strenglithens the content of the program and the participation in it.
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It_is also useful to invite liaison personnel from other institutions

that have a close relationship with one's own. Such personnel

might include transfer counselors from the community colleges,that

supply a significant enrollment and coordinators from institutions

belonging to a consortium. All of the above "collegial" techniques

, serve to make the faculty feel that they are a part of the prOgram

- rather than merely a recipient of it.

One final publicity effort should be conducted just prior

to the program. A final reminder with an agenda should be distributed,

and an attempt should be made Whave the campus newspaper publish

an arti-eledes-c.-ribingthe program. This.s.Prves_as a reminder as well

as a subtle-indicator that the program is worthwhile and shpuld be

attended.

Finally, a well-planned, worthwhile program will serve as

the best publicist, recruiter and supporter one could have. Such

a program will do more to create'desire and participation than any

of the other techniques described. The next portion of this chapter

will deal with specific program'content and some examples of how

to implement that content.

CONTENT

A training program for academic advisors can focus on many

topics or issues,, and it can be presented in various formats. Below

is presented a comprehensive, .modular approach to a developmental

training program for faculty advisors. Some potential adaptations

for use in idvising programs utilizing perspnnel other than faculty

will be described at the end of the chapter. The training modules

(or content sessions) are presented in a suggested hierarchy of

"needs,"Ii.e., those which include the very basic advising skills

to those which are more complex.

ire
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BASIC INFORMATION SKILLS

The content of this session consists of the kinds of

information students most often request fTonrtireiT-advis-ors. The

"primary," 'Ifirst-line," or "nuts and bolts" 14nds of questions and

an'swers are emphasized in this session. The desired outcomes are

better advisor knowledge of course availability, program and General

Education requirements, all academic iules and regulations, regis-

tration procedures, and better understanding of the interrelaqonships

of these advising responsibilities. This knowledge is often the

single key to a successful advising program. Students Wonder why

certain requirements and procedures exist, and if faculty cannot

:provide a credible rationale, the student remains dissatisfied and

uninformed. In fact, much too often the faculty advisor might,

because of lack of knowledge, agree with the student's complaint..

This perpetuates criticism but does not necessarily result in improve-

ment.

Improvement in the overall advising i)rogram can be planned,

however, by including some of the other campus personnel in such a

session. Faculty members who are not well-informed and who might

tend to criticize usually do not realize that he Registrar, the

Dean, or the Director of Admissions might, also have some complaints

about them. For example, returning preliminary class schedules,

class rosters and final gTades by deadline dates.can'thave a signifi-

cant impact on the success of firoviding timely and'accurate information

to students and other members of the institutional community. This

kind of exchange is informative, constructive in its problem-identifi-

cation and resolutibn,effort, and in the best interest of all parties

included in the aAvising program.

One way to stimulate this kind of interaction is through

a systematic discussion of all of the problem areas known to the

planners of the session. However, some areas may be overlooked, and
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the interrelaiionships of various,advising responsibilities might

mot be shown. A useful technique for covering the well-known

problem areasand raising advis_oxconsciousness about others is

the administration of an objective test or quiz on the campus

academic policies and krocedures. Facul.ty are accustomed to giving

tests, and turningthe tables on them usually meets with theix

satisfaction and enjoyment. It is recommended that such instruments

be self-scored las the leaders proceed through the discussion of

each topic. ditional aids in this proc.ess arepictorial repre-

sentations, i.e., flow charts, to illustrate the interactions and

dependencies of various offices upon others. In this way faculty

see how involved some processes in advising really are.

The design of the instruments mentione& above is relatively

simple. One can merely page through the College catalog, schedule

of classes,'or other official publication and write a question

dealing with each policy and procedure. The questions should vary

in format (multiple choice, true-false, fill-in-the-blank, etc.),

use specific examples, and include more questions on the well-known

problem areas. The relevance to the advising prop-am of such topic's

as transfer credit evaluation, graduation with honors, and readmis-

sion can be shown without an inordinate amount of time spent on them.

Much discussion, interaction, and understanding can be generated

from these topics. A sample quiz item might be: "This student is

resppnsible for incurring that all graduation requirements are met.

True or False." In most situations the College catalog would suggest

an affirmative response; however, most would agree that,much of that

responsibility is-covertly and unofficially shifted tothe advisor.

This dilemma, which has been plaguing. many of us for years, becomes

substantive discussion topic generated by a straightforward quote

from the College catalog.

Arr471 230
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Another format used for improving the advisor's basic

information skills is the case-study approach. ThiS -.1lows for

group-d-is-c-us-sion.,-- wh-ic-K -is -desirable HoweveT, t heTe is

the risk of excluding some of the more- remote but interrelated

responsibilities of advisors when using this approach. Case

studies are usually more difficult to design than the quiz format

taken directly from official campus'documents.

This type of training session is usually most productive

and visibly most useful because of its direct application. Ideally,

one would conduct such a program immediately prior to Registration,

Week with a "refresher" during the term just prior to .Pre-Registratidn.

fhis early presentation is especially important for new faculty,

for the explanation of new requirements and changes in policies or

procedures to the returning faculty, and for establishing the .ground-

work for some of the following modules to be offered later in the

term.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND DECISION-MAKING SKILLS

This session is concerned with Zeveloping certain skills

in advisors which can, in turn, be utilized by their advisees. The

content should include hoth short and iong-range planning through

an exploration of life goals, an exploration of vocational goals,

the compatibility of those goals with the student's course of study,

and planning for alternative careers. Another facet of this session

should be the development of skills necessary in making wise decisions.

This sesSion takes the advising process a step further than mere

course selection to fulfill prescribed requirements, it serves to

assimilate prescribed courses with others into a meaningful academic

program. The construction of such a program must coincide with,the

student's abilities, interests, and motivation. The training coor-

dinators should solicit the expertise of career development specialists

Or-lAre
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on the campus to help plan and conduet specific activities.

There are two basic groups that advisors encounter in

this aspect ,of-academic advising, the "undecided" student and

those who have chosen a major. With each group different skills

or strategies may be necessary to advise adequately. Some con-

sideration and techniques found to be useful in various training

programs are desc4bed below.

Most advisors woyld claim it is more difficult to advise

the undecided student, butlin some ways it may be easier. An

analogy to this advising dilemma is that of building a pyramid.

A pyramid i built with a broad foundation climaxed with a pinnacle;

the undecided student is able to experience a wide variety of

academic courses (a broad base) until a decision is made 'to-pursue

a specific major field of study (the pinnacle). The already,

decided student has a more diffi,cult time because he/she is build-
/

ing the pyramid upside down; the culminating decision (pinnacle)

has been made, and the task is to provide for breadth (borad base)

in the curriculum. It is often more difficu*for advisors to

rationalize the value of a broad, general education -- even when

they believe in it -- to the student who only sees educational and

especially career value in accounting or zoology..

There is one difficulty with the undecided stuilent that

should be addressed by academic advisors and emphasized in training

programs. The label of "Undecided" or "Undeclared," which is often

publicly displayed in campus directories and on transcrips, generally

connotes a negative stigma. The advisor's first task is to turn

this into a positive learning situation for the student. This can

be done by simply acknowledging that this indecision should not be
_-

considered a fault. Rather, it is an opportunity-to explore what

the imstitution has to offer without the threat of time, money, and

effort being ill-spent. The advisor must be made aware, and some-

OraNiArelow
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times make it known to the student, that the negative connotation

usually emanates from parents and peers, It may even come from

'faculty; that is why the emphasis in training programs is placed

on the positiv.e. aspects of being undecided. This is the beginning

of a.healthy careei development and decision-making process for

the student.

Whether or not the student is decided in the direction

of a major field of study and career, certain advisor training

strategies can be applied. First of all, advisors need to know

thoroughlx, what services, facilities, and personnel are available

on the campus, both to them and to their students: Testing, coun-

seling, and library,re'tources need to be well-known in order to be

well utilized. A Portion of the training program may be reserved

exclusively for'an introduction to these advising supplements, and

it is usually more effective to have the advisors visit the facility

where the activity occurs rather than having a representative only,

discuss it.

An important aspect to be realized in any career develop-

ment-academic advising program is that of alternative careers. Most

students who have a very specific career objective in mind early in

their academic careers probably never reach that specific objecave.

Those who remain undecided as to a specific career objective may not

be aware of the variety of po.tential in almost all fields of study.

FOT example, a science major might become a teacher, a lab4 technician,

or a researcher, but he/she might also beocome a supervisor in a

sceintific plant, a librarian, a writer, an equipmsent salesman, or

a public relations or personnel officer of a science-oriented corp-

oration. Similarly, a humanities major might become a college

professor, but he/she might also become an editor, a publisher's

representative, a librarian, a writer of public relations materials,

or a manager of literary collections and materials. The difficulty

233
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in this part of the training program is to be able to suggest

alternatives for all major fields of study offered by the institu-

tion. Again the career development specialists should be consulted,

as well as the faculty within each discipline or professional study.

This, too, strenghtens support for the entire prograM. One technique

that is usually helpful to students in this process is advisor self-

disclosure about their own career paths. If the path is a particu-

larly unusual one, the flexibility in career planning is easily

demonstrated. If one's own situation is a more direct path, he/

she is probably aware of someone else who has had a checkered career.

Suchjexamples are good to include in this training session.

A,final approach that can be utilized with either group

of students is that of analyzing the decision-making process. A

possible technique for beginning this process is the autobiography,

or 'in the abbreviated form, the resume. A self-evaluation of

abilities should be included. It is important for students and,

advisors to know what influences their decisions. When decisions

are to be (or have already been) made, it is usually helpful to

identify alternatives to the decision and to study the advantages

and disadvantages of those alternatives. Once the decision has been

made, 'it should be evaluated for its effectiveness by both student

and advisor. An additional, subtle, positive outcome results from

this process as well. That is the development of student respon-

sibility, which can include refusal of advising and even failure.

The ,idvisor must realize these, possibilities and should be prepared

to deal with them. Advisors serve as facilitators and aides in the

decision.-mdking process, but they must also respect the student's

right of self-determination.

These are only some of the elements of a training session

on career development and decision-making that may be adapted to

specific institutional clientele and needs. Others certainly exist

within various institufions, and still others need to be developed.
4 5
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This sesiion in the advisor training program is designed

to help advisors relate the above skills to their students in a

meaningful way. The emphasis is to develop awareness of one's

relationship to other individuals and to groups; this includes both

the advisor anc the advisee. Faculty members must remain cognizant

that they are c mmunicating with-undergraduate students, who are

often disinterested, sometimes naive, and even afraid of talking

with such an authority. Students must in turn be made aware of

their relationship in the total institutional community.

. These skills, primarily listening and feedback, are best

presented to faculty in some form of demonstration. Most faculty

are least interested in this aspect of advising, and one must be

aware of this in developing a training program. Although additional

sessions may be held for those more interested, the skills demonstrated

411
Olould at least include those identified below. Each program developer

should plan the specific methods by which to demonstrate the following:

1. Credibility and confidence -- indicating to the student

that you are interested in why he/she is there, and you

know and understand the rules and regulations under which

they must work together.

2. Non-verbal communication how to use and recogniie such

indicators as eye contact, body posture, physical distance,

facial expressions, and body gestures.

3. Facilitation developing empathy and responding with

answers, questions, or reassurance; using "action state-

ments" (for anticipated reaction) rather than simple

questions to learn more about the student and his/her

experiencgs.

4. Confrontation indicating to the student that you do not

approve of what he/she is saying to doing; this must be

re 235
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achieved without destroying the confidence established

earlier.

5. Referral being able to recognize the need for such,.

to insure student contact with the appropriate referral

person, office or agency, and to follow-up on the out-

come of such referrals.

It should remain clear that this type of advisor training

session is not to develop therapists nor to provide in-depth sensi-

tivity training; it is merely to develop an awarenes of potential

aids for a more productive advising relationship with.students who

are seen maybe no more that twice per semester. It could, however,

stimulate more student-initiated advising sessions, which usually

become more comprehensive than mere course scheduling sessions and

which are discussed below.

CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

Academic advising is traditionally perceived as including'

only that which ha& to do with curriculum. However, there are many

activities occurring outside the classroom which may have curricular

value. This training session is designed to increase faculty aware-

ness of activities and programs, both on and off campus, that serve

to enhance the indiyiduLl's curriculum and career development. When

svh educational and curricular value is shown, new programs may

even be developed by interested faculty.

These co-curricular activities and programs might include

co6peratiire experiential learniag designed to provide the student

with practical experience either for career development of for

decision-making about a career. Other activities might include

individual tutoring, reading and study skills development, and

.paraprofessional advising and counseling, all of which serve to

provide experience in one-to-one relatiorships. Group relationships

dirrAhl6ai
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and leadership abilities may be identified through participation

in student government organizations, residence hall programming,

honorary societies and community action projects. Finally, student
praticipation must be encouraged; the training program is of little
value if it is not utilized.

Although it would be desirable to have the adviSors visit
each facility and program, this may be impracti al. In order to

increase faculty participation and utility it is probably better to
-

employ a "shotgun" approach, where brief descriptions of many pro-
grams are presented to the faculty. A good yideotape or slide
presentation might be developed to produce nearly the same effect
as on-site visits.

AN ENVIRONMENTAL PERSPECTIVE

Obviously one's advising stFategies, tehcniques, and con-
tent cannot remain constant. Students are different and the advisor

must learn'to adapt his/her skills to these differences. This session
deals with the various environmental characteristics, both past and

present, that students bring to the advising relationship and which
influence their lives on campus. Some of these differences are

readily recognized in the returning woman, the minority student, the

veteran, the commuter student, the transfer student, the economically,
socially or culturally disadvantaged student, the exceptionally

talented student, the handicapped student, the part-time student, the
evening student, and an}r other characteristics that may be identified.

Each of these groups has somewhat unique needs, interests, motivations,

and expectations, and the advisor must be aware of these differences,

able to recognize them, and prepared to adapt the adA;ising relation-

ship acrordingly. This session is also best presented in a demon-
stration-discussion format, and multiple resources should be used.

Real situations often produce the most effective results. These

'41111 2 3 7MOW
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situations can be identified by the participating advisors them-

selves, by representative students from some of the groups mentioned

above, by counselors, or by the training session plann.ers. The

important outcome factor is that advisors realize the multitude of

differences in the studenis they advise and that they adapt to

those differences. If they find difficulty in advising certain 6

types of students, they must make appropriate referrals. Developing

this ability to advise a variety of individua1 students indicates

readiness for the final training session, which addresses academic

advising a's a comprehensive process.

A DEVELOPMENTAL PERSPECTIVE

This last session is a synthesizing and integrating one

with emphasis on melding the cognitive and affective development of

college students. For faculty advisors this means developing their

own ability to determine the point at which 'students are currently

functioning in their intellectual, emotional, and social lives, and

fostering growth iri those lives. This is significantly different

from the prescriptive role they have traditionally played in insuring
,

that certain curricular requirements have been met. For some this

includes /he deyelopment of basic pschological recognition and

assessment skills, understanding the psychological support system

stUdents,employ, learning basic counseling techniques, and making

apiaropriate referrals as mentioned above.

This session can be presented in two parts. 'The first-is

.through a simple lecture-discussion format conducted by the training

program developers. Many examples of student growth and development

are used to indicate how the faculty adl-risor can effectively impact

on the student's development. These are usually presented in the

context of academic advising as a long-term process, beginning with

a student's first contact with the institution and continuing through
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and beyond his/her exit, whether by graduation, withdrawl, or

dismissal. This development., and the total advising process, can

be reviewed'and examined with the use of various "checklists."

Even the best advisors fail to include all of the important aspects

of advising with each and every student. The use of such checklists

can provide a claer student profile, which can be utilized through-

out the- advising process, as well as an advisor profile, which

provides for self-assessment. Some examples of such checklists

include life, career, and college goals, student abilities, and

advisor information and activities.

The second part deals-with teh basic counseling skills

deemed desirable for academic advisors to have. Two important con-

siderations need to be remembered in presenting these skills: faculty

are not, usually interested in learning such skills, and one should

utilize appropriate personnel to teach them. The faculty interest

can be generated through the successes of all of the previous

sessions; they must be ready for it! The personnel should include

members of Ole counseling staff and/or the psychology department who

are particularly skilled in presenting such information. Those

skilled in advising and in developing training programs may or may

not be skilled enough to present this aspect of the program. They,

too, should recognize their limitations and utilize the referral

technique theytare attempting to teach.

In addition to the training sessions described above, one

must supplement these periodic programs with an ongoing information

process. This is usually accomplished through the distribution oT

memos, newsletters, and advising manuals, and there is probably no

better alternative heever-present problem is to get

advisors to read, clearly Understand, and utilize written materials.

When possible this written information should be distributed per-

sonally, rather that through the mail. In this way, at least some

23 9
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minimal discussion can also take place as a reinforcer of the

information. If the information must be distributed on paper, ,

then some distinctive characteristics (colored paper, special

lettering, a logo, etc.) should be used to indicate that this

material is explicitly for one's advising function. Supplemental

information, however distributed, should be reviewed during the

training sessions.

ADAPTATIONS

The strategies and modular content sessions described

above--aregene-r-a-land sugges_tive In_natime. They have _been Pre-

sented with both a philosophic rationale and some pragmatic methods

of implementation in mind. With this background there are certain

potential adaptations that should be described so that a variety of

institutions and advising program7i can utilize the concepts presented.

These adaptations are described according to the following variables:

DELIV1RY SYSTEMS:

All of the content sessions were described for in-person

presentations; however, self-training manuals,might be developed

for certain modules. The,se would be especially appropriate for the

Basic Information Skills module. One should not forego the in-person

presentation,entirely but rattier use it as an opportunity to emphesize

some of the most troublesome advising areas. Another utilitarian

concept for academic advising is that of using group adviSing tech-

niques. Training coordinators should demonstrate the value of group

procedures. There is an obvious savings in total advising t;ime,

and new students 'are able to gain more pense of confidence. By

dncluding old and new advisees in-a group both are able to recognize

and resolve each others' concerns. Furthermore, group procedures

-are not limited to the students. By combining two or three advisors
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and their small groups, students are able to see differet per-

spectives about the institution, different advising concepts, and

;Tarious personalities. If we assume that students are assigned

to advisors so that they will have at least one "official" contact

with the institution, then we can also assume that contact with

several officials is that many times as valuable.

ADVISING PERSONNEL

Whether you use faculty, professional staff, counselors,

or peers in the advising program, the six content sessions described

above _seem approprite. The differences may occur only in the
,..AN.

strategies for participation in such programs. The discussion above

focused on the motivation effort for faculty participation; such

motivation is usually less difficult for non-faculty advisors with

one possible exception.

Professional staff and peer advisors normally know what is

expected of them and are interested in all aspects of the advising

relationship; therefore, their participation is_almost a condition

of employment. Counselors, however, often are not interested in

the basic information-giving role in advising; they are more con-

cerned with providing (and learning more about) interpersonal

relationships. This is opposkite to whatever faculty interest might

be demonstrated, and the motivational effort may need to be increased.

Some of the same enticements -- Dean's support, use in evaluation,

recognition, lunch -- can be utilized for counselor participation

in these.more routine advising activities.

TYPE OF INSTITUTION

Certainly institutions vary in -size, philosophy, clientele,

budget, and other characteristics, and these variables must be taken

into consideration when planning an advisor training_ program. The

241
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strategies and content described above have been presented in such

a way that one can choos'e as much OT as little as possible, OT

desired, to design and implement a training prograwfor academic

advisors in a particular institution. Financial support is not

the primary criterion for predicting 'success of an advisor train-

ing program, but rather many intangibles are. Motivation, commit-

ment, and ultimately, the quality4of the program are better criteria.

These can be increased on most campuses without a great deal of
-a*

addit onal expenditures.

COMMENT'

_This'chapter has been devoted to the training of academic

advisors._ Varidusstrategies for developing support of and parti-ci-

pation fn training programs have been presented. A comprehensive

approach to the content of advisor training programs has been des-

cribed. It is hoped that those involved in and responsible for

improving academic advising on th'eir campuses can adapt the ideas

and suggestions offered herein to their own unique situations. In

fact, the author suggests that each institution (or academic unit).

re-write the chapter, substituting its own characteristics; this

would provide a self-study on academic advising and might serve as

a useful training program in itSelf.
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INSTITUTIONAL
MODELS

"He that wilt_ not appty new nemedies muzt expect

new evits."

Bacon
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3.1

DESCRIPTION OF SELECTED INSTITUTIONAL

DELIVERY SYSTEMS

Following are some institutional descriptions,

soliciteci on'a random basis, reflecting various delivery

systems. They are presented here in the hope that they

might-provide, workable ideas that will be useful to educa-

tors interested in improying advising services for students.
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UNIVERSITY-WIDE CENTRALIZED/SPECIALIZED ACADEMIC ADVISING:

AN INTEGRATED APPROACH,

Robert Fletcher

Michael McCauley

Ball State University ,

The purpose of this article is to acquaint the reader

with a successful centralized advising system, composqd of full-

time professional advisors, which has been in operation for more

than thirty years. An attempt yin be made to describe the system

by examining the philosophy, structure, functions, integrat,ion of

services in unifying university processes, comparative costs

'(centralized vs. decentrallzed) and benefits of the operation.

The growth of the advising office has paalleled the

expansion of the University as a whole. Established-in the inaddle

1.40's as a new, administrative unit, the Office of Academic Advis-

ing chose to follow a centralized, professional advisor approach

in organization and operation. Originally a division of Student

Affairs, it later became a part of Instructional Affairs, thereby

making the program an amalgamation of student and instructional

affairs.

Tremendous growth in term& of undergraduate enrollment

coupled with greater diversity and complexity of course offerings

are forces with which academic advising must contend. The advisor/

student ratio has expanded from approximately 1 to 650 in 1965 to

1 to 800+ in 1977. The absorption of this increased student load

and the continued attempt to improve's.ervices necessi,tated the

adoption of a new computerized registratian system (1972) and a

modification of advising techniques and 'practices. This modified

system is referred to as university-wide centralized/specialized
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academic advising. The office of twenty-one full-time pro-

fessional advisors is centralized in terms of its location in

the Administration Building, and the academic rank held is not

within any college, department, center 'or institute. Our role

is to represent the total university curricula to stUdents from

an unfettered, unbiased position and to enhance our skills as

advisors. Academic Advising is specialized in'that some advisors

-work with students with specific classifications (freshmen,

sophomore, etc.) while others specialize according to student

curricular objective.

Ball State instructional facultyare employed to teach

and counsel with students relative to*the content and activities

involved in specific courses. They are not expected to, be the

primary source of curricular and registration advising. Philo-

the,University's position is that each student should

have-a faculty professional advisor 'with whom he or she can identify

from the date of matriculation to the completion of degree require-

ments.
1

The functions of the advising office are many. It should

be mentioned that, because of specialization, not all advisors per-
/

form each of thesp funetions in the regular discharge of his or

her duties, but most 6f these functions are 'every day occurences

for advisors. -*

1. Provide comprehensive source of accurate and current

curricular information.

2. Approve a quarterly academic program for each student

and assist in immediate, short-term and long-range

p1amiing.

Provide academic counsel.with regard to program changes,

career shifts, new academic opportunities and special

programs.
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Make referrals to other university offices such as

academic d6partments and support service agencies.

5. Facilitate enro).lment in non-conventional programs,

e.g., honors, acadmic opportunity, residential instruc-

tion project, continuing education, etc.

6 Execute a wide range of academic policies relating to

degree requirements, grade point average, course repiti-

tion, etc.

7. Unify a number of university processes by integrating

information and procedures from departments and support

service agencies.

Supply management data for academdc planning by utilizing

course request (registration system) data in the context

of meeting student academic needs.

9.. Provide the final academic audit of ,course work through

verification of successful completion of graduation re-

quirements and certification for teacher licensing.

There are various subdivisions within the advising bffice,

all reporting to and receiving direction from the Director of

Academic Advising.

DIRECTOR ACADEMIC ADVISIKG

CMUIICHALL
ADVISING (1)

IFILES *SAN , SOPNOMORE ,
JUNIOR ADVISING (12)

SPECIAL MAJORS
ADVISING (2)

FIGURE 1

SENIOR
ADVISING (4)

ITEAC1CR CERTIFI-
CATION ADVISING (I)

In exploring the responsibilities of each subdivision

one must recognize the fact that each advisor, regardless of sub-

division, performs three basic functions:
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1. Advising

A. Providing accurate and current curricular

information.

B. Assisting in short-term and long-range academic

program planning.

Providing counsel with regard to program changes,

new programs, career shifts.

D. Serving as a referral agent.

E. Relating various and numerous academic policies.

F. Continuous monitoring of student academic progress.

2. Registration and scheduling

A. Approval of a quarterly schedule of classes for

each student.

B. Completion of "partial" schedules generated from

our computerized registration system.

Approvel of_all adjustments to completed class

schedules drop/add.

D. Indication of eligibility for withdrawal from a

course or courses.

3. Integration of services with

A. Registrar and Records.

B. Academic depa tments.

C. Placement. D

D. Admissions.

E. Counseling and Psychological Services.

F. Career Analyst.

rd% 2 4 s
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FRESHMAN SOPHOMORE, JUNIOR ADVISING

:Incorporated within the subdivision of Freshman,

Sophomore, Junior Advising are twelve'of the twenty-one advisors.

This subdivision is divided into three four-person "units" and is

specialized according to student curricular objectives. For

example, Unit I provides advising service to students with majors

in the sciences, mathematics and the business curricula. This

enables the advisor to concentrate primarily on specific programs,

thereby increasing his expertise in these disciplines through close

coordination with departmental chairpersons and faculty. However,

academic advisors must maintain knowledge of all academic programs

and requirements because of major/minor combinations (e.g., major

in,finance with minor in French) and the extensive needs of the

"undecided" student. Each advisor is charged to coordinate

curricular functions with specific departments and to communicate

the findings with all advisors.

Advisors in this subdivision have the largest student

load, the highest percentage of "undecided" students, and the

greatest number of students effecting curricular objective changes.

Some individuals in the subdivision have been assigned

additional responsibilities which include permanent membership on

major policy making committees within the University. In addition

to departmental duties, some advisors serve as advising coordinators

for Orientation, Computer Services, Curricular Implementations,

Continuing Education, and Graduation Verification of Associate

Degree students. Paramount obligations of advisors in the Fresh-

man,-Sophomore, Junior subdivision are the individual advising

afforded all students and the coordination of advising services

with departmental chairpersons and faculty.
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CARMICHAEL ADVISING

The Carmichael Advising subdivision consists of one

person, advising a student contingent of approximately 800 fresh-

men in the "living-learning center," the Carmichael Residential

Instruction Project. The advising specialization indigenous to

the Project is based upon student classification. Therefore, the

advisor must be well versed in all major and minor requ'irements

at the freshman level. The Carmichael Academic Advisor, in'

addition to the prev:iously mentioned major functions, is, instru-

mental in the development of t1e curricula for the project,

maintains close ties with the orientation program by virtue of the

election/selection of Project students, anA directs a career infor-

mation program.

Advising within the project is essentially the same as

elsewhere with one basic difference. A group approich is utilized

by assembling small groups of similar majors for the purpose of

general informatiori and registration. This group technique permits

the advisor to visit with each student eich quarter and provides

additional tiMe, often needed when advising freshmen, for individual

appointments with students who have academic problems.

SPECIAL MAJORS ADVISING

In our institution attending to certain majors requires

more 4ttention. These have been identified as architecture,

medical technology, miisic and nursing. Students with these curri-

cular objectives have, from the sophomore year to graduation, been

placed into our Special Majors subdivision so that proper attention

to admission standards and minute cUrricular detail will be realized.

The two Special Majors advisors require group and offer individual

advising/registration appointments to the approximately 1,500

students with these majors. The most significant differentiating

250
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factors for these advisors are that they conduct'the graduation

audit; certify graduates for teacher licensing; and work closely

wtih other advisors and college deans, departments and agencies

from within and outside the University.

SENIOR ADVISING

When students register for the number of hours qualifying

them for senior status, advising records are transferred to the

Senior Advising Office. The four advisors who specialize in work-

ing with only those students at this level then prepare a "Senior

-Folder" which contains.the following material:

1. Senior Evaluation--a specific listing of the final

courses required for graduation. This preliminary

"check-out" form provides all the necessary curricular

information needed by the student approximately four

quarters prior to graduation.

2 Application for Graduation.

3. Senior Check-Lista convenient listing of student

responsibilities to be accomplished during the senior

year.

Although our Senior Advisors conduct ihe final graduation

audit and verify that graduation requirements have been earned

and, in some instances, that teacher certification stipulations have

been met, the Senior Folder also plays a significant role in assist-

ing the student in an "on schedule" graduation.

TEACHER CERTIFICATION ADVWNG

In this subdivision the post graduate student becomes

the center of attention. Primarily working with graduated students

wishing to coTplete requirements for teacher certification, this

advisor isriquired to communicate not only with the student, but

251 411
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also with academic departments, college deans, graduate dean and

the state superintendent of public instruction in ascertaining

exactly which academic credits must be earned for teacher certi-

fication.

INTEGRATION OF SERVICES

A major responsibility of any advising system is to

provide effective communication to s,tudents.

CONTINUING
EDUCATION

COUNSEUNG
CENTU

CAREER
PLANNING

ADMISSIONS

ACADEMIC.

ADVISINC

ACADEMIC

PROGRAMS

7ICUAI 2

ORIENTATION

REGISTRATION
6 RECORDS

ACADEMIC

DEPARTMENTS

The academic-advising office represents the hub of the

wheel of this responsibility (Fig. 2). Advisors must integrate

advising services with thQse performed by other university agancies

in a reciprocal manner to unify various processes, thus, providing

the best academic advising possible.

The Admissions Office provides data (e.g., SAT scores,

H.S.'class rank, transcripts, etc.) necessary for the advising of

matriculating students Adv,ising interprets and applies advanced
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and transfer credit rece ved by Admissions and H.so verifies

student admission status for accuracy.

Orientation at Ball State is a.,required t\so-day pro-

gram for students; parents are also invited to attend. Advising

is involved Irbm the planning through the operational pha'ses of

the program. The Advising Coordinator for Orientation is respon-

sible for integrating services with orientation to provide a

positive advising experience for matriculating students.

As in most colleges and universities, advising and reg-

istration cannot be separated. Academic advisors, approve all

6ourse registrations, drop/adds, and determine eligibility for

withdrawal. ,Additjonal registration related functions include

the identification and explanation of registration variables

(e.g., course repetition, credit/do-credit, course audit, etc.),

interpretation of academic regulations (particularly probationary

status), maintenance of student records, and validationof acCuracy

of official university records. Also, as previously mentioned,

advisors conduct the final graduation audit and verify that re-

quirements'have been met for graduation.

In an effective centralized advising system, success is

based on cooperation, coordination and integration of advising

services with academicdepartments. In the Special Majors and the

Freshman, Sophomore, Junior Advising subdivisions "Advising Coordi-

nators" for each major have been designated. These people are

charged to stay abreast of the development of new programs and

adjustments to existing programs and to communicate-these to

colleagues and students. Advisors often supply departments with

enrollment and registration trends and communicate student reaction

to courses and instructors. Reciprocally, departments provide

advisors with information for the oversubscription of class limits.

This integration of services aids both the advising office and

academic departments in the facilitation of prescribed duties.
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Advising provides services to the Honors and Academic

Opportunity programs-7representing both ends of the academic

continuum. Assistance'is provided in curriculum development

and implementation and in communiCating to these students

specific program requirements and registration information.

Academic advising is involved in career planning by

providing the vehicle for translating career choice into curricula.

Advisors inform students of employment prospects and career opportu-

nities as early and accurately as possible. As communication of

career informattion is the responsibility of no single office,

advisors collect and disseminate such ivformation from the university

career analyst, the placement office and academic departments to

relate to'students upon request.

Referral is the key word de'cribing advising's integration

'with the counseling center. Although some referrals are initiated

for personal counseling reasons, the majority of advising office

referrals are related to the "undecided" student who is encouraged

to take advantage of the aptitude tests and interest inventories

in an effort to clarify abilities.and interests as they relate to

career objectives.

The rapidly increasing enrollment in the School of

Continuing Education has necessitated the involvement of academic

advisors. Advising the "non-traditional" student in settings quite

different from the usual on-campus environment and at significant

distances from the University has presented a particularly challeng-

ing and demanding experience for advisors. Whether performing

academic advising duties in our Center for Non-Traditional Students,

an.RCA factory, the Indiana Reformatory, at Grissom Air Force Base,

or on our toll-free "advising-by-phone" experiment, th'e necessity

of advising's being an integral part of an off-campus student's

opportunity is of utmost importance.
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COST AND BENEFITS

Decentralized advising is, in the opinion of many

university offitials, more economical. On the surface, centralized
A

advising would appear to be more expensive because one can easily

determine the costs. In many institutions it is difficult to

ascertain the costs of decentralized advising since the reduced

load factor is buried in collegiate and departmental budgets.

We believe the utilization of teaching faculty with reduced load

to be much more expensive. How many teaching faculty would agree

to serve as an academic advisor to 250 students in exchange for

one-third of their load?

Assuming teaching faculty are not given a reduced load,

decenti-alization would appear to be less costly. Houever, additional

secretarial assistance, increased,nlimbers of errors necessitating

correction, and the significant numbers of students not graduating

on schedule are cost factors not visible in departmental advising. 411

Several important functions and peripheral responsibilities

have been entrusted to and assumed by academic advising at Ball

State. Some have come from the student affairs area, others from

instructional affairs. This factor decreases the costs to these

units, and thus, from an institutional budget perspective the cost

factor is no greater than it would be for a decentralized system.

One of the most important series of decisions a student

must make during his or her college careex is related to selecting

an educational goal and registering for coursesrequired and

electivewhich assist him or her in attaining this goal. In a

day and age when increased pressures in higher education call for

larger class sizes, instructional television, teaching machines

and reduced faculty office hours, there is a greater need for

students to have continuous individualized contact with faculty.

Thus, a student often discovers that,his closest and most extensive

contacts with faculty are those with his advisor. The advisor is

VI
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one of the few faculty members who not only has the opportunity,

but also.the obligation to view the curricula as a total entity

and to comprehend its influence upon the individual student. The

advisor, therefore, has a dual role of interpreter for the student

and creative critic for the faculty.

As we look to the future in academic advising, we pro-

ject that an increased emphasis will be placed upon advising

services and the comparative costs of providing these services.

With "legal consumerism" and the advocation of "student's rights"

becoming more prevalent, it is time we focused attention on the

distict possibility of "advising malpractice" being a contributing

factor to litigation involving colleges and universities. We

believe a well structured and efficiently managed centralized/

specialized system of academic advising serves as a 4etertent to

"advising malpractice" and the subsequent cost of legal action.

Through.a system of centralized full-time faculty advisors,

continuity in advising is provided. There is unity in approach,

greater reliability in,advising and greater precision in insuring

all students the opportunity of meeting with their advisor. Per-

sonarization is maintained through the individual and small group

advising sessions, and greater accuracy in record keeping is

accomplished. Inherent in our centralized system are high degrees

of precision and care in making the graduation check, the availa:

bility of advisors to advise, the fixing of the advisement reslion-

sibility, and the coordination of the .enterprise through the

Director of Academic Advising. And, most important, academic

advising at Ball State is not a part-time, unwanted or additional

responsibility--it is a career position.
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Academic advising at Ball State is unique within the structural

organization of the University. For additional information

regarding the structural organization write to Director,

Academic Advising, Administration Building, Ball State Uni-

versity, Muncie, Indiana 47306.
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ACADEMIC ADVISEMENT AT BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY,

O. LeGrand Bliason

'Coordinator of Academic Advising

Brigham Young University

Provo, Utah

The goals of academic advisement at Brigham Young

University are to provide students with (1) information needed

on academic requirements and regulations; (2) advice or counsel

about curriculum, major courses, and career opportunities; (3)

personal relationships which will contribute to their sense of

belonging and being part of the academic community; also to

provide advisors who are (4) available; (5) knowledgeable; and

(6) interested.

TRADITIONAL RACULTY ADVISEMENT

Prior to 1971 Brigham Young University employed tradi-

tional faculty advisement techniques. A student often net his

-faculty advisor for the first and only time during the registra-

tion process. This contact was cursory and largely ineffective.

A research study in-1970 revealed that students were

unhappy with the advisement system; many did not know their

faculty advisor; almost all felt that mandatory advisement at

registration was an obstacle; and a majority of students had not

seen their advisor during that semester.

Faculty response in the same study revealed a majority

to be unhappy with the system extant at that time; most were

unaware -of'graduation requirements; advisement was of a low

priority in comparison to other duties; most faculty felt they

were being used as clerks, and that secretaries dispensed post
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advisement information, anyway.

COLLEGE ADVISEMENT CENTER CONCEPT

Traditional faculty advisement was ineffectual.

Re.varch of alternative methods was undertaken with the evolu-

tion and implementation of the present college advisement center

system. This concept was developed at Brigham Young University

to provide students with advisement assistance formerly unavail-

able OT unused.

It was determined that approximately 85 percent of

faculty advisement duties ware clerical in nature. Implementa-

tion of the advisement center concept would relieve faculty of

this clerical function and provide a favorable cost trade-off,

services provided, and advisement effectivenesS.

A central office would be provided in each college

with available, knowledgeable, and interested'ipersonnel to pro-

vide general advisement and clerical tracking of each student's

progress. Faculty involvement would be retained for major and

other in-depth professional advisement. This central office or

advisement center would be an extension of each academic dean's

office, and would be'staffed by one Rill-time (non-faculty)

supervisor, a full or part-time secret,9:ry, and part-time student

assistants (advisors).

Line responsibiliy to each supervisor would be to

his academic dean while the staff and cpordinating function of

participating college advisement centers would lie somewhere at

the university administration level.

RESPONSIBILITY

In 1969 the responsibility for academic advisement was

assigned to the Division of Admissions and Records because of its

v 25,
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role in coordinating ana disseminating entrance and graduation

requirements and its record-keeping function.

ORGANIZATION e-

A pilot college advisement center (CAC) was established

in the fall of 1969. The program was simple, with a small office,

supervisor, and student advisors. The program was inexpensive,

costing less than the salary of a faculty member: The program

was effective, as evidenced by its adoption by the remaining

eleven colleges by the fall of 1973. *This college concept gives

the student a place where he can receive up-to-date,academic

information from someone who hys been trained in the use of

advisement data. The student is not restricted to a single advisor

and may be referred to a faculty member according to the student's

particular need. The clerical functions of the centers are

saving valuable time of faculty members and .department chairmen.

The' cost to train the personnel of twelve collegeradvisement

centers as opposed to 1,200 faculty members is significant.

Finally, the centralization df student records enables the center

to record changes, commitments, schedule ap'pointments, and make

recommendations on the records as they occur.

The position of Coordinator of Academic Advisement was

created on September 1, 1971, to help implement and coordinate,

the university-wide advi,sement program. The Coordinator was a

member of the staffof the Division of Admissions and Records,

as previously determined.

DESCRIPTION

The Coordinator of Academic Advisement anakcollege

advisement center supervisors and staff work together to provide

at advisement pr gram for students.

n46o
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1. University Level Coordinator of Academic Advisement

A. Training of Advisement Personnel. The coordinator

is responsible for training cAq supervisors in the:

basic programs and services which should be

offered on the college level in the academic

advisement program. Frequent indiyi'dual and b

weekly meetings are held with CAC supervisors

along with periodic workshops.

B. t, Information Flow. The coordinator is responsible

for keeping up to date on university policy, curri-

culum, and requirement changes. He is also respon-

sible -for liaison between the Division of Admissions

and Records and academic colleges. One of these

liaison responsibilities is to insure that student

computer files are updated on a continuing basis

C. Advisement and Orientation Coordination. The

coordinator is responsible for the planning, coordi-

nation, and execution of'academic orientation pro-

grams for new students. He is also responsible for

adequate advisement programs in each college.

D. Research and Evaluation. One of the major respon-

sibilities of ihe coordinator is to determine the

effectiveness of the academic advisement program.-

Research includes student reaction to the accuracy

of their advisemen't, study of the length of time

required for students to graduate, and monitoring

waivers to university policies.

2 College Level - College Advisement Centers.

A. Academic Adyisement. College advisement center

(CAC) personnel are available daily between 8:00

a.m.-- 5:00 p.m., and provide "programmed" and

2 61
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"drop-in" advisement assistance. Advisement

consists of curriculum planning, evaluation of'

transfer credit, information on all undergrad-

uate programs in the college, information on

academic policies and procedures, registration

information and materials, change of major

aPplications, and clearances for graduation.

B. Advisement File. Each CAC contains a file on

each student within the college. This file in

cludes the new student admissions profile, ACT

rofile, degree requirement profile, end of

semester grade or progress evaluation reports,

counseling agreements, waivers, and graduation

evaluation report.

Evaluation of Transfer Credit for Major Require-

ments. Every department chairman has prepared

an articulation guide for transfer credit courses.

College advisement center (CAC) personnel are

thus able to evaluate transfer credit from primary

feeder institutions to meet major requirements.

D. College New Student Orientation Program. Each

CAC supervisor is responsible for planning and

coordinating the college new student orientation

program. This program generally includes a meet-

ing with the dean and department chairmen, a

personal meeting with faculty meMbers, orientation

of college and departmental facilities, seminars

in career opportunities, testing for aptitude

and placement within selected disciplines, college

open-house and social hour with new students and

faculty.

262
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E. Degree Profiles'. Each CAC supervisor is

responsible to maintain and publish degree

requirement profiles for each major and

specialization within the college. These

profiles are available in each advisement

center.

F. Faculty Advisement Assistant. Each CAC

supervisor is responsible to coordinate ad-

visement availability of faculty advisors with

department chairmen.

G. Registration Information Assistance. CAC

personnel provide registration materials to,

currently enrolled students within their

college. Registration materials are also col-

lected in the advisement centers.

Graduation Clearance. CAC supervisors work

closely with the Graduation and Credit Evalua-

tion Office in reviewing potential candidates

for graduation. CAC supervisors also work

closely with each department chairman and give

final certification to the university graduation

office once major requirements are completed.

I. ilq.EIA.1.124_21,2E.01.111_112. The college advise-

ment center (CAC) is a place of "first resort"

for academic advisement. The role of the advise-

ment center is well-defined and students with

other needs are referred to appropriate agencies:

faculty, Placement Office, Personal and Career

Assistance Programs, Career Education, and other

offices.

2 3
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1
3. Faculty Participation

Faculty members retain a vital role in academic

advisement even with the establishment of college

advisement centers. The latter perform the clerical

and informational arm of academic advisement with

the responsi ility to refer students to faculty

members fo professional advisement. This working

relationship between advisement center personnel4

and faculty is essential.

4. Policy Statements

Policy statements printed in the general catalog

and class schedule are the basis of the academic

advisement program. A computer-advisement program

to be described hereafter provides an additional

reference source for advisement.

ASSESSMENT OF BYU ACADEMIC ADVISEMENT

1. Program Strengths

A. Academic Advisement. CAC personnel are up to

date on all academic policies and-are trained ,to .

use the advisement profile data prepared by the

Office of Admissions and Records. Advisement

personnel meet bi-weekly to maintain proficiency.

B. Availability of Advisement. College advisement

centers are open from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.;

Monday through Friday. Students are not restric-
,

ted to a single advisor, blitmay be referred to

faculty according to need.

C. Adviseyient Records. ,An accurate advisement

record is maintained on each student in each

college. A printed set of requirements for

each major and specializatiun is available in
,
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the appropriate advisement center. Students'

records are centralized for immediate access

for advisement. Records are made for all

advisement, including: date-, content, de.ci-

sions reached. Transfer credit evaluation for

major requ ements is accomplished. Other

materials include: high school transcript, ACT

profile, up-to-date grade/progress evaluations,

and graduation evaluation reports.

ollege New Student Orientation Program. The

program is college-oriented with an academic

emi5hasj.s, thus permitting flexibility in tailor-

ing a program which is Appropriate for the needs

of students within each college.

Degree Profiles. Degree requirement profiles

are maintained in college adv,isement centers

for every majorsand specialization offered

within the college. The degree requirement

profile also becomes the contract with the

student fOr the graduation requirements.

F. Faculty Properly Used. The CAC system has re-

moved the clerical function of advisement from

faculty members.

G. Graduation Clearance. In the one-year period

foTlowing the inception of the college advisement

centers, the number of students uncertain about

graduation dropped from 927 to 55.

H. legistration Information Assistance. Students

not only pick up registration materials at ad-

visement centers, but receive various types of

on-line computer information pertaining to
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their academic program: general education,

university requirements, major requirements,

and other services to be mentioned hereafter.

I. Reduction in Time Required to Graduate. The

advisement system has helped reduce the length

of time required for a student to graduate.

In May 1972 the average graduate had completed

9.5 semesters. In 1975 a random-survey repor-

ted the graduates had an average-of 8.79

semesters, representing a savings of 39,264

semester hours for the 4,000 bachelor degree

candidates. The number of semesters subse-

quently increased with the new general education

program, but is expected to decrease with added

understanding and flexibility provided in the

new program.

J. A self-evaluation checklist has been devised

for college advisement centers by which perfor-

mance may be compared against established CAC

criteria. While remaining responsible to

respective deans, the instrument provides a

common thread of purpose which unifies the

twelve advisement centers (See Appendix 1).

COMPUTER ADVISEMENT PROGRAM

One of the goals of academic advisement at Brigham

Young University is to provide students with information on

academic and graduation requirements. A computer-assisted

advisement program was conceptualized by Dr. Robert W. Spencer

in 1971, in which students would have at their fingertips an

immediate assessment of their progress towards graduation.

s,
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This.program has been developed at BIM, and provides for each

student, as part of the student's advisement and registration

materials, a computer-printed graduation evaluation sumillary

report. This report will be provided each student at the end

of every semester. (See Appendix 2). It includes:

1. A summary of general education requirements completed

and a listing of deficiencies; also general education

evaluations passed.

2. A summary of university r9uirements, courses com-

pleted, and courses deficient.

A listing of all university classes completed with

accompanying transcript data infOrmation.

4. 'A summary of transfer classes completed.

A summary of major requirements with courses com-

pleted and courses deficient.

6. A summary of specialization courses with courses

completed and courses deficient.

7. A list of any course prerequisites.

The computer-assisted advisement program also identi-

fies classes repeated, and states grade point average requirements

The program operates primarily from the graduation requirement

index program, but it has the flexibility of adjusting to

individually-designed programs. The advisement program will soon

have operational the capability of interfacing with and evalua-

ting transfer credits and matching them according to requirements

at all levels.

In addition to the advisement benefits, the computer-

assisted advisement program can also be used in projecting

curriculum demands, planning course offerings, checking the

accuracy of the transcript, and identifying the number of semes-

ters required for a given aajor or change of major. This infor-

2R
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mation is all contained in our on-line system so that a student

may sit at a video terminal and match his courses completed

against any degree program. This action will show him at a

glance some benefits or disadvantages of changing his major.

Some programs available on computer terminals in ea'ch CAC are

shown in Appendix 3.

LOOKING FORWARD

Whatever degree of success we may have attained in

our advisement program must be closely aligned to our emphasis

on college advisement center personnel being available, know-

ledgeable, and interested. Success will not result from gimmicks,

computers, advertising, special programs, (rtc. 'hmphasis must be

on the student.
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CAC BASIC PROGRAM

Degrees/area specialization outlines offered
in college?

.

2. General Education requirement outlines
pertaining to college degrees/area special-
izations offered in colleges? . . . . . .

Availability of Advisement:

a. Offered daily between 8-00 a.m. - 5 00 p.M.
(including lunch hour)? . . .

b. Can walk-in traffic be accommodated?

c. Faculty backup provided? . . .

4. New/transfer student contact

a. Welcome letter:

Mailed within two weeks of notice? .

Orientation schedule included? . .

Major specialty requirements included?

Tentative authorized transfer credit
included? . .

Orientation:

Introduce personnel/policies? . . . .

Advise services offered? . . . .

.Provide major degree requirements? .

5. Student Files

a. Established for each student majoring in
college specialty?

Does each file contain (where applicable):

Admissions profile?

ACT profile?

APPENDIX 1

YES INO COMMENTS



CAC Basic Program
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Iransfer evaluation? . II II

Degree specialization requirements
(contract)? . . . . . . . .

Counseling notes:

Approved waivers?

Substitute agreements? .

Other? . . *

Correspondence?

Grade/Graduation Evaluation Reports? .

6. Student Progress Monitoring?

7. Clearance for Graduation?

8. Basic report submitted to (Deans, Department
Chairmen, Academic Advisement)?:

a. Waiver (semester)? . ...... .

b. Traffic (monthly)?

c. Major change (receiving college)? . .

d. Graduation deficiency t(periodic)? . .

9. Physical Facilities

a. Simple and neat? .

b. Are operational costs comparatively
modest?

c. Location adjacent to Dean's Office? . .

d. Are facilities adequate? . . . . .

e. Can advisement occur without interruption?

YES NO COMMENTS

2 7 0



CAC Basic Program
Tage 3

10. Provide expert information,

a. Admission status:

Warning?

3.28

Entry data? . .

4

Registration procedures? .

c. External-credit programs:

AP? . . . . . 4

CLEP? . . . . .

Military?

Transfer?

Major change process? . . . . . .

e. Special programs:

College work-study programs?

Intern programs?

College seminars? . .

Financial aids?

Tutoring?

f. Dates and deadlines provided:

Junior English Proficiency Exam? 6

Graduation clearance?

g. Process Exceptions to University Policy:

Waivers?

Substitute agreements?

YES NO COMMENTS

2 7i



CAC Basic Program .

Page 4

Post graduation information:

Job market opportunity?

Placement rate? . . .

Salaries offered? ..

3.29

*

6 S

. 4 6 5 a

.\

Referral agency for compus service
organizations:

Personal and Career Assistance Programs?
(seven major programs available)

Learning Resource and Services Center?

Student Employment 7

Student Entertainment Division? .

Programs tt, 'ysist special stuaents?

:Handicapped? ,

International? . . . .

NO COMMENTS

Others? ... . . PI

2 7 2
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ACADEMIC ADVISING AT

COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY

Bonnie Titley

Undergraduate advising at CSU is the process through

which a student, aided by a faculty member, achieves optimum bene-

fits from the college experience.

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF ADVISER

(NOTE: To clarify the meaning of these general statements,

we have addod explanatory comments following some of them.)

1. Knowing each student well enough to be perceptive of indi-

vidual needs and how these influence the academic-program.

(Note: Some advisers find it useful to ask newly assigned

advisees to supply some basic information via a question-

naire/fcrm. ,Even minimal answers to questions such as

-"Where did 'you get your interest?" "What kind of job would

you like to have in 5 years?", "Why did you choose to come

to tSU?" can be very helpful in assessing a Student's

individual needs).

Providing the student with information about the limita-

tions, alternatives, fInd consequences of decisions to be

. made about the academic program.

(Note: New freshmen especially need to be given long-

range information about a proposed major, (e.g., a bach-

elor's degree is not enoughLgraduate work is necessary).

Later, then, they cannot rely on o "why-didn't-someone-

tell-me?" stance if they choose to pursue that avenue.

Such information, given early, can also serve to help the
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adviser by making the student aware early of some deci-

sions that will'have to be made.)

3. Translating the requirements of a given major program to

show the relevance of all required and/or recommended

courses for th majdr and also how they are directed to-

ward the stude t's career and general future.

(Note: "Trans ating" means only "explaining why-." Why

is an engineer required to take _some humanities? Why

should an English. major take a natural science course?

Why would a sociology course be a good elective for.a

statistics major?, etc.)

4. Correlating choice of electives with both the student's

long-range objectives and the requirements of the major,

making spbstitutions and exercising options wherever ap-

propriate.

(Note: Students are often not made aware of cptions for

course selection made available by departmental curric-

. ulum commiv:ees. Advisers have to make such options

known.)

5. Developing quarterly schedules that meet both the immediate

and long-range objectives of the student.

6. Assessing regularly the student's progreSs toward a degree

so that problem areas can be detected early.

7. Directing the student to other advisory and professional

service personnel (e.g., Placement Office, Counseling

Center, Office of Academic Advising, etc.) who can augment

the academic program by introducing relevant extra-class

28,2
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activities, possible part-time work, and/or personal

counseling or guidance.

(Note: These service agencies on campus have many pro-

grams and activities that can make both_your, advising

responsibilities and your advisee's tenure here more

ineaningful. We nrge you to'become familiar with the

offerings).

RESPONSIBILITIES OP THE ADVISEE

(Note: These responsibilities are printed each term in the

Class Schedule when space is available. Not all students

read them there, so we urge you to familiarize your advisees

with them so that they may assume their particular Auties

in the advising process. The Office of Academic Advising

is trying to do a better job of educating students to these,

but we mould appreciate your reinforcing our efforts.)

The basic responsibilities of the advisee in the advising

process inclUde:

Giving thoughtful consideration to personal goals so that

academic and professional goals can be coordinated with

them.

Discussing with an adviser personal long-range go ls and

the kind of job opportunities possible after gaining

qualifications possible through completion of the chosen

major (or option within a major)

3. Knowing the basic requirc-s_tnts of the chosen major well

enough (via the cata:Dgue and departmental checksheet)

to be able to ask meaningful qnestions about requirements,

options, electives, etc.

2S 3
ire
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4. Given relevant information, accepting responsibilities
. -

for making final decisions on academic matters.

'Z. Being familiar with the general catalogue and the class

schedule for current quarter so that que'stions asked are

pertinent to immediate needs.

6. Kedcing ,the adviser informed oft all changes in schedule,

4 any probleMs encountered, and tNose questions that arise

which could affect aca4mic life (such as possible with-
/

drawal, change of major, etc.).

MaintaiOng personal copies of the major checksheet,

grade slips, transfer evaluation form (if appropriate),

and degree status sheet so that a record of progress

toward a degree is readily available.

Seeking out-of-class activities (e.g., cultural ewents,

interest-related clubs, student professional organiza-

tions, etc.) relevant to the major.

DEPARTMENTAL RESPONSIKLITIES

The individual academic departments make the actual

assignment of adviser. Practice varies as to methods of adviser

assigment, but generally a student can request a reassignment-

without prejudice. Such requeSts should be made at the department

office.

Departments, when notified by the Office of Academic Ad-
.

vising of an official change of major, are responsible for for-

warding the advisee folder to the new department. Records should

not be released to students and should hot be forwarded without

formal notice. This will facilitate'accurate records in the

department offices.

Departmental key advisers are urged to hold adviser

meetings within their departments as they are necessary to bring

individual advisers up to date on curriculum and/or requirement

changes for the department.
2)34
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-- ADVISING AWARD

An annual award recognizing distinguished advising at the

undergraduate level was begun in Spring, 1971. Nominations are

made by Deans, Department Heads, or,any group of ten students.

Selection of the reclpient is by a special committee made up of

students and faculty; The award includes a taX4-free scipend.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

The organizational st ucture of advising at CSU may

be depicted as follows:

Vice-President for Academic Affairs

Office of Acrmic Advising

Council on Academic Advising

Key advisers in academic departments

416p

Individual faculty adVisers

OFFICE OF ACADEMIC ADVISING

The Office of Academlc Advising coordinates academic ad-

vising and related academic matters, in th nine colleges.

It is directly responsible for advising those students,

who, though displaced from one major because of grades (or by

their gracIps, but also because they have not decided upbn a new

major), are still scholastically eligible to be in school, It

works in direct cooperation with the Scholastic Standards Committee

,to provide sPecial advising to students in academic difficulty.

in addition, it cooperates with the Premedical Advisory Board by

working with students who; fall behind the "rule of thumb" grade

point average that would make them competitive for admission into

medical school. rt also advisos varying numbers of genera] studies

students in cooperation with the College of Humanities and Social

Sciences.
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The office is solely responsible for the change of major

procedure. Students ffting to change majors should be directed

here. Members of the staff try to make certain that students have

received sufficient information about the content of thenew major

to make a realitic decision; in doing this, they try to help the

student assess potential for success in that major. General

career information, when available, is also used in the success-

assessment dimension of the interview. 'The office works closely

with,other service agencies arill with key advisers to assure that

each student has maximum information upon which to base choice of

major.

The office is responsible for developing materials for
r

advisers to u ise n the advising process. In addition, it will,

upon request, provide in-service training for advisers. Spch

training may be individual, group, department-wide, or col,lege-

wide and would cover whatever aspect of advising the requeSt might

include.
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THE FRESHMAN SEMINAR PROGRAM

AT CREIGHTON UNIVERSITY

Nancy Fogarty

Creighton Univers ty

Omaha, Nebraska

The Freshman Seminar Program, offered during the Fall

semester has the major objective to aid the freshman student to

grow as an individual and to make a successful personal and social

adjustment to university life. The Freshman Seminar hopes to achieve

the following more specifit goals of:

,

1. Providing the Freshman Advising PrLgram with an advising
..

focus and a regular meeting oc,casion.

2. Assuring freshme4 personal access to a senior faculty

merber.

3. Introducingfreshmen to basic information aboat Creighton

and the College of Arts and Sciences, especially the cur-
'

Titular options and corollary services available.
,

4. Giving freshmen 4 clear interpretation of test and back-

ground data so tilat he/she can make realisti-c plans.
,

5. Enabling the student to see the relationship between for-

mal education -in college and his own personal development.

1

6. Enabling the stu ent to develop more effective methods of

learning.

Helping the studeint to explore his/her attitudes and inter-

ests.

8 Examining with tie student his real motives for choices

of a career and an academic major; providing a realistic
1

context for choide; and familiarizing the student with

the job market fOr college graduates.
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Allowing the student to develop,'with sufficient guidance,

a personal curricular plan.

The Seminars meet in small gri?ups of about fifteen stu-

dents under the leadership of a faculty member, asststed by a stti-

dent advisor. Each student advisor receives two hours of elective

credit. Each fTesh1ian participant receives one credit, graded
*

satisfactory or uns tisfactory. Through the Freshman Seminar,

each freshqan can 1ii helped to explore the dimensions of his own

potential as well al the dimensions of his school, his community,

and his world.
.

DISCUSSION TOPICS

Father Sheets, S.J.

DISCUcciON TOPICS (Group or individual)

PLrpose: "For each individual to assess where he/she is in his/her

college career. These essays 14311 serve as material

S'

for personal discussions with either student advisor or

"faculty advisor.

Content: The following questions are devised.to help you assess

where you are in your college education. Not all of

thim need to be addressed, but they will help you sort-

out your thoughts, and will help provide material for

meeting with your advisors.

1 What was the mati reason you came to Creighton?

2. What has been the biggest adjustment you had to make? Has

it been made satisfactorily? How was it done? Or, ,what

should be done?

rem

S
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a

3. What have been the biggest difficult es you have found

since coming to Creighton? How have you met them?

4. What have you found most helpful in getting adjusted,

and making progress in getting the most out of

college?

5. What courses'are you taking? How are you doing in

them? Could you be doing better? What 44.your im-

pression of your courses? Have you settled on your

choice of career? Would you rank yourself in the

upper, middle, lower third of your classes?

6. Do you work? How many hours? What kind of work?

7. How many hours a day do you study? Do you have a

schedule? How do you go about your study? What

could be improved:here?

8. Have you taken advantage of the helps for reading?

9. What do you do for recreation? Do you feel that

there are enough opportunities for meeting people in

a social way?

10. What are the main problems you feel you have to face

in the future?

11. Though the freshman 'seminar will be evaluated later,

at present how would you evaluate it? Helpful/not

helpful, too many meetings/too few, topics pertinent/

not pertinent, etc.

OTHER DISCUSSION TOPICS

From Former Seminar Leaders
c.

1. How different do you feel that Creighton University

and college life in general will be from your past

life style and high school?

How sure are you about your major area of study and

your vccational gbals about what job, business or

profession you will enter?

Ann 2
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3. How confident are you that you will be able to adjust

to new ideas and people in college without any serious

difficulty?

How sure are you that you can accept and handle the inde-

pendence, responsibility, and self-discipline necessary

for the successful management of your own standards, your

study habits, and your financial affairs?

How sure are you that you will be able to do good academic

work in college?

DISCUSSION FOREMAT AND ACTIVITIES FOR WELCOME WEEK SESSION

1. Introduce self (background, teaching -area, research, family,

hobbies, etc.) and student teaching assistant (similar

background information).

2. Have each student in section introduce himself, giving

background imformation, academic interests, etc. and state

uhy he chose the University of Alabama and the College

of'Arts and Sciences.

Discuss purposes of Freshman Seminars: Primary purpose is

to help ease the transition from high school to collegiate

environment by:

Acquainting student with structure and function of

University College of Arts and Sciences.

B. Familiarizing student with academic requirements and

catalog for College of Arts and Sciences.

C. Familiarizing the student with campus facilities.

D. Developing a "line of communication" between student

member. and instructor and student assistant, to aid

in problem solving.

E. Reviewing ACT profiles.

29
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4. Discussing how a course is listed and described.

S. Discussing what the number of hours means, and hom you

compute,a QPA.

OTHER SUGGESTIONS

1. Discussion of student problems - have student assistant

devise a set of questions, one for each student, to be

answered by that student and discussed by tlie entire group-

e.g. "What would you do if someone were copying from your

paper" or "How would you go aboui getting involved in

student politics on this campus."

2. Discussion of topic - How to take notes, study and study for

exams.

3. Discussion of current best seller.

4 Discussion of a current topic of interest e.g., Ecology,

Education, Politics.

S. Have meeting handled entirely by student as.sistant with,

instructor absent, to discuss problems of mutual interest.

6. Instructor invites student section to his home.

7. Invite outside speakers, resource people.

8. Tour the professional schools.

olgtr
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.RCILE OF THE COLLEGE ADVISOR

1. To meet with advisees in the Freshman Seminar and indi-

vidually when indicated:

To allow each student to offer some insight into his

current stage of academic and' vocational planning.'

B . To share some general understanding of the Creighton

4rProgram and curriculum, study techniques, and the like.

During these meetings the Advisor should:

A. Review ACT information with advisee.

B . Encourage Advisee to discuss current educational-voca-

tional plans and progress more fully.

Appoitise the'course choices made by advisee realisti-

Cally, based On ACT predictions, difficulty of subject

matter, etc.

Review with advisee the requirements for graduation

from the University, as well as specific requirelilents

for a major field, when appropriate.

E . Appraise the advisee of his need for remedial services

when necessary; e.g., reading improvement, study skills,

tutoring, review techniques.

F: Encow'age repeated meetings with advisees, especially

to review mid-semester and semester grade reports.

Suggest the use of the professional staff of the Coun-

seling Center if student's plans seem unrealistic,

unclear, or if the advisee seems to lack correct infor-

mation about himself or the requirements of the voca-

tional field to which he aspires.
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Advise the students in matters relating to changes

in Registration and Preregistration for the succeeding

semester. To this end the Arts Office will normally

require an Advisor's signature before taking action.

Maintain regular meeting schedules with advisees

during the years previous to acceptance by a major

department.

29:3
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DOANE COLLEGE CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

"A Preparation for Life"

Ed Watkins

Director, Career Development

Doane College

ABOUT THE COLLEGE

Doane is the olde'st liberal arts college in Nebraska.

It was founded in Crete in 1872 by Thomas Doane who was the chief

engineer for the Burlington railroad. The 365-acre college was

incorporated as a non-profit institution whose mission was to.

0)rovide a liberal arts education for young men and women seeking

,careers in education and the church.

Further development of the term "careers" appeared in

the 1925 Doane Catalog in a preface entitled "The Liberal Arts

College and a Career," where emphasis was placed on the outcome

of the students' education as illustrated by the following quote:

"The me44age oi the cottege i4 that edUcation 4:4 designed to hetp

one to make a ti6e az wea as to make a tiving...the tibetat eats

studies. 06 the cotte9e cout4e can be zo 94ouped a4 to give a &eat

ptepaiation 66t the vaAious occupation4 o6 tik without tozing

any o6 theit cuttukat vatue." Fifty years later we remain committed

to these principles.

DOANE'S CAREER DEVELOPMENT HISTORY

The decision to begin serious planning for a career develop-

ment thrust at Doane College was unanimously endorsed by a vote of

the Board of Trustees at their May, 1973 meeting. A special meeting

.of Trustees, faculty, administration, students and alumni was Called

in August of that year to further discuss the implications of the

291
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program and options for its implementation. Mr. Henry Bowes,

former president of Bell and Howell, delivered the keynote address,

and Dr. Ralph Tyler, then Director of the Center for Advancpd

Study in the Behavioral Sciences at Stanford, served as consultant.

During the 1973-74 academic year, the Doane faculty

voted to amplify and augment the curriculum in response to student

vocational interests. Academic majors in recreation, public admin-

istration, medical technology, and special education were added

and a curriculum design allowing for student-generated majors was

adopted. Also, a pilot program in cooperative-teacher education

majors was adopted. Also, a pilot program in cooperative-teacher

education under a Title IV-D grant provided a successful pilot for

subsequent experiential opportunities in all academic departments.

In June of 1974, the college hired a full-time, dean

level Career Development director. The college has subsequently

hired two other career professionals and several part-time personnel

to assist in the implementation of the Doane Career Development

process.

ABOUT THE TERMS

Career: Charles Silberman's definition of a career in

Crises in the Classroom best expresses our conceptualization of

the term. "The choice oi a cateek invoives 4ak moite than a choice

oi how to eaAn a Livelihood. The question 'Who am Aeatty

means 'What do I want to be? What vatues do I want to senve? To

whom and to what do 1 want to be 4e4pon4ibte?' Thete is a.tot o6

diti4e7Lence between 4ta4tin9 a job'and staAting a ea4evt...a job is

a way o eaAning a Ziving, but a caiceet is a way oi tiving...it i4

,the way you want:to Live."

By introducing a career as a way of life, a student at a

liberal arts college is better equipped "6ot a won.ed that change4
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kapidly and calls tiot tilexibitity and adaptability." (College

Placement Council)

LIBERAL ARTS

Webster defines the liberal arts as, "the studies in a

COLeege OA UniVeA4ity intended tO pA0Vide chielitY geneAat know-

tedge and to develop the geneta intellectual capacities," We

accept.that definition at Doane but instead of confining that

application to a student's four-year residence on campus, we seek

to find ways of applying it to the student's future life plans.

Through the Career Development process, students are given oppor-

tunities to explore career tiptions that discourage them from

"locking in" or "locking out" their future intentions. It is a

realistic exploration of life using their developed intellectual

capacities acquired through exposure to the liberal arts.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

If we think of a process as a succession of acts, events,

and developmental stages, then Doane's Career Development Process

must extend far beyond the traditional four-year college commitment,

and it does. Doane envisions Career Development as a process that

begins prior to a student's entering college and extending on

through life.

:We concur with Dr. Kenneth Hoyt who said in an article

entitled, The Role of Career Counseling and Placement in the College

and University, "I believe that the catege admissions, otientation,

canee4 counseling and placement Onctions Ahoutd be centxatized

and cooxdinated into a 4in9te unit." and that "The placement Onc-

tion zhoutd begin ptioA to the time the student is admitted on

campus.
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And with Dr. Felix Robb, director of the Southern

Association of Colleges and Schools, who has stated, "Each

cottege and univeA4ity woAthy o 'Ltia t in the 1980'4 Adutd :

tAanz.tiotm it4 ptacement oiiice,into what might be catted a cateeA

development centet 4houtd be abte to wotk pxoductivezy

and individuatty with enteAing iteshmen a4 wett az with 4enioA4

and gtaduatez."

At Doane the process begins before the student arrives,

is individually tailored while he/she is a freshman, allows him/her

to test careers beginning their sophomore yeafand then helps him/

her find his/her first job. We also make another commitment when we

allow students to come back to Doane, tuition free, after they

graduate to re-educate themselves for another vocation.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROCESS OUTLINE

1. .Pre-Admissions

A. Summer Career Explorations

B. fligh School Career Counselors program

C. Career Preview program

2. Career Counseling

A. Fi4shman Counseling and testing program

B. Careers library

C. Decision-making workshops

D. Professionals on campus

3. Career Curriculum

A. Faculty Internships

B. Curriculum Development
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4. Experiential Learning

A. leternships

B. Volunteers

C. Part-time and summer, jobs-

D. Professionals in Residence

5. Placement Program

A. Placement preview

B. Placement service

6. Post-Graduation

A. 'Graduite return program,

B. Alumni life files

,THE CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

PRE-ADMISSIONS

General Objective: Tc develop and maintain linkage

between high school and college career counselors in an effort to

coordinate the transition of students from the secondary to the

post-secondary experience and to stimulate high school students

to consider "career" prior to college entry.

1. Summer Career Exploration Conferences: In the summer of

1975 'and 1976 tne Career Development Center sponsored

week-long Career Exploration conferences. MornAgs were

d-evoted to the "world of study" (lifelong learning),

afternoons to the "world,of work" (vocation), evenings

to the 'world of leisure" (recreation, creative of time).

Because of student and high school counselor interest,

the conference will be enlarged to accommodate 100

students in the summer of 1977.
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2 pigh School Career Counselors: In 1976 over ZOO

het;raskia, Colorado, and Missouri counselors requested

and received the Career Development "Career Advisory

Manual." This manual contains career inArmation on

24 different academic majors. Thirty-four 'counselors

haeformalized their relationship to the center as

associate members and have been placed on a mailing

list to receive new materials, notification of campus

speakers and consultants, 'etc.. Last year Doane hosted

a high school career counselors workshop in St. Louis

and this spring is co-hosting a state-wide workshop for,

over :100 career resouTce personnel. Dr. Kenneth Hoyt,

DireCtor of the U.S. Office of Career Education, will be

the featured guest at the Conference.

3. Career Preview: In 1975, seventy-five (75) percent of

the-freshmen voluntarily completed a life file sheet

and returned it to the center. In 1976, 80% began this

file which contains7Orevious career information. This

is the first step in addressing the need for a-placement

function prior to the time the student begiris classes.

CAREER COUNSELING

General Objective: To provide Doane students with a

variety of career counseling, self-exploration and self-awareness

opportunities.

1. Freshman Counseling: In 1975-76, 71% of the freshman

class participated in the freshman career counseling

prograp. The following year 90% were involved. The

student initially spends time with a career counselor

responding to the general question, "What are your plans

for the rest of your life?" If the student is vocationally
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undecided, he or she will be exposed to a care*er test

(Strong Vocation or Holland Self-Directed Sewrch).. If

the student has one or more vocational inlerests, then

he or she will be encouraged to spend ,time gathering

more information in the career library.

2 Careers Library: In 1974, a careers library.was estab-

lished which now contains information on approximately

200 specific-vocations, literature on major U.S. employers,

graduate school catalogs, standard career and manpower

manuals, and various aids to locating and obtaining

employment. Recently, a careers library bibliography

was completed and made available to Doane faculty as well

as to high school counselor associate members.

Career Decision Making Workshops: In.the spring of 1977

the Career Development Center initiated career workshops

designed to develop skills required for successful entry

in the job market, i.e., decision making, resume writing,

interviewing, and other aspects of seeking appropriate

employment. These workshops are "action oriented" in,

that they require the participants to,Ppractice the skills

being developed."

4 Professionals on Campus: In the fall of 1976 'Doane esta-

blished a program designed to bring professionals of the

non-academic community to our campus to informally share

their feelings about their career in general and their

vocation in particular. Every Wednesday evening a lawyer,

doctor, inventor, news reporter, etc., visits the campus

and helps "blur" the distinctions between the academic

and the non-academic community.

3 0
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CUAICULUM DEVELOPMENT

General Objective:' To fully integrate the, career

development concept into the curriculum and teaching methodologies

of the liberal arts program.

1. Faculty Internships: The faculty internship program is

designed to expose teacheri to the non-academic world ,arta

should provide new insights into the'skills and demands

associated with employment opportunities in their disci-

plines. Two faculty internships have already been

completed. An education professor taught a kindergarten

and ninth grade class for one complete semester in 1976.

Through this experience he is better.able to understand

the unique problems facing today's beginning teacher.

In the spring of 1976 a political science professor spent

a term working in the Nebraska State Office of Planning.

From this experience, a new approach to the public admin-

istration curriculum was developed. Over half the faculty

will be involved in the- program over the next five years,

2. Curriculum Development: Funds have been committed for a

minimum of 20 summer faculty appointments each year for

the next five'years. Curriculum revision will occur as

follows: Education 1977; Social Sciences, 1978; Natural

Science, 1979; Humanities, 1980; Fine Arts, 1981. Con-

currently, faculty from each division will contribute to

the core liberal sarts requirements as they relate to

lifelong career needs.

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

General Objective: To provide opportunities for students

to "test" their career interests, become exposed to the rudiments

3 0
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of their preliminary career choice, and develop skills through

practical experisence during their collegir.te experience. The

College Placement Council recommends that a college provide the

following undergraduate opportunities: 1) Cooperative Education

2) Scheduled part-time or summer work opportunities 3) Intern-

ships 4) Miscellaneous job experiences (volunteer).

According to the Council, "Many inztitutionz og highet

education ogget one OA mote og the above typez o6 expeAientiat

education; onty a 6ew pitovide oppontunities 6ot ail vakiationz

og theze tiOUA 4lpe..8 og wotte-ieatn expetiencez." The Career

Development Center offers all the above experiential opportunities.

1. Internship pro,gram: Since the beginning of the experien-

tial learning program in 1974, the Career Development

Center has established service-learning contracts with

106 employing agencies. Each year, approximately 25%

of the student body participates in an internship

experience. The program is closely monitored and includes

weekly reports from the interns, bi-weekly evaluation

reports from the field supervisor and periodic on-site

visits from the Career Developmtnt Center. The faculty

sponsor provides a pass-fail grade after consultation with

the supervisor. The Career Development Center serves as

a liasion between the intern, supervisor and sponsor;

arranges for the off-campus experience; arranges inter-

views between interns and prospective employers and

maintains all records of the experience.

Volunteers: The Career Development Center was responsible

for establishing a group known as Practical Enterprises

for People (PEP) in 1976. The efforts of thi

had a real impact on the community as well as the partic

pants involved. This experience has given the Doane

as
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students an opportunity to experience the rewards of

volunteer service. This is explained in greater de-

tail in the section on Post Graduation.

Work Study, Summer and Part-Time: The Career Develop-

ment Center has assumed the responsibility for all

work-study placements as well as becomming a "broker"

far part-time and summer requests. In 1975-76, over

100 students found summer and part-time work through

the center.

4. Professionals in Residence: This element of the process

can be considered a "reverse intership." A corporate/

governmental leader would live on campus for a minimum

of one month and attend classes, faculty meetings, staff

meetings, campus functions and experience campus life

as a student faculty, and/or staff member would. We are

currently negotiating with Ford Motor Company for the

purpose of placing our first professional in residence.

PLACEMENT

General Objective: To assist all participating Doan&

students in locating employment that coincides with their interests,

skills and future career plans.

1. Placement Review: We believe that placement is a "front-

end" task, i.e., steps taken during the early collegiate

years will lead more logically to appropriate employment

at graduation. However, a junior and senior placement

service is provided that,assists students in finding

placement in specific jobs and/or graduate schools.

Each fall the _center begins its placement preview which

asks the students the following questions:

A. Will'you have employment upon graduation? If so,

where?
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Do you,plan to attend graduate school upon

graduation? If so, where?

If you answered "no" to the above quest ons,

what are your plans?

D. What are your long-range career goals?

E. Do you wish to "purchase" the placement service?

F. Would you be interested in additional.career

counseling and/or testing?

(Every month thereafter an update will be provided

which indicates the progress of senior plans.)

2. Placement Service: Our office has established the

following program for juniors and seniors:

A. Review of the interview process

B. Review letters of introduction

C. Prepare professional resume

D. Mock interview

E. Placement interviews

(Of the non-teaching students that were offered full-

time employment upon graduation, 93% had participated

in the internship program.)

POST-GRADUATION

General objective: To extend the services of the Career

Development Center to all Doane graduates.

1. Graduate return program: In February, 1976,-fifteen

students enrolled in a program identified as University

Year for Action. Seven of these students were former

graduates of Doane and they were instrumental in organi-

zing their own agency known as PEP (Practical Enterprises

-for People). PEP is involved in the following projects:

3
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A. Sheltered Workshop: This project has now b.een

funded by Region V Office of Mental Retardation.

The PEP group was heavily involved in the research

uhich resulted in the Region V Board's decision to

locate in Crete.

B. Skating Rink: Last year the group renovated the

old skating rink and purchased nearly WO worth

. of skates.

C. Day Care: The group is currently involved in a

community effort to obtain a child-development

center for Saline County.

Senior Citizens Projgram: PEP sponsors the Senior

Surrey Bus Program. The surrey operates seven days

a week in providing transportation to the senior

citizens of Crete.

Since the beginning of the program eight more graduates

haVe joined. Those that have completed the p'rogram have

successfully found employment in an area of their ilterest.

In 1975, Doane adopted a policy that states that any

graduate of the college may re-enrdll tuition free to

pursue a new acadpmic major or strengthen those areas

where a career interest exists. This policy is in

keeping with our philosophy that if a student has not

discavered or been prepared for an appropriate career

after four years at Doane, then the college has not

properly served that'student.

2. Alumni life files: The Career Development Center will

continue to provide career services to all interested
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alums. The center will also establish a phone bank

whereby culifent undergraduates can talk to former

graduates about their career interests. This will

be hblpful to alums as well as current students as

they will be Rept informed of current events on campus.
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FRESHMAN ACADEMIC ADVISING AT DUKE UNIVERSITY

Elizabeth Studley Nathans

Lorene L. Greuling

Trinity College Freshman Advising Center

Duke University

Durham, North Carolina

INTRODUCTION: THE STRUCTURE OF DUKE'S FRESHMAN ADVISING SYSTEM

'Tire freshman advising system at Duke has two components.

The Dean of Freshman (an Assistant Dean of Trinity College of Arts

and Sciences) supervises a staff of four graduate interns and

exercises day to day control over the corps of sixty-five faculty

and staff members who serve voluntarily as academic advisors

to groups of twenty,freshmen. Offices for the dean and her staff,

and offices used by advisors on a rotating basis, are located

within a centralized Freshman Advising facility, which also

houses a career library and an informal waiting and reception

area. Paraprofessional staff members who answer routine inquir-

ies and who screen and coordinate appointments for the dean and

the advisors utilize space within the Advising Center. Deans'

office records (which follow students throughout the undergrad-
,

uate years) -and freshman advising records (which are maintained

by advisors during the first year) are kept within the Center.

These records summarize all student conferences, and provide

for continuity in advising; they are especially useful when a

student must be seen by more than one advising staff member.

Students schedule appointments with their own or with alternate

advisors through the coordinating secretary in the Advising Cen-

ter, and theY meet with the advisors in the Center where career

information is available, referral services are quickly available,
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and authoritative and immediate backup is accessible to advisors

in unusual DT complex situations.

The Freshman Advising Center and the office of the

Dean of Freshmen serve approximately 1,250 students each year:

one thousand who enter the traditional freshman year in September,

and two hundred fifty, who begin as "January freshmen" at mid-

year. It is raged favorably by over 90% of the faculty partici-

pants and more than 2/3 of the freshmen; unquestionably, it has

been instrumental in holding Duke's first-year attrition rate for

all causes to approximately 2-3% of the entering class. Univer-

sity faculty and staff members, as well as freshmen, regard the

Advising Center as the single place most likely to provide

answers to freshman's academic and related personal concerns, and

it is to the Center and the office of the Dean of Freshmen that

all queries about such matters ultimately are directed.

We tell our advisors and OUT graduate staff that the

academic advising of freshmen has two basic objectives. First,

advising should help ensure that the freshman year academic pro-

gram for each student is well studied to the individual's prepa-

ration and stated academic objectives. Second, it should help

each student explore the range of university curricular and co-

curricular resources, broaden acquaintance witH curricular and

life-style possibilities beyond the limits which often bind high

school students, and integrate so far as possible or desirable,

curriculir, cocurricular, and summer opportunities and plans. In

loco parentis is dead at Duke, as elsewhere. Nonetheless, fresh-

men at Duke receive closer individual supervision than do other

undergraduates. However, decisions are never made by advisors

for firs,t year students: the overriding objective of the

ireshman counselors is to aid students in developing the maturity

required to make choices and to be responsible for the consequen-
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ces of choices once made.

Contact with students and the, parents begins almost
4.-A#

as soon as places in the entering class are'reserved and fee

deposits paid, and within.the guidelines of the Buckley Amendment,

both parents and studentS are involved in the advising process

throughout the first year.

Duke freshmen register for classes by mail during the

summer (or, in the case of January entrants, the fall) before

Matriculation. The geographical diversity of Duke's undergraduate

student population precludes an on-campus summer orientation,

though many freshmen have visited the campus at least once prior

to enrollment. Because placement testing and interviews cannot

be accomplished until formal matriculation, summer registration

is at best tentative. It serves, however, at least three impor-

tant functions. For the students, it encourages careful and early

reading of the University bulletin and the special "Academic

Guide for Freshmen"1 which lists courses, offers extended descrip-

tions of departmental offerings, and suggests course sequences.

While there is some danger that choices made at home will be

unduly influenced'by parents or by high school counselors, summer

registration removes the crucial course choices for the first

year from the pressured atmosphere of orientation, when students

are tired and confused, and when peer pressures often override

individual judgment. For the parents, it ensures an opportunity

to examine the university bulletin and the freshman guide, since

most'students are excited enough about college entrance to share

these items with their families. Together with a welc9ming

letter sentNthe parents early in the summer (or fall), it can

make the parents, not only feel a part of their student's college

experience and engender loyalty to the institution, but can

also begin to educate them in the types of adjustments which will
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be demanded of freshmen once on campus, and provide a helpful

reference point to which advisors may later return should paren-

tal support be needed in aiding adjustment on campus. For the

university, the early registration provicks an indication of

course demand (and a chance if need be to adjust departmental

offerings), a tentative projection of students' curricular

interests (how many premeds this year? how many future CPA's?),

and an opportunity for trained counselors to review each program

-and either correspond or converse with students about changes

while course offerings are still sufficiently flexible to allow

for easy shifts in placement.

At Duke, all freshman registrations are reviewed by

the Dean of Freshmen. Aptness of placements, especially in

languages and mathematics, is checked and any necessary adjust-

ments or corrections made. The dean checks appropriateness of

course selection against the student's curri,..ular interests

which are indicated on admissions and registration forms, and

checks placement levels against criteria established by the

academic departments on the basis of entrance test scores and

the quality of the high'school record. Phone calls directly to

the students, resolve any questions which arise from the review

of the tentative course schedule.. Obviously, these phone calls

are the first step in establishing a personal relationship

with entering students and their families; very often, they also

provide an opportunity to work through with students and parents,

family doubts about proposed schedules, (e.g., Hoig "useful,"

and therefore, how legitimate, are courses in art history?

Shouldn't Joe be taking some Economics I did when I was a

freshman. Susan hasn't had any calculus; why do you think she

can bypass the remedial section of mathematics and being calcu-

lus next fall. Wonl't it be too hard for her?). Formerly, we

31 o
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handled these matters through correspondence. We discovered,

though, that the good will engendered by phone calls, as well

as the, time savings to the freshman office staff, more than

compensate for the costs involved. Similarly, we discovered

that encouraging entering students to phone the freshman dean

with questions they haveabout registration has brought good

results. We now insert a specific invitation for freshmen to

phone us with their questions, in the "Academic Guide for

Freshmen" which is part of eachstudent's registration packet;

about one-third of each entering class responds, at some point,

during the months before formal matriculation.

During the months before matriculation, the groundwork

is laid for the entering class in ways which do not directly

involve students themselves. Individual faculty advisors are

recruited by the university's assistant provost and are assigned

by the Dean of Freshmen as registrations are processed. When-
-.

ever possible, advisors and students are matched by curricular

interests; the "undecided" student generally will be paired with

an advisor who has served in the university's academic adminis-

tration. The Advising Center staff prepares advisor assignment

memos for entering students; these memos are. distributed on/the

day of matriculation, when advisors and freshmen meet for the 0

first time. Orientation schedules, prepared under the direction

of an associate dean of Student Affairs, arrive in early July,

for distribution by mail to freshmen together with a formal

welcoming letter from the Dean oT Freshmen and a pamphlet

describing the services of the Freshman Advising Center. Each

item in the orientation packet specifically directs ffeshmen to'

call their parents' attention to the orientation schedule. We

invite parents to accompany freshmen to the campus, and schedole

a separate orientation program designed to acquaint parents with
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campus counseling resources for freshmen and to inform them in

a straightforward but friendly way, some of the adjustments

freshmen must make to the university environment, and the limits

to what the parents can now do as well as the contrkbutions they

may still make, to those adjustments.

During the six weeks before matriculation of the new

class, the Dean of Freshmen reads through the admission file on

each student. Every freshman meets with the dean at least once

during the first year: the aim in reading through admission%

files is to develop a hierarchy of student call-ins. Minority

students; those students with relatively low entrance test

'scores; those with inc'onsistent or mediocre high school records;

those whose curricular interests have recently shifted markedly;

those noted by high school counselors or teachers as deficient

in study skills, motivation, or self-discipline; those with

obvious learning disabilities or physical handicaps; those whose

curricular interests are not matched by Duke's undergraduate

offerings; and, at the other end of the spectrum, those who are

clearly exceptionally mature, versatile, and talented; will

receive early call-ins to the freshinan office after matricula-

tion. So, too, will students for whom the social and personal

adjustments to the university may prove overwheliing: stUdents

from small; rural communities, for example, or those who are

the first in their families to attend an institution of higher

education. In many cases-, these students will also be flagged

to their faculty advisors, to the resident advisors in the

dormitories, and to the dean and associate deans of student

affairs, so that, all who are involved with the counseling of

new students may be alert to their special needs.

The fifty faculty advisors who serve September entrants

and the fifteen who work with the "January freshmen" participate

4.
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at Duke in a centralized advising system. Working under the

nominal direction of an Assistant Provost but under the daily

supervision of ,t,he Dean of Freshmen and a coordinating secretary

in the Freshman Advising Center, they donate approximately 22

hours each semester
A
to working with new students. First priority

in appointments fo each advisor goes to his or her own group of
,

students: the twen y assigned during the prematriculation

registration period. But advisors are available by appointment

or on a drop-in basis to other freshmen, as well: to those with
, -

quick questions, for example, or to those.with a developing

interest im a particular academic field not matched by tho4r own

advisor,'s apecilization. Most advisors confine their work with

the freshmen to academic counseling, but a few, by personal

choice, make clear to students their willingness to aid in

matters of personal concern, as well. Advisors are designated

in the spring of-each year by the Assistant Provost in charge of

the program. Departments are not required :to furnish freshman

advisors, and no lightening of teaching lar departmental advising-
) load is uniformly offered to those who serve. Many departments,

however, regard service in the freshman advising program as

important to the total undergraduate effort: often, and with

careful attention to ethical considerations, the "undecided"

freshman may be swayed in the direction of a particular major

by an especially helpful, friendly, advisor. Faculty who agree

to serve in the advising program receive during the summer an

extensive Advisors Manual' and other ma4terials designed to

prepare them to work with entering students. Each advisor (both

new and experienced) also participates in a half-day workshop

just prior to the opening of the semester. Last-minute items

of information are distributed (including the advisees' class

schedules), and for new advisors, an agenda for the first
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meeting with the advisees i suggested. Then, working in small

groups with both new and experienced advisors in each group,

advisors run through mock advising sessions with upperclass

students. Th4s "workshop" format following an informal lunch-

eon and brief meeting, offers advisors a chance to see their

peers in action *in demonstration advising sessions. Over three

years, it has proved especially effective in encouraging advis-

ors to learn basic requirements, in showdng them the'rangeoof

advising styles which students find productive, and in promoting

informal interchange and support among the advising staff

members: Student participants are chosen by the Dean of Fresh-

men from among the most outstanding freshmen of the previous

year. To be selected is regarded as an honor; students prepare

carefully for their roles and have shown themselves sensitive

and tactful critics of faculty performance. Faculty response

to the overall training program has been uniformly enthusiastic.

The freshman who matriculates at Duke enters a system

which is more carefully structured than he or she probably

realizes. The academic schedule and entrance record have been

reviewed by the Dean of Freshmen, notes have been made, and a

tentative evaluation made of any problems the student seems

likely to encounter in academic or personal adjustment. If

special problems seem likely to arise, a postal card asking the

student to make an appointment with a member of the dean's staff

will be in the mail by the time the freshmen arrive on campus.

The faculty advisor, who meets his or her students for the first

time on the afternoon of matriculation, already knows each

advisee's past record (and has a computerized 5x8 card display-

ing the record and providing space for summaries of advising

conferences), proposed course schedule, and prospective under-

graduate major or tentative career plans. If special physical
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or other problems exist, the advisor will have discussed these

with the Dean of Freshmen.

Advising meetings during orientation take place in

faculty offices -- the only such meetings of the year which

occur outside the centralized Freshman Advising Center. The

object in these firSt meetings is only secondarily to provide

information: most freshmen are too tired and too confused by

the events of orientation to absorb academic information at

this time. In all but unusual cases, the object of the first

meeting is simply to get acquainted., The students come to

recognizo the advisdr (though not to remember his or her n--..e!),

'have a chance to raise questions which may be bothering them,

and are encouraged to schedule an individual appointment with

the advisor later in orientation to resolve doubts about the

coure schedule or other matters. Advisors try to show them-

selves "as doncerned, knowledgeable, and available to their

freshmen, ane`they are expected to review with advisees the

pamphlet describing the advising system which freshmen received

during the summer or fall before matriculation. Iq particular,

advisors are asked by the staff to indicate their own availa-

bility for questions, the schedule of dates and times when they

will be in the centralized freshman advising facility, and the

-constant availability of persons in that facility to answer

questions or provide authoritative advice. We ask them to

stress -- as does written material freshmen receive that no

ques'tion is-too trivial or too "stupid" and that the advising

staff is ready to help with queries which range from how to

read the class schedule or find a particular building, to the

most complex matters of university regulations and course

sequencing requirements.

Once orientation ends and classes begin, the fresh-
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men's progress is monitored by both the dean's office and the

advisors. Postal cards go out from the Advising Center in

idd-September, asking freshmen to see their advisors to discuss

how- filings are going and to begin planning the next semester's

course.program which must be chosen in late October. The Dean'

of Freshmen summons, in groups of 50-75 each week, s-tudents

for general conferences about academic and personal adjustment.

The content and purpose of such discussions varies during the

year. Early in the fall, those summoned are freshmen judged

most likely to encounter problems of academic or personal

adjustment. For these stu nts, we try to express interest; to

acknowledge, in many cases, past difficulties and the prospect

that problems may recur at Duke; to suggest the availability of

university counselors or other resources which may help should

things start to go badly. We also ask that the student keep

in touch, andesuggest a specific time limit: "Let me know --

you don't have to make an appointment, just stop by how

things are going in a couple of weeks." For the exceptionally

able student, such conferences offer a chance to involve recent

matriculants more quickly than usual in cocurricular activities.

We try with such students to indicate special internship or

career appIenticeship possibilities; to'suggest specific faculty

members with whom the student may find courses particularly

stimulating; and, again, to follow up with a return visit with-

in a couple bf weeks, just to see how things are going. For

most freshmen, the conference offers a chance at an overall

view of how and where things are going; of long-ralige plans;

of possible special opPortunities during the academic year or

the summer; of ways to do more than simply survive in the univer-
,

sity environment. Increasingly, during the year, students bring

their own agendas to these meetings, and time must be saved to
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deal with the range of roommate, parental relationships, curri-

cular, and cocurricular concerns the freshmen want to discuss.

These conferences are uniformly informal: students know:, when

they receive call-in carcts,-thal the 'conferen-CeTs- "ju-st rod=

tine." To underscore this fact, disciplinary conferences and

those which arise because of parental calls, instructors'

complaints, and .so forth, are scheduled for a specific hour

each day. Students receive a telephone summons to such confer-

ences, rather than the "routine" postal card.

Follow-up meetings during the year occur in the rou-

tine registration conferences between advisors and advisees in

October and March, and in casual meetings on campus and in class.

More structured follow-up is provided each term by mid-semester

grades. At Duke, these grades are reported to students, to

advisors, to resident advisors, to the Dean of Freshmen, and

(unless the student has demonstrated that he OT she is not

dependant for Federal tax purposes) to the parents. Every stu-

dent who receives any grade of D or F, receives as well a

warning leiter from the dean. A student who receives more than

one D or F must meet with the dean as well as with his or her

instructors and faculty.advisor. Particularly during the fall

term, these conferences are often painful. Students who have

never before received poor grades insist that tests were unfair

or the professor unjust, and only reluctantly recognize the role

of their own inappropriate priorities or deficient study skills

in producing'the unwelcome grades. Pgrents often call the

dean to complain of undue academic pressures, or to insist the-

course placements OT expectations are too lofty. Fdr the

approximately 1/3 of the class which receives at least one D or

F, it is a time of reappraisal and, often, real shock. For a '

few, it is time to withdraw and return another day: the
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student who has four failures at midterm, for instance,

will be counseled by the advisor and the dean to pull out

immediately, to preserve a clear academic transcript against

the day when he or she will be emotionally ready to do accept-

*able college work.

Final grade reports reach the Advising Center-in

late December, while students are away for the Christmas

break. Only two or three freshmen generally fail to meet the

continuation standards and sustain academic dismissals in

December: freshmen in their first term at Duke are permitted

two failures before dismissal becomes mandatory.. Many, however

(usually approximately 100) receive one or more failing OT

deficient grades. These students, again, receive warning letters

from the dean, and those with particularly poor records must

meet with the dean before the end of the course drop/add period

in the spring term. All students with deficient records are

reminded officially to confer with their faculty advisors or

the dean before making any changes in spring term schedules,

and to confer with instructors and departmental Directors of

UndergradLte Studies before continuing into more advanced work

in any department in whose introductory course they received

a D.

!Early in the spring term, freshmen receive from the

AdVising Center reminders that they museselect either a major

or a division of academic interest before registering in March

for fall cjasses. At the same time, they receive a list of all

members ofithe freshman advising staff by departments, and a

copy of the spring term Advising Center schedule. Advisors are

particularly busy in January and February. These months are

reserved in ttie Advising Centef for conferences between faculty

and students who are prospective majors in their respec,ive
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departments. The freshman whose own advisor is a physicist

but who now plans a major in zoology, will, for example, arrange

with the coordinating secretary in the genter to confer_ with a_

zoologist about departmental requirements and course sequences.

The zoologist, in turn, will note his or her recommendations

on the Advising Center record card, so that the student's own

advisor will have the record of both conference and recommenda-

tions when the student seeks sophomore year course approval in

mid-March. Similarly, the zoologist in working with the student

will have the benefit of the original advisor's comments about

the fail term record as well as the record of entrance units,

grades, and test scores as a guide in making course load recom

mendatiOns.

The flexibility of moving from one advisor to another

within the Advising Center structure is perhaps the most impor-

tant advantage the Duke system offers freshmen. Rather than

being forced to seek out a departmental officer in his own office,

the freshman interested in exploring a particular field of inter-

est can come to a central point. There, he Or she can be assured

the undivided attention of an experienced advisor; one accustomed

to working with freshmen and comfortable with their need to

explore rather than to make premature commitments. Freshmen are

not permitted, once assigned their own advisors, to switch their

official advising assignment. We are convinced that this system

protects advisors against another: the student who, upon re-

ceiving unwelcome advice from one staff member will "shop around"

in an effort to find a staff member who will agree with his or

her own wishes. A few students, at first, are unhappy with this

policy. Most, however, understand and accept it, and once con-

vinced of their,ability to confer with any member of the advising

staff, are comfortable in returning to their original advisors
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for formal course approval.

What of the student who does not fit smoothly into

'the existing .system? What of the freshmanwhowants- totransfe-r?-

0T WhO is otherwise discontented with what Duke offers? Or who

is encountering motivational or personal problems which block

successful academic achievement? The student who is ,unhappy at

Duke and who hopes to withdraw, take a leave of absence, or

transfer, is offered every possible aid in reaching, a decision

and then, if appropriate, in making applications elsewhere. The

advising staff assumes that no school is right for every student,

and that the very process of evaluating prospective transfer or

the jobs available after withdrawal may give a freshman a clearer

picture of what he or she wants and what can legitimately be

demanded of any college or university. Students receive careful

and prolonged counsel from the dean, on the procesS of selecting

and visiting other schools .or conducting a job search, and on

the process of preparing resumes or transfer applications. Those

who contemplate transfer are encouraged to make campus visits,

and are excused from classes for reasonable periods in order to

do so. And the yast majority who go through this process --

many because they felt Duke to be large and impersonal end

by staying with us. The relationships established during a

transfer or withdrawal counseling convince many that someone does

care about and know them, that personal relationships are possible

even in the context of a major university, and that they can

carve a niche for themselves in the academic anA social and

residential spheres, after all. Similarly, students who are

encountering motivational problems often profit from the personal

attention lavished on them in the course of counseling about the

possibilities of leaves of absence or temporary withdrawal. Many,

after almost a year of fighting referrals to counseling psycholo-
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A
gists who are _skilled in working wit4tsuch problems, come.after

conferences with advisors and the dean during the spring to

accept sucii'-ieTerfil-g-, TifidWIMIT7ffay Th 15ôT,'

their problems resolved simply and relatively quickly after

personal attention and follow-up by advisors and the dean.

Again, most such students finally elect to remain at Duke, and

cite the influence of advisors and perhaps the dean as signifi-

cant factors in their decision.

They key to Duke's freshman advisory system is the

highly personal counseling that freshmen receive. Often, of

_course,_the_extent_to which attention is individualized is not

apparent to the freshmen especially to those who appear late

for routine appointments, who arrive not seeking dialogue, but

simply asking that previously determined goals or plans be

rubberstamped by counselors and deans. Such students derive

little in any university from the advising structure, however

carefully it may be tailored to cater to their needs. But for

the student who has and recognizes special needs, or the student

in doubt about objectives, or the student open and receptive as

most are to dialogue about programs and plans, Duke's system

works extremely well. It provides advisors withxthe information

they need to advise entering students, and a format in which

to do their advising, which makes the job palatable to those

who serve completely without compensation. It allows for

close ties between advisors and the dean's staff: ties which

riot-only p-er-m-it-quIckanswers to questions, but also offer the

moral support and prestige for the advising cw-ps often lacking

when faculty and staff serve.in a decentralized system. Though

operating with an extremely small professional staff, it allows

personal attention within 24 hours' time to the concerns of any

student,'§nd its integrated approach permits follow-up which

32i
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ensures that few students will long be in difficulty before

having help made available to them. In many respects, it is

a system usually found only on much,smaller. campuses. The

significance of its success at Duke is in demonstrating that

a personalized system of advising is possible and workable on

the larger cammth -- and that such a'tystem can materially

increase faculty and student satisfaction with advising and

contribute to sharply lowered attrition rates from the

entering class.

1Copies may be obtained by writing, onfofficial letterhead,

to the Trinity College Freshman Advising Center, 211 Old

Chemistry Building, Duke University, Durham, N.C. 27706.
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THE COLLEGIATE,FELLOWS ADVISING PROGRAM

AT GUSTAVUS ADOLPHUS COLLEGE

The position of Collegiate Fellow was a new,one this year

at Gustavus. It has been recognized that freshman students have

difficulty in defining academic intentions, professional goals,

and identifying with'the College community, To assist freshmen

in dealing with these "OrobLems', an academic advising program has

been designed and implemented. \At the heart of the program are

two essential people: The Collegiate Fellow working in the resi-

dence hall; and the Faculty Advisor. These two individuals are to

iqork with a small group of freshman students who will be living

in the same living unit in a residence hall.

The Collegiate Fellow and the Faculty Advisor are res-

ponsible for assisting students in planning an'academic program,

providing information about career opportunities, assisting the

student in including appropriate extra- and co-curricular acti-

vities which are supportive of the overall College program, and

encouraging the development of educational/cultural activities

for students within the living unit.

In addition to working with the Faculty Advisor in the

academic advising of freshman students, the Collegiate Fellows

also have responsibilities and duties to ALL the members of their

floor or section, including being a counselor and personal confi-

dant, being available to ALL students, hall environment, social/

educational/cultural/recreational programming and activities,

handling administrative details, working with behavior problems,

et cetera.

More specifically, the duties and responsibilities of the

Collegiate Fellows-include, but-are not limited to, the following:

323
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1. Assisting students

A. Be available for informal meetings with students at

least two hours per night.

B. Meet with tne freshman group as needed and requested.

C. Provide emergency assistance to students who are ill

or injured.

D. Be aware of academic achievement; know those who may

be in academic difficulty and provide direction for

the student to find help,with the problei.

-Be a-general source of information about both academic

and extra- and co-curricular programs. Know where to

find information if you do not have access to the in-

formation firsthand.

F. Act as a role model of a successful Gustavus student.

2. Administrative Responsibilities

A. Meet with Faculty Advisor at mutually agreed upon

times.

B. Meet with the Director of Academic Counseling at

mutually agreed upon times.

C. Attend regularly scheduled,,staff meetings and in-

service training.

D. Coordinate with the Student Housing Office:

1. Opening and closing of the residence halls.

2. Occupancy reports for Housing Office.

3. Damage and repair reports for the Housing Office.

E. Help establish a meaningful program of cultural-edu-

cational-social activities on the floor/section, and

in the hall.

3?.4
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Maintainins an atmosphere that is conducive to self-

discipline

B.

E.

Set the best possible example for students by the

Collegiate Fellow's own actions.

Develop an educational program so students know and

understand Gustavus' rules, regulations, policies,

and procedures.

Develop and initiate skills in peace keeping, mediation,

And conci aation in cooperation with the Director of

Peace Education.

Deal with behavior problems on the floor/section.

Refer more severe behavior problems to the Head Res-

ident and/or the Director of Housing.

Prepare yourself with information and skills necessary

to do the job

A. Attend one week pre-school training workshop.

B. Responsible for budgeting your

is cauied out, study is done,

et cetera.

C. Realize your own abilities and

doubt about policy or actions,

to whom you are responsible.

own time so that job

plus time for recreation,

limitations. When in

confer with the person

No attempt is being made here to list each and every duty

and responsibility of a Collegiate Fellow. The individual Head

Resident, the Director of Housing, the Director of Academic Coun-

seling, and the Faculty Advisor may ask the Collegiate Fellow

to do specific duties and accept further responsibilities with

the expectation that these assignments would be carried out.
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Collegiate Fellows have one of the toughest jobs on campus.

The primary reason the Collegiate Fellows' positions are'so chal-

lenging is that they must wear so many hats in fulfilling the re-

quirements of the job. The Collegiate Fellow who is supposed to

be a counselor and friend at one time, an academic advisor at

another, and at another time they may hare to impose constraints

upon the individual, is in a difficult position. The student will

often wonder what hat the Collegiate Fellow is wearing in a given

situation. Sometimes, even the Collegiate Fellow cannot maintain

a consistent picture of themselves without great effort. Never-

theless, students will make their personal judgments about the

character of the Collegiate Fellow on the basis of what they know

about their background, appearance, behavior, and other such clues

as trustworthiness, interest in fellow students, and leadership.

Thus,.the effectiveness of the Collegiate Fellow depends greatly

on how clear these clues about themselves are given and perceived

by their fellow students.

The ultimate objective is for the Collegiate Fellows to

establish their position as a counselor and friend. Although some

of the responsibilities could be classified as irwitutional re-

quirements, this certainly does not imply that they'are incom-

patible with the students' interests, aspirations, and well being. -

'The Collegiate Fellows are staff members and representa-

tives of the Office of Student Services. As such, they are expected

to work toward the objectives of Gustavus residence hall and aca-

demic advising programs. To do so involves a good deal of energy,

self-discipline, control, and understanding. Among the skills

needed are; good judgment,,kno-Wledge of yourself and how you act

under pressure, and understanding of the students you serve iss well

as the institution you are a part of, and the ability to not only

understand your fellow students, but also to share that understanding

with them. In short, ability to establish rapport.
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One final word. Collegiate Fellows are selected on the

b'asis of thé-ciiiiififfeaffOn'oTtlle indiVidual. Rarely, we hope,

will the removal of the Collegiate Fellovrbe necessary. If

Collegiate Fellows fail to do what is expected of them, they

probably can be brought to understand what is expected before

removal is mandatory. Periodic evaluations will be made and the

results of these evaluations will be discussed with each Colle-

giate Fellow.

The new student advising program has been designed to

accomplish the following objectives:

1. Provide an assessment of the students' academic potential,

both strengths and weaknesses.

Bring to a level of awareness the students' expectations of

their college experience and relate these expectations to

the reality of the situation if necessary.

3. Provide an opportunity for students to form relationships

with faculty and student advisors.

On the basis of residence hall assignment, each student

will be assigned to a faculty-student advising team. The advising

team is the new student's contact with the institution. Groups

will consist of 10-1S students. Advising will be done by a

faculty-student advising team with authority for leadership of

the group to be shared equally.

A meeting will be held at the faculty advisor s home.

This is an informal recreational meeting with food provided

through the Gustavus food service. It is recommended that the

collegiate fellow.set up a group meeting during the first week of

school and'inVite the advisor to the meeting which should be held

in the residence hall.

rs,
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Other group meetings should be scheduled at critical times

during the first year; after midterm grades are out, before

final exams, and during pre-r,Igistration for January term and the

spring semester.

This is a new approach to advising especially having

faculty advising students.who may or may not be majoring in the

advisor's academic field. Because of the nature of the program,

students are discouraged from changing advising groups. When a

student is ready to select a discipline in depth, he will be re-

ferred tb- an' appropYiate-majcr advi.Sor. Students should feel

free to seek out advice from any faculty member during the fresh-

man year. Permanent assignments to new advisors will not be made

until the sophomore year. Freshman advisors may retain their

students as advisees by mutual consent.

'STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

Academic advising is an essential part of the educational

services of a college. Whether this is conceived of as an educa-

tional service or not will determine its quality. Academic advising

offered as an educational servite can interpret, enhance, and en-

rich the educational program of the college. Academic advising in

the best sense is individualized teaching.

The faculty and student advisor especially may:

1. Help the individual student define and develop realistic

goals in keeping with his abilities and interests.

2. Help the student understand the nature and purpose of a

liberal arts education through an interpretation of all

the requirements fof graduation.

3. Help the student recognize the relevance of a particular

course in developing either the breadth of understanding

and appreciation for scholarship in the various disciplines

3 2
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ih the college or in acquiring the facility for the depth

of rigorous stupy necessary in his own major field.

4. Help the student in academic difficulty recognize possible

causes of his difficulty. SuggeSt alternative courses of

action.

S. Discuss with the student his or her graduate and professional

plans. *Acquaint the student with scholarship and fellow-

ship opportunities.

6. Discuss with the student his or her graduate and profes-

sional plans. Acquaint the student with scholarship and

fellowship opportunities.

7. Refer the student totthe appropriate college Office when

such a need i4s indicated directly 'or indirectly.

One of the principal functions of the faculty-student

advising team is to assist each student to plan a program which will

-be in keeping with his or her abilities and interests and be ap-

propriate to each student's educational objectives.

For the advisors, the abilities and needs of the indivi-

dual student should be of primary concern. Any program planning

should reflect the recognition of individual differences. Planned

programs are suggested in the catalog. The advisors will use good

judgment in the evaluation and assessment of the student's ability,

and in the planning of a program which realistically takes into

account these differences.

From its inception our Advising program hopes to provide

an "added dimension" to teaching. Advisors need to take special

interest in both the academic and the personal welfare of the ad-

visees and to be willing to put forth additional efforts in student

advisement beyond that demanded by the normal classroom and personal

contaAs with students.

Academic advisement is more than perfunctory "card signing."
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It is a relationship which encourages the develapment of inter-

personal relationships between a faculty membor collegiate fellow

and student advisees. In some cases this may result in many hours

of conversation and informal advising each year; in otfier instances

there might be little contact beyond the strict academic advise-

ment.

It is apparently importnt that students have numerous

opportunities for getting acquainted with various faculty members.

A wide variety of these contacts will make it possible for many

of our students to identify with and have a meaningful interaction

with some respected adult. No one is naive enough to believe that

the advisor assignment made in the freshman year will cement such

a relationshiR. If the fa,culty advisor is open, warm, and personal

to his advisees, however, they will probably feel free to respond

to him.

Experience at colleges that encourage invitations to fac-

ulty homes indicates that students greatly appreciate these oppor-

tunities. Not only is such a gesture a "taste of home" for adoles-

cents who may have,a touch of homesickness, but it is a chance for

the student to,be an adult; the relationship is host-guest, not

teacher-student or superior-subordinate. Bringing students into

faculty homes for a first occasion very soon after they arrive,

preferably during the orientation period, is especially effective.

P The 'advising program is properly conceived as an impor-

tant part of an ongoing orientation program for our freshmen. Much

of this orientation is most effective if it is informal, developing

as a-result of the student's reaching out to find answers, counsel,

aid, and friends. Beyond this, most advisors will find that some

nudging or structure is helpful. Some advisors might meet the

groups as a whole; others meet in smaller, groups or vchedule indi-

vidual appointments. Meeting students in their-own environment

always is effective; some advisors schedule discussions in-resi-

dence hall lounges. Many students who have had the experience

33o
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report their pleasure when faculty advisors call on them at their

residence hall rooms, rather than issue a summons to come to their

of'fices. For time, geographic, and heterosexual reasons, such

residence hall visits are not always possible. If the advisor is

reticent to visit thp dorms, or if he feels that the advisee should

"take the first steps," then such residence hall visits are probably

unwise.

The basic elements of an academic advis ng program are:

1. Accurate information about academic possibilities, campus

programs and resource people.

2. An individua/ized, trusting relationship between the

advisor and advisee.

An open-minded approach to academic options reflects a

recognition that the social, -cultural and academic spheres

are intewrelated.

4. The advising program seeks to encourage and foster intel-

lectual curiosity and growth, but ultimately decisions are

the choice and responsibility of the advisee.

SUMMARILY

Our purpose is the good of the person. "We hope through

working towards this goal to strengthen the Community."
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HAMLINE UNIVERSITY ADVISING PROGRAM

Kenneth L. Janzen

There are two advising programs at Hamline: The Mentor

Program for freshmen and the regular advising program for soph-

mores, juniors and seniors.
414

FRESHMAN MENTOR PROGRAM

The Mentor Program calls for selection of about 25 faculty

members (r'oughly one for every 10-12 freshmen) who function as

Freshman Mentors. Mentors serve in a traditional "advising'

capacity, but also have explicit responsibility for systematically

introducing freshmen to the values and goals of liberal educatior

and to the educational programs and opportunities at Hamline Uni-

versity.

Mentors register their students at designated times during

the summer and conduct conferences and group meetings during the

freshman year.

Stddents are not assigned to Mentor Groups according to

their projected major; groups are interdisciplinary.

At the end of the freshman year, freshmen seek advisors

in areas associated with a likely major, although it is not neces-

sary to chose a "major" advisor vntil the student declares a major

at the end of the'sophomore year (see "Major, declaring a").

REGULAR ADVISING PROGRAM

This program accommodates sophomores, juniors, and seniors.

-
Special students not seeking a degree or a recommendation for

teacher certification are not required to have an _advisor to register,

although they may have a formal advisor if they wish. New transfer

students are initially assigned to a faculiy advisor by the De-an's
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Office according to their tentative major or expressed inIterest.

In some cases, sophomores expressing interest in departments with

exceptionally high upperclass advising loads will be initially

assigned to faculty in departments with fewer advisees.

OUTLINE OF THE PROGRAM

The Hamline University Mentor Program was created to im-

prove the quality of advising'for Hamline's freshmen. In Greek

Mythology, Mentor was the trusted counselor, teacher, and guide

for Odysseus. At Hamline, twenty-five faculty members with special

concern for freshman advising agreed to become mentors for new fresh-

men. All freshmen are involved in the program.

Each "Mentor Group" has a faculty Mentor, one or two

upperclass Student Associates, and about thirteen freshmen.

The groups are interdisciplinary with students selected

for each group at random; assignment to a group is determined ac-

cording to which Mentor a freshman registered_with during one of

several registration sessions.

Advising takes place throughout the year in both one-to-

one and group sessions.

All Mentors participate in an extensive training program

aimed at improving their advising and counseling skills.

RATIONALE' AND DESCRIPTION

Mentorship is intended to supplant advisorship for fresh-

men. While Mentors serve in a traditional "advising" capacity,

they also have explicit responsibility for systematically intro-

ducing freshmen to the values and goals of liberal education and

to the varied educational opportunities of Hamline University.

In addition, the Mentor Program functions to assist each fresh-

man in the formulation of personal, educational and career goals,

as well as with the development of a tentative plan for achieving

them.
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It is intended that eath Nentor Group become an organiza--

tional context by which identification 'with Hamline and its goals

can occur. Mentors can become role models to students, enhancing

the potential fox impact - for making a difference -.which-most

personalized settings have been foUnd to have. To the extent that

the program generates interpersonal action and discussion, it has

the effect of introducing students with similar ideas and values

to one another and builds important peer support mechanisms.

The format is intended to also promote an honest relation-

ship with students which communicates mutual interest and respect.

Mentorship implies an association which reflects understanding,

caring, and openness among students and the mentor. It recOgnizes

that intellectual growth is often constrained in the absence of

support for emotional growth. Tlie real business of Hamline

learnin-g - can be enhanced by the Mentor Program to the extent_

that it better channels students' energkes and relieves some of the

pressures and'anxieties that distract from the learning process.

The Mentor does not function as a pal, apron-string,

surrogatesparent, or "shrink." Rather, the mentor is a teacher

in the real sense of that word. It Means being aware of students

as individuals, guiding them, helping them comprehend what they

are about at Hamline, and helping them understand why a liberal

education may have significance for their lives. The Mentor has

responsibility for assisting each freshman in the tentative formu-

lation of a coherent, responsible-learning plan.

Obviously, no Mentor can be all things to all students.

Each can only act according to his or her own uniquj personal style

But all Mentors should be available and open, discerning and cri-

tical, probing, challenging, and above all, caring. Tilis is the

essence of a good teacher and mentor.
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GOALS OF THE PROGRAM

As a result of the program each freshman should have a:

1. Heightened sense of college community.

A. Throughiparticipation in a series of common educa-

tional experiences for freshmen.

Through sharing ideas and concerns with peers and

with faculty within a small group setting over a

relativeWlong- period of time.

Heightened understandini'Nof the goals and purposes of

liberal education, including its significance for students'

personal lives.

A. Through reading a book or essay which deals with the

meaning 'of liberal education.

B. Thrbugh a mentor group meeting which explores the

meaning of liberal education.

3. Freshman year program of studies which reflects breadth.

A. By avoiding close identification with a major; such

that major courses constitute most of the work done

in the freshman year.
t,

B. By more explicit guidelines in this regard during

summer registration.

Broad and accurate understanding of Hamline's various
A

programs, curriculum options, and services.

A. Through group sessions.during New Student Days and

during the academic year.

B. Through individual conferences with mentors when goals,

problems, or learning plans are discussed.
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S. Heightened conceptualization of personal goals -- both

educational and career.

A. Through individual and group sessiuns with mentors.

6. Tentative plan for achieving the above goals.

A. Through individual and group sessions with mentors.

7. Relatively close acquaintance with at lea'st one faculty

member (potentially the mentor could be this person).

A. Through periodically-scheduled meetings throughout

the year which promote a relationship which*is na-

tural and regular, and which affords 'students the'

opportunity to talk with a faculty member about more

than a narrowly-prescribed range of academically-re-
,

lated topics.

COMMON MENTOR ACTIVITIES

These activities to be common to all Mentor groups, with

groups having the option of doing additional activity if desired.

§UMMER REGISTRATION

Freshmen register in small groups with a Mentor during

a_ half-day registration session conducted in June or August prior

to-fall term. This forms the nucleus for the Mentor Group.

SUMMER READING

All freshmen sent an essay intended to stimulate thinking

about the meaning of being liberally educated. In addition, fresh-
,

men will be sent a copy of Ibsen's play Enemy of the People. Men-

tor groups will see the play at the Guthrie Theatre during New

Student Days.
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NEW STUDENT DAYS

Getting acquainted and oriented to college. Review of

fall reiistration. Discussion of issues related to liberal edu-

cation -- i.e., introduction to the concept of a liberal arts

college. (grOup meeting)

OTHER ACTIVITIES

Continuation of discussion on liberal education. (group

meeting)

Discussion of personal goals and how resources of Hamline

University might facilitate them. "'What do you want to get out

of C011ege?" (group meeting)

Review of student's progress and reactions to college.

Discussion of satisfactions and disappointments, accomplishments

and problems.' Referrals, if appropriate; (one-to-one student-

mentor session)

In depth dfscuSsion of Hamline curriculum, including

explanation of the flexible curriculum option, independent study,

internships, competence-based degree. Examples and "how to do

it (group meeting)
V

, Preparation of students' plans and registration for soph-

omore year. (one-to-one student mentor session conducted in late

April)

Discussion of students' reactions to college what

stands out in their minds about how the faculty has encouraged

their learning, and how peers have done so. Such a discussion

has three purposes:

It will encourage students to make some sense out of

of their experience thus far (clarification through

. attempted articulation).

Through sharing, peer support mechanisms are built.

33 P.4.,
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3. Mentors reCeive valbable feedback on how students

view Hamline (group meeting possibly held at end of

school year).

-
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ALADEMIC ADVISING

LINCOLN LAND COMMUNITY COLLEGE

SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS

James C. Forstall

Vice President

Student Services

THE ADVISING SYSTEM

Kevin T. Staley

Counselor

Academic advisement is primarily concerned with

assisting students through the giving of information pertinent

td selection of courses, occupational prerequisites, transfer

regairements, effective study methods, academic progress and

other such areas of concern to students. Advisement is closely

tied tO counseling, which is chiefly a professional service to

students in clarifying basic values, attitudes, interests and

abilities; in identifying and resolving problems interfering with

plans and progress; and in providing appropriate resources for

resolving more intensive and deep seated personal problems.

At Lincoln Land Community College both counselors and

teaching faculty participate in student advisement. Students

are not formally assigned.to either a faculty advisor or a

counselor but are strongly, encouraged to seek advisement from

either their counselor or a faculty member. Faculty activities

-would include:

1. Educational planning (course selection).

2. Initiating drops,and adds.

3. Assisting students to meet graduation requirements.

4. Providling vocational information.

5. -Providing information OA transfer requirements.

44
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Counselors and faculty advisors are both seen as valuable

contributors to the process of student advisement. Both have

information and experience which can be shared with students as

the latter moves toWard the decisions' which will effect their

education, their careers and .their lives. Thus a relatiolfship

exists among student, counselor, and advisor which makes avail-

able to the student a maximum number of resources.

Records are available to each advisor for those students

being advised' by him/her. Student records could include any or

all of the following:

1. Pertinent test scores, i.e., A.C.T. C.P.P.

2. Evaluation of college transcripts.

3. Graduation progress form.

4. Advisor comment sheets.

S. Appl_ration materials.

ADVISING PROCEDURES

Each student mho matriculates at Lincoln Land Community

College is encouraged to have an educational planning interview

with a counselor. During this interview, the student and counselor

review the student's high school record, ACT test results, other

educational experiences, his/her interests, aptitudes, and goals.

Together they will attempt to choose an appropriate course of study

for the first semester, plus a long-term educational and vocational

goal.

After this initial interview, a student may Iseek the

advice of a faculty advisor, a counselor or both for assistance in

future course selection and in reaching vocational goals.

The student should make an appointment with his/her ad-

visor before the close of the designated "pre-registra0on period"

each semester. Students who do not see their advisor or who registerah

late may find many sections and classes-closed. Many students followlW

or-o%
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a planned sequence of courses, but others need advice on 'courses

each semester.

The faculty advisor and counselor work together for the

student's welfare.

STUDENT

ADVISOR dOUNSELOR

We cannot overemphasize the importance of the advisor

to the proper placement of each student in the educational process.

Each individual student will present his/her own parti-

cular situation, and none will fit into any one outline. However,

the advisement interview has some general steps which one usually

must include.

Most advisors will be working with at least five types

of students:

1. The newly admitted freshman or transfer student.

The readmitted student who has been out of school

for a period of time and the various factors, such

as suspension, which affect his/her withdrawal ftom

school.

3. The student who is now in school and may, or may not,

be'in good academic standing here.

4. The person who is not yet admitted as a student but

is in need of information prior to, and during the

application procedure. This person may, or may not,

have been in college elsewhere and may not have

finished high schooh.
04 1
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5 The student who is in school now but needs infor-

mation concerning graduation, transferring, and/or

employment. All of these student types will have

many variations.

The following outline suggests one way of proceeding

with advisement once the advisor has determined the status of

the individual. The following outline is a suggested procedure

that might be used with a student who has been accepted or is

now a student.

1. Check the student's folder for information and

records. Since all records may not be complete,

ask the student how many semesters he/she has been

in school and if he/she has ever attended another

college. Thus, the advisor can tell if grades or

evaluations are Ravsing. Due to differences in

numbering and titles of courses at various schools,

repetition of courses must be guarded against.

Occasionally, a student may,try to exclude records

of poor grades from his/her initial application to

Lincoln 'Lama College. He/she should be informed

that this 'ould cause dismissal from this or another

school if detected eter the fact. Financial aids

are sometimes lost tbis way also. He/she should

make arrangements to have a delinquent transcript

forwarded.

CherA the evaluation of credits transferred to LLCC

to see what was accepted, and what was accepted toward gradua-

tion, as they are not necessarily the same. If the evaluation

is not'in the folder, check with the Admissions and Records

Office, ext. 297.

ArPi
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The ACT and other testing results and interpretations

would then be covered. When high school rank and grades are

compared with*test scores, the advisor will have a fair picture

of the student's possible abilities and interests. The size

and typo of high school should also be taken into consideration.

This information is available on the ACT Student Profile Report.

In Illinois, a person 19 or older may attend college

even if he/she did not finish high school or .take the G.E.D.

Sowever, certain departments, such as nursing, will not accept

the student because he/she would not be eligible to take the

State Boards. Also, if a student is planning to transfer to a

senior institution, he/she must have completed high school or

have, taken the G.E D. test. (not true for all senior institutions.)

Some record of the interview should be kept in the

student's folder. The date of interview, time and general or

specific (whichever seems advisable in each case) content of

meeting should be noted. This can be a valuable aid to an

advisor with large caseloads and in times when an-advisor is

ill, absent, or student changes advisors for one reason or

another.

2. Ascertain whether or not the student has chosen

a curriculum. If a student seems undecided

about his/her choice of curriculum, refer him/her

to a counselor.

3 Discuss the student's vocational goal or direction

at this point in time, and discuss the realism

of his/her choice. Usually the student will

declare a field of interest; however, if he/she

lacks definite direction, he/she should be exposed

to various possibilities. Sometimes students

are linaware of many new fields and variations of

each field in which they might specialize.
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I.

4. Discuss outside commitments and demands

on time such as family, illness, work,

and perhaps a simultaneous course load

being taken at another school.

5: ,Does the student plan to graduate from LLCC

and/or transfer? Which is best suited to

his/her needs? This will make a great deal

of difference in course load and content

for each semester. For example, any classes

here, such as COM 099, that are below 100

in number will not transfer. Also, perhaps

some courses required here for graduation would

not be necessary to transfer to some schools.

Counselors can help with specific situations.

The advisor should note that the outlines

of transfer programs in the catalog are only

suggested outlines and the general graduation

requirements together with transfer requirements

should be a better predictor of student's final

program.

To which school does the student wish to transfer

and what are its requirements? Check the section

on College Transfer Information and also consult

with a counselor when necessary.

7. Is financial aid needed? Inform the student where

he/she may obtain this information. If a'student

has any physical or mental handicap which would

qualify him/her for aid for school and medical

help, refer him/her,to the counseling office. If

you are unsure that he/she would qualify, also

refer him/her.

314
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8. There may be times when consulting with the

school nUrse would be helpful in advising a

student:

9. The community resources available are many.

A counselor should be called on here for

referral help: When a student indicated some

need, generally the counsblor will be aware of

a community resource to aid,him/her and have

knowledge of contact procedures. Here again, the

counselor can playThe--generalist apd be of assistance

in information giving alld carrying through on "extra

curricular" referrals and problems.

10. Due to the fact that most of the advisirq techniques

and information have noik heretoforeNbeen written

down or gathered together, communication-between

,advisor and counselor would be helpful. It is the

responsibility Of b,oth the counseloi: and faculty

adyisor to be of service to the student.

TESTING AND STUDENT ADVISEMENT

AJokother aspect of student advisement in educational and
-

vocational planning is making effective use of test information.

The -iollowing material is intended to be general in.nature as each

curriculum area usev'test data in a manner that meets its own needs.

However, the underlying philosophy of testing at LLCC is that the

test or inventory is not-aAvnd in itself $ut a means for providing

information that can faciliitate meaningful decision making.

The major areas of testing at LLCC relative to student

advisement are:

1.- The Career Planning Program (CPP).

2. ACT--American College Testing.

r-Ara
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3 Interest inventories.

4. Values Surveys

S. Specific Individual Tests Recommended by Counselors.

THE CAREER PLANNING PROGRAM (CPP)

The Career Planning Program is unique. It helps

students identify their own abilities, interests and experien-

ces and relate them directly to the world of work. It encour-

ages and equips students to take an active role in their own

career planning and decision making.

The CPP assessment instrument consists of the follow-

ing:

Six Ability Measures

A. Mechanical reasoning

B. Numerical skills

C. Space relations

D. Reading usage

E. Language usage

F. Clerical skills

2. Vocational Interest Profile and Experience Scales

with Eight Career Clusters

A. Business sales and management

B. Business operations

C. Trades, crafts, and industries

D. Technologies

E. Natural and social science

F. Health services/sciences

G. Creative and applied arts

H. Social and personal services

3. English and Math Placement Ability Measures

basis.

The CPP is administered at LLCC on a bi-monthly

31 6
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MIAMI UNIVERSITY S CHIEF DEPARTMENTAL ADVISORS:

A DECENTRALIZED SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR ACADEMIC ADVISING BY FACUL Y

Derrell Hart

Alleen Deutsch

Elizabeth Rogers

Miami University

Oxford, Ohio

TIESCRIPTION OF THE INSTITUTION

Miami University; a state supported institution located

in Oxford, Ohio, is a primarily residential university with a

diberal arts based curriculum. Approximately one half of the

13,500 undergraduate students are enrolled in the College of Arts

and Science. The other.academic divisions are comprised of the\

Schools of Education and Allied Professions, Business, Fine Arts,

Applied Science, and the interdisciplinary Western College. All

undergraduate students are required to complete a curriculum con-

sisting of courses in humanities, social science, natural science,

and English composition and literature, in addition to require-

ments designated by the divisions and the academic department of

major.

The academic advising program is a responsibility of the

faculty in the individual academic departments. One basic aspect

of the mission of Miami University is to foster personalized

contact between students and faculty. A primary avenue for the

achievement of this goal is its faculty based advising program.

Further, it is believed that the faculty are the most qualified to

handle the responsibjlity of advising in academic and career

related matters, and most faculty perceive academic advising to

be a professional and personal responsibility. The departmental
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advising program is supported and assisted by the divisional

dean's office. Within each academic division there is an assis-

tant dean who takes responsibility for the general coordination

ofthe deparrmental advising programs.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON ADVISING CONCERNS

As with many other universities, Miami University had

a history of problems, complaints, and issues associated with its

faculty advising system. Students complained that faculty advisors

were not familiar with tke procedures, programs, and requirements

of the university. In addition, faculty often could not be con-

tacted, or were uninterested in their advising responsibilities.

Faculty, in turn, complained about the difficulties in achieving

very personal or professional counseling relationships with the

large number of advisees assigned to them. In addftion, students

failed to consult advisors at scheduled times. Advising duties

would become "bunched" at the time of preregistration or change

of program which resulted in errors, delays, and wasted time.

In 1971, the President of Miami University, in response

to these growing complaints about the academic advising program,

appointed a task force for the purpose of evaluating and making

recommendations for improving the total advising system of the

university. In his charge to the commi,ttee, the President indi-

cated that, while some changes were possible and financially

feasible, major new monies would not be available in the foresee-

able future for expenditure on the academic advising program.

The task force, after a lengthy review of the advising

function, agreed that problems did exist. The growth of the

institution coMbined with a general lack of administrative

sensitivity to the advising problems created by the growth was

the major cause. Many rapid changes occurred throughout the

3461
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university. Additional faculty members were added, sone of

whom were more deeply involved in graduate rather than under-

. _gra dua te _pragrans . _Fox the _m_os t_part _theae__facul ty_ menthe rs had
neither the time nor the desire to maintain a personal student-

faculty relationship in the area of undergraduate advising.

Other changes includesd modificatiOns in the curriculum and grad-

uate requirements with the result that many advisors had diffi-

culty in assimilating, interpretating, and communicating these

,changes for the purposes of advising. Over the years there was

dn increasing desire on the part of the student for more indepen-

dence and a rejectioh of inflexible institutional procedures.

This was apparent in all asperts of university life and academic

advising was not an exception.

The task force. concluded that since there was no

panacea or "one best system" of academic advising, it would

concentrate its recommendations for improvement on what it termed

"many small but significant steps aimed at various levels of

student contact throughout the entire advising system." It also

recommended that increased institutional commitment and fiscal

support were necessary to improve the quality and extent of

advising throughout the university.

In response to the task force s recommendations,

several actions were taken to reduce the clerical and informa-

tional responsibilities expected of the departmental faculty

advisor. Specifically, steps were taken to reduce both the

record keeping and advising with regard to the requirements at

both the university and divisional levels. In other words, the

faculty advisor would be expected to focus more fully on

departmental requirements and career advising as opposed to the

university and divisional requirements. In the large academic

divisions "Records Analysts" were hired to maintain divisional
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Academic files and to conduct graduation checks. Resource

personnel were designated within each divisional dean's office

to provide support services and information to departmental'

advisors and to assist individual students with special prob-

lems. Tarticular attention was given in,the divisional offices

toward developing academic checklists for use by advisors.

'Orientation and training programs also were developed for new

advisors.

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE CHIEF DEPARTMENTAL ADVISOR SYSTEM

When the actions outlined above were taken to improve

the support services for both the department-and the faculty

advisor, special attention could then be given to improving the

advising program within the academic department. One major .

problem at this level was that there was no one specifically

responsible for academic advising, other than the departmental

chairperson. In competition with the various "administrative"

responsibilities of the chairperson, academic advising tended

to receive a rather low priority. This low status of advising

resulted in the neglect of communication of information to the

faculty advisors. Consequently, advising became umderstandably

a low priority for faculty. Furthermore, adequate sources of

advising information and of referral within the department were

not readily available. Special problems could not be easily

referred to a knowledgeable person, and the general coordination

and liaison of academic advising activities were, more often

than not, done in a haphazard manner.

In addressing these problems, each academic departmen-

tal chairperson was asked to designate a Chief Departmental

Advisor (CDA) to be responsible for coordinating the advising

program within the department. Specifically, the Chief Depart-

mental Advisor, serving as a resident expert, was charged with
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providing direction, information, and organization to the

departmental advising program, and to be a liaison and source

of referral for faculty and other university staff, both

internal and extemal to the department, in respect to depart-

mental advising policies and procedures. It should be noted
-

that fhe CDA system was not designed to relieve the departmen-

-tal faculty advisors of their responsibilities for advising

and assisting individual students with career and academic

advising matters.

CURRENT STATUS OF THE CDA SYSTEM

Since its establishment and implementation in 1972,

the CDA system has become "instiitutionalized" to the extent

that the identity of each Chief Departmental Advisor is well

known throughout the university and that the CDA acronym is

411
a.ccepted by all. In addition, the CDA system is utilized.

Faculty and students consult the CDA regarding advising ques-

tions and consider the CDA a source of current information con-

cerning regulations, policies, etc. The deans and the provost

periodically consult with the CDA's regarding concerns related

to advising and the "fine-tuning" of the system.

Among the various academic departments the rewards

and status associated with the position of CDA, however, are

not uniform. In some departments the CDA may have a salary

"add-on" or "release time" in the form of a lighter teaching

load. On the other hand, other departments view the responsi-

bilities and function of the CDA as an addition to the regular

work load, as in the case of extra committee service.

It should also be noted that CDA service is not

formally recognized as a criterion for promotion and tenure.

However, a recent study of this matter by the provost's office

354,
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indicated that these persons have competed favorably for both

promotion and tenure. Also, the responsibilities of the CDA

office is generally associated with senior faculty. In several

departments, the assistant chairperson serves as CDA. Although

some CDA's hold the rank of instructor, all 23 CDA's in the

College of Arts and Science, for example, hold .111e rank of

associate or full professor. Those appointed are well respected

within the department as well as in the university as a whole.

IMPACT OF THE CDA SYSTEM ON THE TOTAL ACADEMIC ADVISING PROGRAM

The CDA system should be viewed within the overall

academic advising program which consists of residence hall based

advising for freshmen, an advisor for freshman commuters, depart-

mental faculty advisors, CDA's, and advisors in the divisional

deans' offices. Within these various "levels" of advising, the

designation of a Chief Departmental Advisor for each academic

department has, nevertheless, significantly affected the

advising program. Some of the accrued benefits are listed below:

1. The CDA functions as an intermediary between studentc

and other faculty advisors, as well as a liaison for

the divisional offices and other academic departments.

As such, the CDA facilitates the flow of information.

2. There is one faculty member in each department who is

responsible for knowing academic advising information

who is available to faculty colleagues, other CDA's,

residence hall Advisors, students, etc. for consulta-

tion.

3. The CDA has the specific responsibility of assuring a

coordinated and smoothly running advising program.

4. The CDA, serving as an accurate source of information,

automatically reduces the number of contacts needed to
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learn current and reliable information.

The CDA naturally becomes more aware of departmental

needs'and becomes a valuable resource person,for

departmental curriculum planning, course schexluling,

and program development

The DA potentially develops a panoramic view of

advising within and beyond the department and becomes

more aware of the complexity of advising problems in

the university.

The CDA advising system has been stabilized to the

extent that it is sensitive to problems-"and can

respond in a coordinated effort within OT beyond an

individual department.

As a result of the CDA system a department has the

freedom and flexibility to develop an advising program

that best suits its needs. Mhile the basic framework

exists for all departments, there is autonomy allowing

for individual differences.

9. Through the CDA system there has been an increased

awareness of and interest in advising as a departmental

function.

10. Since its inception, numbers of complaints on the part

of faculty and students have declined substantially.

Certainly the CDA system, like most other advising

systems, is not without its shortcomings and issues which require

attention. Experience has shown the following problem areas:

1. For the most part, the system depends on good will, a

cooperative spirit, and the sense of responsibility of

the CDA. At the university policy level there is no

additional compensatian or "reward" that is part of

353
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the program. While in some departments, however,

compensation such as a reduced teaching load, is

offered, the issue of offering adequate incentives

and rewards for academic advising efforts remains

a concern.

The quality of the advising program varies across

the campus. The divisional offices are dependent

upon the interest and motivation of ind vidual

departments and their appointed CDA's. No univer-

sity or divisional criteria exists for the selection

of CDA's, nor are there are general procedures for

evaluation of performance.

There is a natural tendency on the part of the

students to view the CDA as more qualified than -

their own faculty advisors, and, as a result, they

turn to the CDA for assistance. This results in an

increased work load for the CDA.

4 The faculty in turn may come to view the CDA as

"the advisor" Of the department. This can result

in diminished faculty advising initiative, a reluc-

tance to keep "current" with academic regulations

and, in general, disinterest in advising responsibi-

lities.' The CDA must 'often work to keep responsibi-

lities appropriate to the coordination and liaison

role and not to become the personal advisor of all

students by default.

5. The CDA is likely to be involved in an ever-increasing

amount of paper work since all communications, peti-

tions, announcements, etc. are sent initially to the

CDA.

354
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CONCLUSION

It cannot be said that Miami University has solved

all its academic advising problems. However, it has taker'

steps to,guarantet attention to academic advising responsibili-

ties within each academic department and within the univ'ersity

as a whole. From an overall perspective, the Chief Departmental

Advisor system can be judged a success. There has been stability

among the CDA representatives, indiCating that those holding

this position have generally assumed the responsibilities will-

ingly and have not grown disenchanted. The CDA's are called upon

often to answer difficult questions and are valued and apprecia-

ted by both students and faculty. Advisors are able to go about

their advising responsibilities with more confidence, success,

and with less frustration. Similarly, administrators throughout

the university,4nowledgeable of the problems caused by poor

advising, have come to encourage recognition and rewards (alt:lough

they may be intangible) for CDA's who perform their advising

coordination responsibilities competently and enthusiastically.

Most importantly, advising at Miami Univer'sity is much

improved. Student needs'are being served, there is effective

communication and coor'.T ation among the various components of

the advising progra and a group of senior faculty members are

directly involved in and committed to a quality advising program.
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ADVISING FRESHMEN IN RESIDEN,E HALLS:

A CASE STUDY

Derrell Hart

Aileen Deutsch

Elizabeth Rogers

Miami University

Dxford, Ohio

The academic advising system at Miami University is

a decentralized but 'highly coordinated program occurring at

multiple levels. At the freshman level the program integrates

academic advising with the student life program to include

residence life, orientation to university activities, program,

and services, as well as the personal and social development

of students. The frechman based residence advising program,

therefore, is a recognition on the part of the university of

the need to place special emphasis on the students1 first year

in college. It need not be stressed that entering college is

a time of difficult personal adjustment as well as academic

-adjustment. Freshmen students enter the university unfamiliar

with academic requirements, university regulations and the

programs and services that are available. Decisions as to

major area of study often have not been made, or, if they have

been made, may not be based on a full knowledge of personal

interests, or capabilities or a realization of the range of

opportunities available.

BACKGROUND

The current freshman advising system at Miami Univer7

sity is a result of an historical "accident" combined with a
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farsighted decision by the president of the university to

focus special attention on the freshman year. In 1929, Miami

University acquired the former Oxford College for Women which

contained a number of resident spaces. Prior to this time,

most of the freshmen students were housed in town wit), little

help or supervision. The president, believing that discourage-

.ment and failure sent home far too many students during their

first semester; then had the opportunity and flexibility to

develop a model program, The residence plan, modeled in part

after the one used in British colleges, consisted of assigning

all entering freshmen to-a residence hall staffed by faculty

who were resident advisors. These advisors were responsible

for supervising the academic, personal, and social life of

the new student. The live-in faculty were called freshman

advisors.

The program prospered. As enrollment increased and

the university expanded, it became increasingly more difficult

to staff each of the freshman residence halls with a faculty

advisor. Student 'affairs specialists gradually assumed respon-

sibility for the out-of-class activities of students and the

freshman advising program as well. The basic concepts of the

freshman advisor program, i.e., integrating the academic;

personal, and social life of t4e freshman, continued to be

considered sound and remained essentially unchanged. At

present, all 3,300 entering freshmen; excep't those who commute

from the home of thefr parents, are required to live in 14

freshman residence halls and are advised academically as well

as socially and personally by a full-time freseNtan resident

advisor. A commuter advisor is assigned fOr those students ,

who do not live in residence halls.

35;
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The current program provides a freshman advisor living

in the residence hall who is available at all times. Inform41

contacts and conferences are common, contributing to opportuni-

ties for establishing friendly rapport between the advisor and

advisees. The academic advising function encourages a situation

wh:re the freshman advisors are seen as resource persops capable

of assisting students with their personal, career, and academic

needs. In addition, they are knowledgeable sources of referral

to divisional advising offices, to chief advisors within the

academic departments, and to numerous other serices available

to assist students%

The program, however, has not been without questions

and challenges. In 1972, an academic priorities task force

charged to investigate all programs for purposes of-Jimproved

efficiency and cost ctitting challenged the freshman advisor pro-

. gram. It recommended that the "present policy and practive

for freshman advising be revised, shifting all academic advising

responsibility to professional advisors within each academic

division."

In replying to this recommendatioft in July, 1973,

the president cited several.reports and studies of the level

of effectiveness of the academic advising program, in general,
_s

and the freshman program specifically. He concluded that "given

the universal nature of the academic advising,problemlin higher

education and the financial resources available for iAcreased

attention to this problem, that attention should be devoted to

itrengthening the present program rather that\ making major shifts

in assignment of responsibilities,." as reconimended by the task

force. He followed this statement with several specific direc-

tives for improving communication and coordination between

academic departments and freshman advisors, improving record

keeping, and directing more departmental attention to freshmen

as a supplement to the freshman advising program.

3 5
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OVERVIEW

The Miami University system for advising students

academically provides that entering freshmen students attend

a summer orientation and registration program at which faculty

members from each of the academic divisions advise and register

incoming students. Those unable to attend one of the summer

sessions are registered by representatives of the academic

divisions immediately preceding the opening of classes. After

completing their initial registration, students become the

responsibility of the freshman advisor in the residence hall

OT the commuter advisor. Freshman advisors are responsible

for conti.nuing the academic orientation, transmitting advising

and registration information, and discussing any changes of

academic program that the student is considering. Individual

interviews prior to course registration for the following spring

semester are scheduled somewhat later in the term.

In the spring, all students preregister far the coming

academic year. Prior to this, the freshman student's advising

record is transferred to the academic division and academic

advising becomes the responsibility of the individual depart-

ments and divisions. Thus, sophomores, juniors, and seniors

receive their academic advising from the faculty in each academ-

ic department supported by the divisional advising offices.

THE FRESHMAN RESIDENT ADVISOR

The freshman advisor, .as the-academic advisor to the

freshman student, milst have earned at least a m ster's degree,

preferably in counseling or student,personnel.s rVices. Most'

freshman advisors haVe previous supervisory or teach' g exper-

ience. Every effort is made t6 Seiect-advisors wh /possess the

interperSonal skills necessary to relate easily o students,

4
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the e,bility to provide leadership and challenge to students in

meeting their educational responsibility, as well as,the ability

to supervise the work of a graduate assistant and undergraduate

student staff.

Perhaps the most desirable aspect of the residence

based advising system is that the freshman advisors see academic

advising as a central responsibility. They devote special'

attention to learning the mechanics of registration as well as

the academic regulations of the university and its separate

academic divisions. As a result of their specialized interest

in academic advising, they respond well to special requests for

information and assistance from departments or offices elsewhere

in the university. They are able to recognize and react quickly

to any problems that arise affecting the freshman class. Given

the nature of the university and the multiple goals arid demands

placed on faculty, the simple fact that the freshman advisors

very much want to do a good job of academic advising is a real

asset and should not be minimized.

The freshman advisor provides the orientation to the

university, explains the general requirements, helps the students

adapt to the system of course registration, and, in essence,

provides the general information to the freshman class. With

basic academic orientation essentially taken care of early in

the student's career, faculty advisors and students cap begin

to work immediately on the specifics related to the student's

chosen major and career. The department and individual faculty

advisors are thus relieved.of the responsi lity or need, for

example, to explain the concept of a "requir ent" and to answer

rather basic questions. Also, given tfle number of freshmen

sfrudents who are undecided or who change,their majors during the

firs*t year, often a generally trained counselor is preferable

361)
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to a specialized faculty advisor. Faculty time is reserved

for students who are more certain in their goals.

Another advantage to the residence based freshman

advising system is the availability 'Of the advisor to the

student, especially in the evening hours. Since it is not

necessary to make an appointment or wait for "Qffice hours,"

student questions-can usually be addressed at the time they'

occur. Many freshmen may be reluctant to visit a faculty mem-

ber and their freshman advisor can serve as a bridge to indi-

vidual academic departments, faculty members, and support

services available to students.

The unique advantage of this system is the ease of

i

direct contact and com

N
nication. S,ince the advisors live

with the students, the re able to initiate contacts with

them easily and it is not necessary to rely on individual

initiative or mail service to communicate, essential informa-
.

tion. Information sessions or training pro-gAms can be.

scheduled at times and places convenient to grobps of students.

Special help or counseling sessions can be scheduled to meet

needs that arise periodically. Students having academic diffi-

culty can be counseled individually and referred to support

services. They may be.encovged to take part in the help

sessions or programs that are available in the residence hall.

INHERENT PROBLEMS'

Besides the benefits of the residence based freshman

advising systemy there still remain some inherent problems. The

necessary coordination between academic-divisions, faculty,

advisors, and freshman advisors is fairly complex and time

consuming. The freshman advising system is also unique in that

it is'the responsibility of the student affairs djvision. As a

3
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consequence, it is not well understood by faculty allowing for

misconceptions and misunderstandings. There is a tendency to

automatically attribute "advising errors" to the freshman advis-

ing program and to assume that these errors would disappear if

faculty, or someone else, were responsible for freshman advising.

An additional problem relates to the experience and

training of the residence hall advisor. The time commitment to

educate and orient new staff members to the academic requirements

of the institution is extensive. Further, many student questions

and concerns are likely to occur early in the year when new

staff members are least prepared to be of assistance.

The advisor lacks the depth of knowledge of require-

ments 'acquired by long experience and day-to-day discussions

within an academic department. It is relatively easy to advise

on specific requirements of the university, the divisions, and

sometimes the departments, however, the freshman advisor may be

unable.to respond to more technical problems or to explain the

history, rtionale, or relevancy of certain requirements. This

is frustrating to some students and advisor, and makes referrals

necessary.

A The freshman advisor position is an entry level pro-

fessional position. The ideal staff member is planning to

advance through promotion, moving to another institution, or

mote training. In addition, the nature of residence hall

responsibilities is intense and demanding. As a result, turnover

is naturally high.

SUMMARY

Inherent diffiCulties aside, the present success of

the freshman residence hall based advising program at Miami

University is a result of many factoTs. The original belief

362
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that the freshman year deserves special attention has been

maintained through the separation of housing facilities between

upperclassmen and freshmen. In this way a program designed

exclusively for freshmen can take into account their special

needs. The longevity of the program has provided stability

and the necessary opportunities to constantly evaluate and im-

prove all aspects. From a more practical point of view the

incorporation of academic advising responsibilities into the

freshman residence hall program is economically sound for the

university as well as an efficient utilization of personnel and

talent.

Perhaps the most important factor is the recognition

of the benefits derived by the individual student. The program

provides a readily available and approachable advisor whose

sole responsibility is the freshman studente. The advisor has an

opportunity to create a one-to-one relationship which is based

on a sincere interest in the student as a total person. As such,

academic advising becomes personalized with optimal benefits:

problems can be anticipated before they become serious, the inte-

gration of the student into university life is smooth, and the

student knows there is someone available who is willing to

listen.

As a result of growing enrollments and physical expan-

sion, the increased complexity of university life, and the

necessary dependence on technology common to higher eduation

today, students tend to lose their individuality and importance.

The freshman residence hall based advising program at Miami

University has been one important attempt to provide the

necessary balance and perspective.
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ACADEMIC ADVISING AT MILLIKIN UNIVERSITY

The Advisement Program at Millikin University helps students

adapt to college life successfully and, thus, to direct their efforts

toward the fulfillment of realistic goals.

The responsibility for advisement is a multiple une. The

Admissions Office, individual faculty members, department chairmen,

the Dean of the College, and the Dean of Students are all involved

to some degree, in the process. However, the faculty must continue

to play the major role in advisement and any changes in procedures

for advisement or methods of communication will not alter the sig-

nificance of this special responsibility.

Many students come to college without clear-cut, well-

defined goals. Some are not highly motivated academically; others

may be uncertain of their interests or of their future role in

society. A number have not yet begun to utilize their academic

and personal potential. It is hoped that through an adviser-advisee

relationship, as the student has the opportunity to communicate

with a responsible and mature adult, he may be helped to clarify

his aims, develop his intellectual curiosity and respect for learning,

and to utiliie all of the resources available to him to obtain a

worthwhile education.

As a small, private, residential institution, Mill

University offers opportunities and challenges to both faculty and

students. Since we are small, students and faculty have the chance

to know one another well. Advisers should be conversant with the

total program of the College so they may guide their advisees ef-

fectively. There are special seminars and honors programs, area

studies, interdepartmental major's, the possibility for teacher

certification, etc.,,that are available beyond the regular courses

of study. Our private status gives us autonomy and flexibility
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which can benefit all concerned. We can plan special programs

and projects which enhance the education of all or individual

students. As a residential college we have the opportunity to

enrich the extra-class hours of students and thereby further contri-

bute to their education.

Advisement is provided by the faculty and selected staff,

and the assigment of students to advisers is entrusted to the aca-

demic deans except in cases where there may be a specific request

from a student or a recommendation by the Admissions Committee.

Students and advisers may at al., time and without prejudice request

a change in advisers through the Dean of the College or Student

Affairs Office.

Student counseling programs are designed:

1. To help the student formulate his program of studies that

will be of interest and lead to graduation.

To inform the student of new developments pertaining to his

projected program.

To discuss with the student his ability and motivation with

respect to his chosen field.

4. To encourage the development of latent talents which might

increase the student's academic resourcefulness.

5. To refer the student to other agencies for special assis-

tance, if needed.

It is hoped that a close personal relationship between the

faculty adviser and his advisees will develop and that this working

relationship will do much to overcome the student's discouragement

if he experiences difficulty in his course work.

The adviser is just one of the persons interested in the

welfare of advisees. The Dean of the College, the Dean of Students,

the faculty, and others of the staff, such as the Residence Direc-

tors, share this interest and should be called upon by the adviser-

365
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to assist with counseling. Be aware of your own function as

adviser and its limitatiuns. Keep in mind that the main purpose

of faculty counseling is to help the student adapt himself to aca-

demic work and be successful. But remember; there are others to

whom the adviser may turn and to whoa the student may be referred.

It is the responsibility of the adviser to be aware of

all pertinent data relative to ihe background, educational objec-

tives and academic requirements of his advisees. Information

provided the adviser includes:

1. Data from the Admissions Office indicating previous aca-

demic work in high school or at another college.

2. Forms indicating the results of examinations given during

the admissions process or during orientation.

The approximate score on various aptitude tests.

Packets containing the above information are prepared

for every new student prior to the start of each semester by the

Dean's Office and are confidential.

All the information collected by the adviser is important.

A copy of the student's current course schedule should be kept

in this folder. As you receive "unofficial" mid-term marks (in

the case of first-semester freshmen) and then a copy of your ad-

visee's grades for the semester, these also ought to be included

as a part of his record. You should add to the history of each

student, either on standardized forms or personal memoranda, so

that anyone to whom the folder is given can offer advice, cognizant

of the total circumstances of the studenollege experience.

It is usually possible for the Registrar's Office to pre-

pare an unofficial copy of a student's permhnent record on request.

However, we hope that such requests can be kept at a minimum; retain

and up-date your file copy from the first semester. Summary sheets

SC
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(in triplicate) are prepared for each student in residence when he

has completed from 75 to 85 hours credit toward graduation. One

copy goes to the student, another to his adviser, and the third

remains on file with the Registrar, together with the work sheets

involved. These are not contracts1 If errors are spotted or items

need clarification, please check with the Registrar.

The adviser should not make choices for the students re-

garding their vocational or educational objectives, but he should

undertake an evaluation of the reality of the goals to see whether

a particular advisee would be able to achieve his goals both in

terms of potential and what the University can offer. At regis-

tration you must be particularly thorough and accurate in checking

a student's program to insure that courses are taken at the right

time or in proper sequence, and that all requirements for gradua-

tion will be completed on schedule. Remember that the catalog

the student is expected to follow is the one under which he entered

the University.

The importance of the mid-term grading period can scarcely

be overrated. In the fall semester of the freshman year it is the

first tangible evidence of the student's adjustment to his academic

load. The adviser uses these grades to great advantage. For one

thing, because they are "unofficial" they can be erased; that is,

it is possible to change them through the concerted efforts of the

student, his adviser, and instructors. Therefore, advisement

is not post facto, but very much in advance of a critical time -

the final grading period for the semester.

Grades can indicate several things. The best, of course,

is that the student is well-adjusted to academic life. A single

unsatisfactory grade, or two, would probably indicate minor dif-

ficulty with the academi': load, possibly a problem either with

material or s%tudy habits. But the student who earns a number of

unsatisfactory grades, whose cumulative average, were it to be
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inade up at this unofficial grading po nt, would be around 1.0,

is in jeopardy of losing his right to continue his studies and,

therefore, really needs help. The overall pattern of the grades

may give the adviser a good lead. If the difficulty is in the area

ofthe student's major, perhaps an adjustment in program is indi-

,

cated.

The need to have contact with adv sees as soon as possible

cannot be over-emphasized. The instructor and adviser of a student

should try to keep each other informed about a student's diffi-

culties. This can probably be done best by written communication.

Instructors generally appreciate a referral from the adviser, and

it is \better to let the instructor do the major advisement for a

particUlar cour-e, than to influence a student to approach his work

in a way diametrically opposed to the teaching.

Unfortunately, advisement has no set pattern which can

be purstied to maximum success. All the adviser's initiative and

resourcefulness are required. Inquiry into routine trouble spots

is helpful - study habits, distractions, worries, work-load, test

scores, etc. - but there is no guaranteed panacea. However, "over-

advisement,u or the unnecessary shuttling of the student from ad-

viser to ipstructor to the Dean of the College or the Deap of

Students, should be avoided because advisees can easily become

confused and resentful.

Hopefully, the student will become more mature as his

college experience progresses and there should be a decreasing

amount of counseling needed by upperclassmen. The goal, of course,

is to guide the student towards self-sufficiency and self-confi-

dence.

3
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ADVISING AT NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA

STATE UNIVERSITY

Perr Hanan

Three full-time and one half-time fazulty members serve

as advisers for all freshmen entering NEOSU. When the students

arrive on campus, the staff of New Student Advisement rakes them

it hand, explains the enrollment process, helps them fill out

trial studysprograms, and allswers any*questions they may have.

All freshmen are required to enroll in Orientation, a one hour

course which meets weekly for one semester. The course covers

topics such as How-to-Study,Requirements for Degrees, Understanding

the ACT SPR., Majors and Related Caxeers, Tutoring and Other Stu-

dent Servicesp etc. When they are not teaching Orientation, the

/ 410
s,taff members of New St-Went Advisement are available daily from

eight untillfive to advise on an individual basis. Students are

encouraged to select a faculty adviser in a dajor field no later

than the e d of their freshman year,

3
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ADVISING THE UNDECLARE15 MAJOR AT NORTHERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

John Argeropoulos

Associate Director, Counseling Center

Northern Michigan University

WI!

It would be very satisfying to be able to state that

we have devised the perfect model fOr advising the undeclared

student, and that it is already in place at our university. A

more accurate statement would describe a slow evolutionary pro-

cess in which we have gradually been able to piece together a

number of consumer-oriented components which each year are taking

us closer to the comprehensive model fox which the'counseling

profession :has been searching.

It has been our experience.that no single delivery

system for academic advising has thus far been adequate because

the who e educational experience requires a constant interpretation

of the in ividual student's doubtS and questions'at the time.when

they become personally relevant, and in the form in which they pre-

sent themselves to that individual. This condition is even more

intense with the undeclared major and we hav'e'therefore responded

with a multi-model system in which the student is presented with

an array of resources which encourage a personalized interaction.

Listed below is a capsule summary-6f each,of our present

components so that you may gain a quick overview of our entire

progtam. The overview will be followed by an in-depth look at

,the special orientation session for undeclared majors which has

been our largest single effort and also our most successful coin-
_

ponent. An appendix section will contain some examples of ,the

materials used in the various components.
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'GUIDE TO COLLEGE MAJORS

A manual which lists each departmental major on a

snVe page and includes a brief one or two paragraph occu-

pational summary, a sampling of representative job titles related

to that major, a sampling of representative employers for that

major, and a listing of local campus resource people who can

assist an interested Student with/questions pertaining to that

major. (We found this booilet proved to be even more popular

with 4gh school and community college counselors.)

BROCHURE FOR UNDECLARED MAJORS

Each department has designed an attractive brochure

highlighting its offerings for the admissions office. After

several years of successful use we realized that we had been

neglecting the largest single group of freshmen (the undeclared
A

major) and thus we have set about to produce a similar brochure

fop these students. It will include a section on why it can be

a wise and healthy decision to be an undeclared student, suggestions

about developmental tasks that need to be addressed, examples

of career patterns for liberal arts graduates, and examples of

special campus resources available to the undeclared major.

CHART' OF GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS BY MAJOR FIELD

A one page chart which succinctly brings together widely

,scattered but essential information that compares and contrasts

the graduation requirements 6f each department. This valuable

resource allows each student to quickly see which majors have

room for an exploratoryperiocrand which majors demand an almost

total commitment from the very first semester. The chart also

illustrates the requirements common to all majors so that the

student can easily construct a "sampler type of schedule for the

first semester. This chart is included in the Orientation Hand-

book and the Student Handbook. (Please see Appendix A,N)

r-N aAra
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CREDIT COURSE FOR CAREER PLANNING

A one credit elective whose goal is tu enable each

student to learn a set of strategies and techniques which can

empower that person to create his or her own vocational future.

Lecturettes, small group exercises, career search activities,

interviews, testing, and multi-media meateials are all utilized

mith a format that has a set of core requirements combined with

various combinations of enrichment options for individualized

interests.

CAREER RESOURCES LAB

A series of study carrels equipped with modules which

allow a student to go through an entire sequence or to select

only a single module which the student .,lieves is needed at

that time. Our lab was inspired by the Curricular-Career Infor-

mition Service developed by Dr. Robert Reardon at Florida State

University, and it utilizes various multi-media approaches pioneered

by Dr. Reardon.
1 We also rely heavily on the Career Information

System developed by the Appalachia Educational Laboratory for

organizing and utilizing our many reference materials.
2

ORIENTATION FOR THE UNDECLARED MAJOR

.
All freshmen who planned on being undeclared majors

were invi:ted to attend the same summer orientation session up to

a maximum of 150 students. Fifteen orientation group leaders

were carefully selected and given.a one-credit training course

in how to systematically customize an innovative approach to

orienting and advising the undeclared student. The major focus

at all times was to create a program that would generate a feeling

of personal empowerment in each participant. Thus a sequential

model, comprised of the following stages, was utilized and proved

to be highly successful:

Aro
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1. Success factor analysis of past achievements,and

accomplishment's to ascertain the individual's unique

pattern of strengths, talents; and abilities in terms

of transferable skills, self-management skills, and

work content skills. (Please see AppendiX A B, and C.)

2. Values clarification exercises to'help the individual

'better understand needs and personal values as they

relate to the world 'of work.

Use of the Career Information/System's prioritized

charts relating favorite subjects in school, interests,

temperaments, and aptitudes Ao Worker Trait Groups,

and ultiaately relating the Worker Trait Groups to

/0College Majors.

Use of a decision-making model designee. to accommodate

the data generated in phaseg. 1-3, followed by help in

acaiemic advising for preregi'stration.

Summer Orientation at our university had been a series

of six 1-1/2 day visits to the campus in -uhich the students received

the typical fprmat of large group presentations dealing with

graduation requirements, school policies and regulations, student

activities, reading and math placement tests, campus tours, picnics,

and preregistration sessigns with faculty advisors in the respective

academic departments. Those students who were undeclared majors

all too often were merely given an additional brief overview and

then parceled out to departments in which they might have a 'high

int'erdst."

. 3 7
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The inadequacy of this approach soon became painfuljy

obvious to everyone and two years ago we set asides ane .complete

orientation session that would be designed expressly for the

needs of the undeclared major. Earlier-success with.a non-

credit workshop offered by the Counseling Center (the Lifestyle

Workshop) had demonstrated the power of a small:group format

when coupled with self-empowerment activities. Ne felt that we

could use this approach if it could somehow be linked to potential

careers and potential college majors, thereby enabling the students

to apply their insights from the small group sessions to the pre-

registration process which still awaited them. The solution was

found through a cooperative arrangement with tile Appalachia Edu-

cational Laboratory in which we were able to adapt their chart

of high school subjects and worker trait groups intd a format

that illustrated a strong relationship with various college majors.

(This phase of previous,workshops has been made obsolete

by the recent release of the Fourth Edition of the Dictionary of

Occupational Titles which reduces the number of Worker Trait Groups

from 114 to 66. We are presently working on revisions for next

summer but these are not yet available for inclusion in this

presentation.)

Fifteen group leaders were then selected for training

that Would enable us to present all four stages of the sequential

Model on a small group basis. Group leaders were carefully evaluated

utilizing the followipg criteria: residence hall living experience,

knowledge of the university, ability to communicate effectively,

self-confidence,'and an outgoing and sincere manner. Fifty per

cent of the weeklong training program for Summer Orientation staff

assistants was devoted to training the group leaders specifically

for the specialized undeclared major session.
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The first clues to indicate that we were on the right

track was the almost imme.diate response of the prospective fresh-

men who quickly filled up the enrollment quota of 150 reservations

and the high spirit of camaraderie and commitment exhibited by

the" group leaders during their week of training. The subsequent

evaluation by the freshmen was overwhelmingly positive and clearly

indicated that the most impaitant aspects of the session were:

1) the opportunities for personal attention and relationship-
. building and 2) the practical application of the exercises to

an analysis of potential college major,s and career choices. The

most frequently mentioned suggestion for improvement was that we

extend the program for "n additional day as there was too little

time for:socializing or exploring the campus or surrounding area

on one's own.

1"Revitalizing the Career Information Service," Reardo, Robert

and MimOTI Carole W., Personnel and Guidance Journal,

November, 1975, pp. 169-171.

2
"CIS A New Dimension for Organizing Career Information Resources,"

Stowers, Phyllis, Occupational Outlook Quarterly, Fall 1975,

pp. 12-19.
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Credit Requirements at a Glance

NON TEACHING MAJORS
MINIMUM HOURS

Business Administration
Accounting
finance
Management.
Markating
Office Administration

Communication Disordirs

Consetvation

Dietetics
Institution/Rest. Management
Clinical/Administrative

tot it Ws

I.

6
-1-- J-

8 i 8 4 _

---i
8 1, 8.9 8 F 4 166 8 i

66 8 a I 89 ! 8 , 4

62 8 8 I 8 9 ; 8 4 1

I

66 8 8 ; 89 8 4
I

91 - 8 8 ; 8 a 4 ; 20
I
;36.391 8 1 8 -4- 4 20

52 8 8 8

F one Arts

General Home Economics

Liberal Arts
Art and Design
Biology
Chemistry
Criminal Justice
Economtcs
English
foreign Languages
Gec gr., Earth Sci., Park Mimi.
Health
History
Mathematics
Music
Philosophy
Physical Education
Physics
Political Unmet
Psychology
Recreation
sovzt Studtes
Sociology
Speech ,

4

124

16 10 128-9

16 10 128-9

16 14 128,9

16 10 1213-9

8 29 124

32 124

44 / 124

1 i 1

36 1 8 a 8 8 4 20 16

I
I

8 4 ; 5332 8 ' 8 8
1- -t-

176 , 8 8 . 13 13 4 I -
16 1- a 1 a I. a 8

t
1

4 ; 20,24
i -1 ;

36 I 8 ' a ; s a 4

32 .8 8 1 8 8 4
!

. 32 . 8 8 I 8 : 8 i

,

4

40,54 8 a 8 8 4

32 8 ; 8 1 8
.

8
I

4
I

32-36 ' 13 ; a
i a ! a 4

i
32 8 I 8 a 8 4

32 8 8 8 ! 8 4

ao . 8 8 a 8 4

32-36 8 a a 8 4

33,41 ! 8 8 a 13
i 4

60.8 a 8 , 8 A
8 8 8 i 8 , 4

i

, 8 8
i

s 1 8
8 4 i 2024,

4 24
8 -8 8

8 8 8 13 4 20

8 8 a a 4 20

8 8 8 a 4 20

8 8
1

8 . 13 4 20

at 8 , 8 ; 8 4 20

8 8 i 5 ; 8 4 20

32
32
32
32
35
30

`i 36
36
235

Medital Technology

&16 124

4 H25
1

12 I 132

124

20
) 24

20
20
20
20
20
20
20

I 20

1 2°
' 20

20

38 8 8 1 a 8 4 42-46 13 15 , 124
(two

' minors)

16

s
16 ,

32

44
18-32

36
30,36

36
40.44

46

32,52
31 39

40
32
24
40
28

22
36
36

*36.44

124
124
124
128
124

124
124
124
124

124
124
128
124
124
124
124
124
124
124
124
124

MUSIC PettorM411ce

Nursing

87 92 8 8 a 4

44 8

Pre-Profesuonal

Social Wotk

8 8 4 20

40 8 13 a 8 4 20

1 128 9
4 1 20 124

36

Tichnology ilndustrial)

88 8 13 8 ;

t 8 1

8 8

56 8

Textiles 36 8

8 4 -- 20 124

B . 4 az 4 121;

8 4 20 12 20 1 24

Water Unmet 59 8 8 1 8 a 4 - 16 . 21 124

TEACHING MAJORS
M/NIMUAR HOURS

1 E i

1

LIBERAL STUDIO

,-, ,
t... -

-
6

;23

g

,,,,

'Pt i

.4
tn z
n n; - ; ,-,

R

Elementary Education -
Communication Doorders
Music Education
Mentally Handicapped

Sitcondiry Education
ilinlbOtt Education
Industrial Education
Industtial Ed.. Spociar Needs
Mous Education
Social Studies

30.44 f 8

2639 ! a
60-64 8

36 8-
32.37 ' 8
30 1 8
36 i 8
36 1 8

7175 8

36 8

!

1

8

8
8

a

8
a

8 i

8 !

8 :

8 .

8 t- El

8 1 8 i
s i 8

8 8

8 j 9

8 1 8

13 I 8

a a

9 8
8 8-

9

8
9
a

8
8

' 11

a

9
a

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

20

20

20
26 ,

20 )
24

-
20

30
28
28

30

23 5
24

25

25
21

25

20

-
20
-
-
-
-
-

-

0.14
-
-

3 12
-
-
-
--

'124

24 127
137

130

124 128
124
128

129
128,132
. 125

' Elementary education students rbly A)30 select two minors in place of a mama

Thie 'semester hours of ctedit listed above ai, int:ndad asa general guids tot sturients.Speollic coursi and credo requirements are hated in the

Unweruty Bulletin and formal 'scheduling of classes should be done with the consultation of an academic adviser from theappropriate department.
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Certain Group of A8ilities
Skills, Strengths, Talents'

\ Clusters will emerge from the
list bf transferable and self-
management skills. These
patterns of recurring themes
represent the significant
elements in yotir pest achieve-
ments and reflect the essence
of who you are.'

3

40
SUCCESS FACTOR ANALYSIS

De ire to operate by oneself

Desire to operate as member
of a group

Desires to operate as member
of a.group but wants to lead

Wants role to be defined

Wants tg have control of
time and to formulate own
style

Wants to manage others

Other

One kind of Result Content or Subject Matter

Serving and helping Figures and details

Structural activities
Acquiring money or
materials things Physical activities'

Overcoming and per',- Icsieas

severing against
obstacles and Systems
difficulties

Methods
Building ilnd develop-
ing things Other

other people

Gaining recognition,
nonor, awards

Other
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3,134

Self-Identification of St t

Each of us possesses hundreds of strengths, talents, and abilities. If

we are able to recall our past successes and achievements, it is possible to
discover a pattern of skills and talents which we have repeatedly used to
-make those achievements happen. Once this recurring theme or common thread
of your strengths has been identified, it then becomes possible to weave these
strengths into new combinations for success in your present life, and for sound
career,planning regardless of job titles.

in the blocks below, please list as many past successes as you can
remember for three different chapters in your life. We are not necessarily
looking'for outstanding, startling, or "blue ribbon" events, but rather for experiences
which were especially meaningful to you and which may have resulted in warm
feelings.

List Successes

t4.

5.

1.

2.

3.

4.

s.
.........mmommYENMEr=..0

1.

2

3.

[4.

8

5. 379
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BU LDING A MODEL ACADEMIC ADVISING PROGRAM

FOR THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Carol A. Davis, Ed.D.

Director of Student Development Services

Oakton Community College

Morton Grove, Illinois

The development and implementation of an-cffective

and dynamic advising program in a community college is an ener

getic undertaking and one that has become complicated and even

more difficult since academ4eadvising has evolved from course

selection and scheduling into a comprelkensive program which

includes career counseling, exploration of life goals, schedul-

ing, and a frequently unsaid responsibility to assist students

in the development of their total potential. Presently there

are very few comprehensive source materials which axe available

for reference.

The following guidelines are recommended to assist in

the building of an advising program particular to your institu-

tion. The obtline is designed to aid you in gathering informa-

tion in a logical sequence which is pertinent to an effective

advising program.

The specific information describes the Oakton Community

College academic advising program and is provided as an example

to guide you in the-development of your program.

DEVELOPMENT OF A PROPOSAL FOR AN ACADEMIC ADVISING PROGRAM

1. Philosophical Base --The philosophical base of an

advising program should reflect the philosophy of the

college and the Student development program.
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1

Oakton s Philoso2hi.: ,The Student Developmot Model

practiced at Oakton Community College'allows for an

academic advisory program designed to assist the

student in selecting a field of study whi,ph will

facilitate him toward the development of his total

potential. This concept,provides for a team approach

combining the professiqnal competencies of Student

Development faculty members and instructors so that
\.

the educational planning o- stu ents^results fr\op

%unA
\

well-formulated goals and s decisions. This

process includes ,expleration of life goals, explora-

tion of career choices, program choices, course

selection, and scheduling of courses. The Student

Development'faculty member will primarily be involved
A

in providing the counseling and guidance function

designed to assist students in developing life and

ca7eer plans, In addition, the counselor will act

in a consultant role with faallty advisors. The

faculty advisor will primarily assist students with

specific program and course selection and, finally,

peer counselors are responsible for scheduling of

courses.' These efforts require coordination and

sincre cooperation since there is frequently much

overlap.

Demarmhic Data - Please complete the following in

order tojdentify the number of students to be served

and the available college resources to be utilized in

the advising program.

3Si
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Oakton's Demographics:

A. Full-time headcount 1926

B . Part-time headcount 4814

C. Number of full-time faculty 125

D. Number of part-time faculty 173

E . Number of counselors 12

F. Number of paraprofessionals 1

G. Number of peer counselors 9

B. Union or (please circle)

I. Two-year college x yes no

3. Major Objectives Formulate the major objectives for

the academic advising pragram in your community college.

Oakton's Objectives:

A. To provide students with an ogportylity tc do

comprehensive educational and career planning and

explore life goals.

B . To utilize faculty expertise as educational

consultants.

C. To provide students with an opportunity to

select appropriate courses and properly schedule

classes.

D. To provide the opportunity to improve the quality

of information services to Oakton students.

E . To reinforce the cluster college concept consis-

tent with the Oakton Community. College philosophy.

4. Student Participation Decide on voluntary vs. manda-

tory student participation. Consider part-time and

.full-time students separately.

Oakton's Procedure:

All entering full-time students are invited to attend

3S
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the Life and Career Planning Workshops, an all-day

experience in which a student i*s asked to explore

his life and caneer planning goals. A small group

of students (ten to fifteen) work in this LiTe and

Career Planning Workshop with a member of the Student

Development faculty, another member of the faculty,

and a peer advisor. During the workshop, each student

receives information about Oakton, discusses life

and career goals,.and educational planning. Lastly,

the student receives assistance in program and course

selection, schedu:ikg, and finally, registration.

With this approach we hope that each full-time, student

is able to purposefully Jegin his academic career at

Oakton Ccmmunity College.

All continuing full-time students are invited by a

faci11ti7 advisor to participate in the advising pro-

gram. jach.student receives a letter indicating a

date and time when his advisor will be available to

discuss a specific program and course selection. A

continOng full-time student whO, feels adequately

preparTd to continue his own registration may, however,

elect i)ot to meet with his advisor and instead comz

plete f)is registration by schedUling his courses with

a studInt/peer advisor: Student Development faculty

(counsIlors) are continuously available.to meet with

studerqs on a walk-in basis during the entire registra-

tion alvising process.

Oaktonss part-time students are not required to discuss

their lcademic program witli full-time.instructional

facultT on an appointment basis. Rather, each student

is invited by letter to complete their registration
it

393
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under the guidance of the Student Development

faculty. The academic faculty are encouraged to

be available to share their expertise at all

scheduled registratipns. While it would be ideal

for all part-time stWents to have academic

advisors, the sheer number of stutents who register

prt-time makes it impossible.

13.

I*

s. .4.11.1i_airsILE.4.11.02a Decide on voluntary vs.

ndatory faculty participation.

Oakton's Procedure:

All Oakton Community College full-time facul-ey are

required to participate as academic advisors for

full-time students. The participation of;a11 faculty

is supported by the Office of Curriculum!and Instruc-

tion and Student Development services as a viable way

to enhance the integration of college faculty into

the Student Development Program and registration

process. The institution has clewly made a commit-

ment to the advising program. Each advisor is inviTed

to participate in Staff Development programs pxplain-

ing the adpising process and; in addition, is prdvided

wi:th a 'detailed academic advisor's handbook. The

advisor must feel confident and adequately prepared in

order to conduct quality advisement sessions.

6. golipensation Discuss compensation for faculty, if,any.

Oakttn's Procedure:

Faculty do hot receive anY monetary compensation for

their Tarticipat,ion in the .advising program. The sub-

ject of compensation for full-time advisors is presently
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being reviewed and the following proposals are being

corlsidered:

A. Released time for full-time advisors.

B. Units awarded and accumulated applicable to

movement on the salary schedule.

Monetary compensation awarded on a semester-

by-semester basis to all full-time advisors.

7 Faculty/Student Ratio Define faculty/student ratio.

Oakton's Ratio:

The ratio of full-time faculty to full-time students

is approximately 1:15. This ratio is sensible and

workable and does not seem to interfere with an

instructor's teaching responsibilities.

8 Assianment of Academic Advisor Discuss how students

will be assigned to academic advisors.

Oakton's Procedure:

The academic advisors at Oakton are assigned advisees

who have declared a curriculum which is within the

discipline of the faculty memher. The computer is

programmed to match the assigned discipline of each

full-time faculty member with the curriculum code

reported by each full-time student on his registration

form. For instance, a Physical Therapy student will

be assigned to an academic advisor who is a teaching

faculty member in the Physical Therapy Program. On

the other hand, a Liberal Arts' student, declaring

English as his major, may be assigned an academic

advisor who teaches English, History,. Humanities, or

Literature.

385
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Oakton's system allows the adViisors to use their

academic expertise in the advising process. Students

are given the opportunity to work with a professional

who can offer guidance within his field.

9 Length of Academic Advising When and how long should

academic advising take place?

Oakton's Procedure:

The institutional commitment to a comprehensive

.academic advising program has prompted a program which,

in some form, is conducted continuously. The academic

advisors and Student Development faculty experience

definable peak periods preceding each semester. During

this time all faculty, counselors, and pper advisors

spend the majority of their working hours in a regis-

tration/advising activity. During slower periods, how-

ever, advising and counseling are offered in a less

formal manner, placement testing is available, and Life

and Career Planning Workshops are conducted. In short,

academic advising is continuously available to each

college student seeking assistance.

10. Evaluation How and who should evAluate the academic

advising program?

Oakton's Procedure:

The academic advising program is presently evaluited

by the Office of Student Development. Each advisor is

mailed an evaluation form immediately following the

evaluation process. The results of the questionnaire

are rccorded and returned to the deans and vice presi-

dents of the College for review. The following are

3S 6
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examples-of questions included in the instrument:

A. Were you adequately prepared for your role as

an academic advisor?

B. Were Student Development services helpful when

you needed assistance?

C. How would you evaluate the academic advisor

handbook?

Were cluster support services (secretarial,

student aides, etc.) helpful when you needed

assistance?

E. What is your overall evaluation of the entire

academic advising process?

11. .1221222ELItion - Identify the office in your institu-

tion which should have responsibility for:

Oakton's Procedure:

A. Surveying students' needs:

B. Contacting other community

colleges:

Reviewing the literature:

D. Consulting experts in the field:

E. Formulating a "team" to begin,

the process:

dirfl
IOW

3

Dir. of Student

Development

Services

Student Development

Counselors

Student Development

Counselors

Student Development

Counselors

Dir. of Student

Development

Services
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F. Preparation of budget for the

academic advising program:

Conducting a pilot program:

H. Presenting staff development

programs explaining academic

04ising:

I Making the final recommenda-

tion for implementation to the

chief officer in charge:

Dir. of Student

Development

Services

Dir. of Student

Development

Services

Student Development

Counselori

Dir. of Student

Development

Services (who would

present the final

proposal to the Vice

President for Student

DeNcelopment.)
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FACULTY ADVISING AT OHIO WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY

Dr. Margaret Forsythe

Counseling, Advising, Aid

Placement Center

Ohio Wesleyan University

v'a

Six years ago we formed a Student Developmpnt Office which

now has become a part of the Counseling, Advising, and Placement (CAP)

Center. The intent was to make academic advising more effeCtive by

offering greater informational services, handling the paperwork and

working to improve the advisory skills of those who are on the faculty

through centralized staff and student resources. It was the wish of

the Ohio Wesleyan Faculty that they continue being.the primary contacts

for academic matters with students.

During the 1977-78 year a Faculty Fellows Program was

begun to operate in tandem with the already established academic

adviing approach: The Faculty Fellows program centers on a freshman

residence hall and was created to help bridge the academic and resi-

dential campu,§es of the college. A team of faculty academic advisors,

counseling peysonnel, resident staff, and upper-class student assistants

helP freshmen recognize that the education process not only occurs

in the classroom, but pervades campus life. Twenty-three selected

faculty members are serving as adult role models, adyisors, and

teachers in the residential setting.

The advising system at Ohio Wesleyan University is char-

acterized by the following essential elements:

VOLUNTEER PARTICIPATION (No Pay or Released Time)

In response to an annual spring request to serve new stu-
,

dents, approximately 81 faculty were willing to serve fox the 1977-78

year as academic advisors to new freshmen and underclass students who

or. 3 9 5

9
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entered for the first time in the fall.

SERVICE AS AN ACADEMIC ADVISOR

Service as an academic advisor to one or ,more upperclass

majors and/or ugperclass transfers on the part of 155 raculty and ad-

ministrative staff (including the above 81) is a volunteer service.

FLEXIBILITY

Students wishing to change advisors need only to secure

the written consent of the new advisor on a card provided by our office.

When returnedlere, all records are updated and the student materials

forwarded to the new advisor.

ASSIGNMENT BY INTEREST AREAS
* Assignment by interest areas where known and to the extent

possible occurs. A new student wishing to major in English will be

given an advisor in that department if an English professor still has

room for additional advisees.

LIMITATION ON ADVISING GROUP SIZE

Except in two departments (where the department head

handles 100 percent) a maximum bf ten new transfers and/or fresh-

men is a'ssigned annually to those who volunteer. Students already

enrolled must get the advisor's consent to serve them, so each advi-

sor thereafter controls the.size to which his group swells. Some

never say no and supposedly serve as an advisor to 50 or 60; a few

refuse to serve at all.

STUDENTS AS ADJUNCT OR PEER ADVISORS

This additional facet of the program began four years

ago. Of the 79 then serving new students, 27 advisors did not wish

to work with such an adjunct advisor, 33 chose a student whom they
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already knew, and 20 asked the Student Development Office to locate

a student adjunct fot them. At this point, the effectiveness of

this program depends on the academic advisor's training of the adjunct

advisor; some have worked together closely while others seem to

have done little. This year only a few have indicated that they will

have adjunct advisors. This, in general, reflects their concern that

student advice on the subject of academic matters might lend itself

to certain prejudices regarding the personality of given professors,

to the nature of the course, etc. It is my belief that we could

avoid such problems if we could establish an adequate training pro-

gram.

TRAINING AND UPDATING OF SKILLS

1. Almost every fall an all-day meeting is held for advisors

to refresh their knowledge, discuss curricular changes,

outline and describe campus resources, etc. Such a

meeting was not held this year due to the awkward date of

Labor Day and the immediate start of classes thereafter.

We therefore resorted to communication by written word

instead. We also find very few persons serving who have

not previously been advisors and presumably they therefore

need less training. This, of course, reflects the fact

that there is almost no faculty turnover.

2. A newsletter is prepared regularly, hopefully monthly,

with varied topics depending on current issues or infor-

mation_. I refer again to the several typical examples

enclosed. 4

3. Occasional guest speakers are brought to campus or uti-

lized from local resources. We have held a dinner meeting

with Dr. Robert Pitcher of the Educational Development

Center in Berea, Ohio, to talk about ways of helping
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probationary students and one of the University's

attorneys provided material about record-keeping, con-
. .

tact, and sharing of information which advisors may

possess.

REGULAR COMMUNICATIONS

1. Each advisor is provided cLoies of high school transcripts

and activity records, transferred credits, plus a summary

sheet of-basic data such as test scores, home addresses,

high school class rank, etc. These "advisor packets"

also include a worksheet on which to record a student's

progress, requirements met, etc.

2. Advisors are sent copies of notices regarding deaths in

an advisee's family, student illnesses, etc.

Advisees must obtain the advisor's signature when petitioning

for an exception to established deadlines and procedures;

advisors in return receive copies of the resultant action

taken by the faculty Committee on Petitions.

There are, of course, other advisor)%contacts, by

phone, in writing, and in person, pertaining to many topics;

peysonal problems, class absences, tutoring needs, etc.

These contacts are usually with (and frequently originated

by) the Counseling, Advising, and Placement Center, but

also occur between the advisor and the residence hall

staff. We find a small hut growing number of parents

making direct contact -with the advisor as well and some-

times expressing their views of the advising system to

us following such conversations.

FRINGE BENEFITS

There are regrettably not too many of these. Until
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three years ago we were able to offer each advisor reimbUrsement up

to $.50 for costS of get-togethers in the advisor's home, postage and

mimeographing of meeting notices, etc. We also had furnished an un-

limited number of meal tickets, cashable for full meals and/or snacks

in our Union and residence halls. The closing budgets have required

that this be eliminated except for the Faculty Fellows Program.

Routine impressions of advisory capabilities are not shared with the

personnel committee at the request of that committee. Consequently

the fringe benefits which come from advising are alfeeling Of

helping the University, a recognition that this keep the academic

advising system within the hands of those who are acOemically employed,

and the satisfaction of knowing that one is helping a fellow human

being.

EVALUATION N,
Obviously feedback occurs ail along the way from the con-

versations and contacts outlined above. We try to keep informal

notes of advisors who have frequent contacts beyond those inNotheir

own offices with their advisees by eating in the residence halls

(in spite of having to pay their own way) and those who make additional

efforts to gain student backgrounds and/or to work on stude,nt

problems. At least two somewhat more formal attempts also exist to

evaluate an advisor's work:

1. The faculty personnel committee has added a specific

section on advising effectiveness to their ratings of

particular professors. The points gathered for a quality

performance are minimum, but do at least represent a

strengthening of the former position of merely disregarding

such a function.

2. Our office has developed the enclosed evaluation form

393
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for voluntary use by advisors seeking anonymous advisee

reaction. In any one year, we have seen no more than

14 advisors either distribute this themselves to their

advisees or ask us to mail it out for them. Since the

evaluation is returned directly to the advisor, we know

the content of oE.ly one set of responses which was

shared with us. As might be expected, .those particular

responses were all hi,ghly favorable! Our reasons for

making this voluntary and for using this procedure stemmed

from the prior format of teaching,evaluations so designed;

we reasoned that professors who evaluated themselves as

teachers only if they wished to do so and were then under

no obligation to share such evaluations would not wish a

more forceful approach to their advising performance.

411
(Evaluation form is included in the section "Skills,

Techniques, and Resources" under the heading "Evaluating

Academic Advising".)

f.

s,

3 9 4.
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AN ON-GOING ADVISEMENT PROGRAM FOR

NEW AND CONTINUING STUDENTS

Tom F. Dugan

Scottsdale Community College

THE PROBLEM
Student Advisement for both rew and continuing students-

at SCC leaves mudh to be desired. Key "concerns are noted:-

1. Student advisement is usually a "catch as catch can"

function at semester registration times, i.e.,

students seeking advising only at registration from

whomever is available.

2. Students too often see an advisor at registration

only to get a signature on their enrollment card

rather than carefully planning for degree objectives

or even.semevrer classes.

3. Students and faculty have diffidulty distinguishing

between advisement "and,registration When bo h usually

Occur at the same time..

4. Students encounter difficulty when adyiSed by factilty

if the faculty member is only interested in "selling

classes" in his discipline or is no.t knowledgeable

about general education requirements, general informa-
1,

ti6n outside his discipline, or correct information

regarding the transferability of courses within hi:>.

discipline.

It is.impossible for a small number of individuals,

whether they are faculty, counselors, or students, to

.effectively advise,more than 5,000 students.

There was a time at SCC when faculty involvement in an

395
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advisement program was quite limited. Faculty, were more con-

cerned about the procedural problems students and faculty encoun-

tered during registration. With faculty input, registration

procedures have.improve'd 'greatly in recent semesters. Again;

with faculty input, -the beginnings of what could develop into

,a formal advisement program can be noted:

1. A faculty survey, Pall 1973, indicated a faculty .

cencern'for a formal advisement program for students.

The NCA 'Self-Study and comments from the NCA evalua-

, ting team emphasize the need for faCulty, administra-

, tion, and'students to improve student advisement at

the college.

3. Spring 1974, SCC's first formal orientation program

for new students was a success. The leadership of a

couple members of the counseling staff working with

a iew of the faculty accounted for that success.

. More important, however, was the faculty's enthusiasm

to,establish an orientation committee to be responsible

for future orienta'Oons.

August 1974, another orientation program was held with

counselors and faculty representatives from each curric-

ular division avilable to assist incoming students.

For the three-day program, faculty were paid two days

from summer counseling funds, the third day they

volunteered their time.

5. 1974-76, there was considerable increase in faculty

interest and involvement in early advisement and

registration periods in December and April.

6 Another successful orientatiOn program in April 1974,

can be attributed to the faculty orientation committee,

faculty in general, and some student involvement.

396
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Yith more of the faculty interested in assisting new

and continuing students as more recently demonstrated, and with

the m'echanics of registration now greatly improved, it is now

crucial to establish a formal approach to separating adviseMent

and registration while at the same time having the two functions

complement each other.

OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of this proposal is'to present

an approach to a formal on-going advisement program for SCC

students. Successful implementation of this proposal will be

contingent upon cooperative input from faculty, administration,

staff and students. Capitalizing on recent positive develop-
,

ments in this endeavor should enhance the development of this

advisement program. Specific objectiV,es include:

1. Minimizing the time and frustration of students and

faculty during registration and drop-4dd periods.

2 Maximizing student awareness of short and long range

educational goals.

3.. Getting as many faculty involved in student advise-

ment as possif;le.

4. Getting students involved in assisting other students

with advisement procedures and the mechanics of

registration.

5. Organizing materials'to assist advisors in providing

coTrect information to students regarding registra-

tion procedures, general studies and graduation

requirements, and the transferability of SCC courses.

6. Establishing a concise training session for counselors,

faculty and student assistants, and clerical staff to

be held each semester prior to peak advisement periods.

39;4
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7. Encouraging students to seek aWsement from their

designated advisor each semester by following

specific advisement procedures that will enable

them to register early.

PROCEDURES

It is essential to everyone involved, particularly

students, that a differentiation be made between advisement,

an on-going function, and registration, a procedure for enrolling

* in classes prior to$the beginning of each term. Separating the

peak periods for both as much as possible should delineate the

two.

TIME SCHEDULE

Starting in the spring in preparation for fall semester:

r. Mid April

In-service advisement training program.

2. Late April

A. Advisement week for continuing students;

faculty and staff available in the student

lounge afternoons, 1:00 to 4:00, and early

evening, 5:00 to 7:00, Monday thursday.

Orientation for new students during same

week, two or three evenings, 7:00 to 10:00.

Faculty, staff and students assisting.

Summer last couple weeks of May, June and July.

A. New students seen in small groups 3-5 by

a counselor(s) and 'student assistant(s) for

advisement.
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Continuing students seen on 'an individual

basis by counselor(s) and/or faculty advisor(s).

4. August

A. Orientation program the week before early

registration for new and continuing students.

Counselors, faculty representative from each

division/department, and staff located in

student lounge Tuesday evening, Wednesday

afternoon and Thursday morning to assist

at a different time each day to meet working

students' schedule.

B. Early registration students with registration

appointments register, approximately 20 per half

hour, during the first part of August, the 2-3

weeks before regular registration.

C. Registration week all faculty and staff available

as necessary to advise and assist with registration

procedures.

D. Drop-add week faculty and staff available in a

c-entral location 1:00 to 4:00, 5:00 to 7:00 p.m.

(avoiding prime class time,) Students go through

drop-add each day in the reverse alphabetical

order of registration.

Registration Week Drop-Add Week

Monday Meetings Z Q

Tuesday A G P H

Wednesday H P G A

Thursday Q - Z Open to all

Friday A. & R. clean up A. & R. clean up

41111"r1low
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Monday following drop-add 'week first official

roster of class enrollments; i.e., withdrawals

during drop-add week not included on final class

rosters.

5. December first part of month

A. In-service advisement training program.

B. Advisement week for continuing students

'as in April.

C. Orientation program as in April. One evening

7:00 to 10:00, specifically for mid-year high

school graduates.

January

A. Early registration by appointment for students

who have completed advisement procedures. To

be held 1-2 weeks before regular registration.

B. Registration week as in August.

C. Drop-add week again the reverse order of

registration as in,August.

METHOD

The success of registration by appointment, if the student

has gone through an advisement''step, can be developed further:

1. The "carrot" early registration by appointment

following advisement.

'Assignment to advisor students are assigned an

advisor based on their preference when possible,

specific career program, academic division or

department for a general interest area, or counseling

office if completely undecided. Admissions Office

makes assignment from information on admission appli-

cation; divisions/departments make specific faculty

assignments.
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3. =Advisement session student meets with faculty

advisor or counselor to:

A. Review ACT scores (and high school record, if

necessary) with new students. ,2

B. Review evaluated transcripts with transfer

students.

C. Review SCC transcript (and transfer transcripts,

if any) with continuing students.

During session student and advisor review A.A.

degree and general education requirements,

immediate-and long range educational goals.

E. Enrollment card (appendix A) and advisement

check sheet (appendix B) completed to date are

signed by the advisor.

4. Registration appointment - given to students in

Admissions Office upon presentation of approved

enrollment card and advisement check sheet. Earliest

...115'
appointments to those who come first.

5. Enrollment card goes in student's registration packet

to be returned to him at registration appointment

time. Class cards not pulled until registration

appointment time. This minimizes:

A. Student having to come up with money long

before classes start.

B. Student needing to change class schedule

via drop-add; he can change it with advisor's

signature at registration time.

6. Advisement check sheet -.held by Admissions Office

until after registration and drop-add, then returned

to advisor via divison/department chairman.

7. Mid-term report mailed to all students listing

classes the student is currently enrolled in to

confirm, reports any unsatisfactory grades and.

r'*44 4lire . Ilew
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withdrawals to date. Also gives the student

his academic advisor's name. Advisor receives

printout listings of names of students assigned

to him. At this i-ime of the semester, student

bulletin and newspaper encourage students with

unsatisfactory mid-term marks to check with

advisor.

8. Advisement anytime after mid-term students can

meet with advisor to pick up advisement check sheet

and review student's progress. The student is

encouraged to build an advisement folder containing

advisement check sheet. ACT scores, copies of

transcripts (marked "Advisor Copy" obtained from

Admissions Office at student's request) and students'

grade reports. The student can have his advisor hold

his folder or he may retain it and bring it with him.

PERSONNEL

Conceivably every faculty and staff member on campus

could be involved in an on-going Avisement program. At lirst

divisions/departments can decide which faculty will be directly

involved. Specific personnel and their responsibility in this

program are listed:

1. Admissions Offi.ce staff:

A. Inform's student of general information, advisement

and registration procedures.

B. Assigns student to divisions/departments,

counseling for advisement.

C. Schedules registration appointments.

D. Makes arrangements for registration and drop-add.
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E. Processes paperwork.

2. Counseling Staff

A. Directs students to correct advisors.

B. Advises undecided students.

C. Handles the bulk of advisement during summer

months.

Trains student assistants.

Assists with in-service advisement training

program for faculty and staff.

Has representative(s) work with faculty on

orientation committee.

Assists students and faculty during orientation,

registration, and drop-add.

3. Faculty

A. Advises students regarding their specific career

program'or general academic area.

B. Maintains a liaison with their university counter-

parts for an awareness of the transferability of

SCC courses in their discipline.

Develops advisement check sheets for respective

curriculums.

D. Provides Counseling and Admissions Offices with

up-dated curricUlar material.

Has curricular representatives serve on orientation

committee.

F. Participates in in-service advisement training

program.

G. Assists at orientation, registration, and drop-add.

Students

Second or third'semester students selected and trained to

assist Admissions Office, counselors and faculty with student

advisement and registration drop-add procedures.

A. Assist counselors, particularly during summer

to, 403,
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months, with student advisement.

Serve on Orientation Committee.

C. Participate in in-service advisement training

program.

D. Assist at advisement, orientation, registration

and drop-add.

5. Administration

A. Provides leadership,-encouragement, staff and

budgetary support for advisement program.

B. Like faculty, is assigned and advises a reasonable

number of students.

Maintains high level liaison with universities

(formally through H.E.C.C. and High School College

Relations Council, informally through higher education

departments and personal contacts).

D. Tarticipates in in-service ulvisement training

program.

E. Present on at least a rotating basis at orientation,

registration, and drop-add.

ADVISEMENTJN-SERVICE TRAINING PROGRAM

Twice a year, April and December, before the peak

advisement periods for each semester an in-service training program

.is to be held for faculty and itaff involved in student advisement.

Two general training sessions are to.be held, one for clerical

personnel (from primarily Admissions and Counseling Offices) and

student assistants and another for certificated personnel. Training

sessions will last only a couple of hours on two separate days, the

first day for presentation of material, the second day for follow-up

and review.

lOi
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1. Clerical - Student Assistants Session

A. Public relations techniques - SCC Business

Department.
0

Presentation of materials, catalog, class

schedule, circulars, Advisors Handbook, new

programs - respective faculty and staff.

C. Admission, advisement, registration, drop-add

procedures Associate Dean of Student Services

and Coordinator of Counseling Services.

2. Certificated Session

A. Interview techniques for student advisement -

counseling staff.

B. ,Interpretation of ACT scores, SCC and transfer

transcripts.

C. Presentation of materials respective faculty

and staff.

D. Admission, advisement, registration, and drop-add

procedures Associate Dean of Student Services

and Coordinator of Counseling Services.

COSTS

The costs of this adviSement program are minimal. For

the most part, e-xisiing facilities and staff will suffice. Only

in a couple of instances are additional expenses for staff needing

to be considered. These include:

1. Aditional extended contract funds for summer coun-

selins.since .,lie bulk of advisement during summer

months sflls on the counseling staff.

405
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2. Additional funds from instructional budget to pay

for faculty representatives from divisions/departments

during August orientation program.

3. Additional funds to pay for student assistance. Stu-

dent assistance is essential during peak periods of

advisement, orientation, registration, drop-add, and

particularly during summer months to assist counselors

when most faculty are not on campus. Funds could come

from student budget and college work study.
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USE OF PEER ADVISORS AT SUNY FREDONIA

David L. Anderson

Sara C. Looney

Nancy L. Lord

Helping Students Grow, a guide published by The

American College Testing Program, refers to academic advising as

"a cornerstone of student retention," and "an integril par,t of

the higher education process." The guide stresses the importance.

of a varied delivery system for,successful academic advising, and

suggests the use of faculty advising, counselor advising, self-

advising, and peer advising. This article outlines the development

and utilization of an effective, low-cost peer advisor system at

a small college of arts and leaers.

BACKGROUND

In the Fall of 1974 a committee

quality of academic advising at the State

Fredonia. It was generally felt that the

was inadequate. The committee suggested that while the problem

was obviously multidimensional, advising might be improved through

varying the delivery system. A survey of students indicated that

74% of those responding would use peer advisors if they were

available. Based on this information a pilot program for peer

advisors was established. During the Spring of 1975 a subcommittee

consisting of academic and student affairs staff members outlined

a training program and submitted a proposal to the campus academic

affairs committee for a credit bearing training and practicum

course. The first training class was selected and training began

in the Fall of 1975. What follows is an outline of the program

was formed to review the

University College at

existing advising system

as.it presently exists.
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SELECTION OF PEER ADVISORS

Applicants for the program must have at least a 242

grade point average, submit a completed written application form

with three reference letters, and complete a series of interviews.

The application form asks the candidate to dssess his/her, potential

as a Peer Advisor and to indicate.competencies hb/she may have to

develop. Reference persons are directed to prepare a statement of

the candidate's judgment, reliability, ability to relate to others,

knowledge of the campus, and related factois. When application

materials are received, each candidate has an indiyidual interview

with a Program Coordinator and-two group interviews with trained

Peer Advisors who constitute the Selection Committee. Candidates

are evaluated on their ability to relate to others, interest in

helping others, openness to suggestions, problem solving ability,

assertiveness, familiarity with the campus, and thoughtfulness in

planning their own academic program. All interviewers complete a

standard interview evaluation form at the conclusion of each.

interview. The Selection Committee meets With two of the Progrrm

Coordinators to determine which candidates will be invited to

participate in training.

TRAINING

_Peer Advisors receive training iri two distinct types of

sessions: the initial training, three day-long sessions, held in

the beginning of the school year; and the monthly workshops and

small group meetings, held throughout the year, which serve as

both training and supervision for the Peer Advisors,

Topics covered in the initial training sessions include

communications values clarification, career decision-making

skills, and academic advising principles. The Peer Advising Hand-

book, academic policies, programs,and procedures, registration,

and financial aids are reviewed. Other campus referrals and re-

sources are also discussed. Important: goals of these early sessions
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are to develop self-understanding (and recognition of its im-

portance to any counselor/advisor relationship) and to instill

a feeling of group cohesiveness.

The focus of communication skills training is on basic

helping and listening behaviovs. Extensive role-playing is used,

with some sessions being video-taped and critiqued by the entire

group of tr-ainees. Th-ere are two term assignments: an audio-

tape of a mock advising session, with a critique written by the

interviewer/trainee; and a written case study of a student with

an advising problem.

The iecond type of training session, monthly workshops

and small group,meetings, serve both as further instruction for

trainees and Peer Advisiiis and as on-going supervision for all

the members of the group. The monthly workshops are meetings of

the total group'and usually consist of further presentations by

academic and administrative personnel, and some short coMmunications

skills or values clarification exercises. Saall group supervision

sessions meet monthly to provide a forum for Peer Advisors to ask

questions, solve problems, and generate ideas.

PEER ADVISING HANDBOOK

The College did not have a concise document that listed

major program requirements in a uniform fotiliat 'which permitted

vasy comparison. Such a document is essential to any general

advising program,. The Peer Advisors contacted all departments to

soli-cit accurate and complete information on departmental majors

and minors. The final product has proved invaluable to the Peer

Advisors and others. Faculty advisors were quick to request copies

and the Admissions Iliffice made copies available to transfer coun-

-j selors at other institutions. The Handbook is organized in a 3-

ring binder to facilitate adding ald deleting material. Each

semester it is revised and updated to insure accuracy. In spite
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of its wide distribution and utilization, it has retained itS

original titlt: appltaL/ItrIlialiFlarlynak. The development

of the Handbook, along with the individual efforts of the Peer
\

Advisors, has'influenced the acceptance and established the

credibility of the Peer AdVisirig Program.

PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

In terms of the college formal administrative structure,

the Peer AdviSing, Program is somewhat unique. Two of the Program.

Coordinators report to the Student Affairs Vice President and the

third co-ordinator reports to the Academic Affairs Vice President.

The Program enjoys no formal budget allocations from

any one office. It is a cooperative funding effort among various

Academic Affairs and Student Affairs offices.

Actual operation of the Program rests with the Peer

Advising Steering Committee. This committee consists of five to

six Peer Advisors and the Program Coordinators. There are specia-

lized committees for selection, publicity and training. The Peer

Advisors proliide direct input for the operation of the program.

ACCEPTANCE AND UTILIZATION

At its inception, the Peer Advising Program was the objeCt

of both enthusiasm and skepticism. Many faculty members were con-

cerned about the competence of students to deal with academic and

personal problems. In its two and one half year existence,

enthusiasm has increased and skeptic),sm has diminished considbrably.

While theTeer Advisors are clearly/neither academicians norrn

professional counselors, they art carefully selected, trained and

concerned individuals. They are familiar with,volumes of information

about academic programs and policies, and are skilled in effective

communication.
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At the time of writing (January, 1978), the Peer

Advising Program is an integral part of the college-wide advising

effort. Additionally, Peer Advisors have been reco'gnized by

various campus offices as resource persons with a broad base of

campus information. The following represents a sampling of areas,

of the college that have used Peer Advisors:

1. Office of Academic Advising

A. Furnish campus with up-to-date academic information

throughthe Peer Advising Handbook.

B. Assist in group and individual advising meetings

with students yet to declare a major.

C. Assist'Residence Hall Directors in advising students

yet to declare a major.

D. Meet informally with dormitory residents regarding

advising matters.

E. Assist selected departments in advising majors.

F. Staff Peer Advising Office during academic year.

G. Participate in campus-wide Academic Advising Night.

H. Sponsor Academic Advising information table during

Course Selection.

I. Provide general information table during Course

Registration.

2. Office of Admissions

A. Participate in off-campus "College Nights."

B. Sponsor information center during campus Open Houses.

C. Contact High School Gilidance Counselors to promote

College programs.

D. Provide tour guide service for campus visitors.

41i
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3. Office of Student Affairs New Student Orientation

A. Staff general information center during orientation.

B. Provide registration packet to new students.

4. Career Development Office and Counseling Center

A. Act as referral source for students seeking infor-

mation on course content and related matters.

SUMMARY

This article outlines the development and utilization

of a low-cost, effective Peer Advising program. Orie goal of the

program was to improve the general quality of academic' advising.

The Peer Advisors have partially realized this goal. They have

also provided assistance to college offices which needed the

services of individuals with a broad base of information about

the college.

liz
riftAIN
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APPENDIX

MINIMUM EXPECTATIONS FOR TRAINEES

1. Attend and actively participate in all training sesions.

(It is' necessary to make up any work missed.)

2. Attend monthly workshops.

3. Participate in small group meetings.

4. Become familiar with Peer Advising Handbook.

5. Participate in up-dating of Peer Advising Handbook.

6 Meet with the Peer Advisor Resource people. (Designated

faculty advisors in each academic department.)

7. Work with a trained Peer Advisor during Course Selection

and in the Peer Advising Office.

8. Tape mock apising session and prepare critique.

9. Submit acceptable case study of advising situation.

10. Assist in making contents of Peer Advising Handbook and

Peer Advising Program more available to all students.

MINIMUM EXPECTATIONS FOR PEER ADVISORS

1. Set scheduled desk hours. (Or arrange for another Peer

Advisor to cover for you.)

2. Advise during Course Selection, Registration and Orien-

tation.

3. Meet with' groups of students who have yet to declare

a major.

4. Attend monthly workshops. (Make up work missed if absent

from workshops.)

5. Participaie in small group meetings.

6. Become familiar with the Peer Advising Handbook re-

visions.

413
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7. Participate in up-dating of Peer Advising Handbook.

8. Meet with Peer Advisor Resource people.

9. Assist in making contents of Peer Advising Handbook

and Peer Advising Program more available to.all students.
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ACADEMIC ADVISING AT SUNY NEW PALTZ

THE ACADEMIC ADVISING PROCESS: FROM ENTERING FRESHMAN TO GRAD-

UATING SENIOR

Freshman Orientation: Prior to the beginning of the first

semester'sstudyatNewPaltz,entering freshmen attend one of the

scheduled two-day orientation programs. At the orientation, each

small group of 12-15 freshmen meets with a faculty advisor and

upperclass student advisor to develop a program of courses for the

first semester's study. Preregistration for these courses ocurs

at the end of the second day of the orientation session. Advisors

work with freshmen on plans' to meet general College degree require-

- ments (freshman English, pbysical education, distribution), and

provide them with a check-list of those requirements. Most impor-

tant, ,advisors talk with students about the range of possibilities

for study and life at the College.

Pre-Major Advising: Until they choose a major, students

maintain contact with the faculty adyisor who worked with them at

orientation. Depending upon the field of interest, some students

choose majors in their first year. An early choice of major is

important for fields such as art study, art education, the natur-

al sciences and mathematics. Others might not choose majors until

late in their sophomore year. Students seeking teacher certifi-

cation should take the foundation courses and field experience

courses at the times and in the sequence recommended by theFac-

ulty of Education. In order to explore specific career possibil-

ities and possible major choices, students should make contact

with the Office of Career Planning and placement, and participate

in one of 'their Life Planning Workshops. Students should use

dirri
415
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their time as pre-majors to explore courses in a number of dif-

ferent academic departments, with an eye to developing an interest

which they will pursue in depth as.majors. 'When students decide

upon a major, they should let their pre-major advisor know of their

decisiOn, and request that the advisor send their advising falder,

marked with the major choice, to the office of Academic Advising

for transmittal to the major department advisor. Students inter-

ested in designing their own majors should explore the possibihlities

of a contract major. (See CONTRACT MAJOR).

Major Advising= Once students decide upon a major, they

should make contact with the major department and obtain, from the

chairman or chairman's designee, copies of the major plans of study

which the department offers. The major plan indicates which courses

are needed to complete the major. -The department will as-sdgm each

student to a major advisor, who will request the student to file

a major plan at the appropriate time and to update the plan as

courses are completed.

Formal Preparations for Graduation: Preparations for

graduation involve a check of whether a student has met (1) gen-

eral degree requirements and (2) major requirements. A prelimin-

ary check on degree requirements (freshman English, physical

education, distribution, Liberal Arts, upper division, residence)

should be done during the first or second semester of the junior

year. Credit check forms and assistance with-this task are avail-

able in the Academic Advising Office. The final preparation for

graduation is the filing of a degree application with the Records

Office no later than the end of the fifth week of the semester

the student intends.to graduate. The degree application has two

parts: (1) the general College degree requirements form, supplied-

by the Records Office and (2) the major plan, supplied by the

.1
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department. Both completed documents are then filed with the

Records Office'for final clearance, so that students may appear

on the commencement list.

THE ACADEMIC ADVISING PROCESS: PROM TRANSFER STUDENT TO

GRADUATING SENIOR

Transfer students enter the College at New Paltz with'

widely varying academic experiences behind them. Some arrive with

a handful of college credits earned elsewhere, while graduates of

community colleges may enter with as many as 70 credits of college

level work completed. Students who have begun work at other four-

year colleges may transfer as many as 90 credits -to New Paltz.

Depending upon number of credits earned and firmness of

commitment to an academic major, transfer students are advised

either as pre-majors or as majors. Advisors are sent transcripts

of college work completed elsewhere with a transfer credit eval-

uation done by the Admissions Office. The Admissions Office's

transfer credit evaluation tells the advisor and the transfer

student the number of credits accepted in transfer towards meeting

the College's general degree requirements in freshman English,

physical education, free elective Liberal Arts credits, free

eleCtive Professional/Techriical credits, 'and distribution require-

ment.

During orientation or at anytime afterwards, transfer

students should consult the appropriate chairman OT chairman's

designee to determine which credits offered in transfer,are ac-
.

ceptable toward meeting the College's 45-credit upper division

requirement.

As soon as the student has decided upon a major (as early

as transfer orientation), he should consult with the chairman or

chairman's designee in the major,department to determine how many

of the transferred credits apply towards meeting the requirements
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for the major. Each department has 'forms available for recording

accepted transfer credit applied to major requirements, and this

document serves as the major plan. Prop this point through to

graduation, the same procedures apply to transfer students ais to

those who begin their college study at New Paltz.

_Responsibilities ol_RreMainrAdylsors_:

1. Advising enteriDg students as part of the College's or-'

ientation program. Each pre-major advisor will have an

upperclass studeni to assist during orientation. This

-advising session consists primarily .of discussing the

range of academic possibilities available at the College,

giving new students a clear idea of the College's gen-

eral degree requirements, and working out_a first semes-

ter's program of study.

2. Advising some students who are undecided with respect to

a major. (Approximately 80% of our entering freshmen

and 30% of our transfer students fall into this category.)

3. Meeting with pre-major advisees pr or to preregistfation

for the next semester's course work. The principle aim

of these discussions is to assist and encourage advisees

in exploring the range of lower-division offerings avail-

able at the College, talk about career inlerests, and

consider possibilities for major study.

Alerting advisees to the reasons for course prerequisites

and the need to meet them.

Couriseling those pre-major advisees who are in academic

difficulty; those who are on academic probation or per-

ilously near it. (Grade reports are provided each sem-

ester.) Attempting to discover what the difficulties are

and how serious they are.
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6. Referr ng advisees where appropriate:

A. For a difficult personal problem; to the Counseling

Center, the Dormitory Director or Resident Advisor,

or a peer counselor working with OASIS. (Assist in

mak:.;ng the initial contact if this is likely to be

helpful.)

B. For additional help in exploring vocational inter-

ests and po'ssibilities; the Office of Career Planning

and Placement.

For financial difficulties; the Financial Aid-Office.

D. For tutorial help; the instructor in the course or his

department office. (Many departments maintain lists

of volunteer tutors or tutors who will assist for an

hourly charge.) EOP students should be referred to

their EOP counselor, who will arrange for tutoring

help.

E. The Academic Advising Office is prepared to answer

advising questions about -which faculty members or -91

students are uncertain, or to find the answer to the

question.

7. Once the advisee determines his major, recording the name

of the major on the advising folder and transmitting it .

to the Office of Academic Advising for transmittal to the

major department advisor.

Responsibilities of major advisors:

1. Advising major students as needed. In some cases, this

will require contact each semester prior to preregistra-

tion for the next semester's courses; in others, the contact
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will be less frequent. Altering the student to degree

and major requirements.

2. Meeting with major students, as assigned by the chairman,

to file the major plan of study, and to review it as needed. ,

)1

3. Couns ing major advisees who are in academic difficulty.

4. Refer ng advisees where appropriate:

For a dificult personal problem; to the Counseling

Center, the Dormitory Director of Resident Advisor,

or peer counselor working with OASIS. (Assist in

making the initial contact if,this is likely to be

helpful.)

B. For addition4,1 help in exploiing'vocational ,interests

and possibilities; the Office of Career Planning and

Placement.

For financial difficulties; the Financial Aid Office.

For tutorial help; the instructor in the course or

his department's office. (Many departments maintain

lists of tutors.) EOP students should* referr'ed to

their FOP counselor, who will arrange for tutoring

h0p.
,E. The Academic Advising Office -is-prepared to answer

advising questions about which facultr members or

students are uncertain, or to find the answer to the

question.

5. Advising major students about graduate or professional

school possibilities in fields closely related to that of

the major department.

6. Approving and signing the major advisee's degree application.

The degree application consists of two parts: (1) general

degree requirements, and (2) major requirements.

low
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CENTRALIZED ADVISEMENT AT TEXAS CHRISTIAN UNIV4RSITY

Carol R. Patton

Director of University Advisement

for Freshmen Undeclafed

Texas Christian University

Fort Worth, Texas

With decreasing enrollments facing higher education,

unprecedented attention is being focused on the pool of potential

students from which' our admissions officers can recruit. But the

recruiting pool with the highest potential yield per dollar spent

is also the most easily accesible -- our own current enrollments.

If we merely retain the students already admitted, the effect on

enrollment and coriespondingly On institutional income

could be dramatic. But even more significant is the effect on

the student who is retained and has thus been successfui in

reaching his original goals. '

Some natural attrition is inevitable the student who

is a misfit in a particular campus environment, the student whose

goals have changed since entry. But in general the student selects

an institution whose programs and environment appear to fit his

needs. It is the ethical obligation of an admissions officer to

paint the protrait of the school as accurately as possible for

prospective students so that the match of student needs to insti-

tutional opportunities is a good fit. But once the choice has

been made, it then behooves the institution to assist students,

insofar as possible, in availing themselves of campus resources in

order that they might meet their educational objectives.

It was with these double-pronged benefits -- those for

the student and those for the institution in mind that Texas

4 21
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Christian University initiated*its program of centralized ad-

visementAor freshmen an'd todeclared majors. The assumptions on

which the program is based are supported by a search of retention

literature and on institutional studies. Briefly, the premises

ftwof our program are,these:

1.. Any entering class will diminish; it will diminish

significantly and, in many instances, needlessly.

2. The period of greatest attrition is within or at

the end of the freshman year.

'Undeclared majors constitute the group with the high-

est withdrawal rate.

The relationship with a caring adult who represents

the institution can be a significant retention factor.

5. An effective academic advising program can be a signi-

ficant deterrent to dropping out.

-Building squarely on these concepts, Texas Christian

University has developed a program of intensive advising for those

students most likely to encounter difficulties in meeting their

academic goals freshmen and undeclared majors. By "l_ntensive

advising" we refer to advisement that goes Well beyond 1he mere

scheduling of courses for the upcoming semester. Traditionally,

advising has wasted the talent and expertise of advisors in

performing what is almost a clerical function, but inten3dve

advising assumes the exploration of life, then career goals,

after which a program and relevant courses are selected; only

then does the scheduling of courses become appropriate The ad-

visor's role may also include personal and vocational counseling

and referral to appropriate campus or community resources. In

short, the advisor seeks to help the student through any stumbling

block that might interfere with a successful academic career

in addition to asiisting in planning an academic program consonant
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itwith a student's life and career goal.

Toward this end, an office of University Advisement

for Freshmen and Undeclared Majors was created, staffed by a

DiKector, a secretary, and a student clerk. 4The responsibilities

of the Director includeselecting and training advisors, assign-
,

ing students to advisOrs, providing student data and advising

aids, coordinatinf, advising 'at summer orientation, monitoring

47
retention, anticipating stud t problems, and serving as a

sourc-of.infOrmaiion and eferral fo-r-students requiTing help.

FRESHMAN ADVISING

Freshmen who have declared majors are apsigned to a

fa ulty member within their.major department who has been desig-

najted as a freshman advisor by the Director after consultation

w th the department chairman and dean. Selection is based

p imarily on the faculty member's demonstrated concern for

s udents and a corresponding willingness to give time and atten-

t on to problems, even if they extend beyond the classroom. A

sjufficient number of advisors are appointed to insure that no

dvisor has more than twenty students assigned. During the

fcademic year, there is no renumeration since the assignment

is considered part of departmental duties. During the summer,

however, a small stipend is paid for each orientation session in

which the advisor participates.

The freshman advisor meets at least once each semestgr

with each student and consults with the students prior to any

schedule changes during the term. In addition, the advisor is

available for any counseling desired by the stud6nt and takes

the initiative in contacting the siudent when any indication of

a prbblem appears such as absence reports, midsemester reports

of unsatisfactory progress, etc. For advisors who.wish to

entertain students in their home, funds are available to defray

423
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the cost.

At the beginning of the sophomore year, the student

is assigned to a permanent departmental advisor. In departments

fortunate enough to have a number of faculty with the special

qualities necessary for successful freshman advisement, the

student remains with his orPginal advisor and'a new freshman

adVisor is appointed for the:incoming class. But when the num-

ber of faculty who are successful at intensive advising is limi-

ted, pToviding the best -advisor for freshmen takes priority

over continuity of advising.

UNDECLARED ADVISING

A student who has not yet declared a majOr is assigned

to an advisor'designated for undeclareds. He remains with this

advisor -- regardless of his classifica,tion until he declares

a major and is assigned to a departmental advisor. Formerly,

undeclared students at TCU could stop by an office which wa's

continually staffed by one of a number of faculty who gave

several hours a week to this duty. While the easy accessibility

of an advisor made this very convenient, the far greater value

of a continuing relationship with fst caring advisor was lost.

Under the new structure.undeclared students -- who, unlike'

declared majors, have no departments watching out for them --

now have faculty advisors who know them personally and care abOut
0

their progresa.

Although undeclared advisors must have the same

personal qualifications as freshman advisors, there are other

traits which are also necessary. While departmental advisors

dearwith students who are committed to a particular academic

goal and assist them in narrowing the options to those most

relevant to their objectives, undeclared advisors, on the other
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hand, must help students experiment with a variety,of potential

majois and at the same time keep a maximum number of options

available. Thus a.greater knowledge of requirements throughout

the university isiAlecessary. Most important or all, the unde-

clared advisor nui't be committed to helping the student clarify

goalsand find the pogram right for him or her. This requires

an ibility to put personal and 'departmental preferences aside

in favor of -qe student'sneeds and desires.

W,hile a penchant for proselytizing disqualifies a

person as an undeclared advisor, it is nevertheless advisable to

take advantage, of an advisor's particular interests and expertise.

Therefore, students are assigned to advisors whose interests

match their own insofar as possible. Faculty with a wide variety

of academic and work experiences and hobbies are kavored as un-

declared advisors. Resumes are available to students and they

are encouraged to request assignment to a particular advisor or

express interests that will help in assigning them to an appro-

priate faculty member.

Because advising undeclared students falls outside

regular departmental loads, undeclared advisors are paid a

modest stipend during the academic year for the additional duties.

Like the freshman advisors, they are assigned a maximum of twenty

students and are paid additional stipends for advising at summer

orientations. They, too, are encouraged to entertain the

students they advise in their home to develop closer relation-

ships in an informal setting, and are reimbursed for food costs.

,The advantages of such an advisement system are

numerous. Centralizing the coordination,of the advising effort

assures consistency throughout the university and the maximum

availability of information and assistance for'each advisor. On

the other hand, responsibility for student advisement is decen-
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,centralized with each department taking care of its own marors.

At the same time, undeclared majors an often neglected seg-

ment of the academic community are given much needed personal

attention. Both freshmen and undeclared majors the students

with the most unanswered questions are put in direct and

frequent contact with faculty whose track records show they are

willing and able to provide answers. Training of advisors be-

comes more feasible when a small number with a common task are

designated.. With a centralized office monitoring warning signs,

students can be helped with problems before they become unsolv-

able.

In addition to these benefits, the end result of

intensive advisement should be higher retention. An added attrac-

tion is the minimal cost of such a program, which makes it feasible

for an institution. One need only put pen to paper to discover

how few students need to be retained to pay for such a program.

As a person-centered institution, TCU has instituted its program

of intensive advisement in hopes that its students will reap the

benefits by making maximum use of institutional resources in

clarifying goals and developing academic plans consonant with

those goals.



AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE TYPICAL FRESHMAN YEAR IN COLLEGE

or Advising the Exploratory (Undecided) Student

Dr. Gene F. Kafka

University of Nebraska at Omaha

INTRODUCTION

The exploratory or undecided college student has come of

age. Their early entry into higher education was met with less than

an enthusiastic welcome. In fact, the Welcomp matswas, for many of

these students, withdrawn.

,In the early 30's undecided stUdehts were labeled as "i -

ferior" academically as well as personality-wise. No wonder that

for many exploratory students in higher education a low self-conc-ept

was present. The climate for these stUdents changed very little,

until the 1970's. During the 1970's a new approach and attitude

emerged, brought along by these students, calling for recognition

and sp'ecial student development services. Administravors began

searching for answers to such questions as: "What causes these

students to be undecided?", "Are there differences between these,

students in terms of academic potential, academic performance, and

personality factors?", "What kinds of services should be provided

for these students?" On many campuses, efforts have been concentrated

to answer these questions. For the most part, there is now a greater

acceptance. and understanding of the, exploratory or undecided student.

However, there is still a long way to go.

One of the greatest thrusts to student expectations in

terms of what college can do for the student is seen as coming directly_

from academis advising.

Academic advising is without a doubt the most demanding of

all the counseling roles. When one consiaers the fact that people's

future, if not their total lives, hang in the balance, the influence

dirral
IOW
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of the academic advisor should become quite apparent. There are

many students who fail to reach their full potential (this fact is

not entirely the blame of the academic advisor). NI the contrary,

it is suggested that because of the advisor's special unique and

personal effortS students will (and have) grown and learired in an

academic environment.

This growth process and the positive experience gained by

the student through the advising process is the basis of this paper

dealing with advising the exploratory (undecided) student in

higher education. The academic advising process is very similar,

to a particular philosophy of life. It goes, "I can give you a

fish and you will eat for a day - I can teach you to fish and you'll

eat for a lifetime." Hence academic advising as a process is seen

as a very important function within the total academic process.

The advisement function in higher education is a process of

assisting the students to determine the important goals and directions

necessary in the decision-making process not only at the beginning

of the college experience but throughout the four, fiire, or six

years. In a sense the academic advising process is never-ending.

The first category and perhaps the most important, is to

first determine what the exact purposes and goals will be for the

advising program. The essential reason for outlining the goals

of the program is that it will aid greatly in determining in what

direction the specific institution will take, in terms of defining

the advising process. Knowing the-type of institution, i.e., Highly

Competitive to Non-Competitive, will add insight into,the direction

of the institution because the type of institution will establish

the "type" of students it wishes to serve.

Those in charge of stude9t development programs all agree

that students are important -- but many questions should follow

-- "OK, Just how important are they?" "What services are provided

to facilitate student growth?" "What research has been conducted to

? S
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follow up on the graduate?" "What are the attitudes of, students

toward the Academic/Advising process?" and "What are the attitudes

of the faculty toward students and the advising procesi?" These

questions, I feel are significant and'they point to a strong con-

clusion with regard to'just how important the students really.are

and what services are provided to help these exploratory students

achieve at a level of their ability.

It is necessary at thi.s point to define two terms which

are significant to the total concept of academic advising. These

terms are:

1. Academic Advisement: Commonly refers to course selection

and career development. General academic advisement is

usually connected in some way with an academic department.

2. Counseling: Commonly refers to either indiviklual or group

interaction whereby the central focus is the total explor-

ation of personal feelings and needs.

%ithin the framework of academic advisement, it is necessary

to explore two schools of thought -- namely, advisement and the ad-

vising,process as seen through a CONTENT Orientation and througk

a PROCESS Orientation.

The content approach is associated with having adequate

materials such as course descriptions, catalogues, brochures,

requirement sheets, and pamphlets such as "What one does with a

major in English," to name but a few possible items. The process

approach believes that the central theme of the advising model

should be people oriented. Again, the advising model is seen as

a perpetual process. In addition, this approach seeks to get the

students to get in touch with themselves in terms of the students'

perceived needs, values, concerns, hopes, joys, fears, etc.

The writer sees the need for both worlds to include both

the content and the process resulting in the concept of viewing the

Là 4 (1"MIN t-1
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academic advising model as a perpetual process.

THE EXPLORATORY STUDENT

The "What's-your-major syndr6me" has caused a large number

of beginning college students in both two year and four year insti-

.tutions to enter exploratory or undecided on their initial enroll-

ment. These exploratory students have caused student personnel people

a wide range of concern for two reasons:

1. Their growing numbers.

2. How to deal with them. (Estimates of these students

entering colleges and universities in 1977-78 range as

many as 85% of the student body enter exploratory OT

change their initial enrollment during the first semester.)

There is concern also for the :term undecided or exploratory.

Some critics feel that this term does much to support these students

and also cause a great deal of unwarrant-ed publicity.

There is also a school of thought that suggests, quite

powerfully, that in effect -- ALL STUDENTS ARE EXPLORATORY in some

way, shape or form. Graduate students could also be included in

this category for many are themselves, exploratory.

The writer feels strongly about allowing studentsto enter

as-they feel they want to enter -- if students feel positive about

their initial choic -- that's great; but, if students feel positive

about saying -- "I'm not ready to make a major choice" --,that's

great too. The writer feels that what a person selects is not as
-

important as the approach the student takes 'at'arriving at his/her

decision.

This paper concentrates on the students of the late 7.0's

and suggests an an alternative the allowing of students a greater

voice in their own decision-making process. The major vehicle for

43 I)
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allowing this to happen can best take place through the many

sincere,and dedicated academic a'dvisors who consider it both

an honor and a pleasure to work with students. These people

ought to receive a great round of applause for their efforts.

There are a great many different definitions of unde-

cided or exploratorr. Each two and four year institution has

taken steps to assist these students in one of a variety of

ways. There are students who are decided as to a particular

college but aren't sure as to what specific area. There are

students with perhaps two, three, four or maybe more possible

choices. Then too, th"e are those students who are attending,

college but for many reasons have no real short-term, much less

long-range goal in mind.

The reasons for students entering= this way are many.

For example, many students feel pressured into making the ini- .

tial choice of a major field, and in fact feel some guilt feel-

ings about saying, "I think PO like to change my mind, but I

feel bad about this -- I wish I knew what to do."

In addition, students enter colleges with at least a

tentative occupational_choice in mind (it may be in the back of

the mind and this in effect is a part of the solution). The

occupational choice for many is once again based on a somewhat

biased information base (which is understandable when one

considers how few professional counselors, advisors, and teachers

actually started out in their original chosen professions).

Then add the natural ingredient of change. Change

the one word that is used probably more and more in terms of

relating a possible career choice. Certainly there is going to

4ange, but perhaps we should not always paint the doom and

gloom picture..

It.is interesting and rather significant to review how
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involved students have been in,terms of responsibilities and

in terms of 'decision-making abilities and experience. Some,

but not everyone, have had extensive experiences therefore,

the real determining factor has to center on allowing these

students an opportunity in the decision-making process.

ADVISING PROCESS/EXPLORATORY STUDENTS

Orientation/Advising/Registration Models have become

popular in recentsyears, largely beLause of their ability to

handle large numbers of students. The programs usually include

an overview of student services, a general approach to personal

education clarification and assistance (advisement) with signing

up fgr classes.

The use of peer .counselors/advisors has risen to a

high level of acceptance. There is, however, a growing concern

as to thedr real purpose and function in'relation to the advis-

'ing role.

The writer prefers the one-on-one advis,ing situation:

One important reason is to give the academic advisor an opportu-

nity'of becoming, at a very early point in time, the "significant

one" in the student's academic life. As mentioned before, ins

many institutions the advisement function is, tied to academic

departments. This sytem is outstanding as long as advisors are

selected because they want'to be advisors: When this rule is

followed, a consistency will be built in, allowing these advisors

to function the way they would like to.

In working with the exploratory student, as well as

with the total student body, a key perception is to develop a

keen ability to listen to the student, seeking various clues

, and feelings the student is actually bringing with him/her.
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ShoUl-d the advisor unload three trucks of academic

information, the student will not have any chance to express

his/her personal feelings about what they're interested inor

what their initial feelings are. The initial process, then, is

to carefully ask probing type questions that will enable the

interested advisor to simply sit back and listen to what the

student wants. The ultimate goal is to get the student to talk

about hilyelf/herself with the purpose of identifying the one-

two-three or more areas that are of extreme.importance and

interest to the.student. This then constitutes the building

block, but-the student has to tell 'the advisor -- the advisor

cannot tell the student what he/ghe is interested in.

The first semester has to be the most important in

terms of whether the student will return for future enrollment.

Emphasize the positive with the exploratory student

because it may be the first time in a long time anything posi-

tive has been directed their way.. Build upon what the student

has done and can do. It is necessary, of course, to talk about

increasing background, but wait for a while to throw these out

wait until the'student is ready

The advisor is a positive model for'the exploratory

student which means he/she must above all remain human: Perhaps

again, people are more impressed to haxe other people listen to

them than they are to have people display their intelligence.

Needless to say, that in talking and listening to the

exploratory student, one should keep a friendly smile. This will

put the exploratory student at ease, and will make the person

feel there is something positive about himself/herself.

MOW
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Figure I represents the concept that exploratory

students, if allowed to express themselves, will verbalize the

kind of things they see in themselves in positive ways. Don't

.shy away from giving suggestions if asked as long as they are

within the realm of realistic accomplishments. The belief con-

tained with this concept is to make the first semester for the

exploratory student as positive as possible. The research is

clear as to the importance of the first semester. 'The greatest

number of withdrawals take place dui-ing the first semester.

FIGURE I

,FIRST SEMESTER MODEL OF COURSE

_SELECTION FOR THE EXPLORATOV STUDENT

1,2 courses or Exploratory-type courses

411
25% of class load -ailoWing the student free-

dom to choose courses to

check out possible avenues.

3-4 courses or Selection of courses based

75% of class load 'on exploratory student's

percelved and immediate

needs, i.e., to fulfill

basic core requirements.

Figure II represents the various dimensions and inter-

relationships between the Self, the World of Work and the Educa-

tion and Training modules. The advisement process for the

exploratory student is concerned about the three variables, but

in particular and during the first year the "Self Variable" iss

of prime importance and consideration.

431
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FIGURE II

CAREER AVENUES

EXPLORATORY STUDENTS

Education Training

Type Course Requirements

Time Major Field

A.A. Minor Field

B.A. Ph.D.

M.A. M D.

World-of-Woik

Nature

Staius

Responsibility

Training

Income

Future Shock

Students enter college, for,the,most part because of
dk

perceived occupational choices. Undergraduate degrees are the

stepping stones to the real rewards, i.e., M.D., j.D.; etc..

Therefore, the academic 'advisor must be aware of the interplay

between perceived educational goals and perceived occupational

goals.

At one time or another in the advising session the

advisor will be asked, "What can I do with a major in ...?" or

"Will this course do me any good?" or "Why do I have fo take

English?" Good questions, right? How do you answer? Of course,

the ideal response is to have access to realistic information

to give an appropriate response. These are some questions that,

by the very nature of the question, probably can't be answered.

435
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It's best to say, "Gee, I don't know 221-h_gpj we could find

out together!" Me advisor should be ready for these questions

and in fact, welcome them with open arms.

There are a couple of significant questions that

relate directly to-anticipated or expected outcomes. What are

the student's goals with reference to the academic process?

What are the student's expectations? What allowance is made

for student change? How is change viewed, i.e., by the academic

advisor?

The initial goal of the student is to get a class

schedule which is consistent with what the student feels will

best meet his/her most immediV needs as fulfilling basic

requirements.

It is probably true that for the most part the student

feels, because of past educational experiences, that for most

the first semester's class schedule will be pretty much set with

little 3r no dlance of direct input into saying -- "If I had my

choice I would like to consider these points." I submit then,

why not strive to meet the initial goaJ of the student, i.e,

getting classes and a semester's schedule which is totally

consistent with what the student perceives to be his/her immedi-

ate goals?

USE OF THE ACT IN THE ADVISING MODEL AND THE EXPLORATORY STUDENT

The overall purpose and goal of using the ACT in the

advising process for the exploratory student is to (1) get the

student to relate to the various components and (2) to identify

with the categories and to identify with their special needs.'

The ACT Profile Sheet is a very valuable instrument

for use with the exploratory studetts and all students in the

context of the academic advising process.
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The subject area scores and predictive data ought

to be presented at a very early step in the advising process.

Beciuse the student's high school grades are self-reported,

this category can be a valuable starting point. The importance

here is to allow the student to reflect on his/her past academic

record. The self-concept of the student in terms of academic

aptitude can be fully disclosedsat this point. .

Next, fhe.scores could be explained in terms-o.f the .

local and national norms. It is important here to allow the

student the complete opportunity of once again putting in his/

her own words in terms of what the scores actually mean to them.

It is 'suggestell that the scores and grade,report be dealt with

openly and sincerely. Students that have low ability should

,begin to explore other avenues of potential opportunities if

a s.eudent is never allowed to verbalize these feelings the

feelings themselves will be suppressed and will possibly never

emerge.

The next category in the ACT is the overa1.1 GPA pre-

dictions. Of course, the advisor should fully recognize that

regardless of the research, such predictions are no better or

worse than a simple flip of the coin or fifty percent. What is

important, though, is the total allowance sof the student to

e-xpress his/her personal feelings in terms of the reported

results.

The next section deals with Specific Course Predictions.

The "overall" category, of course, indicates an overview of the

mean, whereas, the specific English, Math, Psychology 101, or

Biology 102 are specific and thus can be examined with the

probability of getting a grade of "C."

The sections below the academic prediction scales are

by themselves very valuab,le. The results are self-contained,

v.

4 3
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i.e., each item was answered by the student an& therefore

represents a self-reporting and perception of the various items.

Time should be spent on the "Educational and Vocational

Plans." This will represent the first time formally, at least,

the student is,confronted with -- "I see you are interested in

doing . and "I see you are interested in majoring in .."

The advisor who is sensitive to the individual student

fully recognizes the full potential of this category -- generally

students are very relieved when told and assured that many, if

not 80% of the students, really deep down are "not really 100%

sure of their educational/vocational choice; but for all prac-

p.cal purposes need time to explore courses themselves, and the

world of wrk and institution before making the final decision."

"Also, at this point it may be beneficial to point out that many

people, even with specific xajor and college degrees, changed ,

their minds before actually selecting the final choice."

The section dealing with "Special Educational Needs

and Interests" is also a valuable self-reporting category. It

would do the advisor good to pay particular attention to the

"Indicated Need for Help In," "Indicated Interest In," and

"Advanced Placement In" categories. Valuable eues to the

student's self-concept can/be contained in these three areas

and students are excited ito be able to talk about what they

perceive to be their personal need chart. The out' of class

accomplishments is yetlanother Amensio4 to allow students the

complete freedom to explore them*lves.

For the student who is definitely not sure' about the

initial major, the ACT Interest Inventory and the backside of

the Profile, the Map of C lege Majors and the World of Work

Map can be a positive SteP4__ self-direction-and personal growth.

Students want the opportunity of exploring different options

43i,)
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within the edu'cational and world of potential occupational

choice.

The advisor, hopefplly, is aware too of the various

tests and assessment items that could be suggested to the student

.for future review and use. The tests, of course, will not tell

a student what to do, but will aid in the selection and sorting

out prc,cess necessary in the decision-making process.

In conclusion, the ACT Assessment is without a doubt

a very valuable advising tool that can be put to great uses and

benefits witn exploratory students.

SUMMARY' et

The student uught to feel, at some point j.n time, that

the courses he/she is taking are important, and that the student

feels good about the academic experience. This does not mean,the

student does not challenge the courses. The ultimate goal is to

get the student to actively participate in the course selection

process. This should then'point to the ultimate fact that the

student is encouraged to make aecisions and to ultimately face

the consequences of these decisions academic setting.

The academic advising process is a vital part of the

total4 educational process. Although everyone agrees it (advising)

is important, unfortunately little or no support is actually

directed toward evaluating or improving the advising function.

The amount of evidence to point to why students withdraw from

institutions of higher education ought to be evident that

advising can make the difference and it is important.

4 3,)
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ACADEMIC AND CAREER ADVISEMENT PROGRAM

Di% Johnny L. Arnette

Associate Dean of Students

University of North Florida

Jacksonville, Florida

The University recognizes that academic advisement and

career planning are important parts of the total higher education

process. In the past, these tasks have been conducted by either:

1. Complementary "mixed" systems involving insti-uctors

and trained counselors or;

2. "Pure" systems involving either trained counselors or

instructors.

Both of these systems have come under widespread criticism

from faculty and students.

Complementary *"mixed" systems have been criticized for

the lack of communication between counselors and instructors. The

counselor has stayed in his area and the instructor in his. The

resulting academic advisement has not accurately reflected the

student's life and career goals nor has the career planning directly ,

influenced his academic programming. The success of the complemen-

tary system depends on instructors referring students to the coun-

selors. On many campuses these referrals are too few.

The "pure" system, employing only trained counselors has

been criticized because the counselors lack expertise in particular

academic areas and because they fail to become involved. More

often than not, counselors neglect to Use the academic knowledge

of Or instructors, Many of the trained counselors, keenly interested

in personal counseling, have neglected aCademic and career advisement.

411
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Furthermore, on some campuses the counseling office bears a stigma

as a center for "sicrpeople to go. As a result of this reputation

the counselors see few students except during registration.

The instructors themselves criticize the "pure" system,

employing instructors only, claiming they lack the time to do

academic and career advisement. Some view their institution's

efforts to persuade them to undertake advising as an imposition

or encroachment on academic freedom. It is apparent Vlat.on many

campuses adequate time has been unavailable for the instructors

either to do effective advising or to take the necessary in-

service training to assist them in their'capacity. Some instructors

have openly expressed their dislike for the task of advising.

Furthermore, students have complained that they cannot find their

advisor when they need him, that he takes very little time with

them, that he knows little about academic programs or careers

sand that he is unfriendly. Another criticism has been that

advisors on academic year,contracts are not on campus in the summer.

This has resulted in students seeking advice from instructors who

are not familiar with them and their programs. An additional

side effect occurs when some instructors use the advising system

to recruit students into courses and prOgrams not of their own

choosing.

Thus, some of the basic 13rob1ems in the system have

been:

1. A'dvisI,ko are not interested in advising.

2. Advisors who are not trained in all its aspects.

3. Advisors who do not have the time to advise or to receive

proper training.

Advisors who,are not on Campus during the summer.
,

5. Advisors who do not relate to students.

4
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Advisors who direct rather than advise.

7. Advisors who do not have adequate contact with other

faculty.

8. Universities which consider academic advisement and

career advisement to be separate entities.

In order for an advising program to succeed when using

instructors as advisors, the following conditions must exist:

1. The program must be recognized by university

personnel as important. Instructors must be

rewarded for their contributions at the time

of evaluation for rank, pay and tenure.

2. There must be an adequate number of advisors.

3. Thre must be a continuing in-service training

program for advisors.

4. Only instructors who have sufficient interest

in advising and who can adequately relate to

students should Serve as advisors.

5, There must be agencies and persons available for

referral to deal with problems outside the adviscfr's

training and duties.

6. There must be sufficient clerical help available

to insure that advisors have information when they

need it and do not have to perform extensive

clerical tasks themselves.

7. Cooperation and coordination, must exist among

the Associate Dean of Students, the college

deans and the department chairmen to insure

the best use of advisor time in the best

service to students.

4
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Advisors must guard against using the program to

recruit students into courses and programs they

do not choOse.

9. There must be,a system of evaluation by students

and faculty in order that the program may be

modified to meet the changing needs of students

and the university.

In an attempt to overcome some of the problems listed

above and to meet the stated conditions for success, a personalized

career planning program has been developed. In this program

academic advisement and career advisement are not considered as

separate entities but as integral parts of career planning.

Career planning is considered a continuous process, and students

are given the responsibility for making their own decisions

throughout the process. Advisors are selected on the basis of

their interest in 'students and their ability to relate _to them,

as well as their teaching ability.and professional,achievements.

Advisors are assigned advisees who are majoring in the area in

which they teach or a related area. Their offices are located

in the same area as'those of the other meMbers of their department.

The advisors receive continuing in-service training in academic

advisement, career planning and understanding behavior. All

advisors have twelve-month appointments.

The advisors give students personal attention and

assist them in their exploration of life goals and their search

for career goals. They help students select a major and schedule

courses. They are also available for advice on academic and non-

academic problems. To help students meet their personal needs,

the advisors may refer them to other faculty members for specialized

help, _other university offices or community agencies in case of

4 4 ti411/.111) ,
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needs which cannot be met withim the university. Other members

of the university community may give individual attention to

students seeking their assistance and refer thoie with special

problems to the advisors.

PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

1. The objectives of the Academic and Career Advising

Program are to:

A. Provide an opportunity for the student's

educational experience to be more

and personal.

Assist the student

goals.

Assist the student

career goals.

D. Assist the student

reaffirmation of a

E.

F.

G.

H.

Assist the

Assist the

Assist the

student

student

student

Serve as an agency

individual

in the exploration of life

in the exploration of

in the choice of the

major.

in the choice of courses.

in the scheduling of courses.

in overcoming academic problems

which will refer students for

personal counseling.

BASIC PREMISES FOR OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM

1. The Associate Dean of Students for Academic and

Career Advising is responsible for developing and

implementing the program.

2. The department chairman is responsible for his

department's academic program and shares with the

Associate Dean of Students the responsibility for

4 4
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CRIT RLA AND PROCEDURE FOR SELECTING UNDERGRADUA"C ADVISORS

1. The college dean and/or department head recommends

the candidate.

2. The candidate bust profess an interest in serving

as an advisor and a commitment to academic and

career advisement.

3. The candidate must be willing to participate in

intensive in-service education in academic and

career advising.

A subjective evaluation is made of the candidate

by the As,qociate Dean of Students with the assistance

of'a panel of advisors and a panel of students with

special attention given to the following character-

istics and attitudes:

A. Acceptance of self and others as persons of

worth and dignity.

B. Openness or readiness for new experience

(flexible).

C. Ability to think creatively.

D. Ability to listen%
4

E. Competency in test interpretation or ability

and willingness to acquire this skill.

F. Sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others.

The Dean of Students andior Associate Dean of Students

and the college dean and/or department head must agree

on the appointment.

"The Unive4s,ity oi No4th HoAida (.iackzonvitte)

haz cateliutey 4etected about 25 o6 the 150 iacutty to

sutve az academic/ccuLee4 advizotz. These individuats

4 5
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employing, supervising and evaluating advisors

assigned to his department.

3. Academic and career Advising will be a continuous

process during which students are responsible for

making their own decisions.

Formal undergraduate academic and career.advisement

will be conducted by selected advisors from the

various colleges who teach half-time and advise

ha/f-time. Each student admitted to the university

will be 'assigned to one of these advisors.

5. Other faculty members will be used as resource

personsfor consultations and referral.

Students will be responsible for completing and

signing their request for schedule and official

class registration schedule.

7. Advisees will be assigned to advisors on the basis

of their stated preference of major.

Graduate advisement will be done by the student's

major professor.

9. Personal or psychological counseling will be done

off campus by selected referral agencies. Referrals

will be supervised by the university's office of

counseling services which will also be respansibl

for evaluating the services students receive from

off campus agencies.

10. Academic and career advis\ement will be available to

junior college students prior to enrollment at the

university.
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have been given special ttaining in counseting techniques,

cateet awateness, xegextat competence, etc. Theix

advising is undet the jutisdiction oi the Associate Dean

o Student4 and he contxop hat6 theix pay. The othet

hatti oi theit pay comes .6tom the academic depaxtment

whete they axe housed and whete they teach (typicatty one

5 hout coutse pex quattex). Most impoxtantty, theit

,petliotmance as advi4o1L4 L. considexed on a pax with theit

teaching/Aeseaxchtsexvice pex6otmance in detexmining

tenute and ptomotion actions."

Bill Whatton

Associate Dean o6 Faculties ,

Univexsity O Notth Flotida'

ROLE OF THE DEPARTMENT CHAIRMAN IN THE ACADEMIC AND CAREER

ADVISEMENT PROGRAM

1. The department chairman is responsible for the

academic program of his department.

A. He should be certain that the university

Catalog clearly and accurately,states the

requirements for graduation, including the

courses to be taken, for the majors in his

department. He should notify the advisors

of all changes made in graduation requirements.

B. He should be certain that the advisor for

students with majors in his department under-

stands the requirements for graduation and any

unique a'spects in the majors or the courses.,

Thus, the department chairman is responsible

far the advisor's in-service education 'with

regard to his department's academic programs.
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C. He is responsible for approving the acatlemic

programs of students with majors in his depart-

ment. Be may delegate this responsibility to

one of his advisors.

D. He is responsible within his department for

approving all studeAf requests for changes

from the stated departmental requirements of

a major.

E. He is responsible within his department for

determining the applicability of transfer credit

as it relates to the academic degree.

F. He is responsible for deciding all other questions

with regard to the academic program of his

department.

2. The department chairman shares with the Associate Dean

of Students the responsibility for employing, super-

vising and evaluating advisors.

A. The department chairman is responsible for

identifying advisor candidate's credentials

and recommending the candidate for evaluation

by the Associate Dean of Students. Before

employment is offered, there must be agreement

between the department chairman and the Associate

Dean of Students.

B. The department chairman is responsible for

supervising and evaluating the advisor's perfor-

mance of academic duties; this includes advisement

with regard to curriculum and course- selection

within the 'degree program. Should the advisor's

performance of academic duties be such that the
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department chairman would not vant him to

continue teaching, he could recommend to the

Xice President and Dean of Faculties through'

his college dean that the advisor's employment

be terminated. He may do this regardless of

the advisor's performance of duties as an

advisor.

Tfle department chairman shares with the

Associate Dean of Students his evaluation of

the individual's performance of duties as an

advisor. Should.this performance be unsatis-

factory, the Associate Dean of Students could,

after discussion with the department chairman,

recommend to the Vice President through the

Dean of Students that the person's employment

as an advisor be terminated. However, if the

department chairman is satisfied with the

advisor's performance of academic duties, he

could recommend to the Vice President through'

his college dean that the person teach full-time

in his department.

D. Recommendations far xaises, promotions, leaves

of absence, ,tenure and reassignment of

responsibilities ares made by -the advisor's'

department chairman and the Associate Dean

of Students. ,The dePartment chairman and the

Associate Dean of Students meet and discuss

their recommendations. When appropriate, they

discuss their recommendations with the department

chairman's dean. The department chairman makes
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his recommendation to the Vice President

through the appropriate dean, and the Associate

Dean of Students makes his recommendation to

the Vice President through the Dean of Students.

IN SERVICE EDUCATION OP ADVISORS

There are at least three broad areas in which the

advisor should receiVe in-service 6ducation: working with

students, career advisement and academic adyisement. The

following describes some of the topics to be included in each

area and outlines suggested responsibility for planning and

implementing the training in each area.

Working with Students:

1. Understanding behavior, including recognizing

psychological problems. (Training by Psychology

Department and/or Dean of Students' Office and/or

outside agency.)

Helping students with their problaams, including

how and-how not to. (Training by Psychology .

Department and/or Dean of Students' Office and/or

outside agency.)

3. Referral, including when, how and follow-up.

(Training by Psychology Denartmentand/or Dean

of Students' Office.)

4 General procedures for advising. (Dean of

Students' Office.)

S. Services available for students. (Dean of

Students' Office.)

Career Advisement: CTraining by Dean of Students'

Office and/or Department Chairman and/or outside

agency.)

615&fill
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1. Procedures for helping the student'erolore life

and career goals.

Occupational informatioh how to Rather and how

to use.

3. Testing: when and how to use.

4. Referral: whem and how to use.

5. Specific lob information.

Academic Advisement:

1. University academic re'gulations and procedures,

including eeneral graduation requirements, drop/add

procedures, withdraws, proceduring, registration,

forms used by Registrar's Office, etc. (Training

by Registrar's Office.)

Understanding the various colleges, including their

philosophies, objecti es, general programs and their

relationships with o another. This would be for

all advisors. (Training by'college deans.)

3. Understanding the various majors within each college.

-Advisors would be separated by college for part of

this training. This should include graduation

requirements and any unique aspects in the majors

or the courses. (Traihing by cc116ge de ns and/or

departmenyhairmen.)

4. Helping students overcome academic problems. (Training

by Dean of Student's Office and Psychology Department.)

Advisor Evaluation:

1. Evaluation of the advisor by his department.chairman.

A. The department chairman is responsible for

evaluating the advisor's academic performance.
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If the advisor is not adequately performing

his academic duties, the department chairman

could recommend to the Vice President through

his college dean that the person's emPIoyment

be terminated the next year. He may do this

regardless of the person's performance of his

duties as an advisor.

B. The department chairman evaluates the advisor's

performance of advisor duties and shares this

evaluation with the Associate Dean of Students.

C. The department chairman can recommend to the

Vice President through his college dean whether

or not a faculty member should continue as an

advisor.

2. Evaluation of the advisor by his advisees.

A. Students who have problems with their adviior

may discuss them with the Associate Dean of

Students and/or the department chairman.

B. At least once each year students complete an

advisor evaluation questionnaire. The

questionnaire is prepared by the advisores and/

OT the Associate Dean of Students.

3. Evaluation of the advisor by the Associate Dean of

Students.

A. He assimilates the information received from

the department chairman and the advisees

nertaining to the advisor's performance of

advisement duties.

B. He conducts regular performance appraisals with

each advisor discussing the evaluation.

6
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He discusses whether OT not a faculty member

should continue as an advisor with the depart-

ment chairman and, when appropriate, with the

college dean.

He recommends to the Vice President through the

Dean of Students whether or not a faculty member

should continue as an advisor.

Program Evaluation:

1. Evaluation of the program by the advisors (both

formal and informal.)

A. The formal evaluation includes a program'evaluation

questionnaire to be completed by the advisors at

least once a year. The questionnaire is prepared

by the advisors and/or the Associate Dean of

Students.

B. The informal evaluation includes individual

conferences between the advisor and the Associate

Dean of Students and periodic group meetings of

the advisors with the Associate Dean of Students.

2. Evaluation of the program by the faculty. (This

includesAeaps and department chairmen.)

A. Faculty members are encouraged to discuss the

program with the Associate Dean of Students.

B. Once each year faculty members will be asked to

complete a program evaluation questionnaire

prepared by the advisors and/or the Associate

Dean of Stpdents.
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3. Evaluation of the program by the students.

A. Students are encouraged to discuss the program

with the Associate Dean of Students.

B. At least once each year students will be asked

to complete a program evaluation questionnaire

prepared by the advisors and/or the Associate

Dean of Students.

4. Evaluation of the program by the Associate Dean of

Students-.'

A. He assimilates the information received from

thadvisors, faculty and students.

B. Be recomMends to the Committee on the Academic

Program any changes that should be made in the

pro$ram.
.

The Roleof the Faculty in the Academic and Career

Advisement Program:

1. Selected faculty serve as advisors. (Seepg. 3.200

CRITERIA AND PROCEDURES FOR SELECTING UNDERGRADUATE

,ADVISORS.)

2. Faculty serve as resource persons for consultation

and referral.

A. Each advisor is fllrnished a list of faculty

and their expertise.

Advisors should rd4er students to faculty for

academic 1tWçrmaion, course information, job

information, carter information or-help in other

areas for which iheifaculty member is qualified'

to offer assistance.

1

4 5 4
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3. Faculty refer students with problems to advis-ors.

A. A student experiencing academic probfems which

the faculty member is unable to resolve should

be referred to his advisor. The Referral Form

should be used and should be submitted as early

in the quarter as possible':

8. A student experiencing personal problems

should be referred to his advisor using the

Referral Form.

4. Faculty assist in the evaluation and planning of

the academic and career advisement program.

A. Faculty are encouraged to discuss the program

with the Associate Dean of Students.

B. Once each year faculty complete a program

evaluation questionnaire.

Faculty.serve on committee§ related to the

Academic aneCareer Advisement Program.

DUTIES QF THE ADVISOR§

The advisor is responsible'for helping his advisees.,

explore life goals and career goals, choose a major, choose

and schedule courses and overcome academic and personal iproblems.

The 'following lis.ts the competencies required of the advisor and

outline his specific duties in each of the areas.

Exploration of Life Goals:

1, Competencies Needed.

A. Knowledge of student characteristics and

development. 0

Knowledge of his ownslimitations in helping
4

the advisee.

WWI
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C. Understanding of the decision making Rrocess.

D. Skill in assisting the student to express himself.

E. Appreciation of individual differences.

F. Belief in worth and dignity of all men.

G. Belief that all have potential.

H. Knowledge of referral agencies and the procedure

for referral.

Knowledge of psychology and sociology.

2. Duties.

A. Discuss with the advisee his goals.

B. Refer the advisee who has financial needs to

the Director of Financial Aid.

C. Refer the advisee for vocational and other

testing.

1. Introducing tests.

a. Tests are introduced when the aavisee,

either overtly or covertly, inSicates

a desire or need for the kind of

information tests can provide.

b. The advisor explains to him the type

of data appropriate tests can supply,

describing them in non-technical terms.

c. The advisee then decides whether or not

he would like to be tested.

d. If the decision is affirmative, the

advisor arranges for the administration

of the appropriate tests through the

Dean of Students' Office.

2. Communicating test results: If the advisee

is to use the results of tests, he must
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understand them and be able to accept

them.

a. The advisee slould not be faced

abruptly with the test findings, nor

should they be presented all at once.

b. The advisee should be given opportunity

to express and discuss his reactions

and feelings both to the testing

experience and tests results.

c. When feelings are expressed, the advisor

should recognize them and respond to

then, in an understanding manner. They

should not be ignored nor passed over.

Refer the advisee to other agencies or persons

for help with exploring life goals.

Participate in a program of in-service education

related to the exploration of life goals.

Exploration'of Career Goals:

1. Competencies needed.

A. All of the skills, knowledge and attitudes listed

in Exploration of Life Goals.

B. Knowledge of vocational fields: he should know

what careers are available, what the job

opportunities are and what the salary ranges are.

C. Knowledge of the following with regard to

specific job:

1. Duties -- nature of work.

2. Qualifications for obtaining employment.

3. Educational preparation required.

4. Employment outlook.
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S. Number of workers eMployed in the occupation.

6. Methods of entering the occupation.

7. Advancement opportunities.

8. Related occupations.

R. Earnings and other rewards.

10. Conditions of work.

11. Typical places of employment.

12. Organizations.

13. History of the occupation.

14. Importance of the occupation.

15. Other advantages and disadvantages.

D. Knowledge of available vocational information

and where to locate it.

E. Skill in interpretation of selected tests.

F. Understanding of.the changing nature of work

in society.

Acceptance of all fields of work as worthy and

dignified.

H. Recognition that career choice is a process

extending over years rather than a single event

2. Duties.

A. Explore with the advisee his career goal.

1. Create an atmosphere of acceptance and

understanding in which the advisee is not

under pressure or threat.

2. Allow an&encourage the advisee to express

his "self" in terms of his needs, conflicts,

anxieties, hopes, desires and his expectations

as they relate to aptitudes, abilities,

interests and concepts of work and occupations.

3. Provide the advisee with informatfon about

himself past academic record, test scores,

etc.
7.;
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Assist the advisee to explore cal-eer

possibilities_through use.of occupational

information.

a. Occupational information is introduced

into the advising process when there

is a recognized need for it on the part

of the advisee.

b. Occupational information is not used by

the advisor to influence or manipulate

the advisee toward a particular career.

c. The most objective way to provide

.occupational information is to encourage

the advisee to obtain the information

from original sources, such as publica-

tions, employers and persons engaged in

the occupations.

5. Help the advisee to relate information about

himself and about occupations so that he

develops career,plans and goals.

Accumulate appropriate up to date material which

can be given or loaned.

C. See that the library has career materials available

for use by students.

D. Participate in a program of in-service education

related to the exploration of career goals.

Refer students to other sources of career information,

such as faculty, library, private agencies, public

agencies.

4 5
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Choice or Reaffirmation of a Major:

Competencies needed.

A. Knowledge of majors available in the university.

Knowledge of requirements of majors (special

entrance requirements, special fees, special

time commitments.)

Knowledge-to how others have performed in the

major.

Knowledge of follow-up success of those who

have completed the program.

Knowledge of available jobs for students who

complete the major. (See Exploration of Career

Goals 1 C Pg. 3.212)

2. DUties.

A. Study the advisee's past academic record prior

to meeting with him.

B. Discuss the choice of a major with the advisee.

C. Assist student in changing major and/or advisor.

D. Refer student to other faculty for academic

inforiation.

E. Participate in in-service training related to

college majors.

Choice 6f Courses:

Competencies needed.

A. Knowledge of courses available.

B. Knowledge of any specipl imformation regarding

courses. (Are there prerequisites? What is the

frequency of the course offering? Does the course

meet the graduation requirements? What is the

appropriate sequence?)

C. Knowledge of academic rules, regulations and fees.
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D. Knowledge of honors and remedial courses.

E . Knowledge of instructors and their teaching styles.

F. Knowledge of advisee's academic ability.

G. Knowledge of course content.

2. Duties.

A. Study the advisee's past academic record.

B. Assist the advisee in selecting courses.

1. Point out to the advisee the graduate

requirements which have been fully

satisfied by work transferred into the

University.

2. Explain to the advisee the vraduation

requirements yet to be completed at the

University, including identification of

specific courses which will meet these

requirements.

3. Review when needed the appeal procedures

for requesting a re-evaluation of transfer

credit.

4. Assist the advisee in correlating courses

with his life and career objectives.

C. Refer the advisee to other faculty for additional

course ififormation.

D . Participate in in-service training related to

courses require foT various majors.

Scheduling of Courses:

1. Competencies needed.

A. Knowledge of schedule.

B . Knowledge of procedures for scheduling and

changing the schedule.

C. Knowledge of drop/add, withdrawal dates, etc.,

the fees related to these and the procedures

dirau 46-
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for implementation.

Knowledge of advisee's work and commuting

requirements.

2. Duties.

A. Assist advisees who request help with the

scheduling of courses.

B. Participate in in-service training related to

scheduling courses.

Overcoming Academic Problems:

1. Competencies needed.

A. Knowledge of academic regulations.

B. Knowledge of sources av4ilable for helping

students with academic problems.

C. Knowledge of how learning best takes place.

D. Skills in using motivational techniques.

2. Duties.

A. Meet with each advisee who is having academic

problems.

B. Assist the advisee in deciding what to do about

his academic problems.

C. Meet with the department chairman and/or college

dean to decide the action to be taken regarding

the advisee who is making unsatisfactory academic

progress and who is unablq, to overcome his academic

problems.

D. Refer the advisee who is having academic problems

for help either on-campus or off-campus.

Overcoming Personal Problems:

1. Competencies needed.

A. Knowledge of behavior indicative of psychological

problems.
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B. Knowledge of his own limitations in helping the

advisee.

Ability to listen.

D. Ability to be empathetic: convey a willingness

,to help without become overly involved or trying

'to solve the advisee's problem for him.

2. Duties.

A. Serve as a friend who is willing to listen to

the advisee and help him verbalize some of his

minor personal problems without attempting to

do psychotherapy.

B. Refer the advisee for help with personal problems.

There may be a legal as well as a moral factor in

trying to do something one is not professionally

walified to do.

1. Advisees with psychological problems for

which the advisor has not been trained

should be referred to the Dean of Students'

Office.

2. Referral should be followed up by the advisor.

The following questions need to be answered:

a. Did the advisee keep the referral
0

appointment? If not, why not?

b. Was the appropriate source of help

selected?

c. Could the referral have been better

executed administratively?

d. Did the advisee feel the referral was

properly carried out?

e. Does the advisee feel he was helped by

by the referral?
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3. Participate in a program of in-service

educa'tion related to the personal problems

of students.

SUPPOR T SERVICES

Counseling Services Office:

Consulting.

A. Assists in the in-service training of advisors

in the areas of understanding behavior, testing

and advising techniques.

Serves as a resource for advisors and others who

work with students who have personal problems.

C. Provides advisors with information pertaining tp,

new developments in advisement.

Counseling

Screens referrals for personal counseling. (All

referrals for personal 'counseling should be made

through Counseling Services.)

B. Performs some personal counseling.

C. Refers a limited number of students for personal

'\ counseling to the Department of Psychology.

D. Refers students for personal counseling to

selected off-campus agencies.

3. Testing.

A. Screens referrals for testings.

B. Administers the College Level Examination Program.

C. Administers aptitude tests.

D. Administers interest and attitude tests.

E. Administers oth,er Personality tests.

F. Refers students to selected off-campus agencies

for psychological evaluation.

4 6,4a.re%
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Career Planning Office:

1. Cooperative education.

A. Provides on the job training for students in

their major fields of study.

B. Provides opportunities for students to meet

employers and to learn about specific require-

ments for specific jobs.

C. Assists in permanen't job placement for students

after graduation. -

D . Provides opportunities for advisors to meet with

employers.

E . Offers students opportunities for career

experimentation thereby providing advisors with

insight into students' reactions to different

careers.

F. Provides advisors and other faculty lists of

employers who would be interested in training

students in different majors or who could

provide earning experiences for their students.

G. Provides students and faculty information regarding

the academic background needed for certain kinds

of careers.

Provides curricula infomation to appropriate

faculty in order to meet the needs of the student

fot particular employment. For example: Social

workers need courses in management, insurance

and public administration.

Provides advisors xerographic copies of job

descriptions regarding cooperative education

experiences available.

2 Placement.

A. Provides advisors with information about job

opportunities available to graduates. (Salaries

r- 465Ara
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and geographical location.)

B. Provides advisors with information regarding

employment outlook for prospective graduates.

C. Identifies and reports major fields of study

that should be explored or should not be

explored in relation to job placement and

reports occupations which seem to be ghasing

out.

D. Provides advisors with.xerographic reports

describing jobs currently available for

graduates.

E. Provides opport nities for advisors to meet

with,employers.

Provides advisors with general occupational

information.

G. Assists advisors and students in educational

and career planning. Through individual con-

ferences with students, placement personnel

may assist them with career exploration. With

the student's permission, this information may

be shared with an advisor thereby exploring

vocational opportunities not otherwise

considered.

Conducts follow-up studies of student job

success and shares this information with

advisors.

I. Provides advisors with information regarding

future manpower needs.

J. Requests occupation information from library

for student and advisor use.

Makes periodic reports to advisors regarding

number of positions filled and number of
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requests for student employment made by

prospective employees.

L . Conducts surveys to determine areas of

employment available to students and graduates.

Conducts surveys of community agencies to

determine their personnel requirements and

educational preparatidri needed.

N . Assists students in job placement.

3. Computer career system (to,be developed).

A. Provides information about specific occupations.

B .
Provides information about graduate schools.

C. Provides evaluation of student's potential for

success in a'particular occupation.

4. Career-information in the library (see the career

bibliography for an up to date listing of titles:)

A. Vertical file of career materials including

occupational monographs, briefs and abstracts.

B . Books.

C. Periodicals.

D. School catalogs and bulletins.

5. Career planning materials in the media center.

A. Provides information on how to interview for

a job.

Provides information on how to apply for a job,

including how to write a resume.

Provides information on how to reach career

decisions. '

Provides information about various occupations.

Academic Enrichment and Skills Center:

Tutorial serviCes.

4
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A. Provides one to one tutoring in a variety of

subject areas.

B. Provides small group tutoring in:

I. reading

2. writing

3. math

4. oral communications

S. study skills

C. Provides resource materials for a variety of

subject areas.

1. ALEX, Accounting: A Learning Experience.

2. Filmstrips, books, programmed learning

materials.

3 Languagemaster a complete language

development program.

2. Enrichment activities.

A. Sponsors an annual writing contest.

B. Sponsors the UNF Forensics Team.

C. Co-sponsors with Counseling Services Self-

Hypnosis Classes.

D. Co-sponsors with Counseling ServiCes Assertive-

ness Training Classes.

3. Sponsors a special services program deigned to

provide support services to ,the educaticnally,

financially, or culturally deprived sudents.

4. Testing.

A. Administers a diagnostic reading test.

B. Administers a diagnostic wrilping test.

S.
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STUDENT ADVISING

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE

Once a student is admitted, the University accepts cer-

tain resppnsibilities for his guidance and placement in order that

'fie may secure the greatest benefit from his university work.

At his first registration each student is'assigned an

adviser. The primary dutiesof the adviser are to assist the stu-

dent in selecting his.subjects so that he may secure a well-rounded

education, and to aid him in interPreting the requirements. The

responsibility for the selection of courses rests, in the final

analysis, upon the student, and it is not the province of the ad-

viser to refuse approval of a course which the student-elects.

It is the full responsibility of the student-to meet the require-

ments of his courses of study in their proper order, so that he

may not in his senior year-find himself ineligible for graduation.

ELF-ADVISING

A student may elect to be self-advised, providing:

1. He ha completed one quarter in residence at the Uni-

versity-of Tennessee, Knoxville (with at least a 2.0

on his course work). The student's name will be placed

i/e"--, on a Self-AdVising List maintained by the Office of

Admissions and Records, and he may sign his registra-

tion materials.

2. A student's name will be removed from the Self-Advising

List if his cumulative grade point average falls below

2.0. To be reinstated, he must attain a cumulative

grade point average of 2.0.

a
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The Associate Dean for Undergraduate Programs, College

of Education, must approve the schedules of all under-

graduates whq wish to take more than a normal load of

course work during a qual-ter. A maximum load for a

student in the College of Education is 20 hours. Most

students carry no more than 18 hours.

Eligible students are reminded that the self-advising

privilege extends only through the respective add and drop dead-

lines.

At the opening of each quarter the student is urged to

consult with his adviser concerning his choice of studies. He is

also urged to confer with his adviser frequently during each quarter.

Each student will be assigned an adviser at the College qrientation

session or when he first enters the College. Advisers may be changed

upon request for whatever reason,

The College of EducatLon maintains a Student Advising

Center designed to supplement regular faculty advising.

ADVISER-ADVISEE RELATIONSHIPS

You are the special concern of your (Wiser. He wants

to help you make the best choices in preparing for your professional

career. He can suggest the best sequence for the courses you will

be required to take and help you to select electives that will broaden

your general knowledge or expand your specialized interest.

We urge you to see your adviser often for advice, counsel,

or just to get acquainted. Whether or not you talk to an adviser,

the responsibility for the selection of courses rests, in the final

analysis, upon you. Yours is the responsibility not only ,for choosing

your electives but also for neeting all specific graduation require-

ments. You.shouldkeep your grade reports, learn in what quarters

required courses are offered, and keep your own records of your pro-

gress toward graduation.
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ADVISING SESSIONS

Your adviser is available for consultation whenever you

need to discuss your academic program or other problems. You may

stop by his office during his posted office hours, or you can make

an appointment for a specific time to avoid a wait or other pos-

sible conflicts.

Besides these "drop-in" sessions, you will see your

adviser for two other types of consultations:

1. Long-range planning sessions-academic progress review.

This advising will assist students in preparing course

scivedules up to one year in advance. Such consultation

will minimize the need for extended advising during the

limited advance registration period.

2. Advance registration. The University designates a per-

iod each qUarter a's the pre-registration period. Even

though you are eligible for self-advising (have com-

pleted at least 12 hours of course work, have a 2.0

over-all average, and are requesting a schedule of not

more than 20 hours), you still may wish to talk with

your adviser about your course of study. Students who

are NOT eligible for self-advising MUST see their adviser.

and have their schedules approved and signed by him or her.

OTHER COUNSELING SERVICES

Your faculty adviser is primarily an educational-voca-

tional adviser. He is not a professional counselor, although he

will be glad to discuss personal-social problems that might be affect-

ing your academic work. Your Adviser might suggest that you utilize

the services of the Student Counseling Center, where professional

counselors work with students in a setting that allows confidential

discussion of student concerns. You may seek help on a specific prob-

lem or with your general adjustment to academic life. Psychological

tests may be used for self-evaluation and occupational guidance infor-

mation. 0"kAire 4 7
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THE ACADEMIC ADVISEMENT CENTER:

A MODEL AT THE UNIVERSITY OF UTAH

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to briefly review the

developmental process that occurred in the creation of a new

student-service agency from its original conceptual design to

its present organizational pattern. In an attempt to provide

clarity and structure to the sequence of events,that led to the

emergence of the Center for Academic Advising as a new agency',

this presentation will be divided into four portions.

The first portion will focus on the historical antece-

dents and need analysis data which supported the development and,

creation of a new academic advising service. The second will

review some of the management tasks and.problems encountered in

the developmental stages. The third portion is a brief presen-

tation of the organizational structure, functions and services

that are presently being provided. The final portion is a summary

and evaluation of the development to date.

HISTORICAL ANTECEDENTS

Prior to 1972, the responsibility for academic counseling

at the University of Utah was assigned to selected faculty members

who were appointed by their respective deans, with the approval

of the Director of 6enera1 Education and the Dean of Students.

These individuals were to provide assistance in program planning,

registration, academic standards and adjusting to the University.

Students who had not selected a major prior to entering the Uni-

versity were assigned to a "selected" faculty or staff member

designated as a General Educatic)n Counselor until a major academic

field was decided upon, at which'tia the student was assigned a
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departmental faculty advisor.

In an attempt to eyaluate the helpfulness and effec-

tiveness of this procedure for academic counseling, several campus

surveys were conducted by both an external marketing organization ,

and internal staff from the Dean of,Students' Office. Some of

the resulting data revealed that advising in the "academic elements"

of th'e University (e.g., Gerferal Education requirements, interpre-

tation of entrance and placement scores, availability of campus

resources, registration, etc.) was the service that nost students

desired and yet felt they received the least.

The reason students were not receiving the assistance

they needed was related to several factors

1. Thqre were few incentives (e.g., released tiMe, extra

pay, recognition, promotion in rank) for faculty being

involved in the counseling function.

2. It was difficult for faculty to accumulate ever-changing

information require& for a "generalist" advising role

as they ere essentially specialists in their own dis-

cipline.

3. The increased complexity of interpreting test scores

(e.g., ACT, CLEP).

The demanding clerical procedures that occurred with the

adoption of a computerized registration system.

In the final analysis, it was agreed by the Deans of

General Education, Admissions and Registration, and Student Affairs

that a more centrally located and sophisticated system of academic

counseling was needed to meet the needs of the student body. Con-

sequently, in 1973 they pooled budgeting and staff resources for

the development of the Center for Academic Advising.
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CREATING A NEW AGENCY -- KEY MANAGEMENT TASKS

The creation of a new agency provided significant

challenges (e.g., 'acquiring space, selecting personnel) and

unique opportunities (e.g., using new man gerial techniques,

developing a coherent, philosophical base). As the Center for

Academic Advis'Ing was conceived and created during a time of

restricted financial resources for state institutions, a primary,

initial concern was the development of a new budget, with the

resultant resistance from other elements of the institution.

Although there were many factors that contributed to the increas-

ing financial support this agency received, two managerial

tactics were particularly helpful. Both relate to the procedues

that utilize accurate information and relevant data, appropriately

presented, to create advocacy for institutional support. The fact

that numerous student surveys at the University of Utah indicated

that academic advising was a service that was badly needed helped

convince the administration tha.: this was a worthy cause and

service in which to invest financial resources. It was also ad-

vantageous to present to the administration a thorough conceptual

plan for providing and administering the service.

In developing this agency there was also the opportunity

to design space characteristics which were somewhat-different from

the traditional student persohnel agen.cies or departmental offices

that require intake systems, are 'counter-fronted," or have a

reception area with a series of offices off a long hallway. These

are often planned to create architectural barriers to student

contact.

Staffing for the agency emerged from combining an exis-

ting unit of registrati_n advisors, the director of scholastic

standards and a Co_nseling Center psychologist to serve as the

agency director. As increased service and program demands have
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occurred, staffing hastbeen increased and training upiraded.

The primary advising staff presently consists of twelve masters

level counselors (three with degrees in student personnel work,

six in guidance and counseling, two M.S.WiS and one in community

health). In addition, eight senior or graduate level students,

or 'paraprofessionals," work part time assisting with the functions

of new student academic conferences and registration advising.

This latter staff participated in a quarter-long class (for credit)

which included training in counseling skills, test interpretation

and academic information. The counseling model comes from the

work on developmental advising suggested by Burns Crookston.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONS

The Center was initially conceptualized as an agency

that would provide guidance and information to assistl.students in

making the appropriate choice in their selection of classes. It

was also to be an interface agency working with other agencies

in Student Affairs, the faculty and other administrative units

(e.g., Admissions and Registration) to help students enter, "cope"

with and be retained in the system.

Using a coordinator eanagement model, the following

program areas were developed to facilitate,the delivery of-

academic advising services. In, order to assist understanding

the scope of these services, the number of student contacts made

is designated in program descr,iptions.

NEW STUDENT ACADEMIC CONFERENCES

This activity attempts to provide a personalized

advising experience to the 3,500 new freshmen, 1,200 transfers

and 500 non-matriculated students who enter the University etch

year. These conferences include information about the Liberal
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Educastion requirements, academic majors and the registration
-

process. They are designed to help students make the appropriate

course selections ana teach decision making around the choice

of classes.

REGfSTRATION ADVISING

This service is available to help continuing students

plan their curricula to meet graduation requirements or select

courses that meet their own particular needs. A large portion of

these contacts is made during the three week in-person registTation

period thai is offered each quarter. This activity generally takes'

no longer than 5 to 20'minutes. According to the number of reg-

istration forms processed by the staff, over 2,000 students each

quarter seek assistance in this activity,

GENERAL EDUCATION/LIBERAL EDUCATION ADVISING

This iLcludes monitoring, reviewing and auditing, upon

request, a student's Liberal Education program. It oflen requires

a negotiation process in order to adjust the philosophy and objec-

tives of Liberal Education to meet a student's particu,Lar interests

or academic program. Over 2,000 substitutions to the program were

individually negotiated during the past year.

SCHOLASTIC STANDARDS ADVISING

This activity is primarily related to monitoring the

standards established by the Academic Evaluation and Standards

Committee and is used to help students in academic diffiulty

succeed at the University through the use of advising, referral

resources and assisting Jn their exit from the University after

academic "bankruptcy." Records indicate that over 2,000 students

were contacted. Most received individual counseling with many

7,
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students returning for continued assistance. Academic "contracts"

are typically negotiated and enacted with those students after a

counseling contact.

GUIDED STUDIES ADVISING

This function is primarily designed to facilitate the

placement of over 500 "predicted low-achieving students" into

appropriate student support systems (e.g., reading classes) for

the development of college academic achievement skills. This is

generally done at the time the student is attending the acader

conference for new students.

VETERAN AND MILITARY AFFAIRS

This office facilitates the Sentry of veterans by pro-

viding academic advising and certification for educational benefits.

It also provides program advising and facilities for the 2,000

member Veteran's Association.

ETHNIC TUTORIAL SERVICES

This service facilitates improved academic success among

minority students who experience academic difficulty by procuring

and coordinating-tutoring services. Approximately 400 students

receive these services each year.

LEARNING AND EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMS

This program offers student general information and

counseling on the enrichment of their education via interdisciplinary

degrees, work-credit, campus exchanges (e.g., National Student

Exchange Program), study and travel abroad. As a result of this

service, over 250 students engaged in alternative educational

experiences this year.



SATILITE ADVISING CENTERS

A new development that'was instituted this Fall'in-

cluded the movement of the professional advising staff into' three

colleges (Humanities, Science and Health) on an experimental

basis. The purpose for developing Satellite Advising Centers

was to take the services provided by the Center for Academic

Advising to the individual colleges. The intent was to make

services more accessible and to facilitate intercollege movement

of students traffsferring into and out of the colleges. This

design also fostered ireater liaison with each department and its

faculty advisors.

This system provides a "first line" advising and cobn-

seling effort for a student who is desirous of receiving academic

counseling. The faculty advising system is still retained and

'supported. Faculty advisors need be available, however, only to

those students who are seeking specific adviCe about their depart-

mental major. The two groups, professional academic advisors and

discipline related faculty advisors, provide an integrated advising

system from entry thi-ough major choice or change to upper class

status in a specific'academic area.

SUMMARY AND EVALUATON
While the ilgency is relatively young in history, admin-

istrative organi-zati6n and staff age, student feedback consistently

suggests that the service is extremely useful. There is also

considerable formal iiata which indicates that helping with academic

planning, providing registration assistance and being student

sadvocates in academ4 areas is a service that nearly all students

need and appreciate.1 A recent survey conducted by the Student

Affairs Office repoled this agency as the most visible and

satisfying for students ( a.draMatic finding for an agency only

r-
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three years old). Invariably, when a staff member OT alumni

learns about the nature of OUT service the common response is

"Why- didn't they have something here like:this when I needed

it?" Comments like this from parents, alumni and University

staff and ftuity members and data of the increased student

demand for -0iis service, argue stiongly for its future institution-

alization and development.

Or4mb
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THE SATELLITE ADVISING CONCEPT: A DESCRIPTION

AND IMPLEMENTATION AT THE UNIVERSITY OF UTAH

INTRODUCTION

To those of us currently involved in the area of

student services known as Academic Advising, there are two

particularly pressing issues. One concerns how best to assist

today's student to survive in a world of tightening job markets,

highly selective academic programs and increasingly complex

education options (Chickering, 1973). The other, ironically

enough, involves OUT own survival amidst downward spiralling

university budgets And increased emphasis on accountability

(Robinson, 1973). We are on one hand trying to encourage

students to develop an identity, vocationally and personally,

while on the other hand seeking to establish our own professional

identity within the university community (Dewey, 1972). The

focus of this paper is to ,describe an academic advising model:

The Satellite Center, that has the potential to both meet the

particular needs of the university students and contribute to

the development of an identity for this area of student services.

The need for Academic Advising, supported by local

surveys and national trends, was responded to at the University

of Utah by development of the Center for Academic Advising:

The goals of the Center include:

1. Providing students with accurate, accessible, and

easily interpreted informaton about the various

elements of the University.

2. Assisting students with'the integration of this

information.

451
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3. Helping 'them make effective major choices and

curriculum plans on the basis of this information..

More recently; the Center has experienced an influx

of undecided junior or senior level students who had been either

cloSed out of various dePartments or, as,their vocational goals

crystallized, were shifting among several departments within
a college. It was previously assumed'that these students would

receive advising from the faculty and departmental system, but

the quality and availability of this advising was variable.

A second emerging issue concerned the potential for

maintenance and growth of the academic advising area itself in

a higher education in'stitution constantly anticipating budget

reductioris. It is not so much a question of whether academic

advising uas needed, as a willingness on the part of the univer-

sity administration and faculty to recognize the necessity of

giving priority to this service and to its expansion, concurrent

with the tiniversity's growth.

The Satellite Advising Center concept evolved from

problem solving around these issues. By locating a qualified,

committed academic advisor within the physical environment of

the college, the advising needs of those students could be more

readily met and an atmosphere of mutual trust, respect and

cooperation could develop among the faculty, administration and

the advisor. The hope is that in developing a positive environ-

ment of this type the permanence of academic advising services

would be enhanced; thus assuring its future survival.

The basic functions of the Satellite Advising Centers

involve the following goals, although the operationalization of

these functions varies among colleges. The Centers all seek to

enhance the students' educatipnal experience by acting:
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To provide an integrated advising system, tilat,

coordinated with the centralized advising center,

will meet the students' articulation needs from

admission to the University to completion of a

specific discipline program.

2. To provide a mechanism for stimulating and expanding

the' faculty advising system.

3. To provide the necess4ry supportive student services

that will meet the academic and developmental needs

of students.

To provide the movement of services more directly

into students' environments in a way that will

facilitate their usage.

Clearly each college advising center must develop

in a way to meet unique college needs. While all of the advising

centers do encompass the preceding activities, they do so in a

,viriety of ways.

MEETING STUDENT NEEDS

One orthe ieasons Satellite Advisors hive beeh placed

in the respective colleges is because the departmental or faculty

,system has proven less than effective (Stoffe, 1974; Dameron

and Wolf, 1974; O'Banion, 1970). Faculty advising appears to

be quite variable and is subject to some of the following

problems:

1. Faculty tend to be focused on their subject matter

area and lack University-wide information.

2. Faculty advising generalljr lacks institutional

support (e.g., release time, reward systems) and

is thus often poorly coordinated and does not provide

for in-service training time.
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Faculty are often busy 'when the,studerits need

advising and thus appear inaccessible.

Facuitytrarely have the motivation (o'r incentives)

to seek out critical advising data such as employ-

ment trends, other institutional requirements, etc.

In contrast to the feculty advrsor, the Satellite

Advisors are capable of assisting students in spveral ways.

They can:

1. Act as a source of information regarding University

requirements.

2. Function as a referral center.

3. Act as student representatives.

4. Funclion as probationary cbunselors.

5. AsSist in the organization of freshman academic

conferences.

Satellite

students,

which the

1.

2.

In addition to the above-mentioned commitments, each

Advisor also functions as a liaisonsperson between the

faculty and administration. The threee main methods in

advisor relates to the faculty.are

By developing and teachin, courses in his or her

respective college. In tills way the advisor is

respected for his/her acadeinic skills as well as

his/her ability to meet the advising needs of students

in the college.

By being a consultant for faculty wishing to improve

their advising skills. A faculty handbook is being

developed which will inc1ude the basic University

requirements, a list of referral agencies and policies

and procedures.
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By working as an interdepartmental liaison with

both faculty and administration.

CONCLUSION

The preceding description of the Satellite Advising

Centers, though clearly not all inclusive, was meant to demon*.

strate the potential which the Satellite concept Eas.for both

meeting the needs of students and further securing the position

of academic advising within the University.

trir4613;
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ACADEMIC ADVISOR
. SATELLITE
COLLEGE COORDINATOR

,

FACULTY ADVISOR

SEQUENCING
.

Generic__ _-______-__-_-_,-----_-_--..-__-_____-__--- .pecific
,

TRAINING
*

.

Guidance Guidance/Discipline

, ,

Discipline

LOCATION Centralized an Campus In College In Department
.

.FOCUS Student (Self) Oriented Area (Field) Centered Discipline (1ajor) Centered

ADVISING

!ind

WORNA-
.1:40N

GIVING

FUNCTIONS

--Orient the student to

the University
,

--Provide student with

information about self-

in comparison with frosh,

potential success, etc.

(e.g., ACT)

--Refer to campus rexources

to solve problems

--Teach registration

process

--Monitor educational

process for university

(provide academic re-

covery procedur:es)

--Orient the student to

the college

--ClarifTstudentis inter-

ests and capacities in

relation to major "clus-

ters" --

--Function as liaison as

student moves from or to

other elements in the

system.
,

-

--Interpret and use college

level and interdisciplin-

ary courses for exploratio

and crystallization.
,

.

II

-Orient the student to

the department
,

-"Select"/Counsel out candidates

to discipline

-Enhance indentification with

discipline (support and pro-

fessional modeling)

-Facilitate movement to sub-

specialists

AI
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SATELLITE
ACADEMIC ADVISOR COLLEGE COORDINATOR

-Interpret and use lib-

eral education courses

to enhance growth

Clearing'house for uni-

versity information

-Teach "Decision Making"

(understanding 'alter-

natives, eiraluatjng,

choosing)

FACULTY ADVISOR

--Monitca. educational

progress for college
--Use departmental courses for

professional development

--Monitor educational progress

for department

'ACADEMIC

ADVISING FROSH SOPHS JUNIOR SENIOR
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ACADEMIC ADVISING AT WELLESLEY COLLEGE

AcadeTic advising is conserned with,guiding students
to make the best use of their educational opportunities by maxi-
mizing their learning ability and intelle.ctual development, by )

discovering their interests and needs, and by making appAppriate
choites in selecting courses and in planning their academic
programs. To achiev'e these ends, academic advisors mlist have a
thorough knowledge of the College. On the one hand, they must
take into account tile goals of Wellesley College and the resource:i
it possesses; on the oiher hand, they must take into account the

_academic preparation and the intellectual potential of the students
admitted to the College.

In the last decade gianges have occurfed which have,
increased the complexity of academic advising. The curriculum

.2is more flexible as requirements have been reduced and more edu-
cational options have become available to students. The student
body has become more diversified in geographic background,

socio-economic status, academic preparation, cultural heritager
and age. There is increasingly the expectation that women will
assume leadership roles. And, finally, the nationaf economic
situation has made scarce both,jobs and funds for further training.

The Committee examined the present system of academic
advising, keeping in mind these complexities. Currently, five
part-time Class Deans, chaired by the Dean of Academic Programs,

have the major responsibility for academic advising at Wellesley.
Once a student has chosen a major, she also is assigned a faculty

advisor who guides her decisions regarding that major. Ln addition,

to advising,- the Office of the Dean of Academic Programs has the
following major responsibilities: academic assistance; exchange

4 9
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programs; the admissien of special foreign students (Slaier,

Fulbright, British Exchange); and foreign study. The Directors

of Career Services and of Continuing Ellication report to the

Dean of Academic Programs, but have separate staffs, budgets and

locations. Two important committees of Academic Council are

chaired by the Pean of Academic Programs -- Academic Review Board

and Financial Aid. A Class,Dean chairs the Foreign Study Committee.

Both formal and informal peer advisiAg occur at Wellesley.

A peer academic advising program, Exxon funded, was initiated in

1976 under the direction of a Class Dean and will be continued in

1977-78. Through this program, a small number of students are

selected and irained to offer study skills assistance to students

individually or in groups. In addition, students are employed as

tutors in many departments.

In its inveStigations the Committee found- that many

academic concerns of students are more prevalent at certain times

in their college experience. Underclasswomen express more concern

about the selection of courses, the development of study-habits,

choice of the major, academic competition, and insecurity in the

classroom. Juniors and seniors are more likely to have developed

adequate study skills and adjusted to Wellesley. Consequently,

their concerns are directed to *life after college choice of a

profession, attending graduate or professional school, and employ-

ment.
.( %

Centralized academic advising at Wellesley and other

institutions offers a number of distinct advantages over other

forms of advising. Very often members of the faculty are not

knowledgeable on all academic programs aneprocedures (Dameron and

Wolf: 1974). Furthermore, many faculty are new or part-time and

have not developed a.capacity for infprmal advising (Dressel: 1976;

Uperaft: 1971). Consequently, advising specialists have more
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knowledge, better training and stronger commitmiht. Specialist

advising is of proven value to freshwomen, given the range,.of

their concerns (Hrezo: 1975; Shepard: 1974).bpt ha's been quest'oned

as of limited value for students beyond the sophomore year (Donk

and Oetting: 1968).

Centralized academic advising, however, may be offered

at the expense of other objectives. Faculty may not be used as

a resource to the extent that students rely on their ClaS's Deans.

This may reinforce a tendency of faculty to remain distant from

issues involving the student's educational experience. Therefore,

faculty are less able to anticipate and respond to student concerns

and remain largely unaware of the services avajlable to students.

Centralized advising unwittiAgly may alloW, if not encourage,

student overdependence on their Class Deans,throughout their four

'years of college. It-is essential that s'tudents become more

resourceful and active participants in the curricular and educational
process.

With regard to centralized academic advising at Wellesley,

approximately 74% of 411 resident students sampled had some contact

with their Class Dean in the course of the academic year 1975-76.

Students'rely less upon their Class Dean:as they progress through

their four yearspf College. ',For example, freshwomen saw iheir

Class Dean on an average of 2.5 times. This median average de-

clines with each cliss year uRtil the senior yeaowhen the average'

nutnr of visits is reduced to 1.5 visits'per senior for the

academic year- Seventy per-cent of those students who used the

Class Deans judged their advising as idequate to very adequate.

.Some weaknesses in centralized advising, however, were

noted in the essay responses to the student questionnaire and in

interviews with students. Some observed that Class Deans are

responsible for such a large number of students that they cannot

49;
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get to know many of them very well. Students complain that

sometioes they must wait for a considerable length of time for

an appointment with their Class Dean. Most of, the time, Deans

seem too busy to help students think through ,cicisions. Class

teans-lamente-d the fact-that-a -disproportionate amount of their

time is taken up by committee work and that frequently problems

reach them too late for resolutiOn. (As of 1975-76 the five

Deans collectively served on approximately 25 committees.) They

pointed out that often students want ready-made answers to their

problems, not guidairce in-finding solutions themselves.

In general, students value faculty advising and ask

for more 6pportunities to get to know facultou members. Some

students actively seek faculty advising, be it from the major

advisor, a course instructor, br just a member of the Faculty.

The. Committee noted, however', that faculty advising is very uneven.

It was rated excellent in some departments and very poor in others.

Both the faculty and student questionnaires indicated that faculty

spend about 61% of theAr advising time with juniors and seniors

and only about 18% with freshwomen, and that the vast majority of

faculty advise on matters related to their own courses, departments

or disciplines. Some students reported that they had never met

with their major advisor or that they had met only once. The

turnover of faculty brings about problems of continuity and of

faculty knbwledge of the resources at Wellesley. The Committee

also noted that faculty advisors receive almost no training, and

that the major advising'system is not evaluated. The Committee

concludes that the Faculty are an important advising resource, but

maj-or advising needs to be strengthened.

Finally, the student questionnaire reveals that with

regard to academic advising, a large number of students make im-

portant academic decisions on the blisis of the personal experience

orm

493
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of peeys, most often of those in their same residence. Unfor-

tunately some of the information exchanged is inaccurate and

based on personarbias.

In spite of the problems and shortcomings noted, the

evidence gathered at Wellesley, the information obtained on advis-

ing at other institutions, and a'review of literature on the

subject, have led the Committeeto conclude that an academic

advising system at Wellesley should preserve and strengthen the

three main features of the present arrangement: centralized

advising by Class Deans; upperclasswomen advising by faculty major

advisors; and peer advising by Wellesley students.

These three najor features must be keyed to-the chang-

ing needs of students. In addition, advising should take on a

developmental perspective in which students learn to manage their

own problems and develop the capacity for-making decisions with a

Sense of competency and autonomy. This orientation represents a

move away from the traditional perscriptive advising b,ased on the

authority of the counselor (Crookston: 1972).

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Committee recommends that academic advising constitute

a unit within the Division of'Student Affairs, be directed by a

full-time Unit Head aided by'a half-time assistant, and include

two pre-major advisors, a half-time Coordinator of Academic Assis-

tance, and a full-time Exchange Coordinator. Centralized academic

advising will be complemented by faculty advisors for upperclass

students and by trained peer advisors. This unit will include

the Continuing Education and Special Student Programs, and for the

pregtnt, Foreign Study. The Academic Advising Unit should be

located in Green Hall, in proximity to ihe offices of the Dean of

the College, the Registrar, and Career Services.

r-dire
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HEAD OF THE ACADEMIC ADVISING UNIT

The Head of the Academic Advising Unit will supervise

the work of the unit and be responsible for the training and

evaluation of all advisors. With the aid of the part-time assistant,

the head will coordinate upperclass academic advising, serving as

a resource for faculty advisors; advise.,upperclass transfer students

until they are assigned faculty advisors; oversee students with

individual majors and those changing majors; and work with students

and advisors who have particular concerns. The head of the

Academic Advising Unit will chair the Academic Review Board and,

owing to the importance of the curriculum in academic advising,

will maintain a dotted line relationship with the Dean of the

College, and serve on the Committee of Curriculum and Instruction

UNDERCLASS ADVISING _(PRE-MAJOR ADVISORS)

The Committee recommends that two full-time advisors

provide assistance to students in their first two years at the

College, with functions similar to those of the present Class

Deans. Advisors may be assigned in either of two ways. Each

advisor will be responsible foran entire class, remaining with

the class through the sophomore year, or be responsible for one

half of the freshwomen and one half of,the sophomores. Both

systems have advantages and disadvantages*, and the Committee

suggests thatjhe merits of each be discussed and evaluated by

the members of the advising unit before a decision is reached.

*(If the pre-major advisors were responsible for half Of the

freshwomen and half of the sophomore classes, there are two

advantages that occur to the Committee: a more even distribution

of the work load throughout the year, .and greater ease in the

tnterchangeability of advisors were this need to arise.)
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The advisor(s) in charge of freshwomen will coordi-

nate the academic parts of the orientation program in coniultation

.with the Orientation Committee, and assist the Coordinator of

Academic Assistance in selecting and training the upperclass

students who will be student academic advisors'. In order to keep

-in cIose-touch with-the classroom experience of tlie- College, it

is desirable but not essential that these advisors teach one.unit

per year, but, for the purpose:, of assuring their maximum availa-

bility as advisors, not more than two units, one each term.

ACADEMIC ASSISTANCE

Academic assistance, including Zutoring, is an essential

_function of the Academic Advising Unit; the Committee recommends

the continuation of the present program under the leadership of a

half-time Coordinator who will offer direction and suiervision,

and serve as supplemental advisor to students with special problems.

The Committee recommends that the lack of adequate academic pre-

paration on the part of'a considerable number of students is a

matter of concern tc the Faculty as a whole. Certain academic

deficiencies may be managed more effectively through 'selective

curriculum changes.

The Coordinator of Academic Assistance will be involved

in the orientation program for freshwomen and,be in charge of

selecting and training students who will serve as academic advisors

to freshwomen during the first weeks of the academic year.

ACADEMIC ORIENTAlION PROGRAM

The Committee recommends that the present Orientation

Program be extended through the first weeks of the year. In each

residence hall, approximately 30 freshwomen will be assigned to

an advisory group facilitated by a student academic advisor and a
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member of the student residence staff. Similarly, non-resident

groups of freshwomen will be led by student academicladvisors

and by members of the Non-resident Council. The groups will meet

weekly for approximately six weeks to discuss such matters as the

'function of grades, how to prepare for exams, adjustment to college,

academic pressure andot her ..teTi-c-sof ,Interest to fresh-

women. The Committee believes that by extending the Orientation,

freshwomen will have 'structured opportunities to address common

concerns and lend support to one another, as well as to form

relatiónships'with trained peers who can offer assistance and

appropriate referrals when necessary (see Lewis: 19Th Speilberger,

Weitz and Denny: 1962). The combination of a member of the residence

staff and a student academic advisor will provide freshwomen with

Oth personal and,academic assistance before concerns become serious

(see Mitchell, Hall and Piatkowska: 1975; W. Brown: 1965).

The Committee recommend§,that, in one residence hall

area, Faculty House Associates participate in the freshwomen groups

on an experimental basis. It is the CommitteeLs be-lief-that the

experience will prove an effectfve means of enhancing the relation-

ship between faculty and students. Evaluation of this experiment

should take place after a year and be attentive to the value of

faculty participation in this program.

FACULTY UPPERCLAS ADVISING

Faculty advising for students who have selected mAjors

must be strengthened and become more uniform. Faculty advisors

should assume responsibility for the entire academic program of

their advisees by discussing the program with them to,insure a

balanced selection of courses and a rich and broad basis for the

major, as well as by revieWing the fulfillment of other degree

requirements. Before signing the major form, the advisor should
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meet with each of his/her advisees to examine togetheT the
couvses to be listed. There should be additipnal meetings to
review programs and discuss progress.

The chairperson in each department will be responsible
for overseeing the advising within that dep4rtmem:t. He/she works

.

with and is assisted by the Head of the Academic Advising Unit,
Or his/her Assistant, in training advisors, distributing Infor-
mation, insuring fairness and gr,degree of uniformity in advising,
and in evaluating all advising. The CoMmittee recommends that a

session early in the academic year be devoted to orienting chair-
,

persons in advising procedures. The agenda of subsequent meetings

should include disussion of advising issues. For example, what
are thg queAllei students raise-with faculty, and how can the
Faculty be assisted in answerfng these questions.

Computer assisted academic advising can supplement'the
work of.the central ddvisors and the Faculty. The computerization
of academic records and requirements shoUld be pursued because of
its value in removing (1)1De administrative chores from advisors,

in identiying students in difficulty (Juola: 1968), and in assist-
ing students and faculty advisors in the planning and evaluation
of a course of study (Floyd: 1974; Vitulli and Singleton 1972).

'EkHANGE COORDINATOR

The college has long subscribed to the principle of &-
diversified student body, achieved through the general policy of

admitting students from varied geographic and socio-economic back-
grounds and through specifi-c arrangements such as the Exchange
Program. The Committee believes that this diversification is an

integral part of Wellesley College and thdt it could be strengthened
4

by expanding the Student Exchange Program. The expansion would

4 93
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x,
include institutions from distant geographic locations and of

varying sizes. One of the important purposes of the expansion

would be to attract an increased number of male resident students.

In the fall of 1972, 28 men re'sided at Wellesley, while during

the 1976-77 academic year only six men lived in residence.

CONTINUING EDUCATION AND SPECIAL STUDENTS

The Continuing Educatipn and Special Students contribute

to the diversity in the Community and add a unique dimension to

the Wellesley educational experience. The Office of Continuing

Education and Special Students, locate'd in Phi Sigma, is staffed

by a part-t4me Director reporting to the Dean of Academic Programs,

and a part-time assistant. The Office recruits, admits and advises

all students (except foreign students) who are not regularly

admitted as four year undergraduates or as-transfer students.

The Committee recommends that the Office be relocated

in Green, and be administered by a full-time equivalent Director

reporting to the Bead'of the Advising Unit. The relocation will

promote integration in the larger Community. The administrative

offices in Green will be more accessible to Continuini Education

and Special Students,-and-there will be increased opportunities

for informal contact with other students, the FacUlty and the

Staff. Further, as concern increases about educational opportunities

-for the older student, the relocation will enable the Director to

involve,colleague,s in the process of strengthening the Programs.

'"Continuing Education and Special Students can be utilized

more fully as resources for their peers. The Committee suggeSte

that consideration be-given to employing Continuing Education

students to assist the Dire-ctor in advising students experiencing

personal difficulties.
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She Committee recognizes that in he future the Pro-.

grams may expand and requireigreater autonomy. If this' occurs,
the present-administrative arrangement should be reviewed., ,

FOREIGN STUDY

At present an administrative assistant in the Office of
the Dean of Academic Programs disseminates the information on

opp'ortunities for study abroad. The Committee sees merit in re-
. locating' the Foreign Study Office in Slater. The relocation of

this office would enable Slater to have greater impact on the
campus, and Would give the foreign students opportunities to
provide firsthand information on their countries to students
wishing'to study gr work abroad. The Committee recognizes that
the question of space in Slater must be addressed before relocation
is planned, and recommends that a review of the proposal be con-,

ducted.

SPECIAL FOREIGN STUDENTS

The Committee recommends that the administrative coor-
dination of the admissions process for Slater, Fulbright and
British Exchange Students bp made a responsibility of the SAater
'advisor. The ration.aie for this recommendatiOn can be folind in
the Slater section of the Community Life Unit.

REMARKS

The Committee believes that the recommended changes in
the.advising system will result in a reduction of,personnel in
the centralized academic advising office-and in the strengthening
of faculty and peer advising. It believes also that the re-organ-
ization and integration of serVices will lead to a reduction in
committee assignments for the central advisors, thus releasing
time that can be devoted to the advising of students.
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The Committee is mindfill of the possible overextension

of faculty time and responsibilities. The Faculty, however, is

-a major determirrant of the academic well-being of the College.

It develops the curriculum, thus setting the academic goals and

standards of the institution. Faculty are directly involved with

students in and out of class and serve as role models which influence

the -general attitudes of students. Faculty members can be an

-essential resource of academic advising in areas besides the major

(Murra: 1972; Bess: 1973; Borland: 1973). By-interacting with

groups of students, faculty can complement the more individualized

advising performed by central advisors (Dickensori: 1966; Mitchell:

1972; Spielberger: 1962). Advising is a fundamental part of the

faculty role and must be stressed for all faculty. The Committee

suggests that orientation sessions be provided for new faculty and

be programmed to coincide with the actual academic experiences of

faculty and:students. For example, one such session might occur
411

after the awarding of the first mid-term gades.and consider issues

related to this event.

The Committee recognizes that the dem§alds on faculty time

are extensive and have seriously affected morale. The tension felt

by facult5, is transmitted to students. It is essential, therefore,

'th'at,the responsibilities of faculty are defiried'cIearly, rdflect

the p'±-is(rities of the institution, are attainable, and are recog-

nized apOtppriately at the departmental and College levels in

decisions otTromotion and tenure.

5 0
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CURRENT ACADPIIC ADVISING STRUCTIME

Dean of
, Academie Programs

Exchange
Coordinator

Foreign
Study Advisor

Senior Class Junior Class Soph Class Freshman Clas. 'Freshman Class Directot ofDean-211 time Dtan-1/2 time Dean-2/3 Dean-1/2 time Dean-I/2 time Continuine,Aeademic AASt,, Teaching Teaching Teaching Teaching Educoiion113 time 1/2 time 1/3 time 1/3'timc 1/2 time 314 time

PRDPOSFD ACATINIC AnvrsIn STRVrTtiltE

Dean of

StUdents

Academic Advising
Unit Head

Assistant to
Unit Head

h time

Exchnnge
Coordinator

Pt. Mellor

Advisor-213 time
Teaching
1/3 time

Pre Major

Advi5or-2/3 time
Teaching
1/3 time

..,.1.

=.......

Assistant
Director
2/3 time

1

Continuing
Education
Director

Foreign Study

Advisor

Academic
Assistance'
Director
1/2 time

1
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TO: Wellesley College Students

PROM: Committee on Counseling

May 6, 1976

The committee on Counseling will make recommendations

in,the Fall of 1976 concerning arrangements for a5ademic advising

anct personal counseling at the College. To this end,.w-e,ax-e--

seesking information from many segments of th'e community.

You,, the students, are the most important segment.

If we are to arrive at sensible recommendations, we must know

what you need, what you think, and how you feel on matters related

to academic advising and personal counseling.

Members of the Committee have been meeting with groups

of interested students. But the only way we can find out how the

student body as a whole feels about these issues is to survey a

large, random sample. You have been selected to participate.

Jite ask you to fill out this questionnaire completely and

as carefully as you can. We realize that you are strapped for time.

The questionnarie looks long, but we have tried to make it easy

and even interesting to answer. It should take no more than 30

minutes. Your responses will be completely anonymous.

The student who delivered the questionnaire to you will

be back in about 48 hours to pick it up. Please fill out the

clues.tionPAT.§..4-5.iggn,as you .can, place it in the envelope, and

seal the envelope. The student who picks it up will deliver it

to the Counseling Committee. Non-resident students are asked to

mail the completed survey in the enclosed envelope as soon as

possible.

If you have any questions or comments, please call any

member of the Committee. Their names are listed below.

We will let you know in the fall what we have learned.

Thank you very much.

Blythe Clinchy, Chairman; Grazia Avitabile; Lisa Bhoiander, Nancy

Chotiner; Tom Dimieri; Linda Hurley; Vivian Ingersoll, Joyce

Wadlington; Barbara Wilson

503
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NOTE; On each question, ignore the numbers in the column on the'far
Tight of each page. These are for use in coding tha data for computer
analysis.

PART I
'

page is a list of concerns and issues which are often mentioned as being
cheractertstic of students at 'Wellesley College. Briefly scan the list in order to get an
overall picture of the type ? and range of concerns.

The Counseling Committee is\interested in determining your reaction to several important
questions: ilow typical arelihese concerns: How characteristic are they for you? How
adequate Art the.College's ipresent help-giving resources for assisting students with such
concerns? Tles list of iseees and concerns is followed by three columns for you to indicate
your answers. Just follow:the instructions.

Step One The first *elution for you to consider is; HOW COMION ARE THESE CONCERNS
AND ISSUES'AMONG THE STUDENTS IN YOUR PRESENT CLASS?
late each Au terms of the following codes, by circling the apprepriate
response

Step Two

Vc m Very penmen c e Common u m Uncommon vu m Very Uncommon

Godown the first column, rating eaeh issue Or concern statement in terms
of how common you judge it to be. Please rate each ef them, even though
it may be someWhat difficult for you tO do so.

The second question
CONCERNS AND ISSUES
the following code,

vc A Very
Characteristic

for you to consider is: HOW CHARACTERISTIC HAVE THESE,
BEEN FOR YOU TH1S SCHOOL YEAR? RA.e each in terms of
by circling the.appropriate response.

sc e Somewhat su s. Somewhat vu 0 Very e

Characteristic Uncharacteristic Uncharac-
teristic

Go down the second column, rating each issue of concern statement in terms
of how chatacteristic it has been tor you Ihil,itar. Again, please rate
eath ef the twenty statements.

Step Three The third question for you to consider isl OVERALL, HOW ADEQUATE tO YOU
CONSIDER THE PRESENT RESOURCES AT WELLESLEY COLLEGE FOR HELPING STUDENTS
RESOLVE THESE ISSUES AND CONCERNS1 Consider each in terms of the following
code, by circling the approprtate response.

va Very sa m Somewhat si m Somewhat vi Very
Adequate Adequate Inadequate. Inadequate

Go down the third column, rating each statement in terms of how adequately
you believe that the College (through its staff and offices) is able to
help students with such concerns. Please rate each item, even though it
may be somewhat difficult for you to do so. Sometimes you may be able to
rely on personal experience in making a judgment; at other times you may
have to rely on hearsay or general scuttlebut. But please rate each
statement.

'1=3-
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1. toncirns about ehoosinLii proirsAion

2. feeling insecure or inadequate in the
classroom

3. Relationship p 0042 with groups in your
residence hall

.4. Feeling leplfessed

IJOw common
tor 'others

VC

vc C u vu

flow vharae-
?A teristie for

you?
VC St HU VU

VC SC SU VI

Now Adequate SI
present 61

resources? 7!

va An si v

/ 9:

sx si 01 10'
11!

va sa si vi 13:

14:
vs *a si vi 15:

16:

17:
va sa si vi 18:

19:
vs sa si vi

21:

22:
va a si vi 43:

25.--
24:

27.
78:

29:
30:

31!

. -.m........

S. Concerns about forming a relationship
with faculty member

Tvohlems related to alcohol or drug use

VC SC EU VU

3.

vc st su vu

Vc SC SU VII

. Concerns about choice of major VC SC SU VI

Ihoughts or feelipg About suicide Vt C U va sa si vi

9. Problems'establishing friendships -with wome

10. Serious personal financial problem

11. .0011cRTnS about meeting degree mequirementa

12. Relationship problems with,a roomate or
corridor mate

13. Conflicts in the area of.values and ethics

14. Concerns about 'doing poorl courses

VC C U VU

VC SC SU Vu

VC SC SU VU

VC SC SU VU

VC St SU VU

15. tonceres about getting a job after
tion

VC C U VU VC BC MU VU va sa si vi
1 . Feeling insecure or inadequate in group

interactions outside the classroom

17. Concerns about identity

18. trtiblems establishing friendships with men

VC C u vu

VC C U VU

VC C U VU

va sa si v

2;

33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42 :
43:
244 :

45:
4:

47:

48;7
49 :
50:

57:
vs sa si vi 53:

54:

5):--
va se si vi

VC C VU

1 . Concerts about physical health VC BC $U VU

20. Concerns about getting good grades
,

14.

vc se su vu

21. concerns about taking courses that are
right fov you VC BC 4U VU

22. Concerns about relationships with parents
or.mambers of immediate family

23. Concerns about sexual relationships or
sexuality

VC BC SU VU

24. Problems in making effective use of time
spent studying

21. Concerns about forming a relationship
, with a member of administrative staff

VC SC SU VU

sva sat si vi

NT SC SU VU Va SS vi

,e C U VU VC SC SU v. va sa si v

56:57;
58:
59:
60:
61:
62:
63:
64:
65:

66;

67:

6$:

69:

70:
71:

72!

73:

74:

76
77:
78:

79:



244 Yesling apathetic Or unable to make
decielons/tike action.

17. Concerns relateito birth control,
pregnancy or abortion

28. Problems concentrating on sendomit wori------

Vies C U VU

sec c u vu

VC C U VU

VC SC SU MU'

ye SC BU YU

vc sr su vu:

4. Second
card

vs es si vi St

41

7.

111

vs ma si vi '

10:
va sa 21 vi

29. Concerns about planning for your personal
life after college VC C U VU VC SC SU NU

.30. Personal unhappiness and loneliness

31. Concerns about academie competition

VC C U VU VC BC SU vu

VC C UVU VC BC SU YU

vs ea ai vl
!

vs la Si 111

19:
vs as si_vl 20z

21z

PART II

MOst'colleges include a wide variety ol help-giving resources for students, and 'WellesleyCollege ismo exception. The Coanseling Committee is interested, hbwsver, in taking aclose look at the resources that presently exist at the College for helping students re-solve their concerns And Answer their questions. In approaching this task, we ricognisethat resources may be formal (e.g., a faculty advisor) or informal (e.g., a friendlyroommate) and that they may be used frequently or rarely during,onels college xperience.Ste are interested in knowing your views about the nature and adequacy of the College'spresent resources.

On the following page is n list of the major categories of help-giving resources at theCollege. Briefly scAn the list in order to get an overall picture of the types of re-sources. Note that in some cnsts the category is explained in more detail in order toclear up any confusion regarding MUO is included in each type of resourse.

We ate interested in your renctinn to three questions: How often have voe used each re-SOUrCe category for nssiscsnce in resolving your nuestions snd concerns? How 4o you feelabout the ndequacy ot the services.you received? How do students in general feel aboutthe adequacy of the services provided by each type of resource. The list of categories isfollowed by three columns IOT you to indicate your answers. Just.follow the instructions.

Step One

Step Two

Step Three

The fitst question is DURING THIS SCHOOL YEAR UOW OFTEN HAVE YOU USEDEACH RESOURCE CATEGORY VOR ASSISTANCE IN RESOLVING YOUR QUESTIONS,ANDCONCERNS? ln answering this question, please do not include in your answerthose routine arid prescribed visits (e.g., gettinga form signed, pickingup a key). llowever, if, during a routine visit you used the ISSOUtC0 per-son to help you resolve a concern, then do include itin your answer. Thebnsic Tele of thumb here is to estimate the number of times you have sought
out assistance from each resource category this year. For each resource
cetegory, pllisf..2 check in the appropriate column, indicating the number,of times you sough'i help from that source this year.

The second question to! yoa EACH CATEGORY OF HELP-PROVIDER THAT YOU USEDONE OR MORE TIMES, HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT inE OVERALL ADEQUACY OF THE AS-SISTANCE THAT YOU RECEIVED? Do not rate those categories that you havenever sought out for assistance while at Wellesley. jot those that youhave, use the following code, and check thc appropriate column

va Very ua Somewhat si Somewhat vi Very
Adequate Adequate Inadequate' Inadequate

The third question isl OVERALL, 110W N) STUDENTS IN YOUR CLASS FEEL ABOUT
THE ADEQUACY OF TUE ASSISTANCE THEY 'RECEIVE FROM EACH CATEGORY OF HEtP-PROVIDEh IN RESOLVING THEIR QuEsTIoNr olmhTins7 j7C the ame codeas in star f:s 19--4ue rata anch category, even I. hOU.01 1L may

,
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12
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Rowhisany rises you
used resource this
year

How ad-
equate 4as
resoureel
(your-view)-

How ad-
equate Was
resource?
-(other'Ts-viebi)

......______

CATEGORY

Class Dean

.

0 1,, 2-3

:

4-6 7-10 11+ VA SA,SiVi :' VA SA. Si VI :

Exchange Coordinator

toreign,Study
AtiVilDr.

:

Bead of :House-----
house President

Vii-juntors
----....--

Floor Representative .

:---
personal friend

Residence Office
(Billing's)

Non-psychiatric
Health SetViCel
(Physicians And
nurses)

,

,

,

Vsychiatric 'Health
Services

Vacuity Advisor
,

Vacuity Member
(other than
advisnr)

.

Career Services
,

Counseling Office
(Phi Sigma 'Houle:

includes consulting'
psychologist and
:Human Relations
specialist)

.-_-_____

Chaplaincy Office
(Iiillings)

-____
4

Rarambst Uouse
Staff

,.4
Slater Center
Staff .

.

_._-___,_____._-_-

Continuing Edu-
cation Office

-

Financial Aid
Office

Off-ice of Academie
Assistance
(includes tutors)

,

50',4
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23: 24: 25:

26: 27; 28;

29: 30: 31:

32: 33: 34:

35: 36: 37:

18: 39: 40:

1: 42: 43:

4: 45: 46:

7: 48: 49:

50: 51: 52:

53: 54: 55:

6: 57: 58: 4111

59:_ 60: 61:_

62: 63: 64:

65: 66: 67:

68; 69: 70:

71:_ 72: 73:

74: 75: 76:

77: 78: 79!

eeid 3

5: 6: 71

8: 9: 10:
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The Counseling Committee la
by students for which kinds
of situations which we 'eel
of students at Wellesley.
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6.

PART 1I1

interested in knowing which kinds of resources are used
of concerna or problems. Aelow is presented A variety
illustrate some comon types ul problems and concerns

laickly Scan ali 01 the situations to get an idea of the types of concerns being
Ulustrated. Alter scanning the entire list, begin with Situation #1. Atter
reading it, try to put yourself tn the situation and think about the people you would
most nicety seek out for help or assistance with the problem or concern.

lhen. 'using the list of help-giving resourtes on yake 5, Indicate the number tortes-sortcalv :to the :reslItiree that you would most likely use. For example, if you would
go to a faculty advisor, simply enter the numbet 12 in the blank after "Most likely.
:Follow the same procedure for your second And thitd most likely choices. Continue
in this way until you have completed the siX situations. Remember, tty to experience
the feelings associated with each situation.

Situation #11

Youive been feeling somewhat depressed and
apathetic for the last couple of weeks, but

'you don't know why.

Situation #2

Lately, you've begun to have strong doUbts about
what you thought you wanted Ao do after yoll
graduate. 'teen more troublesome, you've been
wondering What you'll be doing with your life.

Situation #3

You are having the most serious conflict with
your parents that you've ever had, and, though
you see their side, they really don't see yours.
No approach seems to work. Each conversation
ends in a fight.

Situation #4

You've been having difficulty concentrating, but
up to now it hasn't seemed serious. Now, it looks
as though you've bombed out on th'e mid-term.

Situation #5

You've decided to change majors, but you still
have some'niggling reservations. lf you don't
decide now, you'll be locked into your present
major.

Situation f6

You've never been quite so shaken before by an
incident. You feel more panicked and helpless
than yOu've ever felt. How could anyone else
understand uch an uniquely pelsonal, complex
predicament?

Most likely
2nd most likely
3rd most likely

Most likely
2nd most likely
3rd most likely

Most likely
2nd most likely
3rd most likely

Most
2nd most
3rd most

likely

likely

Most likely
2nd most likely
3rd most likely

Most likely
2nd most likely
3rd most likely

11:

12:

13:

14:

15:

16:

17:

18:

19:

20:

21:

22:

23:

24:

25:

26:

27:

28:
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PARI IV

The Counseling Committee ha's talked with a variety of people in the Wellesley College
Community. We have met with a large number of different opinione and are now in the posi-
tion of trying to answer the important question: "Who believes what7" Please help us
hy An4 chg,_ envilt Q yjaux ezit o d.I.Kagx oJeniest t...44-3.4.1s, the It& t of 4.tatesentbelow. Aa ulth earlier ections of this survey, please answer all questions, even though
it may be difficult in some cases. Using the following code, circle the response that is
most similar to the uoy you feel at the present time.

SAll. Strongly Agree A Agree

SA SD

SA A D SD

SA A SD

SA A SD

SA A D SD

SA A SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

A SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

SA A SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

IA A SD

D e Disagree SD a Strongly Disagree

Heads of Hoese &Vie necessary.

The psychiatrists At Wellesley are in touch with the
emotional needs of Wellesley students.

The emphasis here is more on quantity than quality
of work.

294

30:

31:

In geeerai, 1 have found thc atmosphere at the College
cold and uncaring (as opposed to warm and supportive). 32:

The 'college should provide mote help in things like
reading, wri4ing, and study skills. 331

Itiy Class Dean can setve As an advocate for my "cause"
if 1 should need it. 34:

Vil Juniors art good sources of information. 35:

When I'm trying to think throngh an important decision,
1 prefer talking to an older person, rather than to
another student. 36:

1 find it bard to stand up lor my ideas and support them. 37:

The personal counseling/psychiatric services at the
College are confidential.

38:

There should be more programs or workshops here on
planning for life after Wellesley. 391

I have good women friends here. 40:

I find it easier to talk to a female than a male personal
counselor. 41:

In general, the faculty here tend to be interested in
the personal development of students. 42:

The only personal relationships I've formed at the
College have been with other students. 43:

I have a clese relationship with my parents. 44:

faculty members are accessible here.
,_

45:

It upsets me that I never or almost never do as well
in my academic work as I could. 46:

I,think I should try to solve my problema myself,
without asking enyone else for help. 47:

I'm more likely to go to see a teacher if I'm doing
well in the course. 48:

Class Deans don't'really know the students in their class. 49:

The social environment here is lively. 50:

I feel guilty whenever I'm not working. 51:

My career counseling needs'have been mat by tha present
ystem of career zouneeling. 52$



SA A D SD

SA A D SD

SA i D SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD
.

$A A D SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

SA A D 'SD
I

SA A D SD

SA A D tD

SA A D $D

SA A D $D

SA A D SD

SA A D $1)

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SCo

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

SA A SD

A D SD

.SA A D SD

OA A D SD
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My academic pee& have been met by the present system
of academic advising.

53:

When a teaCher criticises my ideas I can't help but
take it personally.

54;

My personal counseling needs have been met by the present
system of personal counseling.

55;

I wouldn't go to ft paychlatrist unless I thought 1 Vas
really 'sick."

56;

A perSon like a faculty member or class dean can't really
provide a student with effective counseling,or advising,
because sometimes they have to ludge a stntient. 57;_

.I ammore self-vonfident now than when I entered Wellesley. 58;

I have good men friends in my life now. 59;

Itacial andlo ethnic conflict is a problem at Wellesley. 60:
_ .

I t/Orilt think my emotional problems are important enough
to take to a psychologist or a psychiatrist. 61;

Classes here tend to be formal nod impersonal. 62;

tile in my resideace hall is pleasant. 63;

Wellesley should have programs or workshops dealing with
issues of special ioterest to students '(for instance, as-
sertiveness training, sexoality, weight-reduction) 64;

I am lonely hure.
65:

I would like to see more faculty and staff living in the
residence halls.

66:

I feel I should do an excellent job in all my academic work. 67:

-My Class Dean is a good source of information on rules,
procedures, requirements, etc. 68:

We need more gynecological coonseling at Wellesley. 69:

lt's-important that career counseling start in Freshman
year, rather than Inter.

70:
,,-

1

This place is an academic pressure cooker. 73:

My Class Dean helps me thick through decisions. 72:

I feel free to go to see a faculty memtver even when I
don't have a specific academic matter to discuss. 73;

I 'would like more personal relationships with faculty. 74;

There is too little value placed on extra-curricular
activities here. 75;

Thtl faculty here are arrogant end condescending. 76:

The emphasis here on grades and achievement makes it idird
for me to enjoy learning. 77:

Competitiveness poisons the atmosphere here. 78:

Vil Juniors help students think through problems. 79:

I find it easier to talk to a female than to a male
academic advisor. 80:

Card 4
I hal'ee seriously considered transferring from Wellesley 5:

I Amiunhappy hexe. 516
I am part of a close group of friends at Wellesley.

6:

7:
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9.

PART V

in thia section we vould like yau to ahare,your thoughts with us on four questions.

Please,answer LU fpur, however btielly.

I. If you could do one thing to change the general "atmosphere" OT "climate"
at Wellesley, 'what would you dol What would you change?

2. If you could do one thing to change the way in which academie advising is
done at Wellesley, what would you do? What would you change?

8:

91

3. If you could do one thing to change the way in which career counseling is
done at Wellesley, what would you do? What would you change? 10:

4. If you could do one thing to change the way in which personal and psychia-
tric counseling is done at Wellesley, what would you doT What would

you change?

514

11:
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PART VI

6twittee ilice to ask you a few questions about you, Aavith

They. 1,0,11-444)-t--t,Nmpr-omis-e-yoTrr-anonymrty; -14e Would like to get this backgtound information

the OltiTt survey, your answera to these questions will he kept in :the,strictest eonf,idetise,.

from you so that we may be Able, eventually, to -11140 tml ,:eneralizations about the relation-ship between student chatacteristics and responses to the questionnaire. Yor exampje, theCommittee might wish to determin e it there are any differences between Humanities and SocialScience majors in their responses to certain mutstions.

The Counseling COMMitree believes sttongly that the College must rely on solid information ifit is to make wise decisions about the luture of counseling at Wellesley. So please answereach question AS best you tan. ,Chyrk-the appropriate
response in each case, or fill :in theappropriate response.

1. Class:: eshwoman Sophomore Junior Senior 12:

2. Racial/ethnic backgtound: White Black Native AmericanChicano Asistv::Azierican_ , 14ru-1tn--(SpecjIy1-------:-----,
'Other (Specify: )

3. What are your most likely plans after graduation?
Craduate school Employment idea

13:

Other (Please specify:
14:

A. Where ii yout "Thome'?

liortheust USA Southern USA 'Middle Atlantic ESA
Mid-west USA Far gest USA Foreign (Please specify ) 15:

3. Are you on financial aid? Yes No
16,:

6. Major bT probable major:

7. Are you a Continuing Education Ltudent? Yes No

17;

18:

8. Rave you transfered to Wellesley from another college? Ye Jo 19:

9. Cor ared to ether students in your cIasa, how involv,d are you in
ext. a-curricular Activities?

Very involved Involved Uninvolved Very uninvolved 20:

10. What is your current place of residence?
Oil campus On campur, (Ba) l:

21:

Are you an active member of a 'religious group? Yes No

12. What is your approximate overall grade point average at Wellesley?
A A- EH- b- C-

13. What is the highest level of education completed by your mother and your father?

Less than high bchool diploma

Mother Father

High school diploma

Some college
.

College degree
.

Some Tes t -grad 138 r e WO rk

Post-graduate degree

v
.111ANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION

51

22;

23:

25:

26:
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ANIINTEGRATED APPROACH TO ACADEMIC..ADV4SEMENT

Marilyn Jody

Western Carolina University

Cullowhee, North Carolina

Every university provides academic advisement, personal

counseling, and career services in some form. What makes delivery

of these seNvices unique at Western Carolina University is that

they re offered under one roof and under one administrative struc-

tur r The entire unit, called the Counseling, Advisement, and

Placement Center (CAP) , reports to the Vice-Chancellor for Aca-

demic Affairs.

Conceptually, the CAP Center reflects the idea that

students' needs are special, individual, and interrelated. Phy-

sically, by design, the Center is a highly visible and attractive

space located in a high traffic area near the center of campus.'

Functionally, the Center is a team ofiaculty, staff, and students

engaged in a cooperative effort aimed at providing each individual

with the best possible ppportunity tdachieve a successful col-

legiate experience.

The Counseling component offers an entire range of per-

'sonil, social, and'dcademic counseling services, both remedial and

developmental. The Placement comronent supplies all of the Uni-

versity's part time and full-time job placement services, as well

as career counseling and a career library. The advisement com-.

ponent provides direct advisement for all freshmen and for all

students litho remain undecided as to a major after their freshman

year. FOr all other students and for Departments that seek assist-

ance in providing better advisement, the Center offers consulta-

tion, workshops, and other support services.

4.5
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Early measures of the relative effectiveness of this
team approach to advisement, now in its second full year of oper-
ation, are heartening. Retention is up -- near,ly 9% for the

undeclared student after only one year. Freshman grades are up

-- a higher grade point average than that for any year in the past
five. And other measures of success are equally satisfying. A
campus.Twide survey conducted late in the first year showed that.
3§tudents rating twenty-to University offices on their relative
helpfulness ranked the Advisement component of the Center number
one. The Couseling and.Career Planning/Job Placement components
ranked seconeand sixth.

Although many factors are involved, the key to this
remarkably positive impact appears to be what the CAP Center describes
as an integrated approach. Where academic advisement is closely
identified with personal, social, and vocational concerns, students
soon acquire a holistic view of their collegiate experience. At

the same time faculty advisers have a better opportunity to see
their advisees as total persons with human as well as academic
needs. And counselors see more clearly their part in the Univer-
sity's academic mission. Whether the student comes to_the Center
seeking academic advice, personal counseling, or help in finding
a job or a career, the immediate visibility and accessibility of
related services make self-referral as well as professional re-
ferral an easy matter. Additionally, the close working relation-
ship of faculty and couwlors provides a continuing opportunity

4
for an informal exchange of skills and information that extends
the competence of the entire staff. Mutual understanding and re-
spect are a natural result.

The Center's full-time staff consists of a Director;

Coordinators for each of the three components; Directors of Up- '

ward Bound and Cooperative Education and Assistant Directors in
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Career Planning and Upward Bound; four professional counselors;

and six clerical staff. -Other staff include a rotating group of

35-40 advisers, all of whom are full-time teaching faculty; and

from 75-100 students acting as tutors, advisers, and general assis-

tants.

Advisers ace employed for the most part on a yeaily

basis, with approval in each case from the individual's Depart-

ment Head. All faculty are eligible to apply. However, selection

is based on three criteria: The Center attempts to maintain broacr

representation from all Schools and Departments of the University;

',4t attempts to select advisers who relate effectively to students

on a one-to-one basis, and third,,every effort is made to employ

advisers who can assure an extended commitment to the Center in

order to maintain continuity of advisee-aNiser assignment over

the full academic year.

Advisers have four specific duties. First, each is

responsible for the direct advisement of approximately fifty

advisees. Monitoring of the academic program and progress of each

of these individuals is the adviser's chief responsibility. Second,

the adviser keeps scheduled office hours in the CAP Center for

two hours each week. Students who come to the Center for academic

advice are referred to the advisers on duty. Third, the adViser

is required to attend a series of training workshops on advisement.

Finally, advisers provide liaison with the Departments and Schools

they represent, establishing mutual exchange of information between

the Center and all parts of the academic community.

Adviser workshops provide an important opportunity to

develop the team advising approach. CAP Center Coordinators and

other professional staff take part in these workshops, training

advisets in'basic counseling skills and referral techniques, pro-

viding career information, and encouraging academic advisers to,

513
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relate thellacademic programs of their advisees to the studen4Os per-
sonal and vocational expectations and capabilities-. Special training
is provided in how and when to refer students who need career direc-.
'tion, tutoring, or othei types of aCademic counseling. At the same
time. faculty offer suggestions and supply insights to the counseling
staff in matters of academic policies and programs as well as the
teaching-learning process.

These workshop sessions are yseklifg.rce,d
mal contact between faculty advisers and other CAP Center staff
during the scheduled time advisers spend at the Center as well as in
other encounters on campus. Because counselors and faculty know and
are comfortable with each other, mutual discussion of individual
student problems is easy, as is referral of the student for specific
kinds of help, whether the need is for an aptitude test, counseling
for test anxiety, or information about the current job market.

The essential factors in an integrated approach to
advising are close and continued communication, a willingness to be
flexible, and commn objectives that are student-centered. How-to
is an individual strategy; eaCh institution presents a different
kind of challenge. But certainly a conceptual integration is possible
through joint staff meetings and cooperative plann,dr! And functional
integration through joint projects can demonstrate the mutual commit-
ment.

The place to start of course is with administrative support.
An immediate selling point is that duplication of efforts can be re-
duced and effectiveness of delivery enhanced simply by increased
communication. No changes in structure. No new positions. An
institution can simply,begin with a specific proposal that brings
key persons from each area together to,share 'expertise. Demonstrable
positive results in one project can lead to support for additional
proposals.
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4

A good project? One might be "How to improve course

planning through increased awareness of career options in selected

ldberal arts programs." Another might be "What's missing? A

motivational approach to the learning problem in basic freshman

courses." Both-of these projects are underway at Western Carolina

liniversity. But even without a CAP,Center, common campus problems

Such as these can be the focus to bring faculty, counsel6Ts, and

caret' 3.0111/ ices.....staff_tage.therin purpose fulw.a-y-s,

The CAP Center experience at Western Carolina University

indicates that successful academic advisement comes from seeing

the student as a total person whose academic program cannot and

should not be separated from his or her 'personnl needs and career

goals. It seems a simple insight; it may :also be vital one.

5 J

4

1.
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I.

AN IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR

,COORDINATED-DECENTRALIZED ACADEMICADVISING

'Western Michigau University

Academic advising includes many things, from the book-

keeping check of requirements to the synthesizing discussion of a

sLuderrt ' s broadest _asAdemlac pla4s. .13utthe_essence of advising is
to open avenues, to be a freeing force upon the student. Advising
will help widen the field of choice among courses; it can point
toward disciplines not previously considered; it should urge consi-
deration of original but productive combinations of curriculum
major and milloT. Advising may save a student from tackling the

impossible or prod him into some taxing studY that he needs; and
it ought to remind him of the variety of careers that might follow
any academic program. Obstcles to this freeing folice are students'

wrongly assumed,limitations, whatever their source: Poor information,
incomplete past advice, family pressure, high school experience,
or simply conventional wisdom. But perhaps the most important

source is the cultural stereotype, the assumption that people
should choose courses, programs, and careers according to race or

sex, not ability and interest. When academic advising succeeds, it

helps 6 student discover that he can choose and act in his academic
...Iife, not simply be acted upon.

There are several measures of good academic advising.

Information must be accurate and available, and students must be
told where it is available. Advisors should be committed and qual-
ified -- and rewarded. Advice on specific requirements must be a
formal commitment to the student. Advising ought to be a willing

process for both advisor and student. At least one advisor who

is willing and able to discuss the overall program pattern and
plans should be available to every student. Each new student should

dai
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have a specific initial advisor.

The University will develop a federated system of aca-

demic advising composed of many present departmental and college

advising programs and modifications of other existing programs.

A Coordinator of Academic Advising (and staff) will be responsible

to the Vice-President for Academic Affairs; and a University Coun-

cfq on Academic Advising will serve as an advisory board to the Coor-

dinator. As with other academic matters, goals and procedures will

be those approved by the Educational Policies Council. Each college

will determine how its students will be advised. Responsibility for

advising will follow the patterns of responsibility existing in

other academic matters at Western Michigan University.

OFFICE OF THE COORDINATOR

A person with appropriate academic credentials, exper-

ience in advising, and a familiarity with the broad scope of West-

ern Michigan University will be appointed, on a fiscal year basis,

to serVe as Coordinator of Academic Advising and Articulation. A

support staff will be employed to serve the office.

Functions and Responsibilities of the Office:

1. Coordinate all University academic advising.

2. Provide guidelines and standardsjor academic advising.

3. Disstiinate advising information.

4. Prepare advisors' manuals,and materials.

5. Serve as an advisdr for publications that affeet advi-

'sing and articulation, including such materials in the

Undergraduite Catalog.

6. Delegate responsibility for academic coun4eling-and

advising of identified "undeclared" students to tIve
4

Counseling Center (See'Special Section).

51
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7. Coordinate, with the Director of Orientation, academic

advising during orientation.

8. Assign each student to an initial academic advt§or.

9. Train advisors in cooperation with college level per-

sonnel,

10. Seek continued education and training from all segments

of the University community.

11. Provide articulation between the University and community.

12. Chair the All-University Council on Academic Advising.

COLLEGE LEVEL ACADEMIC ADVISING PROGRAM

1. Each college shall determine how its students will be

advised. Each college shall delegate to an Associate

Dean or assistant to the Dean the responsibility to over-
.

see advising of si'udents in curricula within the College.

This person shall gkve to the Coordinator any information

that will help theeCoordinator promote liaison with other

units within the University.

1.1

:This person,shall:

A. Assure that there is adequate academic advising within

the
/
college and serve as coordinator for departmental

advisers. The departments determine requirements for

'majors and minors.

B. In cooperation with the Coordinator, articulate pro-

grams and courses within the college with Michigan

community colleges.

C. Serve on the college s curriculum committee as either

a voting or non-voting member.

Maintain student academic advising records.

E. In cooperation witg the Coordinator, oversee and coor-

dinate academic advising publications within the college,

including materials for the Undergraduate Catalog.

521J

D.
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F. Promote, liaison with those graduation auditors w o

deal with the curricula within the college.

G. Serve on the All-University Council on Academic. Advi-

sing arjd on the executive committee of that Council.

H. Help the'Coordinator train advisers.

I. Help determine the need for generalist advisers within

the college and shall supervise them.

3. Assure that each student admitted to a curriculum within

the college is assigned to a generalist adviser (by

name) with whom the student cah undertake his initial

advising.

2 Each college shall determine its need for generalist aca-

demic advisers. This need will vary with the size of the

college and the nature of its programs. Some*olleges may

want departmental advisers to do total advisini - - general',

majof and minor. Others may want to separate the functions.

Still other,combinations may be possible.

Generalist'advising shall be included in the formula

for determining the number of advisers needed in the

college.

B. These generalists, when necessary, will advise students

about their general education requirements except for

the integrated programs, advice on which must come

from the College of General Studies.

These generalists will provide introductory information

about programs and majors within the college and about

the credit hours needed to develop such programs.

D. These generalists will be referral resources,for students

on questions about progiams or alternative programs and

on a wide range of other advising and counseling ques-

tions.
411
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E. These generalists will help students assess their

progress toward their cregre'e.

3. Each college/ichool shall maintain the records necessary
for academic acivising and shall make these available to

major and minor advisers.

Records of student progress and performance, tran-

scripts of high school and,college work, major/minor

slips and other data pertinent to intelligent advising,

will be kept by the College.

B. Colleges must transfer student files to other colleges
when a student changes curriculum or major outside
that college.

C. Students shall receive a copy of all commitments

regarding their academic programs, and a copy of each

commitment shall be filed with the college and the
Records Office.

DEPARYMENT LEVEL ACADEMIC ADVISING

The concept, and evolving process, or a decentralized

but coordinated academic advising is contingent upon university,

college/school and department recognition of the essential and

valuable role of faculty in advising. Further, the viability of

such a program is dependent upon the presence and full cooperation

of faculty members who have a genuine interest in student welfare.

1. Each academic department shall be responsible for advising
students who elect its major or minor.

2. The rhairperson of each academic department will select

and apoint, within the guidelines provided by the Office

5?
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of the Coordinator of Academic Advising, those members

within the department who shall_serve as academic advisers.

A. Full time faculty members (or other approved advisers)

selected for advising functions shall be given assigned

time. Recommended ration is one credit hour equiva-

lent for each forty (40) curriculum students.

B. Advisers shall be selected from volunteer faculty

members whenever appropriate. Selection as an adviser

shall in no way jeopardize a faculty member's status

in the department. Performance as an academic ad-

viser shall be a criterion in matters of tenure, pro-

motion and merit increments.

C. The Department shall provide a-cademic advisers for

all semesters and sessions throughout the year.

1. Procedures such as assignment, rotation, sPc,ing and

summer duties will be departmental responsibilities.

2. During spring and summer, small departments with

few majors and minors may arrange for academic ad-

vising at the college level.

3. Advisers will maintain appropriate posted hours to

accommodate their advisees.

D Department advisers shall maintain only those minimal

records deemed necessary and shall utilize the college

records when appropriate.

The adviser and student shall jointly develop and

endorse (if required) the major/minor program. The

adviser shall approve substitutes, waive requirements

and make other adjustments as appropriate.

F. All faculty members who are working as advisers shall

have access to adequate clerical assistance.
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Publications and other materials related to the ad-
vising function of a department shall be developed in

consultation with the dean.

Each departmental adviser will avail himself of all

oppbrtunities to learn about the University -and its

curricula and about departmental and college policies.
Examples:

1. Attending workshops e-stablished by the Coordinator
of Academic Advising.

2. Working with the Dean and College advisers.
3. Keeping current a manual of University, college

and department policies and changes.
A. Keeping informed of the Educational Policies Council's

actions.

S. AKeeping current on Faculty Senate actions.

3. For students in the teaching curricula, the College of
Education will be responsible for approval of certification
requirements. If vocational endorsement is requested, the
College of Education will work with the Colleges of Busi-
ness and Applied Sciences to secure it.

ALL UNIVERSITY COUNCIL ON ACADEMIC ADVISING

I. The University, through an appropriate agency, will establish

a standing Council on academic advising to serve as an

advisory agency to the Office of the Coordinator of Acade-
mic Advising.

/. The Council, to be chaired by the Coordinator, shall be
composed of:

5 ?
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A. The college/school leve'l Associate (assistant to)

Dean of each unit.

B. The Director of Admissions.

C. The Director of Orientation.

D. The Director of Career Planning and Placement.

E. Director of Counseling.

F. Director of Records.

G. Six'faculty members appointed by the Faculty Senate.

H. Director for General Education.

I. five (5) students appointed by student government.

3. The Council shall meet at least once each semester and as

deemed necessary by the Coordinator.

4. The group of college level Associate (assistant to) Deans

of the Council, under the chairmanship of the Coordinator,

shall meet regularly to provide coordination of college

level functions.

ORIENTATION AND STUDENT ADVISING

Orientation is designed, in part, to let incoming students

meet with academ:x advisers and prepare an academic program for the

ensuing semester or session. Academic advising serves a major func-

tion in the formal induction of students into the University community.

C.U.E. in its final report, recommended that every new student be

assigned to an adviser during orientation.

The Director of Orientation will work closely with the

Coordinator and the Admissions Office to assure an orderly advising

process during orientation.

Araguy
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THERATIONALE AND IMPLEMENTATION OF AN ACADEMIC
ADVISING SYSTEM AT A LARGE UIVERSITY

The following report was prepared by a special Committee
On Academic Advising at the request of the Taculty Senate at a
large Public University. It was subsequently approved by the
Senate and Administration.

The report's salient features are:

1. It separates the function of distributing factual infox-
mation from that of giving academic advice.
It provides a multilevel system for distxibuting factual

information, with offices at the campus-wide, divisional,
college and departmental levels.

1. It provides a multilevel system for advice to deal with
students seeking departmental,,college, divisional, inter-
divisional, or General Studies degrees, as well as for those
students as yet undecided.

4. It identifies the responsibilities for eath of these
systems an all levels, with the ultimate responsibility
to be borne by the Dean for Undergraduate Studies. In
particular, he is to bear responsibility for the academic
advisement aspect of Summer Orientation.

S. It introduce's a number of procedures so as to make such
a system viable:

A. To make the informationl system work sufficiently

well so thdt it will be possible for the student,

if he so desires, to determine all the factual infor-
mation for himself, the report suggests:'
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1. Changes of major be no. more difficult than the

drop/add procedure for changing courses. (The

only restriction being Board of Regents limita-.,,

tions on enrollment.)

2. Requirements be stated suff,iciently clearly and

precisely so as to make their determination by

the student unambiguous.

3. An Audit System be developed to allow the student

to check his requirements, to verify, that his pro-

jectea program will meet his requirements, and to

be encouraged to review his program.

To make the advising sys em work, the report proposes

that there be evaluation procedures developed, both for

the system and for the advisors, so that good advising

can be recognized and rewarded and bad advising can be

stoppe.d.

The report recognizes that several years will be necessary

for the system to be fully implementedi That is, the

Dean for Undergraduate Studies must be installed, the

DiV.isions must be formed, the informational offices must

be staffed, the infomational system (particularly as it

relates to the computer) must be developed, and the atti-

tude must becomeswidespreadthat advising is a necessary

and' worthwhile faculty endeavor.

7. The report also recognizes the need for money to implement

any improvements in the advising system. The' informational

system must be developed and staffed, and the faculty must

be avallable when advising is needed.



1NTRODUCTIONe

The problem of Academic Advisement has been one of con-

stant concern and study at this University and other institutions

across the country for many years. Studies at this and other

univexsities2have produced data concerning student opinion and

the historical development of advisement systems (Report of the

Commission on Education, Case Western Reserve University 1970;

Academic Counseling and Advisement, Western Michigan University
1971). The effectiveness of advisement has been extensively ex-

amined (Retention and Withdrawal from College, USOED, 197; the

Comparative Effectiveness of Student to Student and Faculty Ad-

visement Programs, Kansas State University 1971). Proposals have

been initiated for changes in policy (Report of the Ad Hoc Com-

mittee on, Advisement 1971; and others). Position statements haye

also been expressed by the University Administration. Data and

opinions expressed in ihe documents together with the changing

concepts of the University to reduce the in loco parentis function

of advisement provides the basis of this report.

We offer here no miracle cure for the problems of advise-
ment. We do, however, suggest some procedures that should help and
try to delineate the lines of responsibility to ensure that these
procedures are followed. Basically, this report consists of the

acknowledgement of certain facts about the University considered
in the context of the advisement system. -Briefly,.these facts are:

1. Advising on campus as currently practiced is less than
satisfactory. This is recognized by students, faculty and

administrators alike. The Board of Regents, in its recent

considerations of the academic reorganization plan, spec-
ifically called attention to the need for a new advising
plan:
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...Finally, the Committee recommends that the

campus proceed with consideration of other proposals;

including the alternate proposals suggested by the

Chancellor, particularly'on the important problem of

student advisement, so that the Board of Regents may

have more complete information in which to base

their action on.,further implementation of the.plan.

2. The size and complex organization of the University, and

the multitude of available programs and options, makes it

evident that no individual faculty advisor can maintain the

adequate command of the details of the system essential

for good advisement. We are forced to recognize the

double fUnction of advisement; of providing both factual

information and advice in decisdon-making by students.

'The process of decision-making is dependent upon factual

information; bdt in the presence of an adequate infor-

mation system decision-making need not require advice.

Consequently, we have been led to separate the functions

of informational offices and of student academic advise-

ment as largely independent activities. This is the cor-

nerstone of our proposal. The informational aspect of

advisement can be reduced essentially to a mechanical .

--
process where adequate information is available to all.

Advisement, on the other hand, is a highly individual

process depencling on the diversity and experience of

personnel. Faculty resources as well as undergraduate

input is essential.

The campus is undergoing academic reorganization. This

"produces new alignments and therefore new lines of respon-

sibilities. Futher, new kinds of degrees are being offered

5?t,
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in addition to the more traditional ones directly asso-
.

ciated with departments. Machinery for advisement must

be developed for this new.context.

4. Use of the computer fcr registration jmmediately affects
both the time of advising and the relationship between
student and advisor. It also offers new possibilities

for information distribution hitherto unavailable.

5: Dissatisfaction with the in.loco parentis concept by
most of the University community puts a rather different

light on the demands made on an advisement system, If

the faculty only gives advice where it is wanted, much

of the needless and essentially trivial aspect of adviging
is removed, providing more time for careful consideration

of those students who do want advice and attention.

The combination of these facts provides the framework
for the advisement system that we describe below in fairly general
terms. Specific details of the organization of the various offices
described in the report must be developed with the establishment
of the Divisional structure and a Dean for Undergraduate Studies.

This Dean is of paramount importance to the advisement system, as

he will ultimately be responsible for the organized framework of
the system and for the delegation of the functional responsibil-
ities to all 'other levels (Division, College, Department, Program).
The rapid appointment of a qualified Dean is essential. Given tiloof

time necessary for both the Dean and the Divsisions to begin oper-
ations, for new attitudes toward advisement to be formed, devel-
oped and propagated through the system, and for a useful information-
al network to becoMe.functional, it is clear that several years
will be needed before advisement will be stgni,ficantly better. It

OrA'N 5 3Ara
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is incumbent upon us to start moving in this direction now.

Ultimately, whatever restructuring we produce, advising

boils down to ono professor advising one student. We might, at

this point, simply propose the edict that faculty must devotecliore

time to advising. ,The futility of this approach, which has been

\ in effect for years, is clear when we consider the responsibilities

\\the faculty have to toach and meet with their students, to achieVe

a d maintain the scholarly excellence fundamental to quality edu-

ca ion and the' intel1ectua1_deve1opment necessary in a University;

and-to serve in various ways to assure the smooth running and high

academjc standards of the University. More time at advising is

necessarily at the expense of something else. Our University is

not so strong in any of these attributes that we can afford that

approach. The improvement of advising requires riot only new efforts

and aititudes, but also the monetary expense necessary to provide

the additional time for advising,_ the staff-for the informational

system, and the faculty for suMmer advisement. If we do not

recognize this fast, we simply won't 1) facing up to the problems
of advising.

ORGANIZATION AND PROCEDURES

Organization: The central focus of the entire advising

system is the Dean for Undergraduate Studies. His office bears'
0

the fundamental responsibility for coordination and overseeing all
facets of advising within the campus. This-office will play the
following roles:

1. Maintain a central information office. :This office serves

as a source of all information related to advising, includ-

ing records, requirements both campus wide and for indi-
vidual programs), names of appropriate people throughout

5 31'a.Ora.1%
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the University for dealing with specific pro,bleis (see

bilow), etc. It is expected that this office will ensure

that its information is up-to-date and accurate. Stu-

dents as well as adyisors will be able to come here in

order to obtain information both of a general nature

(e.g., student's Academic Audit, see below). Since

this office's function is informationaf rather than advi-

sory, it can be staffed with adequately trained students,

retired people at relatively low cost.

2. Be responsible for advising students who are not in one
Division. This includes playing the role currently islayed

by the College Deans in receiving and distributing nec-

essary forms, furnishing permission for credit by exam-

ination, etc. Such students will fall into three cate-
gories:

I.

A. Interdivisional Majors: These may be students in

established programs that cross,divisional lines or

students in Independent Studies involving fields from

several Divisions. In either case, the Office of the

Dean for Undergraduate Studies will be responsible for
ensuring that these students have faculty advisors

available from the appropriate disciplines. For the

Independent Studies student, this office will appoint

the Committee that works out with the student, the

necessary program.

B. General Studies: Students working for the Bachelor

of General Studies will have faculty advisors chosen

by the Office of the Dean for Undergraduate Studies.

These advisors, in particular, will be chosen for

their broad interests.

53,7
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Undecided: Students who are undeOded as to whai their

majoi will be, will have special advisors until they

select a more definitive program. It is expected that

use will be made here of the personnel currently

associated with Xhe Office of Intermediate Registra-

tion. (OIR currently performs two functions: It

serves as a "home" for students ineligible for trans-

fer from one college to another, and it helps unde-

cided students to d çmine what their interests are.

The former function will no longer exist because

such students will no longer exist (see below).

Therefore it seems most useful for the latter function

to be performed under the Office of the Dean for Under-

graduate Studies. We envision then, that OIR, suitably

renamed,-will be responsible to the Dean for Under-

graduate Studies.)

3. Coordinate and oversee all other advising. The Office of

the Dean for Undergraduate Studies will have the responsi-

bility of making sure that all other advising offices

(see below) are functioning properly and that information

is flowing freely throughout the system. In particular,

it 'will be responsible for the appointment and evaluation

of ,advisors. It is the Office resp6nsible for the entire

advising system; ultimate responsibility for any short-"

comings in advising throughout the campus lies here.

4. Maintain liaison with other groups as appropriate. This

office will maintain liaison with the other related faci-

lities on cimpus, such as the Counseling Center and the

Placement Center, for the purpose of providing a two-way

flow of information and for referral purposes. In addition,

raftAra 53 -vim Li
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will prepare and distribute appropriate publications,
,\

interact with High Schools and Junior Colleges, and

maintain such direct communication with,incoming students,-
including the dissemination of printe& material concerning

any requested programs and information on how to contact

the advising officer in these'programs.

5. Run the Academic Advising aspect'of Summer Orientation
(see below): Each divi*sion will maintain a similar ad-
vising office. Within each Division there will b'e a Div-

isional Advising Officer whose office will have similar

responsibilities, within the Division, to those of the
Office of the Dean for Undergraduate Studies. That' is,

it will:.

Maintain a central information office. This., office

will have,, as a specialty, all information relating
***.N the pivyion, sual'as programs, student information,

etc., as well as campus-wide programs.

B. Be resp,6nssible for the advisement of students working
for.divisional 'degrees, students working for inter-

departmental degrees within the Division, and students

committed to the Division but undecided as to a futher

specification of major.

Coordinate all advising within the Division, carrying
the appropriate responsibility.

D. Maintain liaison with the Counseling Center, the Place-
ment Center, and other Divisions. In parAicular this
office shall be san expert.source of information for

students wishing vittransfer into the Division from
the rest of the University.
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Within a Division, all subgroups will have appropriately

identified Advising Officers. 'That is, each Department,

College, Program, etc., will have one Officer designated

who lyears the responsibility'for information and/or advis-

ing within that subgroup, and who is or maintains, a source

of upfto-date and accu7ate information about that pro'gram.

A student, for example, coula conSult with this Officer

if he is considering transferring to that particular major.

This does not mean that each department must have a faculty

member on call at all times for this putpose. It simply

ensures that one person has responsibility for providing

printed information an& for being available by appointment

if a student desires further information OT advice. Colleges

might be expected to have a continually manned information

office. On the other hand, a small department might have

a message service, or group together with other depart-

ments in the same building to provlde one information

office. The ac-tual advisig of students within a given

program will be done by one or several faculty advisors

depending on the .numbers of students and qualified faculty

available. (see below)

We thus have a variety of informational offices and officers

on all 4vels in the University. These officers are often

duplicate resources and are meant ,to be places where students

and advisors can go to get factual information quickly and

without a runaround. Hopefully the Office of the Dean for

Undergraduate Studies'and the Divisional offices will-even-

tuqlly be directly connected to the computer to provide rapid

access to student's records, etc. Every office, from the

Dean of Undergraduate Studies to the Departments, will have

an identified officer whose name and campus phone number will

be listed on a printed list available in all informational

ono% 535
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offices and, perhaps, in the campus telephone directory.
The goal here is easy access to all factual information

(as opposed to advice and counseling) and the staffs would
be trained for this purpose.

Procedures: The entering student will be informed that
the ultimate responsibility for the program determination, course

"selection and. f'Ulfillment of requirements rests with the student.
He 14ill also be informed of the help the, University offers him in
meeting-thii responsibility, both in the offers of several levels
of advising and counseling, and in the various-sources of infor-
mation. He wdll be encouraged'to take advantage of these University
Services.

The entering student will then be given the opportunity to

select the program he desires. This choice might involve immediate
specialization to a particular Department, or.only to a College, or
perhaps only to a particular Division. Other choices might be for
some interdivisional program or for the General Studies program.
-However, students may remain undecided if they choose. They will
not be forced to choose a specific area if they wish to remain
undecided.

Within this chosen progTam (department, college, division,
interdivision, General Studies, or "undecided") the student will
be offered an advisor. That iS, he will be given the name, office
and office phone number of an advisor who will be available to give
advice if the student desires it. There will be no obligation on the
student's part to get the advisor's signature, or, indeed, to ever

\meet the advisor. (Special resources will be available to encour-\

age the student's use of his Svisor when it aPpears appropriate,
see below)
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Because the advisor's signature is not required for reg-

istration, the advising function can be spread throughout the sem-

ester. Computerized registration will contribute further to

encouraging students to see their advisors at some time other than .

the week before classes. The easy availability of factual infor-

mation should remove the more routine problems from advising.

Consequently if a student does choose to see his advisor it is expect-

ed that he actually will want advice and that his advisor will give him -

the necessary time and attention. A student will be free to change

his advisor at will, subject only to the approval of the new advisor

(to avoid overloads). The student merely notifies the Advising

Officer of his program that he wishes 4-) changesadvisors, and if

desired, the name of his preference for a new advisor. It is a

general principle of this entire plan that there must be easy "hor-

izontal" motion for the student. A student is never sent anywhere

(to a program, and advisor, etc.) without giving him a "return

ticket" so he can change (his program, his advisor, etc.) later.

Subject to a change desired by the student, his advisor should

remain the same throughout his association with a given program.

It should also be easy for a student to change from one

program to another within the University. Because this involves

somewhat more than the pure advising aspects of the problem, we

discuss this separately below.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS

Summer orientation: Summer Orientation currently serves

two purposes, academic advising and student life, yet it is entirely

under the supervision of the Office of Student Activities. It is

pnerally a_greed that the academic advising aspect of it is one

of its weakest points. To improve this without weakening the

student life aspect we propose that, while the Office of Student

Activities continue to bear responsibility for overall logistics

dr-
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and the student life aspects, the Dean for Undergraduate Studies
be.given full responsibility for the academic advising as ect.
Specifically we propose that for one day of the curr t two
oiientation program, the Office of Student Activit es turn over
the students to the Dean for Undergraduate StudieS for the purpose
of academic advising. Any future modification of this arrangement
should be made by agreement of the Vice Chancell r for Academic
-Affairs and the Vice Chancellor for St dent Affai s.

Another difficulty associated wi academ c advising in
Summer Orientation is the fact that most f. lt are not available
during the summer. Only a relatively few are on 12-month contract
and they often have other responsibilities. Attempts to move
Orientation to times when faculty are available are beset with
logistical difficulties. It seems impossible to handle the number
of incoming students (typically 5000 freshmen and 30,00 transfers)
in the short period available after the faculty returns and before
classes start. Orientation before the summer starts is hampered
by the lack of records from the student's previous schools. Never-
theless, faculty must be available during Orientation if we are to
have any reasonable system of advising. Particularly for transfer
students, where the detailed nature of courses previously taken
must be determined, it is essential that faculty experts, familiar
with both the program and the field of study, be available to help
plan future programs. The effect of wrong initial programming for
students can be extremely costly in time, effort and morale, if
not disasterous. Although the faculty might be assisted here
by suitably trained,students who deal with the more routine
problems, no Orientation program will adequately deal with Academic
Advising in the absence of faculty. Bluntly put, this costs money.
If this University is to commit more than lip service to the
concept of good advising,,it must be prepared to devote the neces-
sary resources to it. There is no way we can assure and demand good
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advising if it is to be done as a spare time activity or as a

gesture of good will. Tn committing itself to good academic ad-

vising, this University is committing itself to providing faculty

during the summer for the purpose of Orientation.

Change of Programs (Internal Transfers): The difficulty

of changing programs is one of,the major causes of confusion and

poor advising on the campus today. Students may fincithemselves out

of one College without' being admitted to another. They may find that

they are not in a College they thought they were. Only after they

are in the new College do they often find out how much of their

previoUs work is applicable. Programs are frequently not spelled

out with sufficient precision to allow reasonable judgements to be

made before the transfer is actually completed. A reasonable

advisement system cannot be exPected to deal with this kind of con-

fusion. FOT this purpose we propose the following:

1. ,Any student currently enrolled at the University can

transfer into any program (Division, College, Department,

etc.) without restriction, except in the case where the

Board of Regents has limited enrollment in that program.

In that case the program will specify and publish what

procedures are necessary for entrance. That is, a student

may go at any time to an appropriate advising office (Dean

for Undergraduate Studies, Division or College) and by

filling out the appropriate form effect the transfer.

Both the new and old prograrns (department, college, divi-

sion, etc.) are notified (as well as relevant people,

for records purposes) and the student is then offered a

new advisor in the new program. This should be no more

difficult than the drop/add procedure for changing courses.
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2. Programs must be defined with sufficient precision in the
Catalog so that a student can ascertain whether he meets

-the requirements such as "consent of the advisor." The
word "elective" should mean "any course in the University."
If a program does not'mean that, it should not use that
word, and it should explicitly spell out the restiactions
involved. These are then known requirements of that
program. (Of course, Independent Studies programs must
be worked out individually.) Further, requirements'should
be stated in a positive fashion. That is, "to satisfy the

requirements for this degree you tust take .... credits
in the allied fields of rather than "you may
not take courses in ... ... for this degree."

We want to make it quite clear here that we are not in any
way attempting to restrict the right of-an academic program to set
its requirements. What we are asking here ,is that, whatever those
requirements are, they should be known. There is no way that the
informational system can work if the'information is nof available.
If all requirements are explicitly spelled out, then the informa-
tional problem becomes a (still complex) mechanical problem and'

advisors can devote their efforts to giving advice. Any advising
system will crumble and fall if the information is not available
or is known only by the select few.

ADVISEMENT PERSONNEL

Informatioil officers: will be primarily concerned with
dispensing factual information, available from catalogues, academic
regulations and student records. (Proper respect for the confi-

dentiality of records must, of course, be assured.) Ultimately,
most of this information would be available from a computer
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J
print out. This service would not require the use of faculty except

in a monitoring function.' Graduate student;,undergraduate- or non-

faculty (retired staff, etc.) would bp satisfactory after an adequate

period of training. This would relieve the cost of the service as

well as providing employment opportunities to a varied group of

persons on a part-time or full-time basis.

Academic advisors: will depend primarily upon the faculty

resvurces of the University. It is anticipated that the optional

nature of academic advisement may reduce the quantitative aspects and

enhance the qualitative nature of advisement. It is essential that

the most qualified (in teims of interest, knowledge, ability,

ability to communicate with students, availability, etc.) faculty

be eLzouraged to participate in advisement and that adequate recog-

nition be given to their effort. This should take form in consi-

deration of tenure, promotion and merit increases as well as con-

sideration in terms of demands on other functions of faculty

(teaching, research, service), A balanced load is necessary to

assure quality in all functions (although the nature of the load

will vary with the program).

Additional advisement simply cannot be appended to current

faculty activity and be expected to provide a quality operation.

Under this system the c'ontinuity of advisement in the faculty-

student relationship should become optimally stabilized, but provide

for essential movement.

Quality control of advisement would be contributed to by at

least an annual briefing of all academic advisors under the Dean- of

Undergraduate Studies.and by clear lines of responsibility and ev-

aluation (see below).

Diversity and expertise of advisors would be fostered with

the various levels and programs. Special programs or requirements
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of students would be met by publication of available faculty re-

sources, such as pre-professional or general Honors advisors, to fac-

ilitate easy access by students 4nd other advisors. In the selec-

tion of advisors that will function at other than the departmental

level '(Office of the Dean for Undergraduate Studies, inierdivi-

sional, divisional and college),-care must be exercised to select

individuals with a broad expertise that crosses specific discipline
lines.

It would also be advantageous to develop a cadre of voluntaiy

undergraduates that could function at the departmental level to

assist faculty advisors on problems that are most satisfactorily

dealt with on a student to student basis. Graduate students also

may be used in an advisory capacity under the supervision of per-

manent faculty so as to provide continuity to the students.

Selection of academic advisors will involve submission of

candidates by Provosts, Deans, or Departmental Chairmen to the

Dean for Undergraduate Studies, who will approve the actual appoint-
ments.

EVALUATION

Separate procedures to evaluate the advisement system and

its procedures and the performance of individual advisors must be

developed. Input from students, faculty and administrators should

provide evaluation data satisfactory to monitor the informational

affices and the academic advisors. Such data would provide, the

basis for recommendation of rewards (tenure, promotion, salary, etc.)

reappointment of satisfactory advisors, and identification of problems

within the system that require alteration and updating. Basic ques-

tionnaires and evaluation forms for feedback on both the system

and the individual 'advisors must be developed in the Office of

the Dean for Undergraduate Studies by appropriate individuals, in-

cluding students. Such forms could be modified as necessary to fit

re. 542
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the specific needs of department§ or programs.

In .the finalanalysis, judgment of any facet of the system

is based on its responsiveness to the requirements of the student

body. :The measure of success of the information program is simply

whether students may function in self-advisement, and depends on

the availability of hard information (catalogs, booklets, etc.)

and the ability of the personnel to convey this information. The

measure of success in academic advisement is based on the resolution

of students' academic problems in the decision making p.rocess. .

Beyond the criteria of concern, interest, and-a conscientious attitude,

few stipulations for probable satisfactory performance by indi-

viduals can be stated. Trial and error appears to be the only

aVailable technique, and the-success of this depends on adequate

feedback. It is expected that administrative personnel responsible

for the assignment of faculty'to advisement duties will exercise

careful judgment to select the best possible can4dates. It is also 0
essential that the Dean for Undergraduate Studies review such

appointments.

THE AUDIT SYSTEM

The advising system, as envisioned here, requires that there

be sufficient factual information readily available so that the stu-

dent who knows what he wants can easily prepare his program with

confidence that he is satisfying all the requirements, and at the

same time that there be advisors readily available to help, advise,

and check if the student wants their assistancin this section

we describe several relatively innovative procedures which serve

these purposes in a fundamental way.

Academic Audit: A student must be able to know, with some

confidence, his previous record and the outstanding r'equirements for

his degree program. These are, or should be, easily determinable
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factual Pieces of information; it is essential that these be

readily available. For this purpose we propose that a student

sbe able to check his particular record and its applicability towards'

any given program by means of an Af:ademic Audit as follows:

1. The following information should be provided to the student

each semester with his registration materials, and at other

times at the College and Divisional informational offices

and at the Office of the Dean for Undergraduate Studies:

-

Courses taken with credit hours and grades.

Courses still required for designated major.

Outstanding prerequisites for required courses for

2.

A.

B.

C.

designated major.

Cumulative average and total,hours completed.

Advisor's name, office and office telephone number.

For students contemplating a change of major, the following

information should be available at the College and Divisional-

informational offices and at the Office of the Dean for

Undergradu.ate Studies:

A. Courses required to fulfill present major.

B. Courses required to complete major under consideration.

C. Outstanding prereqUisites for required courses for each

of the two majd-rs.

D. Name, office and office telephone number of advisement

officer*kor the major under consideration.

No student can possibly plan his program without this infor-

mation. No advisor can assist in the planning of a student's 'Pro-

gram without this information. It therefore is e:ssential that this*

re% $4 4dillra
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information be readily available and that records and requirements

be presented in such a fashion ,so as-to make it readily available.

The new computerized system of registration lends itself to pro-
viding this kind of information. Although we recognize that sev-

eral years will be required for this Academic Audit to be fully

implemented within the computerized system, we feel that it is a

ilecessary step-for the signifkcant improvement of the advising
system.

Audited Program: Once the student has the above informa-
tion aNd is ready to commit himself to a specific program of courses,
there should be some way that the student can reliably verify that

his planned program does indeed satisfy all the requirements neces-
,

sary for his desired degree. That is, he should have some-way of
being assured that if he completes all courses in his planned

program successfully and meets all general academic regulations,
he will get the degree he seeks.

In order to provide this assurance, and also to encourage

long range planning for the benefit of both the student and the de-
partments, we propose the Audited Program as follows: The

committed student would have the option of preparing a detailed

academic program showing all the-courses that he will take for the

remainder of his stay at the University. These will be listed on

a form and checked to verify that successfully following such a

course of study will meet all requirements for his desired degree.
It will be signed by the student's faculty advisor, the program
head for the desired degree, and the appropriate Dean or Provost.
The student is then guaranteed his degree provided all courses listed
on the form are successfully completed'and all general academic reg-
ulations (also listed on the form) are met.

We emphasize that this is completely at the student's option.
He may very well complete his degree without ever preparing an
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.Aud ted Program. Having prepared one, he may subsequently modify
his program either with or without officially amending the Audited
Program. The purpose of this is to provide the student, at the
time he 'wishes, with official assurance that his plan of study does
indeed meet all the requirements for his stated academic goal, and to
encourage the Rind of long range planning necessary to develop such
a plan.

Periodic Review: Having made the use of the advisor optional,
we expect that many students will successfully complete their de- '

grees with little Or no use of their advisors, while others will
make great use of them. There will, however, be students who would
benefit from advice, but who don't see their advisors. In order
to encourage such students to seek advice, we propose the Periodic
Review as follows:

Several times in a student's career (e.g., when he declares
his major, the semester before graduation, or perhaps once a year)
his record is checked by the Advisement Office appropriate to his
program. The student is then notified that his record has been
reviewed and that either there appears to be problems and it is
Tecommended that he see his advisor, or there does not appear to be
problems but no assurance can be given in the absence of an Audited
Program.

Seminar: As a complement to the above advising system, we
recommend that each Department (or appropriate contact level)
consider offering a Seminar to assist students in planning their
remaining programs and to introduce them to professional opportunities
in the area. Such Seminars have'been used in several places on campus
with apparent success. WhQther offered with or without academic
credit, we recommend that such a Seminar not be a required course.
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OUTSTANDING QUESTIONS

Several questions 'have been raised which the Committee

has been unable to answer, and to which any further examination of the

advising system must address itself.

Fundamental to the entire system is the movement away from

the in loco parentis concept. While any attempt at preserving this

concept in a University of this size in this day and age seems doomed

to failure, it is not at all guaranteed that a system devoid of this

concept is indeed viable. To this extent, then, the proposed advis-

ing system may be viewed as an entirely unavoidable experiment, and

should be subject to careful observation and data gathering.

Another trend in advising is the incuasing use of "peers,"

that is, students advisins students. Although some research exists

here, further study must be given to questions of the specific areas

in which student advising is most suited, the degree of administra-
.

tive responsibility given student advisors, the effect of the turn-

over of student advisors, ,and whether our perceptions of student ad-

vising are clouded by apparent economic gains.

It is expected that a university professor will normally

contribute through teaching, research, service, and advising. Some

individuals will be able to make more substantial contributions

in one or another of these areas. Clearly there can be no mathemat-

ical formula which equates so much teaching, for example, with so

much research. Careful study must therefore be made to see how the

University can ensure that there is sufficient recognition for each

.kind of service, including advising.

COMMENTS ON IMPLEMENTATION

The Dean for Undergraduate Studies will be charged with

the implementation of all aspects of the advisment program. He

will be responsible for the establishment of informational offices,

and for the organi ation and appointment of advisors. This system,
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therefore, cannot be initiated unt 1 a Dean for Undergraduate

Studies has himself been appointed and has sufficient time to

establish the necessary base. The candidates for the position should

be fully informed as to these responsibilities, and be capable of

their implementation.

It is not anticipated that the proposed advisepwnt system

can be fully op fational for several years. This is especially

taw for compute zad.on of the informational offices. For this

reason, initial steps should be undertaken as soon as possible to

meet the requirements of such a system. The updating and refine-

ment of catalog information, and the clarification of programs

s.hould begin at once. The incoming Dean should be provided by the

Departments with the factual information necessary to exlpedite all

OT part of the program as soon as possible. Current practices will

have to continue to function until the changei are made.

REVIEW OF RESPONSIBILITIES

No 'system of advising can be expected to run smoothly

untended. The system rests heavily on the contributions of its

component parts. For this reason we review here what is expected

of esch of the factors that make up the system. It is unlikely

,that any system can be devised to work, successfully if any of these

,parts is unwilling to pull its load.

1. The University Administration has an obligation to make

sure the factual information is both accurate and readily'

available. This includes the publication of catalogs,

pamphlets, etc., record keeping, and, specifically, the

developmeni of the Academic Audit. jiltimately good ad-

vising does not come cliaply, and the burden is on the

Administration to work to find adequate funds to provide

the necessary personnel for both the informational atil'd
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the advising aspects of the system. ln particular,

this means faculty for Summer Orientation, and staff for

information offices.

2. The Dean for Undergraduate Studies has the basic respon-

sibility to make the system work. He must continually

check, review and evaluate the system. This entails

developing appropriate methods for gathering data about

the system. He must identify the'qualified advisors,

see that they are adequately briefed, review their advis-

ing loads and generally work at -ways to improve their

performance. He must also ensure that information is

flowing freely through the system, and work to remove any

bottlenecks.

Both the Departments and the Administration must see that

there are suitable rewards for good advisors. They must

review the advisors' loads and balance them against their

,other faculty responsibilities.

4. The Proarams (Divisions Colleiges, Departments, etc.) have

the responsibility of seeing that their requirements are

stated clearly and with sufficient precision so as to

allow students to plan with some confidence. In addition,

they must work to identify those faculty within the pro-

gram who can best serve as advisors.

S. Those Faculty who serve as advisors must work to meet/the

student's needs for a sympathetic hearing and sound advice.

They must check their facts with an informational center

when in doubt, and strive to avoid giving students brush

offs and runarounds. Often one faculty phone call can
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save a'student hours of tramping around the campus.

6. The Student has the responsibility of getting:the facts

and determining his4program. The entire system of infor-

mation services and advising is designedto enable the

student to exercise effective responsibility.

7. Finally, we on the Ad)unct Committee on Academic Advising

recognize our responsibility for continual monitoring of

the system to detect either weaknesses in.the approach

or failures of component parts.
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USING ACT

IN

ADVISING

"We don't conzidet it neatty zo ,impottant what
peopte chooze az we do that they chooze 6tom the
widezt pozzible tange oti oppoAtunitiez. We aten't
az concetned about what the counzeZee .decidez about
theit oppottunitiez az we ate what they decide about
themzetvez in Aeiation to theze oppottunitiez. We
don't want to make poepte do thingz--we want to tet
them 6ind wayz o6 doing thingz. We aneet az inteA-
ezted Ln the:zomething they become az the zomeone
they become."

Donatd Hoyt
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USING THE ACT ASSESSMENT IN ACADEMIC ADVISING

"The modeAn age has a iatse zense oi 4upeAio4ity

because oi the 9/teat mass oti data at its disposat.

But the vaiid cAtteAion oti distinction is .tatheA

the extent to which man knows how to maste4 the

matekiat at hi4 command"

,Go ethe

Good advising is based on the premise that an advisor

can never know too much about a student. The quality of each

student's educational/caxeer decisions is directly related to
the amount of relevant information available to the student and
the advisor. All good advising programS haye an information base
for use by both advisee and advisor during the advising process.

The ACT Assessment Program, a comprehensive program for

use by students planning to enter postsecondary education, provides

an excellent base of information about freshman advisees. The ACT

Assessment instrument consists of four academic tests written

during a timed test session, and a Student Profile Section and

Interest Inventory which students complete at the time theY register
for the Assessment. (See Appendix for a complete description of

the components of the ACT Assessment Program.)

The academic tests cover four subject matter areas:

English, mathematics, social studies, and natural sciences. They

are designed to assess students' general educational development

and ability to cdMplete college level work. The test items require

that students demonstrate both problem-solving and reasoedng ability.

The Student Profile Section collects personal information;

admissions/enrollment data; and information about extra-currictilar

Or*% 5 5 2Arolow
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achievements and interests, high school course work, academic plans,

and individual educational needs. Self-reported high school grades

An four general areas are also collected as part of the registration

procedure.

The ACT Interest InVentory is designed to measure six

major interest dimensions and to relate an individual's interests

to those of successful and satisfied college seniors in a variety

of educational majors. Results are also used to help students

compare their work actiAitv preferences with activities which charac-

terize specific families of jobs.

The ACT Assessment is administered on five national test

dates each academic year at more than 2,000 test centers in the U.S.

and at about 175 centers in foreign countries. Approximately).

million students write the ACT Assessment Program each testing year.

ACT Assessment results are summarized on the Student Pro-

file Report (SPR), which ACT sends to institutions and agencies

designated by each student. (See the brochure for a detailed expla-

nation of the report.) The SPR-represents the most comprehensive

source available of information about freshman advisees because:

It presents a comprehensive picture of a student's

needs, interests, background, and abilities.

It is available before the student's enrollment and

advising conference.

It is easy to use and interpret.

It allows the advisor to match student's interests,

abilities, needs, and plans to'institutional resources.

It is useful in ascertaining patterns of Consistency

and inconsistency.

It pxovides advising leads and points of departure.

It is an advisory tool; it is not intended to replace

the knowledgeable-and interested advisor.

lt,is related to common advising concerns.
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The following,list relates some common advising concerns
directly to appropriate data elements on the ACT Student Profile
Report (SPR).

Advising Concern

Long Range Educational/

Career Plans

Related ACT Data Elements

1st and 2nd Vocational Choice

Certainty of Choice

Degree Objective

World-of-Work Map

Immediate Educational Plans Educational Major
and Selection of Program of Certainty of Choice
Study Interest Invent'bv, Map of

College Majors

Special Educational Needs

and Interests

High School Information

Scores, Norms, Predictive Data

Evaluation of Abilities and

Interests

Test Scores

Norms

Predictive Data

Interest Inventory

Course Selection and Scores, Norms, Predictive Data

Placement Years Certain Subjects Studied

in High S-chool

Credit by Examination

Advanced Placement

Educational Plans
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Advi'sing Concern

Developmental and Tutorial

Assistance

Extra-Class Aztivities

Course Load

pealth

Related ACT Data Elements

Indicated Need for Help in

Various Areas

Test Scores

Norms

Predictive Data

High School Extracurricular

Activities' 4

College Extracurricular

Activities

Out-of-Class Accomplishments

Educational/Vocationai Plans

Scores

Norms

Predictive Data

Hours of Work Per Week

Extracurricular Plans

Physical Handicap

Financiil Aid Plans to Seek Financial A d

Needs Help to Find Work

Helping students plan academic programs, select curriculums,

and make other educational and vocational decisions is a challenge

to those who advise students. It would be unwise to pretend ihat

the ACT Student Profile Repart is a' substitute for skillful inter-

viewing, genuine interest, and mature judgment of the advisor who

uses it. But an understanding of the information it contains can

contribute to the effectiveness pf student counseling and advising-.=.
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ACT Assessment information can help the advisor/counselor

answer questions freshmen are likely to ask.

Can I succeed in college?

Which subjects might I expect to do well in?

In which courses might I expect trouble?

-Flolf;' heavy an academic load should I carry?

What should I major in?

What occupations emphasize work activities similar to
those I prefer?

What areas do I need help in?

The importance of assisting students in making educational,
personal and career decisions can hardly be overstated. The ACT
Student Profile Reports have been designed to assist advisors in

providing students with relevant information that will be useful
in a wide range of decisions. The evolution of the Student Profile

411
Report (SPR) is clear documentation of ACT's commitment to the
Advising process. It would be unwise to suggest that a Student Pro-
file Report is a substitute for a skillfully conducted interview,
the mature judgment2of a professional advisor or the genuine interest

in people that advisors usually exhibit toward students. It would

be equally unwise to suggest that the availability of a Student

Score Report will obviate the need for additional.information from
students. But an understanding of the'information on the Student

Profile Reports can make a significant contribution to the effec-
tiveness of advising sessions, and make any requests for additional

data more precise and therefore useful.
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The College Student Profile Report (SPR) presents a

comprehensi'Ve "picture" of a student in a standardized format

that is easy to use and interpret. Included is information

about a student and his or her background:

Identifying Data

Name

Address

Socifal Security Number

Sex

Telephone Number

County of Residence

Name of High School Attended

Address of High School Attended

Admission/Enrollment Data

Entrance Date

Type of Student (Day or' N ght)

Full/Part-Time Student

U.S. Citizen (Yes or No)

Resident of State (Yes or No)

Veteran Status

Indication of Previous College Credit

Housing Plans

High School Information

Year of High School Graduation or Equivalent

Size of Senior Class

Type of School

Percent Same Race as Student

Type of Program Studied

Self-reported Rank

Self-reported Grade Point Average
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No. of Years Subjects Studied

Advanced Placement

Extracur.ricular Activities

Out-of-Class Accomplishments

Self-reported Grades

Self-reported Adequacy of High School Education

Postsecondary Plans

Educational Major

Self-reported Certainty of Educational Major

First Vocational Choice

Self-reported Certainty of First Vocational Choice

Sedond Vocational Choice

'Degree Objective

Self-estimate of College G.P.A.

Extracurricular Plans

Full-time/Part-time

Day.or Night Student

Important factors in College Selection

a_p_l_linds and Interests

Indicated Need for Help in:

Educational Planning

Vocational Planning

Writing

Readilig

Study Skills

Mathematiss

Personal Counseling

Veteran

Credit by Examination

Freshman Honors

Independent Study

ROTC
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Advanced Placement

Financial Aid

Work Plans_

Interest Inventory.

Social Service

'Business Contact

Business Detail

.Technical

Science

Creative Arts
4 Tests of Educational Development

English

Mathematics

Reading in Social Studies

Readin"g in Natural Science

Composite Score

Since the Student Profile Report (SPR) is usually

available well in advance of an advising session, advisors can

familiarize themselves 'Iirith the information to identify patterns

of needs, goals, interests and abilities, and to formulate

questions that need to be disctissed further with the student.

This pre-interview technique can do much.to make the face-to-

face advising session far more valuable to the student since

more time can be spent in assisting the student understand the

meaning of the report and its implication for him or her.

APPROPRIATENESS OF EDUCATIONAL-VOCATIONAL PLANS

Students are concerned that the educational and

vocational plans they have made re realistic. This concc:Tt

of realism involves at least three elements:

1. That the student has,sufficient capabilities to

6pmplete the plan.
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2 That the student s commitment to the plan is strong

and mature.

3. That the student is given sufficient opportunities

in our society to-implement the plan.

Several iteMs of information included in the Student
Profile Report (SPR) are relevant in judging the realism of the

student's plans. Of course, this information must be comple-
mente4 by the advisor's knowledge of occupational opportunities,
traini:\ng requirements, and the student's motivation.

'First, the section Educational and Vocational Plans

indicates the student's planned major, first and second vocational

choice,and degree objective, thus providing a rather clear view
of the Student's plans.

A

Some advising questions would include:

1. Are the first vocational choice and educational major

consistent?

2. Axe the degree objective and educational major

consistent?

3. Are the first and second vocational choices consistent?
4. ATe the Interest Inventory scores consistent with the

student's expressed interests?

The experienced counselor will likely refer to the

student's extracurricular activities and out-of-class 'accomplish-

ments to determine if the student's other-than-academic

achievements support the plan. Inconsistent reSponses may

suggest that the student has poorly-conceived plans gr made

careless responses to the questions. In either case the advisor

will want to attempt to clarify the student's intent.

Information relevant to the question-of the student's

'capability to complete the plan is contained in several sections
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of the Student Profile Report. The student's self-Teport of

secondary school experience - important since one predictor of

future performance is past performalice is included in the

section labeled High School Information. The size of senior

class and the type of program studied may suggest something

about the level of academic competition the student has been

experiencing. The self-reported rank and grade point average

may be of particular importance in makihg assumptions about the

student's achievement level when evaluated with the number of

years subjects studied.

Specific course grades earned by the student in

secondary school and the ACT scores are located in the section

Scores and Predictive Data. The skillful adviser will look for

patferns in the number of years a subject has been studied, the

grade earned in that course, the ACT test score, and both local

and national percentiles in that same area.

Some typical questions an advisor should ask when

interpreting the Scores and Predictive Data section are:

I. Are measures of academic 'ability supportive of

educational plans?

2. Do differential abilities exist?

3. Are high school grades consistent with test Scores?

4. What is the relationship between ability measures

and expressed need for help?

5. In what areas academically may'a student have

difficuAy?

6. What relevant background factors might explain

poor test performance?

By studying the sCores and predictive data on the SPR,

the advisor/counselor can analyze the academic ability of a

student and relate it to the local college situation. The
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student's high schoo), grades, ACT standard scores, and local

and national ptrcentiles should be examined. Consistently

low marks in high school and low ACT Assess;ent test scores

show the stude:at and the counselor a consistent pattern of

low achievement and siinal academic difficulties ahead.

Conversely, if high school grades are superior and ACT

Assessment scores' are high, the student should be encouraged

to maintain his Or her present level of academic achievement.

The high school grades, the ACT Assessment scores,
and the number of years each subject was studied in high school

should be checked for consistency. If, for example, a student

has studied mathematics- in high school for only 1 year and'

received a grade of C, iX is not realistic to expect the

Assessment score in mathematics to be high. On the other hand,

if a student has studied-mathematics for 4 years in high

school and reports a bigh school grade of A, it would be

expected that the ACT Assessmentscore in,mathematics would
be high. If the three indices mentioned above are not consis-

tent, possible explanations should be explored with the student.

The purpose of providing information to students is

to encourage them to look at,their abilities and achievements

in a realistic manner, and to then focus on'activities holding
some promise for success. In providing this information, three

points of caution in regard to the interpretation of ACT data

should be-emphasized:

1. The ACT tests measuTe educational development and

do not reflect innate ability. They are influenced

by the'student's educational experience and home

environment.

2. Students should be 1ware that, at best, the ACT

scores and secondary school grades measure 50% of
-moo their potential for earning grades at the post-

secondary level.
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Minorscore differences can easily be overinterpreted.

Generally differences of five standard'seores or more

between subtests indicate that a student's educational

development is higher in one area than another.

Percentile score diffeTences of 20 percentile points

at either extreme or 40 percentile points in the

middle range indicate that real differences exist ,

between the scores.

In these cases an advisor can assume that the student

has significantly different educational development in the

two areas.

Following are Some points to remember when using ACT

Assessment results with students Vith 'educationally'disadvan-

taged backgrounds.

The ACT Assessment is designFd to present a

comprehensive picture of X student.

It assesses a student s current educational develop-

ment and is not intended to be a measure of "innate"

intelligence.

It stresses core gkills necessary for academic

success in college.

Low scores are usually a reflection of limited

educational opportunity and/or lack of academic

'motivation.

The ACT Assessment is designed to identify areas

of educationalweakness so that appropriate

corrective action may be taken.
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1FACTORS THAT* ACCOUNT FOR COLLEGE GRADES

Variety
of non-
measurable
factors

Nteasutable

Study habits
Satisfaction
with courses
Motivation
Commitment
Profeisor
Other

go'

hion-
Measurable
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The-importance of ability/achievement can be over

-emphasized in the investigation of a-student's capabilities

tD implement his or her plan. -Most students are interested

. in determini-hg areas in which his or her abilities are strong-
.

est. Applied to the postsecondary advising situation, this

concern is usually focused on academic strengths and weak-

nesses. Presumably a student with strong mathematical skills

but weak verbal skills could realize his or her abilities

best in a quantitatively-oriented curriculum. A student with

the reverse pattern would more likely make better contributions

in sOme verbal field.

Do differential abilities exist? The answer is a

qualified yes. For example, students who make high scores on

the ACT'English test do not necessarily make ligh scores on

the ACT Mathematics test or the Readings in Social Studies and

Natural Science.' But there is.a positive correlation among

all four of the ACT tests, so that a student scoring high on

one is likely to score above average on the others. -These

correlations are moderately high, averaging in the .50's.

Thus., while it is likely the four ACT tests will rate a

student in c'a similar fashion, it is not unusual for a student

score above average on onecrt and below average on another.

The situation d-escribed is true in academic achieve-

ment as well. When grades earned in lEa.thematics are correlated

with grades earned in English, social studies, or natural science,

the intercorrelations are very similar to the intercorrelations

among ACT scores. This is true whether the scores were earned

in postsecondary or secondary school. The implication is that

some special (differential) aptitude seemS to be ilipalved'in

different types of courses. However, a general academic ability

factor appears to be common to all academic undertakings. Ih
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helping the student identify specific academic strengths and
weaknesses, the advisor should keep these findings in mind.

1. Student abilities that make for success in one type ?

of acadeiiiic endeavor generally will make for success
in other types.

2. Specific academic skills serve to modify th student's
achievement, up OT down, from a level determined by
general academic ability.

Another important consideration in any evaluation of
a student's plan i# his or her pattern of interests. The
information contained in the section Interest inventory provides
the advisor with a description of an indiVidual's interests

Along several me*aningful dimensions. The ACT _Interest Inventory
;is a 90 item, 15-minute instrument that measuTes six basic

interest dimensions:

The ACT Interest Inventory Measures Six

Basic IntereSt Areas:

1 Science: Studying academic subjects such as

mathemati,cs, physics, and ,Fhemistry: conducting
scientific experiments: investigating and exploring
new ideas.

2. Creative Arts: (a) Creative e,xpression, e.g.,

painting, sketching, drawing, designing fashions.
(b) Creative performance, acting professional
singing and dpncing, writing poetry, short stories,
and novels. (c) Artistic appreciation,

listening to music, studying literature.

Social Service: Activities related to helping others,
.

e.g., teaching children, working with youth groups,
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working for different service organizations.

4. Business Contact: (a)-bealing_with people in a

business setting, e.g., public relations work,

office manager, sales campaign manager. (b)

Activities related to selling, e.g., selling

appliances or insurance.

5. Business Detail: Keeping accurate and orderly

records, working with numbers, and doingPtypical.

business-office aciivities, e.g., bookkeeping,

typing reports, making charts and graphs, filing

documents.

Technical: Activities related to modern

.technology and dealing with mechanical objects;

e.g., making mechanical drawings, operating power

tools or complex equipment; Working outdoors:

assembling mechanical objects.

The results of the ACT Interest Inventory are reported

to the student and advisor in three ways to provide as much

flexibility as possible in interpretating the data.

1. Standard Scores and Percentile Ranks show the

importance of the six interest inventory scores

relative to other college-bound students., The

main use of these scores is 'to provide a description

of an individual's interests in psychologically

meaninkful-terms.

The World-of-Work Map and Region Indicator can be

used to'show the similarity of an individual's work

activity preference to the work tasks and activities

which characterize groups or families of occupations.

The similarity of a person's preferred activities to
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i.the activities typically involved in an occupation
is an important aspect of job satisfaction. The
procedure can be used to help students explore
possible career -allternatives in terms of relevant
work tasks or activities..

3. The Educational Ma or Plot Scores and the Ma of-
College Majors can be used to show the simitaAity
of an individual's interests to the interests of
.other groups of peopte -- in this case college

seniors in a variety of educational majors. Simi-
larity of interests with fellow 'studerits and

colleagues has long been considered one of several
important aspects of satisfaction in a field of
study or occupation. These scores can be used to
help students identify possible educational majors
in which they will share common interests with
other students.

STANDARD SCORES, PERCENTILE RANKS, AND NORMS

The National Institute of Education (NIE) guidelines
on sex fairness in interest inventories (Diamond, 1975) note
that "the vocational interests and choices of men and women ar4
influenced by many environmental and cultural factors" (p. ).
Unfortunately, one of these factors, sex-role stereotypes,
sometimes affects students' responses to interest.inventory
items. As a result, unless special care is taken in interest
assessment, the career suggestions provided to males and females
may be needlessly restricted to areas traditional for their sex.

The interest assessment procedures used by ACT are
designed to counteract :the effects of sex-role sterotypes on
interest inventory results. Both the ACT Interest Inventory
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used in previous years and the new uniSex edition report sex-

balanced scores. As a result, males and females receive

similar career suggestions. Sex-balanced scores were obtained

'with the ACT Interest Inventory through the use of same-S'ex

norms. In the Unisex, ACT interest Inventory (UNIACT), se

balance is achieved-through the careful choice of items.

Because males and females obtain simdlar raw scores on UNIACT

scales, combined-sex norms can be used without restricting the

career options suggested to either sex.

Research has repeatedly shown that the reporting

procedures used with ACT's interest inventories suggest the

full spectrum of career options to both males and females

(e.g., see Cole & Hanson, 1975; Gottfredson, Holland &

GOttfredson, 1975; Hanson, Prediger,.& Schussel, 19,7). Both

theoretical considerations Ind validation studies (e.g., see

Hanson, Noeth, & Prediger, in press; Prediger, 1977; Prediger

& Cole, 1975; Prediger & Hanson, 1976 in press) support these

reporting procedures. Other reporting procedures were

rejected because they nrovide sterotypic career suggestions

to large numbers of males and females (see Cole & Hanson, 1975;

Gottfredson et al., 1975; Prediger & Hanson, 1974, 1976).

Typically, when such reporting procedures are used, males are

referred much more frequently than females to science, technical,

and business management occupations. Females are referred more

frequently ,to social, artistic and clerical occupations.

Because the ACT Interest Inventory suuests the full

spectrum of career options to males and females, counselors may

find that some students will question the career suggestions

they receive. A sensitive Counselor will seek ways to use

nontraditional career suggestions to encourage students to

widen their range-of experiences and career options. Counselors

cah also help students explore Vieir feelings bout the life

styles and social roles associated with various occupations.
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WORLD-OF-WORK MAP

Recent res'earch has identSified two basic, bipolar

work task dimensions a data/ideas dimension and a people/
, things -.dimension ,on which occupations differ. This research

provides the basis for organizing the world of work into a

circular configuration according to their bipolar dimensions.

DATA,F iiC rs Re c o r

tnCIC7/70.Z

IDEAS
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The Data/Ideas and p2.211.92Things bipolar dimensions

are described below with alternate terms appearing in paren-

theses. Examples of work activities are also provided along
.

with related ACT Interest Inventory Scales.

DATA/IDEAS DIMENSION

DATA (facts, records, files, numbers; systematic

procedures for facilitating goods/servi:ces consumption by

people). "Data activities" involve impelusonat ptocezzez such

as recording, verifying, transmitting, and organizing facts or

-data representing goods and services. Purchasing agents,

accountants, and secretaries work mainty with data.. Related

ACT Interest Inventory Scales: Business Detail, Business

Contact, Technical..

TDEAS (abstractions, iheories, knowledge, insights,

and new ways of expressing something for example, with

words, equations, or music). "Ideas activities" involve

intAapeAzonat pkoce64e4 such as creating, discovering,

interpreting, and synthesizing abstractions or implementing

applications of abstractions. Scientists, musicians, and

philosophers work mainit with ide,as. Related ACT Interest

Inventory Scales: Creative Arts, Science, Social Service.

PEOPLE/THINGS DIMENSION

PEOPLE (no alternative terms). "People activities"

involve intv _tsonat lotoculzes such as helping, informing,

serving, persuading', entertaining, motivating, and direqing

in general, producing a change in human behavior. Teachers,

salesmen, and nurses work mainty with people. Related ACT

Interest Inventory Scales:-. Social Service, Business Contact,

Creative Arts.

THINGS (machines, mechanisms, materials, tools,
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physical and biological processes). "Things activities"

involve nonputzonat pApeezzez such as producing, transporting,
servicing, and repairing. Bricklayers, farmers, and engineers
work mainty with things. Related ACT Interest Inventory
Scales: Technical, Science, Business Detail.

The occupations listed as examples were chosen with
an emphasis on the primary purpose OT focus of the job
activities. For example, a scientist may work with data, but
the primary purpose is not to produce or handle data; rather
it is to create or apply scientific knowledge. Likewise, an
accountant may work with ideas, but the ultimate goal is not

to-create ideas; rather it is to organize, record?'and verify
data in a systematic manner.

Using these common dimensions, occupations charac-

terized by similar work tasks were grouped together. The

21,000 occupations listed in the Dictionary of Occupational

Titles have been arranged into 22 Job Families to make them

more manageable; the occupations in each Job Family are

relatively homogeneous with respect to involvement with

data/ideas and people/things.

5 7 2
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Business Sales & Management Clustr
A. Promotion and Direct Contact Sales

Insurance, Real Estate or Securities Agent; Manufacturers
Saiesworkor, Public Rotations Worker, Fashion Coordinator,
Advertising Worker, Travel Agent

B, Management and Planning
Business Executive, flank Officer, Urban Planner, City Manager,
Personnel Worker, Hospital Adminatrator, Credit Manager,
Restaurant, Hotel, or Store Manager

C. Retail Sales and Services
Sales Clarks and Retail Se **workers (in stores sellmg such
products as furniturr, appliances, clothing, automobiles)

Business Operations Cluster
D. Office Management and Secretanal Work

Office Manager, Secretary, 'Receptionist, Legal Secretary, Medical
Secretary, Executive Secretary

E. Paying, Receiving, and Accounting
Accountant, Certified Public Accountant, A.uditor, Bookkeeper,
Bank Tlier, Cashier

F. Data Processing and Office Machine Operation
Computer Console Operator, Tabulating Machine Operator,
Office Machine Operator

G. Storage, Dispatching, and Delivery
industrial Traffic Manager, Air Traffic Controller, Airline
Dispatcher, Truck. Bus, or Cab Dispatcher

Technologies & Trades Cluster
H. Human Services Crafts

Barber, Cosmetologist, Chef, Tailor

1. Machine Operating, Servicing, and Repairing; Construc-
tion
Tool and Die Maker, Mechinist, Radio-TV Repailer, Auto
Mechanic, Computer and Business Machine Repairer, Printer,
Carpenter, Mason, Plumber, Heavy Equipment Operator

J. Agriculture and Related
Agronomist, Soil/Plant Scientist, Geneticist, Fish and Wildlife
Specialist, Forester, Horticulturist, Dairy Production Technician,
Farm Crop Production Technician, Farmer (grain, dairy, livestock)

N. Engineering and Other Applied Technologies
Computer Programmer, Systems Analyst, Engineers (including
Architectural, Chemic.4 Civil, E*ctrical, induetrial, Mechanical,
Metallurgical, Nuclear, Petroleum), Technicians (see areas under
Engineering), Drafting Technician, Pilot, Surveyor

*Job Family 1 &so includes Job Families K. t., and M in the ACT
Occupational Classification System.

Natural, Social, & Medical Sciences Cluster

0. Natural Sciences and Mathematics
Actuary, Mathematician, Statistician, Biologist, Botanist Ecolo-
gist, Zoologist, Astronomer, Chemist, Geologist, Oceanographer,
PhysiOist, Laboratory or Technical Assistant for each of these

.. areas
s+ei

P. Medicine and Medical Technologies\
Dentist, Optometrist, Physician, Medical technologist, Dietitian,
Pharmacist Veterinarian, Dental Hygienist, Respiratory Therapist,
Radiologic (X-ray) Technician

0, Social Sciences'and Legal Services
Anthropologist, Economist, Geographer, HistOrien, Politicel
Scientist, Sociologist, Psychologist, Criminologist, Lawyer

Creative & Applied Arts Cluster

R. Creative AM
ActorlActins, Dancer, Musician, Singer, Artist, Sculptor, Author,
Playwright, Comporvr

S. Applied Arts (verbal)
Reporter, Editor, Book Critic. Technical Writer, Advertising Copy-
writer, Newscaster

T Applied Arts (visual)
Architect, Commercial Artist, industrial Designer, Interior
Designer, Photographer, Clothes Designer

U. Popular Entertaitiment
Comedian, Popular Singer, Musician, fisdio-TV Announcer

Social, Health, & Personal Services Cluster

V. Educational and Social Services
Social Worker, Probation Officer, Teacher, Clergyman, Librarian,
Guidance Counselor, Employment Counselor, Horne Economist
Recreation Workr

W. Nursing and Human Care
Registered Nuns, Public Health Nurse, School Nurse, Physical
Therapist, Occupaticnal Therapist, Speech Pathologist, Recrea-
tional Therapist, Dental Assistant, Licensed P t urse,
Occupational or Physical Therapy Assistant, R.crTl5iial Thera-
pist Assistant

X. Personal and Household Services
Flight Attendant, Travel Guide

Y. Law Enforcement and Protective Services
FBI Agent, Food and Drug Inspector, Revenue Agent, Police Of-
ficer, Firefighter, Immigration Inspector
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WORLD-OF-WORK MAP

D Mice
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& Dehver
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Mice Machine
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1
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& legal
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HOW TO USE THE WORLD-OF-WORK MAP

1 Copy your World-of-Work Map Flegion
the reverse side.

) from the Interest Inventory section on

2 Use your region number to locate your region on the World-of-Work Map. Look at tn
job families in your region and the adjacent regions. The jobs in these families 9ener-ally involve activities corresponding to your interest Icores. Although your region on
the map does not indicate which job you should enter, it should help you identify iobs
you may want to explore.

3 Turn-to the Job Family List in Your A cr Assessment Results for a list of jobs in each job
tamily. This interptetive.guide also suggests several ways you can find c;ut more about
these jobs.
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The. World-of WorR Map has been further divided-into

twelve "regions" that include Job Familie§ with similar involve-

ment with data, ideas, people and things.

WORLD-OF-WORK MAP
Relationship between Job Clusters and the Data/Ideas,

People/Things Work Task Dimensions

MAMA'S.% AM
N-1

4c1.41N1-4.(+4,114.11

iFtilt/o/v../1

0111141f35
ltAtIONS

St/6 tit +I. ill A
rt.artAt i.it%11, IS

1H 11NOL04.11.1 OP I

11,4 h.,s,lop (hs1.10..,

Ot. 41.1k I

..... Ali

A

111,1111

P4411)61At. SOC/ AL
M/ DI( VIAN1 IS

41.1

-Now note and Hotbed jab cluster tities related ACT.00S titles ore shown in
parenthesis. Roo titles ',poor Ant.

A studInt's location on the World-of-Work Map is

-determined by his or her responses to the items on the Interest

Inventory and is!reported as a region on the Map. Job Farnilyies

within or adjacent to that region involve work tasks and orien-
,

tations corresponding to the work activity preferences of the

student and thus represent potential career opportunities!

appropriate for exploration.
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-

Once the student has identilied the Jdb Families

in the region indicated andJob Families in nearby regions in

which he or she wants to'inviestigate furtler they are referred

directly to the Occupational Outlook Handbook for additional

informatip.

'44;
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Business Sates aild Management Cluster

A. Promotion and Duvet Contact Sales (pages 135-134; 153-
-154, 226-251; 758-764)
insurance, Real istate.,,or Securities AtjetIL Marsulaouring Ot AO-
businets Salesworker, Pubbc Relations Worker, fashion Coor-
dinator, Advertising Worker, Travel Agent

8. Management and Planning (pages 120-122; 135-144; 150-
'152; 156-159; 508-511; 758.784)
Busyness ilet wive, Bank Officer, tirban Planner, City Manager,
Personnel 'Worker, Hospital Adminic ,ator, Credit Manager,
Restaurant, Hotel, or Store Manager, Agribusiness Manager

C. Retail Sales and Services (pages 172, 226-251, 748-755)
Salts Clerks and Retail Salesworkers tin stores selling such products
as furniture, appliances. clothing. automobiles)

Business Operations Cluster
D. Office Management and Secretarial Work {pages 89-110;

478-479)

Office Manager, Secretary. Receptionist. Legal Secretary, Medical
Secretary, Executive Secretary

E. Paying, Receiving, and Accounting (pages 91-97: 118-132;
298-30D)

Accounrant. Cernhed Public Accountant, Auditor, Bookkeeper,Bank leiter, Cashier

F. Data Processing and Office Machine Opel ation (pages 98;
111-112; 207-209)
Computer Console Operator, labulating Machine Operator. Office
Machine Operator

G. StOr age, Dispatching, and' Delivery (pages 104-108; 206; 227;
244-245; 289-291; 328-330)
Industrial Trani( Man.' szer. Air Tral lc Coihroflerarsirline Dispatther.
truck, Bus, Or CAk Dispatcher

Technologies and Trades Cluster

H. Human Services Crafts (pages 184-170; 173; 177 179-180;
437)

Barber. Cotxnetologist, Chet, Lido,

1. Machine Operating, Servicing. and Repairing; Con-
struction (pages 31-88: 231-232; 252-288; 292-293; 301-327;
393-436, 439-446)
tool and Die maker, Machinist. It atho-TV Repairer, Auto Mechanic.
(omputer and Business Machine Repairer, Printer, Carpenter.
mason. Plumber, Heavy tquipment Operator

). Agriculture and Related (pages 331-341; 581; 603-6)11
Agronomist, Soil/Plant Selentnt, Geneticisi, fish and Wildlife
Specialist, Forester, Horticulturist, Dairy Production Technician.
Firm Crop Production Technician, fainter (grain, dairy, livestock)

N. Engineei ing and Other Applied Technologies (pages 71:82-,
84, 113-117: 181-182; 294-296; 331-333; 342-354, 30392)
Computer Programmer, Systems Analyst, Engineers (including
Archoe(rtwai, Chemical, Civil, Ilectrical, Industrial. Mechanical,
Metallurgical, Nuclear, Petroleum), technicians isee areas under

Drafting 'Technician, Pilot, Surveyor

*job family I also inclunt.rs job families K, L. and M in the ACT
occupational. classification system,

Natural, Social, and Medical Sciences Cluster

0, Natural Sciences and Mathematics {pages 123-124; 331-333;
355-382)

Actuary., Mathematician, Stansucian, Biologist, Botanist, Ecologist,
Zoologist, Agronomist. Animal Scientist, Astronomer, Chemist.
Ceologist, Oceanographer, Physicrst, Laboratory or lpchiiicjl Assis-
tans ior each of these areas

P. Medicine and Medical 'Technologies (pages-76; 447-450;
458-487, 505-507; 512-515)
Denn,r, Optometrist, Physician, Medical 'Technologist, Dietitian,
Pharmacist, Veterinarian, Dental Hygienist, Respiratory Therapist,

tk-ray) technician

Q. Social Sciences and Legal Services (pages 145-149; 516-533)
Anthropologists Economist, Geo_grapher, Historian, Pohtical
Scientist, Sociologist, Psychologist, Criminotogral, Lawyer

Amkm..

Creative and plied Arts Cluster

R. Creative Arts (pages 566-574)
At-tor/Amos. Dancer, Musit ran Singer, Artist, Sculptor, Author,
Playwright, Composer

S. Applied Arts (verbal) (pages 591-602)
Reporter, Edi(or, Rook Critic. !ethnical Writer, Advertising
Copywriter, Newscaster

T. Applied Arts (visual) (pages 50-51; 575-590)
Aithitect, Cuinniertial Artist, Industrial Designer, Interior Designer,
Photographer, Clothes,Designer

U. Popular Entertainment (pages 567-574; 596)
Comedian, Popular Singer, Musician, Radio-'Pv Announcer

Social, Health, and Personal Services Cluster

, Educational and Social Services (pages 139. 210-225; 534-
565)

Soria, Worker, Probation (Vire", teacher, Clergyman, librarian,
Guidance Counselor, Employment Counselor, Home Iconomist
Recreation Worker

W. Nursing and Human Care (pages 451-457; 488-502)
Registered Nurse, Public Health Nurse, School Nurse, Physical
Therapit, Occupational Therapist, Speech Pathologist, Recrea-
tional Therapist, Dental Assistant, licensed Practical Nurse, Occu-
pational or Physical Therapy Assistant, Recreational Therapy
Assistant

X. Pe.-sonal and Household Services (pages 160-163: 167; 174;
178; 183-185; 297-298)
f light Attendant, Travel Guide

Y. Law Enforcement and Protective Services (pages 186-205)
Ill! Agent, f ood and Drug Inspector, Revenue Agent, Police Ot firer,
firefighter, Immigration Inspector
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USINESS SALES &
MANAGEMENT
JOB CLUSTER

_1 Working with people
2 Social self-confidence
_3. English ability
_4. Academic motivation
5. Work motivation

BUSINESS
OPERATIONS
JOB CLUSTER

_1. Clerical ability
_2. English ability
_3. Math ability
_4. Academic motivation
_5 Work motivation

4.27

TECHNOLOGIES
& TRADES

JOB CLUSTER

_1 Mechanical ability
_2 Math ability
_3, Academic motivation
_4 Work motivation

CREATIVE
APPLIED ARTS
JOB CLUSTER

_1 Artistic ability
_2. English ability
_3 Working with people
_4. Academic motivation
_5 Work motivation

578
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11.

NATURAL, SOCIAL,
MEDICAL SCIENCES

JOB CLUSTER

_1 Science ability
_2 Math ability
_3. English ability
4 Academic motivation
_5 Work motivation

SOCIAL, HEALTH,
PERSONAL SERVICES

JOB CLUSTER

_1 Working with people
_2 SOCial self-confidence
_3 English ability
_4. Academic motivation
_5 Work motivation
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WORLD-Of-WORK MAP

so

COORDINATE I jib-

"1

4-4
111111144.61141111

ACTIvf 1141

Sow to Plot a t's Srores ors the Map
to college mi
1. Note the student's Map of College
Majors Coordinates I and II printed below
the Interest InventorY Profiles
2. Locate the student's score on Coor-
dinate I and draw a vertical line from that
point to the corresponding point at the
top edge or-the map. Then locate thestu;
dent's score on Coordinate Ii and draw a
horizontal line from that point to the
corresponding point at the tight edge of
the map.
3.

;
Make an "X" where the two lines cross.

This point shows the location of the stu-
dent's interests as compared to those of
students in a wide variety of educational
majors. The closer a student is to a major
or group of majors, the more similar that
student's interests are to the interests of
college-bound stadents who majored in
that area as college seniors.
NOTE: A student's location on the Map of

s College Majors is based on a summary of
the six-score ACT interest inventory pro-
file. Sometimes, however, it is difficult to
summarize the scores with much certainty
because the profile is flat or contradic-
tory. When this is the case, "region 99" is
reported for the World-of-Worldviap (see
below), if a student's World-of-Work Map
region is 74, the Map of College Majors
results should be viewed with spedal cau-
tion. Counselors should rely more on a
clinical interpretation of the six-score pro-
file in the context of other information
about the student.

How to Use the
World-oi-Work Map
1, Note the student's World-of-pork Map
region printed below the Interest inven-
tory profile.
2. Find the region on the map and note the
job families in the region and adjacent
regions. Also note the combination of
work tasksdata, ideas, people, and
thingsthat best describes these regions
and the student's work task preferences.
3. See the Job Family List (page 113) for typi-
cal occupations in job families in or near
the student's region.

'Region 9, is used when student scores on
the interest scales are inconclusive with
respect to preferences for data/ideas and
pwle/things work tasks.
NME: Because not enough information,
was available, the following two job fam-
ilies in the Social, Health, and Personal Ser.
vices Cluster are not on the Map: X, Per-
sonal and Household Services, and Y, Law
Enforcement and Protictive Services. Jobs
in both of these families tend to fall in the
inner area of Regions 2 through S. Arrows
by a lob family show that work tasks often
heavily involve both people and' things
( .4+) or data and ideas ( 4 ).
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A World of Work Map
for Carew Exploration

Bale J. Predipr

his article briefly scribes the development, characteristics, and use
of the World of W k Nlap and the associated .American College
Testing Program Occupational Classification System (ACT-OCS).
main purpose of 'the map and ACT-OCS is to provide persons at an
early stage of 'career planning with an overview of the world of work
and to help thi-rn identify personally relevant occupational options,

tatiosale lor the Mapsed ACT-OCS

Those who seek to provide help with career exploration and planning
have long recognized the need tp organize and summarize the comPlex
world of work; as a result, a number of occupational classification
systems have been developed. These systems range from the 15
industry-based Clusters developed by the U.S. Office of Education
(USOE) [14] to the 72-group, psyChologically based typology con-
structed by Holland 18t Undoubtedly, the most widely used and
influential occupational classification systems. arc those appearing in
the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOTI 1121,

A review of these systems and more than 15 others identified in a
seareh of the professional literature indicated that, from the standpoint
of career guidance, cad) has certain strengths and weaknessess Because
of the complexity of work, each system makes certain compromises to
achieve its desired emphasess Classification' 'systems that provide a
compreherisive overview of the work world (e.g., the DOT occupa-
tional group arrangement and the USOE dusters) cannot easily be
used to help persons identify career options appropriate to their
characteristics. On the other hand, systems intended .to help persons
relate their charactetistics to occupations (e.g., the DOT worker tlait
groups and I lolland's 3-letter code system for personality types) usually
group occupations on the basis of human traits rather than the nature
of the work. Often the groups are numerous,

As indicated by the following guidelines, a proper balance between
these two emphases was sought in developing the APT-OCS and
World of Work Map. They must (a) encompass the entire world of
work; (b) apply to persons at various stages of career exploration and
planning; (c) provide an overview of the world of work in occupa-
tional terms ( group occupations on the basis of similarities in duties,
purpose of work, and work settings rather than by industry or by the
psychological traits of workers); and (d) help persons identify
occupations for exploration on the basis of their educational plans and
personal characteristics, their interests, and abilities.

Dale I. Predigcr iS Director, Developmental Research Department,
American College Testing Program, Iowa City, Iowa.
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Ovoniew ef the asssitatiee Wes

To accomplish the first objective all occupations listed in the DOT
were used as primary units of analysis in developing the classification
system. To achieve the .4econd objective ii hierarChical classiUation
system was developed. tilt the most general level of the hierarchy,
persons are introduced tiq e job clusters similat -in nature to the
occupational groups developed by Roe (10] and Holland 181 The )ob
Cluster titles ate shown in Figure 1. At the second level, 25 job families
are used to summarize the complexity of the work world, Examples
include medicine and medical technologies; retail sales and services;
creative arts; and machine operating, servicing, and tepairing. Since
the 25 job families are organized by job clusters, with an average of
4 pet cluster, their number is not unmanageable. .( The word job is used
in job cluster because the chwification system is intended for use with
students; occupation would be more appropriate for a professionid
audience.)

At the third level of the hierarchy each job family is subdivided into
3 categories according to the formal job preparation required. Finally,
650 occupational titles are listed according to cluster, family, and type
of preparation. In some cases the job titles comprise a range of
individual occupations (e.g., rethil sales workers, elementary school
teachers). The list of 25 job families and 650 job titles is available at
no cost from the author.

As an alternative classification procedure, the ACT-OCS provides
for the division of the 25 job families into the 603 3-digit occueational
code gtoups used in the DOT. The job families liave ajso been cross-
referenced DI to DOT worker trait groups, the Occupationai Outlook
Handbook 13], the USOE Career Clusters, 3 commercially available
files of occupational descriptions, and high school courses. Job Clusters
are cross-referenced to career guidance activities, units, and audio-
visual aids.

In summary, the ACT-OCS groups occupations according to job
cluster, job family, and type of preparation. Because only 25 job
families are involved and because each has been subdivided int( the
same job preparation categories, speci&ity is obtained without sacrific-
ing simplicity, and users can choose the level of ,specificity desired.

Summary of Development

The third anti imirth objective for the ACT-OCS appear, at first
glance to be incompatible. The chissification system must provide an
overview of the work world in occupational terms, and, at the same
time, it most have a pSychological basis to help students relate their
personal characteristics to occupations. The identification of basic work

'task linicnsions characterizing both occupations and people's activity
prelerences provided the link for the third and fourth objectives.

Basic Work Task Dimensions. Currently, two well-known and
highly similar occupational classification systems [8; 11] allocate
occupations to sr,: and ei,6t broad groups respectively and arrange
these grolips in a circular order to show similarities and differences.
Roe's classification system groups occupations and arranges them
siccordim.; to "primary locus of activity" (10, p. 1441, whereas
system is psychologically based. Roe acknowledges the similarity
between ctivity focus and basic types of human interests.
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Aeeording to .Roe and Holland, adjacent groups in- their circular
ordering of ocenpations are most similar and groups on opposite sides
of the tin* are least similar. A circle, of course, is two-dimensional,
thus suggesting that there are two basic dimensions on which octupa-
lions Alter, Although Roe 1101 and, more recently, Roc and Klos 1111
specolated no the nature of these dimensions, no attention has been
given to this question HI ilolland's theory or occupational classification
system IN), Figure I snows the general 'configuration of the Roe and
lioBand occuPational dusters and related dusters in the ACT-OCS.
The two work task danensioesdata/ideas and pecipletthings--sag-
gested by the ari.angenient of the job dusters are also shown. Both
dimensions ;Are compatibk with the dimensions miposed by Roe and
Mos II ),

Although the people/things dimension has, been widely recognized
m the litcratare oe interest measivement, the possibility of a data/
ideas work task dimension has received telativel) little attention,

, Indeed, the DOT "data-people-Things' ratings eambioe data and ideas
worVtaSks into one eategary. Research 041 the viability of the two work
taSk diniensions suggested by the Roe and Holland dassification
'systems is briefly summarized here.

Antilyw of. DOT data. Information on the characteristics of each
of the11800 occupations.identified aiunique in the DOT was obtained
on computer tape trorn the US, Department of Labor. This informa-
tion (dzAta-people-things todes, interest ratings, temperament ratings,
work ,field/activity codes) was combined and summarized into data,
ideas, people, and things scores for each occupation. The correlation
between the data and ideas scores' was .67, which happened to be
the same correlation found between the peoPle and things scores:
However, correlations for other combinations' of the four scores (e.g.,
things and ideas) ranged around zero (-19 to .27). These rein%
indicated two bipolar dimensions: a data/ideas dimension and a
people/things dimension. Occupations having high involvement with
data as a primary work task, such as accounting, tended to have
relatively low involvement with ideas. Conversely, occupations having
high involvement with ideas, such as creative writing, tended to have
low involygment with data. Occupations with high people involvement
tended to have low things involvement, and vice versa.

When data/ideas and peoPle/things dimensions weie formed from
the four separate scores, a correlation -of .27 was found for the two
dimensions. This correlation indicates that the two work task dimen-
sams are relativdy independent.

Arta/uses twcupational group data. The same work task dimen-
sions found in the DOT data were also found in an analysis of the
interestprofiles for occupatimial groups on the basic scales of the Strong
Vocational Interest Blank 12), the Project TALENT interest scales [61,
and I Wand's Vocational Preference Inventory 19). In a principal
components analysis of each of these three sets of data, the two work
task dimensma% Were the main dimensions of interests assessed by the
measures: Thai is. the occupations in the analyses differed most on
these two dimensions: Furthermore, the occupations distributed them-
selves on the two dimensions in sensible ways. For example, high
school Enu,lish teachers sci»ed toward the people and ideas pol of
the tAso dimensions, whereas businese education teachers scored
toss .1.14I the people and data poles. ON en 500 ilecupational groups with
a total n vliiI Wrship Of approximately 10000 persons were involved
iu t horst. ai I.II\ ses,
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Notst Roe and Holland lob cluster titles related to ACT-OCS titles are shown hr
parentheses. Roe titles papir first.

Definitions of Work Tasks. Archetypal definitiom of the poles of
the two hipOlar work task dimensions Ire provided below, with
alternate terms appearing in parentheses.

Data 'lads, records, files, numbers; systematic procedures for
facilitating gosids/services consumption by people). Data tasks in-
volve impersonal processes, such as recording, verifying. transmitting,
and organizing facts or data representing goods and services. Purchas-
ing agents, accountants, :and air traffic controllers work mainly with
data,

Wm (abstractions, theories, knowledge, insights, and new ways of
expressing something, for example, with words, equations, or music).
Ideas tasks involve intrapersonal processes, such as creating, discover-
ing, interpreting, and syitthesriing abstractirtns or implementing appli-
cations of abstractions. Scientists, musicians,- and philosophers work
mainly with ideas.

People. People tasks involve interpersonal processes, such as help-
ing, informing, serving, persuading, entertaining, motivating, and
directingin general, producing a change in human behavior. Teach-
ers, salespersons, and nurses work mainly with people.

Things (machines, mechanisms, materials, tools. physical and
biological processes). Things tasks involve Bonjwrsonal processes.
Mid! As pro+ hieing. transporting, servicing, and repairing. Bricklayers,
farmers, and engineers work mainly with things.

An occupations have some involvement with data. ideas, people, and
things; the esamplis abae v-ere chosen with empinasis on the primary
purpose or focus of the job tasks 114 For example; scientists may
work with data but their primary purpose is not te produce or handle
data; rather, it is to create orapply scientific knowledge. Likewise, an
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accountant may work withideas but the Ultimate goal is not to meate
ideas; it is to organize, record, and verify dnta in a systematis miumer:

Fatalistic's% of )els Families. Through successive 4'1-visions, oecupa-
tions in the DOT were allocated to job families relatively homogeneous
with ropeet,to involvement with data/ideas and people/things. At the
same times Cate was taken to ensure that the job families made sense
in tetms of the types of occupations grouped together, initially, 30 iob
families were formed and eaah was assigned to one 1.1 the 6 elusters,
These jiib families were tried out in May 1972 with 100 9th-grade
students in 6 schools, to determine the difficulties students had in
understanding and using the classification system,

leformation from these tryoots and new analyses of DOT worker
trait ratings led to further revisions In the ssstem, A version containing
25 Oh families was used with approximately 32,000 students in the
spring 1973 norming of ACT's Career Planning Program, Grades 8--I
4 One of the exercises ui the Career Planning Program asks students

to teport their first occupational prefere»ce and then Assign it to a job
Accatcy of assignment was studied for a random samPle of

400 lith- aud lith-gtade students in 40 schools 11), Approximately 45
percent of 1;oth grade groups classified their occopational preferences
Mto the appropriate job families; students who made incorrect elassifi -
CatiODS usually identified a job family dosely associated with the
appropriate one.

Information from the norm groop study, along wide the theoretical
considerations and researeh results cited here, led to further revisions
of 'the Classification-system, Also considered were the locatimis of the
DOT 3-digit occupational groups on Holland's circular arrangement,
as detennmed from Holland's interest profile codes for each of the 603
groups 'N. The current jab family structure synthesizes and sum-

orizes information from all these resources. Allocation of occupations
to the three job preparation categories WaS based on DOT ratings for
the amount of time involved in preparing for the occupations, sup-
plemented by information in the Occupational Outlook Handbook 113].

Location of job Families on Map. job families are located on the
World of Work Map (Figure 2) according to the telative standing of
their member occupations on the two work task dimensions, The SAIne
data used in allocating ocenpations to jiib families (DM ratings,
occuparithed group profiles on the three interest inventories mentioned
previously, and liolland's codes for DOT groops) were synthesized in
determining typical involvement with data/ideas and people/things

tasis. Although ciire was taken to make job families as homugeuct-
ous as possible on the two work task dimensions, there is still
considerable scatter among the occur iions in a job family. Arrows on
the map indicate the nature of this scatter when it is unusually large.

It should be emphasized that the AVorld of Work Map summarizes
information for approximately 13,800 occupations; it is application
oriented and is not meant to constitute a precise scientific statement.
ACT hopes and intends that the map and the classification system on
whieh it is based will be the sabject of continued study, revision, and
improvement.
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Nosing Plonons on do Map. Research indicates that the work task
dimen.sions found for occupations can also be used to summarize the
work task preferences of general samples of people. For example, the
same two work task dimensions described earlier were found in
analyses of the interest swres of large, nationwide samples of 8th-,
IFiGURE 2, World of Work Map

DAYA

Notet Map locotes job families according to primary involvement with data, ideas,
people, and things. Arrows by a job fomily show that work tasks often heovily involve
both people and things (r- --4,) or data and ideas ( t). The followiQg two job families
ore not on the map personal and household services, and low enforcement and
protective services. Occupatioes in these families tend to fail in the inner area of
Regions 2 through 5, indicating a generally low involvement with data and people or
things, depending on the occupatiom

,61

9th-, and lith-grade students [1], and college-bound 12th-grade stu-
dents 'In As noted earlier, Roe [10] r'eeogni:Aed the simiLrity between
the -primary focus of activity" used in forming her oceopatitmal classi
fieation system and the basic types of vocational interests, indeed, a
factor analysis of four interest and personality inveotork,s completPd by
Cottle [4] more than 25 years ago suggested sit nilar bipolar dmiensiow
of work tusk preferences.

Thus, there are common dimensions for comparing job. related
activity preferences with the w(*k tasks characterizing the 2.5 job
families. That is, job-related activity preferences can be transformed
to positions On the data/ideas and people/things dime, isions, and thii .
information can be fused to plot a persoWs location among the job
families on the World of Work Map, However, for purposes of career
exploration, only a general region need be indicated to a counselee.
Accordingly, the World of W.Lrk Map was arbitrarily divided into
the 13 regions shown in Figure 2. Twelve of the regions, each covering
30' on the map, span the world of Work. The 13th region ('region 99")
is used to indicate undifferentiated work task preferences (a "flat-
profile).
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The occupationid classification system and map shown in miniature in
Figure :2 and the materials associated with them provide an overview
of the world of work; the main purpose of the ACT-OCS and map.
(A larger -reproduction of the map, 'WWI) can be used in career
cotaiseting, is avaihible at no 'cost from the author.) informal ;and
formal procedures for accornPliihing the other purpose of the Wcald
of Work, Map7-he1piug comselees ;4t:10y personally relevant occupa-
tional optionsare briefly described in the fellowing pages:

informal Procedures. One procedure for Placing persons on the
map starts with their current occupational preferences. For trample,
the job family ,appropriate to a shidenes :first occupational preference
can be identified and its location found on the World of Work Map,
This location determines the studenes region, which, in turn, provides
a tentative description ,of the student's work task preferences, 'Usually
students will not have thought of occupations or their own activity
preferences in terms of basic work taSks. Neither will they have
considered other occupations in their job family or the :families nearby,
Thus, a single occupational preference can be used to suggest a wide
range of occupational options and to initiate discussion of information
about self,

An alternative procedure for placing Persons on the map begins
with work task preferences. For example, student-oriented descriptions
of the four basic work tasks can be Incorporated into group discussions
of the varieties of work and associated life stYles, Self-ratings of
preferences for workMg with data, ideas, people, and things can then
be collected and used to :find appmpriate regions on the map, Region
-1,2 might be suggested to someone Whose preittence is to work first
with :peorle and serond with ideas (see Figure 2). :Regions 6 and 7
might be esplored by someone who prefers to work with things and
vxpresses prekrenee between data and ideas, Once a region on the
map has !Veil determined, by whatever means. counselors can help
students identify and explore jtib families in and around the region.
The hst of occupations by job family will be useful in this activity.

These,cotmseling procedures expand career exploration and, at the
same tinte, provide foeus. Counselors should point out, however, that

sindione\ wgion on the map is only apprdsimate and I subject to
change as interests change. Students ShoUld also be infornwd of the
map's limitations in tcd previonSly. Finally, students should recognin
that work task preferences o* proVide, a starting point for career
exphiratiim. Nlan) other thing,'personal and envirmithental, must be
considered.

Fennel Procedures. The :'getieral correspondence between scales
on five frequently used interest inventories and the data, ideas, people.
and things poles of the two work task gimensions is summarized in
Table I, Support for the allocation of interest scales to the four work
task poles is provided by recent correlational studies involving :varions
conthinatimis of interest inventories )1; 7) and by imalyses of interest
inventory structure13; 5; 7), In addition, the interest scale allocations
to work tasks indicated by the empirical data generally make good
sense.
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'TABLE 1
Cooloporosto Setoma Wadi Took !Wanness, ACT-OCS Job +Motors, ond Intorest Solos

VI Is* Val orekweems
lootarmislet Oblokrools)

IMMO 1,001kbry ssir viork task pretense's

Soles. VPI.S1211 kiedrecOlS OV1S

ifisainoss Operetione) Convention& Computation&
Clericei

Numerical;
ClOricei Work

tietelapopleb Illlsesinw Sohn 'Management) Enterprising Persuasive Cuuornier.Services; Sales Representative; Management and
S,Ipervision; !Promotion and Communicet ion

feogee Slott+. Nsalth, "end Personal Services) Social tiocial SorsraCe Ca ing tor 'People; Nursing and Related; 'Teaching,
tounseling.and Social WorkWeal lemony* end Applied Arts; Natural. Artisnc; Artistic; Literary; Entertainment and Performance Arts; Music;. Artistic;talaet, and Medical Sciences) Investigative Scientific Literary; Medical:: Applied 'Technology

ifectinolceills aPd tratss) eolistie Mechenics) MachineWork; Agriculture; Crafts and Precise Operations

ebbiecistinn& Strorig-Compball intermit Inventory ISCI1); Vocational Preference Inventory NPR; Salf.Directed Search (SOS); Kuder General Interest;Survey 10151: Ohio Vocational Inter** Survey
lbAs shown by flour* 2, some lob clustersinvolve combinaiiona of work oaks. 'The Data-People combination is an *camp*. It is emphasized Aare because sty.bra) interest ialkit We relevant talkie work task combination.

Connselors using any of the !five interest inventories listed in Table I
CTh supPlement the regular reporting procedures with clinical assess-
ment of interest-patterns, 'For examPle,,a student scoring highest on the
computational and clerical scales of the Kuder Ceneral Interest Survey
is probably expressing a preference for data si.ork tads, which suggests
exploration of job families "up North" on the World of Work Map, If
the persuasive scale is also high, the student might exploiu the lmsiness
sales and management job duster, and, more specifically, job fami;ies
in and around region 2 of the map. For the 900,000 students taking the
ACT each year, translation of work task preferences to a region on the
map is automatic. The region is printed on the ACT Student Profilv
Report sent to high school counselors. The ACT student's booklet.
Planning for College, provides several suggestions for using the map
in occupational exploration.

Although there is more to the world of work than can be drawn On a
piece of paper, the World of Work Map can provide a general sense
of ,direetion to perso»s engaged in career exploration. The map Shows
the location of the major "continents" in the work world, what the
Climate of each is like, and where eaCh is located in relation to the
others. It helps persons see how the specific occupations they arc
considering are related to work in general. Most important, it suggests
regions of the world of work they may want to visit and explore.

s-
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MAP OF COLLEGE MAJORS

The Map of College Majors shows how typical college

,senior, in each of 35 majors,scored on the ACT Interest Inventory

priorjo college. 'The map is based on the scores of,9,200 college

students completing theft senior year in 1977-78. These seniors,

who were enrolled in 16 institutions in 15 states, had taken the

ACT Interest Inventdry as a regular part of the ACT Assessment.

Thus, we know how future acdoufiting majors, English majors, etc.

scored when they were still in high school.

Students can use the Map of College Majors to identify

the major pursued by students who received scores similar to their
own scores. (The procedure is'explained on the back of the student

report.) A high similarity of interests indicate that a student's

likes and dislikes for the career-related activities on the ACT

Interest Inventory are similar to those of typical persons pursuing
a given Mayor. Students may want to consider the majors for which

their interests are most similar. However, as explained to students
in Vouit ACT A44 e44ment Rutts, The Map of College Majors is not

intended to pinpoint the major that a student should choose.

Ratherl its purpose is to provide leads for further exploration,

particUlarly for undecided students.

Advisors should alert students to the fact,that the

information provided by the map is- based on interests and onI4
interests. Information about other important factors (e.g., ability,

motivation) related to academic success in that group is not pro-

vided by the Map of College Majors coordinate points.

If a student does not fall near any of the educational

major groups, it means his or her profile of interests is unlike

that of typical students in any of the, educational majors. An

individual located near the extremes of one dimension or the other

on the Map of College Majors can examine those majors falling

nearest the extteme, however. The student's interests, though
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different in some respezts, are still more like those majors near,

that extreme than other majors found elsewhere cn the map.

The average or mean profile of each educational major
criterion group is represented by a single point on the Map of
College Majors. In fact, however,-the scores for the total group

of seniors in any major scatter in all directions from the point
for that major. A few may fall more than two inches away on the

copy of the map provided to the student. (Arrows by a dot for

a major indicate the direction of any unusual amount of scatter.)

This'is another reason why students should examine the majors

which fall nearest the point on the map indicated by their coor-

dinates, even though their coordinates are not located near any
of the majors.

Most likely, a student's coordinates will be fairly

near several different majors. If this is the case, the student

may wish to explore all of these majors as possible choices. An

advisor can help him or her examine the profile for the six scores

to identify majoxs that might be given first priority.
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THINGS-ULATIO

HOW TO PLOT YOUR SCORES ON THE MAP OF COLLEGE MAJORS

1 Copy your map coordinates ( ) and II ( ) from the Interest Inventory
section on the reverse side.

2. Locate your score for coordinate I on the map and draw a vertical line from that point to
the corresponding point at the top edge of the map: Then locate your score on coor-
dinate II and draw a horizontal line from that point to the corresponding point at the
right edge of the map.,

3 Make an "X" where the two lines cross. This point shows the location of your interests
as compared to those of students in a wide variety of educational majors. The cloeer
you are to a major or group of majors, the more similar your interests are to the
interests of successful and satisfied ,011ege seniors in that major. Although ,your
location on the map does not indicate which major you should enter, it should help you
identify majors yoli may want to explore. See Your ACT Assessment Rsults for further
explanations. 591
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In assisting students in assessing their capabilities to

achieve a plan, the advisor should use 1i relevant information:

1. Secondary school experinces

2. Interests

3. ACT scores

4. InformatiOn obtained in advising sessions

When several information sources agree on a

student's assets or liabilities, more confidence can be

placed in a diagnosis.

The Student Profile Report includes some information

regarding the student s commitment to a particular-plan and the

strength and. maturity of that ccmmitment. The student has

indicated how he or she:feels in regard to educational major

and first vocational choice. In addition, the Type of'Program

Studied, Years_a Certain Subject Studied and Specific Course

Grades may provide the counselor with insight regarding this

question.

It should be clearly stated that although some

information may be gleaned from the Student Profile Report;

the question of motivation and the strength and maturciy of a

student's commitment to a plan will more likely be an assumption

made by the professional counselor ba'sed on as much objective

information as can be gathered, dnd by the insight of the

counselor.

The third element involved in assessing the-reality

of a student's lan is some evaluation of the oe.ortunities

available to the student in his or her environment. If, for

example, the student is planning to pursue a,postsecondary

education in an area in which the supply is greater than the

demand and few jobs are available, that fact should be made

available to the student. This would represent an environmental

obstacle that might make a plan unrealistic if employment were

a goal of the student.

A great deal of information about an individual's

needs at a particular institution is reported on the Student
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Profite Report. The student indicates on the Student Profile

Report special educational needs that potentially stand in the

way of achieving his or her.plan. The counselor can easily

determine if the service necessary to assist the student with

the special need is available or not.

In the section labeled Scores and Predictive Data,

information about a student's chances of being successful is

presented. These data, derived fiom either the Basic o'r

Standard Research Service, describe what is likely to occur

in the academic life of this student at a particular institu-

tion if two conditions occur:

1. If this student puts forth an average effort.

2. If the institution "behaves" toward this student

as it has "behaved" toward students in the past.

It is a mathematical way to describe the opportuni-

ties available to a student at this particular institution.

The data are reported in two ways:

The first reports the Percentile Rank of the

Predicted Grade Point Average and compares a

'student's predicted grade point average with the

predicted grade point average of fre,shman students

who were enrolled in the groups or courses in the

year indicated.

The second reports of the Probability that this

student will earn a grade of C or higher in the

-group or course listed. Since probability deals

with chances of particular outcomes occurring among

like students, the interpretation of these,data

would be than n percent of students with secondary

school grades and ACT scores identical,with this
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student's will make a C average or better at this

institution.
T,

This predictive ,information is provided to assist

both the student and the institution. Advisors will use the
information to provide the student with an indication of how'
he OT she might expect to perform in specific groups and/or
courses. Being aware of areas of strengths and weaknesses,
students and counselors can make plans that will maximize the
chances for success. If the student's predicted probabilit/

of earning a C or higher in English was 17 (indicating 17

chances out of 100) the counselor will likely want to refer

to the student's grade in English, ACT English score, number

of years English studied in secondary school, and whether OT
not the student Indicated a need for assistance in writing and
reading.

The ins:titutiofi can ,use these data to determine what

type student is sticcessful. If students with high achievement

(in terms of secondary school grades) and ACT ticores in a

particular area seem not to have a good chance of earning C

or higher in a specific cotirse, the institution or department

may choose to re-examine the course objectives or to structure

aew course offeribv.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR ON THE STUDENT PROFILE REPORT

Other-than-academic achievement:

1. Out-of-class accomplishments

2. High School extracurricular activities

3. College extracurricular plans

4. Interest Inventory

424
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Opportunity for success at this institution

1. ACT local percentiles

Z. Predictive data in groups

3. ,Predictive data in courses

4. Self-estimated college GPA

S. High School attended

6. Educational 'major

7. Self-reported high school rank

8. Self-reported, high school average

Demographic Information

1. Age

2. Marital status

3. High school attended

4. Racial mix in high school

5. Ethnic background

6 Educational level at tiie of testing

7. Language spoken at home

8. , Religious preference

Educational and Vocational Plans

1,, Educational maj.or

2. First and second vocational choice

3. Certairty of choice

4. Degree objective

5. Interest inventory

6. Type of program studied in high school

7. Self-reported high school rank

8. Self-reported high school average

9. Years certain subjects studied

10. Adequacy of high school education

Self-reported high school grades

12. ACT scores
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13. Predictive data

14. Out'-of-class accomplishments

15. ExtracurricUla activities

16. Student request for assistance in specific areas

17. College selection items

Academic Ability

1. ACT scores

2. High school grades

3. ACT norms

4. Self-reported rank

S. Self-reported average

6. Size of senior class

7. Type of program

8. Years certain subjects studied

9. Adequacy of high school education

10. Advanced pjacement in high school

11. Ethnic background

12. Language in home

Interests

1. Interest inventory

Educational major

3. First and second vocational choice

4. Degree objective

S. Extracurricula plans

6. Out-of-class accomplishments

7. Credit by examination

8. Hpnors and independent study

9. Advance placement*
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ADVISOR WORKSHEET

Nene

Educational Major

First 'Vocational Choice

ACT Composite Score

Second Vocational Choice

1. Axe the educational major and First Vocational Choice.consistent?

2. Are the First and Second Vocational Choices consistent?

3. Id the Degree Objective consistent with Vocational Choice?

4. Is the'Nap of College Hajors consistent with Educational 'Major?

5. Is the World-of-Work Nap consistent'vith Vocational Choice?

6. Is certainty of choices consistent with indicating need for
help with educational/vocational Planning?

7. Do out-of-class accomplishments compliment major OT
vocational choices?

8. Are the-test scores consistent with the educational/vocational
plans?

9. Do differential abilities exist?

10. Are high -hodl grades consistent with the. test 'scores?

11. Is thepredictive data supportive of the plan?

12. Is,there a relationship between the test scores and high.school
grades and expressed need for help in reading, writing, and

'matheinstics?.

13. Is the self--estimate of college CPA realistic?

14. 'Is there'consistency between high school and college
extracurricular plans!

Yes No

15. Are plans for advanced placement, credit-by-examination,
honors, and independent study consistent with test scores
and high school record?

1, /
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Posilble Majors for Exploration
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Possible Job Families for Exploration'
(World-of-Work Map)

2.
2..

3..

4.

3.

4.

STRENGTHS POTENTIAL WEAKNESSES

1.

.2.

5.

4.
4.

Supplemental Information from Student:

Recommendations:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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. ,

411.

,

,

ADVISING CAUTIONS USING THE STUDENT PROFILE REPORT

J 4

.2

Only a tool.

Over interpretation.-

Limitation of predictive data.

Currency of Data.

Tests measure educational development

Consideration of 6ther factors, not reported.

Maps are for exploratory purposes.

Inconsistent responses may not nedessarily be bad.

5 99
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4

THE ACT INTEREST INVENTORY

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

The following questions and answers are provided to
help users to better understand the ACT Interest Inventory.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE'OF THE ACT INTEREST INVENTORY?
tP

The ACT Interest Invent?ry was designed to describe an
individual's interests along meaningful limensions and to use
this information in explorin, . the similkrity of the individuaf s

interests to the interests,ofJcollege seniors in various educa-
tional program majo,rs. This information used with _other rejevant

:63,ta should assist students in making sound educational decisions.

\

WRAT IS THE ACT INTEREST INVENTORY?

The ACT Interest Inventory is a 9P-item, IS-minute
instrument administered as an integral part of the ACT Assessment
and is designed to measure six basic interest dimensions called.

Science, Creative Arts, Social Service, Business Contact, Business
..Detailt,and Technical. Tile ACT Interest Inventory is, not avail-
able. as a separate instrument.

WHAT ARE THE SIX INTEREST DIMENSIONS?

Science: Investig-ating and attempting to understand
through reading, research, and discussion, phenomena in the .

natural sciences.

Creative Arts: * Expressing.oneself tb"rqugh activities
such as pOnting, designing, singing, dancing, and writing, artistic
appreciation of suc,h activities (e.g., listening to music, reading
literature).

800
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Social-Service: Helping, enlightening, or serving

others through activities such as teaching and counseling,

working in service-oriented organizations, engaging in social/

political studies.

Business Contact: Persuading, influencing, directinq,

or*motivating others. Activities include sales, supervision,

and aspects of business management.

Business Detail: Developing and/or maintaining accuratea

and orderly files, records accounts; designing and/or 'following

systematic procedures for performing business activities.

Technical: Working with tools, instruments, and mecha--

nical or electrical equipment. Activities include designing, and

repairing machinery, and raising crops/altimals.

HOW WERE THE' SIX INTEREST DIMENSIONS DERIVID?

The six interest dimensions measured by the ACT Interat

Inventory (1) have been found repeatedly trl the psychological

research literature, (2) have been used to clasify occupations

into groups, and (3) correspond directly to the six types-of'

personal orientations proposed by John Holland in his theory of

careers (Holland 1973).

WHAT IS THE EXPECTED RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE SIX SCALES OF

THE ACT INTEREST INVENTORY?

Holland, Roe, and others.have suggested that the

domain of vocational interests.can be presented by a relatively

few basic interest dimension's which are related in a circular

manner. Adjacent interest dimensions are more closely related

than non-adjacent dimensions. This hypothesized circular

'arrangement is illustrated in Figure 1 for Holland's, Roe's and

the ACT Interest Inventory interest.dimensions.
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s.

HOW WERE THE SIX INTEREST SCALESJ1EVELOPED?

Items were assigned to the six scales of the ACT
Interest Inventory on a priorit'y basis 4ccordi.ng to theoretical

and empirical work reported in the literature. After pilot
testing, the scales were refined on psychometric grounds toi

produce homogeneous scales related to each other in the expected
fashion.

WHAT NORMS ARE USED IN REPORTING PERCENTILE RANKS?

An individual's peTcentile rank is reported numerically
and graphically on the ACt Student Profile RePort.

INTELLECTUAL
(Science)

Scietice

REALISTIC
(Technology, Outdoor)

Technical

ARTISTIC

(Arts & Entertainment,
General Cultural)

Creative Arts

CONVENTIONAL SOCIAL
(Organization) (Service)

Business Detail Social Service

ENTERPRISING
(Business Contact)

BusineAs C'ontact

NOTE.-11011:14s kirte.gorws a it; }1.)%% n in IclIcr M. I. Merest Invcniao cdtegoricsare

,Fig.l. Circular ordering of Holland. kocand ACT interest Inventory categories,

a 602n.
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WHAT IS MEANT BY A UNISEX INTEREST INVENTORY?

The National Institute of Education (NIE) guidelines on

sex fairness in interest inventories (Diamond, 1975) note that

"the vocational interests and choices of men and women are in-

fluenced by many environmental and cultural factors" (p.xxvi).

Unfortunately, one of these factors, sex role steroetypes, some-

times affects students' responses to interest inventory items

As a result,-unless special care is taken in interest assessment,

the career suggestions provided 'tc) males and females may be need-

lessly restricted to areas traditional for their soW--

The interest assessment procedures used by ACT are

designed to counteract the effects of sex-role stereotypes on

interest inventory results. Both the ACT Interest Inventory

used in previous years and the new unisex edition report sex-

balanced sCores. As a result, males and females receive similar

career suggestions. Sex-balanced scores were obtained with the

ACT Interpst Inventory (UNIACT), sex balance is achieved through

the careful choice of items. Because males and females obtain

similar raw scores'on the UNIACT scales, ,lmbined-sex norms can

be-used without restricting the career options suggested to either

sex.

Research his repeatedly shown that the reporting pro-

cedures used with ACT's interest inventories suggest thp full

spectrum of career options to both males and females (e.g., see

tolel& Hanson- 1975; Gottfredson, Holland, & Gottfredson, 1975;

Hanson, Prediger, Schussel, 1977). Both theoretical considera-

tions and validation studies (e.g., see Hanson, Noeth, & Prediger,

in press; Prediger, 1977; Prediger & Cole, 1975; Prediger & Hanson,

1976) support.these reporting procedures. Other reporting pro-

cedures were rejected because they provide stereotypic career

suggestions to large numbers of males and females (see Cole &

Hanson, 1975f Gottfredson et al., 1975; Prediger & Hansoh, 1974,1976).
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Typically, when such reporting procedures are used, males are

referred much more frequently than females to science, technical,

and business management occupations. Females are referred more

.frequently to social, artistic, and clerical occupations. .

Because the ACT Interest Inventory suggests the full

spectrum of career options to males and females, advisors may

find that some students will questioR the career suggestions they
receive. -A sensitive advisor will seek ways to use nontraditional

career suggestions to_encourage students to widen their.range of

ekinriences and career options. Advisors can also help studtnts

explore their feelings about the life styles and social roles

associated with various occupations.

WHY AREILTHE PERCENTILE RANKS REPORTED IN A GRAPHIC FORMAT?
The percentile rank for each interest inventory scale

is provided in graphic form for two reasons. First, the 'X'
represents the percentile rank and the dashes on each side
represent the range in which the scores would probably fall.
The range of dashes covers approximately one standard error of
measurement on either side of the reported score. Looking at
the percentile ranks in. this way emphasizes that the scores are
only estimates and not precise values. The second reason the
percentile ranks are reported in graphic form is to provide a
picture of the student's total profile when he or she is com-
pared to other college-bourid students of the same sex.

WHAT ARE THE.EDUCATIONAL MAJOR PLOT SCORES?

The Educational Major Plot Scores are an example of

a new reporting procedure which allows students to examine the
similarity of their profile of interests to the interests oT
college seniors. These scores are derived from a statistical
procedure called multiple discriminant analysis and provide

604
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each student with two coordinate points which may be used to

project his or her profile of interests onto an interest map.

The Educational Major Plot Scores provide the student
and counselor-with an index of how similar student's interests

are to the interests of college'seniors in various educational

majors. A high similarity of interests merely indicates that

a student's likes and dislikes for the career-related activities

on the ACT Interest Inventory are similar to those of typical

---meMbers of a particular.group. Since a student may find the

major interesting and the students congenial to be with, we

suggest students explore those majors to which their interests
are most similar. Counselors should alert students that this
smilarity is based on interests and ONLY interests. Infor-

mation about other imporiant factors (e.g:, ability, motilration,

etc.) related to academic success in that group Is not provided

hy the Educational Major Plot Scores. The ACT Student Profile

Report does provide an overall estimated "chance of success" at
each college choice, however.

WHAT DOES'IT MEAN WHEN A STUDENT'S POSITION ON THE MAP OF

COLLEGE MAJORS IS NOT CLOSE TO ANY OF THE EDUCATIONAL MAJOR

GROUPS?

If a student had coordinates of 54 and 64 he would

not fall near any of the educational major groups. An

individual occupying that location undoubtedly had extremely

high interests in Business Detail, muCh higher than either

Accounting or Mathematics majots. Nevertheless, that indivi-

dual could consider those majors as possibilities since he is

more siylar,in terms of interests to those two groups than

to any others.

1P

r-wq%
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--WHAT IS THE DEGREE OF VARI TION OF THE MEMBERS OF AN EDUCATIONAL,

MAJOR GROUP ABOUT THE MEAN PROFILE?

The average or mean profile of each educational

major criterion group is represented by a single point on the

- Map of College. Majors. In fact, however, the members of each

group vary to some degree around that single point. That

variation can be represented by an ellipse which includes a

certain percentage of the members of that group.

HOW MANY DIFFERENT EDUCATIONAL MAJORS SHOULD A STUDENT CONSIDER?

In general we hope students would consider as many

options as possible. The circumstances surrounding each

individual will differ depending on the amount of career plan-

ning, the availability of information, the readiness to make

decisions, as well as a variety of other factors. Thus, some

stuokents mill want to consider more majors than others. Kecp

in-mpid, however, that the results of the ACT Interest Inventory

do i4entify points of departure for further exploration. In

addition the Map of College Majors should be used in the

context of other supporting information so students can make

the best possible edut-ational decisions.
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USING THE ACT STR IN GROUP ADVISING

The ACT Student Profile Report can provide useful

information to assist in group advising.

Gioup sessions focusing on explaining and integrating

information from the ACT Assessment Student Profile Reports can

be an important part of an academic advising program.

Following 'are some practical suggestions for conducting

a group interpretation of the ACT report:

1. Define in advance what is to be accomplished. A
clear statement of purpose for the session will lead

to the selection of materials to be discussed, resources

which will communicate important points, and methdds

which will contribute to the goals of the session.

2. Make sure that each student has a copy of his/her

ACT report.

Use visual aids to convey major concepts and points

(ACT can be of assistance in providing such materials).

Stress the fact that test scores and high school grades

measure only a part of what it takes to be successful

in college.

S. Discuss the concepts of standard scores, standard error

of measurement,-and norms.

6. In presenting predictive information be sure that the

following factors are clearly communicated:

--a prediction is not a guarantee. Since the prediction

is based on the high school grades and ACT scores of a

previous year's class for each college, the prediction

will be fairly accurate if there is no.significant

change in the nature of students admitted the following
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year, and if the students apply themselves as dili-
gently and effectively as the typical student at that
college.

- -grade predictions are, accurate only to the degree

that NO special educational program 'Intervention Occurs
from one year to the next. That is, special programs

may alter the "predictability" of certain'groups of
students.'

7. Following are some of the,kands of questions lhat should
be dealt with in an interpretive- session.with students:

Are the educational major and first vocational
choice consistent?

Are the first and second vocational choices

consistent?

Is the degree objective consistent with vocational
choice?.

Is theMap of College Majors consistent with educa-
tional major?

Is the World-of-Work Map consistent with vocational

am.

choice?

Is certainty of choices consistent with indicating
need for help with educational/vocational planning?
Do out-of-class accomplishments compliment major or

vocational choices?

Are the test stores consistent with the educational/
vocational plans?

Do differential abilities exist?

Are high school grades consistent with the test scores?

Is the predicitve data supportive of the plan?

Is there a relationship between the test stores and

6
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high school grades and expressed need for help in

reading, writing, and mathematics?

.Is the self-estimate of college GPA realistic?

Is there .consistency between high school and college

exmracurricular plans?

Are JA.ans for advanced placpment, credit-by-eiami-

nat ion, )onors IgLindepen-dent----sttxdr -c-arists-ten't-

with teSt scores and high school record?

60,9
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The Map óTCoH.g. Majors and the World-of-Work Map use your Interest scores to help you idenbty college majors end occupations you may-want-to-consider-TtielhYour ACT Alessament Results, shows yoU how to use these maps, As you do, be carefUl not to contuse Interests
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HOW TO PLOT YOUR SCORES ON THe MAP OF COLLEGE MAJORS

1, Copy your map coordinates I and II (___) from the Interest Inventory
section on the reverse side.

2. Locate your score for coordinate I on the map and draw a vertical line from that point to
the corresponding point at the top edge of the map. Then locate your score on coor-
dinate II and draw a horizontal line from that point to the corresponding point at the
right edge of the map.

3. Make an -X" where the two lines 'cross. This point shows the location of your interests
as compared to those Of students in a wide variety of educational majors. 'The closer
you are to a major or group of majors. the more similar your interests are to the
interests of SUCCessful and satisfied college seniors in that major. Although your
location on the map does not indicate which major you should enter, it should help you
identify majors you may want to explore. See Your ACT Assessment Results 'for further
explanations.

WORLD-OF-WORK MAP

A

8 Mane/0MM II
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a
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Ar9430.

D Otto
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0ATis

R Creative Arts

/DE AS

P Medicine &
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104 fo

I Applied
.4. Arts

Nis*

6 Storage, Dispatttoit
& Deltvety

f Data Processmg
Dike Machine
Oder alien

j ahvireitttedure

H Homan Services Ciatts

i Machine
Operating,
Servicing,
L Repairing
Construction

4
N Esigmetnng & Omer

Applied technologies e

0 Natural Soentes
& Mathematics

HOW TO USE THE WORLD-OF-WORK MAP

1. Copy your World-of-Work Map Region from the Interest Inventory section on
the reverse side.

2. Use your region Jeumber to locate your region on the World-of-Work Map. Look at the
job families in your region and the adjacent regions. The jobs in these families gener-
ally involve activities corresponding to your interest scores. Although your .region on
the map does not indicate which job you should enter, it should help you identify jobs
you may want to explore.

3. Turn to the Job Family List in Your ACT Assessment Results for a list of jobs in each job
family. This interpr ve guide also suggests several ways you can find out more about
these jobs.

a
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Interest Sessions

In the various interest groups students are referred to their

ACT Student Profile RiPorts 'OPR). Followin are some examples of how

the SPR is used in selected sessions.

Housing Plans. The students are directed to the section of their

ACT Student Profile Report showing their housing plans.
HOUSNG MANS

)
The Dlrectoy of Housing at Midstate provides information

! RESID HALL

about Vations campus housing units available including costs, study and

recreation facilities, meal schedules, residence hall governance, etc.

He also talks about ehe various problems and opportunities associated with

group living.

Financial Aid. The Director of Student Financial Aid

explains the typical student's budget at Midstate and gives a brief

description of the various forms of student financial aid that are

available at Midstate. Student part-time jobs, both on and off campus,

are discussed. He concludes with an invitation for any students who have

not previously done so, and feel they May qualify, to contact_him'for

aasistance.

Am.

Health Services. The Director of Student Health Services

directs the students/ ateention to that section of the ACT Student Profile

Report where the students indicated whether or not they have a physical\ NY SOL
HANDOCAP2'

. )

handicap. First, he tall,Cs directly to those who may have a physical 1 ND

handicap requiring special facilities at Mddstate such as continuing health.

care, wheel chair ramps, large print or Braille resources for students with

visual handicaps, etc. He then speaks generally about health care available
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at Midstate. Students are given direct information ons where they can get

help and what kind of help to expect on problems raosing from the common

cold to'venereal diseases.

Student Activities. Representatives from several student

s

organizations are called upon to outline the availability of eXtracurricular

activities at Midstate. Students are directed to that section of their

Student Profile Report where they have indicated their high school extra-
.

curricular activities and their college extracurricular plans. The students

Root XTRA'. ORRICULARAL.TIVIIIES COLLEGF iXTRACURRICULAR PLANS

are able to look at their score report

had expres4ed interest While hearing a

the following

Instrumental music
Vocal music
Student government
Publications
Debate

Departmental clubs
Dramatics
Religious Organizations

4111110,

and find those areas 'Ain which they

brief description of activities like

Racial/ethnic organizations
Intramural athletics.
Varsity athletics
Political organizations
Radio-TV

Fraternities/sororities
Special interests
Service organizations

Counseling. Members of Midstate's counseling staff

responsible for helping students with special problems-direct the

students' attention to that section of the ACT Student Profile

Report where the students have indicated their need for help in

specific areas. Brief descriptions of Midstate's facilities for

helping students in the following areas are discussed

617
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Educational or career planning
Improving writing skills
Improving reading skills
Improving study skills
Improving basic mathematical skills
Professional help.in personal counseling

Students ate reminded of areas in which they need belp by examining
their own onses while learning what is available at Midstate to assist

them with their perceived problems.

ACT interpretation

Immediately prior to lunch students receive a group interpretation
of their ACT Student Profile Report (SPR). The session is led by the

student counseling staff.

Topics discussed are:

- - Your academic strengths and weaknesses
- Your interests

- - Your choice of, a major
- Do you qualify for advanced placement or credit by

examination

Your Academic Strenths and Weaknesses. Students are directed

to look at the sections of the ACT Student Profile Report dealing with

their high school record and at their ACT scores. The counseling session provides
an explanation of ACT student scores, their high school grades, and their

818
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relationship to college success. Students are provided with realistic

estimates of theit chances for success in various academic areas and in

F11(01 E101)I INFORMATION
YR NS

GRAD OR
EQUN SENIOR ttASS

TYPE Of
SCNOOL

PICEA
SAAR ACE

AS STUDENT

TYPE Of PROGRAM
STUDIED

1975 200-399 PUBLIC 90X COLL PREP

/ AP 4V / *0 .0' 4)1011"
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SUIJECT AKA
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25
19
26
22
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38
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59
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85
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*Art
NORMS

SIORTN

COL
BND

Mull SPA PREDICTIONS SPECIFIC COUNSE PREEKTIONS A

NAME Of GROUP
I RESNMAN

YEAR
RE S

PtAN
%ILE

RANK
PROO

t NAME Of I;OURS1
IRESHMAN

YE AR
CRP
NO

GROUP NAME'
HA

RANK
PROI3

EDUCATION 73/4 S 91 89 FRESHMAN ENGLISH 73/4 1 ALL FRE 89 72
BUS ADMINISTRATION 73/4 S 94 92 COLLEGE ALGEBRA 73/4 1 ALL FRE 15 18
LIBERAL ARTS 73/4 S 74 81 HISTORY 73/4 2 LIBERAL 86 82
ENGINEERING 73/4 S 41 32 CHEMISTRY 73/4 3 ENGINEE 59 68
ALL FRESHMAN 72/3 S 75 80 PSYCHOLOGY 72/3 4 ALL FRE 79 89

specific freshman courses. During this ses'sion, the group leaders are

cautioned against the overinterpretation of test scores and predictive

data. Students are reminded that many students with weak academic back-

grounds are nevertheless successful at Midstate. This is particularly

true if the students take advantage of the extra help available in writing,
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reading, mathematics, and-study skills and if they are highly motivated to

succeed. The goal of this section is to provide the students with realistic

information about themselves and how this infornation relates to success

at Midstate.

YOUT Interests._ The students are provided with copies of the ACT

Interest Profile and given instructions on how to plot their educational

major scores and World of Work region on the back of the score report.

The Interest Inventory is interpreted in general terms with an opportunity

for students to discuss and ask questions.

/imam SAW
SCOW ATOM

4_29E_
4 9 gma
54 otort ran
56 ,sacia WPM
50 SWIM WWI
44 MOM nun
46 I maim

%WI ilhat

46
66
73
50
27
34

1_

INTEREST INVENTORY

Aitt Meell

NM Of QUM NA.1003COORDINAttS: I
oda law lo awn)

41 46 VIORLO-01-11/01% SAP RHIN [12

Students are also requested to rate themselves on each oi the

abilities and characteristics and the implications discussed.

IaRt_glRiEt2aL12111,12I, Students are directed to that section on

the Student Profile Report where they have Indicated their educational and

vocational plans. Prepared information about the student's planned educa-

tional maior is distributed. These materials'include course requirements

SCIENC FAIRLY SURE PROF V L 3.4

V RY S' E INTERNATI L RELATION

and electives along with career opportunities that are available for students

whO succeisfully complete the major. If data are available on the place-

ment of recent graduates Who have majored in the area, they are also pro-

vided. During this section, the students are given food for thought by

relating their high school grades and ACT percentiles it relation to the

62 0
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HOW TO PLOT YOUR SCORES ON THE MAP OF COLLEGE MAJORS

1 Copy your map coordinates I ( ) and 11 j, ) from the interest Inventory
section on the reverse side

2 Locate your score for coordinate I on the map and draw a vertical line from that point to
the''corresponding point at the top edge of the map. Then locate your Score on coor-
dinate 11 and draw a horizontal linr from that point to the corresponding point at the
right edge of the map

3 Make an "X" where the two lines cross. This point thows the location of your interests
as compared to those of Students in a wide variety of educational majors The closer
you are to a major or group of majors, the more similar your interests are to .the
intere of successful and satisfied college seniors in 'that major. Although your
loca n the map does not indicate which major you should entr, it should help yo
iden ajors you may want to explore, See Your AC T Assessment Results for furthe
explanations.
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HOW TO USE THE WORLD-OF-WORK MAP

1 Copy yOur World-of-Work Map Region from the Interest inventory section on
the reverse side

2. Use your region number to locate your region on the Worid-of -Work Map. Look at the
job families in your region and the adjacent regions. The jobs in these families gener-
ally involve activities corresponding to your interest scores. Although your region On
me map does not indicate which job you should nter, it should help you identify jobs
you may want to explore.

3 Turn to the Job Family List in Your AC T Assessment Results for a list of jobs in each job
family. This interpretive guide also suggests Several ways you can find out more about
these jobs
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major they have chosen. For example, if a student planning to major i,.,

engineering bad a lt" in high school mathematics and scored at the 16

percentile on the ACT mathematics test, a possible problem could result.

The student would be encourage to look at how realistic Chis educational

majoi is In relation to his/her background and previous educational experien:es.

Academic Placement, Advanced Placement and Credit by Examination.

.9tudents are 'directed to that .section of their-ACT-Student-trotrre-gifia-ii

where they have indicated an interest in credit by examination or advanced

placement. Students nay examine their interest in relation to what is

:

411EINULIZALLIIMAIPIP 014 0 Mi IN

E1113111111130311111 N N 1E1E1

available for advanced placement and credit by examination and in relation

to their.ACT scores and high school grades. The procedures for qualifying

INCLESH

MATNENAT /CS

SOCIAL STUNS

NATURAL SCNKES

COMPOSITE SCORE

for advanced placement and credit by examination are explained and resource

materials of a more exact nature are distributed. Some students vill have

already qualified for advanced placement and credit by examination on the

basis of their high ACT scores. Other students will ivalify to attempt

special Midstate examinations for advanced placement and specific course

credit.
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APPENDIX A

411

COMPONENTS OF THE ACT ASSESSMENT PROGRAM °

Student Profile Section: The chief assumption

underlying the development of the ACT Assessment is that the

quality of education an institution can provide depends partly

on the amount of relevant infdrmation its staff has about its

students, This assumption is considered especially sound when

such information is avaifable in a systematic form before a

student's actual admission: If the assumption is correct, tne

reporting of Student Profile Sectjon infomation collected on

the ACT Assessment should be helpful both to students and to

'colleges and universities.

The Student Profile Section was introduced as a

part of the ACT Assessment in 1964 to allow students to

communicate important other-than-academic characteristics to

postsecondary educational institutions and to provide those'

institutions a method of collecting information from students.

The Student Profile Section is a 192-titem autobio-

graphical inventory that collects information useful in

secondary and postsecondary guidance. Moreover, an increasing

number of postsecondary educatignal institutions are relying

on these data to accomplish the admission decision. Included

in,the Student Profile Section are:

Section , # of Items

Admissions/Enrollment.Information 10

Educational Plans, Interests, and Needs 8

Special Educational Needs, Interests 21

and Goals

624 o
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Section . # of Items

College Extracurricular Plans 16

Financial Aid 4

Background Information 6

Factors Infiluencing College Choic'e 12

High School Information 21

High School Extracurricular Activities 16

Out-of-Class Accomplishments 63

Student Evaluation of High School 12

Release of Student Data '3

The transmission of-advance information about a

student s potentials and needs should serve to facilitate

educational planning and programming. Student personnel

offices can use the information to plan how to meet student
needs: The availability of advance information should serve

to obviate many last minute crises-and provide more time for

the constructive plannirig of the guidance program and the total

educational process. Further, the transmission of a comprehen-

sive "picture" of a student to a prospective postsecondary

institution.,can "serve as a useful antidote for some of the

common abuses of using only grades and test scores in making

educational decisions.

The data included in,the Student Profile Section are

collected as a part of the registration process. The booklet

Taking the ACT Assessment contains the questions included in

this part of.the ACT Assessment.

Student Interesf Inventory: The Student Interest

Inventory became an integral part of-the ACT Assessment in

1973-74 in response to a need expressed by students and

counselors for information related to choosing an educational

625
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major--an important step in overall career planning. The

inventory is designed to describe an individual's interests

along meaningful, dimensions and to use this information in

:exploring the similarity of the individual's interests to the

interests of college seniors in a variety of educational

program majors.. This information, used with other relevant

data, assists students in making sound educatinal decisions.

The inventory is a 90-item section designed to measure a

student's interest in six areas:

1. Social Service

2. Business Contact

3. Business Detail

4. Technical

5. Science

6. Creative Arts

It takes about 15 minutes to complete.

Results from the Interest Inventory are i'eported

in several ways. For example, students focusing on long-range

occupational goals may want to use the World-of-Work Map in

conjunction with the Job Chart in the Student's Booklet.

Students ready to focus on their choice of educational majors

can use the Map of College Majors to explOre the similarity of

their interest to those of "successful and satisfied" seniors

majoring in various areas at the postsecondary level. Other

students not immediately concerned about making career plans

may mish.to focus on the six.interest scores themselves,

without the aid of either of the maps.

'High School Grades: Perhaps the most reliable

research finding in education is that secondary school grades

are predictive of postsecondary grades. Further,:the combina-

tion of academic aptitude/achievement tests and secondary

626
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grades is usually more predictive of postsecondary grades than
either used alone. This knowledge provides the rationale for
the regulAr collection of self-reported high school grades as
a part of the ACT Assessment Program.

ACT collects self-reported secondary school grades in
English, mathematics, social studies and natural sciences for
several reagOns.

1. Negt students take at least one course in each area.
2. -These courses represent a broad range of academic

achievement.

3: Research has shown that self-reporting of grades
through the ACT Assessment Program is quite reliable

and c,an obviate the need for direct collection of

such grades'from the secondary school transcript.

The ACT Tests: The fundamelqal idea underlying
development of the four tests is that' the best way to predict
success in postsecondary education is to-measure as directly

as possible the abilities the student will have to apply in
postsecondary work. This means the tasks prelented in the
tests must be representative of sCholAtic tasks. They must
be intricate in structure; they must be comprehensive in

scope; they must be'significant in their own right, rather
than narrow or artificial tasks that can beAefended for

inclusion only on the ground of their statistical correlation
with a cr4erion. The validity of this kind of reasoning in
test construction has been amply supported by research. )

The ACT tests differ from other widely used tests,,6
of scholastic potential primarily in the'degree to which this
practice is followed. The tests contain a large proportion of
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complex problem-solving exercises and proportionately few
measures of narrow skills. They also provide a broader cover-

.

age of educational skills than do most other tests of

scholastic potential; the inclusion of a score for English

usage is a case in point.

The ACT tests are oriented toward major areas of
secondary and postsecondary school instruction programs rather
than toward a factorial delinition of various aspects of
intelligence. Thus, the scores have a direct and obvious

*relation :to the student's educational progress, and a meaning

that can be readily grasped by both the instructional staff
and the student.

WHAT ARE THE FOUR ACT TESTS LIKE?

The English Usage Test is a 75-item, 40-minute test

that measure& the student's understanding of the conventions of
standard written English and use of the basic elements of

effective expository writing: punctuation, grammar, sentence

structure, diction, style, logic and organization. The test

does not measure the rote recall of rules of grammar, but

stresses the analysis of the kind of effectIve expression
which will be encountered in many postsecondary curriculums.

The test consists of several prose passages with certain

portions underlined and numbered. For each underlined portion,

four alternative responses are-given. The student must decide

which alternative is most appropriate in the context of the
passage.

4-*-1

The Mathematics Usage Test is a 40-iteM, 50-minute

examination that measures the student's mathematical reasoning
ability. It emphasizes the solution of practical quantitative
problems which are encountered in many postsecondary curriculums

628
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and includes a sampling of mathematical techniques covered in
high school courses. The tesCemphasizes reasoning.in a
quantitative context, rather than memprization of formulas,
knowledge of techniques, or computational skill. The format
of the item is a question with five alternative answers, the
last of which may be "none of the above."

The Social Studies Readins. Test is a 52-item, 35-
minute test that measures comprehension, anilytical and
evaluative reasoning, and problem-solving skills required in
the social studies. There are two general types of items:.
the first type is based on reading passages., the second on
general background or information obtained primarily in high
school social studies courses. All items are multiple choice
with four alternatives. The items based on the v.iading

passages require not only reading comprehension skills, but
the ability to draw relationships and import of ideas in the
passage, to extend the thoughts of the passage to new situa-
tions, to make deductions from experfmental or graphic data,
and to recognize a writer's bias, style, andtmode of
reasoning. The discrete information items ask the students
to apply what they have learned'in high school social studies
courses to familiar, new, and analogous problem contexts.

The Natural Sciences Test is.a 52-item, 35-minute
test that measures interpretation, analyzation, evaluation,
critical reasonifig, and problem-olving skills required in
the natural sciences. There are two general types of items:
the first is based on reading passages, the second on infor-
mation about science. All items are multiple choice with four
alternatives. The passages concern a vaiiety of scientific
topics and problems; descriptions of scientific experiments

diti29
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and summaries of procedures and outcomes of experiments are

the most common formats. The items require the students'to

understand and distinguish between the purposes of experiments,

to examine the logical relationships between experimental

hypotheses and the generalizations which.can be drawn from the

experiments, to predict theffect of ideas in the passage on

new situations; and to judge the practical value of the

elements in a passage and propose alternate ways to conduct

the experiment. The discrete information items ask the students

to apply what they have learnedin high school science courses

to familiar, new, and anafogous problem contexts. They require

the understanding of only significant facts, and minimal alge-.

braic and arithmetic computations.

STANDARD SCORE SCALE

On eaiqt of the four tests in the ACT Assessoent, the

number of corret responses is.the raw score. The raw scores

are converfed to standard scores on a scale with a range from

1 (low) to 36 (high). The minimum standard score for all four

tests is 1; the maximum standard scores differ: English Usage,

33; Mathematics Usage, 36; Social Studies Reading, 34; Natural

Sciences Reading, 35.

The Composite score is the average of the combined

standard scores on the four tests. The minimum is 1, the

maximum 35. The median composite score for college-bound high'

school students is approximately 19. About two-thirds of all

such students have composite scores between 13 apd. 24.

Since no test is a perfect measuring instrument, a

test score should be considered only an approximation of the

student's "true" score. The ACT scale was designed to make it

as easy as possible for counselors to interpret test Tesults
9
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with proper regard for the errors of measurement inherent in
the scores. The standard error of measurement on each of the
ACT tests is approximately 2; on the 'composite it is about 1.

This means an ACT English score of 18 should be
thought of as in a range of 16 to 20, and a composite of 19
would be in a range of 18 to 20. Chances are good (about 2
out of 3) that a student's true score will be included in
this range.

10

ACT STANDARD SCOR; SCALE

15

2/3rds

20 25

[HIGH
AVE

30

HIGH

36

Range 1-36

Standard Deviation 5.8

Standard 2

Median' Score of

College-,Bound Seniors 18

Standard scores can be converted to percentile ranks
'to facilitate compasirisons of a student's performance on the
tests with the performances of others in a given group. A
percentile rank tells what percent of the students in a given
group scored lower than the student in question.

One normativegroup especially relevant to the ACT-
tested students is described in Table 1, Percentile Ranks for
College-Bound High School Students.

4
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TABLE 1

,Percentile Ranks for
College-bound High School Students*

lett 1
Sraorko d logloh
'Sr or.

141) 1
Mitt*. %
roams

)441 )
&Ot IA1

Scathet

1441 4
rialuritl
krenors

film 1-4
Com.
pow.

Slaodarti
Scot.

36 99.9 36
35 993 99,9 35
34 99.4 99.9 99.6 34
33 99.9 98,9 99.8 98,7 99.9 33
32 99.8 98 99,5 97 99,8 32
31 99,7 98 98.8 94 99.4 31
30 99.4 96 98 91 98.7 30
29 99,0 95 96 87 98 29
28 98 92 94 84 96 28
27 97 88 91 80 93 27
26 96 84 87 76 90 26
25 . 94 , 79 83 72 86 25
24 91 75 78 68 81 24
23 87 72 73 63 77 23
22 81 70 68 59 72 22
21 73 67 64 54 66 21
20 66 64 60 49 61 20
19 59 60 57 44 56 19
18 51 56 54 39 50 18
17 44 52 51 34 45 17
16 38 47 48 28 39 16
15 32 41 45 22 33 15
14 28 36 41 17 28 14
13 23 32 37 12 23 13
12 19 2ii 33 09 18 12
11 15 24 28 06 13 11

10 11 21 23 04 09 10
9 08 17 18 03 06 9
8 05 . 14 13 02 04 8
7 03 11 09 01 02 7
6 02 08 06 01 6
5 01 06 04 5
4 04 02 4
3 03 u , 3
2 02 2
1 01 1

MeJ
17.3 17.1 16.9 20.5 18.1

Standard Deviation
5,4 7,8 7.5 6.6 6.0

'Based on 2,605,381 college-bound students who took the ACT
Assessment (1974-77).
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Additional normative information is provided in ACT's
Colle e Student Prof les: Norms for the ACT Assessment. Norms
are provided for the ACT test scores by institutional type and
control (e.g., public community colleges,-private universities,
Catholic four-year liberal arts colleges, Protestant denomina-
tional four-year liberal arts colleges, etc.); by region and
college type (e.g., Midwestern universities); by curricular
major chosen (e.g., secondary education, business administration).
In addition, norms are presented for age groups, estimated
family-income levels, and for selected racial/ethnic groups.

Since the tests are designed to measure as directly
as poss ble the degree to which each student has developed the
general skills and abilities needed for success in college work,
"content validity" is of particular significance. For this
reason, the reader who evaluates an old form of the tests should
consider each item as muck as possible from the point of view
of the student taking the test. From this perspective, one
should try to determine the intellectual processes needed
tD respond correctly to each item. Then one can determine the
dogree to which the skills and understAndings required of the
examinee are similar to those required of the student in reading
and study situations in college. There is no adequate statis-
tical substitute for comprehending the "content validity" of the
ACT tests.

Whether or not the tests should be classified as

measures of achievement, aptitude, or developed ability is an
academic question. In terms of construction, .the tests might
best be regarded as simply measures of educational development.
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INTRODUCTION

The ACT Assessment contains four tests that measure academic abilities in the areas of English,
mathematics, social studies, and natural science. The fundamental idea underlying the development of
these four tests is that the best way to predict success in postsecondary education settings is to measure
as directly as possible the abilities students will need in these settings. Thus, the tasks presented in the
tests must be representative of scholastic skills. These tasks must be intricate in structure,
Comprehensive in scope, and educationally significant, rather than narrow, artificial tasks that are
included in the tests only on the basis of their statistical correlation with a criterion. Consequently, the
ACT tests contain a large proportion of analytical, problem-solving exercises and few measures of
narrow skills.

The ACT tests are oriented toward major areas of secondary and postsecondary instructional
programs rather than toward a factorial definition of various aspects of intelligence. Thus,-the scores
have a direct and obvious relation to the students' educational progress and a meaning that can be
readily grasped by both the instructional staff and the students.

Whether the tests should be classified as measures of achievement, aptitude, or developed ability is
mainly an academic question. In terms of construction, the tests might -best be regarded simply as
measures of academic development which rely partly on the students' reasoning abilitiekand partly on
their knowledge of the subject matter fields but which emphasize their abilities to use both.
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ACT ENGLISH USAGE TEST

Description al the test. The English Usage Test is a 75--item, 40-minute test lhat measures the student's
understanding of the conventions oi standard written English and the use of the basic elements of
effective, expository writinw punctuation, grammar, sentence structure, diction, style, logic, and
organization, The test does not measure the rote recall of rules of grammar, but stresses the analysis of
the kind a effective expression which will be enccomtered in many postsecondary curricula. The test
consists of several prose passages with certain port'..ons underlined and numbered. For each underlined
portion, four alternative responses are given. The student must decide which alternative is most
appropriate in the context Of the passage.

Content of the test. Five elements of effective expository writing are included in the English Usage
Test, These elements and the approximate propOrtion of the test devoted to each are given below.

Element of Standard Writteranglish _ Proportion of Test Number of Items

a, Punctuation ,17 13
b. Grammar .18 13
c. Sentence Structure ,25 19
d. Diction and Style .23 17
e. Logic and Organization .17 13_

Total 1.00 75

a. Punctuation. The items in this category test such punctuation and graphic conventions as use and
placement of commas, colons, semicolons, dashes, hyphens, parentheses, apostrophes, and
quotation, question, and exclamation marks.

h. Grammar. The items in this category test agreement between subject and verb and between
pronouns and their antecedents, adjectives and adverbs, and conjunctions.

c. Sentence Structure, The items in this category test relationships between/ among clauses, placement
of modiEL-rs, parallelisms, and shifts in construction.

d. Diction and Style. The items in this category test precision in word choice, appropriateness in
figurative language, and economy in writing,

e. Logic and Organization. The items in this category test the logical organization of ideas,
paragraphing, transitions, unity, and coherence,

636
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ACT MATHEMATICS USAGE ..EST

Description of the test. The Mathematics Usage Test is a 40-item, 50-minute test that measures the
student's mathematical reasoning ability. It emphasizes the solution of practical quantitative problems
which are encountered in many postsecondary curricula and includes a sampling of mathematical
Cechniques covered in high Sehool COtirseS Thc test emphasizes quantitative reasoning, rather than
memorization of to.rmulass knowledge of techniques, or computational skill. Each item in' the test
poses a question with five alternative answers, the last of which may be "none of the above,"

Content of the test. In general, the mathematical skills required for the test involve profiCiencies
emphasized m high school plane geometry and first- and second-year algebra. Six iypes of content arc
included in the test. These categories and the approximate proportion of the test devoted to each are
given below':

Mathematics Content Arta Proportion of Test Number of Items

a. Arithmetic and Algebraic Operations .10 4

b. Arithmetie and Algebraic Reasoning .35 14

c. Geometry .20 8

d. Intermediate Algebra .20 8

e. Number and Numeration Concepts .10 . 4
1, Advanced Topics

Total 1-.00 40

a. Arithmetic and Algebraic Operations. The items in this category explicitly describe operations to be
performed by the student. The operations include manipulating and simplifying expressions
containing arithmetic or algebraic fractions, performing basic operations in polynomials, solving
linear equations in one unknown, and performing operations on signed numbers.

b. Arithmetic and Algebraic Reasoning. These word problems present practical situations in which
algebraic and or arithmetic reasoning is required. The problems require the student to interpret the
question and either to solve thc problem or to find an approach to its solution,

c, Geometry. The Items in this category cover such topics as mensuration of lines and plane surfaces,
properties of polygons, relationships involving circles, loci, and the Pythagorean theorem. Both
formal an& applied problems are included.

d. Intermediate Algebra, The items in this category cover such topics as dependence and variation of
quantities related by specific formulas, arithmetic and geometric series, simultaneous equations,
inequalities, exponents, radicals, graphs of equations, and quadratic equaiions.

e, Number and Numeration Concepts. The items in this category cover such topics as rational and
irrational numbers, set properties and operations, scientific notation, prime and composite
numbers, numeration systems with bases other than 10, and absolute value.

t,Advanced Topics. The items in this category cover such topics as trigonometric functions,
permutations and combinations, probability, statistics, and logic. Only simple applications of the
skills implied by these topics are tested.

6 3
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ACT SOCIAL STUDIES READING TEST

Description of the test. The Social Studies Reading Test isa 52-item, 35-minute test that measures the
comprehension, analytical and evaluative reasoning, and problem-solving skills required in the social
studies. There are two types of items: the first is based on reading passages, the second on general
background or information obtained primarily in high school social studies colliNs. All items.are
multiple choice with four ahernatives. The items based on the readinepassages require not only
reading comprehension skills, but the ability to draw inferences and conclusions, to examine the
interrelationships and import of ideas in a passage, to extend the thoughts of a passage to new
situations, to make deductions from experimental or graphic data, and to recognize a writer's bias,
style, and mode of reasoning, The discrete information items ask the students to apply what they have
learned in high school social studies courses to familiar, new, and analogous problems.

Content of the test. The test is based on the content taught in basic high school social studies courses.
The items fequire inferential reasoning and the application of general information rather than the rote
recall of specific facts. The five content areas and the_approximate proportion of the test devoted to
each are given below.

Social Studies Area

a. History
b. Government
c. Economics
d. Sociology?

Anthropologyc. Psychology
Total

Reading Passage Items
Proportion Number

of Test of Items

Information Items
Nopoezion Number

of Test of Items

Total
Proportion

of Test
Number
of Items

18
.18

.17

{ .17

{

10

9

9

9

.09

.09

.05

.04

.03

5

5

2

2

1

.27

.27

.22

{ .24 [

14

14

12

12

.70 37 .30 15 1.00 52

a. History. The items in this category cover historical events in the following periods: (1) Ancient,
3000 ac. to A,D, 476, (2) Medieval, 476 to 1500, and (3) Modern, 1500 to present.

b. Government. The items in this category cover various aspects of United States government. The
items cover such topics as American documents; local, state, and federal governments; and political
parties.

c. Economics. The items in this category cover such basic economic topics as labor and trade,
consumption, savings and investments, and economic theories.

d. Sociology and Anthropology. The items in this category cover such topics as societies and their
environments, crime, -soci3r1roles, 'group behavior, individual attitudes, sOcietal conflict, the origin
of man, the development of societies, world kinship structures, races, and the organization of social
systems.

c. Psychology. The items in this category cover such topics as growth and development, personality,
and behavior theories.
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ACT NATURAL SCIENCES READING TEST

Description of the test. The l''atural Sciences Reading Test is a 52-item, 35-minute test that measures
the interpretation, analysis, evaluation, critical reasoning, and problem:-solving skills required in the
natural sciences. There are two types of items; the first is based on reading passages, the second on
information about science. All items arc multiple choice with four alternatives. The passages concern a
variety of scientific topics and problems. Descriptions of scientifiE experiments and discussions of
current scientific theories are the most common formats. The items require the students to understand
and distinguish among the purposes of experiments, to examine the logical relationships between
experimental hypotheses and the generalizations which can be drawn from experiments, to predict the
effects of ideas in a passage on new situations, to propose alternate ways to conduct experiments, and
to judge the pracu,pal value of the ideas and theories presented in a passage. The discrete information
items ask the students to apply what they have learned in high school science courses to familiar, new,
and analogous problem& They require the understanding only of significant facts and minimal
algebraic and arithmetic computations.

Content of the test. The test is based on content taught in basic high school natural science courses.
The items require inferential reasoning and the application of general information rather than the rote
recall of specific facts. The four content areas and the approximate proportion of the test devoted to
each are given below,

Natural Science Area Reading Passage Items Information Items Total

Proportion Number Proportion Number Proportion Number
of Test of Items of Test of Items of Test of Items

a, Biology .18 10 ,11 5 .29 15

b. Chemistry .18 9 .07 4 .25 13

c, Physics .17 9 M7 4 .24 12

d. Physical Sciences .17 9 .05 J2

Total .70 37 .30 15 1.00 52

a, Biology. The items in this category cover such topics as the structure and function of the cell,
botany, zoology, ecology, evolution, health and nutrition, genetics, and laboratory procedures.

b. Chemistry. The items in this category cover such topics as atomic theory. inorganic chemistry,
organic chemistry, and laboratory procedures,

c. Physics. The items in this category cover such topics as mechanics, energy, thermodynamics,
electromagnetism, fluids, solids, light, waves, and laboratory procedures.

d. Physical Sciences. The items in this category cover such topics as earth science, meteorology,
astronomy, and laboratory procedures.
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ADVISING SKILLS,
TECHNIQUES &

RESOURCES

"Many idea4 vtow bettet when ttanAptanted into
anothelt mind than in the one wheAe they 4ptung up."

- Otivet Wendell Hotme4
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THE ACADEMIC ADVISING
PROCESS
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THIRTY REMINDERS FOR EFFECTIVE ADVISING

1. Care about advisees as people by showing empathy,

understanding, and respect.
2. Establish a warm, genuine, and open relationship.
3. Evidence interest, helpful intent, and involvement.
4. Be a good listner.

S. Establish rapport by remembering personal information
about advisees.

6. Be available; keep office hobrs and appointments.
7. Provide accurate information..
8. When in-doubt, refer to catalog, advisor's handbook,.etc.
9. Know .how.and when to make referrals, and be familiar

with referral sources.

10. ,Don't refer too hastily; on the other hand, don't attempt
to handle situations for which you are not qualified.

11. Have students conteact referral sources in yotr presence.
12. Keep-in frequent contact with advisees; take the initia-

tiye; aon't always-wait for students to-come to you.
13. flon4t make decisions for students; help them make their

owp decisions.

14. Focus on advisees' strengths and potentials rather than
limitations.

15. Seek out advisees in informal settings.
16. Monitor advisees' progress toward educational goals.
17. Determine reasons for poor academic performance and direct

advisees to appropriate sppport services.
18. Be realistic with advisees.

19. Use all available information sources.
20. Clearly outline advisees' responsibilities.
21. Follow up on commitments made to advisees,

r4,45 12
low
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22. Encourage advisees:to consider'and develop career
alternati'yes when appropriate.

23. Keep an anecdotal record of significant conversations
for future reference.

24. 'Evaluate the effectiveness of your advising.
25. Don't be critical of other faculty or staff to advisees.
26. Be knowledgeable about career opportunities and job

outlook for various'majors.

27. Encourage advisees to talk by asking open-ended questions.
28. Don't betray confidefftial information.
'29. Categorize advisees' qUestions: are they seekthg action,

information, or involvement and understanding.
30. Be yourself sand allow advisees to be themielves.

61 3
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SKILLS KNOWLEDGE AND ATTITUDES RE UIRBD FOR GOOD ACADEMIC ADVISING

Terry O'Banion

"An Academic Advising Model" AAJC Journal, March, 1972

Exploration Jof Life Goals

1: Knowledge of student characteristics and development,,
2. Understanding of decision-making process.
3. Knowledge of psychology and sociology.
4. Skills in counseling techniques.

S.. Appreciation of individual differences,
6. Belief in Obrth and dignity of all men.
7. Belief that all have potential.

Exploration of Vocational Goals,(all under above plus the following)
1. KnOwledge of vocational fields.
2. Skill in interpretation of tests.

3. Understanding of changing nature of work in sociey.
4. Acceptance of all fields of work as worthy and dignified.

Program Choice

1. Knowledge of programs available in the college.
2. Knowledge of requirements of programs (special entrance

requirements, fees, time cominitments).

3. Knowledge of university requirements for transfer programs.
4. Knowledge of how others have performed in'the program.
5. Knowledge of follow-up success of those who have completed4to

the program.

Course Choice

1. Knowledge of courses available.

2. Knowledge of any special information regarding courses

(prerequisites, offered only in certain,times,

Are-11, 8 4
low
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transferability; Does the course meet graduation
requirements? What is the appropriate sequence for
the university?).

3. -Rules and regulatidns of the college regarding probation
an.1 suspension, limit on course load (academic and work
limitations).

4. Knowledge of honors courses Or remedial courses.
S. Knowledge of instructors and their teaching styles.
6. Kilowledge of student's ability through test scores, high

school record.

7. Knowledge of course content.

Scheduling Courses

1. Knowledge of schedule.

2. Knowledge of the systems of scheduling and changing the
schedule.

3. Knowledge of work and commuting requirements.
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"CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOD ADVISOR"

(asportiayed by staff and students at the University of Maryland College Park Campus)

AN ADMINISUMTIVE/PRACTITIONER
PERSPECTIVE

A STUDIM PERSPECFIVE

Knowledge of University Requirements

Knowledge of Campus Services and Resources

Takes Enough Time to Properly Lvaluate a
Student's Pr6blem

Good Listener

Interest in Students

Knowledgeable About Programs and
Requirements in Own Unit

Knowledge of EMployment Possibilities

Ability to Assess Student Capitbilities

Knowledge About Campus Programs

Knows How to Cut Red Tape

Ability to Get Along with People

The Wisdom to Say, "I Dcm't Know,"
and the Willingn6ss to Follow
up with, "But I'll Find Out."

(Listed frommost often mentioned to
least often mentioned, Campus Survey, 1977)

61 G

Advisor is Available When Needed

Mahos an Effort to Know Me a::; an Individual
and to ProvIde Me with Pen;onai AtIk.nt ion

Has Knowlt-dge About Progrartt,; and Roluiremonts
Outside a.Specific Major

Can FTovide Accurate Informalicn About
Graduation Roquirements

Is Capable of Being A "Caring" Person

Takes Time to Listen to My PrObtom

Knows Where to Send Me for Additional Help
or Information

Makes Me Feel that She/He Enjoys Being
My Advisor

(Randomly selected from Undergraduate
(uestionnaire Responses, Campus Survey,
1976 and'1977)
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ADVISOR CHARACTERISTICS RESULTING FROM S LECTION AND TRAINING

DFVELOVY1NTAL PERSPECTIVE Awarenes's of Cognitive-

AfletIve Development of Adolescents/Young Adults

JU,T BEGYNNIG
TO SFRFACE

ENVIRONMENTAL PERSPECTIVE: Awareness of
where the Student is "Coming From" --
Geographically, Culturally, Socially,
Both off-campus and on-campus environments
are included.

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS:

General _Awareness of Relating
to Persons in= Individual or
Group'Settings, Particular
Emphasis on Listening and
"Feedback" Skills.

ACKNOWLEDGED AS NECESSARY &

INCLUDED IN SOME TRAINING

PROGRAMS

CURRENTLY MOST EMPHASIZED

Thomas Metz, University of

PROCESS SKILLS:
Awareness of Decision-
Making Techniques as
Related to Short-/Long
Range Planning, Ability
to- Convey Process to
Advisee

N*

1ACADEMIC
INFORMATION

-Awareness of I

Policy and I

.'ractice within
the "System"

Ara
Maryland, College Park

618
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ADVISOR ESPONSIBILITIES

The following list of responsibilities academic advisors

should accept -Was developed by three different groups of advisors
in in-service workshops.

1. Be acquainted with the advisee

A. Develop acquaintance outside the formaility of an

office, if possible, and not under "troubled" or

stressful circumstances.

B. Know the academic abilities and background -- high

school courses, grades, and rank; ACT or other ability

percentile scores; transfer courses and grades;

academic work at K-State.

Know objectives, interests, and motivations of advisee,

and how firm and secure these are.

Nave some acquaintance with non-academic background--

home influences, need for money, hobbies, friends,

campus residence, etc.

E. Develop rapport with the student -- be sure he knows

the advisor as a professional man and as an interested

person, and others of the faculty.

2. Know University rules, procedures, policies, etc. which

affect academic programs and activity.

Have some familiarity with courses taken by advisees, the

teachers of these courses, and how the courses are appraised

by students who have completed them.
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Motivate, cause motivation, and capitalize in academic

planning on those things which will enhance motivation.
A. Lack of motivation is recognized as the most common

"bottleneck" to good academic performance.
B. No clear course to achieve maximum motivation is

charted. Items suggested included 1) explaining
rewards of strong academic program and good grades,
2) keeping capable students challenged, 3) being

sure the student gets a "good taste of success."

4) matching some courses early in the program to

student's academic strengths, interests and back-
ground.

Exercise real judgment in guiding the student -- judgment
that is based on advisor's knowledge of the above items
and his experience working with advisees.

Be "available (be sure secretary is aware of your schedule
and the times advisees can get in touch).

Kansas State University
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LIMITATIONS ON ADVISING RESPONS BILITIES

Advisors should be aware of the following limitations
on their advising responsibilities.

1. An advisor cannot make decisions for an advisee, but he
can be a sympathetic listener and even offer various

alternativessfor.the student to consider.
2. An advisor cannot increase the native ability of his

advisee, but he can encourage the maximum use of that
ability.

An advisor cannot reduce the academic or employment 'load
of a floundering student, but he can make recommendations

to the appropriate office for such adjustments if it
appears desirable.

An advisor should not in any way criticize a fellow
faculty member to a student, but he can make a friendly

approach to any instructor who is involved in the student's
problem.

S. An advisor cannot be a good counselor and betray c

student's confidenLe on matters of a confidential nature,

but this should not necessarily preclude exchange of
helpful information between advisor and instructor or the
deans. This exchange should be conducted in a piofessional
and discreet manner.

6. An advisor should not attempt to handle cases of emotional

disturbances which fall outside the behavioral pattern of
students alljudged reasonably normal. When complex prob-

,

lems arise concerning financial aid, mental or physical
health, or personal-social counseling, faculty should refer
students to professional peronnel through the Dean of
Students Office.,

Millikkn University

Aft
AIM 6 5 1
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ADMIN STRATIVE RESPONSIBILITY FOR ACADEMIC ADVISING

The folloiwng list of responsibilities should be accepted
by department 'heads, deans, and other administrative officers to
bring about effective academic advising. This list was developed
by three groups of advisors in in-service workshop series.

1. Choose advisors who want to be effective.
2. Provide time and "woik load credit" for the advising

responsibility.

. Provide information to advisors.

A. On individual students -- academic background and

ability, current Manhattan address and phone, current
-

assighment, hometown, parent's name, student's picture.
University rules, procedures, policies, dates,
Handbook for Students, etc.

4. Provide needed secretarial help, phone, private offices.
(Perhaps locate a responsible secretary near the advisors,
within a department).

5. Help develop philosophies of advising and provide guidance

and assistance in dealing with "problem cases."
(f) Permit and provide flexibility in assigning-advisees.

Consider interests and possible acquaintance in assigning,
permit transfer of student to different advisor within
department.

7. Commend and reward good advising.

8. See that students understand the role of the advisor.
9. Bring in good students.

Kansas State University
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ADVISING FROM THE FACULTY PERSPECTIVE

Arthur W. Rudnick, Jr., Ph.D.

Associate Professor of Animal Sciences, College of Agriculture

University of Kentucky

Advising of undergraduate studen,s should be a major

function of the University F,aculty. Its importance has been

stressed by the clean in a number of notices from his office. With

the advent of a. new school year, the Undergraduate Council wishes*

to outline some of the objectives of the advising program and to

offer,a few suggestions on how to reach these objectives.

Each faculty member will have his own idea of the role

of an advisor for undergraduate students; however, in general this

roje should fit the following criteria:

1. An advisor should help the student to obtain maxiA

benefit from his total experience by aiding'him in

understanding the opportunities offered by the entire

university.community.

2. An advisor should help a student determine his occupa-

tional goals based on his aptitudes and interests and

should help outline a course of study that will enable

the student achieve these goals.

3 An advisor should listen with sympathetic undefstanding

to the student's academic problems and other pi:b,plems

sovielated and advise him accordingly.

4 An advisor should make it possible for the student to

develop a personal acquaintanceship withfaculty members

that can develop into a life long association with the

University.
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I.

"Many ztudentz become di4cou4aged alitet zitting in C.

hati OA two houAz, °ray to 4ee the o66ice dooil Locked
in thei4 tiace zo that the advizo4 can go to tunch."

Sophomore, Business Economics
a

It may seem that some of these objectives tend toTom-
bine the advising role of the faculty and counseling role of the
professional4ounseling staff. This is true, and at times it is
difficult to distinguish the two. To give guidelines to the
faculty the following suggestions are presented:

1. The advisor should familiarize himself thoroughly with
the academic requirements of his department, college
and the University. He may not agree with them, but
he is being unfair to the stuaent if he does not guide
the undergraduate to meet these requirements. Further-
more, the advisor should keep adequate records of the
student's progress to avoid neglect or requirements or
unnecessary duplication.

2. The program developed for the student should be a joint
effort of the advisor and student The advisor should
serve as a guide and not a dictator. He should bear in
mind that it is the studen,t's education and any program
will depend on the student's needs, desires and motivations.

3. In the same area, the advisor should learn the various
step that can be taken to modify,or alter programs in
exceptional cases to give thd student a more meaningful
education i.e.; petitioe<bypass tests, advanced stand-
ing, etc.

4. Expecially in times of recession, students are concerned
with their future professional opportunities. The advisor
shbuld be able to answer questions concerning future

Or41'1%dire
IOW

654
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employment in his field and he should learn who can
supply sound answers in other cases. A glib promise
of "unlimited opportunities in my field" will not
inspire confidence, especiallywhen the student reads
in the press about oversupply in that area.

5 An advisor should be willing to work with a student in
solving his academic problems. Frequentlythese are
associated with other problems of the student. These
should be considered and the student, whet necessary,
should be refe'rred to experts in these problem areas.
For example, financial problems can be referred to the
Student Financial Aid Office. Highly personal problems
belong in the hands of thounseling and Testing Center.
Sometimes it is difficult to assess whether or not out-
side aid is necessary. However, the-advisor should
remember it is better to err on the side of caution

rather than to try to solve all problems.
6. One of the biggest complaints of students concerning

advising is lack of availability of bis advisor. Faculty
members serving as undergraduate advisors should make
maximum time available to their advisees. Generous
office hours, appointment sheets, departmental secre-
tarIes or some other means of making time available to
the students should be employed. Furthermore, the method
used should be explained to the student at the first
meeting and then honored. The faculty member should be
prepared to make exceptions to any system used to meet

individual student needs.

"A good advisok 6houid zet azide a 4pecJ4ic nOnbek c houk.6

pek week, 4etety ion 41i4 advi4ee6."

- Junior, Business Economics

tirew 655
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7 The pod advisor should be a good listener and have

a good memory (or make notes). Often all the help

a student needs is someone to listen to him and to
ofTer conceriied advice. The advisor should have a

good memory to remember his feelings and concerns in
years gone by. His main forte is the knowledge of
life he has gained with experience because some of
his students may be more academically brilliant than
he.

8 When students are in trouble, they may need reprimand-

ing and this is past of the advisor's role. But, at
the same time the advisor should be willing to serve

as the student's advocate and the student should know
it. The advisor should acquaint himself with the
student code and all avenues open to the student in
appealing his problem. This may include everything

from knowing a professor in a department to procedure
for carrying an appeal to the University Appeals Board.

In other words, the ,hcademic advisor should be more than
just a signature at preregistration time. He'shoun-4ppe to be
a friend, a guide, an older confidant, and an advocate.

"A new ztudent on the Univeuity pi Kentucky encountenz a

numbeA oti academic questiona and pex4enatpobtems. 'To
keep a new atudent ptom 6eeting insi9nitiicant and atienated

by the univenzity, these questionz need to be anAweted."

Sophomore, Arts & Sciences

656
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-ADVISING STEREOTYPES

"Faculty Advising In Colleges and WeiversitieS"
American College Personnel Association, Student Personnel Series

Melvene Hardee . No. 9, 1970
4r

1. The automat stereotype. This is the common "slip)
a coin in and get a sche'dule out" process wherein the student and
adviser interact solely in'a mechanical process of working out a
program suitable for a given period of registration. Medsker, in
his survey of 73 junior colleges (and the criticism could as yell
apply to four-year instItutions), notes that in many colleges, the-
view prevails that when a student has been assisted in arranging
a program of classes that has met his needs, the major task of
advising has been fulfilled.

Students deserve much more assistance in the forms of
analysis of their achievement, assistance in occupational explora-
tion, referral to remedial an&developmental services, effecting
suita,ble work-study and recreation patterns, referral to health
services, financial assistance, part-time work, and discussion of
appropriate graduate and professional programs with eventual
placement.

2. The thousand-mile checkup. This stereotype is one
that conceivesof the adviser as active in arranging a program of
courses and subsequently checking a month or six weeks thereafter
to see how the program has worked. This and little more! Havemann
and West describe the stereotypic action as follows:

...the university provided me with a freshman adviser

to whom I was to go when my first month? grades were
turned in, and regurarly thereafter once a month.- My

particular adviser was an'ascetic-looking assistant
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profess-or in English, very scholarly and by no Teans

interested in callow freshmen. He had a half-dozen

other freshmen besides me to adivse, and his technique

was to get rid of us, as quickly as possible. Every

month he gave me my grades and said, "That's fine;

you're doing very well." I said, "Thank you," and

walked out. In later years when I became interested in

the institution of freshman advisers, I questioned

numerous students on the campus and found not one who

hO received more advice from his than I had from mine.

3. The patch-after-crash stereotype. In this role, the

faculty adviser is galvanized into action at moments of crisis.

The student faijs miserably, is entrapped in a violation of academic

or social regulations, is about to drop OT be dropped, with the

reSuli-that the faculty aaviser races to the scene--office of the

academic or personnel dean:--witli sirens blowing. Too little and

too late is usually the appraisal of this well-intentioned but

illlplanned maneuver.

.^\

4. The malevolent benevolency. One more stereotype

surely deserves to be mentioned. Ii is that which pictUres the

facul-ty adviser as a mother hen, with a wingspread like that Of

an eagle, hovering over the student by Aay and by:nightprotecting,

preventing, paternalizing. Probably, at some time or another, the

adviser wonders if-he is.not prolonging infancy. These times should

be rare--in the early weeks'; for instance, when for the freshman,

the bre,ak from home and home town may seem cataclysmic. It must

be patently understood thav any program af faculty advising that

'stUltifies human growth and development cannot be justified.

There are assuredly other stereotypes, but the ones

noted above serve to illustrate some myths and confusions about

658
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the adviser role. All these certainly miss the point of real
importance the consideration of the learner in the climate of
his learning. Institutional typologies may differ whether they
be large, smaYl, or medium-si e two-year institutions, public or

private; small liberal arts institutions, denominationally affil-
iated; four-year institutions, of varing 'size with local or state

support; multiversities, private OT state supported, with prominent

graduate divisiops; technical _institutes and professiOnal schools;
colleges fcr men, for women; or upper division institutions deriv-

ing their bases from two-year "feeder" institutions. Nevertheless,
all these have their identifiable cultures and 'climates.

65 5
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THE IMPORTANCE DP HAVING ADVISEES IN CLASS

A teacher needs to become acquainted with each student

he advises and establis,h a friendly accepting relationship if he

is to b-e an effective advisor. Such a relationship is much-more

likely to be established if the student and the advisor are in a
class together.

Summary of replies from 456 Ricks Graduates of 1971 concerning

'ueffLtiveness (5f adVisement" and comparison of those enrolled

with those no't 'enrolled in'class with advisor:

ENROLLED IN CLASS WITH ADVISOR YES (N=290) NO (N=166)

Advisement ecellent or very effective 68% I 11%

Adyisement fairly effective 29% 53%

Advisement poor or not effective 3% i 36%
\

Faculty members and students are almost unanimous in

,stating that the student should be in at least one class with ,his

% advisor; especially during the student's first semester. It is

therefore requested that 'y_1_2_,LL_nninsievei;udent be registered

in a class wirth his advisor. It 'is also sliongly recommended that

every returning student be in a class with is advisor. We know

this will take some managing and perhaps shifting of advisors in
many cases. However, it will provide opportunity for the essential

tontact between advisor and advisee.

660
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ADVISING FUNCTIONS: MATERIALS PROCEDURES CAUTIONS EVALUATION
Evelett E. Hadley

Executive Director of Admissions

Drake University

v

_PRE-REGISTRATION

1. MatLria15

A. Schedule of class offerings
B. Latest college catalog

C Appointment calendar
D. Sample four year program for each major in your

area
.

2, Procedure

A. Contact each' ,dvisee with two possible appointment
dates,

B. Match completed and concurrent courses for each
advisee with degree requirements

C. Schedule each'advisee,to hialf hour appointments
D Evaluate stressjoints in the schedule in terms

of the strenths-of weakness of each advisee
3. ,Cautions

A. Be alert to s.equencing needs, particularly in
courses outside of your area

E. Are there too many difficult courses in this pro-
gram?

C. Can this advisee deal with the various faculty types
on this schedule?

4. Evaluation

A. Is advisee on target in terms of expected date for
graduation?
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B. Will this advisee require continued support from you?

C. Is there any problem in the present schedule which

might require adjustments in the proposed schedule?

REGISTRATION

i. Materials

A. 'Schedule of class offerings

B. Latest college catalog

C. Advisee folders for those not pre-registered

D. List of course selections closed

2 Procedure

A. Know the entire registration procedure

B. Familiarize yourself with the locations of other

registration stations

C Be prepared to the 'advisees of other de'partment

members who are not present

D. Follow registration procedures carefully

3. Cautions

A. Since more advising errors occur at this time, don't

be afraidto refer to the catalog

B. Don't be rushed

C. Make tracks...keep records of your actions

4. Evaluation

A. Will a large number of drop/adds be required to

correct my mistakes?

B. Will the system be inefficient next time?

C. Did you service more students in pre-registration or

during regular regis-tration?

DROP/ADD

1. Materials

A. Class offerings schedule

662
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B. List of sections closed

C. Academic calendar

Procedures

A. Has the last day to drop/add passed?
B. How,does' the proposed course change affect the

four year plan?

Are the requixed sit,n-offs from the instructors

concerned in order?

If your advisee is receiving-financial aid,-will

this change drop student below full time status?
3. Cautions

A. If ttiis is an add, is the student bright enough to
catch up?

If this is a drop, can the student make'up the lost
hours in the next term?

C Does this pro6edure require special fees?

Does the presence of many such slips in the student

folder suggest planning prbblems?
4. Evaluation

A. Should this drop/add have been anticipated?
B. Are you satisfied with the explanation for the need

for this change?

Were/the long term goals of the student enhanced by

this procedure?

WITHDRAWAL FROM SCHOOL

1. Materials

A. Academic calendar

B. Exit interview check list

2. Procudure

A. Inform the student that this procedure will take at
least 20 minutes
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B. Try to get below the surface reasons for th s

withdrawal

C. Find out why the student came here in the first

place ------

D. Is the student eligble for any refunds?

E. Does the student have a'plan for the future?

F. Is a return to school a part of his/her future?

G. Was the institution a factor in the decision to

leave?

3. 'Cautions'

A. Take time to listen to the student

B . Does' he/she have a hidden agenda?

C. Make sure that the student leaves with the feeling

that someone in the institution was concerned aboUi

him/her.

4. Evaluation

A. Did you get information or .hostility?

B . Did you learn something about your institution?

C. Does ibis exit interview lead you to ask other

people on the campus questions?

D. Could one exit out of ten have been prevented?

C:HANGE OF MAJOR

1. Materials

A. Catalog

B. Faculty directory

2. Prodedures

A. Is the new major available at your institution?

B . Has the student given thought to enough different

alternatives before choosing this course?

C. Will the student lose credits by this decision?
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D. Can you refer the student to another facu,Ity member

who is more knowledgeable in this field than you are?
E. Will major prograM re-structuring be required?
F. Will more than one dean be involved in the change?

3. Cautions

A. Don't guess or make definitive statements about the

new major if you are uninformed about the require-
, ments-,

B. Try to make the student feel comfortable abaut this

decision even though she/he may be.moving from your
department

'C Avoid negative criticism. Don't .9ssume that the move
is a capricious one

4. Evaluation

A. Did the student get good service from you?
B. Does the change represent maturity in the planning

of this advisee?

LOW QRADE NOTICE

1. Materials

A. List of tutors

B. Directory of special help services

2, Procedure

A. Have student arrange a prompVappointment with you
B. Use the inquiry routine for your analysis
C. Has the student approached the instructor for

assistance?

D. Should this course be dropped?

E. Is this Co'ar:,e a requirement in this major?

F. Does this student have a history of marginal per-

formance?
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3. Cautions

A. Is the help that is available free from 'stigma?

B . Can this student confront failure?

C. Have you evaluated external factors? (Personality

of the instructor? ourse load? Content?)

4. Evaluation

A. Did your advice lead to success?

B . Should this difficulty have been anticipated?

C. Was corrective action initiated quickly enough?

CREDIT BY EXAMINAtION

1. Materials

A. CLEP Booklet

B. ACT-PEP Booklet

C. Catalog

Procedure

A. Check catalog for the following:

1. Is credit by examination premitted in this

student's major?

2, What time/hours parameters are specified?

3. What will this procedure cost the student

B. Is proposed testing in conflict with any current

courses being taken by your advisee?

Are-there internal restrictions for certain majors?

(e.g., Pre-med)

D . Can testing be accomplished before next registration'?

F. Do some departments require local testing?

3. Cautions

A. Is the procedure too expensive for this student?

B. Will this advisee become too upset if he/she does

not score high enough to receive credit?

0,1"Ara
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C. Check with re.gistrar to be sure that no recen.t

faculty regulations invalidate catalog statements%
4. Evaluation

A. Are incoming students made aware of these testing

possibilities?

B. What percentage of your students succeed in WiTiOUS

credit by examination categories?

Is the current credit by examination policy out of
date?

'VOCATIONAL PLANNING

1, Materials

A. ACT/SAT profile

B. Recent report from your college career placement

and planning office

C. Recent copy of Occua_Lional Outlook Handbook

D. Analysis of placement history of recent graduates

in this advisee's major

2. Procedure

A. Use ACT profile to plot vocational information

with advisee

B. Discuss obviols vocational choices resulting from

current major

C. Suggest closely r4ated vocational choices

Show advisee wivo to use the Occupational Outlook

Handbook to get estimates of future opportunities
in given field

E. Refer to other sources of information

3. Cautions

A. Is your own inTormation dated?

B. Do you find it degrading to suggest practical uses

for academic majors?
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C. Can you identify people in this majol whc are

'underemplDyed? Does this suggest a future problem?

4. Evaluation

A. Did you provide adyisee with gny new information? L

B. Do his/her questions reflect understanding?

C. Did he/she exploit other avenues for help on campus?

GRADUATE SCHOOL

1. Materials

A. Standard graduate school guide

B. A graduate guide from your own professional organi-

zation

C. Graduate catalogs from y*(;ur own-and nArby schools

2. Procedure

A. Discuss program options with student

B. Outline a typical program from one of your graduate

catalogs

Discuss possThle graduate school options with your

advisee, trying to match his performance and interests

with graduate schools to which he/she is admissable

Secure a tept schedule which lists such common tests

as the MAT, GRE, LSAT, OT ATGB

Develop a time line which allows for the accumulation

of test scores, recommendations and application

F. Explain the importance of the instructor recommendation

in graduate school admission

3. Cautions

A. Try to avoid the trap of having every graduate

candidate follow your own footsteps

B. While graduate education requirements may not change

too rapid,ly, try to keep your own information reason-

ably up to date
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C. Don't build up false hopes for the marginal student,
Graduate schools may limit the size of various

.programs

4. Evaluation+...-
A. How many of the students you have guided toward

graduate school achieve admission?

B. Does your department have a good graduae school
placement i-ecord?

FOREIGN STUDENTS .*

T. Materials

A. Documents checklist

B. Rost'er of foreign students at -Le institution
C. Telephone number of the foreign stUdent advisor

2. Procedure

A. Supplementing the work of t foreign student

advisor requires some knowledge of technical require-

ments on the part of the academic advisor

Review academic requirements for this advisee major.

'Be sure that he/she understands them.

C. Monitor the progress of these advisees with some

compulsion since language'difficulties pose an'

additional barrier.

Suggest contacts with other foreign students-from
the foreign student roster.

E. Secure information about vacation period activities

from the foreign student advisor.

4. Cautions

A. Don't guess ibout questions relating to

leaves of absence or other matters which would best

be handled by the Foreign Student Advisor,
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ADVISOR NEWSLETTERS

The following advisor newsletters from Utah Technical
°College, Salt Lake City, Utah are good examples of communicating
with ,advisors in an interesting and effective manner.

OP
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TAH TECHNICAL, COLLEGE AT SA-LT LAKE

411111 .Jenuary, 1977

To "13 or not to "B"

Two very successful men were discussing their eccomplishments,
accolding to a recent article in the Deseret News: "You
have accomplished a lot more than-I have," Harvey said.
Being modest I denied ever having accomplished much. "Harvey,
you've done as much as I have or more. You're just trying
to make me feel good." "No I'm not," Harvey seid. "You
got a better education than

I did, and all on account of
Ziegler's Law.""Well, what's Ziegler's Law?" I asked. "And
what hac it to do with our education?" "All right, I'll
tell you," Harvey said. "Ziegler's Law is that education
depends on how close you are to the teacher in a classroom.
Since my name began with "Z",

I always sat in the back row,
while you, with a name beginning with "A", sat in the front
row. I could look out the window or whisper or pass notes
around, but you had to sit up straight and pay attention.
No wonder you learned more than I did."

The essential part of Ziegler's Law, that "education depends
on how close you are to the teacher in a classroom," has a
broader application than to the alphabetical seating that
Harvey felt had been a handicap to him. To function effectively
and enjoy mental and emotional health, human beings must have
4xperiences in relationship with others that help them feel
worthwhile, secure and edeguate. Academic Advising brings
student and teacher together in meaningful, helping relation-
ships. Without such relationships, students feel frustrated,
upset, and often depressed.

Does your Academic Advising alphabetize or break-aWay from
its formality and rigidity.

O. ii

FACULTY ADVISOR NEWSLETTER
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April 12, 1976

WHY FACULTY ADVISORS91'"rm

On Monday morning, March 29, 1976,1n the Salt Lake
Tribune, one of our students wrote a,letter to the editor
defending our college. Part of his,defense centered around
the interest teachers had for him. "At Utah Tech", he writes,
"the teacheiEs are interested In teaching their students - to
be productive, skilled and employable."

Students respect and need advisors wtio are interested
in them. Other students have commented: "Students respect'
advisors who take a personal Interest in/them, ',(eep appoint-
ments with.themloffer them up-to-date Information on college
regulations' anl course offerings and who plan their academic
programs in accordance 'with the students' objectives." And,
"If a student feels he is getting accurate information, the
process is extremely more than useful."

With Spring quarter getting underway', we would encou, .ge
you to meet with the students assigned to you,, help them
to understand or plan their coyrse program, encourage
awareness of vocational opportunities and let them know of
Your wiliingnes to assist them.

if we in the Dean of Studeiits office can provide special
help, pease contact us.

4,400. 041411011.

FACULTY ADVISOR NEWSLETTER
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Nam, ',mamma

FACULTY ADVISOR NEWSLETTER

A 'STAYING" ENVIRONMENTOR A DROP,-OUT PRONE" ENVIRONMENT??

"B.C.", in a re, eni Sunday comic section portrayed a
desperate, lump:\ ,ind discouraged ant eater saying, "I'm
withering slowly... "...htwen't seen an ant in weeks"
"Whooes!..,wlyit=sthis2 ..." (as an ant crossed his path,)

Sigh**...just a hymenopterous formicidae..." The ant
exits stage right Pnd more frustration set in for the ant eater
as he exclaims, "That's an ant!" The series closes with the
epitah, "You get too much educationyou starve to death."

Too many students are starving through ihe educatiorql process, recent Carnegie
Commission report indicates that out of ev`ery ten students enrolling in a post-
high school institutions will fail to get the ultimate degree to which they asp,re,"The report further states that The first six weeks on campus seem to be the most critical
in determining whether a student is goinkto stay or leave,

Students rate Utah Technical College 6t Salt Lake on ihe following factory;
1. Quality of instruction.
2. Availability of' faculty for consultation.
3. Freedom felt to contact faculty for consultn1;9n.
4. Faculty involvt:inent outside the chissrown,

Your role as Faculty.,-idvisor is an important one, We need to maintain a "staying
environment" and you are Me key to that endeavor.

-

Students expect and-need help working through their educational and vcational
decisions. Students with questions and doubts about their future art- "drop-out p,çie
Consequently,.academir adiming is among he aro,: ,nipt,,,out teaching done by you

Students stay in school and complete their ultimate objective when they see relevance
in learning; when they receive answers to the question, 'Wow do I want to live my life? "
You are retention agents. l'ou are the main influence in creating a "staying environment".

6 7a
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NEW FRESHMAN ADVISEMENT FLOWCHARTS AT

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA; RENO

Check
tudent
rile

If student
file containi obk
admission form
,and ACT results
staA& advise-

. mentlb If either
or both' re
missing, heck
1st in tJie
,Dean's fice;
.2TI.d.witb the
Admissions
Office

Admission
Form?

Deanss
Office

A missions
Office

Repeat
Search

, "
Analyze the ACT Profile
to determine student
goals, major field of
concentration, subject
strength& and weaknesses.

Meet with e,ach advisee
to -Oran his/her course
of study.
DiscUss career goals if
time permits

wee

IExamine Major Choice,
H.S. Grades and courses,
and ACT scores to assess
student goals

/

ACT
Results?

%lio

IMeet with student to
advise c'ourse selection
goals at UNR. If time
limited, career

Next Page
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Determine the military
science status of each
male advisee. If not
exempt (see Admissions
Form) he must take the
Military orientation
course OT MS 101
(see Orientation
brochure).

5 33

Continued from Advisement Mee ng

xempt?
see admission

form)

ISche ule
Ms 101 or
short course

If the students ACT Enclish
'scor;e is less than 25
schedule Eng. 101; if 25 OT
greater schedule Eng. 102
Honors OT a substitute
(see Univ. catalog under
required courses).
Student should have ACT
scores at registration
for placement in proper
English class.

177hedule
Eng. 101

Schedule Eng
102 H or
substitute
(see catalog)

Check the Univ. catalog under required
courses for those History and Political
Science courses which will satisfy both
the U.S. and Nev. Constitution require-
ments. Schedule one of these for each
student, if possible. Do Not schedule
any constitution courses ror Foreign
Students the first year.

Schedule appropriate College require-
ments whenever necessary

Schedule appropriate major field
of concentration requirements when-
ever necessary.

Complete the student's schedule,
including 1 or 2 alternative
courses, fill-out and sign the
Advisement form. (avg. load is
16 credits). Student must sign
all. Must transfer schedule to
No. 2 card from his/her pink
copy, and print Advisor's
name on the No. 2 card

I

wAdvise student of college
requirements. Schedule
hen needed.

Advise
student to
carry ACT
scores to
re istration

vise student
of constitution
requirement. No
foreign students
1st yr.

4.
IAdvise student of major
field requirements. Sche-
dule when ne4Ved

romplete Advisement Form I

Avet load 16 cr.) and siRn
BE SURE student reads class
schedule for appropriate reg. time.

67r,
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ADVISING FROM THE STUDENT PERSPECTIVE

Howell Hopson

Senior, College of Arts Sciences

University of Kentucky

q v The stwient's view of advising at UK is usually exp-
ressed in very negative terms. If-one asks a student to evaluate
the quality of advi5ing at the Uni7ersity of Kentucky, the answer
is usually short: "It's really bad." My purpose is tO describe
briefly, from a student's point of view, what advising should be.
Consider the following situation:

(First semesikr freshman, slightly nervous, enters the office of
advisor)

FRESHMAN:

"1 ve come to talk abeut my major, and 1 want to plan
my college program."

ADVISOR:

"Yes--Well, you're okay so far if you took those basic

courses you were told to register for during the summer.
Here's the sheet that tells you what you're required to
take to ,graduate in this department (searches hurriedly
through a pile of papers). It's good to know that you
aren't having trouble with your classes or anything.

(Stands up, hands student a wrinkled mimeographed sheet).

I'll be happy to sign your cards for you when you get

your schedule made out; be sure to let me know if there
is anything else that I can do for you."

(Exit freshman)
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Some would argue that the advisor described above

did a goodsjob. He placed responsibility for the student's

schedule squarely on the student. This is a desirable approach,

because one of the t1;ings a student should learn while in college

is to accept responsibility for his or her own personal welfare.

.Secondly, the advisor was able to give the student accurate

information about degree requirements. With these two objectives

satisfied, many faculty members wou2d regard the advising process

as complete.

However, the good advisor takes actions which go beyomN

these minimal .,re§ponsibilities. The good advisor develops a per-

sonal relationship with the student. Although he lets the stu,dent

plan his or 'her own program, the advisor realizes that many students

do not know how to raise the questions, or find the answers that

are crucial to the difficult process of planning a personal academic

frogram. For example, a student who majors in history because

"I always liked history, and I made all 'A's' in my high school

courses," may have gone through a souAd decision-making process, or

he or she may have found an easy way to avoid a difficult question.

The advisor must get to know the student wellenough to force the

student to face basic questions about his or her future. In order

to do this, the faculty member may often need to raise some of these .

questions for the student.

ADVISOR:

STUDENT:

ADVISOR:

"Why did you decide to get into

"My brother majored in the same thing, and he seemed

to like it."

9t1

"What would you like to do with the knowledge you obtain

while studying this discipline during the next four years?"

orsg%
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In addition to providing accurate information about
theacademic requirements of the university, the good advisor
knows his way around the university "red tape," and attempts
to share his knowledge with the student. For example, the
average student may not be aware qf the opportunIti-es -provided
-by such prograws as CLEP, advanced placement, topical majors,
etc. Students may be especially unaware of the fact that rules
can be waived. After advisors have made sure that students are
aware of all of their options, the advisors should also 'be will-
ing to "go to bat" for the students to insure that the options
are available in any given instance, thus helping the student
get through the confusion of requirements, prerequisites, etc.

STUDENT:

"Even the survey class in this department is so boring."
ADVISOR:

"I see from my records that you have already studied
much of this material in high'"school, and your ACT
scores indicate a thorough understanding of this sub-
ject. Why don't you try to get,yredit for the course
through special examination?"

*

Finally, the advisor should be a personal friend of
the student, whenever this is possible. The university is a
big place. Many students have no.personal contact with either
staff or faculty. The student may tend to'View the university
'as a bureaucratic wasteland of stone and glass rather than a
collection of human beings. The student may retain this view
of societal institutions long after he leaves U.K. The student's
primary chance to change this view may be through contact with
his or her advisor. Many students are unable to cope with the
problems of the university, but they could if they had profes-
sional help. The advisor should be able to encourage the student

678
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to fake advantage of the university job aptitude testing,

study skills instruction, counseling service, etc.

:STUDENT:

ADVISOR:

STUDENT:

"I'd like to discuss my academic program, and how

I'm doing in school in general."

"Why don't you come baz* a little later--just before

preregistration would be a good time. I'll have more

room in my schedule for working with advisees then."

(leaving, to himself) "That self-centered worm thinks

he can't spare 15 minutes, and no one else in this damn

place would either. I'll never waste time trying to

talk to an advisor again."

In his crucial role, the advisor can have a great impact

on a student's life: whether a student develops an appropriate

academic program, whether the student seriously question's his

own perional mission at the university, whether the student stays

in school, whether the student begins to look upon large social

institutions as impersonal bureaucracies. The advisor's' impact

can be profound.

The pnly remaining question is whether or not the impact

0 of the advisor is what is should be here at U.K. In some cases

it is. In many ca'ses it is not. It must be noted that this is

often because-students try to advise themselves, and don't eve%

take the initiative to ask their advisors for help. Advisors often

try to process their advisees in the most expedient manner possible,

perhaps by handing the student a mimeographed sheet of required

courses. This "mimeographed sheet" approach is simply inadequate.

67,9
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One might argue that faculty membrs do lot have the
time to carry out the sort of advising function that I have

-described. However, many faculty members find the time. Even

so,-omight argue that these faculty members are penali7zed

because they *are forced to neglect their other, more materially

rewarding duties. This may be true, but iLso, the blame is

still with the faculty, who established this norm and continue
to enforce it.

The faculty of this univerOty have much to offer the
students in the advising process. They can make A tremendous

impact on the lives of students, both while they are here, and

later ih life, by performing the advising,function properly.

The only question is whether U.K. professors care enough about

other human beings to gifve them the help that they need.

"An intionRed advisoA to.dith cievt, concize anzwent can

quickty gain the 4e4pect and conl(idence o6 hi4 4tudent4."

-Sophomore, Arts el Sciences

fia
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STUDENT EXPECTATIONS FROM THE ADVISING PROCESS

When students come to an academlc advisor for help
there are three basic requests they might nake:

1. The student will ask the advir to do something for him.

Examples of this would include making put and signing
of schedule cards, checking graduation requirements, etc.
The response is to do what the student asks.

The student will ask ti4 advisor for information. Examples
include learning what courses to take this semester,

learning about the job market for specific majors, learn-
ing where to go to receive student aid,

*
where tb sign

up fbr certain extracurricular activities, etc. The

response is to-give the student the information he
requested.

The student will communicate verbally or nonverbally, that
he needs help ,solving a problem or developing a plan of
action. Some examples are; choosing a major or career;

solving pers-bnal OT social problems; working through a

cornict that hinders personal development; etc. In these

cases, the response would require that the academic advisor
possess certain specific helping skills. These skills

include being able to listen and respond in a manner that

can help students explore, understand, and solve their
own poblems. This also means having the skills to know
when to refer a student to someone else.

-

Dean Charles G. Morris, University of Michigkin, reported
on the result of a student poll in which students indicated what
they wanted from the advising process. The following list reflects
the student responses by various advising functions. Within each
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function arta they are listed In descending order of importance.

INFORMATION GIV)NG

familiar with courses and their content

Provide information about good courses relevant to
my interests

Be a source of information
-* Make me aware of opportunities such as new classes,

scholarships, interdepartmental majors
8onvey necessary information

BeVamiliat with the requirements and programs o
various graduate schools

Make opportunities known (e. ., tutorials, independent
study)

Explain what course'S are required
* Explain about different fields within an area of con-

centration

Be aware of what professions require what kinds of
background

Tell me about available services (e. ., job placement,
reading)

pelp me work out registration (e.g., tell me about how
to get intructor-permission)

Advise oil alternative graduate studies beyond my own
field

Tell me about my field

Suggest courses which differ in their views

ProVide teacher elialuations

Be 'familiar with work positions available

SHORT-TERM COURSE SELECTION

Suggest, but don't impose, courses; don't simply endorse
my choice

6S2
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Poi4vt up tilternative paths open to me 'by taki,ng

certain sets of courses.'

Help me worl out registration (e.g., 1611 me about how

to get instructor permission).

He'lp me to select courses according to course load and

the difficulty of my other elections.

Guide me to courses which will help me to decide my aireas

of interest.

Put the decisionsclearly in my hands.

Plan a schedule of courses with me considering my

-strengths and needs.

Caution against overload.

Guide me to courses which will be helpful in later work

Sign drops and adds.

Suggest courses which differ in their views.

Encourage me to take courses which will present new

ideas to me

Guide my course select'ion in terms of my characteristics

and needs.

Permit me. to drop a course any time.

Let me take whatever courJes I am interested in.

Ax

DISCERNING THE PURPOSE OF THE INSTITUTION

Tell me about my field-.

Explain the first two years as they relate to my major

and to preparation for life pursuits generally.

Encourage me to explore various avenues in the c011ege.

Give general overview of goals and workings of departments.

Help me to get oriented to the school.

Assist me,in making adequate and satisfying adjustments,

to the College world, its resp-onsibilities, and its

opportunities.
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Help me to be more aware of myself, the college and

my interaction with the college.

Help me to realize my responslbility for dealing with
the college.

Discuss and interpret the aims of a l beral education.

dr

FACILITATING STUDENT DEVELOPMENT

Be interested in me ai an individual, my goals, my
problems.

Encourage the maximum use of my ability.

Show an interest in ru as a-person.

Help me to gain an understanding of my potentialities,

interests, purposes, and values.

Be aware* cif how I and other counselees-ire performing.
Help direct me in terms :of achieving my potential.

Discuss my feelings about my concentration 7a4a
Establish rapport.

Help to analyze and interpret my interests and abilities
in tevms of present-ddy needs and opportunities.
Encourdge me to consider issues more deeply, to explore

more fully and frankly my own position.

familiar with me, get td know me.

Respond sensitively and imaginatively to my feelings.

Help me to develop self-awareness.

Help me to xecognize my responsibilitrfor exploring my
goals and nee s.

.

Assist me i making adequate and satisfying adjustments
to the college world, its responSibilities, and its
opportunities.

Discuss my plans in terms of my concept of myself.

Help me to be more aware of myself, the college": and my

interaction with the college.
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LONG-RANGE PROGRAM AND CAREER PLANNING

Point up alternative paths open to me by-taking certain

sets of courses.

Help me to look ahead to decide what I may need for my

area of interest.

Advise me on what is important or may become important

to one planning to do further study in a field.

Guide me to courses which will help me to decide my

areas of interest.

Guide me to courses which will be helpful in later work.

* Give me the benefit of his experience in deciding what

courses will best prepare me for my future.

Help me to guide toward concentration.

Help me to find my own ways of satisfying goals and

needs..

Plan a schedule of courses with me considering my

strengths and needs.

Encourage me to take courses which will present new

ideas to me.

Encourage me to explore various avenues in the college.
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STUDENT RESPONSIBILITY IN THE ADVISING PROCESS
James T. LaWrence

University of Alabama

This might better be titled "student lack of respon
..s4 9

sibility" OT "student ignorance." In t, students do not
spend their time reading and learning Unilke ity rules-and regu-
lations. Yet it is stated: "It is the student's responsibility
to select and register for courses which are needed for reasonable
prpgress toward the desired degree, which will satisfy all require-
ments for this.degree by the time the student expects to graduate
and which are in conformity with University regulations." The
catalog also says that, "since a thorough knowledge of academic
regulations is essential, the student is expected to become familiar
ith the University catalog. ." All this adds up to one thing--
STUDENT RESPONSIBILITY.

This Guide could end right here. The University could
simply hand all new students a catalog when they arrive on campus,
tell them to read and follow it, and hope that, four years later,
they hav2e done what is required to graduate. Yet we know that the
majority of students would never graduate. Therefore, The University
of.Alabama has established an advising obligation for its faculty.
In the introduction to this Guide, you have already seen this role
described. The Faculty Handbook goes further: "All faculty members
should schedule adequate office hours to meet with and advise
students on academic matters. This consultation should be made
available for academic assistance and curriculum planning and, where
appropriatA, career planning."

There is another reason for stressing student responsibility.
Not only will most students' not read the catalog, but many will also

686.
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be quite offended when some regulation has sneaked up on them and

hindered their academic progress. They will blame you, me, the

dean, the University, and the world in general. At a time like

this, it is proper to remind them of their "student responsibility

For instance, you might say something like "If you can vote, die

in a war, and drink beer, you should be mature enough to read and

understand a simple college catalog." This usually will disarm

them. As the anger subsides, offer your services: "But let's

see if we can solve the problem?" You become an advisor.
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WHAT DO YOU EXPECT FROM AN ADVISOR?

Some Fantasies and Facts

Fantasy:

My advisor will come looking for me, and unless some-

one calls to tell me otherwise, everything must be going alright.

Fact:

Most advisors, because they live other responsibilities

and commitments, will depend on you to take the initiative in

making an appointment or coming by, during regular office hours,

for that discussion you've been wanting to have with someone.

Don't wait! What you don't know 'is probably what iill hurt you

most!

Fantasy:

If someone doesn't tell me who my advisor is, then

there's no way I can find one.

Fact:

Some departments and colleges and divisions will assign

you to an advisor and will tell you who she/he is. But most do not!

So how do'you find one? Look in the Schedule of Crassès. Each

semester it gives the name and office location and phone number of

at least one advisor for each academic major/program at College

Park. Try it--you'll like it!

Fantasy:

Advisors come in only two descriptions, "lousy" and

"wonderful." If I can't find a "wonderful," theh why bother to

look any more.
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Fact:

Some advisors aren't so good; sone are excellent.
Most are good, conscientious advisors who are willing-to share
time and effort with you. Give the one you're seeing a chance
to try harder--he/she probably will.

Fantasy:

Advisors should know it all!

Fact:

The policies, regulations, requirements at Collegeyark
make up a mountain of information, and a lot of that information

gets changed from time to time. So the next time you ask a ques-
tion (have a problem, need assistance) and your advisor has to

Ocall someone else or send you somewhere else for'an answer
(solution; help), don't be peeved. Give him/her credit for know-
ing that she/he didn't know what to say OT what to do. You win!

Fantasy:

Advisors should do it all!

Fact:

.4 I,
rtyv

The most constructive outcome of advising is the student's
now being able to do his/her own scheduling, choosing, planning.
When your advisor asks, "What do you think?", or "Which do you pre-
fer?", or something similar, there's no buck being passed, it's
just being placed where, for you and your decisions, it will
always stop!

Concluding fact Advisors Care!

Thomas Metz

University of Maryland

6 5)
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TYPICAL STUDENT PROBLEMS

james T. Lawrence

Director of Advising, College of Arts and Science
. University of Alabama

Student problems.that frequently ()can' can be placed
into two main groups--academic and non-academic. Since all of
you were students once, you can handle most of the less serious
problems. The important rule of thumb for advisors is to use

common sense; most_problems have obvious solutions, but you must
be able to recognizE: them. Also you must deal with each student
and problem individually; a general solution for a common prob-

,

lem will not work in every case. YoU must anticipate individual

peculiarities inbeach student and situation.

ACADEMIC PROBLEMS

These are'problems that obviously revolve around the
classroom and study although a few ommon ones are listed here,
there can be as many different problems as the-re are students.

INABILITY TO STUDY

This could be due to a weak study background, a poor
study environment, a lack of system of study, no study schedule,

'OT any nuMber of other possibilities. Talk with the student to

discover the deficiepcy and then make suggestions or referrals..
LACK OF DEDICATION

Many students do poorly in college because they have

no clearly defined-purpose for being here. -They might lack a

specific program, have.no career goals, or see no purpose in
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NNcollege. The solution here is to make them aware of this absence

of goals and then point them in the proper direction to find them.

OTHER INTERESTS

Some students come to the University with dates, parties,

football, or other matters unrelated to education on their'minds.

Thus, they do poorly in class. You have two.basic approaches to

this situation. You might give the "get-yoUt:priorities-in-

order" speech, or you might advise the student to accept the con-

sequences, such as bad grades, if the non-acadgmic :interests are

in fact primary in the student's purpose for being in college.

GOALS SET BY OTHERS

Often you will hear this from a student making low grades:

"But Daddy wants me to' be a doctor." Your response should be "What
do you want to be?" This student might be doing poorly because

the goals are not his OT hers, but imposed from home. The student

should be made aware of his or her own abilities anddesires. One

word of warning--parents are probably footing the bill for college,

so advise the student to try to work out an agreement with them on

this career choice problem or the funds for the student's education

may cease,

FALSE SENSE OF OWN ABILITIES

This is one of the most sensitive advising areas, as the

obvious answer will lead to disappointment. Yet, many students

come to college with goals that e'xc',eed their abilities. They

attempt a program that is beyond them, and they disillusion them-

selves into thinking the goal is attainable even after proving they

cannot reach it. There are two schools of thought here. One is

that you as an advisor have no right to tell a student that he or
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she cannot reach'a life goal. You sitp-ly let themLcontinuethe

attempt until they discover the truth themselves._ The other
approach is, l think, preferable: as soon as you are positive
that the student cannot attain the unreasonable goal, you should
inform the student so that new and realistic goals can be set as

soon as possible. This latter "face-reality" approach is harsh
first, but the student is often early enough in his or her

academic career to redirect efforts, saving much time and money
and avoiding the greater unhappiness that is sure to come later.

Warning--do not tell a student that he or she cannot

reach the established goals if that possibility still exists, no

matter how slim the odds. It would certainly be poor advice

should you talk someone out of an attainable goal.

One last word--a situation such as this demands tact
and delicate handling. Obviously you do not want to imply that

the student is stupid and useless, because that is not the case.

But you do want to talk about career alternatives and options so
that the student gets the message that his or her goals are per-

haps unrealistic.

SPE.ECH OR HEARING PROBLEMS

It is possible that some bad grades are due to the fact

that the student cannot understand what is being taught. Perhaps
it is a foreign student who does not handle English vely well, or
it could be someone who simply cannot hear. Know that there is a

Foreign Students Affairs Office that can aid its students and

that hearing problems can be identified and treated by the Speech
and Hearing Center.

READING AND WRITING PROBLEMS

Perhaps the student is suffering because he or she cannot

read or write at the college level. A good advisor will know what

69e)
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reading programs are available, such as the Reading Center,

and the Department of English off.ers its Writing Lab to deal

with composition problems.

TEST ANXIETIES

Some students, who seem to be studying properly, do

,not do well because they cannot withstand the pressure of tests.

These test anxieties can be identified and solved by the counselors

of the Office of Student ServiCes and the Department of Psychology's

Psycho ogical- Clinic.

As stated earlier, this is certainly.not all of the

academic problems that could occur.- Yet this discussion is pre-

sented so that you will see two things: first, most of the solu-

tions are found with little common sense and, second, the University

of Alabama has offices that can handle almost any aaademic.problem.

One last word here--if the problem exists in a-class

other than your own, always advise the student to speak to the

teacher' of the class. Most faculty members are more than willing

to aid students, so make sure the student has spoken to the pro-

-fessor 6f the clast in which the problem is occurring.

NON-ACADEMIC PROBLEMS

There is a whole realm' of non-academic problems that can

also liamper a student's academic progress. Some of these are

minor prOblems, such .as 'homesickness or boyfriend or girlfriend

spats, and often need nothing more than some friendly, mature
rw

advice and a pat, on the back. But the big problems--alcohol and

drug abuse, financial difficulties, psychological weaknesses--are

a qualitatively different matter. Unless you are specifically

trained to handle these technical situations, you have no business
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getting involved in them. With some students there is a temp-

tation to intervene and to try to solve the problem. But should
yo-ur -efforts fail, the consequences could b-eSevere:.-both-for''
4$.! student and for you. These are matters for professionals
and should be referred to professionals.

However, you can be helpful in these situations. Be
able to recognize them and make immediate and accurate referTals..

Know that the Psychological Clinic, the University Health Service
counselors ip the Office of Student Services, the Crisis Center,
and the student's own family and friends are sources that you can
call on to help the student in difficult times. The best assist-
ance you ,can give in these cases may well be to avoid personal

entanglement and to send the student to someone who is profession-
ally.competent.
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TDENT PLANNING BULLETIN

Jim Godshalk

College of DuPage

We are phasing out our Advisor Handbook in favor of

publishing a Student Planning Bulletin, which will provide more

planning information directly to students.

Encouraging persons to.become more self-directed and

responsible for their ,own lives is an important part of our educa-

tional mission. We do not require advising nor db we require
.

testing. We take seriously Our responsibility of providing students
with the best counseling, advising ahd self-use planning resources
'that we can. The SPB presents the student with comprehensive

general planning information and urges students to sek out per-

sonal assistance for meeting their unique circumstances and needs.

When students do want personal assistance the time can then be

devoted to more sensitive ahd invididualized tyPts of planning for
decision making.

if

STUDENT'PLANNING.BULLETIN

CONTENTS

PART I: If You re Undecided

If you're undecided says it's OK to be undecided. -Making

decisions is life. You aTe urged to look,at education as a process

of learning to.make y4ir own decisions io that you will be more
") fully you. ,You are given-some ideas for making educational plans...

exploring you, your opportunities and approaches to making decisions.

PART II: If You Have Plans

If Ygu Have Plans assumes you now have a plan or plans.

You know some things you want from the college but aren't sure how.

6 Q 5
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to get them. You're introduced to many considerations which may
affeFt how enjo4ble, creative, quick, economical and beneficial
your educational life will be. What if you're handicapped, have
poor learning skills °Toped money? Are there other ways to learn
*thin from a teacher in a classroom? Will a degree or certificate
be important for you? Is collegejust preparation for life or

can education be exciting living?
4

PART III: Acting on Your Plans

Acting on Your Plans is mostly a directory of college

resources, so you know where to go to get what you want, whether
it be-for more information, personal assistance, specific learn-

.

ing opportunities, etc.

PAT IV: Occupational Preparation Guides

Occupational Prepar'ation Guides gives recommendations

and course suggestions to help psrepare you for entering into

employment,in about 40 semi-professional, techAical or mid-manage-
ment occupations. Important instruction's for using the guides are
on page

PART V: Transfer Preparation Guides

Transfer Preparation Guides gives recomMendations and

course suggestions to help prepdre you for transfer to a four

year college or university in some 40 major academic areas.

Important instructions fol"uing the guides are on page

PART'VI: General Transfer Information

General Transfer Information is valuable for your lanning

493
if you are considering continuing your education at a four ear

college or university. If you've decided on attending one of the
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four years colleges or universities listed on page , you will

also want to see, "Transfer Information to Selected Four Year :

coneges and Universities' Handbo k," for specific planning

stiggestions.

1
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TYPICAL CONTENTS OF ADVISING FOLDERS

University admission documents including the entrance
analysis form, admission test scores, high school trans-

cript, military credit forms.

Registration forms.

Transfer student evaluation forms and transcripts.
4. UN-L Grade Reports.

5. Down slips.

6. Independent study contracts.

7. College-Major-Adviser change form.
8. Honors Program.

9. Substitution and waiver forms,

1,0. Arts Sciences form for proposing minors in A S.

11. Correspondence to and from the student.
12. Advising notes (suggested courses, etc.).

. 13. Course validation forms.

14. Senior check.

15. Resume' of the student.

16. Other department, college or university forms of which
a student ieceives copies.

After a student applies to the University and has been
admitted, a folder is created for him/her. The initial folder
contains:

1. The ACT Profile Report (see appended ma:terials on the

ACT Assessment Program).

2. The hiih school transcript.

3. An evaluation of the high School record (This form also

includes the ACT or SAT scores and placement recommen-

dations for mithematics and chemistry).

4. A College of Agriculture --Course Selection Form.

ow%
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THE ADVISING FOLDER

The following materials have been suggested by Ohio
Wesleyan University and Ricks College for inclusion in the

advising folder for each advisee.

1. A packet in which to keep advisee materials for each
advisee

2 A data sheet for each' advisee, showing:

a. nickname, if any

b. sex

c. home address

d. social security number

es, date of birth

f. legacy

g. I.D. number

h. high school attended

or

previous college attended, with address

I. whether a freshman or transfer

j. high school background, if known

1) rank in class

2) verbal SAT score

3) math SAT score

4) predicted grade point averages

k. intended major, if known

1. date of entry to OWU

me original advisor's name

n. achievement test scores, if known

3. A work sheet to "track" each advisee's enrollment and
1

completion of requirements

4. A Xerox copy of high school grades

5. A Xerox copy of high school activities

0..1. 700dire
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6. Supplemental material sent at appropriate intervals
a. records of any Advanced Placement tests taken
b. mid-term grades (for new students and those on

probation)

c. final term grades

d. copies of Registrar's letters re probation,

dean's list status

e. copies of petitions acted upon by the Subcommittee
on Petitions

f. notices of withdrawal from OWU
g. notices of family deaths

h. notices of student illnesses (if three days or

longer)

i. notices of student absences from campus (if three
days or longer)

j. carbon of transfer credits granted at time of
admission

k. advisee's class enrollment at the start of each term

Ohio Wesleyan University

An individual folder should be kept for each advisee.
Upon change of major or adviser, this folder is to be given to
the new adviser. The following contents are suggested:

1. An evaluation of credits if advisee is a transfer student

or transcript of credits if advisee has been readmitted.
2. ACT scores and information.

3. Grade reports.

4. Interview records.

5. Any midsemester academic warning reports.

6. Two-year work sheet

Ricks College

filirl 701
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ADVISER'S FILE

Academic advisers should have an Adviser's File for
each advisee. This will likely serve as the "departmental file"

for each student majoring in the department. If kept in each

adviser's desk, a.departmental secretary should have access to

it to gather information for the department head, for filing

materials, and to help another faculty member accommodate a

a student on a routine matter.

The Adviser's File should contain the following

material and information for each student:

Name, Manahattan address and phone, home address,

parent's.name.

For a transfer student, list of transfer credit and

grades received.

3. American College Test Profile, including standard and

percentile scores.

4. All K-State grade slips or a transcript (obtainable

from Dean's Office).

5. Current assignment.

6. Mid-term Grades for Freshmen and absence reports for

current semester.

7. One copy of approved Program of Study ( f a sophomore

or above).

8. One copy of any approved substitutions in the Program

of Study.

9. Notes the adviser desires to keep resulting from visits

with the student, such as a commitment regalding the

Program of Study.

10. Correspondence pertaining to the student.

11. Personnel sheet, as desired and used by departments.

Kansas State University

aryl 702
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KEEPING RECORD OF THE ADVISING CONFERENCES

Clerical work should be held to the barest minimum
in advising programs so that available time is spent in meaning-

ful dis6dSsion be.tweiiiiar and advisee. However, it is
helpful if advisors keep an anecdotal records of each meeting

'with an advisee for reference and follow-up. The following form

developed at the University of North Florida is a suggested

example of the type of record keeping that will prove to, be

useful.
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'ADVISEE CONFERENCES

ADVISEE:

INSTRUCTIONS: For each conference with the above named student,
please 'record the date, general subject of the
conference, approximate length of the conference,
and any comments. Group subjects of conferences
under the headings of academic, career, personal,
or other. This form should be kept in the student's
folder in your office.

Subject Length
of of

Date Conference Conference Comments

704
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TEE ADVISING INTERVIEW

- The heart of all advising is the interview between

student and adviser. The puipOse of an advising in*ierview is

to help the student.

Perhaps the most important rule to follow as an adviser

. is to be yourself: Special techniques or gimmicks do not insure

effective advising. However, since learning and problem solving

are the main goals of most advising interviews, it is helpful to

recognize some of the more important inhibitors to learning.

1. We do not

"teacher"

initially

education

2. We do not

concerned

learn if the ideas or vocabulary used by the

are over our head. (How many students

understand credit hours, major, minor, general

etc.?)

learn if we are fearful, overly excited, or

about some personal problem which has dis-

tracted us.

3. We do not learn if too many ideas or facts are discussed

at one time.

4. We do not learn if we are not given an opportunity to

participate in the learning experience. We must be

"engaged" before %:ie can move.

5. We do not learn if our ideas or feelings are received

in ways which hinder our expression.

Recognition of these blocks to learning has taught us

that an adviser is most likely to be successful if he can demonstrate

to a student that he wants to understand and help him.

1. Interest and understanding are communicated when an

adviser is not in a hurry. Teachers are busy people.

Are 6low
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Unless a teacher can set aside a pPrticular time for

athising,,he is likely to feel as if the student is

using time which "belongs" to something else. Regular,

consultation hours set aside for advi§ins_will help
both the teacher and the student. Teachers and advisers
need to be in their offices during hours that are
posted. An advsee needs to feel that his adviser wants
him to return wh'en help is needed.

2. Interest and understanding are communicated when we
listen. Most students don't need to be talked to;
they need to be heard. Hasty generalizations and

misinformation are the results of not getting the whole
story. Patient inquiry and quiet listening can solve
many problems.

3. Interest and understanding are commUnicated when a

student's own attitudes and ideas a4e fecognized and
respected, when his strengths are stressed and his

Ls_slff_u_s_E2E/ is increased. This is furthered by helping
the student to identify, analyze, and suggest solutions
to his own problems.

Interest and understanding are communicatedwhen recog-
nition is 'given to the fact that the individual must
work out the best solution to his unique situation.

Suggestions and advice may give direction tohis efforts,
but he must accept responsibility for the decision and

for doing something about it.

5. Likewise, interest and understanding are communicated
when there is a frank recognition that other resources
migla be used. The college has many specialized resources
which can be brought to bear on a problem. A welf-

iuformed adviser can increase his helpfulness by making

referrals to such agencies.

7
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AP
qr. A communication of genuine interest and understanding

is facilitated and the success of advising increased

when the.interviev results in the student making

'tangible decisions and plans and when his adviser

--FULIONS UPThlrINTERVIEWM EVALUATE ITS EFFEETIVENESS

and follows through with tiny appropritte action on

his part.

Ricks College



INITIAL INTERVIEW

fiURINC THE INITIAL INTERVIEW THE ADVISOR:

1. Discuss with the student the activities and servipes
available at the University. This should include a

careful explanation of the services the advisor can
provide.

2. Discuss with the student his life and career goals,
and if needed, refers the student to other sources of
help and information.

Helps the student reaffirm or select a major which is

in keeping-with the student's life and career 'goals,

and when needed, assists the student in changinsg majors

and/or advisors.

4 Helps the student select'the courses he will need to
take to fulfill graduation requirements. The student
should complete the "Program of Study" form. If the

student'3 records are not complete or he is undecided

a "partial" Progrim of Study should be developed and
another confeYence scheduled at a later date to complete

the student,'s Program of Study. The completed form
should be signed by the student, the advisor, and when

required, the chairman of the student's major depart-
ment. The department chairman can designate the
advisor or another faculty member to sign the form for

him.--Fdur copies of the form are completed and.are
distributed as follows: one(1) copy to the student,

one (1) copy to the advisor, one (1) copy to the student'

major department, and one (1) copy to the Registrar's
Office.

rr -
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S. Helps the student select the courses for his.first
quarter of attendance.

6. Instructs the student on how to c'omplete the regis-

tration forms and explains the registration process.
7. Schedules, if needed, adOitional conferences with the

student.

The University of North Florida
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INTERVIEWING SKILLS

1
Interviewing skills to-be learned

I. Beginning skill of interviewing (Chapter 3)

A. Attending behavdor-ability to listen throughfully to,

the-advisee

1. Eye contact

a) Look at the advisee to pete postural movements,

gestures, and facial expressions which give

important indications concerning the advisee.

b) Eye contact need not be constant, nor should

it be fixed staring; it sould 1)e natural

looking at the advisee.

Postural position and relaxation

a) Be as relaxed as possible.

b) Relaxation facilitates *ability to focus on

the advisee.

Te eness focuses the advisor attention on

himself,rather than the, advisee.

3. Verbal following

a),-Respond to the last comment or the preceding

comment of the advisee without introducini

new data.

Avoid topic jumping or asking questions in a

random pattern. -

I .

B. Open invitation to talk-ability to ask questions or to

make statemenfs so that room is provided for advisee

exploration. (Chapter 5)

1. Open-ended questions/statements should be. made that

encourage the adiirsee to talk and-explore his

thoughts.
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2. Questions/statements sh uld be designed to help

the advisee clarify his own problems, rather than

provide information for the advisors.
3. Closed questions are appropriate, following an

extended rambling discourse:for helping the advisee
focus his attention on central issues.

After the advisee has focused on the central issue,

open invitation to talk should again be utilized.
C. "Minimal encourges to talk"-atIlity to help the advisee

to keep talking once he has started to talk. (Pgs. 108-115)
1. "Minimal encourages" include simply an "um-humm,"

repe:titions of ()me Or'two words from what the'advisee

has said, one-word questions, head nods, and a

variety of body postu,res and gestures.
2. Using "minimal encotwizes" show interest in the

advisee while allowing the advisee to determine the

primary direction4of the interview,

"minimal encourages" should follow directly from
what the advisee has said.

II. Listening skills: selective attention- the advisee-will
respond and talk about areas which are responded to and reinforced;
therefore, leas necessary to select the areas to which to respond.
(Pgs. 115-119; 47-49)

A. Reflection and summarization of feeling-ability to
manliest selective attention to the feeling or emotional
aspe.cts of the advisee's expressions.

1. Note emotional aspects of the advisee's comments

an'a summarize them.in clear,form for that the advisee

himself may understand them.

2. Summarize and point out elle diverse and complex

A

04. feelings of the advdsee so that he understands and
-

continues with his discussion of the issue.

ono%
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B. Paraphrasing and the summative paraphrase-ability to

feed back to the advisee the content of what he has

just said, but in a restated form.

1. Should help the advisee move further and talk more

dee.ply about,the subject at hand.

2. Review the essential content of the interview; this

provides an opportunity to clarify confusing con-

tent, tie a number of comments together, highlight

issues by stating them concisely, or check the

advisor's perceptions.

III. Skills of self-expression-ability to express self and ideas

clearly and relevantly. (Chapter 6)

A. Expression of feeling-ability to express feelings and

attifudes.

B. Expression of content-ability to express clearly find-

ings and results; such as, test results.

Direct, mutual communication-ability to react to the

experiences you have with the advisee.

IV. Interpretation-the ability to sum up separate but related

comments, add evaluation of them, and allow the advisee to rethink

these ideas. (Pgs. 119-121)

A. Tale a part of the essence of what the advisee has

said (both emotionally and intellectually) and summarize

it, adding other data which is relevant.

B. Attend to the advisee's verbal and non-verbal reactions

to the interpretation and revise the interpretation as

appropriate.

The value of a single interpretation is whether or not

the advisee can utilize it to cope more effectively with

his problem.

713
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T e Teaching Model

This model is used for teaching each of-the skills.

Approximately three hours of training are scheduled for each skill.

The advisors will be divided by college into three groups and

assigned a supervisor who will coordinate their traini.ng.

. The individual advisor receives instrUctions to enter

a TOOM where he will interview an advisee. Depending

on the skill to be learned, the topic may or may not

be defined."aar instructions are given to the

advisee, with the exception that he is told he is about

to, be interviewed.

2. A five minute session with the advisor interviewing

the advisee is then videotaped.

3. The advisee leaves the TOOM and complefes an evaluation

form which is related to the skill being taught and/or

is interviewed by one of the supervisors. These data

are then available for the supervisory session with

the advisor.

4 The advisor reads a description of the specific skill

to be learned in this session.

When the videotaping is complete, the group of advisors

meet with their supervisor and discuss the skill and the

session. After the discussion, they are shown yideo

models of an expert demonstrating the specific skill.

There may be presented both positive and negative models

of the skill.

6. The advisors are shown the videotapes of their initial

interviews and discbss this with their supervisor. They

are asked to identify examples where they engaged in or

failed to apply the specific skill in question.

714.4
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7. The supervisor and advisors review the skill together

and plan for the next interview session.

8 The advisor reinterviews the same advisee for five

minutes. This session is videotaped,.

The advisors meet with their supervisor, view the

videotapes and discuss the sessions. If an advisor

needs further training, additional sessions are

scheduled for him.

3.1Chapter and Page references listed refer to Chapters arid

Pages you should read in Benjamin, The Helping Interview.

715
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IS HELP HELPFUL?

J.R. Gibb
(Reprinted from an article in the Association Forum (Jan. 1964)

People in the service professions often see themselves
as primarily engaged in the job of hellAng others. Helping be-
comes both the personal style of life and a core activity that
gives meaning and purpose to the life of the professional. The
youth worker, the camp director, the counselor, the consultant,
the therapist, the teacher, the-lawyereach is a helper.

Helping is a centra'. social process. The den mother,
the committee chairman, the parent, the personal friend, the board --

member, the dance sponsor--each is a helper.

Help, however, is not always helpful. The reciAal'ent of
the offered help may not see it as useful. The offeiing may not
lead to greater satisfaction or to better performance:, Even less

N.often does.the helping process meet a more rigorous criterion--
the lead to continued growth on the part of the participants.

To begin with, a person may have varied etivations for
offering help. He maywish to improve the perfo ance of a sun-
ordinate, reduce his own guilt, obtain gratitude, MIlke someone
happy, or give meaning to his own life. He may wish to demonstrate'
his superior skill or knowledge, induce indebtedness, control
others, establish dependency, punish others, or simply meet a job'
description. These conscious or partially conscious motivations
are so intermingled in any act of help that it is impossible for
either the-Thelper or the recipient to sort them out.

Depending on his own needs and upon the way he ses the
motives of the helper, the recipient will have varied reactions.
Pe may feel gratitude, resentment or admiration. He may feel help-
less and dependent, oi jealous of the helper who has the strength

Are
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or resources to be in the helper role. He may feel indebted, or

pressured to conform to the perceived demands or beliefs of the

helper.

We have all noticed that in certain ca.ses the recipient .

of the help becomes more helpless and dependent, less able to make

his own decisions or initiate his own actions, less self-sufficient,

more apathetic and passive, less willing to take risks, more con-

cerned about propriety and conformity, and less creative and

venturesome. We have also seen circumstances in which, following

help, recipients become more creative, 'less dependent upon helpers,

more williig to make risk decisions, more highly motivated ,to

tackle tough problems, less concerned about conformity, and more

effective at working independently or interdependently. Help may

or may not lead to pei.sonal growth and organizational health.

Under certain conditions both the giver and the receiver

grow and develoP. In general, people tend to grow when there is

reciprocal dependence interdependence, joint determination of

goals, real communication in depth, and reciprocal trust. To the

degree that these conditions are absent, people fail to grow.

From the standpoint of the organization, help must meet

two criteria: The job or program must be done moreeffectively,

and the individual members must grow and develop. These two criteria

tend to merge. The programand the organization are effective only

as the participants grow. The same conditions that lead to -organi-

zational health lead to personal growth. The following table presents

a theory of the helping relationship. Seven parallel sets of

orientations are presented. One set of conditions maximize help

and a parallel set of conditions minimize help.

7 1
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THE HELPING RELATIONSHIP

ORIENTATIONS THAT HELP

1. Recriprocal trust (confidence,
warmth, acceptance)

2. Cooperative learning (inquiry,
exploration, quest)

3. Mutual growth. (becomin actu-
alizing, fulfilling)

4. Reciprocal openness (spon-
taneity, candor, honesty)

5. Shared problem S'olving (defin-
ing, producing alternatives,
testing)

6..Autonomy (freedom, inter-
dependence, equality)

ORIENTATIONS THAT HINDER

Distrust (fear, punitiveness,
defensiveness)

2. Teaching (training, advice
giving, indoctrinating)

Evaluating (fixing, correcting,
providing a remedy)

Strategy (planning for,
maneuvering, gamesmanship)

5. Modeling (demonstration, in-
formation, giving, guiding)

Coaching (molding, steering,
controlling) ,

7. Experimentation (play, inno- 7. Patterning (standard, static,vation, provisional try) fixed)

RECIPROCAL TRUST

People accept help from those they trust. When the re-
lationship is one of acceptance aild trust, offers of help are appre-
ciated, listened to, seen as potentially helpful, and often acted
upon. The receiver accepts help from one whose perceived motives are
congenial to him. -He tends to reject offers frod peaPle whose of-,

fering is-seen as a guise for attempts_to control, punish, or gain
power. "Help" is most helpful when given in an atmosphere in which
pe.ople have reciprocal feelings of confidence, warmth, and acceptance.
When one feels that his worth as a person is valued, he is able to
plate himself in psychological readiness to receive aid.
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DISTRUST

When people fear and distrust each other, even well-

intended help is revisited, resented, or seen as unhelpful. Offers

of help ate sometimes given in service of motivations that are un-

acceptable to the receiver. That is, one offers help in order to

place the other person in a dependent position, elicit expressions

of gratitude, assert one's superiority, or punish him. In distrust

the recipient's guard is up. He is likely to project his distrust

into the helpvr and to resist or resent the help.

One often gives help to camouflage or assuage his desire

to change another person--change his character, habits, or miscon-

ceptions. The desire lo change another person is essentially hos-

'tile. At a deep level, one who genuinely accepts another person

does not wish to change him. A person who is accepted is allowed

to become--determine his own goals and follow them at his own pace.

The person who genuinely wishes to help offers the help that the

-recipient wishes. Genuine help is not lorced upon the receiver.

Neither th*e parent nor the child really beliees that the punish-

ment is given "for the good of the child."

Punishment or censure. may be given with a conscious desire

to help, but usually is accompanied by a deep component of retali-

ation, OT by a desire to hurt, control, OT assert superiority. The

giver often speaks of his act as "helpful" in order to rationalize

to himself and to the receiver acts that are done for other motiva-

5 75

tions.

COOPERATIVE LEARNING.

People are helpful to each other when they are engaged in

a cooperative quest for learning. The learning atmosphere is one of

joint inquiry and exploration. Needs for help and impulses to give

help arise out of the demands of the common cooperative task. Help

is thus reciprocal. The helper and helpee roles are interchangeable.

Each participant has the intent to learn and feels he can learn from
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the partners and from the common task. The boss and the subbrdinate,
the teacher and the student, the professional worker and'the youth--
all are most helpful when each member of the pair sees'the relation-
ship as a quest with potential learning for each. An effective
project team is guided by the task and not by the teacher. It is
motivated by the shared potential for learning.

TEACHING

When one participant in a project sets out to teach, train,
advise, persuade, Or indoctrinate the other members or is seen as
wanting to do so, the learning of eachsmember is reduced. People
cannot be taught. People must learn. People cannot be trained.
They grow and-develop: The most deeply helpful relationship is one
of common inquiry and quest, a relationship between co-learners and
co-manangers in which each is equally dependent ,upon the other for
significant help and in which each sees and accepts this relationship.

MUTUAL GROWTH

The most permanent and significant help occurs in a re-
lationship in which both members are continually growing, becoming,
and seeking fulfillment. Each member participates in a mutual
assessment of progress, accepts this reality of growth, and par-
ticipates in a way that will maximize the growth of both partici-
pants. In a fundamental sense, one can only help himself. The
helper can only participate with another in an effort to create a
climate in which growth can occur.

EVALUATING

Growth is often hindered when one meMber of the helping
team sets out to appraise or remedy the defects in the other member.
Help is most effective when it is seen as a force moving-toward
,growth rather than as an effort to remove gaps, remedy defects, or
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bring another person up to a standard criterion. The limits of

growth of any person are extremely difficult to foresee or to as-

sess. The potential for growth is consistently underestimated by

both participants in the helping relationship.

RECIPROCAL OPENNESS

One of the essential conditions for effective human learn-

ing is the opportunity for feedback or knowledge, and attitudes. In

the areas where professional help is most commonly sought or given,

the essential progress in learning and growth is blocked most often

by the failure to obtain adequate aata of people's feelingslind

perceptions of each other. In order to do effective work, one must

know how others feel and how they see things. In the usual situations

in which professional helpers find themselves, there are many pres-

sures which camouflage or distort the relevant data: differential

status, differential perceived power, dnd fears that one can hurt
or be hurt.

STRATEGY

Wh n some part of the helping process is closed or un-

available ta all participants, people are likely to become anxious,

resentful, or resistant. Neither participant in the helping pro-

cess can "use the other for his own needs." The helping process

is most effective when one Oans with another, not for another.

One is not helped when he is maneuvered into some action which he

does not understand. Gamesmanship and gimmicks are antithetical to

the helping process.

SHARED PROBLEM SOLVING

The productive helping relationship focuses upon the 'prob-

lem to be solved. Problem solving involves a joint determination of

7)(7)Nee law
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the problem, continual redefinition of-the problem as successive
insights are gained, joint focus upon possible alternative solutions,
joint exploration of .the data, and continual reality testing'of the
alternatives. The expertness and resources of each person ar-e shared.
The aspect of the behavior about which help is gfven is seen as a

\ shared problemnot as a defect to be remedied or as something to be
\ solved by the helper as consultant.

\MODELING
\

A common image of the helping relationship is one where
the,helper offers a model for the advice to follow. The expert
gives a demonstration of how the recipient may solve his problems.
The problem is defined by the expert. Diagnosis is made by the
expert. The expert is challenged to offer additional alternatives
to the solution of the problem and perhaps even to test the solu-
tions. The process is uni-directional. The limitations of modeling
are many. Dependency is incyeased. The pupil seldom gets better
than the model. The woiker tries to contorti to the image of the
supervisor. Growth is limited.

AUTONOMY

The ideal relationship for helping is an interdependent one
in which each person sees the other as both helper and recipient in
an exchange amon equals. It is essential that each participant pre-
-serve his freedom and maintain his autonomous responsibility IOT
guiding himsellf toward his own-learnings, growth, and problem solving.
The helper must work himself out of the helping job. The supervisor,
youth.worker, and counselor _List become decl-easingly necessary to
the people beinrhelped. Psychological weaning, however painful to
both helper and recipient, must continue if help is to be truly help-
ful.
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The coach molds, steers, or ctintrols the behavior of the4

recipient, much as a tennis coach) or physical education director
Aolds the behavior of the athlete or skill-directed recipient of
Alelp. This is another unidirectional process in which he applies
it a skilled way to the behavior of the recipient, who puts himself
in the hands of the coach.

The recipient of helping is encouragyd-to matntain re-
spectful dependency upon the coach, to not challenge his authority
or expertness, to put implicit trust in his abilities and powers,
and to receive from the coach motivational or inspirationaioguid-
ance. Boa :oach and pupil suffer under this pattern. Each may
gain in skill under this pattern. Each may gain in skill; neither
grows as a person.

'EXPERIMENTATION-

Tentativeness and innovative experimentation are character-
is0c of the most productive helping relationship. There is a sense
of play, excitement, and fun in the common exploratory quest for
new solutions to continually changing problems. The helping process
is viewed as a series of provisional trials. Each participant joins
in the game and adds to the general excitement. Errors can be made--
and are perhaps expected. Help is a search. Finding creative solu-
tions to newly defined problems is a game--full of zest and intrinsic
drives that keep the game going.

PATTERNING

Help is limited when the process is seen as an attempt on
the part of one person to help another meet a prescribed standard,
come up to a criterion, or reach a goal specified in advance. Help-
ing is a creative synthesis of growth and continual search for new
forms.

72'4
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Help 14s not always helpfulbut it can be. Both the
helper and the recipient can 'grow and learn when help is given in

a relationship of trust, joint inquIry, openness, and intetd'epen:
dence. Growth-centered helping processes lead to healthy groups
and effective organizations..

725
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HELPING AGENT SKILLS

(From materials developed And published .by Effe\ctiveness Training_

Associated, InC.)

When I perceive cues that the other person is experienc-
ing a problem, and I choose to be'a helping agent, there are a
variety of communication skills I can use. They are' listed in
.order of incr'easing activity on my part.

SILENCE

Passive listening with accompanying non-verbal behaviors
(posture, eye contact; etc.) that communicate interest and concern.

NON-COMMITTAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Brief expressions that communicate understanding, accep-
tance, and empathy, such as:

"Oh" "Really"

"I see" "No fooling"

"Mm-hmm" "You did, huh"

"How about that" "Interesting"

DOOR OPENERS

invitations to expand or continue the expressions of

thoughts and feelings'. Again, the listener is showing*interest and

involvement. Examples:

"Tell,me about it"

"I'd like to hear your thinking"

"Would you like.to talk about it"

"Let's discuss it"

"Sounds like yoU've got some feelings about this"

"Pti be interested in what you've got to say"

r"A 72sAra
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CONTENT PARAPHRASE

Putting the factual portion of the message into your

own words and sending it back to check your accuracy in under-
standing. Examples are:

"So you really told your bass off"

"You're saying, if your plan works, ,he problem will

be solved."

"She just keeps going on and on, huh?"

ACTIVE LISTENING

Helping the sender to understand'both the thoughts

and feelings of his communication. The listener does this by

reflecting or mirroring what he has heard. Examples are:

"You sound upset when he uses your bike"

"You are not pleased with the way your part of the

report is coming'

"You're stumped about what to do next."

NON-VERBAL OBSERVATION

A sensitive observation of an individual's behavior

to understand feelings that are not being expressed verbally.

Examples:

"You look sad" "You seem anxious and upset"

"I think you're getting nervous about the late hour"

(after noting clock gazing)

RESPONDING TO LEGIMATE DEPENDENCY

Providing information or actions to meet straight-

forward needs that are not coded or masked expressions of deeper

peeds. Example.

"What is today's meeting schedule?"

Ans.: "We_s.qill be starting at 8 a m
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HELPING SKILLS FOR ADVISORS1

Michael Mulligan

Regional Director

The American College Testing Program

Generally speaking, the universally accepted goal of

helping is to generate more appropriate behavior. The specific

goals for a given advisee will be determined by'the advisor and
advisee collaboratively as they interact in the helping relation-

ship. The nature of the interaction must be controlled by the
advisor. 'He is the expert on the conditions necessary .ft1T change

to occur; therefore he must control his own behavior and create

an atmosphere of security and trust that ai-e prerequisites for

the first step or goal in helping. These conditions can be

taught, practiced, and used systematically. Carkhuff (1972a)

has outlined three goals of helping as follows:

1. Nf_lpp_l_f_IL.ElaLlpn- The first goal of helping is

to facilitate helpee self-exploration. Before a helper

can be of any assistance to a helpee, he must under-

stand the helpee's problem in depth. Likewise the

helpee must know his own problem and all its'ramifica-

tions if he is to be fully irvolved in its solution.

The untrained advisor frequently misses his first

opportunity to help by being too willing to accept the advisee's

first statement of his problem as the primary concern. The advisor
then often gives advice on how the advisee should handle the

problem. This is inappropriate advice because it is "off the top

of the head" of the advisor and based on too little information.

it is typically the kind of advice that the advisee has already

considered and prot5ably even tried but found to be ineffectiv, in
solving his problem.
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When the helpee is permitted to

explore or is helped to explore his problem in depth,

he is likely to understand the problem and himself

better. The role of the'helper is to assist the helpee

in making some Rind of sense out of the many pieces of

puzzle. Typically, the helpee has thought about

his probleM a great deaf, but because he did' not have

the necessary skill or responses, Or he could not put

them together in the proper combination, he was unable

to change his behavior and solve his problem.

3. Helpee Action Often the most difficult step in prob-

lem solving is'taking the necessary action to correct

the identified Problem. The helper and helpee must

devise a plan of action or program for the helpee to

follow to resolve his problem. ,It must be a plan that

is possible to complete. That is, the helpee must be

capable of taking a series of successful steps or actions

that will ensure the success of the next step and

ultimately the successful resolution of the problem

itself. In the process of arriving at a given course

of action, the helper and helpee consider alternate

plans and the possible consequences of different plans

before selecting one.

It is important to understand that not all academic

advisors will always be able to develop a sequence of actions that

will lead to a desired outcome. Often, the advisor will be just

one link in the chain of life of an advisee. He may simply be the

helper who assists in developing a few key responses in the advisee's

total repertoire of responses that he can use in the future to help

solve his problems or enrich his life.

72,9
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Self exploration usually leads to a better understand-
ing of the advisee's concerns which, in turn, makes possible a

more successful course of action. The action itself provides
the ultimate feedback to the advisee. Often he will need to
redefine or alter his responses to arrive at the preferred
behavioral outcome. He repeats the cycle as often as necessary
to lead him toward his goal.

The first phase of helping is directed tow-ard establi-
shing a base, or building a good relationship with the ailvisee.

Preparing for a space sh.Q.t and firing the rocket 5,s

analogous to the two basic phases of helping: facilitation and
action. Before a rocket can be fired, many preparations must be
made. First, a very strong base must be built under the rocket
to hold it and to sustain the backward thrust when it is fired.

Similarily, in helping relationships, the advisor must first use
the less threatening (facilitative) dimensions to prepare and

sustain the advisee for the more threatening but often necessary
action or initiative dimensions. If the advisor carefully builds

his base with the advisee, he will help ensure his sqccess when

he becomes conditional with the advisee at a later action period.

Carkhuff (1971a) succinctly stated the importance of the facili-

tation phase of helping when he said, "Even -4.6 you have juLt

teen minuteS to hap, you must uze 6ive minute4 OA 40 Aupond-

ing f6ac-Uitatng) to the hetpee :41)1 mde4 to tiind out 04 ouiLe

wheAe the heepee Ls beime 4ta/Ltin9 to put the pictuAe togethet

tbiZt'L'ating) and action upon that p.i.ctuAe."

To achieve success in the first goal of helping, the

advisor must be able to refrain from acting on his judgements of
the advisee. Virtually no one can refrain from making evaluations

or judgments about others, but an advisor can refrain from acting

on his judgments. This is especially important if his early

evaluations or judgments are negative. For example, an advisor

7 3 0
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,

may initially be repulsed by an advisee forIa number of reasons;

nevertheless, if he can suspend acting on these feelings, he can

usually discover something good or likeable about the advisee.

At this point he can begin to invest in the advisee and build a

base rom which to work. lf, after a reasonable time, the advisor

is unable to develop some interest in, or positive feelings toward,

the advisee, he should refer the advisee to someone more likely

to be able to help Or refrain from assuming the "helping" role with

the person, whichever is relevant.

"Putting oneself in the shoes of another" and "seeing

through the eyes of another" are ways of describing empathy.

Empathy appears to be the most important dimension in the heliling

process (Carkhuff 1969a). If we cannot understand (emphathize with)

ttle advisee, we cannot help him.

Another facilitative dimension is respect. We cannot help

someone if we have no faith in his ability to solve his own prob-

lems. Respect develops las we learn about the uniqueness and the

capabilities of an advisee. It grows as we observe his efforts in

many aspects of his life.

Warmth or caring, the third facilitative dimension, is
.. -

l

closely related to empathy and respeco'.-\ We tend to love or have

concern for those we know (understan orand believe in (respect).

It is difficult to conceive of being able to help someone we do

not care for. ("Help" here means to "make a significant investment

in.") In this model, we have chosen to emphasize the communication

of warmth primarily through nonverbal means.

As the advisor begins to develop a base with the advisee

through emphasizing empathy, respect, and warmth, the advisee

self-explores in greater and greater depth. In fact, the clue to ,

whether Or not the advisee is successful in the early phase of

helping is based on the degree to which the advisor uses helper

responses to make deeper and more thorough self-explorations.
---,
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With repeated interchangeable helper responses that

give back to the advisee essentially t:Iat which he has given
to the advisor the advisee often begins to repeat himself

aild "spins his wheels" or reaches a plateau of self-exploration

and understanding. jt is at this point that the advisor needs

to draw upon some 116w dimensions of concreteness, genuineness,

and self-di'Sclosure which are pext carefully implemented.

When the advisor pres 68 for greater concreteness or specificity

on the part of the advisee, he introduces a certain degree of

threat. Greater threat also occurs when the advisor becomes

,morre genuine and sets,the stage (by his modeling or genuineness)

. for the advisee to become more genuine. Advisor self-disclosure

encou-rages greater intimacy in the relationship, which can lead

to increased threat to the idvisee. In other words, these

three dimensions increase the threat level for the advisee,

and are thus similar to the action dimensions.

Specifically, conveteness refers to the advisee pin-

pointing or accurately labeling his feelings and experiences.

The advi>6or facilitates this,by being specific himself, or at

least as specific as the advisee has been (interchangeable.)

When he is more specific 'than., the advisee, he is going beyond

where the advisee is. If the advisor's timing of his use of

concreteness is correct, the advisee can achieve greater

understanding than when the advisor was more vague about his

problem or concern.

Genuineness refers to the ability of the advisor to

be real or honest with the advisee. His verbalizations are

congruent with his inner feelings. Whether or not the advisor's

genuineness is useful to the advisee will often depend upon the

advisor's ability to time his level of honesty so as to lead to

7 1 4,e
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greater trust and understanding. As Carkhuff (1971a) has said,

"Hetp.ing 04 the hetti)e.e." if the advisee cannot utilize the

advisor genuineness, it may be useless or even damaging. The

adage "Honest is the best policy" is not always correct,

. especially if brutal honesty is employed and the recipient is

not capable of dealing with it to improve himself. To illustrate,

encounter groups can be harmfu to certain persons, especially

when, as is sometimes the-case., frankness precedes the establish-

ment of a solid base or relationship.

Self-disclosure by the advisor can lead to greater

closeness between advisor and advisee if it is appropriate OT

relevant to the advisee's problem. If the,advisor "has been

where the advisee is at" and had found a solution to the problem,

. this Can be reassuring to the advisee. Furthermore, tlie advisee s

potential .solution may even te similar to the one employed by

the advisor. The success of Alcoholics Anonymous and other

self-help groups is related to this dimension. The drinking

alcoholicv for exampele, looks to the "dry alcoholic' of AA for

4 the solution to his own problem.

When idvisor self-disclosure is premdture or irrelevant

to the advisee's problem, it tends to confuse the advisee or

transfer the focus to the advisor. There is a danger of stealj_ng

the spotlight when the advisor self-discloses prematurely and

inappropriately; therefore self-disclosure should be used sparingly

and'only when it can be predicted with a high degree of certainty

that it will be relevant to the advisee-s concerns, increase his

understanding of his problem or identify the potential action

needed in its resolution.

The dimensions of concreteness, genuineness, and

self-disclosure can be used to predict the degree,of success of
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the advisee's help-seeking. The degree to which the advisee

can be concrete about his problem (can label it accurately,

for instance,) can be honest and open with the advisor, and

can self-disclose at high levels will determine 'whetheT or not

the advisee will, in fact, receive help. Of course, the other
important factor in the help-seeking equation is the helper.

If the advisor chooses to be concrete, genuine, .and to self-

disclose to a persori who is incapable of helping him, the

advisee may become disillusioned or, worse still, damaged.

Helping can be for better or for worse. (Truax, and Carkhuff,

1967).

If the prospective advisee talks about-his concerns

in vague and general terms (not concrete), if he is observed

to be playing a Tole or relating in a superficial manner (not

genuine), and does not make personally relevant disclosures,

the advisor is relatively safe in predicting that the advisee

will be difficult to help. Also the process might require a

relatively long period of time in developing the base the

first phase of helping - before any positive action may occur.

The action phase of helping may be considered as the

most important phase. It is in this phase that tough decisions

are made and that hard work must be done. It is the ultimate

test of whether or not the advisor is, in fact, the "more

'knowing" individual and is tough and confident enough to believe

both in his own and his advisee's ability to come up with a plan

of action (strategy) and follow through on it when difficulties

arise. The a-dvisor must be capable of assisting in the develop-

ment of a plan or strategy for the'advisee that will lead to

the successful resolution of the advisee's current problem and

prolide him at the same time with a method for attacking future

problems.

734
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If the advisor has not resolved the pa ticular problem

or concern in question, it is highly unlikely he can assist the
advisee. A maxim every advisor must use to guide his helping

attempts is that you cannot help someone else solve a problem

that you have failed to resolve yourself. If the advisor knOws

himself, he will be unlikely to enter into a helping relationship

in a problem area that remains unresolved for himself. ,

There is another cardinal rule in helping: One does

not confront nor emphasize the action dimensions until he has

earned the right:that is, has'built the ease. We often hear,

especially from young peo'ple, "Tell it like it is. Telling it

like it is-often is tantamount to confronting. Confrontation,

a key action dimension, can be extremely helpful whenA.he advisee

has learned, from earlier experience, that the advisor is con-

cerned about his welfare and cares enough even to risk the

relationship to "level" with him.

Frequently, confrontation refers to dealing with a

discrepancy between what the advisee has been spying 'About

himself and what he has, in fact, been doing. A comil;on

confrontation ()CC:Ill's when assisting an advisee to face the

reality of a situation. The most threatening type of confron-

tation is one that does not allow the advisee to "save face."

This is the type of confrontation that deals with the present.

When you catch a person behaving contrary to the way he claims

to behave and you confront him directly with it, it is difficult

to deny it. Re has few good means of defense and may use denial

and other inappropriate short term mechanisms that have long-

term disadvantages. FOT example, if a mother catches her child

with his hand in the cookie jar and accuses him of stealing

cookies, the child may actually deny that he was taking a

cookie. This often happens; the child denies reality when the
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external threat is great enough. Parents, teachers, and other

adults often unknowingly teach children to lie and deny reality

by their use of threats. Similarly, supervisors or other

authorities mays inadvertently create a degtee of fear or'threat

that leads their employees to deceitful behavior.

The last dimension, immediacy, is of.ten related,to

confrontation. It refers to what is really going on between

advisor and advisee. When the advisee is unaware of his

reactions toward the advisor, the advisee may need to describe

Or explain them. It includes "telling itlike it is"'between

advisor and advisee at the present time. The advisee can gain

a better understanding of himself, especially how his actions

affect others (in this case the advisor), when the advisor,

appropriately uses the immediacy so that the advisee can use

it productively.

The productiVe use of the action dimensions of

confrontation and immediacy can be guaranteed by taking the

position that "the customer (advisee), is always right." By

this we simply mean that regardless of how brilliant and

creative the responses of an advisor may appear to u , if the

advisee cannot use them in solving his problem, they are

worthless, if not harmful to,him.

The courses of action that may, be outlined for the

advisee to achieve his goals to give him direction may be many

and varied.

The courses of action that are selected are not likely

to be effective in the "whole" person if the form of the advisee

not considered. Lazarus (1975) has developed a model that

encourages the person to be considered with respeet to his

deficits in behavior, affect, sensation, imagery, cognition,

interpersonal relations, and total health. When the deficits

are also considered in conjunction with a person's assets, the
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"whole" person is being involved and a complete program OT
course of action is possible.

'Carkhuff (1973),has provided a unique and systematic
Method for assisting the advisor and advlsee explore the

advise.e's value system as it relates to potential courses of

action to be undertaken. When this system is related to that
of Lazarus, a,complete system for problem solving is available.

The principles involved in implementing a course of
action recommended by Carkhuff (1.969a)

3
are summarized as

follows: 1) The helper must check with the helpee at all

stages of development and implementation to be sure that what
being planned or performed is relevant to the helpee's

functioning. 2) The focus of change should usually be on the

helpee first and only secOndart:ly on the helpee's relationship
with others. 3) Only those measures OT procedures that ensure

the highest probability of constructive change are employed.

4) The emphasis is on outcomes and the achievement of attain-

able goals. The actions of the helper and helpee are affected

by the feedback that they receive.

Often the real test of an advisor will be whether or

not he and the advisee together can develop appropriate plans

of action or programs for the advisee: Frequently'the advisee

will be unable to develop his own course of action completely

and will require help in structuring his program. When the

advisee cannot participate fully in the program, Carkhuff (1969a)

cautions the helper to develop programs that will nenabte the

heipee to catky zome o6 the buAden o6 kesporsibaity 6ot hi4

own

If the academic advisor can master the basic dimensions

of the helping relationship that we have outlined, he will prevent

the development of many problems.
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As the advisor shows empathy, respect, and warmth, the

advisee explores his behavior and his prOblem. As the advisor

continues to show empathy, respect, and warmth, and displays

appropriate levels of concreteness genuineness, self-disclosure,

and confrontation, the advisee begins to understand himself and

his problem. After the base is built, the advisor uses high levels

of confrontation and immedia,cy to help the advisee take action OT

find direction.

This description is oversimplified, but generally this

is the pattern of helping. An important understanding* is that

during his process the advisor is really jeinforcing certain

behaviors and extinguishing others. ShoWing empathy, respect,

and warmth generally reinforces whatever the advisee says or does,

which increases the probability of self-exploration and problem

exploration.

Responding wi h appropriate levels of contreteness,

genuineness, self-disclosure, and confrontation (only about dis-

crePencies in what the advisee is saying) results in more selection

reinforcement. The advisor is no longer speaking strictly from the

advisee's pOnt of yiew. He begins to focus on the aspects of

advisee behavior that he thinks will be more productive; he begins

to relate, more of his own feelings that reinforce in a certain

direction, and he points out discrepancies in advisee behavior.

Thes.e advisor behaviors increase the probability that the advisee

will understand himself and his problem.

If an adequate relationship has been established, high

levels of confrontation clearly reinforce certain kinds of behavior

and extinguish othets. These advisor responses increase the prob-

ability that the advisee will act on his problem and try to find

some direction to follow that may solve his problem.

The art of helping includes first knowing how to respond

heApfully and then knowing which techniques to employ.

r-
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Many beginning advisors learn to show interchangeable empathy,

respect, and warmth, and never become capable of displaying other
more actioweri nted dimensions. They often'say, "I don't want to

be responsibl if he makes the wrong decision so I always make sure
it's his deci ion," or "I don't want him to become dependant on

others tb make is decision," These are legitimate concerns but
I

they must be kept in perspective.

The advisor who displays only interchangeable empathy,

respect, and warmth is not very selective in what he reinforces.
This often results in the-advisee accepting his problem as a per-

manent part of himself insttad of solving it. If he is rewarded

for discussing his problem over and over without moving toward

some conculsion, he becomes desensitized to the problem and begins

to think it's OK to have this problem. It's like the thirty-year

old man who went to a psychotherapist for his bedwetting problem.
For several months the therapist displayed much empathy and respect.

Later when asked whether he had quit wetting the bed, the young

man exclaimed, "No, but I feel a lot better about it now!"

It,is extremely important for advisors to be aware of what
behaviors they are reinforcing. The 'art of helping included know-

ing what behaviors to reinforce at a given time and how to do it,

.as well as knowing what behaviors.to extinguish and how to extinguish
them effectively.

FOOTNOTES

1
Adapted from Human Relations Development: A Manual for

Educators. George M. Gazda. Allyn.& Bacon, Inc.

Boston: 1973.

2"Helping & HuAn Relations: A Brief Guide for Training Lay

Helpers." Journal of Research and Development, in Ed. 4,

#2, pp. 17-27.

3"Helping & Human Relations: A Primer for Lay and Professional

Helpers." Selection and Training, Vol. 1. New York: Holt,

Rinehart & Winston, Inc.
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WHAT ACADEMIC ADVISORS NEED TO XNOW ABOUT ALPING

Helping may be for better or worse The very first

thkft that an Academic Advisor should know is that what he does

with and for a student may be harmful as well as herpful. If

we can help someone, we can also hurt them. The fact is that

the tfiings that an Academic Advisor does with a student may

make a differe,nce in his life. Therefore, once a students

welfare is meaningful to the Advisor, he will do those things

that are most helpful. Many times faculty advisers can be

harmful by playing one 'or more of the following roles:

1. THE DETECTIVE. The detective is eager to track

down the facts'of the case. He grpls the advisee

about the details of what happened and responds to

this factual content instead of giving attention to

feeling.

2. THE MAGICIAN. The magician tries to make the problem

diiappear by telling the advisee it isn't there.

3. THE FOREMAN: The foreman believes that if a person

can be kept too busy to think about a problem, there

will be no problem.

4. THE JUDGE. The judge gives rational explanations to

show the advisee that his past actions have caused

the present situation - the advisee is ihe guilty

party. A helper does not punish.

S. SWAMI. The swami knows and predicts exactly what is

going io happen.

SIGN PAINTER. The sign'painter thinks a problem can

be solved by being named.

71r,
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DRILL SERGEANT. The drill sergeant gives orders and

expects them to be obeyed. Because he knows just what

the advisee should do, he sees no need to give explana-

*tions or listen to the advisee's feelings, or to explain

his commandS to the advisee.

8. GURU. The guru dispenses proverbs and cliches on every

occasion as though he is the sole possessor of the

accumulated wisdom of the ages.

9 FLORIST. The florist is uncomfortable talking about

anything unplesant so he gushes flowery phrases to keep

the advisee's problem at a safe distance.

These roles do not help the student explore, understand,
and act on his problems. Before academic advisors work with others

they should know themselves or they can become one of the above

characters.

(NOTE: A complete description of the above characters are in

GAZDA, (eorge, HUMAN RELATIONS DEVELOPMENT A Manual for Educators,

Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1972)

r-N)Aroguy
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IDENTIFYING POSS BLE PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS

The advisor needs to be sensitive to.behavior that
indicates that a student is experiencing psychological problems.
tThe following are indicators of level of adjustment. These
indicators often give clues to the psychological condition of
the student. They are not separate psychological entities,
but are observable facets of a total personality. The advisor
needs to develop the ability to determine whether a referral is
needed.

OVERACT1VTTY

definite speeding up of any simple or more complex
aspect of human behavior. Increase in activity may be detected
in a person's rate of speech, flow of ideas, motor behavior, or

patterns of social interaction. Shifts in such behavior are

experienced from time to time by practically everyone and if

transient, are considered normal. However, when any noticeable
increase in activity persists or intensifies, then it should be
taken as a possible clue that all is not well in the individual's
well being.

UNDERACTIVITY

....a reduction of physical and mental activities. Most

persons e.Xperience a reduction of physical and mental activities
when temporarily fatigued, physically ill, or emotionally depleted.
This is normal behavior if recovery is noticeable and continuing

reduction in activity persists, then it may be a warning signal
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DEPRESSION

...a blue,sorrowful, OT discouraged feeling. Such ,feelings

are normal experiences of practically all persons. However, when

symptoms of depression and despondency become more severe, increase

in duration, and have no logical explanation, then a signal of

maladjustment is evident.

EMOTIONAL VARIABILITY

...emotional "ups and downs." Every person experiences

these in daily living. They may be mild or intense, but usually

are temporary or transitory in nature. Such emotional swings or

upsets are often associated with personal frustration, disappoint-

ment, failure, illness, fatigue, bereavement and other such life

expere.inces. However, emotional upsets become signals of possible

maladjustment when they become disproportionate in intensity OT

duration to the range of reactions of other persons in similar

situations or when they occur without any relationship to life's

events.

PSYCHOSOMATIC DIFFICULTIES

...bodily changes and disturbances caused by personal stress.

Temporary distrubances, such as a passing headache after an emotional

upset, are a common experience. When, however, bodily changes or

disturbances persist solely because of psychological pressure,

then the symptoms take on more critical aspects, and the possibility

of psychosomatic difficulty should be considered. Some common

symptoms include: loss of appetite, nausea, vomiting, stomachache,

diarrhea, constipation, heart "pounding," skin trouble, sudden

loss of hair, asthma or hay fever, profuse sweating, excessive

fatigue, backache, eye strain, shaking or trembling: paralysis,

or frequency of urination.

71,1
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ODD OR UNUSUAL BEI1AVIOR

...deviations in a person's motor activities, ideational
processes, or social activities. These include, among others,

odd mannerisms, grimaces, unusual bodily movements, meaningless

repetition of acts, and thoughts hard to follow or comprehend

because of a private OT personal meaning given to them. This

type of behavior can be evaluated by several tests. First, can

the questioned behavior be understood in terms of the person's
age and peer culture? If not, then a closer study is required.

Second, does the behavior appear to arise from deep inner forces

which have little or no relationship to the external world in

which a person is living? Third, does the person show a steady

withdrawal from normal social living into a solitary and isolated
world of his own? Fourth, does the person fail to meet the

regular and normal demands of his environment?

TENSION-2EDUCING HABITS

.repetitive-type acts such as nail biting, nose-picking,

tremors, bodily tics, twisting and pulling the hair, scratching

OT pulling body parts, eye-blinking) biting lips or inner cheek,

ritualistic habits, and other compuslive behavior which has little

relevance to accomplishment of any real end. Tension reducing

symptoms need expert evaluation and persons exhibiting them should

be referred.

PERIODS OF UNCONSCIOUSNESS

...loss of consciousness such as blaCk-outs, fainting,

hysterical "passing out," and amnesic spells. Regardless of cause,

loss of consciousness, other tIlan sleep, shoUld be recognized as

a critical event and,a referral made.



NEGATIVE ATTITUDE

...toward others and self'. Persons who are mentally

healthy have in general a rather positive set of attitudes and

feelings toward self and others. There are times when the

healthy person exhibits negative, hostile, or aggressive behavior.

However, he usually returns very soon to a more positive orien-

tation. Some examples of expression of nerative attiitudes include

repetitive patterns of sarcastic remarks, depreciation of others,

criticism, "Back-biting," always being late for scheduled events,

frequently interrupting others, habitually disrupting on-going

activities, repeatedly indulging in attention-getting behavior,

and through open violation of group standards. More serious forms

of negativ'ism emerge when attitudes are expressed or held that

"people cannot be trusted," "the world is against me," "others

are out to use me," and "people are no damn good." Negative

orientation becomes critical when it is generalized, pervasive,

and indiscriminate in relation to the world, the persons in it,

and to self.

ANXIETY ND FEAR REACTIONS
...generalized feelings of apprehension. Persons under

threat usually experience some degree of anxiety or fear. After

,the crisis is past the emotional feelings along with body functions

usually return to their previous state of equilibrium. Anxiety

and fear reactions become of more concern when the person reports

he feels uncomfortable and is unable to understand or explain

why he so reacts, or the symptoms persist long after the threat

situation is past, or the intensAy of the reaction is dispropor-
.

tionate to the threat factor. Should a student exhibit this type

of behavior he should probably be referred.

7 4,
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OVER RESISTANCE AND OVER-SUBMISSION TO AUTHORITY

:.evidence of maladjastment begins to appear when a

generalized and undifferentiated resistance to authority charac-

terizes behavior or when a person uses submission as a generalized

and fixed pattern OT adjustment regardless of the situation.

SPEECH DIFFICULTIES

...these include temporary speech blockage, mispronuncia-

tions, stuttering, stammering, repeating words or phrases, complete

hysterical mutism, talking too loud or too low, talking too fast

or too slow, speech too high or low pitched, speech too jerky or

explosive, or speech too thick OT too labored. Such problems

should probably be referred for -help.

SLEEP DISTURBANCES

411
...transitory difficulties in sleeping may result from

absence of familiar surroundings, emotional upsets, or from

physical causes, such as disease, injury, or fatigue.. However,

sleep disturbances become of concern when they persist after the

percipitating circumstances or trauma are past. The advisor

should note any extreme deviations in too little sleep, too much

sleep, or other irregular patterns.

In order to help discriminate between normal adjustive reactions

and those which indicate more serious impairment, the following

principles may be useful:

-1. Any behavioral pattern or patterns which cripple,

disablei; handicap, interfere with, or prevent a person

from achieving his potential level of satisfying,

creative, productive living should be considered as a

signal of impairment to some degree in the adjustive

process.
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2. Any persistence of a disturbing or combination of

unusual acts should be viewed as evidence pointing

toward maladjustment.

3. Any intensifiCation of the unusual in behavior over

a period of time is to be taken as a warning sign in

evaluating a person's level of adjustment.

4 . Whenever reactions and signs become disproport onate

to any discernible causes, then they should be read

as critical factors in assessing personal adjustment.

S. Nhenever emotional responses become generalized or

undifferentiated, they usually indicate an unhealthy

spreading of a disturbance or disorder.

The University of North Florida
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REFERRAL SKILLS

REFERRAL SKILLS TO BE LEARNED

I. Referral decisions--ability to determine whether a

referral should be made

A. Determination of problem(s).

B. Determination of whether OT not you can help and/

or are qualified to offer the assistance needed.

C. Determination that a referral is needed.

D. Determination of possible agencies or pe sons

to whom the student may be referred.

Referral process--ability to professionally refer the
student to the proper person or agency for help.

A. Informing the student of the need for referral.

I. Take into account the student's emotional

and psychological reaction to the referral.
2. Get the student to discuss his problem(s),

consider reasons for referral, evaluate possible

sources of help, and assist in the selection

of the specific person or agency.
B. Assist the student in making an appointment with

the perosn or agency.

C. Discuss with the student any need for'transfer of

data and obtain consent and approval f6r the transfer.
D. Give the student all the necessary facts to get him

to the referral source. This m.P.y include giving

the name of the agency Or perosn to whom he is to

be sent, the address, the date and ti'le of appoint-

ment, means of transportation, cost of service,

person to contact, other fac,ts.
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Transmit to the person or agency who will assist

the student all the information essential for

helping the student.

3. Follow-up--ability toevaluate the appropriateness and

effectiveness of tl)e referral.

A. Determine if the student kept his appointment.

B. Discusswith the student his evaluation of the

help received from the agency or person.

C. Determine whether you selected the appropriate

source of help for the student.

- The University of North Filorida

730
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ONS ON REFERRING THE TROUBLED STUDENT

Most of your referrals are made under rather routine
circumstances, without notable difficulty OT attendant anxiety.
Occasionally, however, you will encounter a student who is con-
spicuously troubled. your role as an advisor and teacher at
such times takes on particular importance, for how you respond
can potentially have significant consequences for the student
and for the imititution. A.s a result of your actions the troubled
student can feel helped or become further demoral±zed; through

your assistance the problem might be reSolv6d or the student may
'become so unhappy *aSto-see withdrawa,1 from Hainline as the only
solution.

Inevitably, there are times when withdrdwal from HamL
line is indeed the.best sOlUtion. 'But this yeally ought to be
considered as a last resort. If, through their willing involve-

-.

ment, each advisor mi-ght hold ckne student each year who would

otherwise withdraw, think pf the impact on Hamline as an institu-
tion, and on the collective satisfacti,on of our student body with
the college they placed their trust in! Retention is just as
important as admissions.

While you are not expected to give in-depth counseling
(Which may or may not be needed) you should be sensitive enough

to assess what the problem might be and to creatively explore

solutions, including appropriate referral. Remember that the
Student Deans and the Chaplain are always available for consul-
tation and counseling.

Here are some hints on making referrals for the troubled
student:
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Listen to how the' student describes his or her

frustrations and concerns.

A. Encourage the student to talk about the problem

us'ing a non-directive approach. Troubled persons

experience some relief in the process of telling

someo'ne what's bothering them, expecially if the

listener appears to bet-Ion-judgmental.

B. A helping relationship develops only if the student

feels that the advisor can be trusted--because the

advisor cares about the student as a person and

treats the problem seriously. Frequently the

student will test an-advisor by presenting a

superficial or peripheral problem. Successful

resolution of a minor problem often encourages

the student to later use this helpinbrelationship

to deal with more sensitive concerns.

C. Summerize the problem with the student, so that

there is consistency in how you both understand i

Always try to deal with what's important to the

student at the moment--treat the immediate problem

first.

IT. Explore the options with the student.

'A. Troubled students are often discouraged and depressed.

The push of frustration and the pull of hope will

move them toward looking for solutions.

B. Letting them know that you understand how they feel

and expressing a positive attitude about solutions

at the same time will give needed support and

encouragement.
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III. Suggest that the student decide on a first step.

A. This will often involve motivating the student!

to talk with someone with expertise in a specific

area--fiAancial aid director, career and placement

counselor, a professor, student services counselor,

medical doctor, etc.

B Students frequently make erroneous assumptions

about resources OT circumstant'es based on a

.friend's experiences or second-hand information.

They need to colaect their own data and must relate

it to their own situation.

IV. Help the student implement the plan by taking a first

'step.

A. This may involve saying "let's call and see when

you can arrange an appointment," If tile student

suggests that he or she wants 'to go to see the

resource person, talk in concrete terms by setting

a date and time. \

B. Whenever possible, set up an appointment with the

resource person by means of a phone call from your

office with the student present. Dial the number

and hand the phone to the student. Better yet,

have the student dial the number too. The idea is

to take a first step while also putting responsibi

lity for it on the student. He or she is doing

something to help him or herself.

C. Although your interviews willoften deal with long

term goals, these can be so overwhelming and con-

fusing that a student becomes immobilized. By

taking a first step and discussing an. immediate

problem or possible plan with a resoure person,

753
dire
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the student may even discover new options and new

areas to explore which will help in formulating or

re-formulating long term goals. We all arrive at

our destinations one step at a time.

V. Follow-up with the student to learn what happened.

A. Indicate interest in what the student finds out

orlwhether the student was belped as a result of

our ,referral by suggesting that he or she let you

know what happened. Set up an appointment for

your follow-up visit.

By asking for follow-up you are telling the student

tharyou care. Follow-up also enables you to explore

togethe what the next step might be.

Hamllne University
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SOME REAS NS FOR ACADEMIC FAILURE

1. Poor study habits due to:

A. Insufficient time spent in class preparap4-on. .

B. Failure to understapd the nature of assignments

or to.clarify requirements with:instructor,

C. Failure to carry out spescaa1 assignments: papers,

outside reading, and so on.

Lack of participation in class discussions or
group projects,

E. Lack of knowledge about use of reference materials.
F. Lack of ability to cohcentrate.

G. Lack of prop6r study environment.

2. Excessive participation in extia-curi-icular activities.

3. Excessive workshop demands.

4. Lack of sufficient training in the basis skills:

A. leading

B. Writing

C. Speech

D. Mathematics

S. Apparent lack of motivation or lack of interest in

40, prescribed courses.

6. Strained faculty or administrative relations.

7. Poor state' of physical health: insufficient diet, lack

of exercise or relaxation, abuse of drugs, or chronic illness
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Lacii of,vocational or ediicational goals which are in

Aceeping with student's abilityor actual interest.

9. Conflicting vocational and educational interests,

10. Emotional or social problems:

A. Strained family or social relations

B. Lack of self-discipline

C. Residence conditions

D. Inability to face emergencies or stress such as

tests; performance, or demonstration situations,

(In such cases the student should be referred to the

Student Affairs Office for professional counseling.)

,410 Millikin University
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LEARNING THECRY SKILLS

KNOWLEDGE OF HOW LEARNING BEST TAKES PLACE

LEARNING DEFINED

I. To learn is to engage in an experience that effects

the psychological functioning of the individual in

ways that will result in changes in his behavior.

"Learning" refers to both the process and the result

A. As a process,learning refers to the experiences

the learner goes through, his internal and extei:nal

activity, and his reactions to the situation in

which he finds himself.

B. As a product, learning refers to the changes that

occur--the waYs in which the learnen is different

or the actualliange in his behav,ior4

EFFECTIVE LEARNING

Spaced study periods. The student should space his

study. He should not, at any given time, expect to

master a great mass of material. Learning periods

that are'comparatively short keep the student from

failing into a rut and repeating errors; keeps the

memory task fresh in the mind of the learner; and

there is less chance for boredom and fatigue.

Overlearning and retention. Overlearning is any

practice on a given learning task that is over and

above that necessary to obtain one correct reproduc-

tion of the material being learned. The degree of

retention is'affected by the amount to be learned and

by the amount of overlearhing that is done by the student.

Ara -
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3. Overlearning and course content. In preparing for

examinations, students often fail to overlearn the

subject. Material that can be repioduced at a much

lowr level of efficiency within a twenty-four hour

period unless overlearning has taken place. Because

of this, students who believe they are well-prepared

for a test find upon completing the test that.they'

have forgotten a Considerable amount of the material.

More overlearning is required for essay tests than

objective tests. Although overlearning is important,

the effect of fatigue and proper spacing of study

periods on learning must be considered.

4. Review material. The more recently material has been

studied the easier it is for it to be recalled. The

student should review material on a regular basis

prior to taking a test or examination. He should direct

his energies toward those parts of the lesson that are

most difficult.

S. Study assignments as a whole. It is generally believed

that when material of any length is to be memorized, it

is better to study it as a whole rather than to divide

it into parts and learn each part separately. When

a lesson is excessively long and difficult, probably

the best approach is to use a combination of the whole

and part methods. The student should begin by surVeying

for logical relationships and to gain perspective as

to the major points, in the entire assignment. Oi

advantage of breaking a long lesson into natural thvi-

sions or parts is that it keeps the student from becoming

discouraged and possibly overwhelmed by the project.

It also may assist in reducing fatigUe.

7 5b
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6. Recitation. Recit.ation is a valuable tool in helping
the student to recall the material he has studied. In

general, a student should devote about one-half his
study time to recitation. .A combination of reading and

recitation is much more effective for learning new

material than reading alone.

Tension and anxiety. The degree or in'tensity of anxiety

has differential effects on learning. Same anxiety, at

a level where it may be reduced or made non-threatening

appears to facilitate learning. ,Excessive anxiety, at

a-level where it is too great to be reduced OT made non_-

threatening, hinders learning. The student tends to

focus on the results of failure and cannot concentrate

on the material to be learned.

KNOWLEDGE OF HOW TO MOTIVATE STUDENTS TO LEARN

Tp motivate a student to learn, it is usually necessary
to change the way he sees himself and the world he lives in. The

following are suggestions for accomplishing this.

1. Encourage self-relevation rather than self-defense.

Give the student the feeling that he can try new things,

even fail.if need be, without fear of humiliation,

embarraSsment, or the diminution of self in the process.

If the self cannot be safely ventured there is little

chance for new learning.

2. Create a feeling of belonging. The student needs to

feel that he is a part of the institution and that you

as a person and as a part of the institution are con-

cerned about him. He needs to feel that he is not

alone in his attempt to learn.

. Encourage the student to trust his own capabilities.

He needs to feel that he can learn and can make his

dr.low (59
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own .deciS.ions. You should Trovide him with accurate,

realistic information about himself. Be careful not

tc5 label him.--Rexait him to ,drai4 his own conclusion

from the information. Point out to him that differences

are good and desirab,le.

4. Establish an atmosphere which is generally hoeful.

The student needs to feel that he can be more than .

he is rather than a feeling that he must be more than

he is. Emphasize his successes rather than his failures.

_es

The Unive,rsity of North Florida
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SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING STUDY SKILLS

William H. 4rmstrong'

SUMMARY OF SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING ILITTEN WORK

1. Written work reveals ability, desire,'and character.

It the most important product that, you have to offer
Ii exchange for a.grade. r--

2. The primary requirement written work is that it

beqprsesented in an interesting, mechanically correct,

and attractive manner.

3. Judge the quality of yolir written composition by

questioning its'pazts, content, and presentation.

4. Observe closely the three basic obligations of all

students toward written work:

A. Have .a working knowledge'of.the subject.

B. Present the material in the best possible form

and structure. *

C. Never pass off inferior work in order to get by.
6. Adopt INactices that will reveal your weaknesses and

encourage your improveiflent. Plot your own methods for

adding quality and completeness.

SUMMARY QF PRACTICES FOR BETTER RESEARCH THEMES
I. Strive for originality, but depend on your scope of

reading and your grasp of material to determine the

quality of your theme.

2. Take notes on 3" x 5" index cards, and save time by

preparing bibliOgraphy cards while you, are gathering

material.

3. Make footnotes and a sound bibliography reflect'the

scholarship and authority of your paper.
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PRACTICES TO IMPROVE BOOK REPORTS

1. For short book reports use the four w's who, where,

when, and wh1 to relate the story.

2. MI all book reports show your appreciation or lack of

. it through your study of the characters or the nature

of the book. Avoid editorializing to praise or condemn.
,t

3. Observe closely the two obligations that the book report

has to the reader:

A. To describe the book

B. To communicate semething 4 its quality or lack of

it.

4. Avoid the meaningless superlative and the baseless gen-

eralization. There is no "best book ever written" and

there is no lgretest literary genius who ever lived."

SUMMARY OF THE MEANING OF STYLE

1. Only by reading great writing can you develop a feeling

for style,

Style.in writing is not affectation, novelty, arTiTacial

coloring, or fashion. It is simplicity and .sincerity

based upon concern for the reader.

. Style in writing is that quality which brightens the

obscure, makes instruction agreeable, gives depth to

the 'simple, ads distinctivenessto the ardinary, and

brings harmony out of-discord.

4. Style is only aelTi-esed by those who believe in what they

write. The heart must know first what words can produce

on the page.

SUMMARY OF RULU FOR REVIEWING FOR TAKING TESTS AND EXAMINATIONS

1. Review by selecting fhe important subject matter; Lon-

centrate on it rather than 6 the trivial and iiidenta1.

762
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2. Review by listening for hints and helps given -the

teacher just prior to the test.

3. Review by predicting questions for the test. Think

how questions can be asked on specific subject matter.

4. Review by reorganizing the subject matter into logical

divisions. Keep a sense of unity by being aware of

relationships amonvarts.

S. Review by changing your point of view. Let your

imagination odd inlerest to the subject.

6 Review by knowing what "question words" mean. Learn

what your teacher expects when certain Rey words are used.

7. Mhen you take the test or examination read all questions

and instructions carefully and repeatedly until you

understand exactly what the answer and the presentation

of the answer require.

8. Know the general implications of key and qualifying

words in both objective and essay questions. Do not,

under any circumstances, make an exception for what the

qualifying word asks for.

9. On objective tests give the precise answer; on essay testsN.,

without quality will not get a good grade.

10. Observe all rules of neatness, mechanics, and clarity.

The attractive paper that is easy to read gets the better

grade.

11. Check your iper carefully before you turn it in. Unless

you arE absolutqy sure you have made a mistake, do not

change your answers. The first impression, as psychological

tests have shown, is more reliable.

1:. Improve all future tests and examination grades by care-
.

fully checking all returned papers. Note your errors and

shortcomings so you will not repeat them on the next test.

-) give the complete ansier. Always remember that quantity'
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SOME H NTS FOR STUDENTS ON PLANNING A BETTER TIME SCHEDULE

Lyle L. Miller

Developmental Reading Distributors

The effectiveness of your time schedule will depend on

the care with)Which you plan it. Careful consideration of these

points will help you to make a schedule which you can control and

which will work for you.

PLAN A SCHEDULE OF BALANCED ACTIVITIES -

College life has many aspects whicIllare very important

to success. Some have fixed time requirements and some are flexi-

ble. Some of the most common which you must consider are:

Fixed: Flexible:

eating sleeping

organizations personal affairs

classes recreation

church relaxations

work study

P AN ENOUGH TIME IN STUDYING TO DO JUSTICE TO EACH SUBJECT

Most college classes are planned to require about three

hours work per week per credit in the course. By multiplying your

credit load by three you can get a good idea of the .time you should

provide for studying. Of course, if you are a slow reader, or have

other study deficiencies, you may need to plan more time in order

to meet the competition of college classes.

STUDY AT A REGULAR TIME AND IN A REGULAR PLACE

Establishing habits of study is extremely important.

Knowing what you are going to study, and when, saves a lot of time

fail 4'
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in making decisions and retracing your steps to get necessary
materials, etc. Avoid generalizations in your schedule such as
"STUDY." Commit yourself more definitely to "STUDY HISTORY or
"STUDY CHEMISTRY" at certain regular hours,

STUDY AS SOON AFTER YOUR LECTURE CLASS AS ,POSSIBLE

One hour spent soon after class will do as nvOch good
in developing an understanding of materials as sevei'al hours a
few days later. Review lecture notes while they are still fresh
in your mind. Start assignments while your memory of the assign- -

ment is still accurate.

UTILI:E ODD.HOURS DURING THE DAY FOR STUDYING

The scattered ope-hour or two-hour free periods between
classes are easily'wasted. Planning and' establishing habits of
using them for studying for the class just finished will result
in free time for recreation or activities at other times in the
week.

LIMIT YOUR BLOCKS OF STUDY TIME TO NO MORE THAN 2 HOURS ON ANY
ONE COURSE AT ONE TIME

After l to 2 hours of study you begin to tire rapidly
and your ability to concentrate decreases rapidly. Taking a break
and then switching to studying some other course will provide the
change necessary to keep up your efficiency.

TRADE TIMEDON'T STEAL IT

When'unexpected events arise that take up time you had
planned to study, decide immediately where you can find the time
to make up the study missed and adjust your schedule for that
week. Note the three weekend evenings. Most students can afford
no more than two of them for recreation, but may wish to use

frie 7Rt,,,t)
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'different evenings on different weeks. This "trading agreement"

provides for committing one night to study, but rotating it as

recreational possibilities vary.

PROVIDE FOR SPACED REVIEW

A regular meekly period when you will review the work

in each of your courses will .help to keep you- up to date.

review should be cummulative, covering briefly all the work duile

thus far in the quarter. Such reviews will reduce the need for

"tramming" later.

PRACTICE SELF-RECITATION AS A DEVICE FOR INCREASING MEMORY

Organize your notes in a question ari'd answer form and

think in terms of questions and answers about the main ideas of

the material as you review weekly. When preparing for exams, try

to predict the questions the instructor may ask.

KEEP CAREFULLY ORGANIZED NOTES ON BOTH LECTURES AND ASSIGNMENTS

Good notes are one of the best bases for review. Watch

for Rey ideas in lectures and try to express them in.your own

words in your notes. Watch for headings and bold face type in

your reading to give you clues of main ideas for your notes. 'T

down careful notes as to exactly what assignments are Aade and

when they are due.
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ACADEMIC CONTRACTING: MAKING STUDENTS ACCOUNTAELE
(This is a summary of a presentation mad4 at .the National ACTi

UACARO Seminar on Student Admission and Retention. For more
,

detailed information send your request :t.o 'Ms. Sally Hess Barlow

OT Mr. Dee Wright, 100 Union Buildint, University of Utah, Salt

Lake City, Utah, 84112.)

to..1
Problems with 1.ow pfbrming probationary s udents,

academic recovery, anAjor dismissal are likely to increase in
t,

complexity given the tighteni-,0, job market and consequent increases
in competition for,gades at the university level. Trends in

college testing al.So point to the disheartening fact that students

are emergingfrom high school with fewer academic skills than ever
before. Most instiilitions of higher education will be facing the

problem of what apprbaches to take with respect to the predicted
. and actual low per6rmer. This paper intends to explore the possible

use of academj.c coritracting as a means 'of making students accountable
for their own,academic recovery--a negotiation between student and

counselor of Concrete, specifiable goals to be reached in order

for the student to remain in school on a probationary status.

Thus, the stufent is encouraged td become responsible for the con-

sequences of ilis/her own behavior. The counselor is able to assume

the role of student advocate rather than campus policeman or pro-

bation officer. =Suggestions for program implementation and

recommen,dations for-procedural modifications are included. fhe

conclusions wild summary provide a comprehensive look at these and

other contracting programs that may provide some hope for a decrease

in low performance in the college setting.

"Man is the' only animal who makes promises." ,Behavioral

contracting may not have been t)le intent of Nietzsche's remark,

but it is one of its logical eD:terrsions. The helping ,ofessions

have been trying to aid'elients in the search to predict and control

r1146 6';'



the course of events in their own lives. "In light of (the need
to focus on more positivemotivations rather than appetites,
,needs and impulses" (Kelly 1966, p. 343), contracting .is becoming
a more and more viable counseling intervention all itsown. Con-
tracting/ is*not a new notion to psychology. It is but one of the
many wams to capitalize on client r-esponsibility for personal

,!
commit0Int to behavior change.

Because of recent trends in competency-based education,
as well as increased demands on the part of legal, medical, educa-

tional, vocational and counseling consumerism, contracting per se

has become the sine qua nori in the negotiation for services.

"These contracts may be explicit or implicit, conscious or uncon-
scious, unilateral or multilateral, voluntary br coercive. They
constitute the warp and woof of personal and ,so.cial life." (Seabury,
1966, p. 882).

Behavioral contracting iS not new to education (Thoreson,
1969, Sloane, 1968, Krumboltz, 1969) particularly in the elementary
and high schools. Often, however, counselors make-the mistaken
assumption that once a person reaches the stage of "college .age

material" there no longer exists the need for specific behavioral

contracts, although many implied contracts do exist at that level.
That several precedence-setting cases are currently pending in,
courts across the country involving alleged breaches of,teacher/
kearner contracts by students whose expectations.vere not met by

N

a university, is disconcerting evidence to the contrary. Consumer-
ism is just as evi4ent'at the college level as the market place,
and for that :reason contracts need to become part and parcel of the

edutational agreement.

One of the many specific applications of contracting
can be seen.in the area of scholastic probation in a university
setting, it is a,particularly adaptable area.because of the,make-
up of the scholastic probation student: typically he is the least

re% 761-'0'11
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protected stuaent-consumer because of his lack of grade-getting

For that reason, someone within the system'needs tp

come to his aid not just with learning skills, but with profes-

sor and administration negotiation skills as well. Different

universities across the country handle scholastic probation in a

number 'of ways. Many are governed by policies and procedures

that tend to trap the student in what might appear to be a per-

functory contact and dismissal procedure (Alvord 1974). This

kind of treatment adds to the probation students' sense of fail-

ure. Surely there are other ways to deal with their lack of

academic security.

ln'a consonant:effort to match the intents and purposes

of scholastic standards advising with those of the agency which

houses this function, attempts were made towards a positive rather

than punitive "policine approach to low performance students.

An additional attempt to integrate the myriad of university services

for the probation student was also made based on the situations

in which probation students were typically found. For example,
a

Financial Aids had a hold on their records, library fines were

overdue, Ethnic Affairs wanted to keep track of their own students,

and the Veterans Affairs Office was making demands about repayments

for failing grades. (The authors are aware that personal contact

with well over 1,000 students is a difficult feat which might pre-

clude the use of individual contracting altogether. However,

given the emerging peer counselor concept, universities might do

well to utilize their students in such a wAy if sufficient counsel-

ing personnel are not available.)

The agency's approach to scholastic standards students

initially and intentionally took on the air of advocate, rather

than "axe man." Once this tone was set, the advisors began to

and have continued to operate from much the same philosophy and

procedure. Students are invited in by letter when their name

appears on a computer print-out (for having earned less than a
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2.0 g.p.a. for the quarter). Advisors work within the ever-
present' framework of university rules. (This is done for the
purpose of reality testing--"It is impossible to graduate without
a 2.0 overall grade point average.") Advisors, however, are
allowed the freedom to "bend" the rules if a contract is negotiated
--"Yes, you need a 2.0 g.p.a., but what kind of agreement can we
come to that will outline some action steps you can take to impro've
your grades and still stay in school?" Identifying the problem
leads to the encouragement of student accountability. Having
self control or a sense of agency involves the ability to produce
desired consequences by manipulating one's own behavior (Kelly,
1973). With those two points in mind, it becomes time to begin
the Crucial part of the contract: the negotiation.

There is a plethora of literature explaining the variety
of contract styles useful.in the art of negotiation. Seabury (1976,
p. 16) lists seven components of most contracts: 1) Understanding
the purpose of the interaction. (Lake (1960, pp. 303, 309) found
that 82% of the people who continued in a treatment program were
those -who agreed with the counselor about the definition of the
problems and services required, while 28% of the discontinu'ers
did not agree.) 2) Focusing on target problems. (Are they'learn-
ing disabilities, test anxiety, embtional problems?) ,3) Defining
goals and objectives. 4) Discussing administrative procedures
or constraints (a must in an agency that _is answerable to both

ends--to the student and to the administration!) S) Understanding
, roles of the participants. (For example,\'Yes, I represent the

University, but these are the ways I can act as your advocate...")
6) Explaining tfle techniques used. 7) Awareness of time limita-
tions. (Often set alobg lines of quarters Or semesters in a
university setting).

Dustin and Aickey (1973) add and/or reitera.te the follow-
ing salient characteristics of contract effectiveness: .clear
expectations, specifying role performance, setting reachable goals,

grie%Are
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Jocusing on rewards rather than obedience. "Reward for obedience
leads only to dependence on the person to whom the student learns

to be obedient" (Dustin and Rickey, 1973, p. 85). Stress on
interdependence rather than either independence or dependence is
important. Thus, through counselor aid iind student commitment

interdependence is achieved and the student learns how to reward
himself. Another effective characteristic is allowing for flexi-

bilkty--the classic argument of the lett,er versus, the spirit of

the law. When an intransigent document takes precedence over a
student's changing needs, no one profits except the insidious bug

called "Bureaucratic B.S." 'Accent positive behavior! "The natural
envirDnment provides more than enough punishing consequences with-
out a counselor's contributions. The client needs support-for

even faltering steps forward." (Thoreson, 1969). The final
characteristic of an effective contract is the assessment of out-
come. This is a two-party appraisal aided by the guidelines of
the contract itJf.

The reader is encouraged to look further into negotiation
processes ai well as*other possible applications of the contracting
system. For example, one of the authors has used this approach in

a group setting wherein students interact around goal setting and
grou? contracting.

As with every kind of counseling approach, behavioral
contracting has its limitations. rt *I's difficult to work with a

captive audience--for example, an involuntary scholastic probation
student. Because of initial hostility and ambiguity of expectations,
students may be unwilling or unable to express their own expectations
and ideas. The accountability trap binds counselors into the poten-
tial problem of malpractice suits if counselor negotiations are not\
met. And, as with all paper and pencil tasks, there is the risk

that the student feels second to a piece of paper. At the same
time the contract may become an ideal refuge for the somewhat rigid
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or compulsive counselor, a wall of procedures, stipulation and

signatures behind which he can hide.

Nevertheless, contracting is one of the many aids w th

which counselors can mobilize their clients, be they students or

patients. Arnold Lazarus' (1974) admonition for counselors to

become multimodal in their in their approach is intendeds to free

counseloYs to do what works. This does not require that counselors

become pragmatic to the point of always "punting." Rather, it

means being felxible to the point 'of using or notsusing a contract,

depending on the situation, OT using different counseling approaches

altogether, from Rogers to RET to Reality Therapy. Behavioral

contracting is just one piece of the transactional pie called

counseling that can and often does "work!"
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SAMPLE ACADEMIC CONTRACT

Name Social Security #
(Last) (First) (Middle)

Contract; agrees to the following conditions in order
to remain in school 'in probationary tatus:

1. Repeat Economics 105 and Psychology 101 spring quarter
and file repeat petitions.

2. Achieve a 2.0 spring quarter or be placed on final
probation fall quarter. If 2.0 is not achieved at end
of fall quarter student will be dismissed from school
for one year.

1. If 2.0 is achieved, student will remain on contract
until cumulative is 2.0. If any future quarter is below
2.0, the subsequent quarter will be a final probation'
quarter.

4. Agree to register for special course on study.skillk in.
spring quarter.

5. Agree to attend classes Agularly and permitted only one
cut per quarter per class.

6. Will schedule appointment with advisor twice monthly to
review progress.

Academic Advisor (sign) Student(sign) Date

Comments:
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TIPS FOR SURVIVAL

There are a number of ways to approach your college
career. Each of us will do it in our own special way. Below
Are a number of areas that can cause problems for the unwary
student. Some are hints from graduating seniors, but most were
offered by students who had been in college "long enough to know."

1. DO WELL YOUR FIRST YEAR. Take an average load of 15
hours and see wnat it feels like. (If you want to try
mote next semester, add on.) Doing well early prevents
regrets later. Grades may not seem important at the
beginning, but many students report that employers look
at all four years.

2. ATTEND AS MANY CLASS SESSIONS AS POSSE:LE. It will help
you to do well. Many instructors te'3t on lect,ire material.

Often they also explain difficult material more clearly
than the text. Attending class is good policy.

BUY ALLYOUR BOOKS. True, books can get expensive

(cheaper used books are available to early birds). But,
there is nothing like having your own text when it comes
time to do the problems at the end of the cha'pter.

4. KEEP CURRENT. This, too, will help you do well. There

are many pitfalls along the way to your degree. But,

many students concur that one of the toughest ones to
get out of is the catch-up trench.

KNOW YOUR DEGREE REQUIREMENTS. The general catalog lists
the courses you HAVE to iake: Find out what they are

0

as well as the pre-requisites, if any. It is also a
good idea to take some courses sequentially. ACC 101

and 102 for'example, the material in 101 leads right in-
to 102. A suggested iour year outline is available in the
general catalog. Plan more than one semester ahead.

oyArelaw
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6. PREREGISTER. A guaranteed way to avoid hassle is,to

preregister. Once you go through walkthrough, you'll

understand. Also, your friends may not be the bOt

source of information as to which professor best' suits

your personality. Take a minute and meet the professor

in persont You might get a syllabus and some idea 0

what to expect in the bargain.

7. CHANGING MAJORS IS HAZARDOUS. This doesn't mean you

sliouldn"t change majors. Just be aware of'your.new

degree requiremeneg. Some major changes have required

additional semesters of,academ;ic work just, to get.tAough.
8 KEEP OUTSIDE WORK TO A MINJMUM. Everybody needs money.

,But again, take it,easy -at first. Many students find

work is not compatible with good grades. Others say

10 to 15 hours of' work compliment 15 academic hours%

Test yourself gingerly and find y8ur own limits.

9, SUMMER SCHOOL. Imagine a semester's work in 5 14eksi

If you must work during the regular session, summer

school is a good way to 4make prbgress towaid your degree.

You'll be taking only one or two classes, so be CAREFUL

NOT TO FALL BEHIND...it may be over before you can catch up.
,10. IF PROBLEMS DEVELOP, SEE YOUR PROFESSbR. See him if.you

are having trouble understanding the material in class.

All professors have fixed office hours,required by the

University. Most can make appointments for,other times,

too. Don't wait until the hour before the examp'though.

You'll find most professor's willing to a'ssist,

11. WITHDRANL IS AVAILA3LE. It is possible tp withdraw from

a course when things are bleak and show na."-sign of

improvement. 'Through the 6th weejc of sclibol the with-

drawal- is automatic and a'grade of "W" is recorded. From

the 7th week of school to 'the en0 of the 2nd weei prior

ir^N
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to f,inals,' IF YOU ARE PASSING and wish to withdraw,
a'"W" is rep61.10. In both cases, see-the Registrar'
in the Noeur Building for appropriate fqrms..

12. GET INVOLVED: College isn't made up'of acadentic

pursuits. Everybody has extracurricular ine.'i:ests

(besi4s the opposite sex!) Cultivat(Nthen. Employets
Look Nery favorably on* involvement in school or

community actUities. They like "well-rounded"-indi-.

a

The most important..thing to realize is that you are,

solely,responsible for your progress to,gra4uatiow. There are
'many people who, are wpling to fielp you, but it is up to you
to get everything done,

t
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Mir

SUGGESTIONS FOR ADVISING WOMEN

Faculty, and particularly tilose who serve as academic

.advisers, can be a major key to the University's effort.in open-

ing vide the doors to opportunity for women students. There are

two problems c) note that may make the adviser's role in working

with women students wdifficult one on occasione The first is the
-

presence of myths and attitudes held by society and even some

educators. Some of these myths and factual responses to each

false: Education is wasted on women.

FACT: The more education a woman has, the more likely

likely she is to work. 91% of women with doctorates

work.

false: Women are more likely to interrupt their careers

than men.

FACT: Several studies show that academic women are

-less likely to change their jobs than academic

men.

3. false: Women'have a higher attrition rate than.bmen.

Their dropout rate is lower than that of younger

students and their grades are higher.

4. false: Women's place is in the home.

FACT: Women are nearly half the work force (more than

40%). Half the moth.,;rs of school age children

work. Most women will spend 25 years or more at

paid employment, even if they marry, even if

they take time off from work to raise children.

7 ft's



The second'problem may be the woman student s level

of self-expectation. Many capable and highly qualified women

will com'e to the University having been told, encouraged and

conditioned by others to have low expectations concerning academic

performance and career orportunities.. So, what can an adviser
do to help? To begin, every person having contact with college

women has an obligation to provide them with some sense of

reality about their future lives, College women have some vague

Idea that they,will probably work someday, while in reality they

will work 80 to 901 of theird'adult lives.

Arthur R. Taylor, President, CBS,4c., offers the

following advice-to women entering colleges and universitieS,

and as advisers you may find his remarks quite helpful.

"You, at women witt atways be bettex o66.i.6 you begin

to apptoach out Lives, yowl. education, yout liututLe

wotk tiie with the expectat2on4 06 having a cateen.

Expect to be wotking and wanting to do wett. Even

expect the possibitity that you witt 4uppott othet

peopte, just as a man does. li that expectation does

not tutn out to be what happenp, you witt have tost

nothing. But it doe4 tutn out that you continue

to wotk, you wilt have done many 06 the tight things

to ptepate 6ot success that woutd othetwise have

lbeen teit out 06 yout devetopment.

I want to encoutage each 06 you today to begin to pick

a goat 64ot yout4et6. Don't become entangted in whethet

that is the onty goat .ot the most impottant goca --

the one to.which you want to commit yout LLe. liie

is constantty changing. Oppoktunities ate constantty

77)
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changing. 7 want to encoutage you simpty to pick

what seems now to be a togicat goat and begin to

tkink how 4est to use the educationat yea/Ls-ahead

tO ptepate youtseti to achieve that goat. You

have nothing to Lose by doinj'that and eveAything

o tose by not doing it.

The gteatest pAobtem that 1 have seen women 4u64et

6tom iot yeats, in OWE 40Ciety, is that they have

tended to tet otheA peopte make deci:sions 60A them.

They have tended. to gtow up teeting that what they

desetve witt be given to thefti. They have tended to

gtow up betieving that tutes_and tegutations and a

tiotmai iystem a4e the ways things Aeatty ate. They

have tended to gAow up to have thei,L 11ve4 de6ined

by otheA peopte'and by situations. I hope you witt

begin to teatize that y-ou have to tuAn that ptocess

atound, OA in the woAtd o6 business and otganizations
4 it doesn't woAk that way. The petson who succeeds

decides what she wants and goes Wet it,:

Ads Ottireopte, desetving Ott oppottunities, wanting

to Live iutt Lives, the 6it4t step OA each o6 you

i4 to make yout decision to take chaAge oti youA own

tives, to become the decision makets 6ot youtsetves.

It i4 youA decision to begin to ptan youn tilie and

then to Aespond to otheA peopte and situations by

youA choice, by you,A.-jud9ment,4by yoLLA contkot.

1 betieve in youA Autute. 1 know, as the Ptesident

a tatge Ametican cotpotati.on, that oppottunities

78o
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exizt iok women to do whatevek they ake capabie o,6

doing. 1 know that woltdt 4uch az* equat oppoktunity,

equal pay, equat acce44 to job4 aAe /teat and aAe

becoming moAe 'teat eveAy day. My ,conce4n, 449A you i4

that you come to tho4e oppoutt1Le.> with the abitity

to take advanta3e o6 them w,i.th you4 eyez open and

youA view4 upwa4d. 1 cannot do that ioA you. No one

eae can do that OA you. Vou have to begin to do

it 60A youluset6. You have to begin to zay that 1

witx appkoach OA cteate a zituation, a zituation witt

not ckeate me."

Questions the adviser might use in an effort to assist

women students in academic planning and the consideration of

.career eiptions are:

1. Are you aware that in all likelihood you will be working

80-90%.of your adult life?

2. What do you see yourself doing as a professional person?

(at age 25? 35? 40?)

3. What courses and/or major should we be discussing now

to prepare you for that professional goal?

4. Are there additional routes we might consider that would

lead you to your goal?

S. Are there obstacles that will make achieving your goal

difficult?

6. How can you prepare now to deal with those obstacles?

7. Are you aware of the special assistance that is available

to you on campus that can help?

Colorado State University
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ADVISING MINORITY STUDENTS

Robert Clayton
1

Director TOT Special Services

The American Cpllege Testing Program

"Academic Advis ng," we are tol.d, "assists students

toward the realization of the maximum educational benefits avail-

able to them by helping them better understand themselves and to

learn to use the resources of an educational institution to meet

their special educational needs and aspirations."

Eow then does this speak to.the needs of minority

students? Are there special needs that minority students possess

as they seek to matriculate at educational institutions? Are there

special responses that academic advisors need to develop with

,minority students? Should academic advisors be of the same racial/ 411

ethnic background of the minority student? What kinds of academic

advising models might be most responsive to minority students?

Who is advising whom? Are there certain factors that surround

minority adivsement that are distinctive from non-minority advisement?

There is no clear-cut formula for advising minority

students any more than there is a cleat-cut formula for advising

non-minority students. First and foremost; each student is an

entity to himself.or herself and advising mu'st be directed to

respond to individual needs. Secondly, while it may be better for

minority ,tudents to be advised by minority advisors (all

else being equal), no program should be designed to encourage a

segregated posture of only minorities advising minorities. Such

a posture, while,illegal, is certainly reverse racism and has an

aroma of a professional "cop out.' Thirdly, the socioeconomic

background and/or the Sitz Im Leben has a trememdous impact on both
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the advLisor and the adv\josee An understanding of and a willing-

ness to explore-positive directions from cultural differences

ds necessary as a backdrop to effecrive advising. Finally,,the

quality of the advis9r, the professional competency and humane

inquiry will greatly enhance the advising situation.

Minority students on most Wen-minority campuses have

needs similar to all other students on those campuses. Their

plight is augmented by their being "in the'minority." Most pro-

e grams and activities have b.sgn designed for and by t4.0,"majority

students." The crucial point for Advisor and advisee is: How

can minority students cope withcampus concerns (non-curricuAa

,concerns) while, at the same time, pursuing the maximum.

Totential to maintain matriculation toward graduation? All advising,

and expecially minority advising, muSt respond to that question

and must insist that minority students respond,to that question.

All else is purely explanatory.

The minority advisor must merit trust, as well as insure

-objectivity (honesty) in the pursuit of educational/live goals.

The students see the actual lifestyle, they know the professional

life pattern, and they long for the day when they can decide,to

be like the advisor or not be'like the advisor (in lifestyle,

occupational outlook, and in financial understanding of "the

quality of life."). The minorqy advisor has some measure of

, influence in the lives of his or hen advisees. This influence can

be positive or negative, knowing that the advisor's role is in

three major areas: 1) maintenance, or custodial functions; 2)

group growth functions; and 3) program content functions. The

minority advisor has the current generation of minority students

as well as unforeseen generattons of future minority.students to

contend with at every decision which ,affeceT advisin-g.

Understanding the cultural milieu and developing a

positive response to that will enable the advisor to be knowledgeable
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an advocate for.the students, an interpreter of the institution,

and a witness for the total community. Both the student and the

institution should feel the power, strength, and support of the

advisor. In no instance is the advisor totailly'the "student's

person" nor the "institution's person." The advisor is his own

person seeking to provide student and institution with the most

meaningful access to mutual development and success.

There is a yarticular need for the advisor to be know-

ledgeable about the institution and what is rPquired for graduation.

The primary purpose for the advisee being on campus is to get an

education and graduate. If this is soli t n advisors need to

know all about the requirements to gradua e. If one knows what

is required, then one can advis.e properly in the selection of

courses and the sequences of courSes. This is important in that

many minority students, in non-minority settings, do not complete

their course of study. TheY usually complete athletic eligibility
but not academic eligibility.

Finally, academic advising of minority students needs

to focus on the total needs of a unique student in a unique

setting. While "in loco parentis" may no longer be a legal aspect

of college life, it is still an important aspect in the total

life needs of minority students. The advisor is acting in the

place of the minority students' parents. As parents, the advisors

must see every act and action on the campus as it enfolds as well

as engulfs his or her students. Decisions, often seen as trivial,

may be quite important in the lives of the minoTity students. In

most instances, these dedisions.are more important than for majority

students because so much of the future rides on that decision.

As the parent of the minority student on campus, the academic

advisor must then be responsible for decisions made ,and must be

willing to face the students in the light of'the decisions made.

7.94
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"Man, if you can't dig the heavy rap on siirvival,

then you ain't got no buisness trying to pass out any advi,sing--

cause you've sold me down the river like they did my folks back
in slavery. The only difference is you're trying to pull that
stuff in the twentieth century. I'm gonna put your case in the
street and ain't no brother nor sister gonna listen to your game.
Vipuld you advise your momma the way you adv&sed me?"

Now that's a cold rap, and if one is to advise minority
stUdents, it would be well to come to understand just what it is
saying. Minority students do live in a world where survival is
so much a part of every day. Academic advising begins helping

them learn the art of survival in academia so that they will

better be able to survive in the postgraduate experiences of
Averyday living. The manner in which the acadtheic advisor matches
-intellectual pursuit with social development with employability--
in that way will advising minority students move'from "seeing" t
"believing I I
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MINORITY ADVISOR'S CHECKLIST

Do you know anything about the minority student's

background? (i.e., where he/she is from? parents?

guardians? school? previous accomplishments?

goals he/she has set? other family having been to

college/this college? etc.)

What is currently going on in his/her life's

development? (Dormitory - off campus, dances,

social life on campus/off campus, church/religious

interests, social clubs, fraternities/sororities,

campus job, off-campus job, etc.)

How are classes and the professors? (Seeking.both

academic as well as view about attitudes observed)

What do you want most out of your years here? (Allow

expressions regarding jobs, social, and other aspir-

-ations.)

Who are some of the friends you have?- Students and

faculty/staff? (To gain referral sources as well

as for advisor's asiistance)

What do you most want me to do as your advi*sor? (Be

prepared for whatever answer comes forth and do not

show any sign of "shock" at whatever answer -- be

it the most intellectual to the least intellectual.)

If you were to take my place as advisor to the other

minority students, list what you would tell them and

786
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list what you would expect of them. (This is a

good technique to get all the advisees together

and let them write their feelings without having

to identify themselves.)
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SOUL FOOD1

Francena Thomas.

This is being written in lieu of the face to face con-
versaiion I would like to ha've with each of you. I'm trying to
anticipa'te your concerns and perceptions abotit your Opportunities

for success here at FIB (Florida International University), since
in your common racial identity, you are still a diverse group of

individuals with different approaches to problem solving. These
comments become a broad general view of reyonses and actions you
may choose to add to your own repertoire of interactive and reac-
tive behaviors. For those of you who feel the peed to.discuss
any topic included in more detail, I invite you to stop by the
Office of Minority Affairs Wollien's Concerns (OMAWC) in PC530
for a discussion with me. In order to assure us the opportunity

to talk, it would be better if you made an appointment with my

secretary unless some emergency conditions precludes you from
extending-this courtesy. My number is 552-2785 A

This paper includes sections on Affirmative Action,

Discrimination, Self-expression, Establishing and Managing an

Effective ikademic Plan, Testing and Human Relations, not necessare-
ily in the order listed. If you desire to' know more about what
this office does and what it is responsible for, please turn to

page 1 and read the Chancellor's Statement on the role of the

University EEO Monitoring Office and Coordinator.

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

Perhaps we should begin with what AffirMative-Action is
not. Affirmative Action does not mean preferential tre4tment. It

does not mean special privileges for Blacks as opposed to Whites.
It does mean that in the areas of recruitment and retention of

7gb
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- students and,employees, the University must institute result-
'oriented procedures which will help Blacks, Women and other Min-
orities to overcome the effects of past discrimination. These
procedures will not help by making academic courses easier for you
than they are for others, nor do they mean that you have a guar-
antee against failing a course.

Result-oriented procedures mean that someone should be
available to advise you on whatever concerns you may have, which
include finding ways of obtaining tutorial assistance should you
need it. The procedures also imply that adequate financial aid
should be available to assist you in remaining in school. They
mean that you arT every other student should 'f,e able to learn in

classrooms that allow your dignity as a"human being to be enhanced
_rather than diminished. When these assurances' are not in evidence,
then you should take whatever action is appropriate to the situa-
tion by calling on persons in the university who have the respon-
sibility tc:1 assist you insbringing about needed changes.

SELF-EXPRESSION

As a Black, you no doubt have suffered numerous assaults

on your personhood, and your perception ofssdlf may have been-
damaged over the years as you have come through our educational

system from kindergarten to the present. Thesdegree to which
these influences have had an effect on you are directly dependent
on how well you are insulated against what Shakespeare would call
the "slings and arrows of outrageous fortune" that assail you on
every side. It depends on how strongly you are able to recognize
your strengths and capitalize on them, and by the same token, main-
tain a keen awareness,of your weaknesses,and eradicate or minimize
them.

Often, as people, we find it difficult to,face our IFeak-
nesses with as much ease as we can assess our strengths. In order

Jjs
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to succeed, it is going to be necessary to recognize tfie areas in

which you have difficulty.

A number of students (whom I have met), and this includes

Blacks', Whites and Hispanics, experience difficulty-in the use of

the English language. I think in many cases this problem'with

oral and written language assumes greater significance when it is

observed in a Black person, because it seems to give credence to

a stereotyped view of Blacks as being inarticulate. I am not

concerned about your eradicating a stereotype as much as I'm con-

cerned about your beIffg able to coMMunicate in the accepted, est-

ablished language of business and commerce. If you have received

comments from instructors regarding your use of grammar, your

ability to write, or your ability to communicate your ideas orally,

ybu are being told that you need to devote some extra time to

studying and mastering oral and written communication skills.

You should not perceive these comments as ppt-downs if there is

even the slightest bit of truth to them.

I have read and heard a-great deal about Black English,

and I subscribe to the basic ideas bekind it, in that it is a

communication mechanism that has as much form in structure and

substance as any other linguistic system - So has French - so

has German - and so have a lot of other languages, but none is

useful in the United States for they are not the,languages used

in th'e U.S. marketplace. Therefore, French, German and Black

English are all unacceptable as being useful for a student completing

his studies here and planning towork in this nation. In order to

improve your skills in these areas, I would recommend three basi,c

textbooks which I have found useful in exp'anding my vocabulary, in

dealing with my use of grammar, and improving my writing and speak-

ing abilities. These books are: Miller's Analogies; Plain Enslish

Handbook, by Walsh; and The Elements of Style, by William Strunk,

and E.B. White, Jr. All are paperback and,can'be purchased from

the University bookstore or checked out of the library. Since you

13 79
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6 may want to use these books as reference books along with your
Thesaurus and dictionary, I would recommend purchasing them if
at,all possible.

*vs

DISCRIMINATION

Discrimination.is'ssomething all of us practite to one
degree or another. Any time we make a choice, we've discriminated
against the thing or person'not chosen. The unfairness of discrim-
inatfon becomes apparent when the discrimination is based on such
things as race, religion, color, sex, or-age. None of these char-
acteristics represent a condition that can, be changed at will.
Therefore, when persons are deniedrights and privileges based on
these things, they are victims of negative discriMination. Neg-
ative discrimination then becomes the overt evidence of racism and
causes inequality in all walks of life when practiced by a whole
society.

Here at F.I.U. I feel that there is discrimination as
there is in all of the other institutions of cilar society. I feel
that the majority of instructors do'not discriminate in reference
to how they treat Blacks as opposed to Whites... I do fee1.4 however,
that this lack of discriminating behavior on theyart of4some of
our instructors comes about becaus.e. these enlightened individuals
have made a conscious effort fo eradicaie unhealthy bioes from
their perceptions and attitudes about peciple.

By the same token, you must consciously eradicate thea

negative perceptions of self and others you have collected ovel the
years. The fact that this is a racist nation and that racial
discrimination at one time was a practiced, sanctioned behavior,
is a matter that we fr,equently fin4 difficult to discuss - even
in the most liberal and sophisticated gatherings.

We must deal with this issue no maiter how uncomfortable
it may make some of us feel, for onlrwhen we recognize it+existence
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can we have a meanineul impact on the problem itself. Any time

conditions of tliis nature ebxist where one society is treated in an

unequal manner and the other is given extra privileges, then it

will take generations for the effect of this inequality to be re-
moved.

We are now in a generation that is very near to the tine
when discrimination was viewed as an appropriate behavior; conse-

quently, there will be vestiges of it fiom now until our children's
children are grown. We can contribute to its 'removal by recog7

nizing, identifying and helping the discriminating individual to

alter negative behavior, or as a last resort, remove discriminating

individuals from positions where they can harm others, whose only'

crime is that they are different.

Therefore, let us consider what your actions should be
FiTAI be sure that you're being discriminated against. Some

behavior exhibited by an instructor may be terrible, but do all

students receive the same treatment? If so, it is not discrimination

yet it may be generally deplorable. Try not to feel that every-

thing that happens to yoU, happens because you are Black.

On the other hand, I would suggest that if you are in

a situation where you feel discrimination is being practiced, then

document it. I know that documentation takes time and effort, but

it is the right,of the accused person to have you prove your charges.
I suggest you follow these simple rules for documenting what you
perceive to be a charge of discrimination:

1. Write down exactly what

the incident o'c*curred.

2. If there are witnesses,

is said or done, when and where

check your perceptions out with

them. It is not to say, that if no one else felt it or

saw it, then it wasn't valid. It simply strengthens your
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. case if othersfeel it and see it. If there are no

witnesses who feel as you do or who did not witness

what you saw, then perhaps you should observe the sit-

uation more closely before you draw conclusions.

Collect all the evidence you can-find that supports
N.1 .your perception and this does not mean that you ignore

the information that does not support your contention.

You utilize.all factors to evaluate all that you have
observed.

If possible, arrange a conference with the offending indi-
vidual. Determine what was int6nded by the comment or act
and share with them what was perceived by you. Impress
upon the person that whatever you are disturbed about has

a detrimental effect on your learning.

5. Keep a running log of'incidents that Occur in reference
to this situation.

There are a number of University governance bodies that
can and should be actively involved in eliminating any racist OT
discriminating behavior from occurring on this campus. The persons
who serve as çiairpersonsof the Faculty Senate, of the Student
Senate, and of the University Council should be notified, not to

mention that assistance that can be obtained from the Office of

Minority Affairs and Women's Concerns.

In thc Final analysis, the President s Office is always
open after you have exhausted all other possibilities.

Ndw, how about entering the classroom? Do you go into
the classroom with a chip onyour shoulder, or with the attitude

that most things that happen will be attributable to your Blackness
Perhaps that's what you will find.

You and every student heTe.should enter that classroom
with the idea that you are expected to succeed at the same Tate as
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other people are expected*to succeed. You are expected to have

your assignments in on time, and to do your readings and to satis2

factorily complete your assignments and prpjects. What happens in

many cases is that statements dre made against individuals that

cannot be supported. When you cannot support the statement, it

appears that you were not aware of all the facts, OT that possibly

you were the person at fault. Examine yourselve's carefully and

your motives and your perceptions before you make a charge. But

do not fail to make a charge if you do feel that you've been gen-

uinely wronged and you're dealing with discrimination or racism in

any endeavor you may undertake on this campus.

TESTING

Often many of us, before we take exams get terribly

nervous. Our palms sweat, or knees knock and our minds go -blank.

We are unable to remember anythi'ng that we learned or studied. I

'want to point out that this is not a malady from vhich only Black

people suffer. It is something that a number of people find them-

selves a victim of because some people just cannot take tests.

Some of the ieasons that people give for freezing at test

time are:

1. That they rarely feel that they are effectively prepared

for the iest.

2. They feel the instructor will try to trick them and bring

in something that they have not studied.

3. They just don't understand enough about what they are being

tested on.

What can be done? , Through experience I have learned tliat

test taking is an art, especially such,tests as the SAT, the GRE,

and other entrance examinations. knowledge is involved, but there

is also a method of taking a test.

Wv.
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There are several articles that have been written

on test taking in the library and in the book store. Recently

I read an article in Human Behavior Magazine, June 77 issue, called

"The Secrets of Passing Exams.21. In addition, I would suggest that

you start working on your own head. Take yourself on a "hea4

trip." Force your mind and body to relax. I don't mean to be so

relaxed that you fall out of your chair, but relaxed to the degree

that you feel secure, so secure that you will not allow anyone to

invade the privacy of your mind to the degree that they make you

feel unable to 4unction.

Another trick to try when taking timed tests is to go

th.rough the entire test and'answer the items that you KNOW the

answers to; then go back and work on those more difficult. Re-

member.the fact that other people have passed that test. Some of

us are extremely bright in one area and others bright in another.

My own personal feeling is that we have abilitytin all areas, it

is ju'st a question of which we choose to develop. I think each

of yo,,i has a hidden wealth of skills abilities that you have not

tapped because you have been dealing too long and toe much with wciat

other people think about you. You must start letting yourself be

thf primary judge About you and your future and what you're goins

to do and be.

GRADES.

Suppose you feel that you have a genuine grievance against

an instructor or against someone else regarding a grade.

There are university grievance policies, that have been

expressed and these are delineated in the Source Handbook which is

available in the Student Activities Office. Often your grievances

involving a grade can be handled on a departmental level with the

respective school. You should attempt to resolve the problem at

that level.

795
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COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP A PARTICIPATING ROLE-

Committee activity'is an important part of university

decision making. When a major decision is to be made, various

organizations and the University Senates are tapped for input.

Often Black students fail to participate even in the United Black-

Students CUBS) organization because they feel that their own involve-

ment_is a waste of time. I want to assure you that the present ad-

ministration is committed to the idea of governance and participatory

decision making. It is up to you to make your voice heard. Join

SCA and other student organizations and university committees.'

In order to be.an effective participant in Clubs and

Organizations, you need to know, understand, and utilize Roberts

Rules of Order. I cannot emphasize strongly enough, the importance

of learning all-there is to know about Roberts Rules of Order.

luman relations, sensitivity, concern about your fellow

human .beings, interactions with other humans, are-all related to

OUT perceptions of self. Human relations speaks to the fact that

all of us have certain intriasic needs that can either be enhanced

or diminished by OUT relationships with others. You can make others

feel important and useful too, if you are willing to smile every

now and then and if you are' willing to,relate to other people in a

huean way rather than if you are always in a Black/White-confron-

tation situation. You must be able to ignore someone elses' ig-

norance level and continue to support your own humanity and your

own right to be respected. Often individuals who are trying to

impact on you in a negative manner, find themselves unable to

sustain their attackswhen it seems to be doing no good. If you

don't respond in a way that indicates that you have been hurt,'or

that you are taking them seriously, then they have no reason to

continue the behavior that they're exhibiting, since it's not working.

MANAGEMENT_ OF YOUR ACADEMIC PLAN

When you enter F.I.U., you have already put in two years
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IT-some -cithiti-gt-frufrdn: -:-ThrMbSt-tases, you have been to a

Community College. That means that you've usually made some deci-

sions about the career you're going to pursue. It is important

here to make the distinctidn between a career and a job. A careet

is a way of life that you expect to enjoy as well as profit from.

A job, on the other hand, may simply be a way of sustaining your-

self for short periods of time A job is usually predicated on

whether it satisfies survival needs. Some careers, we know, are

chosen simply because the individuals want to be of service, as the

salary scales that are offered for these services are so meager

that the individual could not possibly hope to get rich by pursuing
them. It is to our credit as a nation that we still have a number

of people pursuing these necessary but underpaid service professions.

As you think about what yop're pursuing and you try to

make your plans, decide what your goals are. Do you want to make

a lot of money? Do you want to serve the community? Do you want

to feel fulfillment simply in a professional way? Do you want to
be famous? What is it that you really want?

All of the above are legitimate pursmdts. It's just a

matter of making a choice as to what you want out of life. Many

students come to college without any idea of what it is that they

want to be and do. If you are in that category,,thea you should

explore all the possibilities by going through the University Cat-

alog and looking at what the University has to offer. As you go

through the Catalog, you need to also be aware of what the job

market is like in the field of your choice, especially if you want

to be employed immediately after graduation. If you want to make

money, then you need to know what the average salary is of a person

in that profession. For example, I know that in the School of

Aiotej, Food and Travel, a new graduate_ has the opportunity to earn

up to $12,000 a year. Unfortunately, few Blacks pursue tflis field

simply because many of them see it as a continuation of the menial

or.s. 79Are
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Toles -Bla-eles--- held inthis field in; the past .

Another issue that is disturbing is that many Black

students tend to avoid the'llard sciences and technological fields

because they may not have experienced success with them in earlier

years, or they may not have been positively exposed to them during

their high,school years.

FOOTNOTE

1
Excerpt from The GIT Book, Black Students Hanb-ook 1977, Office

of Minority Affairs and Women's Concerns, Florida Inter-

National University.

*Getting It Together.
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pECISION-MAKING SKfLLS

This is designed to aid you in the process of making
a decision. This step-by-step model can not only be used in
helping you to make a decision about a major and an eventual

career but can also be,applied to many,.other types of decisions
as well.

_
SFEP 1

Define the decision or problem including when it has
to be made. Suggestions:

1. Develop some idea of a"general vocational goal in

order to start thinking about selecting a major.

2. Find an alternative to a career which you have already

been thinking about by fall registration.

STEP 2

Make a list of possible alternatives to the decision

defined in Step 1. Suggestions:

1. Start with a brainstorming approach in which no possi-

bilities are excluded or evaluated (i.e. , don't limit

alternatives based on your abilities at this point).

2. Ideas and alternatives can be obtained from: past jobs;

courses you like in high school or college; fantasies

about work; clubs, hobbies and activities; observations

of people in the world of work; interest inventories;

and things you may have read.

STEP 3

Collect information about the alternatives you listed
in Step 2. Suggestions:
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Establish which information you want to collect first.

2. Know the types and souTces of information yo.0

to have (see attached sheet for .campus and local resources).

3. Add any new ideas to your list of alternatives in Step 2.

STEP 4

STEP S

Tentatively select your alternative(s) to act on.

Suggestions:

1. You may want to keep in mind other related alternatives

since this is sometimes safer than making one specific

choice.

2. Make the decision which is best for YOU.

Examine the consequences of each a4lternatdve. Examples:

I like sociology but wouldn't bb able *to do much in the

field without a graduate degree.

I've decided on accounting because I can get a job

iight after graduation and make a fair amount of money.

Suggestions:

1. You may want to reorder your priorities based on the

consequences of your choices.

2. Some common consequences are: the number of yeai-s it

takes to complete 'cation or training; the availability

of training programs; the completion for jobs;- monetary

gain; wealth and status gain; opportunities for advance-

ment; phiiiical demands; etc.

- University of Nebraska at Lincoln
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Decision Making
Skill in Oicision-Making can be a great help in a
variety of situations. For instance, have you
been wondering . . .

What is going to be my major?
How important is school to me right now?
What are really my goals in life?
Where do I go from here?
What profession should I choose?

4-

8. Proceed *Ili the plan, or
re4valuate. (e.g., i will proceed
with my plan. I already have
some prospects after
graduation.)

11 7. Evaluate the success of your plan.
;41 (e.g., It has now been two quarters

since i made the decision. I rt.ially

for an internship with the legislature.)
t:ej enjoy the classes, and have applied

S. Develop and then implement a plan.
(e.g., I have planned the schedule of
classes for each qualtir, and can finih
by June of 1977.)

5. Make an initial decision. (e.g.,
Political Science is really where I have
the most interest.)

4. Assess the risks and count
the costs. (e.g., Political Science would
take one extra quarter. Sociology re-
quires statistics. Anthropology has the
fewest job prospects.)

3. Develop a list of alternatives. (e.g., My
major wiltprobably"be-frorn 'the Sob)stl
Sciences. The top three are political
science, sociology, and anthropology.)

2. Gather all available information. (e.g.,
Read catalog, take exploratory class,
take interest and ability tests, go to the
Career Information Center, and talk over
the data with an advisor.)

1. Recognize and define the decision to
be made. (e.g., I need to decide on a
major within about one or two years.)

so

Whether you have a question
similar to these, or one entirely
different, there are some basic
steps which can help you in reach-
ing a difficult decision. Try these
suggested steps in your situation.
We have also given, in parentheses,
an example of each step for a
student making a decision regard-
ing a major.

--University of Utah
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ADVISING AND THE 'LIBERAL ARTS

Kenneth L.'janzen

Hamline University

A Fa-culty Adviser at Hamline University has a special
Tesponsibility for the integrity of the academic program. The
usual case in-most colleges is to have this responsibility embodied
in the structUre of the curriculum. At Hamline we must dep.end _

upon the-wisdom, guidance, and effort of each faculty adviser.
This reliance upon the faculty adviser is particularly crucial in
the assistance and approval given students in the design of course
work outside the major fieldN Unles some guidance is given by
the faculty adviser we may lose any coherent impact as a liberal
Wrts college of particular merit.

The encouragement of individuality by students and faculty
advisers is a strength of our system and should not be lost. Never-
the less, the educational values of the college should also be
preserved. For this reason I strongly urge each faculty acMser
to give serious consideration to th'e points noted below when

advising students concv-ning course selection outside the major.
These points are noted because they are important to the liberal
arts tradition as developed at Hamline.

1. A balance of course work in arts and science essential
to the liberal arts. Flexibility must not be allowed

to become a means for avoiding fields of study in which

students believe they are not intrested, and for pro-
.

ducing graduates whose education fs badly skewed.
2. Hamline has placed strong emphasis on the importance of

gaining perspective on one's own culture by studying

other cultures, national settings, religious traditions!,

r

805a.
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literary and artistic creation's, or linguistic back-

grounds. Some such study should be part of'each

student's education at Hamline.

3. The study of a language other than one's own has

recieved special approbation at Hamline. Such study is

important to continued scholarly activity, and .to

participation in the increasiqly international contacts
of peoples in our world. I believe there should be good

and positive reasons to.the contrary before an adviser

approves student programs which omit language study.

Hamline has always been in the tradition of those

liberal arts colleges which emphasize the importance

of academic study of religion as essential to an under-

standi6g of our own culture.

5. Independence and individual responsibility in learn4ng

is a significant goal at Hamline. Students should be

advised in such a way that they do-work yhich will help

develop the skills needed for independent intellectual

activity.

Your attention to these considerations will strengthen the advising

procesg at.Hamline and signifiCantly contribute toward accomplish-
ment of our institutional objectiveg.

I. TYPICAL STATUS 'OF THE ENTERING STUDENT REGARDING CAREER PLANS

There are essentially two mode's for entering students

regarding their career plans, each with a set of problems. As you
will note, both of these modes are completely intutitive.

1. No real plans for future, all anxieties and expectations

center on being in college. A time for decision will

come through.

girl, 8
map
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Very well defined plans for the future, but not

necessarily based on best evidence,

(N.B. Mere is evidence that these patterns are
changing. The program of Career Education which has
developed in the schvls across the last few years

seems to have had a decided, impact on students'

votational decisitn making. They atre better informed

about career choice and definit%ly more interested in
.seeing how further education will prepare them for
careers.)

II. PROBLEMS OF THE LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE

A critical problem we face at the liberal arts college
is that of clarifying and articulating the vocational merits of

' the liberal arts. There Ire abundant and inexpensive post-secon-
dary educational-programs which bear a one to one relationship

between the course of study and entrance into a career after
college, law enforcement, nursing, accounting, engineering
etc. This problem is compounded by a general disregard among

liberal arts faculty for relating education to vocational concerns.
Let us remember-that on the day a student of German literature

or a student of philosophy chooses to become a professor in that

discipline, every course in the field thereafter is in every
sense of the work vocational, i.e.iapreparation for a "calling."
There is no room here for invidious distinctions about the quality
of spirit in the various disciplines.

a

III. VOCATIONAL MERITS OF THE LIBERAL ARTS

In the ,gimplest formulation, the vocational merits of
the liberal arts are skills, intellectual skills which provide

for flexibility, versatility and adaptabiliTy in the careers which
follow the college years. On analysis it turns out that the subject

8.05
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_matter area of expertise which a graduate can offer the employer

has relatively little to do with the nature of the work to be
performed. The graduate does, however, have such skills as

reading, writing, quick learning, anaiysis, synthesis and

effective human relations whi,ch can be employed to the benefit
of all. Some points to keep in mind about the careers of liberal
arts graduates:

1. A career will incorporate many different jobs, some

of -which may be relatively unrelated to past experiences.

It is projected that the average professional worker

will change.direction within his or her career 8 or

times in the course of a working life.

1 The liberal arts have historically, at least, been

excellent preparation for a successful)career'. They

are good preparation for moving into managerial and

supervisory positions where policy is made. The tortoise

and hare effect is clearly delineated. Measured in

terms of salary, the liberal arts graduate starts rather

slowly compared to the more vocationally educated

person, but rapidly moves ahead. Anecdotally, J. Paul

Getty notes in an article in Playboy that 10% of the

corporate officers of the Fortune SOO top American

corporations are Phi Beta Kappa graduates of liberal

arts colleges. In addition, there is statistically

sounder information to support the vocational merits

of the liberal arts.

80b
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CAREER COUNSELING AND A VISING

As stated earlier, a college degree no longer means

automatic entry into the ideal jobthat leads to fame and fortune.

Professors are being caaled on more and more as career counSelors

as the relationship between their own program and post-college

existence is being questioned: Thus you should have a good feel

for what is happening in your own area. This is much easier if

you axe in a pre-professional program; those of you in the social

sciences and liberal arts need to spend more time in career educa-
tion.

You should have a sense of the job market for people in

your area. This includes the kinds,and number of jobs available,

where one would have to go to get them, the approxim'ate income from

the job, and the future of your career. This last point is impor-

tant, as you will be talking to students who are considering entering

your career area several yeails in the future,. You should also

know what career options are available, and what level of education

needed for successful competition in a certain market.

The sources of this career information are many. First,

there is your own experience. This is valuable first-hand information

when ,advising a ,Student on your field. Secondly,'there are your

colleagues; as some of them might have a better sense of the market,

refer students to them. :Then there are your own trade journals and

publications. As an advisor, you should keep'yourself informed by

frequent referral to these professional publications. And finally,

there are offices-of career information,on the-Alabama campus.

University of Alabama
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VOCATIONAL/CAREER ADVISING SKILLS

A

ICILLS RELATED TO VOCATIONAL GUOICE TO BE LEARNED:

ABILITY TO HELP THE STUDENT EXPLORE HIS PERSONAL,CHARACTER STICSr

What does the individual want to do? This involves his

interests, motives, and valves. Does he like to work

with people or with ideas or with things? Is he more

interested in helping others or making money? Does he

survive under pressure or cloes he'' prefer a more leisurely

pace without deadlines? What would he like his occupa-

tiontl experience to help him become? What would he like

to be doing ten to twenty years from now?

What kind of experiences has he had in the past? What

effect have these experiences had on him? Or what he

might plan to do with his life?

What can he do--or learn to do? This involves his

abilities and aptitudes. What is his general level of
-

intelligence? What knowledge and skills does he have?

What is his potential for acquiring further competence

in particular areas? Does he have any outstanding

special abilities, such as musical or athletic ability?

4. How do hi& abilities and resources limit his choice?

This involves bOth the individual's present qualifications

and the resources available to him for further needed

training. Some occupations require extensive undergraduate

805
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and graduate preparations; where the student is not in

a posititm to meet the requirements for admission to an

occupation, he may have to eliminate that occupation
from serious consideration. Relevant here, too, are

questions about how his age, sex, and health might

affect his potential for success in a given occupation.

5. What effect will his parent's or other family member's

opinions regarding an occupation have on his selection

of and success'in the occupation?

ABILITY TO HELP THE STUDENT EXPLORE VARIOUS OCCUPATIONS

1. If the student is undecided on an occupation, you should help .

him with some of the occupations which are accord with
his personal characteristics. You may need to refer to
other sources of information, such as the-library, media

center, and other faculty.

2. If the student has decided on an occupation, the following

questions, among others,,may need to be explored.
A. What is the employment outlook? Will jobs be avail-

P
able when the student graduates? Will the job

outlook continue to be good? In what geographical

areas can the student expect employment? The

Occupational Outlook Handbook is a primary resource.
B. What are the requirements and working conditions of

the occupation under consideration? What tra,ining

and skills are neejed for admission? What general

personal qualities--such as initiative, social com-

petence, a particular temperament, or physical endurance--
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are required? What would the individival be

doing from dayaito day and in what kind of setting?

How do these requirements fit what he has to offer

and what he enjoys doing?

What does the occupation have to offer? What

rewards and satisfactions can be expected in terms

of income, social status, and opportunities for

advancement and personal growth? Are the rewards

and satisfactions of the kind the individual most

wants? Will the individual find the work interest-

ing and personally rewarding? .What can he expect

to contribute?

What changes are likely to occur in this occupational

area? Will the person be able to adjust to the

changes?

SUPER'S THEORY OF VOCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

1. People differ in their abilities, interests and

personalities.

They are qualified, by virtue of these characteristics,

each for a number of occu'pations.

'Each of these occupations requires a characteristic

pattern of abilities, interests, and personality traits,

with tolerances wide enough, however, to allow both

some variety of occupations for each individual and

some variety of indivitials in each occupation.

Vocational preferences and competencies, the situations

in which people -ive and work, and hence their self

8 itrirl
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concepts, change with time and experience (although
self concepts are generally fairly stable from late

adolescence until late maturity), making choice and
adjustment a continuous process.

5. This proce,ss may be summed up in a series of life

stages characterized as those of growth, exploration,
'establishment, maintenance, and decline, and these

stages may in turn be subdivided into (a),the fantasy,

tentative, and realistic phases of the exploratory

stage, and (b) the trial and stable phases of the

establishment stage.

6. The nature of the career pattern (that is, the occupa-

tional level attained and the sequence, frequency, and
duration of trial and stable jobs) is determined by the

individual's parental socioeconomic level, mental ability,

and personality characteristics, and by the oppOrtunities
to which he is exposed.

7. Development through the life stages can be guided,

partly by facilitating the process of maturation of

abilities and interests and partly by aiding in reality

testing and in the development of the self concept.

The process of vocational development is essentially that
of developing and implementing a self concept:. it is a

compromise process in which the self concept is ,a pro-

duct of the interaction of inherited aptitudes, neural

and edocrine make-up,,opportunity to play various roles,

and evaluations of the extent to which the results of
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role playing meet with the approval of superior's and

fellows.

The process of compromise between individul and

social factors, between self concept and reality, is

one of role playing, whether the role is played in

fantasy, in the counseling interview, or in real life

activities such as school classes, clubs, part-time

work, and entry jobs.

10. Work satisfactions and life satisfactions depend upon

the extent to which the individual finds adequate

outlets for his abilities, interests, personality traits,

and values; they depend upon his establishment in a

type of work, a work situation, and a way of life in

which he can play the kind of role which his growth

and exploratory experiences have led him to consider

congenial and appropriate.

The University of North Florida

8/
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BASIC PRINCIPLES AND REQUIREMENTS FOR EFFECTIVE ADVISING

FIVE BASIC PRINCIPLES OF EFFECTIVE ADVISING

1. Advising recognizes and provides for individual
,11,

differences in student needs, abilities and interests.
2. Advising must strictly adhere to a code of ethics that

respects the student's rights.

Advising requires a high degree of familiarity with

all pertinent information.

Advising recognizes that each item of information must

be interpreted in the light of all other information

about the client.

5. Advising employs guidance, not compulsion.

TEN REQUIREMENTS FOR EFFECTIVE ADVISING

1. When possible, learn each advisee's name and review

other pertinent facts prior to his or her arrival.

Act as liaison between advisees, faculty and adminis-
tration; interpret college policies and regulations by
giving the history and reasons fbr such actions.

3. Know the variety of personnel services available to
assist students and the proper procedure for advisee
referral.

Practice what you preach.

Be yourself and act naturally; don't play a role or
pretend.

4

Recognize your own limitations in helping the advisee--
you cannot 1;olve everything.

Display approprilte restraint in showing sdrprise or

resentment at anything the advisee tells you.

re% 81
Are
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8. Keep confidential information to yourself; don't be
a gossip.

9. When a specific problem is iritroduced, examine it from

the advisee's point of view rather than from your own

viewpoint.

10. Refrain from giving false reassurances OT from mini-
mizing the problem.

Ricks College

814
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THE ROLE OF CAREER COUNSELING AND PLACEMENT IN THE

COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY
-

Kenneth B. Hoyt

Director, Office (4 Career Education

United,States Office of'Education

(Remarks prepared for presentation to the College Placement Council
meeting. Washington, D.C., May 29, 197.)

INTRODUCTION

These remarks are intended-to serve as a set of con-
structively critical generalizations regarding the preient, as
opposed to the needed, role of career counseling and placement
in collegeand university settings. In general, generalizations
regarding campus conditions are easily refuted by specific examples.
I will welcome refutation by those supplying such examples. That
is, these remarks are built around a general "if the shoe fits,
wear it" philosophy. I have a strong feeling that the "shoe" to
be pictured here may "fit" a large number of colleges and univer-
sities in spite of the fact that its design may have little initial
appeal.

This presentation is divided into three parts. First,
I will briefly discuss the goal of education, as preparation for
work, in terms of its appropriateness for American higher education
in these times. Second, I will make a series of highly critical
comments regarding thecurrent status of career counseling and
placement in college_and university se-tting,s. Finally, I will
outline a series of suggestions for change that seem, to me, to
be needed. The 6asis for these rbmarks rests simply on my own
background of knowledge, experiences, and beliefs. I have purposely
avoided"citing any statistics or research studies in order to

free 815
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z

emphasize .t.he purely personal bias inherent in these remarks.
;

EDUCATION AS PREPARATION FOR WORK: A GOAL OF AMERICAN HIGHER

EDUCATION,

This audience should need no replinder that higher edu-

cation in America, with its emphasis on preparing persons for the

ministry, began with a strong commitment to the goal of education

as preparation for work. It is equally obvious that, over the
,

years, the goals of American higher education have broadened to

include preparation for living, rather than only preparation for

making a living i.e., for work in the world of paid employment.

This broadening of goals is, in my opinion, laudatory. It becomes

subject to criticism only when education, as preparation fbr work,

is eliminated from or given a very low priority among the goals

of American higher education.

I have no objections to those who hold that the prime

goal of American higher education is to teach students to think.

I only ask'that me also value.teaching students to think about

something constructive. I have no.objections to those who seek

to help college students appreciate life.and living. I ask only

that those who learn to appreciate life also learn to contribute

to making life.better forothers. I have no obje-etions to those

who seek to-help college students enj?y life. I ask only that we

give equal attention to helping studen'is learn how to pay for that

which they enjoy. In short, I do not ask-that education, as pre-

paration for work, be regarded as the only, nor necessarily the

single most important goal of American higher education. I ask

only that it be regarded as one of the prime goals of our system

of higher education.

In saying this, I am not asking that this goal be accepted

OT emphasized by all institutions of higher education. One of the

816
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greatest strengths of our system of higher education lies in its
diversity. That diversity must be preserved and encouraged. If

a particular college or university does not include education,

as preparation for work, among its prime goals, I simply ask that
it make this clear to the studtnts who attensl, the parents who
Tay the tuition, and, if appropriate, to the taxpayers who sub-
sidize the'institution. If, after making this clear, the institution
can survive and flourish, I would congratulale it and wish it well.

If, on the other hand, the institution clearly purports
to hold education, as_ preparation for work, among its major goals,
then I simply ask that it demonstrate its commitment to this goal
through comprèhensive and'conscious efforts aimed at attaining it.

The time is past when the simple existence of a college
or university can be automatically assumed to represent a commit-
ment to edutation as preparation for work. True, the generalization
still holds that more education makes one better prepared to find
work in the world of paid employment - and there is ample evidence
available to justify this claim. At the same time, it is increas-
ingly also true that the optimum amount of education required as

preparation for work varies widely from occupation to occupation
that, in terms of job requirements, it is possible to be "over-
educated," as well as "under-educated" for a particular job. The
boredom of the "over-educated worker" can be as big a contributor
to worker alienation as can the frustration of the "under-educated
worker."

A college degree, by itself, is no longer a guarantee of
employment. Increasingly, employers are looking for persons
possessing specific skills that accompany the degree. This, of
course, does not mean that the degree has lost all its value in
the job marketplace'because this certainly is not the case. It

seems to me that the college degree will come to represent the
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quality of adaptability that becomes indreasingly important as
the rapidity of occupational change continues to increase. As

such', it will continue to be Nralued anesought. The quality
of adaptability will grow in importance as'a necessary condition

for employment, but decrease in-importance as a sufficient
condition. The,presence of a set of marketable job skills must,
for most individuals, be seen as equally impbrtant as a prerequisite

a

for successfully entering and competing in an increasingly complex

service-information-technology oriented occupational societ:
As major contributors toward acquisition .of adaptability,

the_ role and function of the liberal arts in higher education will,
in my*opinion, continue to be of major importance in two ways.
First, it will be important in the world of paid employment.

Second, the liberal arts will be increasingly important as prepara-
tion for work in which individuals engage representing productive
use of leisure time. This seems to'me to represent an important
point, not only in emphasizing the importance, of the liberal arts

as preparation for employment, but als.o in emphasizing the import-
ance of unpaid work, as well a paid employment, as a means of
bringing personal meaning and meaningfulness to the lives of
individuals.

CURRENT CONDITIONS IN AMERICAN HIGHER EDUCATION: A CRITICAL VIEW
If education, as preparation for work, is accepted as

a Major goal-of most colleges and universities, it is proper to
ask about the extent to which this goal seems to have been attained.

Further, if this is assumed to be an institutional goal, then it .

seems proper to ask what actions thesinstitution is taking to attain
;it. That is, the question cannot be answered solely in a "results"
sense for example, in terms of how many graduates found emplcyment
upon leaving the campus. Rather, a significant 'portion of the

8 1 IS
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answer must be phrased in terms of conditions existing on the
campus itself. Unless this is done, changing economic and
occupational conditions,will be substituted for institutional

accountability in goal attainment. :That, I am afraid, is exactly
what has happened far too often in the past.

In my opinion, most colleges and universities in America
have been remiss in accepting and in implementing education, as

preparation for work, as a major institutional goal. To illustrate
\ my concerns, I would first like to paint the picture as dismally
\,and bleakly as possible. I do so in order to illustrate the
seriousness of the problem rather than to issue a series ofblanket
indictments. Following this, I would like to take a more positive
view by pointing to a number of promising changes that have seemed
to emerge in the last few years.

First, let me state the charges in a negative fashion.
In my opinion, each of the following conditions has existed and
still exists todaY to a greater extent that is warranted by any
institution that professes to valuq the goal of education, as

preparation for work:

1. Too many college freshmen come to campus 'with no clearcut

or even tentative occupational goals. They have used
the decision to attend college, not as a means of imple-

menting career decisions, but rather as a means of
avoiding such decisions. They left high school asking

the question "Should I -go to college or should I go to
woTk?" as though going to college was a means of

avoiding going to work.

2 The career counseling, function has boen assigned a low

order..pricirity on too many campuses. With inadequate

assistance,available, students have chosen career goals
based on such extraneous factors as whether a given

-idireInv
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course was taught at 8:00 a.m. Or at 10:00 a.m.,

whether a particular professor was considered "hard"

Or "easy," or how faf they had to walk across campus

to takie a given course.

3. The placement function, on too many campuses, has re-

ceived an even lower prjority and assigned even lower

status than the career counseling function. As a result,

man'y placement offices have been 'under staffed, under

publicized, and physically located in remote locations

that are difficult for students to discover.

4. Too many professors express little or no interest in

what students may do with the content being tawght.

Relationships between course content and career decisions

are under-emphasized by too many professors. Too many

professors appear to have adopted a philosophy which

holds, in effect, it is none of the professor's business

what students may choose to do with the content being

taught.

S. Too many professors spend little or no time talking

with individual students about career plans. Office

hours for individual student appointments are often too
few to be devoted to anything other than immediate

course problems.

6. Too many representatives from business and industry visit

college and univeriity c'ampuses primarily for purposes

of recruiting and selecting job applicants. Many have

spent more time complaining about the poor job higher

education has done in preparing studentfor the real

world of work than they have spent in collaborative

efforts designed to help higher education solve the

problem.

820
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7. Work experience and work-study programs, on too many

campuses, are either non-existent or only token efforts

when considered as part of the career decision-making

process. More college students who hold part-time jobs

while attending school,do so for purely economic

reasons than for reasons related to career exploration

and career decision-making.

I make these statements as general charges based on my

obse vations and experiences, not as research conclusions. I

have tried to state each charge in a form susceptible to research'

in the hope that such research may be stimulated. For my part,

I am sufficiently convinced that each charge has sufficient validity

so as to justify some corrective action now.

Having made this set of charges, I would like to conclude

these observations regarding the current scene with some more

positively based gtatements. I sense a feeling on college and

university campuses that our students are much more serious about

career decision making today than they were even five years ago.
I know that, an several campuses, what used to be called the

"placement office" has now been renamed the "career development

center" and functions of such offices have been broadened con-
siderably - even, on some campuses, to the extent that students are

exposed to such services during freshman orientation activities.

I know that college and university cooperative education programs
7*.are on the increase, hol4ever slowly, and are much more numerous

foday than they were only a few years ago. I know that the use,of

the concept of "executives in residence" is increasing on college

and university campuses. In all these ways, it seems clear to me

that the American system of higher education has moved and is con-

tinuing to move-positively toward efforts to meet the goal of
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higher education as preparation for work.

Laudable as such trends are, it seems to me that, on

most college and university campuses, it is still a matter of

"too little too late." As a final part of this presentation,

I would now like to make a series of proposals for change.

PROPOSALS FOR CHANGE IN CAREER COUNSELING AND PLACEMENT IN HIGHER
EDUCATION

Dwindling enrollments and economic difficulties are

causing serious problems for American higher education'at 'the pre-
sent time. In my opinion,Ithe creation of a comprehensive action

program emphasizing relationships between education and work would
do much to turn this situation around. I do not think this can

be accomplished simply by increasing the numbers of career coun-

selors and placement specialists on the campus. The problem is
too serious and too complex to lend itself to any stich simple

solution.

Before proceeding to describe the elements I consider

desirable to ensure high quality career counseling and placement

on college and university campuses, I feel I must describe three

fundamental directions for change in higher education which, while
essential to successful career counseling and placement, go far

beyond these'functions in terms of their'implications for highex
education. First, it seems to me the time has come for American

higher education to state its goals and mission in ways that make
crear college is not an appropriate nor desirable choice for

everyone. While the need for some form of postsecondary ectucation

is sure to increase, the need for-college and university graduates
has finite limits in today's occupational society. It seems to me

American higher education must share the responsibility for making
it clear to both youth and adults that different kinds of post-

secondary institutions exist for different purposes.

8 )
rot%Ara
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ion Second, 1 believe the time has come to emphasize both

the adaptability and the occupational preparation functions of

higher education as being of equal importance rather than-in a

competing relationship. Both are essential if the goal of edu--

cation, as preparation for work, is to be attained. Top priority,

it seems to me, should be.placed on ensuring high quality instruction

in all,areas, not in emphasizing the.function as more basic, more

important, or more prestigious than the other. An emphasis on
quality instruction is the best way oT assuring quality of degrees
awarded. American higher education, it seems to me, owes this

assurance of quality both to its students and to those who employ
its graduates.

Third; it is my personal belief that the time has come

to abolish faculty tenure and to substitute valid due process pro-

cedures for use in deciSions to retain and promote faculty members.
Faculty tenure has, for many years, been held as essential to pro-

tect the right of the individual faculty member to say what she or

he believes to be the truth along with the freedom to seek for
new truths. Such freedoms are part of the bedrock of the higher

education concept and must be preserved. The tenure system is not
the only viable means available for protecting such freedom. A
true system of due process, under which each professor is judged

in terms of contributions to 4:eaching, research, and service in

some mutually agreed combination, would, it seems to me, be in-

finitely superior to the tenure system in these times. Freedom
to do is not freedom to do nothing. Yet, on too many campuses,

the professor who has attained tenure seems to have forgotten

this. I see no way in which higher education can be truly accoun-

table to our society in these times unless the tenure system is

I placed with a due process system based on performance evaluations.

I sy this as one who has held faculty tenure since' 1957 and who
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continues to hold it ta.day. I will be happy to trade my tenure
for a due process system based on performance evaluation having
valid and objective indicators. 1 think many of my colleagues

would join me in this plea.

These three kinds of basic change in American higher
education will not come easily Or quickly. While awaiting their
evolution, there are a number of other less traumatic changes

that could be instituted, each of which holds potential for im-

proving career counseling and placement on the college and
university campus. To fully describe each would require far more
time than remains. Thus, I will limit these remarks to a matter
of simplY identification.

First, I believe the college admissions, orientation,

career counseling, and placement functions should be centralized
and coordinated into a single unit. The placement function should
begin prior to the time the student is admitted on campus. A
single campus organization dedizated to helping each ,student answer

the questions of (a) Why should I attend this institution?; (b)
What am I readying myself for?; and (c) How can I capitalize on

the educatiA I have received?; makes very good sense to me.

Second, I believe every college and university student

should be encouraged to make career decisions during her or hi;

college career beginning with the admissions process. The propor-
tion of college students with no declared major on our campuses
today is alarmingly high. To offer such encouragement to students
in no way needs to be or should be 1-egarded as forcing premature,

irrevocable,occupational decisions on persons who are not ready
to make firm decisions. The right to change should be held as

sacred as the importance of choosing. We can protect and encourage
that right if we dedicate ourselves to this effort. I am convinced
it would pay big dividends in terms of both student behavior and

student academic performance on the college and university campus.

?
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Third, I believe a career education resource center

should be established on the campus of every college and univer-

sity that holds education, as preparation for work, among its

tu goals. Such a center, in addition to housing staff members

assigned to the admissions, orientation.; career counseling, and

placement functiaris, would also house staff members required for

work experience and cooperative education programs. It would

include, among its facilities (a) an extensive library of

occupational and self appraisal materials; (b) a career simulation

facility that would be available to students who, in the process

of career decision making, want-to explore what 'work would be

like in a particular occullation; and (c) intervivw TOOMS available

for use by both faculty members and representatives from business

and industry who are visiting with students about career plans.

Fourth, I believe both work experience and coopeTative

education opportunities should be made available to students as

part of the career decision making process. Further, I believe

students should receiVe college credit for participating in such

activities that recognizes the viability of combining a "learning

to do" with a "doing to learn" emphasis in the total educational

program. While I do not believe students should be required to

participate in such programs,,I am convinced that large numbers

would elect to do so'were bonafide opportunities available to them.

Such opportunities should represent both paid and unpaid experiences.

Fifth, I believe the business-labor-industry-professional

community should share responsibility with faculty members in

helping college students to understand and capitalize on relation-

ships between education and work. To this end, I believe represen-

tatives from the business-labor-industry-professional community

should, from time to time, be released from the'ir regular places

of employment to work on the college and university campus. There,
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their services could be valuable in many ways including: (a)

serving as resource persons to university faculty members con-

cerned about relationships between education and work; (b)

serving as consultants in establishing and furnishing the career
simulation facility; (c) serving as career advisors to students
who wish to inquire about various occupational areas, either
individually or in career seminars; and (d) servigig as part of
the career counseling and placement staff. This idea, in my
opinion, would be even more viable if it included opportunity

for faculty members to exchange positions with persons-from the

business-labor-industry-professional community for finite periods
of time. As one who is currently participating in such an ex-
change program, I can assure you that I believe my current exper-
iences will be helpful to me and to my students when I return to
the university campus.

Beginnings could be made on each of these five steps

almost immediately without the necessity for great increases in
expenditures. The primary cost'would involve effort, not money.
To invest in such costs holds high potential for paying valuable
dividends.

CONCLUDING STATEMENT

This presentation has concerned itself with a series of
pleas aimed at emphasizing education; as preparation for work, as
a vital and viable goal of American higher education. I have
tried to make clear my strong beliefs that, while this represents
only one of a number of worthy goals for higher education, it is

one that deserves and requires more emphasis than it has received
to date. I also tried to make it clear that I am, in no way,

asking all colleges and universities to hold or to cheriS-h this
goal. I am simply asking those who profess to hold this goal to
do MOTO than has been done to date to emphasize it.
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Second, I tried to make clear my belief that ample

evidence exists that demonstrates both the past failures of

American higher education to give this goal high priority and

the current needs of students that call for such an emphasis.

Third, I purpos'ely inserted three of my personal biases regarding

basic needed directions for'change in American higher education.

I did so primarily because each holds great implications for

affecting the ability of any institution to, effectively emphasize

education, as preparation for work. Finally, I presented five

action steps that any college OT university could take almost

immediately if they chose to respond positively to challenges

presented here.

I would close with the same admonition with which I

began this presentation namely, "if the shoe fits, wear i.t."

I am convinced, if considered soberly and bbjectively, this shoe

does indeed "fit" a great many institutions in whole or in part.

I hope that the initial resentment these words are certain to

provoke will not delay long the thoughtful consideration of

these pleas.

8,?;,
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SOME THOUGHTS ON CAREER DEVELOPMENT

Career development.is a major concern today. Some

of the topics being discussed by students, faculty, adminis-

tratAon, and the public which reflect this concern are as follows:

relatTng one's choice of major to getting a job; maintaining

academic credibility in th face of economic pressures to become

controlled by the job market; and'qUestioning by lawmakers and

the public about the reltionship between a college degree and

the job market

Below 'are Some suggested practical goals that each

student and department might look at as theysdevelop their own

programs to ,improve career development activities on this campus

One aspect of career development is self-awareness.

Students should.'..

1. Be able to assess their own interests and values

that may affect career decisions.

2. Be familiar with resources available to help persons

assess their interests.

3. Be able to assess their own specific abilities that

may affect pendini car-eer 'decisiOns.

4. Be able to associate the abilities they are developing

with potential choice of career.

5. Be able to, identify ways to improve career and occupa-

tional capabilities through extracurricular activities

and part-time work.

6. Be able to apply the steps of the decision-making

process to career decisions.

7. Be able to identify job characteristics which are

important to them.

825
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Another aspect of career development is knowledge of
the world of work. Students should...

1. Know types of occupations most likely to satisfy

their-personal interests and values.

Know,the major duties and required abilities of jobs

in the occupa-tional family of their career choice.

Understand differences in tesponsibi*lities of various

jobs within-the occupational-favily of their career

choice.'

4. Be aware of the general s'atisfactions people obtain

from various kinds of jobs.

5. Understand that technological, economic, and social

changes result in decreases in the availability of

some kinds of jobs and increases in others.

Understand the value of maintaining a number of

occupational- alternatives.

A third aspect of career development is skills required

to actually obtain a job. Students should...

1. Be able to identify the steps in a process of obtaining

a job.

2. Know how to find resources to help them in the ob-

seeking process.

3 Km-14 ways to evaluate and improve their-job-seeking

skills.

4. Be aware of generally accepted personnel selection

practices.

5. Know several sources they can use to find out about

job possibilities.

6. Be able to identify a number of job possibilities

for which they are,educationally qualified and that

require the competencies they have developed.

8 2 d
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7 Know how to investigate an organization, institution,

busines,s and/or community concerning a job.

8. Be able to evaluate job possibilities considering the

job characteristics which are most important to them.
9. Know how the job market operates in specific occupations.

10. Be able to identify the qualifications required for the

jobs in which they are interested.

11. Be able to prepare a letter of inquiry and resume, in

the approPriate form, that reflect their qualifications

for the jobs for which they are applying.

12. Be able to obtain and use references appropriate for

the jobs for,which--tliey are applying:

13. Be able to identify possible questions they may be

asked in interviews.

14. .Be able to articulate why they are qualified for the

jobs for which they are applying.

University of Nebraska-Lincoln

830
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A STUDY TO DETERMINE HOW COLLEGE STUDENTS

APPROACH THEIR CAREER DECISIONS

Wm. Dale Goodson

Associate Professor of Career Education

Brigham Young University

(Presented At the American Personnel and Guidance Association

Chicago Con'Vention, April 11-14, 1976)

The purpose of this research study is to find out how

college students approach their caieer-decisionS:. Do they (1)
choose, their major first, (2) select their Occupation firSt, or
(3) use some other career decision approach?

At present, throughout the United States, considerable
time and money are being spent by public and private colleges and
government agencies to assist students and other adults with their
career development. It is quite possible that much of this money
could be better utilized if effective career development principles
were followed.

In order for counselors to be more effective in aiding
students with their career development it seems that they need

more detailed knowledge and understanding of the dynamics of career
development. Quite often 'career counselors work w!th a framework

t

of knowledge that is too general in nature to really help students.
To illustrate, college students are often asked "What are you plan-
ning for your career?" or "What do you plan for your life's work?"
These .questions are very general in nature and as a result it is
very difficult for students to answer.

The research of (Dole, 1963; Miller and Thomas, 1966)

provides information which gives more specific direction to career
development efforts when they conclude that educational choice and
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occupational choice are similar but should he handled separately

when working- with students. Usually vocational choice is stres-

sed and educational choice is neglected.(Ciavarella, 1972).. In

line with this 'concept (Biondi, 1972; Osborn, 1957) suggest that

the first steps in the decision making process'is to break the

problem into parts so that it can be dealt with specifically and

creatively.

Applying this principle to the general career questions

and principles stated above, the questions should be stated some-

thing like "What do you think you might choose as your college

major " and "How are you coming toward your choice of occupation?"

Since these questions are more specific and understandable students

pare able to give specific answers.

In looking at the two.approaches to making a career decision,

if one plans to elect his major first it is a matter of choosing

an area of training in which he can both suctitd and enjoy and then

at a later' date select from among the many occupational outlets

that could utilize that core of training. If one choses his occupa-

tion first then it'is a matter of selecting a major to give him the

core of training that the occupation demands. There arc- advantages

and disadvantages to each approach; however, that would be the

subject of another research paper.

RESEARCH DESIGN

At the beginning of Fall Semester of,1975 a career develop-

ment survey was given to 2388 of the new students (922 males and

1,466 females) entering the Brigham Young University for the first

time. This survey was administered to the students cturing the

new student orientation meetings in each of the twelve colleges on

campus. A copy of the survey is included with the paper as

Attachment A. Even though there were several questions asked in

the survey, the only one analyzed and reported for this study is
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the one asking students to repart their approach to their career
decision. The analysis of the additional questions will be

reported. in future papers.

Comparisons werelmade in this study to see if:any dif-

ferences existed between the students in the various colleges in
their approach to their career decision, to see if differences

existed between the males and females in the various colleges,

and to see if any differences existed between all new male students
and female students. Chi square was used for these comparisons.

When statistical comparisons were made of various college

and sex groups the results were essentially the same whether or

not the "other" career approach responses were included. There-
fore, only the compariso; of major first and occupation first

responses will be reported. Another reason is that when comparing

all twelve colleges, most colleges d d not have enough student's

check the "other" approach to make a comparison statistically
sound.

RESULTS

The purpose of this research was to find out how students

approached their career decisionswhether they choose their major

first, their occupation first, or some other appmarch. The few

responses of the students who checked 'other career approach" are
shown in Table 1. The most typical "other" approaches to career °

decisions were as follows: the students hadn't decided which

approach to use yet, they were going to choose a major and occupa-

tion together, they were going to choose their college classes or

determine their interests first. As the individual responses were

studied, the general impression about the students who checked

"other," was that these students had not progressed far enough in

their career development to be able to qecide which approach to use

in making their career choice.
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Table 1

Responses of New BYU Students who Checked Other Approaches
to Career Choice than Choosing a Major or Ctcupation First

Responses Numbers

Haven t decided which approach yet

A combination of the two

I chose my college classes first

I decided my interests first

My life purpose first

Areas in demand first

I chose my college first

Tried both and got nowhere

20

10

6

3

are
111111,

834
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As can be seen from Table 2, the new students enter-
ing the twelve colleges were different in 'ths.,ir approach to

their career choice. The majority of the el'Udents in the
colleges of Biological and Agricultural Sciences, Education,
General Studies, Nursing,' Physical Education, and Social Sciences
stated they chose or planned to choose their occupation first;

'while a majority of stuidents in the colleges of Business, Family
Living, Fine Arts and Communications, Humanities, Physical and
Math Sciences, and Engineering Sciences and Technology chose or
planned to choose their major first. These college differences
in student approach to career choice had.a chi squa e signifi-
cance of .001. It is interesting to note that over two-thirds
of their students used this approach. Why students in different
colleges differ in the way they approach their career decision
would be an interesting study. It could be that those who

choose,their occupation first are more future time oriented
and vflue security more than those who choose or plan to choose

44'0 major first.

-JO
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Table 2

The Career Dcision Approach of New Students Entering
Brigham Young University in the Fall of 1975

The Twelve Colleges Compared

.

. Major First Occ'upation First

,

Colleges
f % f 0/ ,

Ai

Chi Sq

Bio & Ag Sciences
.

_
59 10.7 133 69.3

Business 107 58.2 77 41.8
1

Educatiop ! 46 31.9 98 68.1

Family Living 165 55.4 133 44.6

Fine Arts & Communications 79, 55.6 63 44.4
,

General Studies
: 188 32.2 395 67.8 139.677*

Humanities 64 64.0 36 36.0

Nursing 47 30.3 108 69.7

Physical & Math Sciences 21 58'.3 15 41.7

Physical Education 50 48.5 53 51.5

Social Sciences 78 39.2 121 60.8

Engineering Sci. & Tech. 85 58.6 60 41.4

Total
,

989 43.4 1292 56.6
;

*P < .001

8 3 u
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When the career,approach of men and women was com-
pared, as shown in Table 3, the majority of both stated they
would choose their occupation first. However, more men than
were expected were choosing their occupation first and more
women than were expected were selecting their major first --
this difference was significant at the .05 level. The reason
more men tend to choose their occupation first could be that
they need to have something definite to look forward to when
they graduate whereas women do not feel'this responsibility as
much as men.

Table 3

A Chi Square Comparison of the Career Decision Approach
of New Men and Women Students Entering BYU

During the Fall of 1975

Major First Occupation First
Groups

Chi Sq
f % f %

Men

Observed 354 40.5 519 59.5
Expected 378 43.3 495 56.7

4.282*Womn
Observed 634 45.1 773 54.9
Expected 610 43.3 797 56.7

*ID 4. .05

8 13
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The,last comparison made in this study was to see if

the male and female students in each of the twelve colleges

differed by college in their career choice approach.! The re-
sults of these comparisons are found in Table 4. The College

of Social Sciences was the only college of the twelve colleges

where significant differences occurred between men and women in

their approach to a career choice and this difference is at the

.001 level. The women students in that college were about evenly

divided as far as choosing their major first or occupation first;

however, 72.9 percent of the men chose or planned to choose

their major first. Why do men and women differ significantly in

the College of Social Sciences and not in other colleges?

Possibly more men in this college are planning on graduate or

professional degree programs than the women who would seek em-

ployment after receiving their bachelor's degree. This is also

a good question for future research.

Art,
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Table 4

The Approach to Career Decision Ma0ng
of New Students in the Twelve
BYU Colleges Compared by Sex

Male Female

Major First

.

r-

Occ First Chi Sqajor First Occ First

f 0
A, f Z I

0
70

Bio & Ag Sci 40 29.4 96 70.6 19 33.9 37 66.1 0.1976

Business 71 57.7 52 42 3 36 59.0 25 41.0 0.0001

Education 1 20.0 4 80 0 45 32.4 94 67.6 0.0090

Family Living 2 50.0 2 50.0 162 55.3 131 44.7 0.0869

Fine Arts & Com 23 46.0 27 54.0 56 60.9 36 39.1 2.3307

General Studies 84 31.7 181 68.3 104 32.7 214 67.3 0.0289

Humanities 12 66.7 6 33.3 52 63.4 30 36.6 0.0001
,

Nursing 0 0 3 100 47 30.9 105 69.1 0.2700

Phy & Math Sci 11 50.0 11 50.0 10 71.4 4 28 6 0 8549

Physical Ed 7 41.2 10 58.8 43 50.0 43 50.0 0 1597

Social Sciences 26 27.1 70 72.9 52 50.5 51 49.5 10.4572*

Eng Sci & Tech 77 57.5 57 42.4 8 72.7 3 27.3 0.4486

*P< .001

or-N
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CONCLUSIONS

How do college students approach their career deci-

sions? Do they choose their major first or their occupation

first? The new students that entered Brigham Young University

in the Fall of 1975, according to their report, are almost

equally divided each way in their approach to their career

choice with the majority of students choosing their occupation

first. More than two-thirds of the students in four colleges

and a majority of students in two colleges close their occupa-

tion first and a majority of the students in the other six

colleges chose their major first these differences of

students by college were significant.

The majority of the new men and women students chose

Or planned io choose their occupation before their major: of

the students who chose their major first a larger portion were

women than 1,rrve expected and of the students wha chose their

occupation fi t a larger portion were men than were expected.

These sex diffe ences were significant.

Eve though the students in the colleges varied in

their career approach, no significant differences existed

between,th male and female students except in the College of

Social Sciences where significant differences existed with over

two-thirds of the men approaching their occupation first.

IMPLICATIONS

Becbuse students differ in their career decision

approach some interesting implications are worthy of considera-

tion.

1. Counselors need to find out how each stvdent is

approaching his career decision and help him with

8 4 C)r-
II II
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that specific problem, whether it be to choose the

occupatjon first or the major first.

2. Career Resource Centers need to be catalogued and

arranged so that students will have easy access to

the information they need from either the choosing a
major approach or the choosing an occupation approach.

3. Publishing companies that produce career information

materials should realize that students are different
in their career decision approaches and should prepare'

materials that will be specific and facilitate the

career development of students whether they begin
their search with occupation or major first.

4. Career education programs need to,educate students
to the fact that there are different ways to approach
their career decision so they can knowingly select

the approach that suits them best.

5. Career educators neea to become aware of the fact

that students may differ in their career decision

approach so they will not structure rigid career

education programs but will meet the needs of all
students.

6 Moore research needs to be done to find out the

specific elements which effectively aid students in
their college major selection and their occupational

selection. No matter which they do first, they end

up needing to solve both problems eventually.
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7, More research needs to be done also to see if there

is a best approach to the career decision question

that would be suggested for all students to follow

or-if it is just as well for each student to use the
approach that he desires.

8d%
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT SURVEY

For each question mark your answer in thearorieanswer sheet.

1, Year in School a) Freshman b) Sophomore c) Junior d) Senior

2. Sex a) Male b) Female

3. Age a) 17-18 b) 19-20 c) 21-22 d) 23-24 e) 25+

4. How have you approached or 21pn to approach your career decision?

a) Choose my major first then think about an occupation.

b) Choose my occupation first then select a major to help me get the
training I need.

c) Other--Explain on the back of this answer sheet.

For the following items indicate the help you need to choose your MAJOR.

5. I have already chosen my major. "a) True b) False (State major on back)

. ,

6. I need to learn what is Involved in choosing a major. a) True b) False

7. I need an overview of all the majors available at BYU. a) True b) False

8. I need a better understanding of my interests, values and goals so that
I can choose my major in harmony with them. a) True b) False

9. I need to learn good decision-making procedures so I will be able to make
the decision about my major and feel good about it. a) True b) False

10. I need more detailed information about the few majors I have been
thinking about. a) True b) False

11. I need other types of help. a) True b) False (Explain on back)

For the following items indicate the help you need to choose your OCCUPATION.

12. I have already chosen my occupation. a) True b) False (State occ. on back)

13. I need to learn what is involved in choosing an occupation. ) True b) False

14. I need an overview of occupational opportunities in the U.S. a) True b) False

15. I need a Wter understanding of my interests, values and goals so l'can
choose an occupation in harmony with them. a) True b) False

16. I need to learn good (thcision-making procedures so I will be able to make
a decision about my occupation and feel good about it. a) True b) False

17. I need more detailed information about the few occupations I have been'
thinking about. a) True b) False

18. I need other types of help. a) True b) False (Explain on back)
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Wm. Daje Coodson

A SMPLE AND EFFECIIVE AID TO CI KX)SING YOU1 AJOR

0 Wm. Dale Goodson 1976

(Actual zz.nte)
COMBINES DECISION-MAKING WITH EDUCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATIN

Front

Back

OVER A HUNDRED MAJORS TO SELECT FROM

SAMPLE CARD

GtOl.OP

va. T1., Cumh.on 117G

IACKttOUNI) 'WU'S COKASIS:
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tnter Supply PescJrch

DESIGNED FOR:

College Studv2ntS
Hi:1 School Students
Ju";or High Students

0

..nb..e...

WHERE TO USE:

Career Classes
Career Resource Centers
Counselors' Offices

HOW TO USE:

Al

1. Go through the College Major
Cards and sort out the majors
you like from those you don't
like

2. From the majors you like, sort
out those you prefer most fromz.
those you prefer least

3. Collect more detailed informa-
tion about the majors you prefer
from various career sources and
make your college major choice

WHY USE?

A quick overview of many majors
Establishes a place to begin a

career search
Saves time for all concerned

.0

Xedered by

COLLEGE MAJOR CARD SORT--ORDER FORM

City State Zip

Cost $5.95 plus 50 cents for postage and handling.
Number of sets desired Amount enclosed
Make checks payable to: COLLEGE MAJOR CARITSW17
Send order with payment to

COLLEGE MAJOR CARD SORT
208 West 1100 South
Drew, Utah 84057

(over)
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COLLEGE MAJOR CARD SORT
by

W. Dale Goodson

A SUGGESTED NUMBER OF SETS FOR EACH SCHOOL

I set for each c9unselor

1 to 5 sets for each Career Resource Center

I set fcxr each students in a career class when covering a unit
on college majors

NHAT THE COLLEGE MAJOR CARD SORT WILL DO FOR YOUR STUDENTS

Students are able to see an overall picture of common college majors

'Students are able to see the skilled courses required of them in
college so they can begin getting the preparation for these classes

Suggests several occupational outlets for each major

Students actually go through the decision making process as they
narrow down their major choices

Students are able to establish a place to begin their career search

Fewer interest tests are needed because students sort out their
interests as they go through the card sort

Students are able to move forth with their personaI,career development
with or without the aid of a counselor

Each set can be used over and over again by many students
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CAREER VALUES AND WORKING CuNDITION PREFERENCES EXERCISE

Sometimes people think about jobs only in terms of the
duties, skills, and training involved. Although these factors%

are important, there are otherthings that you should consider
about any job. For example, will the values that are most impor-
tant to you (good pay, job security, having time for your family,
etc.) be met by this work? Does the job correspond to your prefer-
ences for certain working conditions (working outdoors, working
mostly on youi- own, etc.)? The two exercises that follow will
help you examine your job values and working condition preferences.

301 VALUES EXERCISE

Most of the things that various people vaJtie in a job are listed
below. CirclP the three that you feel are the MOST IMPORTANT for

you in selecting a job.

A. Working with people I like

B. Being my own boss

C. Doing work that I enjoy,
that is interesting to me

D. Having-a steady job

E. Making decisions and super-
vising others

F. Being well paid

G. Helping others

H. Having time for my family

I. Having a chance for promotion

J. Having flexible working hours

K. Other

Rank in order of importance the three job values you have circled.
Most Important

Second most iAportant

Third most important
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WORKING CONDITION PREFERENCES EXERCISE

\Four pairs of working conditions are listed below. FOT each pair,

\check the condition that you prefer.

I. Working indoors........... Working outdoors

Working mostly with people.... Working mostly on your own

3.' Working at a variety of tasks Concentrating on a single task

4. Doing mostly physical labor Doing mostly mental work

Examine your ratings of job values and your preferences for working

conditions. CaL u explain why you selected the ones you did?

Then, think of the jobs you've had or are considering. Do they

corre'spond to your ratings? Totally or just partly? If a particular

job d(Ses not suit you, is it because it does not fit with your values

or wotking condition preferences? If so, what was lacking? Keep

those (4uestions in mind as you consider tentative career goals and

various alternatives.
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Career Choices and information

Midstate makes available to students a special booklet entitled

"Career Choices and Job Information" that attempts to link eduCation to'

the world of work in a more meaningful 'way.

Following are some excerpts from the booklet:

(Introduction Page)

Hi!

Are you wondering Which major you should choose? Or What kind of
job you could get if you chose the major you really liked best? Welcome to
the crowd!

To help you, we have prepared this little booklet. It provides:

1. a brief description of each major offered at Midstate.
2. some notes about education in each area,
3. the employment outlook for occupations relating to that major.
4. suggestions for other career ideas requirIng similar interest

and/ot training.

There are so many alternatives! In our Career Information Library
alone, we have information on 35,000 occupations. We also have helpful books
like "What Can I Do With a Major In . .?" and "The Occupational Thesaurus"
through which you can learn about several hundred career options for each
major. Then there is our most popular book, "If You Don't Know Where You're
Going, You'll Probably End Up Somewhere Else." You would like that one.

We hope that you will visit the Career Library very soou. It is
a casual, friendly place, with lots of bright'col6ors, posters and plants.
Someone is always on hand to help you vith questions or career ideas. And
the collection of carver materials--it has been getting attention as one of
the best in the country! So, bring a friend, or come alone. You are always
welcome, Monday through Fr)..day, 8-5. Hope we'll see you soon.

Sincerely,

Placement and Careet*Information Staff
Midstate

The materials contained in this section were developed by The Placement and
Career Information Center, University of Utah. Their reproduction here is .

acknowledged and appreciated.
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How do I. get THERE

from HERE?

SEE MAP, NEXT PAGE

4



or
IN HERE

11 you want to know
yoursell better:your

aptitudes and career
capabilities, visit .

ACADEMIC

ADVISING

CENTER

WITH QUESTIONS ABOUT COURSE SELECTION, PRO9RAM.

THE

COUNSELING

CENTER

EXPLORE FURTHER!

Where you can get individual career counseling_ Also, ,career exploration
workshops and a course: Career and Life Planning (Ed Psych 261) THEN sivh?

Overseas
study, exchange
programs and
indivìduafly

designed
1118jors.

ALSO QUESTIONS ABOUT

Information on
many careers.

0 New ideas forTvays
to "use" your major,

0 Professional' consulting service in
'specific job -market/career areas.

0 Help in finding part-time Jobs or full-time
career employment. (Sfveral hundred companies
recruit here annually.)

Current iob and sOary information, hundreds of job
= listings, addresses, directories, etc.

0 Workshops on resume writing and interview techniques.

07 Resume typing.

0 Alumni employment seivice.

PLACEMENT AND

CAREER INFORMATION

CENTER

85 4°
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THE LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT

Ed Watkins

Director, Career Development

Doane College

TraditionAlly defined, the liberal arts are the medievlal

studies comprising fhe trivium and the quadrivium. 'Trivium -

the three liberal arts of grammar, rhetoric and logic forming

rht elementary division of the seven liberal arts in medieval

schools. Quadrivium a group of studies consisting of arith-

metic, music, geometry and astronomy. Today, there seems to be

some tonfusion among academicians over wht'exactly constitutls

a liberal arts college. My wife attended two state colleges and

yet she took 26 4urs in humanities, over fifty hours in fine arts,

-

over'twenty hours in social sciences, and eight hours-in natural

sciences., Ts it a fair statement to say that we tare any more of

a liber6A arts college than Kearney State, Wayne State, the Univer-

sity of Nebraska or any other state college? If we are different, --

then how are we different? When we are comoaring ourselves to

other schools and identifying ourselves as a liberal arts college,

are we talking about what we do have thait other schools don't, or

are we talking about what we don't have that other schools do?

Many scholars feel that the liberal arts emphasis began

with Plato. Plato regarded the working.professions with disdain

and claimed that the arts and handicrafts bripg about a natural

weakness in the principle of excelleive in a, man. Education in

Plato's time was-fitted for persons of jeisure and it passed from

Greece and Rome to the feudal communities of Europe, where the

working part, of the community was not much better off than slaves,

and not more seriously regarded.
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Matthew Arnold speaks of Plato's frame of reference,

"One cannet keiu.se to admike the attizt who dAawz theze pictukez.

But we zety to oukz.etvez that his.ideas show the .in6tuence 196 a

and'obzotete7Aoti thing4 when the WaAlLiOA cazte

and-Ahe pA,LeAtty cazteiweAe atone in lionolL, and the humbte wotk

06 the wottd was done by-Atavez."

Matthew Ari101d and T.H. Huxl-v wrote during a time when

their culture's were engaged in the process Of moving from the meta-
.

physic.al to the positivistic. Huxley and Arnold .englged in debates

that raised new questions as to the importance-of including physical

science in the liberal arts curriculum. Arnold said in his lecture

"Literature and Science," "In out zuttute, the aim being to know

outsetves and the wottd, we have az the meanz to thiz end, to

know the bezt which haz been thought and said in the wottd." T.H.

.Huxley, in a lecture entitled "Science and Culture," verbally

attacks Arnold by saying that he (Arnold) only recognizes literature 0

as the. best that has been thought and said.

Arnold answers Huxley by saying, "Let us, 1 zay, be agAted

about the meaning 06 the te,km.6 we ake uoing. 1 ta,ek 06 knowing

the bezt which has been thought and utteAed in the woad. PAo6e4zo/L

Haxtey zayz thismean4 knowing iiteAatuAe. LitetLatuA-e is a taAge

wotd; it may mean evetything wAitten with tette/LA ot ptinted in a

book. Euceid'z Etemente4 and Newton'z Ptincipia coLe thu4 iitenatuAe.

Ate knowtedge that teaches thtough books £4 titeAatuAe." Today the

liberal arts college has a place for both th'e Ainolds an& the

Huxleys.

I have examined a number of quotations about the purposes

of liberal education and I find more emphasis on the "what it does"

than I do on the more fundamental ciuestIon, "what is it?" Some

examples are:
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Everett Dean Martin:

An educated person is one "Who knowz the zigni6icance

o 4 what he doez" who has "acquiAed a zet o6 vatuez."

Sir Lawrence Jones:

The end of higher education "ought to be...the entaAge-

ment 04'a young man's, oA young woman's capaeity 401L

acqung wisdom; wisdom being deiined az a zenze 04

,vatues, 0A-the abitity tt-chooze between those thingz

that aiLe wokthwhite and those that aAe not."

Mark VadDoren:

"The aim o4 tibutat education i4 one'z own exeettence,

the peA6ection 04 one's intettectuat chaAacteA; not

meAety to know ot Ito; but aiso, and indeed chie4ty,

to be."

William Rainey Harper:'

"An educated man is a man who by the time he iz twenty-

five yealts otd has a cteak theo4y, 404med in the tight

O 4 human expeAience down the ages, oi what conztitutez

a hatis4ying ti4e, a signi4icant ti4e, and who by the

age o4 thiAty has a mokat phiEosophy consonaflt with

kaciaZ expeAience. 16 a man Aeachez theze agez with-

out holving cozAived at zuch a theolty, zuch phitosophy,
a

then no matt,_IL how many 4acts he has teaAned OA how

many pAocezzez he has mastgAed, the man is an ignmamus

and a lioot, unhappy, pAobabty dangeAous."

Greene:

"OuA gAeatezt weaknezz today is OUA tack 04 genuine

cuttuAe. This de4iciency mani6ezt4 itset4 in the

zupeAciaiity 04 many o4 OUA ztandaAdz, the poveitty

o 4 many '04 OUA individuat expeAiencez, and,the inade-

quacy 04' Quit sociat conzciouznezz. It con be coAAected

Sc'it
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onty thtough fibetat ducation,"

Brand Blanshard:

"Thi4 i4.6 what cottege 4.4 6oAl to hetp yoU-4quiAe

the tazte4 that make po44ibte the deepet detightz."
Cole:

"A tibeltally educated youth witt 4eek to con.sekv

the pAicete.44 tAophie4 o6 mant4 quezt iot,the good

ti6e., to toot out zuch condition4 a LnhJ.bLt eveAy

man'4 que4t and to make hiz own conztAuctive

ment in the cauze o6 the commo.!,szvd."

Henderson:

"Libeitat education...i4 an education that tend4 to

pAoduce the tibetaL individuai the petv'n who,

becauze o6 hi4 pmspective o6 hi6toAy, hi4 ctiticat

oimetvation o6 contemponany zociety, and hiz undeA-

-.standing oi zociat dynamic4, hetp,6 to 6acititate

needed change in the wotid.'

k.

In discussing the liberal arts it seems impossible to

separate the "what it is" from the "wliat it does." lf, indeed,
the liberal arts provide chiefly geneal knowledge and provide

a broad education, then we might hope for a "whole person," i.e.,

one who possesses an in-depth cultural underStanding, who is flexi-
ble, and who is capable of continual growth. In attempting to define

the liberal arts college, I believe that the "what it is" must be

analyzed more carefully so that the "what it does" can be more

accurately predicted and hoped for.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT

Some academicians claim that they must preserve the
liberal arts from being subjected to such crass terms as "vocatiod"

wt.
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and/or "career." These same individuals often use the\terms to

connote some type of narrow specialized training which; has no

place in the blepoad liberal arts framework. Vocation, the term

itself has somehow strayed from its original meaning (which is

a call or a summons - vocatus) to its more vulgar commco usage,

which.has a specialized trade implication. Curiously enough,

the liberal arts colleges in this country were originally voca-

tional in intent.

The term career is defined byhWebster as a course

which in turn is defined is: 1) the act or action of moving in

a path from point to point; a life history, 2) the path over

which something moves, 3) a chosen manner of conducting oneself

(behavior); a vogression through a series of acts or events or

a development ,or period, 4). an ordered process of succession as

a series of lectures or 4%.her matter dealing with a subject Or a
series of such courses coristituting a curriculum, 5) a part of
a-meal served at one time.

One would have to choose number five if one were interes-

ted in selecting a "narroe definition of career or course. And

yet I have heard learned men and women bandy both vocation and

career around as if they are either ignorant of their derivatives

or willing t6 accept "common" usages of the terms.

Charles Silberman in Czisis in the Classroom seems to
have a gooJ grasp of Webster's definition of course when.be states,
"The choic.e. D6 a ca./Levi invotves 6a/t me/te than a choice c) how to
eaitn a t,ivetihood. The qc -tion, 'Who am l?' Aeatty means 'What
do I wan;t to be? What vaittes do 7 want to seltve? To whom and to

what do 7 want to be Itesponsibte?' Theite is a tot o6 di66eitenee

between stanting a job and statting a caiteek...a job is a way o6

eaAning a &Lying, but a cafteen is a way oti tiving...4.t is the way

.yott want to ave."

85

MI"
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In a brochure on our Career Development Program, I

wrote the following under the title "Liberal Arts in the Broadest

Sense": "By introducing the concept of Career Development into a

general liberal arts framework, Doane College and its students

may enter into a marriage that extends far beyond the traditional

four-year college commitment. 'Doane provides students an opportu-

nity to explore career options in a framework that discourages a

'locking-in' or a 'locking-out' situation. We feel a broad gen-

eral level of knowledge and the development of general intellettual

capacities applies to life as well as to the sometimes narrowly

defined ,:ampus. For the future this country needs people who

through experience and learning are aware c:f. themselves and thus

aware of the career goals."

am in firm agreement with a recent statement contained

in a study by the College Placement Council entitled "Four Year

Liberal Arts Graduates": "GenuLatty speaking, tibeAat aAts icacutties

have been conceAned with 'puAe education' and have tett no need to

- be conceAned with what happens to the gAaduate -- and this, in spite

ot; tke iact that most institutions have maintained that they aite

educating the 'whote peAzon.' 16-this be so, then it not togicai

to give considekation to what happens when the cottege cou4se iz

compteted? CeAtainZy it shoutd be possibte to accept the iibeAat

aAts concept oti 'education liot ti6e'z beaAing in mind that ti6e,

6ok most, inctudes a high peAcentage o6 time spent in eaiming a

HoweveA, eaAning a Living inciudes the achievement oi a

degAee o6 intkinsic 4atis6action in one'4 woAk and a zenze ()

conbuting to society. TheiLe is no intent hem to question the

vatue o6 the tibetat a/Lts. 1, in Oct, study o the tibe4at atts

inc/Leases knowtedge; bAoadens the viewpoint; teaches how to think,

anatyze, synthesize; how to exwie44 onesetti tucidty both o4atty and

in wiLiting; and teads to an examination o vatues and attitutes,

srfii 6 0



then the tibeAat aAts pAovde the bAoad base AequiAed in a woAtd

that chan9e4 Aapidty, that catts 60)t titexibitity and adaptabitity"

ACADEMIC ISOLATIONISM

From the Newman report, "In teAms Oi CILIA institutions,

one woutd hope that theke witt be gAeattA diveAsity among them;

that theAe witt be tez4 oi a sense oi ivoity-toweA sei-centeAedness,

but AatheA a Aecognition that each is a eAuciat paAt o ociety,

and that theiA uncti,m is to seAve that society." From the

Carnegie report, "Young peopte shoutd atzo be giA.!en moe. optionA

to step out POM cottege in oAdeA to get seAvice and woAk expekience.

Society woutd gain woAk and 4tudy weite mixed thAoughout a te-
time, thus Aeducing the sense o,6 compaAtmentatized /totes o'6 isotated

students vs, woAkek4 and o youth vz. izotated age The sense o6

iso,Zation woutd be educed moke 4tudentz weke atiso woAkek,s and,
mol.e woAkeAz coold aLso be 4tudent.s"

On the basis of these and other reports colleges have

begun to look more critically at the problems associated with aca-

demic isolationism and many are providing more off-campus opportuniIies

for their students. Harvard, for example, has recently inaugurated

a Shared Experience Program which helps sedents "bridge the gap

between the classroom and the 'real world', and at the same time

gain some:insight into_career choices." According to Bob Ginn,

Assistant Director of ,the Office of Graduate and Career Plans, who

was responsible for bringing the program to Harvard its value lies

in helping students "0)0m/tate goa.0 an'd gain inzight into vocationaZ

ze26-undeA4tanding" In addition, he notes, "It bAing4 them into

contact with the wo4k woAtd and pkovide4 them-With vekg intimate

contacA ctlith a vaAiety o modets."

0"1Ara
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Ann Pongracz, a Harvard student explains, "Being at

HaAvahd hah htimutated me to 6ind themeticat ba4-L oit ate

do in the ShalLed ExpeAence Pkogitam. The4ez a con4tant ttoW

64om the cta44400m to my wotk, and that'z` 4eat,Z.y gAeat." The

program has helped others in other ways, AS exemplified by

Russ Hartmen who thought he wanted to be a policeman. He found

after a semester of observing the Cambridge Police that police

work would be "an eAtitemeiy tikuhtAating expekience. The ShaAed

Expekience Pkogitam didn't help me devetop inte4e4th that wiit be

uhe6ufl in my Otuke caAee4 ptanz, but it did hap me think th)tough

home o6 my.inteAehts." Russ explains, "Moist htudenth don't

thi.nk out the diliekent ea/Lee/L. atteAnativeh avaiiabte untit

they'ke 6oAced to make a decizion. The ShaAed,ExpoLience PAog/Lam

giveh you a chance to do that in advance."

I use the Harvard example because I think it is con-

sistent 'ith my personal commitment and is akin to our program at
.Doane. I am in favor of off-campus experiences because it-puts

students in touch with role ''models" that can ease the transition

from the classroom to the work-a-day world. We are not emphasizing

specific skills, but we are interested in putting students in touch

with professional people in their general area of interests. Students

gain because they can receive aid from faculty sponsors and off-

campus supervisors in making sense of an experience. Employers of

Doane interns receive the best opportunity to observe_and recruit

future employees. The college benefits because it is provided with

additional learning settings, it is able to keep abreast of impw-
.

ledge being generated in communities and academically-related

settings, and it is given opportunities to serve specific public

and human needs through students.

Some colleges unfortunately have decided to divorce

themselves from the liberal arts tradition because they feel they

Ayr's
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cannot survive. I deplore what is happening at some colleges a.s

witnessed by a February 18, 1975, Wall Street Journal article
entitled, "Changing Courses": "Foit geneAations Lambuth Cottege
heAe has existed amid bAoad tawnz and spAawting tkees, o66eAing
its students Shakespeafte and Mitton and tost oti itadition."

"And now it otilieAs Hotiday Inns,"

"The Methodist cottege and the motet chain have staAted
a p&ogitam ta t'each Lambuth ztudentz a tAade, natmety how to Aun a
hotet, motet OA a Aestaukant. So now, in a ctassAoom that was

once 4eseAved.6o/L the tikes oti Romantic poetAy OA Medievat histmy,
a visito4 6ind4 Hotiday Innz execu-';ve Robekt Meadows bAizkty
sttiding to the btarkboaAd and scAawting 'Bob Meadowz IntAoduction
to Succezz' big ZetteAz."

Vm in the peopte bus,tness,' MA. Meadows cheeAity tetts
4

one ctass and then pAoceeds to discuss such subjects az the A.ising
cost oi sheets and the gitowing p.tobtem o pitliviage. 'In buzinezz,
MA. Meadows announces, 'the whote name oi the game i4 making money.'"

Frofil the same article, "...OA many zchootz, zuch az

MaAyvitte Cottege in S. Louis, thehe zi.mpty hasn't been any choice.
'Without att the changes, theite is no doubt this ptace woutd be

clozed,' zayz,a MaAyvitte o66iciat. MaAyvitte used to be simpty a

tibe-tat attz schoot o6Oking tAaditionat tibutat akts coutses.
Today, t ha la whote new altAay oi caAeet-miented coutzez Aanging
44om actuaAia zcience to ca4diopUtmonaty technotogy, and Lt 4scto

these couAses ;have hetped boost its eniiottment to moAe than 1,000
today 6Aom 370k a liew yea/Ls ago."

Their is little question that these off-campus intern'-

ship programs assist in bringing additional people to the,campus.

The publicatian Insight claims that: "Cotteges that have: devetoped
ot cute devetopng inteanzhip OA pAacticat wo4k expetience pAogtams

soA theit z-:,udents vte making seveitat di6co0eAies. PeAhaps the most
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,f.poktant iz that theze inteknzhipz -- 4.6 they aAe 1atisi woAk

expekiencez, i6 they ake ca4e6utty zupeAvized, and i6 they a,te

066eted in viAtuatty att dpaktmentz within the, context o6 the
*

putpoze v6 the inztitution ZZAVe to attitact ztur(entz,

qunty f hi9het quatity o6'ztudent than the cotie8e haz been

atttacti'lg."

N.! This informatiOn based .on research done by Interpreting

InstitUlions, a Baltimore consulting firm makes seveal important

points: 1) the internship must be a valid work experiene, 2)

it must be .-arefully supervised, 3) internships must be offered

in virtually all departments, an'd 4) they must be within the

context of the purpose of the institution. Othe'r schools previously

mentioned have apparently changed the purpose of their institutions.

This has been done by several institutions as an alternative to

closing their doors.

Some colleges have not made a college,commitment to off-

campuslearning, but select several faculty members to run a "paper

program." The consulting firm concluded from their research:

"But, az moice and moke cottege4 adopt thi4 mode o education, the/Le

a:te 6eweA inte4nZhip4 avaitabte becauze the maiLket haz been tapped

by othet cottepz4. Futhekmme, a wett developed intetnzhip pAo-

g,tam demandz an additionat adminiztAatoA, a Auti-time cooAdina;64

who tocatez the woAk expekience pozzibititiez, dAawz 4p ate the

contAactz o6 the akAangement, and zetz up a syztem 0.6 conttot4 zo

the cotZege can be zsuke that the inteAnzhip iz a vatid eeaAning

expe.tience."

Doane has made a major college commitment to Career

Development viithout thanging the purpose of the -college. I concur

wholeheartedly with excerpts from the 1925 Doane catalog in a pre-

face entitled "The Liberal Arts College and a Career": "The goat

06 education i4 'comptete tiving'; but comptete-tiving in ou.t comptex

11.
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*7"

woAld Aequi4es much o6 schooting to t one OA it. In the 6ace
oi thi4 demand, is the maAhed tendency in the schoots to eaAty
and Imiutow speciatization. Perchaps the most impoAtant pAobtem

OA higheA education today is just heAe. The maJo:tLtj o people,
both old and *ung, lieet the put4 oi the zo-catled 'ptacticat'

studies and the 'pAotiessionat' coukse, and iiind it haAd to zee

just how the libeital studies oi the oAdinaA4 cottege coultze can
have anything to do with a 6utuAe cateeA. We believe that the
tibeitat college has a message and a duiy in this connection."

"The message oti the cottege i4, that education is to
hetp one to make a li6e az ti)ell az to make a tiving; that to live

comptettiey, ont needs to have some acquaintance with the pitincipai

o6 human thought and achievement the tanguages,and

titenatutes, the social studies, the natuAat sc:iencis, Aetigion,

philosophy, and the 6ine ants the veAy subjects which the
backbone o6 the cottege couAze. They aite peculiaAty adapted to
in6oAm and titain the mind, bAoaden ths view, and enAich the te."

"In the 0Aegoing paAagtaph we have ztAessed one etement
o Doane's educational cAeed: that the 6utt cattege couAse, witk

emphasis upon the btoadening, cuttunal elements, id the best lioun-

dation OA Aeat seAvice and LeadeAship in any cateeA. But this
is not att. We beiieve tiuttheA, that the tibeAat studies otc the

cottege counse can be zo gAouped az to give a Aeat p4epaAation OA
the vaicious occupations o6 tilie without tosing any oi theik cultu,tat
value. Let U4 zee how this may be done at Doane."

Felix C. Robb, director of the Southern Association of

Colleges and Schools, has stated that, "Each college and univeAsity

woAthy o6 suAvivat in the 1980'4 should ttan46o4m itz placement

oce into what might be called 'a cafteet development centeA'...

The cateeA developnien.,_ centeA should be able to woAk pAoductively
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I.and individuatty with enteiting titeshmen as welt as with seniots

and vtaduates. It can ptevent pAematuite OA unnecessatity delayed

vocationat deciaion4, encoultage Aationat cateeA choice4, and

pAovide an eaAty waitning system to detect peksonal pAobtems

Aetated to caAeot devetopment. Anothet vatuabte 6utute 6unction

is the btending o6 wo4k and study in a manneA to 6oxeshoxten the

p4otonged putiod o6 adote4cent dependence now chatactetiAtic o6

mozt AmeAican cattege campuzez."

With your cooperation and participation, let us see how

this may be done at Doane.
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SOME THOUGHTS ON CAREER EDUCATION AND THE LIBERAL ARTS

Icenneth B. Hoyt

Director, Office of Career Education

U.S. Office of Education

(Paper prepared for presentation at'Emanual College, Boston,

Massachusetts, October 22, 1977.)

INTRODUCTION

Vocationalism and the liberal arts are frequently
pictured as having opposing value bases. The career education

concept represents an attempt to bring vocationalism and the
liberal arts together in a compatible conceptual framework.
In so doing, this concept has pictured the liberal arts as
having significant positive contributions to make tRward

attainment of the goal of education as preparation for work.
If fully implemented, it is my contention that the career edu-
cation concept will enhance, not detract from, the importance of
the liberal arts in higher education.

To defend this contention demands that career education
be conceptualized in such a way that make logical connections among
a number of facts which, when combined, appear on the surface to
be lacking in logic. The facts to which I refer include such bits
of information as the following:

1. A record number of persons will graduate from college
in 1978.

1

2. Thejnost frequently given reason for attending college

given by entering freshmen is to ready themselves for
employment.

3 There are predicted to be approximately one million more
college graduated during the period 1974-85 than jobs
requiring college degrees.

8 6 w
riftAro
111.
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There are three sub-topics to be considered here.

First, the goals of career education must be clarified. Second,
the topic of the liberal arts as preparation for work-must be
discussed. Finally, a few,comments art in order with respect to

career education, as one of a number of change alternatives,
-currently ayailable to higher education.

w

GOALS OF CAREER EDUCATION AND HIGHER 'SDUCATION

The Cooperative Institutional Research Program, University
of California, recently published results of a survey entitled
"The American FTeshman: National Norms for Fall 197612 This

survey included responses of 215,890 freshmen entering 393 colleges
and universities in 1976. Under "reasons noted'as very important

V
in deciding to go to college," 71.7% of the freshmen in the sample
listed "able to get a better job .1t This was the reason most often
checked. Next was 'learn more al;out things" and third was "able
to make more money." There can be little doubt but that entering
college freshmen place a high value on the goal of education as .

preparation for work.

Career education is, in part, an effort to make education

as preparation for work an important goal of higher education
institutions so that student goAls and institutional goals Axe
more compatible in nature. For those higher education institutions
who value this goal, career education asks that this value be

translated into specific action commitments. Such actions include:
1. An emphasis by the teaching faculty on ways in which

their efforts will help meet this institutional goal.

A concentrated campus-wide emphasis on providing opportu-
nities for career development assistance to all students.

3. An emphasis on involving the business/labor /industry
community in institutional efforts to attain thi'S goel.

The specific methods and procedures advocated by career
education have been documented elsewhere and need not be repeated
here.3

85SAre
INV
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A second part of the career education effort is to

improve the appropriateness of meaning of the goal of education

as preparation for work in higher education institutions. Career
education asks that this meaning be extended considerably beyond
the traditional interpretation of providing students with specific

vocational skills required for entry into the occupational society.

In addition to this traditional emphasis, the .career education

concept calls for attention to providing students with the means
tO :

1. Change with changes in the occupational society.
2. Move up and advance in the occupational society after

having gained entry into it.

3. Humanize the work place for themselves over and beyond

any humanizing efforts made by the occupational society

itself.

Make unRaid work, as well as paid employment, a mbaning-

ful and productive part of the individual's total life-
syle.

In each of these four ways, the career education concept
rePresehts an expansiPn of goals far beyond those traditionally

associated with what has been known as "vocationalism."

THE LIBERAL ARTS AS PREPARATION FOR WORK

I sow recently a quote attributed to Dr. Allen Ostar,

Executive Director of the American Association of State Colleges

and Universities in which he said:

"CmpoAate pAesident4 go vtound making iovety 4peeche4

wAitten by Ivy League44 about the,vaiue o6 a iibeitai

aAt4 education, but somehow don't-communicate theze

yiew4 to theit petzonnei depattment4 doing the hiking."4

Some conjecture appears to be in other relative

to the possible dynamics involved in providing an explanation for
-this situation.
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First, the question may be asked, "What are the specific

vocational skills imparted by the liberal arts?" A different,

but equally intriguing question is, "What would lead an employ

to hire a liberal arts graduate over a non-liberal arts graduate

in these times?" Both questions become appropriate to ask when

one considers recent BLS estimates that, during the period 1974-

1985, a tota4 of 13.1 million college graduates will be competing

for 12.1 million jobs requiring a college education. Like moA
futuristic estimates, some error is undoubtedly involved. In spite

of this, I am convinced that there is good reason to believe that

these estimates possess a considerable degree of validity.

To consider these questions in the narrowest sense, one

could simply point to the fact thaa the liberal arts are designed

to transmit to students knowledge regarding the basic nature and

values of the cultureand that obviously, the nature of work and

work values are a part of the contents of liberal arts. In terms')
411of process, as opposed to content, goals, the liberal arts are

designed to provide students with skills to thinkto-think logically,

to think analytically, and to think retrospectively. Such skills,

are undeniably "vocational skills" in that they are the ones most

needed and utilized in making basic policy decisions both in the

occupational society and in the larger society. The corporate

presidents Ostar refers.to are persons for whom such vocational

skills are of paramount importance in performance of their daily

tasks. It is little wonder that they value them.

Second, it seems important to recognize that the vocational

skills imparted through the liberal arts are valued much more

highly at top levels of the occupational society than at what has

come to represent entry-level employment opportunities for recent

college graduates. At the entry level, employers seem to*value

specific vocational/technical/professional competencies related to

ro%
goer ,
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occupational productivity defined in the narrow terms of a

yarticular job or position. Faced with a surplus of college
graduates, it is not surprising that personnel managers tend to
hire those who can contribute most directly--and in the shortest
possible time--to organizational productivity.

Third, to carry this point one further step, there
'appears today to be many jobs requiring a college degree where

the specific vocational skills of the liberal arts graduate may'
well be considered more of a liability than an asset. That is,
the ability to think--in more than a mechanistic sense--is actuallyA

discouraged in mauy jobs new college graduates find today. The
ability to think, as a specific vocational skill, appears to be

more highly valued and utilized as one moves up the occupational
ladder. Perhaps this is,what has caused some to claim that the
liberal arts college prepares its graduates for their second, third,
Or fourth jobs-, not f.dr those they first find after graduation.
While this logic appears sound,' it is equally logical to point out
that the person who has not found a."first" job.cannot, by definition,
find a "second" one. It seems to me inevitable that today's liberal
arts graduated must, somewhere in their college experience, accUmulate
some specific vocational skills valuable for gaining entry into
todWs occupational society. Such skills can be considered aver
and beyond skills imparted by the liberal arts designed to enable
them to advance and move up' in that society.

Fourth, there are three eminently practical benefits to

be gained by those who acquire the vocational skills imparted
through a liberal arts education. They include:

1. Liberal arts skills will be valuable assets in gaining

advancement in the occupational society.
2. Liberal arts skills will be useful, even in the most

menial of jobs, in efforts of the individual to humanize

the workplace for herself or himself--i.e., to develop
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a sense of meaningfulness and purposefulness in the

work activities that extend beyond the simple routine

tasks to be performed.

Liberal arts skills will be of great use to the indivi-

dual in developing and implementing a total lifestyle

that includes ways of making productive and satisfying

use of,leisure time.

The liberal arts are at least as "practical".today as

_they have ever been in the past. An appropriate interpretation

of meaning of the goal of education as preparation for work in

these times must recognize and embrace the values of,a liberal

arts education-

THE CHALLENGE FOR CHANGE: IMPLICATIONS FOR 'LIBERAL ARTS EDUCATION

Faced with the three conditions outlined at the begin-

ning of this presentation, it seems apparent that some change is

called for on the part of higher education. That is, it seems

indefensible to continue recruiting college freshmen knowing their

primary motivation for college attendance is preparation for work

and knowing further that many of them will find themselves either

unemployed o'r underemployed upon graduation from college. To con-

tinue college recruiting efforts while ignoring these conditions

is unfair to both the students being recruited and to the larger

society. Yet, on many college campuses, this, in effect, appears

to be what is happening. The time for change has come. Here,

four poss ble basic approaches--inciuding career education--will

be considered.

One direction that could be le,gitimately taken would be

that of placing major emphasis on goals of higher education that

extend beyond simply that of education as preparation for work.

In effect, this would necessitate a campaign aimed at convincing

i
d idLP A.,
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the appxoximately 70% of today's entering college freshmen thht
they are wrong in placing their top priority on the goal of

education as preparation for work. By ignoring this goal, the
college could concentrate on other goals of higher education
that have important lifestyle implications. Such an approach
would lend both legitimacy and credence to current actions aimed
at increasing campaigns and at attracting more students to the
canpus. A few colleges appear to be currently moving in this
direction. This strategy, however, does not appear at this time
to r nresent any kind of national trend.

A second basic direction in which American higher edu-
ca_ion could move, in attempting-to recognize and-act on predictions
of surplus college graduates for the number of job openings, would
be to reduce the number in ways that correspond more nearly to
demands of the occupational society. This could be accomplished,
of cCurs,e, by such means as:

1. Raising admissions standards.

2. Raising (...ourse standards and/or

3. Emphasizing to prospective college students that, if
they seek specific vocational skilis for use in enter-'

ing today's lab)-r markets, there are many alternative

forms of postsecondary education that they sh,,uld con-

sider--i.e., by actively discouraging persons who express

interest in college attendance.

Again, while a few institutions appear to be moving in

this basic direction, there is certainly no evidence that it is
a national trend.

Were this approach to be adopted, it could be defended,
in a democratic society such as ours, only on the basis ofa concern
for improving the quality of American higher education--not on a

pure "matching persons and jobs" basis. There seems little doubt

8 73
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that, whether Or not these theans are the ones utilized, an active

and concerted effort aimed at improving the quality of American

higher education--and particulaIy the quality of liberal arts

tulucation--is sorely needed. In the case of the liberal arts

specifically, I, for one, do not believe that liberal arts edu=-

cation can be'effectively carried out through mass instruction

calling for large class size. To teach so-called "liberal arts

courses" by means of large classes and utilizing junior staff

members can, in no way, be pictured legitimately as providing a

"liberal arts education." To teach students to thiLk, in my view,

calls at a minimum for small classes, for instructors who themselves

have ample time and the ability to think, and foT the concentrated

use of both oral and written communication as vehicles for helping

students learn to think. Liberal arts education-cannot be mass

education. It has been both false and dange'Nus to assume that

liberal arts instruction is less expensive than technical or
41/

professional education. It may well be, if done right, more expen-

sive. The need for a return to true quality liberal arts education

is, in my opinion, both strong and convincing.

A third possible basic approach to change in-American

higher education would be to reverse the traditional ordering of

emphasis on liberal arts education as oppo-sed to professional/

technical education. I Iun not thinking here of simply placing

the so-called "professional specialization" portion of the under-

graduate degree at the freshman/sophomore levels and the "liberal

arts education" portion at the junior/senior level. Rather, I am

thinking of a change that would lead to professional specialization

courses occupying most of the undergraduate curriculum with an

increasing emphasis on liberal arts education at the graduate--or

at least post-baccalaureate--level.

The rationale behind such a change is obvious. Several

years ago, employers were, in effect, saying to colleges and

dirf'14.
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A

, universities: "Give us graduates with a broad liberal'arts edu-

cation why can think clearly and constluctively. We will provide

them with the specific vocational skills they teed in an on-the-

job manner." Today, employers responsible for the actual hiring

of recent college graduates seem to be saying: "Give us persons

with specific vocational skills as well as liberal arts skills.

If you do, we will find workers who are both immediately productive

and, in addition, capable of moving up in our organization." It

seems obvious that, to whatever extent being "capable of moving up

in our organization" becomes a bonus long run side-effect rather

than an operationally.important hiring criterion, the importance

o4 the liberal arts as preparation for work will be under-emphasized.

Tlie potential dangers of this third approach are obvious.

If carried to an exteme, it would mean an increased emphasis on

t--; those institutions concentrating major attention on .supplying

students with.specific entry-level vocational skills and a corres-

ponding de-emphasis on liberal arts institutions of higher education.

If this were to happen, those liberal arts'colleges that survived

might well find themselves concentrating primary attention on pro-

viding employed workers who are candidates for middle and upper

management posititons with liberal arts education. At its ultimate

extreme, this direction could lead to employers saying to colleges:

"Give us the person with specific vocational skills required for

job entry apd we will give them a liberal arts education througli

on-the-job training"--an exact reversal of earlier times. While

obviously not likely to happen, it seems impGrtant that it could.

That is, the possibility that liberal arts education could fake

place in a setting other than a liberal arts college or a university

with a strong liberal arts emphasis is not one that can be ignored.

If there is'any discernableArend toward change in

American higher education at this time, it would seem to be closer

875
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to this third direction than to either of the first two discussed
'here. lf, indeed, it is a trend, then, '4 my opinion, it is one
that should be discouraged, not encouraged.

Implementing the career education"concept, to me, rep-.

resents a fourth possible direction for change in American higher
education. Basically, it involves recognizing and-acting on the
high value most college itudents today place on the goal of edk-
'eation as preparation for work. Rather than ignoring this goal
or trying to convince students it is an unwise one to hold, career
education seeks institutional change that willprovide suitable
aRd appropriate assistance to students in attaining that goal.
It does so through the simultaneous and coordinated use of a wumber
of more specific changes including:

A change toward recognizing and providing opportunities

for some combination of both liberal arts education and
specific vocational skill-training for all students.
While the specific vocational skill training may, in part,
be provided by course instruction, career edUcation seeks
to promote its acquisition through experiential education

a,pproachesincluding various forms of work experience,

internships, practica, and observations in the occupational
society itself. It recognizes that such experiences do

not necessarily have to compete with -regular on:campus

courses; i.e., they can be acquired in after school hours,
during summer periods, and can take place in offcampus

settings wtih some of the instruction being provided by
persons who are not members of the regular-teaching

faculty. Some of this experience may be given acallemic

credit but other parts may not. Similarly, some might

represent paid activities while other paits may be unpaid.
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A change toward encouraging a conscious recognition

and emphasis on the part'of liberal arts teaching-

faculty of the contributions of liberal arts education

to attaining the goal sof education 'as preparation for

work. This includes providing facuity opportunity to

see and experience ways inOwhich the liberal arts are

valued by and valuable in the occupational society.

Hopefully, this change will motivate both the liberal

arts faculty member and the liberal arts student to

better recognize the importance of the process, as well

as, the content, goals of liberal arts education.

A change' toward a campus-wide emphasis involving the

teaching faculty as well as student personnel workers

on providing career development opportunities for all

students.. Like the experiential education emphasis,

this may or may not involve time during the regular

school .day and/or formal courses taught for college

credit. Its results should include helping each student

acquire both a clearer set of career goals and a personally

meaninfgul set of work values.

A change aimed at encouraging quality education through

a competency oriented, performance based approach to

evaluation of instruction. Such an approach is con-

sistent with providing student records of accomplishment

that should be attractive tic) those seeking,to employ

college graduates. More importantly, it is consistent

with career education's pervasive attempts to help

students value work through giving them recognition and

credit when they have worked.
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A change aimed at a campus-wide emphasis on the broad,

generic goals of higher education that extend beyond
the goal of education as preparation for. work. Unless
this change takes place, a career education effort will

inevitably be faced with the proverbial "pendulum

problem" and can be predicted to have only a limited
life. The current educational trend emphasizing pro-

cess and content goals of instruction in the name of

educational accountability requires supplementation in
the form of a simultaneous emphasis on the broaa, generic

goals of higher education if a long-run sense of -7,ommit-

ment and purpose is to be seen in the teaching/learning

process. A number of such broad generic goals has

traditionally existed in higher education with education

as preparation for work being only one of these. American
higher education owes it to its students to provide a

conscious emphasis on all of its generic goals so that

students can be helped to understana and to take advantage

of the multiple benefits of higher education.

6. A change toward expanding the ways higher education serves
older adults as well as recent high school graduates.

The major emphases included in the career education
strategy here are:

A. An emphasis on providing occupational upgrading

in specific vocational skills for persons haVing
graduated from college some years ago.

B. An emphasis Oh providing liberal arts education for

persons in the occupational society needing such

skills for entry into mid-management and upper

management positions in the occupational society.

878
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An emphasis on providing liberal arts education

for persons in the occupational society seeking

wayi of finding and engaging in a more personally

satislying total lifestyle.

The career educatitm concept strongly maintains that

the days when American higher education existed primarily for

purposes of serving youth are past.

Any one of these changes could, of course, be instigated

on any given campus in the form o( a specific programmatic effort.

Career education seeks to remain as a concept that will serve as

a catalytic "glue" for encouraging the coordinated insertion of

all of these changes in the name of providing a more,proper and

appropriate emphasis on the goal of education as preparation for
work. It is a direction for change that has been purposefully

devised in hope that it will serve as a logical and reasonable way

of resolving the apparently conflicting conditions outlined at the

beginning of this presentation.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

It seems imperative in the light of current condicions

and projected future events, that American higher education must

somehow address the problem of how it can best meet the goal of

education as preparation for work. Liberal arts education, as part

of higher education, will not benefit by ignoring this challenge

nor by pretending that it has no bonafide role to play in its

solution. Of the several alternatives available to higher education

for meeting challenges for change resulting from this problem,

the career education concept has been pictured here as one that

calls for the active and positive involvement of liberal arts

education. It is hoped that those persons directly involved in

liberal arts education will move toward implementing the career

education concept in their change efforts.

8 7,)
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Prophets live in fear that their forecasts will be remem

-beied, Although predictions are sometimes right, they
are often wrong and occasionally foolish. One can
spend an amusing hour on a rainy day reading late 19th
century prophecies about the 20th century. One fore-
caster saw a day coming when every woman in America
would work as a telephone operator. The reasoning
behind the prediction was flawless, given the rate of
growth of the telephone ihdustry, though it did not allow
for the invention of automatic switching equipment.
Another forecaster looked into the future ario beheld
New York City under 5 feet of horse manure. That
piediction too was well founded: given the rate at which
the equine population was growing; but the seer might
have done a better job if he had seen a Ford in his
future Not all prophecies look so silly 25 years after they
are made, however. Consider this one, made in 1949 by
Seymour Harris, "A large proportion of the potential
college students within the next 20 years are doomed to
disappointment after graduation, as the number of cov-
eted openings will be substantially less than the num-
ber:: seeking tnem" (The Market for Graduates).

Hams wasn't silly. He was merely wrong. If the
college giaduates of the 1950's and 1960's were disap-
pointed, surveys of their economic status, job satisfac-
tion, and general well-being have 'failed to reveal their
chagrin.

Today's doomsayers may be no better at seeing
into the Waite than was Harris. Pr edictions of disappoint-
ment for college graduates
next must not be ignored,
upon two important facts at
Fact 1: College has been a

tiring this decade and the
owever. They are based
d a reasonable hypothesis.
profitable investment for

Jpost graduates in the past, pact Most students attend
college because it is a gateway to better paying jobs; as
well as for other reasons. Hypothesis; Between now and
1985, investments in college will be less profitable, and
many college graduates will not be able to enter well-
paith5ccupations that now employ college graduates.
The hypothesis can be simply stated. To explain it,
however, we must examine three related questions in
more detail. First, what effect 'did a college education
have op incomes during most of this century? Second,
what.changes took place in the labor market during the
first half of this decade? Third, how accurately can we
estimate what will happen during the next decade? Each
of these questions leads to further complications in its
turn, For example, college graduates earn more money
than high school graduates. But why they earn more,
how much more, and whether the amount earned
exceeded the amdunt spent on their education are more
problematic topics, each of which 'deserves further ex-
amination,

Why? College graduates bring many advantages to the
labor market. They are generally intelligent, diligent,
innovative, productive, and flexible when faced with
changing duties. These attributes are not necessarily the

Nakt Baxior Is an 000 van roolor.
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result of a college education. However, whether colleges
help people develop their ability or not, employers
associate the college graduate with a preferred group of
workers, just as an angler returns to a favorite pool
when fishing for trout. Trout might be swimming else-
where in the stream, but the chances of catching them
at the pool are greater.

Not everyone wants to catch trout, of course, and
no one wants trout all the time. But during most of this
century, more jobs have been offered to college trained
workers than there were graduates available 10 fill them.
Employers therefore have been willihg to pay college
graduates substantially more money than high school
graduates. Male college graduates aged 25 and over
earned an average of $14,925 in 1968, according to the
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census;
high school graduates earned $9,793.

If employers were willing to pay college graduates
more, students were also more willing to go to college
because of the promise of higher earnings. A College
Placement Council (CPC) study, College Graduates
and Their Employers, based on a survey conducted in
1971, reports that high earnings were an important
consideration in career choice for more than 50 percent
of the male college graduates working as accountants,
administrators, computer pe:sonnel, sales representa-
tives, engineers, physicians, optometrists, dentists, vet-
erinarians, and lawyers. Two-thirds of the men sur-
veyed, who started college in 1961, worked in these
occupations.

College graduates not only received higher pay in
the late 1960s, they were also more likely to be
employed than high school graduates. According to a
U.S. Department of Labor study, 22 percent of the white
male high school graduates aged 16 to 26 in1968
experienced at least one spell of unemployment be-
tween 1966 and 1968. Only 6 percent of the college
graduates had experienced any unemployment. The
CPC survey already mentioned found that only 2 per-
cent of the freshman class of 1961 were unemployed
and looking for work in 1971. The 2 percent included
those who did not ,iinish college.

College graduates have also earned more than
high school graduates because they lose less income as
a result of illness and injuries. College graduates more
often work in occupations that have very low injury and
illness rates. They also tend to have better sick pay and
health insurance benefits than does the average worker.

How Much? How much more money does a college
graduate earn during a lifetime than a high school
graduate'. $331,685, maybe. This.1972 estimate of !he
Census Bureau is the most recent available. It repre-
sents the difference between the expected earnings
from age 18 to death for a male college graduate
($710,569) and the earnings expected for a high school
graduate ($478,874). Unfortunately, the ringing precision
of the $331,685 difference drowns out.several qualifica-
tions. The most important of these is that it allows
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neither liar inflation not increased productivity As a result
of inflation, a given amount of money will buy fewer
goods and services. As a result of incieesed productiv-
ity. a given amount of money will buy more goods and
services.

Estimates of lifetime earnings tan be made that do
allow for inflation and increased productivity. These esti-
mates assume a constant rate of inflation or a constant
increase in productivity Depending on how much one
allows for each of these variables, the value of a college
education in 1972 to a 25-year-old male could have
been as much as hall a million dollars or as little as 56
thousand dollars. One additional qualification: those
figures are based on mean incomes during 1972;
changes in the rate of unemployment for college gradu-
ates relative to the rale for high school graduates also
affect lifetime income.

How muth more money does a 'college graduate
make? Maybe a little, maybe a lot.

Is the Return Worth the Investment? Rates of return
are simple ways to speak of the value of a college educa-
tion. They are similar to interest rates. If a Si 00 deposit in
a bank yields 5106 dollars at the end of a year, the rate of
return is 6 percent If a 510,000 education yields
$102,857 17 after 40 years, the rate of return is also 6
percent To calculate a rate of return, one needs to know
how much an education costs, how much the college
educated earn compared to those without a college edu-
cation, and how much those future earnings are worth
today

the cost of an education is the amount paid to the
school tor tuition and fees, plus expenditures for food,
clothing, and shelter (subsistence), plus the value of the
income a student could have eerned by working (fore-
gone income), minus any assistance received as stu-
dent aid. The relative size of each slice of this pie has
changed considerably during this century. Table 1 pro-
vides estimates by the Carnegie Commission on Higher
Education for each item. The difference in the impor-
tance of foregone income during the depression years of
1939 40 and the high employment years of' 1949-50 is
especially striking.

Table 1: Tuition, subsistence, rtudent aid, and
foregone ihcome as percentages of the cost of a
college education

1929-
30

1939-
40

1949-
50

1959-
60

1969-
70

Tuition andlees 23.0 25.8 16.3 16.2 18.4

Subsistence 58.7 52 6, 51.6 27.2 24.3

Foregone income
less subsistence 20.4 24,4 75.6 62.8 67.1

Student aid .2.1 2.9 43.5 6.2
Source t-hght.'t Educabon Who Pays') Who 8enehts9 Who Should

Pay') The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education New
York McGraw Hill Book Co 1973

30

The actual, cost of tuition, fees, and subpistence can
be readily determined. In 1969-70, they cost ,362 at
public universities and 52,919 at private ones, according
to the Office of Education, LlS. Department of I lealth,
Education, and Welfare (OHEW) Four-year colleges
were somewhat less expensive than universities. Thes
costs had risen substantially by 1975 -76 when public
universities charged $2,104 and nonpublic ones charged
$4,644. Two factors make this increase less dramatic,
however. First, much of the increase is due to inflation.
Second, the importance of the cost of subsistence
depends on the individual If a family is paying to send
children to college and if those children would be self-
supporting were they not in college, subsistence is a real
expense. But if an individual, is self-supponing, subsist-
ence is not a cost of education since people must eat
even when they don't 90 to school. Subsistence 'ac-
counted for almost two-thirds of the cost of attending a
State supported university in 1975-76,

Current tuition and subsistence costs would dent
anyone's budget. But, as table 1 shows, the largest
single expense is foregone incomethe money that a
student who chose not to go to school would make
working. It is similar to the money a farmer does not
make- when a field lies fallow. Like the farmer, the -

student hopes that sacrificing earnings this year will yield
higher returns next year.

One can form a very rough idea of the value of
foregone earnings from the average annual incomv Of
the college age population. This figure, however, would
overstate the amount of income foregone, unless the
amount was adjusted for unemployment and for the ilk
number of weeks a student actually attends school. Th111/
income lost by stedents who do not Work during vaca-
tions should not be charged against their education.
Ochanan Cohn made these adjustments in bis Econom-
Ics of Cducotion and estimated that foregone income in
1968 amounted to 52,952 49. A slightly higher figure
would probably be more accurate because cohn based
his estimates on a 25-week school year.

Since tuition, room, and board cost $1,245 at public
universities during 1968-69, according to the Office-of
Education, foregone income is by far the greatest ex-
pense in obtaining an education. But, like subsistence,
the importance of lost income depends on the individual.
It is a very real expense for a student who gives up a job
to attend college. And yet, as the Carnegie Commission
notes in Higher Education: Who Pays, "For the typical
parent . the choice may be between paying for
college costs, or having the son or daughter become an
independent economic unit. Thus no income to these
parents is foregOne

Two further adjustments must be made to the cost
of attending school before we can estimate the rate of
return. First, we must deduct the cost of room and board
from the amount of earnings foregone since these
expenses would also be incurred by a self-supporting
student. The $1,245 charged at public universities in
1968 -69 included $868 for room and board. A student.

894
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foregone income at such a sehool would, therefore, be
about $2,100 rather than 52,952.49. Second, we must'
deduct the money that students actually earn- -the
average assistance received in the form of scholarships
and aidfrom the foregone income. Information on the
average amount of aid received by a student in 1968 is
not Arai table, but in California in 1971-72 the average
was $410. Assuming that the amount of aid available in
California was higher than the national average and that
4he amount available in 1971 72 was greater than the
amount available in 1968, the cost of going to a.public
university in 1968 was somewhat mote than $1,700,
The cost of a private school was at least $1,000 higher.

We now :have an estimate of the cost of attending a
university for 1 year. The cost for each of the 4 years
would need to be calculated in the same way. Students
who graduated after the 1968 -69 academic year had a
cost of less than $6,800 since their senior year was the
most expensive. If they graduated at age 21, they would
have been 25 in 1972, and their estimated lifetime
earnings are discussed m the section "How Muchr To
determine the rale of return, it is necessary to pick an
estimate and establish what percentage of $6,800 com-
pounded annually for a given number of years yields
that figure. A 21-year-old graduate would work for 44
years before reaching the usual retirement age. Invested
at 5 percent for 44 years, $6,800 yields $58,188:
invested at 10 p6.rcent, $450,595; invested at 12 per-
cent, $995,639 Several economists have estimated the

-nee of return for college stueents who graduated before
1970 to be between 10 ,and 12 percent. As we shall see,
however, those who graduated after 1970 may receive
lower return.

Once we know the tate of return, we can determine
whether Of not college was a profitable investment for
the sludnt by companng the rate ot return with the
prevailing interest rate. In simplest terms, if the rate of
return is higher than the highest available interest rate,
'college is a profitable investment. This was the case
through most of this century.

For the past three highly speculative pages, we
have been' wncemed with establishing the rate ot return
for:the graduating class of 1969. It is well to point out
that the actual rate of return cannot bp determIned for
another 50 years Of more. The class of '69 will not even
reach retirement age umil 2011. And many more years
will pass before the final pension and survivor benefits--
both are 'higher for college graduates than for nongrad-
uates---are paid. Projecting the rate of return of 190
college graduates is a little like estimatmg how much
water will pass through the Grand Canyon in the next
half century, it can be done, but one needs a wide
.margin of error.

The Big Bust. Up to this point, we have been discuss-
ing the value of a college education received before
1970. We did so for a good reason. The college labor
market in the early 1970's was like an overenthusiastic
celebrant on New Ypar's Day: it was hurting
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What happened? Throughout most of this century,
more jobs were available for college graduates than
there were college graduates who wanted them. In the
1970's, the opposite has been true. College graduates
looking for work in the 1970's were caught in a three,
way squeeze: more people were graduating than ifl the
60's, a larger percentage ollhe graduates wanted to go
to work rather than continue their achoohng, and large
numbers'Of students who had attended college in the
1960's completed their postgraduate training. As a result
of the surplus, many college graduates were hued at
salaries that did not keep pace with inflation, some could
find no job at all, and others were unable to find a job
usually given to college graduates.

Starting salaries are sensitive to the general health
of the economy and to the supply of college trained
workers.. Since the supply of college graduates in the
early 1970's was greater than the economy could ab-
sorb, the starting salaries of most college graduates
actually declined during this period when adjusted for
inflation, a fact pointed out by Richard Freeman in The
Over-Educated American. Table 2 shows that staeing
salaries in selected disciplines increased between 1967
and 1976, but real earnings.declined by as much as 18
percent. In contrast, real earnings of nonsupervisory
production workers advanced by 8.6 percent during this
period.

Table 2: Starting monthly salaries of college
graduates in current dollars and adjusted for
inflation, 1967 and 1976

salary offered '

1976 sal-
ary ad-

pisted for
,nnAt:or,

since

Percent
change m
purchas-

MA)or 1967 1976 1967 ing power

Business 613 872 518 15.4
Accounting 637 1,028 605 5 0
Humanities and social

sciences 589 804 478 18 8
Chemical engince ng 733 ,1,279 760 - 3.6
Civil engineerin 706 1,108 659 6 7

Biological sciences 810 482 11 3

College Placement Counol, Salary Survey A Study 01 1966 67
Beginning Oilers, Final Report June 1967. and Salary Surve9 A
Study of 1975-76 Begmnmg Offers, Final Report, July 1976

Since the starting salaries, adjusted for inflation, for
seventies' graduates-have been lower than those of
sixties' graduates, the lifetime earnings of seventies'
graduates may also be lower than the lifetime-earnings
of sixties' graduates. If seventies' gra-duates do earn
less, their rate of return for the cost of.,college will be
lower 'than the 10 to 12 percent estimated for the class
of '69. Richard Freeman estimates that the rate of return
lor the class of '73 coeld be as low as 7.5 percent, still a
better return than most savings banks, but a lower return
than that offered by some investments.
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Un(eler)employment. Working for a relatively lower
salary than the one paid to the previous years' gradu-
ates may be disappointing. Not worRing at all is worse,
In October 1972 the unemployment rate for recent
coliege graduates stood at 11.7 percent, according to
the U.S. Department of tabor, Bureau of Labor Statistics
iBLS); the rate for high school graduates in the same
age group was 7.7 A CPC survey of 1972 graduates
conducted during the summer and fall of that year
_discovered an 18 percent unemployment rate. An aston-
ishing 21 percent of the male arts and humanities
graduates had not even received a job offer.

These extremely high unemployment rates for re-
cent college graduates should not be confused with the
unemployment rates for all college graduates. In March
1972, the unemploymept rate for college graduates was
3,1 percent, according to BLS: the rate for high set- col
graduates was 56, In March 1976, the college rate was
2,8 percent, less than hatf the high school rate of 8.2
percent, One might also note that by November 1974
the unemployment rate for liberal arts majors in the
class of 72 was almost the same as the national
average, accordng to a survey Michael Walsh describes
in Change, September 1975. The unemployment rate in
Waish's sample was 6.4 percent. The national average
in November 1974 was 6.2,

- The anger and despair caused by unemployment
can be understood even by people who have never had
difficulty finding work. Underemployment, working in a
job that does not make full use of a person's education
and ability, exes more subtle pressure.

Underemployment is extremely difficult to measure,
in part because many people feel underutilized even
though they work at jobs usually held by college gradu-
ates and receive a salary higher than the national
average for college educated workers. Walsh found that
more than 20 percent of the 1972 liberal arts graduates
he surveyed considered themselves underemployed;
however, half of those who felt underemployed had jobs
traditionally held by college graduates 4nd earned more
than $8,000 in 1974,

What's Past Is Prologue. When a cow finds a bale of
hay in the same place every morning, she's likely to
expect it to be there the next morning. If the hay isn't
there one day, she might be puzzled. What will happen
tomorrow? Will there by hay or not? The same question
confronts those who try to estimate the value of a
college education. Were the low starting salaries of the
seventies a temporary phenomenon or the first sign of a
lasting decline in the profitability of a college degree? To
answer that question, we must know how much college
will cost in the future, how many students will graduate,
and how many fobs wilibe available for the graduates.

The National Center for Education Statistics
DHEW, estimates that students in public institutions of
higher education will pay about $200 per year more for
tuition, fees, room, and board in 1984=-85 than they had
to pay in 1974-75. The cost of a private college or

university could rise $ 400. The average-expense to a\
student wdl increase even more if less scholarship
money is available in the future than was available
thiough the early seventies.

The National Center for Education Statistics als
estimates that the number of bachelors' degrees con-
ferred will riie from 944,000 in 1974-75 to 1,076,000 in
1984-85. A total of 11,328,000 bachelors' degrees may
be awarded between 1975 and 1985. Not all college
graduates go to work, and not all entrants to the labor
market with college degrees come right out of school.
But if past patterns of entrance into the labor market
remain unchanged,about 10.9 million people with bach-

, elors', masters', doctoral, or first professional degrees
will start looking for work between 1974 and 1985,
according to estimates by BLS. An additional 2.25
million people with college diplomas will reenter the
civilian labor force. They include people separating from
the Armed Forces and women returning to the labor--
force after raisir children. A total of 13.1 million college
graduates will, th 'refore, be reading the want ads and
sending out app;,, ations. During this same period, BLS
estimates that only 12,1 million jobs requiring a college
degree will be open.

What will the million graduates who cannot find
college level jobs do? The degree holders are not likely
to be unemployed. They are more likely to be underem-
ployed, to push young people without a college degree
out of jobs that do not now require a college degree.
But, although those with a bachelor's degree will have a
clear advantage oVer those without any degree, college
graduates will face considerable competition in some Aft-
occupations from graduates of community and junior I/
colleges and other postsecondary institutions. In addi-
tion, although college graduates may initially be under-
employed, one study indicates that college graduates
stand a better chance of being promoted than do
nongraduates. The period of underemployment might
thus be limited if a college graduate was hired initially for
a noncollege position,

Caveat Counselor. One final possibility concerning the
projected ssurplus of college graduates deserves empha-
sis: some eggs do not hatch. The projections discussed
in this article contain many assumptions. The projections
will be wrong, one way or another, unless each variable
behaves as it is supposed toas it Waved in the past
few yearsr-or unless any changes cancel out each
other.

Projections of the supply of college educated wofk
ers will prove to be too high if a smaller percentage of
high school graduates go to college during the next 10
years than did so in the last 'decade. We do not now
know if many young people will decide not to go to
college, but we do know that entering freshmen make
decisions influenced by what happens in the job market.
The single most striking example of students' reaction to
the job market is the sharp decline in the number of
women entering college who plan careers as teachers.
In 1966, 35,6 percent of the first-year class did; in 190
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only 121 pereent did. The fluctuation in engineering
enrollments also inckates that some young people will
-not go to collegd unless they think a dtegree will cpen
employers doors to them since fewer students enroll in
engineering schools when unemployment among engi-
neers rises. Prospective collegians might also be de-
terred by the rising cost of higher' education, further
decreasing the actual numfSer of degrees conferred

- The estimates could also be toolow, Financial
rewaids aie not the only reason students attend college.
The rate of return for a college edueation was only 5
percent in Norway in 1973accOrdirig to the Carnegie
Co'rnmission, but this did not discourage attendance.
Also, while the employment problems of college gradu-
ates might influence some sfudents against 4-year
schools, the employment problems of high school grad-
uates might encourage other stbdents to spend 4 years
sueounded by ivied walls.

Furthermore, although the relative salaries of col-
lege graduates might decline, a college degree will still
be a minimum quahfication lot millions of jobs, Every
humanities graduate might not be hired for a college
level, occupation, but nongraduates won't even be inter-
viewed.

Projections of the demand for college graduates
contain even more uncertainties_ BLS projections as-
sume that the percent of college graduates in clerical
and blue-collar occupations will remain at 1974 levels
through 1985 and that the prpportion of college gradu:
ales m other occupations will increase as they have in
the past. The number of job openings projected will,
therefore,1)'e too low if new technology Makes better
educated workers necessary for certain jobs. Such a
change is highly improbable, however, Projections also
assume that industries. will grow at a certain rate relative
to each other. More openings will be available il indus-
tries that employ many gollege graduates--finance, for
examplegrow at a faster rate than expected, even if
the economy as a whole tides not perform well. By the
same token, slow growth in a single irtdustry could make
the outlook much worse than expected, as was the case
with the poor performance of theeaerospace industry in
the 1970's.

In order to make its projections, BLS assumee that
the rate at which college graduates enter the labor force
will remain unchanged. Sudden changes in this rate
therefore affect the accuracy Of the projections. As
already noted, one probYem during the early seventies
was that a largeeproportion of college students entered
the labor market upon graduation than had done so in
the sixties. The percentage of college eduaated women
who remain in the labor force or reenter the labor force
after a few years of work in the home might 'also
chancie. The projections assume that these rates will
increase, but any change in the rate of increase will
affect the accuracy of the projections.

The cost of college, the supply of college graduates
available in.the next decade, and the demand for them
wdl determine whether or not college is a good financial
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investment, Although we can make estimates for each
pf these factors, to determine what will happen to the
salaries of college educated workers over the next 40 or
50 years is far more difficult. If the supply exceeds the
demand (as seems likely in the near future), salaries will
not increase as they did during the first half of this
century and college will not be as-profitable an invest-
ment.

What Should a High School Graduate Do? This
analysis of the economics of a college education at-
tempts to point out the complexity at the question, "Is
college a good inve:Iment?" But even granting the
complexity, one cannot leap from this question to the
question a student is most likele to ask, "Is college good
for me?" To answer that question merely in monetary
terms requires a careful review of the individual stu-
dent's finances. It is all very well to say, fee example,
that students x and y will enjoy a higher rate of return4
they invest in real estate than if they invest in college;
but, in practice, parents are neither willing nor able to
present their children with the lump sums that such

investments require, Nor do students have in hand and
available for investment the foregone earnings that bulk
so large in an analysis of the cost of college. At the
same time, however, the financial return on a college
education is a long-term investment. Although the aver-
age earnings of a college graduate are higher than the
average earnings of .a high school graduate at every
age, the difference becomes much larger only after
middle age. Also, as the-Carnegie Commission says,
"Ever) if college graduates experience an average rate
of return of 14 percent for the investment in higher
education (a higher rate of return than most econqmists
expect) about one-third of college graduates will do less
well financially than the most successful one-third of
high school graduates," Not all the occupations that pay s

well require a college education, and not all the occupa-
tions that attract college graduates pay well. Locomotive
engineers, electricians, and police officers earn more
than high school teachers, librarians, and registered
nurses.

Finally, one must rememtier that colleges are not
banks; they do not propose to make money for inves-
tors. They do try tokenlarge a student's world: to add
new people, new pleasures, and new ideas. Careful
addition, in short, enables us to determine the cost of a
college education; but even the most accurate estimates
and projections of salaries, fringe benefits, abc.l employ-
ment levels cannot reveal its value.

aisr 4044...ri..f.' "44 qpia 1,400 0. e:-
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quo MArE,RIALS FOR ACADEMIC ADVISEMENT AND CAREER CHOICES

DT. Lowell Walter, Coordinator of Academic Advising

San Jose State University

At the core of all undergraduate 'programs in the

California State University and Colleges system is a State Code

-requirement that every student must complete forty units of gen-

eral education courses to qualify for a baccalaureate degree. --

In order to satisfy this requirement, every student must take a

minimum of two courses in each of four areas: science, social

sciences, humanities, and basic subjects (English, speech, and

mathematics). Furthermore, the student must earn a total of 32

units 4 these four areas. -The remaining 8 units may be taken

electives, but must be taken outside the student's major.

Most academic departments at our institution require

from 26 to 40 semester units in the academic major. Many academic

departments also require certain additional courses in support of

the major, and the patter varies from department to department.

Frequently, these supportin courses can be used to partially

satisfy general education requixements if they are courses in the

area of the sciences, social Sciences, humanities, or basic subjects

Ideally, each academic advisor should be familiar with

alJ graduation requirements. In reality, most advisors find it

difficult to understand and communicate to students the many

nuances of the general education pattern requirements. For this

reason,-the University has established a General Education Advise-

ment Center for assistance in piarrins an appropriate pattern of

general education courses which, as explained above,is often

influenced by the s'tudents' choice of major.

Ara
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The General Education Advisement Center has been in
operation for three and one-half years. Soon after it opened,
it became apparent that many students.were not prepared to make
a choice of academic major at the time of their admission to the
university. At the same time, it became apparent that many
students sould make a tentative choice of major if they had access
to. appropriate information about the various academic disciplines.
Recognizing this need, a project was conceived which had as its

objective'the development of on-the-spot information about each
of our academic disipliues which would deal with s'uch questions
as; l) Whd) is this major all ab)ut? 2) What kind of people
should be interested in it? 3) What will the completion of this
major do for me in the job market?

After considering the various-communications media which
might be utiliz,d, it was Aecided that a-series of video presen-
tations combined with written materials would provide the most
impact and have the highest

;

interest value. Having made this
decision, the next, step was to 4etermine whether the university

had the resources to develop such materials.

A series of discussions were hel4 with the staff of the

Instructional Respources Center. It was finally agreed that their

instructional television team could produce the desired kifids of

video materials, but ...Fiat support from academic departments was
essential.

The next step was to ask the deans of our academic

schools if they would be willing to exert influence on-their

academic depdrtments to seek one facility member in each depart-

mentinterested in participating in the project. The deans were

reminded that quite often knowledgeable faculty are not available

to talk to students about the university's programs, especially

during vacation periods and holiday breaks when many students come

f.
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in for information. They were also reminded that these infor-

mational materifals could serve as eifective recruiting resources
4 for the various acadeOc'depaitments.

0(11.r arguments were apparently persuasive, for,we obtained

excellent cooperation from all.schools and departments. Over a

three-year periodour Instructional Resources Center has developed

more-than ninety of these video programs. Once the project got
4 '

. underway, we' found,that many departments vere,approaching us and

requesting an.early opporbinity to have a video program developed

for them. They recognized the value of sUch a recruiting tool.

Each video program is 5-7 minutes duration. They have

proven to be tremendously popular'with students. They are housed

in the General Education Advisement Center which is visited by

about four thoilsand s"tudents each semester. Not only do they

assist students in making preliminary decisions about choice of

major, they also stimulate an interest in obtaining more infor-

mation about slpecific programs and vocations. ye have found that

many students will view six or eight video programs at one sitting.

In addition to these video programs, students who visit

the center also have access to career monographs which have been

develoPed to supplement the video presentations. These monographs
provide more details about the job potential of different disci-

and facts about receptly employed San JOse State graduates

in the world of work. The monographs also are very popular wit!.

our itudents and have been much sought after by off-campus people.

These monographs have been prepared by the university's Career

Planning and Placement Center.

The.combination of information via video programs and

written handouts has been a fortuitous one for both faculty and

students. The academic departments know that students will at

all times have access to certain basic information about their

-8'jc)
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programs. It is nO loflger necessary for students to rely on
the uncertain possibility of catching an informed faculty person
in his or her office for such information.

The voluntary testimony of high school students, junior
college transfers,,and uur own student population attests to the
practical value of using video materials to assist in academic
advisement and career choice.

891
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CAREER MONOGRAPHS

The following is an example of a series of Career

Monographs developed by the Career Planning and Placement Center

at San Jose University.

8 9 r-4
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Career Monograph
Career Planning and Placement San JosE State University

SCHOOL OF APPLIED SCIENCES AND ARTS

HOME ECONOMICS

1. Requirements for the Major: Student fulfills core requirements for the Bachelor
of Arts degree in Home Economics. See San Jose State University catalog for
full particulars. (1974-76). The Master of Arts degree-See Graduate Bulletin.

2. How Thi3 Major May Be Used.:

BA Degree: Home Economics

A. As a preparation for a teaching career in junior high and secondary
schools; as preparation for California Single Subject Teaching Credential
with home economics emphasis, and teaching Adult Education classes.

B. As a liberal education with a home economics emphasis.

C. As a preparation to become accredited dietitian.

D. As a preparation for a business career in testing, product researcher,
analyst of comparative brands, consumer liaison for food and food-related
companies, publicity and public relations, advertising, radio and TV,
newspaper, magazine, copywriter, fOod stylist, photographer, developer
of recipes, cookbooks, new products, fashion merchandising, educational
representative in the Home-Sewing industry, and director of Nursery
schools.

E. As a preparation for a career in community service in family relations
and child development, foods and nutrition, consumer economics, and
clothing construction.

MA Degree: Home Economics

A. As a preparation for a professional career in Home Economics.

B. As a preparation for a teaching career in a community college.

C. Foundation for doctoral studies in Home Economics education, or inter-
related areas.

D. Advanced preparation in support of the Standard Teaching Creiential,
Secondary.

3. How Recent Graduates Are Doing: Home Economics serves as the foundation for
an exceptionally wide choice of occupations. In addition to teaching and
dietetics, it is a valuable professional major for careers in consumer educa-
tion and nutrition; preservation and use of food, design, selection and care
of clothing; textiles for clothing and the home; family housing and interior
design; equipment; Art as part of everyday life; family relationships and child
development and management of resources of individuals and families.

89 6
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Two recent graduates reported employment in the field of merchandising as
management trainees at Bullocks & Capwells, while another graduate obtained
a position as fashion coordinator. A dietetic internship at U.C. Medical
Center with a monthly stipend of $352 a month was listed for one graduate
seeking her dietetic accreditation, and one stated she was working as a
permanent part-time employee at Peninsula Hospital, Burlingame in dietary
on call. Several recent graduates have enrolled in graduate school with
an RiA toward their secondary teaching credential in home economics. A
service director for a "Homemakers" company was the position reported for
one graduate, also enrol:ed in graduate school- and working toward a teaching
credential. Fifteen teachers who received the secondary single subfect
credential 1974-7S were able to secure teaching positions in their field,
while four newly credentialed elementary/multiple subject teachers obtained
jobs in home economics. On the community college level, although there
were a good number of vacancies recorded in home economics, no one was able
to secure a teaching position in that area.

4. Employment Outlook: Home economists, especially those wishing to teach in
high schools, (ace rough competition for jobs through the mid-1980's. Other
areas of home economics also may experience competitive job market conditions
as those unable to'find teaching jobs look for other home economists positions.
However, for those willing to continue their education toward an vdvanced
degree employment prospects in college and university teaching are expected
to be good.

Although'employment of home economists is expected to grow slowly, many jobs
will become available each year to replace those who die, retire, or leave
the field for other reasons. Growth will result from increasing awareness
of the contributions that can be made by professionally trained home econo-
mists in quality child care, nutrition, housing and furnishings design,
consumer education information, and man-environment relations. They al-so
will be needed to promote improVement of home products and services. The
Vocational Education Amendments of 1968, which provide funds for consumer and
home-making education at the secondary, post-secondary, and adult levels,
and focuson the needs of low income families, should further stimulate the
need for home economists. A new expanding horizon for home economists will
be teaching of the metric conversion, working with the handicapped and aged
people.

NATURE OF THE WORK

A home economist can be a college professor, magazine editor, hospital
dietitian, product demonstrator, soci91- welfare worker, public health
researcher, business executive, advertising copywriter or food or fashion
photographer working with a specialized photographer. Even so, people in .

this diverse range of occupations have a common goal. That is, qv.te simply,
to improve and enhance people's daily lives. They do this by promoting
health, safety and welfare and improving conditions favorable to family liv-
ing; by educating individuals for family living; by improving existing goods
and services and by helping to create new ones based on the changing needs
of families. Professionals in the field all have at least a bachelor's
degree in home economics, with specialization in one of the following areas:
1) art, 2) textiles and clothing, 3) food and nutrition, 4) household and
money management, 5) housing, furnishings and equipment.
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Home economists can work in their own communities, or en.a state, national,
or international level. They work as free-lance persons, writing specialarticles about food, nutrition, clothing, community health, design,,art andtextiles and set their own hours of work. Not only can they work throughoutthe world, some even work on problems that,are out of it--doing researchfor outer space programs. Home economists work in schools and colleges,
hospitars, private businesses, government agencies and for a variety ofhealth and social welfare organizations. More than half are teachers,about one-third are dietitians or nutritionists. Some do research, someare extension workers, others work in health and welfare. There are homeeconomists in the hospitality industry, hotels and restaurants and- insti-tutional food verviees,-and in-fabric and clothing manufacturing industries.

The home economists who work as teachers teach students about foods andnutrition; clothing selection, construction and care; child development;
consumer education; housing and home furnishings; and family relations andother subjects related to family living and homemaking, kiany home econo-
mists serve as teachers and directors of pre-schools. Teachers in Adult
Education programs help men and women to increase their understanding pffamily relations and to improve their homemaking skills, They also conduct
training programs on a secondary, post secondary, and adult,ievel for jobsrelated to home economics, Special emphasis is given to teaching thosewho are disadvantaged and handicapped. College teachers may combine teach-
ing and rese:arch, and often specialize in a particular area of home economics.

Home economists employed by private business firms and trade associations
promote the development, use, and care of specific home products. They maydo research, test products, and prepare advertisements and instructional
materials. Other duties may include preparing and presenting programs forradio and television, serving As consultants, giving lectures and demonstra-tions before the public, and conducting classes for salesmen and appliance
servicemen. Some home economists study consumer needs and help manufacturers
translate these needs into useful products.

Food manufacturers employ home economists to work in test kitchens or
kaboratories to improve products and help create new ones. 'Obey also may
publicize the nutritional values of their company's foods. Utility com-
panies hire home economists to demonstrate appliances and services and to
give advice on household problems. Home economists employed by kitchen and
laundry equipment manufacturers may assiet engineers on product development.

Home economists in the field of communications work for magazines, news-
papers, radio and television stations, advertising and public relationsagencies and trade associations. They prepare articles, films, slides,
brochures Tor educatenal programs,'advertisements, and speeches about
home economics products and services. ,They may also test and analyze
products and study consumer buying habits.

Home economists are employed by commercial pattern companies, department
stores, interior design studios, and other business firms to help design4,
manufacture, and sell products for the home. Financial institutions some-
times employ home economists to give customers advice on spending, saving,
and budgeting.

893
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Some home economists conduct research for the Federal Government, state
agricultural experiment 'stations? colleges, universities, and private'
oro,anizations, The H.S. Departmem. of Agriculture employs the largest
group of researchers to do work such as study the buying and spending
habits of families in all socio-economic groups and develop budget guides.

Home economists who work for the Cooperative Extension Service conduct
adult education programs for men and women, and 4-H Club and other youth
programs for girls and boys, in areas such as home.management, consumer
education, family relations and nutrition. Extension home economists
also train and supervise volunteer leaders and paid aides vlio teach adults

. - -
and youth.

Federal, stateand local governments andprivate agencies employ home
,economists in social welfare programs to advise and counsel clients on the
practical knowledge and skills needed for effective everyday family living.
They may also help handicapped homemakers and their families adjust to the
physical as well as social and emotional limitations by changing the arrange-
ments in the home, they help handicapped people with specialized clothing
problems; finding efficient ways to manage household chores; aiding in the
design, selection and arrangement of equipment; and creating other methods
and devices to enable disabled people to function at their highest possible
level. Other home economists in welfare agencies supervise-arAirain-workers
who provide temporary or part-time help to households disrupted by illness.

Home economists in health services provide special help and guidance in
home management, consumer education and family economics as it relates to
family health'and well-being. Activities of home economists working in
health programs are home visits, conducting clinic demonstrations and
classes in homemaking skills, financial counseling, assisting the mentally
rqtarded mother, working with agencies and community resources, and super-
vising nutrition and home management aides.

An administrative dietitian contributes to management policies, exercises
cost controls,-trains and supervises personnel, checks for nutritionally
adequate and safe food,and develops food and equipment purchasing specifi-
cations. The clinical dietitian helps indiViduals and groups get the best
nutrition.

Other dfetitians teach, do research, consult'or work as public health
nutritionists. Some work in business and industry, such as food companies,
advertising agencies, restaurants and cafeterias,and utility companies.
Others serve in the armed forces, combine dietetics with journalism to work.
in media, or find jobs in nursing homes.

The supportive worker, the dietetic techfiician, can prepare in a two-year
associate degree program or a one-year certificate program. Because this
paraprofession is new, jobs aren't as plentiful as for professionals but
can be found.

About 70,000 home economists are teachers, of whom about 50,000 teach.in
secondary schools. More than 150000 are Adult Education instructors, some
of whom teach part-time in secondary schools; about 5,000 home economists
teach in colleges and universities. Others teach in community colleges,
elementary schools, kindergartens, ansery schools and recreation centers.

%J.-au
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More than 5,000 home economists work in private business firms and asso-ciations. Several thousand are in research and social welfare programs.A few are self-employed. Many work in the merchandising field - in
purchasing, sales, buyers and promotion of products for special industriesor companies.

Although home economics generally has been considered a women'i field, agrowing number of men are employed in home economics positions. Most menspecialize in foods and institutional management, although some are in thefamily relations and child development field, applied arts, consumer educa-tion, and other areas.

About 370 colleges and Universities offer a bachelor's degree in home
economics- which qualifies graduates for most entry positions in the field.A master's or doctor's degree is required for college teaching, for certainresearch and supervisory positions, for work as an extension specialist,
for some supervisory jobs, and for some jobs in'the nutrition.field.

Home economics majors study sCiences and liberal arts--particularly socialsciences--as well as specialized home economics courses. They may concen-trate in a particular area of home economics or in what is called general
home economics. Advanced courses in chemistry and nutrition are important__.for-work in foods and nutrition; science and statistics for research work;and journalismfor advertising, public relations work, and all other work inthe communications field. To teach home economics in 'high school, studentsmust complete the courses required for a teacher's certificate.

ScholArships, fellowships, and assistantships are available for undergraduate
and graduate study. Although colleges and universities offer most of thesefinancial grants, government agencies, research foundations, businesses,and the American Home Economics Association Foundation provide additionalfunds.

Home economists must be able to work with people of various incomes and
cultural backgrounds and should lye a capacity for leadership. Good
grooming, poise, and an interest in people also are essential for those whodeal with the public. The ability-to write and speak well is important.

Home economists frequently gain experience as teachers and advance to
.

responsible positions in business, extension service work, supervision, andteacher education. Those who leave the profesEion, but later wish to-return,may find jobs as part-time or full-time adult education teachers in programs
such as the Cooperative Extension ServiCe.

.Hlome Econdmics teichiers in public schools generally receive the same salaries
'as other teachers. In 1976 the.average salary of public school teachers
with a bachelor's degree and a fifth year was fl1,595, according to a
National Education Association survey. The average annual,saiary for
California was $14:530.

During the period January through March, 1975, Home Economist in Business,
a section of the American Home Economist Association, conducted a Profile
Study of its total membership working with the research firm of Corey,Canapary and Galanis. In addition to obtaining information about the HEIT

(.)
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membership and its image, data was generated relating education, age,,
location, years in the field, specialization, job classification and size
of company to salary earnings of this profession group. Because the
survey response reflects a significant percentage of the section's member-
ship, to our knowledge, represents the most current-data available, we aie
pleased to make it available to those concerned with establishing salaries
for home economists in businesses.

The study was conducted by mail reaching the total HEIB membership of
2,850. A total response of 8,857 (65.2%) was received. Of these responses
1,709 (92%) were from business employed home economists. 148 came from
consultants working in business home economics areas. The information
below related only to the fully employed home economist in business and not
the consultants.

The three areas of the United States which contribute the majority of HEIB
members are the North East, the North Central and the West. These regions
account for more than two-thirds of the membership and contain the major
commercial centers of the country.

The majority of the HEIB work forte-commands an annual income of $10,000
to just below $15,000, with about one-fourth earning under $10,000 and one-
fourth earning over $15,000. At the time of the study, those HEIB members
earning $20,000 or over accounted for almost 8% of the total sample while
less than 4% Teported earnings of less than $5,000. Supported by the bulk of
the data, those in the $20,000 plus category are members who have remained in
the field for five years OT longer and have continuous employment in one
specialty.

The membership represents a wide spectrum of work longevity based on the
year they received their first-degree. Most of the members received their
first college degree in the '601s, however,- almOst as many are graduates
before 1950 as are graduates since 1970. The business amlof this field
appears to have appeal to both the younger and older home economists. The
majority of the members are married and the vast majority are either the
chief wage earner in the household or share responsibility for financial
maintenance of the household.

In the previous summary statistics it has been noted that the majority of
the respondents earn between $10,000 and $15,000 a year. The mean income,'
that is, the average salary of ali members reporting is $12,800. The highest
mean salary (15,100) is earned by home economists in the North East region.
The second highest mean income ($12,250) is earned in the West region.
Lowest of the regions in terms of income is the South West ($10,200) . For
HEIR members who are company employed, the means are higher: ($13,100),
($15500), ($12,600), ($10,300).

The area,of food and nutrition accounts for the academic specialization of
a majority of the respondents. Emphasis on food and nutrition is especially
notable among those who graduated before-1950 and also :among those who are
making more than $15,000 a.year. Education and General Home Economics were
the next two most popular academic pursuits. However, the data suggest
that these areas of specialization do not receive comparable financial remun-
eration.
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-Those home economists who have chosen to remain in the profession, indica-
ted by the year in which they attained their first degree, seem to be
rewarded. Almost 40% of those responding who graduated before 1959 are
now making $15,000 or more compared with 2% in this income bracket who
graduated since 1970. But, there does seem to be a topping out in the
profession.

The mean salary/earnings of the '50's graduates is slightly higher than the
mean salary/earnings of the graduates before 1950. There is, indeed, a
very positive note, the mean salary of the beginning home economist is
$10,-000.

Mobility in jobs seems to be a plus rather than a negative in terms of
income. Those who are in the $15,000 or more category are the home econo-
mists 1410 have held positions with various firms OT organizationg, 63%
have worked for three or more firms (which could include their own company)
compared with abdu- 40% of ,aIl home economists who have worked for three
or more companies.

FURTHER INFORMATION

Additional information may be obtained from the' Occ ational Outlock for
Graduates, 1974-75, U.S. Department of Labor; Through College Majors, L.
Steig; The Occupational Thesaurus, Everett Teal, Lehigh University,
Bethelehem, Pennsylvania; tEe Encyclopedia of Careers and Vocational
Guidance, Vols. I and II, Tioike; Career 0 rtunities Series C21, Catalyst
6 East t2nd Street, New York, N.Y. or minority group in ormation, write
to: Edward King, Director of Minority Recruitment, Association of American
Publishers, One Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016.

This career monograph has been prepared by the Home Economics Department
and Gladys Rohe of the Career Planning and Placement staff and is intended
to aid students of the University.

*Materials taken from the Occupational Outlook Hankbook - 74-75.

Nt
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CAREER CHOICES AND EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK

(The following information was compiled and is publiched by the
Placement and Career Information Center, University of Utah.)

ACCOUNTING

DESCRIPTION Accountants prepare, maentain, and analyee\ythe
financial information necessant to operate and direct
organizations: They have broad educational training and
are equipped to recognize problems and find solutions
quickly.

EDUCATIONt Students will initially concenteate on mathema-
tics and later designing, analyzing, and evaluating
systems. A Career in accounting will normally require"
at lea'st a bachelor's degree, Many employers look for an
MBA with an undergraduate major in accounting or an M.S.
in accoeeting. CPA firms usually require a grade point
average of 3.0 or higher.

EmPLOVMENT OUTLOOK: The demand in industrial and public
accounting is expected to increase constantly. Best
opportunities may be with out-of-state industrial and

firms. Students who choose to stay in Utah can
useally find geod employment and the salaries and
aevancement opportenities are increasing.

RELATED CAPEERS City management, credit analysis, finance,
industrial operation, small business management, tax
service, budget control, financial analysis, hospital
adelestrateen.

ANTHeOPOLOY

DESCP:PTION Anthropologists study the origins and charac-
teristics of verious cultures. Areas for specialization
include study of a peoples' traditions, beliefs, gustobs,
langueges, material posseseions, social relationships,
and value sytems.

EDUCATION Some training in argheology, linguistics, and
physical, and cultural anthropology is necessary for all
anthropologiets Eeperience in computer methods and
statistics may also prove helpful. The proximity of
many prehistoric Indian ruins, as well as modern minority
ethnic communities, provides excellent resources for the
University of Utah student.

EMPLENT OUTLOOK1 Many students oursue the study of
anthropology for personal growth end enrichment rather
than monetary gain. Stedents shoe1d be realistit, how-
ever. If they entend to eork they need to be aware
that employment opportunitees are extremely limited and
a Ph.D. is usually required. Course work in diversified
areas isuch as b6siness) would help employability.

RELATED CAREERS. Linguistics, aecheology, museum work,
social welfare, medicine, environmental consulting,
biologecal research. Seet :Jccupational Thesaurus,
Vol. 1, p. 1.



ARCHITECTURE

DESCRIPTION: Architects create. They plan, design, and
supervise building-, with regard for safety, attractive-
ness, function, and environmental concerns. /n scope,
architecture runs the gamut from the production of a
small, decorative design, to the planning of a city;
from the cOnstrection of a modest residential dwelling,
to the establishment of an elaborate industrial complex.

EDUCATION: All states require a license for practice.. The
University of Utah's program reeets the requirements for
admission to the two-day licensing examination with a
3-3-2 program: three years in pre-architecture, three
years in architecture, and two year's intertship. In
tee program the student-earns two degrees a baccalaereate
degree an a major area of his choice, and the professional
degree, Master of Architectere.

EMPLOYMENT OCTLOOK:_ Opportunities are expected to increase
eitlia-iaon of business, residential and non-resi-
dential construction, environmental planning, and urban

arcvelopment,
RELATED CARE:ERS1 Landscape architecture, urban planniny,

commercial art, display, anterior design, engineering,
overseas employpent.

AST

DESCS:PTIONt The Deprtment of Art offers professional level
etstat3,6n in the studio arts with emphasis in areas of
drawitg and painting', sculpture, graphic design, print-
masing, desagner-craftsmanshrp, art history, and art
edacation
TION brA, MA, and MFA programs are avaalable.

rMPLCYStNT GUTLOGX: Although graphic designers (Illustra-
tion ana graphic design) ate employet throughout the
Snrted Statea, a majorrty of them are needed in the large
Eastern end Pacific Coast eities. Artists in all areas
of specialisation will find the job market very competi-
tase.

CAPF:ERS1 Newspaper advt.rtisins, stale design,
eSstatIonal end metia aids, interior decorating, TV
aseertising, fashron design,*3ewelrs, cartooning, wandow
display.

BALLETAND MODERN DANCE

::ESCSIPTION Maors in thas program are trained for profes-
sional careers As performers, chorecgraphers, and teachers.
stdern dams, and ballet is also offered to non-majors.

EN:CATInN1 :60th :aidergradeate and grad:;ate programs are
evaMble.

EYPLnYMEST____OUT1S'aSX: Keen competition end irregular omylre;-
ssnt will centinse to be associated with careers in
dance. Larne cities, espocinIls New York, offer the
best opportunity for professional dancers. However, the
number of civic and community dance groups is increaaring.

This, along with opportunities in film television produc-
tion will create more openihgs for performers, 'teachers,

and choreographers.
RELATED CAREERS: Dante therapy, Special education, recreation

programs.
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BIOENGINEERING

.7)eSCRIPTION: Bieeneineering is the application Of engineer-
---Ing and-physical science methodology and te-Chniques to

the solution of mejor problems in bielogy and medicine.
.Fot;TION.I___TtliA 14 1). greduate program. It cdn be_

entered throulh a BS in engineerieg or one of the -sZiences,
and can lead either to a Master of Engineexing or a Ph.D.
degree. The undergraduete fhould discuss applicable
required courses with hit departmentel adviser,

ZMPLOYMENT OUTtOOK: With governmeetaI entry Into nationel
-Fi-21-E7F-TriSurance, the expansion of medital reseerch foun-
detioes and unevereity medical eenters, and with hospitals
bvqihhIne to hire nere engineers and techn/cal specialists,
the,emeloyment demand,en this new field is projected to be
eery favorable.

:er.LATED CERS: Medleal reeeeych, development of artificial
life supeert and monitoring systems,

BIOLOGY

17.SCRIPT/%1 Bioloey is the seience of li'Vine matte:re It
l'F:761ves the stud: tef the strutture, evolutienary pro-
cesses, and functions of plants, animals, and micro-
oroanisms. Diolo:!ists develop cures for diseases, study
environmental ercelems, alid attemet to discover tht essence

' o= life itself.
. neTeTION: Biologlets are generalists. The undergraduate

program is broad In scope with emphasis in two mail areae:
,a molecuIae-cellelar-developmentel biology, and b)
evoletionary-environmeetal bielogy.

tetPLOYMeNT OUTLOOel :empetition tor teaching positions is
very een u .e.,e. is a _Treat ,..1. rsaty of job oppor-k---'''T-nt Els - t- A 'e.

tunity in other areas such as research, Industry, and
government Bioicgy offers broad besic scientific
coverage and as often used as the preferred endergradeete
degree for medicine and general scientific research.
Graduates with adeanced degrees are in demand by research
oreanazations attempting to discover waye of eliminating
famine, controlling elimate, increasing life expectancy,
and, in many other ways, bettering our conditions of Life.

t.F.LATED CeREERS: Fish and wildlife service, environmental
controT, scientific Illustration"; biological photography,
ecology, genetics, physiology, drug control,horticuIture,
eerk service, etc. See: What Can I Do Weth a major In?

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

DESCRTPT,70N1 chemical engineers put their knoWledge of
chemistry, physics, and mathematics to work in converting
our natoral resources into more useful materials and
energy, See: Occupational Outlook Handbook, p. 331.

EDUCATION: The undiTgraduate program will prepare a student
--17317 employment with chemical production companies, food
processing firms, petroleum companies. Ph.D.'s are
sought by research companies to develop new eeergy
resources, extract new materials and recycle old materials,
and to discover ways of conducting these projects which
are both economically and environmentally feasible,

EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK: Demand is expected to continue very
strong throughout the next decade.

RELATED CAREERS: Entrironmental control, syethetic food pro-
cessing, manefacturing plastics end man-made fibers,
designing and developing of nuclear and solar systems.

90
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CHEMISTRY

a

DESCRIPTION; Cheists study the composition and chemical
properties of substances as well as the proeesses of
ehemical change. They search for new and improved ways
of putting their knowledge to practical use and, as a
result, affect the quality of our food, housing, medical
care, environment, and most things that make,our lives
better. 4'

EDUCATION; Chemists are employed in a variety of fields not
traditionally considered as 'chemistry,' e:g. material
science, energy conversion, and environmental control.
These tharacteristit-s are emphasized through an intercds-
cielinary degree pJeram which provides an-depth training
in related fields as well as strong training in the funda-
mentals of chemistry. Thus, stedents are given an option
for either a general or a specialazed program.

EmPLOYMENT OUTLOOK: The energy crisis and problems of
population ciFtWth have brought a noticeable increase in
demands for chemical research. There is a stable demand
for industrial, analytical,chemists et the -BS and NS
levels, and for chemists with biomedical interests.

RELATED CAREERS: -Health care, food science, industrial sales,
pharmaeeuticals, engineering, medicine, agricultural pro-
ducts, etc, See: Occupational Thesaurus, Vol. 2, p. 89.

CIVIL ENGINEERING

DESCRIPTION: Cival eneineets deal principally with public
works projects. Their major responsibility is the pro-
tection of public health, safety, and welfare. Major
construction and consulting firms as well as public
agencies hire these graduates to participate in the plan-
ning, design, eonstruction, operation, and management of
0,,roneered systems: streets and highways, recreational
areas, pollution control facilities, buildings, bridges,
water resource projects, and the like.

EDUCATION4 Options within civil engineering include the
study of structures, environmental and urban systems,
transportation and planning, or mechanics and materials.
Besides technical training, this profession calls for an
ability to communicate effectively with the public, other
engineeri, and professionals of other disciplines.

EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK: Should continue to be strong.
RELATED 7sREERS: Consultant service, education, research,

rapid transIt, inspection, environmental control, over-
seas eMployment.

COMMUNICATION

DESCRIPTION: The Department of Communication includes tfiree
divisionse'speech pathology and audiology, speech com-
munication, and journalism dnd mass communication. Within
each division there are sequences of undergraduate and
graduate specialization, such as speech arl bearing
science, advertising, broadcast journalism, organizational
communication, news-editorial journalism, telecommunica-
tion, decision-making, etc.

9 05
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EDUCATIONI Undergraduate students may select one of the
---iitiaisbed-seguences of study within a division (such as

those described above), or they may elect a division/wide
or even department-wide program in which a specialized
plan of StUdy is prepared, Some of these-seguences-are-
career related and some are particularly designed to pre-
pare students for advanced*graduate or professional itudy.

EMPLOYMENT OUTL004:-Demand for'professionally related Gm-
. proyment in speech pathology and audiology is competitive,
in Utah and relocation may be necessary. Mass communica-
tion specialists cannot all be placed in their areas of
first choice, but many find positions that utilize their
preparation and talents in business and government organ
zations.

RELATED CAREERS: communication skills play a vital role in
many varieties of careers. Students from other disciplines
would be well advised to consider Classes in communicationt'
to complement other majors.

1

COMPUTER SCIENCE.

DESCRlpTION: The computer is an information processing system
that is accelerating our scientific progress, producing
great efficiencies in our technology, and assuming Nany

i routine business procedures,
EDUCATION: The major in computer science requires a general

background in mathematics, science, and humanities:
delves into some specialized areas of computer science:
and studies the practical and theoretical ',aspects of the
systems involved.

LMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK: Graduates at all levels are in great
manufacturers, research agencies,

consulting firms, businesi and industrial u-sers, and
companies expOrting computers overseas. Prgrammets and,
customer service jobs wili increase rapidly during the
1980's, Ph.D. graduates will continue to enjoy-excellent
prospects for employment in universities ahd research
laboratories,

REAPED CAREERS: Computer manufacturing and design, computer
programming, systems analysis, computer service, elec-
tronic music, city planning, medical research.

,

ECONOMICS

DESCRIPTION: Economists research conditions affecting the
production, diktribution, and consumption of 'goods and
services. They evaluate and forecast business trends, .

guide monetary policy, and evaluate results of financial,
governmental, and business experiments. Areas of spetia-
lization include labor, fiscal management, agriculture,
industry, and social welfare,

EDUCATION: There is a limited demand for economics majors at
the bachelor's level. A master's degree or a doctorate is
very important for students Serious about-careers in
economic3. Courses in research methods and statrstics.
can prove a valuable asset for those hoping to concentrate
on research,

EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK: 'With the Ancreased reliance on scientific
methods of analyzing bus.iffess trends, forecasting sales,
and planning purchases and production operation's, job
opportunities for economists can be expected to increase.
However, since many of the leading employers will be

n,r-are
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large industrial Corporations in metropolitan areas, the
willingness to relocate is an important factor in the
consideretion of this career.

RELATED CAREERS Banking, labor relatiOns, public administra-
tion, consulting, forergn diplomacy, investment couaseIing.

EDUCATION

DESCRIPTIONt Education is Our country's largest industry.
One-third ofour population is.involved in some way. There*
are many kinds of students (you, g, old, gifted, handl-
capped)1 many kinds of teachers pre:schoeI, elementary,
secondary, special education, col ege)1 many kinds of
subjects (art, sotial studies,. mu. ac, etc.); and other
career opportunities in educatio: besides teaching (admin-
istrationd counseling, psychoIog, , research, library
services, speech patholOgy, mulvi-mexlia, the paraprofes-
sions, and maay more).

EDUCATION; Except for programs in apecial education, Utah
teaching certification requirements arpintegrated with
a four-year batealaureate degree program. Some states
require a fifth year of study or special qualifications
Utah teeching certificates are issued in four basic areas:
early ehildhood, elementary, secondary, and special
education. rive different training programs and certifi-
cates in special educat:eon are available at the Upiversity
of Atah, with specializations possible in behavioral dis-
orders, deaf education, learning disabilities, mental
retardation, or speech pathology. Graduate programs are'
available in elementary, secondary end special educatiOn,
educational adlainistration, cultural foundations, and A

educational systems and learning resources. A graduate
)iegree is also offered in educational psychology. This is
khe largest graduate school program on campus and includes
the following options: school counseling, school psychology,
rehabilitation and community services counselIng, counsel-
ino psychology, and teaching-learning psychology,

EmPLOYNENT OpTLOOK: Although the national teacher surOus is
,irowina4 the employment outlook in a:tah is somewhat better.
Elementary and secondary education majors increase their
carper options by chooding a minor such as reading or
multi-cultural education--areas where the need still out-
weighs the supply. Students should consult the counselors
in the Placement Center and thp certification office, 304
Milton Bennion Ball, for information about those programs
and areas'which still have strong employment possibilities,

RELATED CAREERS Inner-city programs, specialized library
services, vocational counseling, textbook publishing,
development of educational media materials, consultant
services, etc. See files on education in the Career
Information 'Library.

tt,ECTRICAL ENGINEERING

DECRIPTION: Electrioal engineers design, develop, and super-
vise the proauctionsof electrical and electronic equipment
anJ assst in operating facilities for the generation and
jistribution of electrical-power. They are also employed
in maaagement lobs, technical sales, research and develop-
ment center:, manufactaring operations, and colle..4e aeach-,
.ra4.
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EI=ATIONI Electrical engineering requires the study of
teennology and applied science involving electrical
phenomena. Special emphasis may be found in electronics,
computers, contrOl systems, space technology, medical
instrumentation, lasers, radio, television, radar, elec-
tric power systems, telephone systems, microwaves, missile
guidanee and tracking systems.

EMPItOYMENT_OUTLOOK: The present high demand is expected to
intrease ior positions in industrial organizations, educa-
tional institutions, nonsulting activities, and in nrivate
practice,

REa,ATED CAREERS: Manufacturing, sales, research, eguiPrnent,
anstallatitTri, and government agencies.

ENGLISH

DESCRIPTION: The Department of English provides vital programs
orstUdy-for students who went to he teachers, scholars, and
writers. It also provides enrichment to students from other
disciplines through courses in literature, language, an)l
writina

EDUCATION: English is an excyllent undergraduate' major for
stuts consnering law, business administration, or other
professional fields.

EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK: English majors who want to teach wins
rind employment opportunities limited. Alternate careers
should be considered which would utilize talente in writing,
editing, communicating, and analyzing.

RELATED CAREERS: Advertising. publishing, ply-writant7),
7 Zz'37017-7e7ffih.ij, public relations', newspaper reporting4
and radio, etc. See file on Ernnlish in Career Infcrmation
Library.

FAMILY ANO CONSUMER STUDIES

DESCRIPTION: The Department of Family and Consumer Stinlies is
t teaching and develupinc skills, meth%,da, and

services that ultimately affect thn comfart nnd wall heing
nf families,

E0CATI,-)N: Students mav select one of the fnllowina areas nt
phT cnild and 'family relations, clothing 5nd textiles,

or consumer studies,
EMPLOYMENT OCTLOOK: Althouah tight cennetition is expected to

continue or pneitions at the bachelnr's level, candidates
with advanced degrees will find job onpnrtnnities more
nientiful ,

'RELATED CAREERS: Consulttnt service, lecturing and denstra-
tion of nroducts, idvertising, radio and TV, consumer
edueatinnaa product denelopment, connty extnnsion eervice,
narsery school:, Head Seart pronrams, secondary and colleae
education, fashion desinn, interior decoratinn, P'C.

l'INANCE

DESCRIPTION: In addition tu learnin;: :ricinlen of manonoment,
rarketing, and accountang, flnanco r,oinrr -4-ain an ),3n--:er-
standIng of financial phenomena and a familTarity with
analytical techniques for decision-making in finanan.

EDUCATION: The College of Business offers hot;la undergradaato
and grnduate programs in finance. 7opic aeeaa include
financial management, investment management, money and
banking, bank :rana,' 'ent, finannial inst,tut.lons, inter-
national fin)nce, sonaraties analysis, real estn-ne finince,
and Insurinco.

if6ls
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EMPLOYMENT puTLoox EmpIoment has been competitive but the
maa-as expected tn increase and,students may need tn

consider relocating to the Atlantic and Pacific coasts
where malor industrial corporations and financial inse.1-
tutions are located,

RELATED CAREERS: Accounting, business research, consumer
'credit, insurance, real estate, bank administration, cash
management, investment analysis, sales management, etc,

FUELS ENGINEERING

DESCRIPTION; Fuels engineering is concerned with the produc-
tion, conversion, and utilization of fossil fuels,

EMT:AT:ION; Degree programs are available at theBS. MS, and
Ph,D. levels, Subject matter includes the chemistry of
mineral systems; the location, recovery, and relining of
fuels; the corrosion of fueI systems; chemical by-products;
instrumentation; and catalysis.

EMPLOYMENT OUTLOORt Recent events have brought into sharp
focus the need ior energy and the critical problems of
providing this energy. Fossil fuels provide 95 percent of
the energy in the United States, and must continpe to pro-
vide a substantial portion of our energy well into the next
century. The need for innovative, weIl-trained engineers
to meet the demands of increasing energy consumption,
decreasing fuel reserves, and environmental constraints,
has never been higher,

RELATED CAREERS: Research in liquefaction and gasificion
of coal, oil shale, and bituminous sands,

GEOGRAPHY

DES:PIPTION: Geography is the study of the earth's terrain,
its resources, population distribution, and its uses,

EOL'CATION; Comprehensive programs are offered in land-use
planning, environmental studies, physical geography,
cultural geogra-:,hy, and political. geography. Emphases are
available in map-making, remote sensing, geographic educa-
tion, and earth science education,

EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOR: Government demand for geographers is
.,xgETW-i7,57171-i-Eirease, particularly in areas such as conser-
vtion, environmental quality control, and city, community,
and regional planning and development, Private industry is
also expected to employ increasing nuMbers of geographers

rrarket research and location analysis. At present,
however, higher education is the biggest employer, hiring
t-...-o-thirds of all geographers. There is keen competition
fr alI jobs at the present time.

RELATEt CAREERS; Conservation, cartography, library science,
city planning, environmental control, aerial and satellite
pnotography, highway construction, economic development.

GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING

DEV:PIPTION; Geoloical engineeringinvolves the study of
rzicks and soils to determine the structure of the surface
and subsurface of the earth. The geological engineer
obtains information from soil and rock analyses, excavations,
valley walls, aerial pntographs, and geophysical measurements.

EDUCATION: Concepts of geology, engineering, geophysics,
geochemistry, and special aspects of rock, soil, and fluid
mechanics will be studied. Both undergraduate and graduate
programs are available.

r4. 9. r).vlir
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EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK: Demand should be good through the 1970's
and better in the 90's for both the Construction and the
mineral industries- See: Occupational Outlook Handbook,
and files on Engineering in the Career Information Center,

RELATED CAREERS: Governmental and industrial consulting,
irivestigating, developing and monitoring of geological
sites, preservation and environmental specialists.

GEOLOGY

CRIPTION: Geologists study the structere, composition, and
story of the earth's crust in order togocate natural
ineral and enery resources, warn of pote tkal natural

disasters* and assure that buildings are pl ed on firm
foundations. They spend a large portion ofdtheir time in
field work: surveying, making maps, taking notes, and col-
lecting specimens of rocks, soil, minerals, and fossils,

EDUCATION: Besides geology courses, students take mathematics,
physics, chemistry, biology, and engineering. Although a
bachelor's degree is adequate training for some entry jobs
in exploration wOrk,, a student who wishes to be a profes-
sional geologist should earn an advanced degree. A common
core program in geology, geological engineering, and geo-
physics would permit some deferment of choice of major
during the first two years.

EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK: Energy, mining, and mineral related
industries have a great need for geologists in locating
energy resources and mineral reserves. The demand for
geologists has increased in recent years and should con-
tinue to be good through the 70's and 80's.

RELATED CAREERS: Mineralogy, paleontology, oceanography,
engineering, surveying, cartography, etc.

GEOPHYSICS

DESCPIPTION: ".;eophysicists use the various physical sciences
in the study of the earth. They are best known for the
study of earthquakes, but the science includes oceanography,
geodesy, terrestrial magnetism and electricity, planetology,
end others. A geophysicist spends a large portion of time
in the field supervising geophysical survey crews who pro-
duce geophysical maps. These'maps are interpreted in terms
of rock or soil layers or in terms of mineral accumulations.

EDUCATION: Principles and techniques leading to an understand-
ing of seismic, gravitational, magnetic, and electrica:I.
methods of geophysical exploration are stressecL The B7.3

and MS degree graduates are qualified for work an geophysical
exploration. The Ph.D. degree is designed foL college tcach-
ing and basic research.

EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK: The demand is excellent the field of
exploration ar prospecting for energy mineral resovrces-

RELATED CAREERS: Tectonophysics, planetology, oceanography,
terrestrial magnetism, electricity.

HEALTH SCIENCE

DESCRIPTION: Graduates in health science have-a professional
background of knowledge and skills useful in teaching or in
workina with the community in the areas of health and hygiene.

EDUCATION: Majors are offered both in community health and in
schoorhealth science.

90.3
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EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK: Teaching positions in education are not in
abundant supply. Career oppOrtunities with public and pri-
vate health agencies, especially in metropolitan areas, are
good and are expected to be better in the 1980s.

RELATED CAREERS: Public and private education, Head Start,
comunity health, Vista, rural health, day-care programs.

HISTORY

DESCRIPTION: History is a record of the political, social, and
cultural events and achievements of mankind.. Historians
analyze and'evaluate this record in an attempt to understand
the i.)ast and interpret the present.

EDUCATION: The dep'artment offers comprehensiveness and breadth
in the undergraduate program as well as posSibilities'for
researCh specialization on the master's and doctoral levels.'

EMPLOVMENT,OUTLOOK: History majors will find the teaching :field
crowded. Careers with museum, historical societies, special
libraries, archives, government agencies, and television
fconsulting and research) should be explored,

RELATED CAREERS: Because of its breadth as a part of the lib-
eral arts curriculum, a major in history provides excellent
preparation for any occupation emphaiizing communications
skills and personal relations, e,g, jOurnalism, civil ser-
vice, law, foreign service, publishing, and public relations,
See: Occupational Thesaurus, Vol, 1, p, 87,

HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEYMNT

OESCR:PTION: ror a number of years the University of '..:tan has
been engaged in training at the master's level, 1) adminis-
trators and planners for manpower programs, 2) personnel
administrators, and 5) labor-management relations staff.
The MS/HRM has grown out of the awareness that all three
programs above have a common core of education, training,
and experience which, when complemented by desired special-
ization, could provide a most effective response to the
emerging need for programs in human resources management.

EDUCATION: This is an interdisciplinary master's program'
oaered by the Department of Management and the Department
of Economics. The program also includes work in political
science, psychology, and sociology, as well as practical
experience with public agencies and private employers. A
Bachelor of Science degree is also offered in 'Human Resources
Management,

EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK: Pe sonnel agencies in industry and govern-
ment will hire human resource management graduates to
regulate manpower utilization. This new area of emphasis
is expected to grow during the next decade.

RELATED CAREERS: Manpower planning, adult education, housing,
equal opportunity and civil rights, public service, manage-
ment of human resources programs, etc.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

DESCRIPTION: Industrial engineers are concerned With the
deilTiT-imprdVement, and installation of integrated systems
for managing personnel, materials, and equipment. They are
widely employed by manufacturers and commercial establish-
ments to be respondble for a smoothly run plant operation.
In contrast to eng neers in other specialties, industrial
engineers are concerned with the people in business as well
as the systems of operation.

90,5
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'EDUCATION: With elective courses an management, mathematics,
ane psychology, industrial engineers represent a broader
training program than the other engineering departments.
nr. the graduate level, the MEA or Master of Engineering
Adzainistration is offered.

EXPLaYMENT OUTLOOKe There is a good demand for industrial
engineers anci, with the increasing complexity of indus-
trial operations, the expansion of automated processes
and the growing recognition of the importance of scientifac
management, the number of job opportunities in this field
should expand rapidly, a

RELATED' CaREERSI This major is closely related ,to management
ensaineeringa___Etsxtb....attana.g.emenx._ an& dnaustrIal engineers are
sought by banks, insurance companies, public etilities,
construction and miniag firms, hospitals, retail organiza-
tions, reaearch and consulting firms.

LANGUAGES

DESCP1PTlON! Language is an elaborate manifestation of human
beeavior and a maaor factor in man's interactions with the
world. The study of a language provides a valuable per-
spective on the distinctive traits of a people's Sense of
reality and values. Language is the focal point for many
academic disciplines such as literature,"linguistica,
edecation, logic, pelitical social structure, and many
others related to man's experience of'himself and the
world around him.

EDUCATION: Undergraduate majors are offered in Arabic, French,
German, Greek, Latan, Persian, Russian, and Spaaish. MA
degrees are offered in the Classics and in Russian, and MA
and Ph.D. degrees in French, German,'and Spanish. In addi-
tion, MA and Ph,D, programs are available in comparative
literature, linguistics, and Middle East Studies,

ENPLOYMENT OUTLOOK: Recent years have seen a decrease of
--Toreign langeage courses in public schools and the demand
for teachers on the secondary level has diminished accordingly.
Students interested in language study should acquaint them-
selves with some of the other opporttnities open to the
bilingual graduate,

eLLATED CAREERS: Travel bureaus foreian trade. U. S. diplo-
?natio eereice, inner-eity programs for non-Englieh speaking
Americans. Ilterary translation, cryptograph y. lingeistics,
national aecerit, overseas engineering, anternatienal aer-
lires, interereter eervice, anternetiaenal business. etc,
See:. Fore:en aanauaees and Careers, and !abet Can I Do Wita
a aaji:r

LAW

DEeae:PTION: Students at the anaversita of Utah's College of
eew mae treir for ;.ractice an any comnon law )urisdaction.
Steia areas include ahe history, principles, aad purpose of
ieeel institutionsl the operation of these instatutaons
ani the develoome.nt of skills of legal craftsmanship.

EtaaCeaT0a: Tee College of Law offers graduate programs con-- _ a_
si ietne ot three years of professaonal stede, with many
interestina oetiees for internships. Since admission to
ta= aallearaite o? Utah Law School is aighly competitive. it
:s reconmeanleC: that interested students comelete a bacca-
171ereeto -a.eree la ene strong liberal arts or business
ero.rar w.ta an oetstandang SPA, See: University of Utah
7ellege o aw Belletin published eacn year.



.7.1Mt Very goOd, particularly strong in the
areas o tax, corporate, persOnal inj...ry and labor
Botn the local and the national job market have good poten-
tial for the Immediate future,

REL=0 C:tREERS: Some lawyers are trained for specialization
.n sl)eciI-Eranches of law such as ecri)oration, tax, labor,

:atant, and real estate law Some work long hours
court: others never go tti court but conduct but-of-court

or Lre-trial InvestigatiOn, draw up leoal documents, serve
as trustees, legal advisers, etc.

LEISUR: STeDIES

DE.i:nlre.'t A leisure studies degree prepares .,1raduates to
airoct, supervise, and manage, public and private

recr,.sltlorl programs ,and facilities.to promote physical
fitness ay.! a greater enloyment of life.

EpCCATIONz loth andergraduate and graduate programs are
offYitid. i'apervised leadership training in an appropriate
recreation or park agency is included in the B. degree

UMPtnYNCT C7:7LOOX: A growing demand is anticipated becai.se
irJ17,1. Amount of leisure timo.;.roDected for the

fature ansi alsu because of the increased poiIation in
th±se ranoes mrIve likely tv use rt.creati,:n services.

filvs -r r.%crl.ation in Career Inf(rmatien Center.
Th-ral -utic rocreatin. Lark 1,:lminastratIon,

7r--arims, comm,rolal recreatizn. proar,r,s fsr the
-rl nmunit s%_rvices. social wefare

LIBERAL ARTS

pESCRIPTION: The term 'liberal arts" does hot indicate a
sp'i-EITTo major. Kather, it denotes a kind of edupation -the
kind that is more concerned with the art of living than thedemands of work, its goal i8 the enrichment and liberation
of a human being. This university program helps students
explore broadly end deeply and offers excellent undergrad-
uate coverage for most professional schools.

EDUCATIONt Liberal arts students do most of their academic
w7GrkITI-thin the College of Fine Arts, the College of
Humanities,LOr the College of Social and Behavioral Science.

EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK: Many employers find this comprehensive
eaucationai ba6kground a desirable asset, but it should be
accompanied by appropriate competencies and professional
courses designed to develop desirable and marketable skills,

KELTED CARERS: Government service, personnel work, writing.
See: What Can I. Do With a Major In. . .? and files in the
Career in-Tormation Library.

MANAGEMENT

DEScRPTION A student who majors in management will learn
hcw to (i-ganize, staff, direct, and control a business
er.terprise, with special attention given to the processes
cf lob evaluation, quantitative and statistical decision-
making, and the management of sales personnel, human
resources, operations distribution, transportation, finance
or any customary corporate function.

EOCCATIONz Both undergraduate and graduate programs are
c:n-i-Ta- through the College of Business. Most managerial
positions require experience or in-service training withit
the respective company,

MVP
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EMPLOYMENT_OVTLOOK DeMand is expected to be good throughout
--tri-775177147I-Ws :although some of,the better opportunities

require relocation and geographical flexibility. Due to
the wide variety of positioas open to management majora,
students have great pOtential for personal choice. Broad
exploration helps to focus azea best suited to indiVidual
preference,

REL,t.:TED cARgElls1 Administrative officer, production manager,
t).4ice supervisor, Operations manager, labor relations
specialist, personnel director, small business owner.

MARKETING

DESCRIPTIONt Marketing encompasses all phases of supplying a
customer with a product, from conception to final sale. It
includes wholesaling, retailing, prod42t design and develop-
ment, marketing research, advertisingciphysical distribution,
and customer service. In the most basic sense, marketing is
the business of satisfying the customers' needs and wants.

EDCCAT/ON The College of Business offers a bachelor's degree
in.marketing and a graduate program in business administra-
tion (MBA).

EMPLOYMENT gpTLOOKI A strong demand for marketing majors
should continue through the 70's and 80's, bet many desir-
able positions require a willingness to relocate. Practical
work experience in the field can ereatly tndrease the candi-
date's chances of finding the kind of career opportunity
desired.

RELATED CAREERS: The type of orgnaization which recruits mar-

keti and sales representatives covers a wide
spectrum of employers, including department stores whole-

sale groceries, automotive corporations, pharMaceutical
companies, and a variety of industrial concerns. See;

Standard & Poor's Register in the Career Information Library.

MBA (MASTER OP BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION)

pESCRIPTiONz The primary obleetive of the MBA program is to
d67.,;fTlEp effective administrators in business firms, nons
profit institutions or governmental agencies. Areas of
specialization are available in finance, accounting, market-
ing and general management principles

.Er;CATIONt The i.rogram serves graduates from recognized
--coneTJs af business as well as graduates in liberal arts,
sclence, eneineering or other fields. Emphasis is placed
on the zievelopment of leadership, analytical decision-
making and organizational skills.

LT-LOYMENT 01:TLOa: Excellent. Prequently, MBA's secare
beca.use of the particular Combination of their

snergraduate and graduate degrees. For example, excellent
opportunities are expected to'continue for MBA's with tech-
nicl degrees in engineering as well as
graduates with a strong empnasis in accounting, finance or
tnarketinj, ilowever, flexibility in geographical preference-
is often essential if the best opportunities for advancement
are to be chosen. hEA!

PE:TED CAREERS: Marketing analysis, corporate planning, sales
rraniigent, personnel administration, world banking.
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MATLPIALS SCirNCE AND ENnlNEEPINC.'

IPT1',N: This as the study and arilication ef the en3ineer-_,
tone and scaentfic aspects of materals: metals. alloys,
ceramics, polymers. and composites.

EDUCATION: It wea:es together much of modern solid-state
chemistry and solid-state physics, and incledes the principles
of engineering desi.3n and mathematical analysis. The field,
ranAjes 1:rom the mo-;t sophisticated theories and mathematical
methods to the most practical everyday applications and
systenizod ways of'attackane many-faceted problems.

EYPLOYMFNT OVTLnn: The emand is streng and expeetoki tn
---InC7747..i-Pdrtr in thell'980's,
prLATrn crz,As Plastics, metallurgy, crramics, artificial

sema-coniuctor3. biomedical devices, space-crait
4leqien. contr:A., nuclear enerey,

MATHEMATICS

DESCRIPTION: Mathematicians engage in a wide Variety of
activities ranging from the creation and relating of new
theories to solving of simple or complex numerical pro-
blems. Some gradultes engage in mathematics for money,
some for humanitarian purposes, anA some simply because
they find it beautiful, See: Mathematics, My Career, at
the Career Information Library:.

EDUCATION: Mathematics provides a challenging area for
specialization as veil as supportive study for many
scientific and engineering programs.

=PLOYMENT OUTLOOR: At a time when most job markets are
tight, mathematicians can limit their career opportunities
by failing to explore available options: Teaching and
research are but two of a long li.st of possibilities.
See: What Can I,Do With a Major In , .? in the Career
information Library,

RELATED CAREERS: Applied mathematics, computer research and,
programming, biomedical engineeripg, accounting, pure
mathematics, systems analysis, economics, physical and
lafe science, statistics, actuarial professions.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

DESCRIPTION: Mechanical engineers are concerned with the
design, development, manufacture, and operation Of a wide
variety of machines and apparatus primarily devoted to the
creation, conversion, and utilization of power for the
benefit of mankind.

EDUrATION: Undergraduate and graduate degrees are offered
which qualify students for careers in engineering design
and development, applied research, consulting technical
management, and teaching- The department also administers
programs leading to degrees in applied mechanics and
nuclear engineering.

EMpLOYMENT OUTLOOK1 Prospects for graduates are excellent.
RELATED CAREERS: Envirenmental control, materials production
and handling, medical equipment, food processing, automo-
tive and aircraft industry, heavy machinery, energy control,
electronids, etc. See files on Engineering in the Career .

pfoxmation Center. Also, materials from companies which
recruit on campus through the Placement and'Career
Information Center.
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MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY

DESCRIPTION: Medical technologists perform laboratory tests
that contribute to the detection, diagnosis, treatment,
and study of disease.

EXCATION! After completion of a bachelor's degree a student
must qualify for certification as a medical technologist
oy passing the State Board Examination.

EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOlv Excellent. Graduates will find a reaay
market for their services in hospitals, clinics, and
private laboratOries as well as in research.

RELATED CAREERS: In large establishments, medical technolo-
gists tend to specialize in certain areas such as
hematology, microbiology, parasitology, nuclear medical
technology, and bio-chemistry.

MEDICINE

DESCRIPT/ON1-Some College of Medicine departments are con-'
corned primarily with the prevention of disease, the promo-
tion of health, Alla the clinical aspects of medicine. Others

' deal with science and research trying to uncoven,the courses
of disease.

EDUCATION: Althotgb the admissions.requirements of tedleal
sChoOls vary somewhat, all ate very competitive and require
undergraduate preparation in bio1ogical sciences, chemistry,
physitcs, mathematics, huManities, social sciences, and
language skills. Most state schools have obligations to
residents of their own states.. At the University of Utah
College of'Medicine, residents of ttah will comprise at
least 75 perCent (:)f each entering class although as many as
one-half or two-thirds ofwthe applicants may be from out-
of-state.

EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK: Excellent. There has been an increasing
demand for metrical practitioners not only because oux
population continees to grow but also because it is becom-
ing an older population and one which is odemanding higher
standards of medical care. Even though the number of
positions available in American medical schools has
increased by more than 50 percent in the past few years,
there are still many more qualified applicants than open-
ings and competition is keen.

RELATED CAREERS: Because of the limited openings in medical
schools across the country, it is important for pre-medical
students4.to consider alternate career pOssibilities such,as
'aharmacy, science, social work, teaching, and the oarapro-
fessions.

METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING

DESICRIPTION: Extractive metallurgy involves the extraction of
metals from ores end the refinement of them to.obtain rela-
tively pure mttal. Physical metallurgy deals with the
properties of metals and their alloys and the adaptation
of them for use in finished products.

EDUCATION: Degree programs are offered at the BS, MS, and
Ph.D. levels. A student may specialize either in extractive
or physical metallurgy or in mineral processing.

EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK: Good opportunities are available now and
are expected to increase as more industries require increases
in exploration and production.

RELATED CAREERS: Plant metallurgist or research consultant in
mineral processing and metal refining industries. The

7.7iX
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metallurgist is a key per.son in manufacturing industries*
aerospace, atomic energy plants. oil and chemical rWfin-
eries -- wherever corrosion problems and metal failure
problems are critical.

METEOROLOGY

DESCRIPTION1 Meteorolegists study the atmospheres--the gases
that surroued the earth' and other celestial bodies--and
attempt tO determine the way these affect our own physical
environment.

EDUCATION: Weather forecasting is the largest division of
splizateon within meteorology, and a bachelor's degree
is the usual minimum requirement for beginning 'jobs in this
area. ror research and top-level positiohs, however, an
advanced degree in meteorology is essential.

EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK: Environmental Protection Agency gtandards
orair pollution patterns around industrial

plants are creating new demands for meteorologists.
RELATED CAREERS: Aircraft control, climatology, environmental
--.1:ioi:-7r7gAio and TV, newspaper reporting.

MUSIC

DESCRIPTION: The Department of Musit offers a specialized
75F;4676773onat program for the 1:rospective performing musician,

teacher, composer, arranger, music theorist* and musii7
historian, and for those entering musie-related business
and professional careers

p2--c6.12t1: Degree programs are offered in performance (all
instruments), piano, pedagogy, music teeching. jazz stutlies
music theory, music nistory, and music theatre.

EMPLOYelENT OUTLOOK: Competition for prefessional positions en
music wall always be severe and "glamour' careers in such
fields es solo performance,' conducting, composing and
entertaieing are possible only fur a highly select minority.
However, teaching positons in higher and secondary educatioe,
non-solo performing careers, And music related careers.in
tesiness, industry, education, and government are always
available for the telented and weli-trained.

RELATED CAREERS: Performence, teaching, musical theatre,
composition, Church work, recording industry, music
therapy* musical Industry and manufactur'ing, music
administration,

NURSING

DESCRIPTION: Registered nerses work with both direct patient
care ayirSupeevisorieI eositions. As medical demands an-
creasd, many registered nurses ate assuming greater respon-
sibilitfes for total patient care, particularly in less
eopuleted areas.

EDCCATION: Graduates of the four-yoar bachelor's program are
eligthIe te take the licensing examinatien and boc,..,me
reeistered nursee (RN) . mastQr degree programs are offered
in psychiatric, medical-surgical, and maternal and child
nurAing,(including nurse midwifery). University of Utah is
now offering A Ph.D. program in nursing.

EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK: The demand for nurses with baccalaureate
And master's degree and Ph.D. preparation remains high.
Opportunities for specialization and for directQprimary
nursing care are in good supply in most hospitals, clinics,

91-
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public health services, and other agencies throughout the
countryt both in rural and urban settings. All areas of
emplOyment incthe major subfields of nursing are available,
Including nursing care to children, adolescents, the elderlY,
the emotionally ill, and those iicith chronic medical-surgical
conditions.

RELATED CAREERS: New specialty fields such as transcultural,
63.EFIZingeriatric, cardiovascular, and neurological

nursing are rapidly unfolding. Positions in community
nursing and in_Athe Army, Navy, and Air Force Nursing Serv-
ices. are aIsoVailabIe. Nurses with master's and doctoral
preparation can find positions as physician's assistants,
teachers, researchers administrators, and in nursing service
leadership roles.

NUTRITION SCIENCE

OESCRIPT/ON: The study of nutrition science enables a student
to become professionally competent in an understanding of
the nature of food, its utilization in the body, and its
specific effect on health.

EDUCATIOSI: Both undergraduate and graduate programs are

EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK: Should continue to be favorable with an
increasing demand in the 1980's.

RELATED CAREERS: Hospital work, food processing, public
health, education, advertising, TV and radio, new product
development, research, restaurant work, food quality con-
trol, therapeutic nutrition,

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

DESCRIPTIONt Occupational therapists plan and direct educa-
tional, vocational, and recreational activities which are
designed to help mentally and physically disebled patients
regain coordination and self-sufficiency,

EDUCATION: The new program at the University of Utah provides
well-integrated courses in creative arts, manual skills,
pre-vocational activities, and treatment procedures for
physical and mental -ailments. After earning A bachelor of
science degree, a graduate is eligible for the examination
requited for professional registration with the American
Occupational Therapy Association.

EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK: Public interest in rehabilitation and the
success of established occupational therapy programs shOuld
create a favorable and increasing demand for personnel
trained in this field.

REMATED CAREERS; Community health, extended care, geriatrics,
---;&TETF-170;71-7, programs for handicapped children.

PHARMACY

DESCRIPTION: Pharmacists must understand the use, composition,
end effect of drugs so they can supply and dispense them
correctly.

E01::.-ATION: Pharmacy requites a full five-year program to
complete a bachelnr's degree. The new pharmacy MBA
program prepares the graduate for management responsibili-
ties in pharmaceutical industries and other health-related
organizations,'

EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK: Favorable. Pharmacy is a very marketable
profession with )ob opportunities widely Aispersed in
suburbs, small towns, and cities.

910
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RELATED CAREERS: Besides the familiar drugstore, pharmacists
aro em431-674Y in hospital dispensaries and ty drug manufac-
turers in plants, research,laboratories4 br in pharmaceuti-
cal sales, See; Man's lm elling Desire, a video cassette
on pharmaty, in the areer In: ormataon Library.

PHILOSOPHY

DESCIPTION: Philnsophy s that branch of study which
ensicers 'ultimate qeestions' such as those concerning
the basic nature of life, of knowledge, or of science and
sclentifit method. Prominent areas of philosophical inves-
tigation include Ethics, ox the nature of moral right and
wrong; Aestheties, the nature of beeuty and other artistic
velues; Logic, the study of correet and incorrect reasoning;
Epistemology, the study of knowledge, perception, and the
nature of truth,

EU:CATION; Two programs of study are offered. 'One is a
"stanaard" program stressing balanced work in the main-
stream of philosophy while the other is a 'specialized'
tzeagran which permits the student with speciel.interest
to help design his own requirements.

EMPLDYMENT OUTL00$: Society's need for philosOphers can hardly
be measured-7; terms of job-meiket surveys or statistics.
Cieilizatioe always needs thoughtful and wise individuals.
However, job openings in the specific field of philosophy
are extremel.'.' limited and graduates may want to apply their
kncvledge ana skills in philosophy to related work areas,

RELA7t0 CAREERS: An undergraduate degree in philosophy is
generally recerded as excellent preparation for many career
fields or areas of graduate study requiring skin in care-
ful thinking such as law, journalism, governmental and
putlic relations. Seer What Can I Do With a Major In .

, in the Career Information Library.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

DESCI:..IPTION: Through a diversified program of activities,
---tni physiCal education instructnr encourages maintenance

of health and physical fiteess, development of interest
in sports and,physieal activity, and tphe art of socialize-
ti-:)n through play.

EDUCATIONt SpeciAlination is available in elementary physical
ed-ucation, athletic coaching, work with the handicapped, and
sports sociology.

EWLOYMENT OUTLOOKI The commercial and recreational job market
is e)5panaing. 'However, teaching and coaching positions are
highly competitive. Graduates who wish to teach should have
a secondary area of preparation, e.g. math or science.

RELATED CAREERS: Coaching, sporting goods, parks and recrea-
tion, sportswriting, professional sports, health spa manage-
ment, gymnasium programs, YMCA or. YWCA. See fil6s in the
Career Information Littary.

PHYSICAL THERAPY

pESCRIPTION1 Physical therapists help persons with muscle,
nerve, joint and bone diseases or injuries to overcome
their resulting disabilities through exercise, hot or cold
variation, and massage. See: A Purposeful Life, a video
cassette on physical therapy in the Career Information
Library.

Ars al-
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EDUCATION: All states require e license for the practice of
physical therapy. To qualify, a University of Utah student
will need to earn a bachelor of science degree in physical
therapy, complete two years of internship, and pass the
State Soard Ocamieation.

'EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK: With the increase of rehabilitation .

.pregrams and- witll the expansion of facilities for the
elderly, the crippled, and the chronically ill, new posi-
tions for physical therapists should be created.

RELATED CAREERS: Pediatrics, geriatrics, amputations,
arthritis, paralysis.

PHYSICS'

DESCRIPTION: The science of physics seeks to understand the
behavior of matter and energy at the most general and
fundamental level. Other sciencet, e.g. chemistry and
biology build on the laws of physics and rely on' many
instruments originally devised by physicists.

EDCCATION: Physics majors who want careers in research are
invited to pursue an intensive pre-doctoral and doctoral
program. Those who seek employment with a,bachelor's degree
in physics or who wish to take advanced training dn other
fields, should investigate the liberal program in physics.
A joint major is also possible, for exanple, a BS degree
in poth geophysics and physics.

EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK: Employment of physicists is greatest in
areas that have heavy industrial concentrations and large
college and university enrollments.

RELATED CAREERS: Medical electronics, solid-State physics,
production supe'rvision, indestrial sales, patent law,
thermodynamics, acoestics, optics, nuclear physics. See:

What Can I Dcf With a Major In . .? and The Occupational
Thesaurus, Volume 'L

POLITICAL SCIENCE

DESCRIPTION: Political scientists study the manner an which
pPople organize, administer, and operate their governments.
They investigate theories and issues concerning interna-
tional relations the tights and privileges of-citizens.
and the uses and abuses of fawer,

C23CATIDN: This is a broad area of study and can be a tseful
Jegree for those who intend tc pursue a career in Federal
service, such as the U.S. Department of State, the foreign
service, and the U.S. Information Agency. Students Who
study political science should include training in other
fields, e,\1 psychology, journalism, and business skills

to increas their career possibilities. .s

t".PLOYMKT OUTLOOF eThe comptition is high for academic
ir.47-M3e-C-ialized training in areas such as policy

analysls, public administration or international relataons
can prove a valueble asset for candidates 'seeking employ-
cnt in higher education or government service.
..0,:eREERSICovernment anal'isis, diplomatic serviee.

.:771c management. public administration, politics, foreign
correspondonce, TV an.1 radio, newspaper work See; Tne

Tnesaurus, Volume 3.

9is
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'1-Z1-.10N:,Psyche1o.!ists are concerned with haran behavior,
ileans ol psycllole,gical tests, personal intev:iews, case

eistories, contrelled exberiments, sure7ey, etc., they deal,
broblems affecting'the eite.,tional laves and perform-
rf individuals and groups.

E Pasitions in psycholory almost alwaes require a
.rat.uate uegroe, However, et''en at tne bachelor's level a
Atudent will finC that there Aro many wa..'s in wnich the
training and knoledge ucquired can beneiit one's personal
lite. A erong complementary 'manor caQ be un asset.

Ot:TLOR! Employment will remain competitive in
eelacatiOn-,aTi-institutions te,t growtil in clinical and

settines. Soe: ,Drcdbational OUtloo,c Hanabook,
:se! :Thn ,De With a ,:-!alar n

manaeeTlent, pcb4ictirT ,Ipeooh pathole-ze, oAugtionai psychelogy,
.satznal renabilitatior" rausinoss management.,

ROTC

-CPI,PT,InN1 To preparo graduates to serve as commissioned
i2ers in Any of four brancht.-s of the U. mtary

tne UPiver:sity ffers reserve -Ifficer,=, training
00TC) threugh three departments They are the

rtnent -ef Military science C.S. Arnye Deortment nf
,e! .tace - avy r Marine ,,:t%res

ROTC brt.gram$ ar taken cc,ncurrentiv with academic
anl. Araduatin. 3 'Sruj(f)t neceives a degree

as well as a commission in his chosen branch of military
service. After finishing an ROTC program, graduates
have A, miditary obligation Which, in a majority of cases, -
will be served through an active duty assignment soon
after graduation. -

RELATED CAREERSz Military serViceoffers numerous opportu-
.

nities for travel, work experience, and further educe-.

tion. These can provide the springboard for many excel-
lent career options, whether the ROTC graduate intends'
to return to civilian life or continue with the military
after his required years of service are completed.

SOCIAL MORI<

DESCRIPTION! Social workers attempt to alleviate problems
04 individuals, families Ilnd society through counseling,
group thertpy, referrals and arTangements for assistance
with housing, medical, financial or other needs and
difficulties.

EDUCATI0VN: The School of Social Work offers a certificate
in solial services which is awarded in conjunction with
a baccalaureate degree in.a related social science or
professional discipline, A Master's of Social Work
degree is required for employment as a social worker.

EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOR: The job market for MSW's in Utah is
extremely competitiee.

RELATED CAREERS Child welfare, family ser':ices, rehabii-
. itation, public welfare, probation work, mental 'health,

legal aid, adoption agencies.
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SOCIOLOGY

DESCRIPTION: Sociologists study society, its patterns of
growth, organization, and the way Ithese interact with
sAcial, religious, political and business institutions,

EDUCATION: A master's degree is a minimum requirement ;for
a career as a sociologist. A bachelor's degree, wiin
complemented by some area of specialization or a strong
supportive minor, can provide stronger employment
possibilities.

EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK: Tight competition for all positions
is expected to continue for some time.

REtATED CAREERS: Social welfare, law, lournalism, public
administration, market research, city planning, geron-
tology, anthropology. See: The Occupational Thesaurus,
Vol. 1, in the Career Information Library.

THEATRE

DESCRIPTION: Students may specialize in general theatre
(which includes preparation for directing, performing,
praywriting), .professional acting, children's threatre,
musical theatre 1.,roduction, production and design,

s and theatre teaching,
EDUCATION: AlI prospective undergr.aduate majors must
successfully complete the Basie4.oundation Program the
first year before deciding upon an area of specializa-
tion. Some emphases require an audition before acceptanCe.

EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK: The number of job applicants always
exceeds the jobs available However, the current decen-
tralization in American theatre as well as opportunities
in'film and television should produce some increase ip
ob openIngs throughout the country.

RELATED CAREERS: Stage plays, dinner theatre, summer stock,
repertory theatre, community theatre, children'S theatre,
playwriting, motion,pictures, advertising, interpre-Eive
dance, television programming and performance, commercials,
mirpe, puppetry, diorama design, teaching, stage design,
arts management, recreational dramatics, technical theatre,

1/4
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SOURCES OF CAREER INFORMATION

The sources listed below may be contacted for infor-
matiun on the following occupations:

Business Administration and Related Professions

Accountants:

American Institute of Certified PUblic Account-
ants, 666 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10019

The American Accounting Association, College of
Business, Administration, State University of
Iowa, lowa City, Iowa 52240'

Advertising Workers
Advertising Federation of America,,655 Madison
Ave., New York, N. Y. 10021

American Association of Advertising Agencies,
200 Park Aven:, New York, N. Y. 10017

Industrial Traffic Managers
Associated Traffic Clubs, 207 Pine St.,
Seaford, Del. 19973

American Society of Traffic and Transportation,
Inc., 22 West Madison St., Chicago, ill. 60602

Marketing Research Workers
Small Business Administration, 811 Vermont Ave.
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20416
American Marketing Association, 230 North
Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60601

Personnel Workers
American Society for Personnel Administration,
52 East Bridge St., Berea, Ohio 44017

Public Personnel Association, 1313 East 60th St.,
Chicago, Illinois 60637

Public Relations Workers
-The Information Center, Public Relations Society
of America, Inc., 845 Third Ave., New York,
N. Y. 10022

Purchasing Agents
National Association of Purchasing Agents,

11 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10007
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Conservation Occupations
Foresters

Society of American Foresters, 1010 16th St.,
NW, Washington, D.C. 20036

Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Independence Avenue, Washington, D.C.
20250

Forestry Aids
Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture,

Washington, D.C. 20250

Range Managers

American Society of Range Management, Box 5041,
Portland, Oregon 97213

'Bureau of Land Management, U.S. Department of
Interior, C between 18th and 19th,
Washington, D.C. 20240

Counseling
Rehabilitation Counselors

American Psychological Association, Inc.,
1200 17th St., N.W., Washington, D.C.
20036

National Rehabilitation Association, 1025 Vermont
Ave., NW, Washington, D.C. 20005

School Counselors
American Personnel and Guidance Association,

1605 New Hampshire Ave., NW, Washington,
D.C. 20009

Vocational Counselors
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare, Office of Education, Guidance
and Counseling Programs Branch, 400
Maryland Avenue S.W., Washington, D.C.
20202

EngineerinE
Aerospace Engineers

American,Institute of Aeronautics and Astro
nautics, Inc., 2 East 64th St., New York,
N.Y. 10021

Agricultural Engineers
American Society of Agricultural Engineers,

420 Main St., St. joseph, Michigan 49085

Ceramic Engineers
American Ceramic Society, 4055 North High St,

Columbus, Ohio 43214
Chemical Engineers

American Institute of Chemical Engineers, 345
East 47th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017

arelow
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Civil Engineers
American Society of Civi2 Engineers, 345

East 47th St., New York, N.Y. 10017
Electrical Engineers

Institute of Electrical Engineers, 345 East
47th St., New York, N.Y. 10017

Industrial Engineers
American Institute of Industrial Engineers,

345 East 47th St., New York, N.Y. 10017
Mechanical Engineers

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
345 East 47th St.,'New York, N.Y. 10017

Metallurgical Engineexs
American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical,

and Petroleum Engineers, 345 East 47th
St., New York, N.Y. 10017

Mining Engineers
American Institute of Mining, kietallurgical,
and Petroleum Engineers, 345 East 47th St.,
New York, N.Y. 10017

Health Service Occupations

Chiropractors
American Chiropractic Association, American
Building, 2200 Grand Avenue, P.O. Box 1535,
Des:Moines; Iowa 50306

Dental Hygienists
Amerlcan Dental Hygienists Association, 100 East
Ohio St., Chicago, Illinois 60611

-Dental Laboratoryqechnicians
American Dental Asspciation, Council on bental
Education, 222 East Superior St., Chicago,
Illinois 60611

Dentists
American Dental Association, Council on Denta1
Education, 222 East Superior St., Chicago, Ill.
60611

Dietitians

The American Dietetic Association, 620 North
Michigan Ave.., Chicago, Illinois 60611

Hospital Administrators
American College of Hospital Administrators, 840
North Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60611

Licensed Practical Nurses
National League for Nursing, Inc.,'Committee on
Cireers, 10 Columbus Circle, New York, N.Y.
10019
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National Association for Practical Nurse Educa-
tion and Service, Inc., 535 Fifth Ave., New York
N.Y. 10017

Medical Record Librarians

The American Association of Medical Record
Librarians, 840 North Lake Shore Dr., Chicago,
111. 60611

Medical Technologists
American Society of Medical Technologists,
Suite 25, Hermann.Professional Bldg., Houston,
Texas 77025
Registry of Medical Technologists of the American
Society of Clinical Pathologigts, P. O. Box 44,
Muncie, Indiana 47344

Medical X-RaY Technicians
The America'n Society of Radiologic Technologists,
537 South Main St., Fond du Lac, Wisconsin 54935

Occupational-Therapists

American Occupational Theory Association, 250
West 57th St., New York,'N.Y. 10019

Optometrists

American Optometric Association, 7000 Chippewa
Street, St. Louis, Missouri 63319

'Osteopathic Physicians

. _American Osteopathic Association, 212 East Ohio
Street, Chicago, Illinois 60611

Pharmacists

American P.harmaceutical Association, 2215 Con-
stitution Ave., NW, Washington, D.C. 20037

Physical Therapists
American Pnysical Therapy Association, 1790
Broadway, New York, N.Y. 1001°9

Physicians
Council on Medical Education and Hospitals,
American Medical Association, 535 North Dear-
born St., Chicago, Ill. 60610

Podiatrists

American Podiatry As'sociation, 3301 - 16th St.
NV, Washington, D.C. 20010

Registered Professional Nurses
National League for Nursing, Committee on Careers,
10 Columbus Circle, New York, N.Y. 10019

Sanitarians

American Public Health Association, 1790 Broad-
way, New York, N.Y. 10019

National Association of Sanitarians, 1550 Lincoln
St., Denver, Colorado 80102

=-1
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Speech Pathologists and Audiologists
American Speech and Hearing Association, 1001
Connecticut Ave., NW, Washington, D.C. 20036

Veterinarians
American Veterinary Medical Association, 600
South Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60605

Mathematics and Related Fields
Mathematicians

American Mathematical Society, 190 nope St.,
Providence, R. I. 02906

Statisticians
Amexican Statistical Association, 810 - 18th
St., NW, Washington, D.C. 20006

Actuaries

Society of Actuaries, 208 South LaSalle St.,
Chicago, Ill. 60604
Casualty Actuarial Society, 200 East 42nd St.,
New York, N.Y. 10017

Natural Sciences
Astronomers

The American Astronomical Society, 211 Fitz-
Randolph Rd., Princeton, N. 3. 08540
U. S. Naval Research Laboratory, Washington,
D.C. 20390

Biochemists
American Society of Biological Chemists, 9650
Wisconsin Avenue, Bethesda, Md. 20014

Biological Scientists
(Botanists, Microbiologists, Zoologists, Agrono-
mists, Biophysicists, Embryologists, Entomologists,
Geneticists, Horticulturists, Husbandry Special-
ists, Nutritionists, Pathologists, Pharmacologists)

American Institute of Biological Sciences, 3900
Wisconsin, Ave., NW, Washington, D.C. 20016

Chemists
American Chemical Society, 1155 16th St., NW,
Washington, D.C. 20036
Manufacturing Chemists' Association, Inc., 1825
Connecticut Ave., NW, Washington, D.C. 20039

Geologists
Amexican Geological Institute, 1444 N St., IN(
Washington, D.C., 20005

Geophysicists
American Geophysical Union, 1145 19th St., NV
Washington, D.C. 20036
Society of Exploration Geophysicists, Shell Bldg.
Tulsa, Oklahoma. 74119

)
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Meteorologists
American Meteorological Society, 45 Beacon St.,
Boston, Mass, 02108

Oceanographers
American Society of Limnology and Oceanography,
Department of Oceanography, Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon 97331
Interagency Committee on Oceanography, Bldg. 159
E., Navy Yard Annex, Washington, D.C. 20390

Physicists
American Institute of Physics, 335 East 45th St.,
New York, N.Y. 10017

Performing Arts
Musicians and Music Teachers

American Federation of Musicians (AFL-CIO), 425
Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022

Singers and Singing Teachers'
National Association of Schools of Music, Knox
College, Galesburg, Ill. 61401
Music Educators National Conference, National
Education Association, 1201 - 16th St., NW,
Washington, D.C. 20036

Other Art-Related Occupations
CommerCial Artists

National Society of Art Directors, Art Education
Chairman, 115 East 40th St., New York, N.Y.
10016

Industrial Designers
Industrial Designers Society of America, 60 West
55th St., New York, N.Y. 10019"

Industrial Designers' Institute, 441 Madison
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022

Interior Designers and Decorators
American Institute of Interior Designers, 673
Fifth Ave.,,New York, N.Y. 10022

National Society of Interior Designers, Inc.,
Suite 700, 157 West 57th St. , New York,
N. Y. 10019

Social Sciences
Anthropologists

The American Anthropological Association, 1530
P St., NW, Washington, D.C. 20005

Economists
American Economic Association, Northwestern Uni-

versity,, 629 Noyes St., Evanston, Ill. 60201

ts.
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Geographers

Association of American Geographers, 1146 - 16th,
St., NW, Washington, D.C. 20036

Historians

American Histo:ical Association, 400 A St., SE,
Washington D.C. 20003

Political Scientists '

American Political Science Association, 1726,
Massachusetts Ave., Washington D.C. 20036

American Socioty for Public Administration, 1329
18th St., NW, Washington, D.C. 20036

Sociologists

American Sociological Association, 1755 Massa-
chusetts Ave., NW, Washington, D.C. 20036

Teaching
Kindergarten

American
Street,

National

and Elementary School Teachers
Fe:_eration of Teachers, 716 North Rush
Chicago, Illinois 60611
Commission on Teacher Education and

Professional Standards, National Education
Association, 1201 - 16th St. NW, Washington,
D.C. 20036

Secondary School Teachers
American Federation of Teachdrs, 716 North Rush
Street, Chicago, Illinois 60611

National Commission on Teacher Education and
Professional Standards, National Education
Association, 1201 - 16th St. NW, Washington,
D.C. 20036

College and University Teachers
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare, Office of Education, 400 Maryland Ave.,
SW, Washiniaon, D.C. 20202
American Association of University Professors,
1785 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Washington, D.C.
20036

American CoLncil on Education, 1785 Massachu-
setts Ave., N4, Washington, D.C. 20036

Technician Occupation's
Draftsmen

American Institute for Design and Drafting,
770 South Adams Rd., Birmingham, Michigan
48011

American Federation of Technical Engineers, 900 F
Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20004

"gam%
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Engineering and'Science Technicians
American Society for Engineering Education, Tech-
nical Institute Council, Dupont Circle Bldg.,
1346 Connecticut Ave., NW Qashington, D.C.
20036

Writing Occupations
Nrewspaper Reporters

American Newspaper Publishers Association, 750
Third Ave., New York,- N. Y. 10017

Technical Writers
Executive Secretary, Society of Technical Writers
and Publishers, Inc., P. O. Box 3706, Beech-
gold Station, Columbus, Ohio 43214

Other Professional and Related Occupations
Architects

The American Institute (*Architects, 1735
New York Ave., NW, Washington, D.C. 20006

College Placement Officers
The College Placement Council, Inc., 35 East
Elizabeth Ave., Bethlehem, Pa. 18018

Home Economists
American Home Economics Association, 1600
20th St., NW, Washington, D.C. 20009

Landscape Architects
Americin Society of Landscape Architects, lnC.,
2000 K St., NW, Washington, D.C. 20006

Lawyers

The American Bar Association, 1155 East 60th
St., Chicago, Ill. 60637

Librarians

American Library Association, 50 East Huron St.,
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Photographers

Professional Photographers of America, Inc.-,
152 West Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. 53203

Programers

Data Processing Management Association, 524
Busse Highway, Park Ridge, Ill. 60068

Psychologists

American Psychological Association, 1200 17th
St., NW, Washington, D.C. 20036

Recreation Workers

National Recreation Association, 8 West 8th S,t.,
New York, N.Y. 10011

Social Workers
National Commission for Social Work Careers, 345

East 46th St., New York, N.Y. 10017
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Surveyors

American Congress on Surveying and Mapping, Wood-
ward Bldg., 733 - 45th St., Washington, D.C.
20005

.UrbanoPlanners

American Institute of Planners, 917 - 15th St.,
NU, Washington, D.C. 20005

American Society of Planning Officials, 1313 East
60th St., Chicago, Ill. 60637

,Cietical and Related Occupations
Electronic Computer Operating Personnel

Data Processing Management Association, 524 Busse
Highway, Park Ridge, ill, 60068

Stenographers end Secretaries 4k

United Business Schools Association, 1518 X St.,
NU, Washington, D.C. 20005

Sales Occupations
Insurance Agents and Brokers

Institute of Life Insurance, 277 Park Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10017

National Association of Insurance Agents, Inc.,
96 Fulton'St., New York, N.Y. 10038

Manufacturers' SaleSmen.
Sales and Marketing Executives, International

Youth Education Division, 630 Third Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10017

The Council on Opportunities in Selling, Inc.,
630 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017

Real Estate Salesmen and Brokers
Department of Education, National Association of

Real Estate Boards, 36 South Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, Ill. 60603

Salesmen in Wholesale Trade

National Association of Wholesalers, 1725 K St.
NW, Washington, D.C. 20006

Protective Service
FBI Agents

The Federal Bures.,1 of Investigation, U.S. Depart-
ment of Justice, Pennsylvania Avenue at 9th
NW, Washington, D.C. 20535

Firefighters

International Association of Fire Fighters, 905
16th.St., NW, Washington,D.C. 20006

Policement and Policewomen

International Association of Chiefs of Police,
1319 - 18th St., NW, Washington, D.C. 20036
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International Association of Women Police, 100
North LaSalle'St., Chicago, Ill. 60602

Other Service Workers
Cooks and Chefs

Educational Directors, National Restaurant
Association, 1530 North Lake Shore Dr., Ch cago,
Illinois 60610

Cosmetologists

National Association of Cosmetology Schools, Inc.,
3839 White Plains Rd., Bronx, N.Y. 10467

National Hairdressers and Cosmetologists Assoc-
iation, 175 Fifth Ave, New York, N.Y. 10010

Machining Occupations

All-Round Machinists, Machine Tool Operators; Tool
And Die Makers, Instrument Makers, Layout Men

The National Machine Tool Builders Association,
2139 Wisconsin Ave.,NW, Washington, D.C.
20007

The National Tool, Die, and Precision Machining
Association, 1411 K St., NW, Washington,
D.C. 20005

Mechanics and Repairmen
Air-Conditioning and Refrigeration Mechanics

The Refrigeration Service Engineers Society;
433,North Waller Ave:Chicago, Ill. 60644

Automobile Body Repairmen

Automotive Service Industry Association, 168
North Michigan Ave, Chicago, Ill. 60601

Automobile Mechanics
Automotive Service Industry Association, 168
North Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60601

Television and Radio Service TeChnicians
State Employment Service

Some Major Industries
Aircraft, Missile, and Spacecraft Manufacturing

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
400 Maryland Avenue SW, WastAnston, D.C.
20546

Aerospace Industries ASsociation of America, Inc.
1725 DeSales St., NW, Washington, D.C.
20036

Agriculture
(agriculture extension service workers, soil
scientists, soil conservationists)

elp314
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U.S. tdviI Service Commission, 1900 E NW,
Washington, D.C. 20415

Office of Personnel, U.S. Department of Agri-
culture, Washington, D.C. 20250

Atomic Energy Field
DiiAsion of Labor Relations, U.S. Atomic Energy

Commission, Washington, D.C., 20545
Civil Aviation

Pilots and copilots: International Air Line
Pilots Association, 55th St. and Cicero Ave
Chicago, Ill. 60600

Flight enginee'rs: Flight Engineers' Inter-
national Association, 100 Indiana Ave., NW,
Washington, D.C. 20001

Stewardesses: Personnel manager of airline
company

Electronics Manufacturing

Electronic Industries Association, 2001 Eye S
NW, Washington, D.C. 20006

Industrial Chemical Industry
American Chemical Society, 1155 - 16th S
NW, Washington, D.C. 20036

Insurance Business

Institute of Life Insurance, 277 Park Ave.,
New York N.Y. 10017

Insurance Information
St., New York, N.Y.

Petroleum and Natural Gas

Institute, 110 William
10038

Production and Processing
American Petroleum Institute, 1101 - 17th St.,
NW, Washington, D.C. 20036

American Gas Association, 605 Third Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10016

Occupations in Government

General information on administrative careers
in government may be obtained from the American
Society for Public Administration, 1329 - 18th St.,
NW, Washington, D.C. 20036

- Ricks College
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TECHNIQUES FOR GROUP ADVISING SESSIONS

SUPPORT:

Giving attention or help to a participant through

words of commendatpn, appreciation,......fozusing of attention
on him, etc.

REFLECTION:

Repeafing the verbal contribution of a participant

to focus attention on the idea or feeling behind it. The ,purpose

may be to encourage further exploration or.explanation of the
idea or feeling.

CLARIFICATION:

Entering upon, or giving altillifstratilk of the idea,
'attitude, OT feeling expressed,by a participant o? the group, in
-order to emphasize or clarify its meaning.

lgTERPRETATION:

Explaining 'the signilicance or meaning of an idea,

attitude, feeling, or actioA in order to give a definite impressipn

of kt for the group to discuss.

QUESTIONING:

l. To start a discussion the que tion should be provocative

or pFesent different vipwpoints7"
4- 2. To redirect the discussion, enThasize a point, bring

new thinking to bear on the topic.

To support a participant: encour'age him in Self-relevation,

ask for facts and rej#tionships to help his self-under-

standing.

9D
6
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GIVING INFORMATION:

ProViding answers to questions as wen as,g ving pertinent

information pertaining to the topic under discussion: the, leader

must be a resource person because the group is not expected to

study Or prepare for discussions. _The following ways may be used

to give essential information:

1. Report on research findings, authoritative books in

fields of psychology, sociology and education.

2. Quote directly from experts and case studies.

3. Prepare typed copies of essential information which can

be read over by the group prior to a free discussion.

4. Answer questions objectively, avoiding a personal opinion.

0 If the answer is not known, the leader is frank to admit

it, and promises to find the answer before the next

meeting.

,LE_ADER SUMMARIES:

Summaries may be only a report of points made'in the

discussion OT may include interpretations and implications as the

leader sees them. The following ways of summarizing may be used:

1. Plan the last ten minutes of the session for the summary

and decision of the group regarding the topic for next

time.

2. Let the discussion continue to the end of the session

in case it is a lively one; summarize at the beginning

of the next session prior to continuation of the discus-

sion.

3. Occasionally ask a group member to give the summary or

hisiinterpretation of what has been learned in the

session. Allow ten minutes for this because other group

members may wish to add to, or disagree with the summary.

9
-Counselor Training Materials

Creighton University, Dept. of

rmk Education. (modified fromMa
low Driver: Multiple Counseling)



SUGGESTIONS FOR CONTENT OP ADVISOR'S GROUP MEETING WITH ADVISEES

Please note that these ideas ere "pump primers" 'only.
Your Own experience and concern, plus student questions, can add
considerably to what is listed.

I. The Term System

A. How can every course carry the same one unit of credit?
B . Why do we call them "terms" and not "quarters"?
C. How much credit will other schools give for one unit

at Ohio Wesleyan?

D . Why are there six weeks free at Christmas?
E . How Can three hours of class a day be considered a

full-time assignment? Can you take only two courses?
four courses?

F. Do all classes meet five times a week? If not, is it
like a quarter system with one class at 9:00 M-W-F and
some other class at 9:00 T-Th-Sa?

2. Grading

A. How are grades figured? What about the points for
fractional courses, e.g., a grade of C in Physical
Education? How are these computed?

B. How can students tell their progress in a class? Are
there weekly quizzes? How soon will papers, quizzes,
etc., be returned? What "kind of grades or comments can
students expect to get?

C. What are midterm grades? Why are they used, who gets
them, and when do they come out2

D. What is meant by "credit-no entry" grading? How does
this work? When should a student consider taking a

course credit-no entry? Are there any restrictions on

the courses Or number of courses permitted? Why is only

9 3
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the student (not the professor) suppose to know that

the student enrolled this way? What if the student

wants to know the actual grade received, or'changes

his mind in the middle of the term about taking the

course C/NE?

E. When are final eAms given?

3. Classroom rocedures
A. Is attendance required? Why, or why not?

B. If attendance is not required and the student misses

an unannounced quiz, is there a penalty?

C. How do students know when they cdm locate a specific

profes&or? Do professors mind being called at home,

or stopped after class? What if a student.'s schedule

conflicts totally with a professor's office hours?

D. Must consent be obtained from each professor and aUvisor

before adding or dropping a class?

E. Are seats assigned in class? What special_arrangements

exist for students with hearing Or eyesight handicaps?

What is the function of an academic advisor anyway? What is

an "adjunct" advisor? What will your office hours be? Will

you make appointments at other times?

5. Requirements for a degree
A. Competency avas -- why does Wesleyan require a language?

Is it true that graduation depends on being able to pass

a swimming test? Why is English required in the fresh-

man year if credit is to be earned?

B. Distribution requirements -- why does Wesleyan have them
4

and what are they? Should they be taken first, so they

are out of the way?

C. What is meant by an "upper level course" and why are

16 required to graduate?

ree
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D. Does Wesleyan require a major field and a minor area?
What if a student wants a minor? What is a'double
major? Abn interdisciplinary major? What is the BIS
degree? When must a major be declared and why?

E. Suppose a student has no choice of a major field? Is

this a disadvantage for a freshman? How does a new
student go about learning his/her talents, interests?
What if a student is very interestcd in a certain

major but doesn't know how he'd ever earn a living with
that background -- who can give him some vocational

ideas?

6. What is the value of a college degree? Is it detrimental to
drop out for a while? How important are grades? Do employers--
prefer pe.rsons active on campus iR student government,

athletics, fraternities, sororities, etc?

7. What are departmental boards? How do they function?

8. If a student needs help in a course, what assistance is
available in study techniques, tutoring, etc? Can a student
drop a course if he/she is sure to fail it?

9. What is meant by the various "honors" programs? When does a
student have to decide to take work on that trasis?

10. What is the residency requirement, and why does Wesleyan
have such a thing?

11. How does a student arrange to take a junior year (or part
of a year) abroad? Does it cost more than Wesleyan?

12. What are Achievement Scholars? Colloquia? Tutorials? Can
a person become an Achievement Scholar after the first term?
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If so, how?

13. How does a student know whether the courses chosen are
the right ones? How were this fall's new students placed

in classes, and how does it happen that they are not always
in the courses requested? How can students change their

schedules and what are the deadlines? What is pre-regis-

tration?

14. How closely is Wesleyan tied to the Methodist Church? What
is the campus religious breakdown?

15. Is the Wesleyan student body fairly homogenous, or is
diverse?

16. Whei-e do Wesleyan students study? What can a student do if

study conditions need improvement? Who can help?

17. How much do students need to allow for books?

Ohio Wesleyan University
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SUGGESTIONS FOR GROUP ADVISMIG MEETINGS PRIOR TO REGISTRATION

SUGGESSTED OUTLINE OF MEETINGS:

First Meeting:

A. Welcome and dntroduction of staff and advisors.
B. Why are you here? Meaning of a university education,

1. Reasons of students' in the past.
2. Three experiental possjbilities.

3. Which do you prefer?

C. What-the university expects of a student.
D. What the student should 6xpect of the uniV'ersity.
E. How is the university organized?
F. What is the structure of an undergraduate degree?

1. Origin of requirements.

2. Model of a degree.

3. Requirements by degree.

NOTE: See .P.I___E.1(iideof_Gene.Reauireiorannents.

G. Wh-Jt types of degrees are offered and what majors are

alailable to each degree.

. 'Pass out catalogues.

I. Show where to find pertinent section on degrees and
requirements.

J. I. Assignment for second m6eting for students classified

as majors and non-majors.

a. Become familiar with the university calendar.
-

b. Locate degree which you are seeking and become

familiar with:

1) General education requirements for degree.

1) Recommended program in your major.

c. Read section on academic regulations.

r*Ni
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Assignement for second meeting for students

classified as interium and undeclared.
a. Become familiar with the university calendar.
b. Look up the description of the:_

1) B.A. degree, B.S. degree, B.B.A. degree
and B.Ed. degree.

Select the one that is the most attractive

.to you and become familiar with the general

requirements.

c. Read gection on academic regulations.

iQuestion and answer period.

Second Meeting:

Discuss or explain the folloiwng terms:

credit hours

prerequisites

course numbering system

advanced placement

grade points

credit by examination

required average for good standing

probation

disqualification

class attendance

B. Review catalogue requirements.

C. Using recommended program, have studenis list courses

to be taken on the Program Guide on General Requirements.
D. Introduce and explain schedple of classes.
E. Usimg sample class cards in their orientation manual,

show how to plan a program of studies for the semester.
F. Using 'Schedule of Classes, have students establish day

and time of each course beginning with the courses having
a single section.

G. Using the Time Budget Chart in their orientation materials,
write the titles of the classes and labs in the proper
time slots.

Oral%Alra 9 4
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H. Have students check their schedules for:
1. An hour's time between classes when possible.
2. Classes scheduled over entire week rather than

concentrated in two or three days.
3. Correct time of classes.

4. Conflict in meeting time of classes.
I. Review registration procedure.

Assignment:

1 Using TiMe Budget Chart, fill4ti all fixed time

responsibilities such as class periods, part-time

employment-) meal times, religious activities.

2. Pick up registration packet (if available).
NOTE: Forms in back.

K. Make appointments for individual advising.
L. Question and answer.

University of Alaska

9
4
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STUDENT PREPARATION FOR THE ADVISING SESSION

Group Advising for the Exploratory Student

Before you go into your individual advising appoint-

ment put some thought into your courses. When you stop to realize

tha:t a typical 3-credit course meets 3 hours a week for 16 weeks

excluding out of class preparation--that's a loi of time. Utilize
this time properly.

Try to make your first semester courses have a two-fold

purpose: Take courses that relate to your interests and at the

same time fill requirements to graduate.

While you're waiting to be advised, the following things

might be helpful:

1. Glance through the Schedule of Classes to see if any-

thing strikes your fancy. *See special section called

"New and Interesting Courses"

2. Look through the catalogue it gives brief, concise

descriptions of courses in the back and sometimes tells

pre-requisites.

3 Try to hook up your hobby with a course. It might sound

corny but who knows, it might be your major someday.

Example: Hobby is building model airplanes and bridges

You may want to take an Introduction to Engineering

course.

4. Come to the advising offic6 already primed with one or

two questions. This will get us started off better and

allow us both to utilize our limited time to your maximum

benefit.

S. Be thinking about something you may be weak in. For

example: Do you have trouble communicating effectively

with others and want to do something about it? You may

9 4 r:
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want to take a Speech course to build on your foundation.
You may have trouble studying You may want to take
EDCP (one of the college aims courses.) These courses
are good back-up courses to follow up your Orientation
here at school.

6. Be thinking about your limitations if you re not a

super-strong reader, you may not want to get'in over
your head with a lot of Intro, courses that may demand
more reading than you can handle.

7. Finally Be thinking about courses you took in high
school that interested you and that you did well in.
The courses here may be more meaty than in high school
and give you a better feel for a discipline.

University of Maryland
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SYLLABUS FOR FRESHMAN ADVISING PROGRAM

1977

(A Handbook for Freshman Advising Team)

Briar Cliff College

New Student Advising Schedule 1977
Session Date Sub'ect

Wedn'esday

Term One

#1 Wednesday f'-ptember 7

#2 Monday September 12

Au-gust 31

#3 Monday.,''

-#4 Monday

September 19

September 26

#5 Monday October 3

#6 Monday Early Nov.

(or individual appointment)

Advisor's Workshop

Getting Acquainted

3-Term Program -Study Skills-

Form A and C-

Testing Program/Careers-

Form D & E2 (E)

Planning Four-Year Curriculum-
411Form B and A

Getting It Together Study Skills

Confirming Term II, Registration

Term Two

#1 TWA (Individually or as a group) Checking Up
#2

Term Three

#1

,

Confirming Term III, Registration

Checking Up

Completing Files for Transfer
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OVER-ALL OBJECTIVES
1. To acquaint the students with the advisors and' the college

system of advising.

2. To help students modify behavior so that they may be more

successful academically, especially in the three-term

program

To provide an assessment of the students' academic potential,

both strengths and weaknesses.

To bring to the level of awareness the students' expec-

tations of their college experiences and relate these

experiences to the replity of the situation if neccessary.
S. To provide the opportunity for students to form relation-

-ships with faculty and other students.

SESSION 1: GETTING ACQUAINTED

Specific Obiectives

1. Begin getting to know eachother

2. Discuss purpose of orientation and advising sessions.
3. Point out basic outline of the six advising meetings.
4. Clarify mechanics and questions pertaining to schedules, etc.
S. Show use of student handbook.

6. Answer individual questions.

Agenda

1. Give the advisor s name, office, phone number, office hours.
2. State role of advisor to advisee

A. Encourage

B. Answer questions

C. Help registration process

D. Listen
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3. Outline the advising sessions in the coming weeks.
4. Stress necessity of attendance.

5. Make announcements concerning:

A. Cliff Singers

B. Meeting rooms each week

6. Point to services offered and their ro es (Use the

Student liancthook)

A. Dean of Students

B. 'Housing Director

C. Counselling

D. Academic Dean

E. Saga Toods (particularly in reference to commuters)

F. Registrar

G. Librarians

7. Make list of phone numbers/addresses of advisees

B. Check schedules so each knows where to go for classes

9. Discuss mechanics

A. Drop/add slips

B. Making appointments

'10. Preview LA Program (See Freshman'Schedule Booklet)

IL Questions on Student Handbook

SESSION I: EXPLANATION OF THREE-TERM PROGRAM STUDY SKILLS (CH 1-4)

Specific Obl2stives:

1. silow reasons for and differences between three-term/

semester curricula; timing, course load, effect of absences,

etc.

2. Teach students how to structure goals by using Forms A

and C.
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Encourage and improve study skills through discussion
of Chapters 1 through 4: How to Study.

418-621'11

3. Discdssion of threterm system
A. Rationlle

1. Discussion of study skills

A. How learning takes place

B. How to study a reading assignment

C. Psychological factors influencing learning
D. Tools of study

(Use of questions at the end of chapters may be helpful in
leading discussion.).

3.. Discussion of goals

A. What is a goal? (The end toward which effort is directed)
B. Kinds of goals:

Immediate (for today, week)

Remote (for end of term, year, college)
C. Follow outline to complete Form A and C.

FOTM A Time Chart

1. Purpose of this_ form: To focus the individual s attention
on how much, time he has and how he uses it.

2, flow the student will use the form:

A. Keep ar acCurate time chart for the week
B. May want to use the chart to help plan study time

for each week.

Form C The Calendar

The purpose of the form: To give the student some per-
spective of when his assignments are due'and how to plan
for their completion.

re4).N 9 4 '4'AI '
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2. How the student will use the form:

A. Fill in al1 due dates of which you are aware
B. Keep the calendar up to date as*you are given

additional information

When you set goals which iavolve dates, fill these:

in on the calendar. An example:of this wduld be

planning for the writing of a paper. One date would

be set for havimg the research completed. Another

date would be set fbr having the first draft done.

A third date would be for the final draft to be

typed and ready to be handed in.
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,SESSION,!11: TESTING PROGRAM AND CAREER

Specific Objectives

1. Internret data on ACT

2. Indicate interests and ,abilities, strengths and weaknesses.
3. Relate interests and abilities to career plans.
4. Complete goal forms B,D, and E.

!\genda

I. ACT

A. Confirm information in the top block of the ACT
Student Profile Report (SPR)

B. Look for consistencies/inconsistencies between high
school grades and ACT scores.

1. Consistently low grade and,score in Engiish suggest
need for help in English Expression En 411.

2. Low score on reading in the social studies may
suggest help in reading Ed 11M.

3. Low score in English, but a high grade may indicate
literature took precedence over composition.

C. Examine the student's probabilicy of obtaining a C or
better average. Check the student's self-estimate of
college C.P.A. Is,the student realistic in his or her
expectation?

D. Examine the "College Selection Items by Rank Order"
entry, If_first, second, ,nd third choices do not
match with BCC,characteristics, the student may be-
come di-ssatisfied. Explore with the student the
reasons for choosing BCC.

E. Identify the student's stated educational major and
vocational choices. How definite are these and are
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they congruent with the interest inventory?

(Plot scores on the map of college majOr on the

reverse side of the SPR.)

F. Note inconsistencies or consistencies between "Special

Educational Needs and Intere.Sts" and high school

grades and ACT scores. FOT example, student indicates

no need for help in reading but has an ACT score of

07 in reading in the social sciences. Bad news!

G. Direct student to sources on campus for financial aid

and help in obtaining work. If the student of limited

ability indicates a need to work 20-40 hours per week,

a realistic course load will be mandatory.

H. Examine "High School Information" carefully to deter-

mine whether the student shoth.d be encouraged to

enter into definite college extracurricular activities.

For example, a student indicated participation in

high schoo vocal music and a high or very high accom-

plishment in music, but that student indicated no

intent to participate in college vocal music.

I Explore with the student the "World of Work." Locate

the World-of-Wolk map region at the bottom of the SPR

and explore both that region and the two contiguous

regions on the map on the reverse side of the SPR.

How congruent are interest inventory results, grades-

scores, stated educational major, and vocational

choices with world-of-work area?

2. Discussion of goals for last week.

A. Complete Forms B,D, E2

B. Use form E, if desires.

3. The Counseling Service is strictlyn service department

for those members of the Briar Cliff community who wish to

avail themselves of the facilities

gra
we w
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A. Location second floor Noonan Hall, Rooms 213 anq

215. Library 219. Phone extension- 433.

B. Vocational, academic and personal counseling is

available.

All interviews with counselors are strictly confi-

dential.

Counseling provides an opportunity for students to

learn more about themselves and their behavior so

as to better make career, academic and/or personal

decisions.

A resource library is part of the Counseling facilities

found on scond floor Noonan. It contains numerous

undergraduate and graduate school catalogs; variety

of books and information on improving study habits

and becoming a better student; filing cabinet full

of career information all color coded for easy

accessibility -- and numerous reference books con-

taining a wealth of information about many, many

different careers. (Career information such as

specific duties of a particular job, salary range

, to be expected, hours of work, amount of training

needed as well as outlook for employment in each

field up to year 1980).

F. Vocational counseling utilizes Interest Inventories

with follow-up individual interpretations, career

library referance materials plus interviews concen-

trating on relating input of information to student's

immediate educational goals and future vocational plans.

G. Academic coulseling involves assessing a student's

weak areas, reviewing study habits and devising a plan

to improve the student's effectiveness. There is also

dirre
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a focus on realistic educational goals. (Intellectual

assessment is available as a counseling aid whenever

necessary).

H. Personal counseling involves assessing a student s

present difficulty and then helping the individual

to arrive at a feasilile solution. Emphasis is placed

on acceptingthe student and his behavior without

ma,:.ing judgments.

Encourage sttidents to acquaint themselves with the

Counseling Service staff and facilities so they may

be better aware of the services available to them.
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Porn B Task Summary

1. Purpose of this form:

A. To focus on the total picture of what the individual
has to do.

B. To focus on the distractors that operate for each
3.1-17dividual.

2. How the student will use the form:

A. Fill in the information asked for on the form.
B. May have to ta'ke the form home in order to fill in

all informatiOn.

3. Information for the advisor:

A. Don't wait for everyone tQ finish this. Encourage
them to have something written for all three items.

Discuss briefly each item with the group. 13e sure

they understand what they are asked to do. They are
to be very specific on -the first two items. Have

them talk about the distractors they have listed.

Encourage the group to help each other plan some

strategies to defeat the distractors.
B. Have extra forms in the folders for students to use

if they wish.

Form D Zkojected GPA.for the Term

1 Pu ose of the form:

A. To clearly show through the academic record how the

student arrived at his present GPA.

To have the student form a goal which he will be

working toward all term.

C. To specify what the effect of that goal will be on

his overall GPA.

.7
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2. How the studeni will use the form:

A. Examine your academic record.

B. Project Your jrades for the term.

higher than you think you can do.

C. Check the degree of difficulty on

index.

Instructions for the advisor:

A. The top part of this form should be filled in before

the session begins. You may have to explain the

academic record and teach students how to figure GPA.

If it isn't brought out by the students, point out

the necessity of structuring goals which will change

that record.

Set the goals

the difficulty

B. Encourage the students to project their grades higher

than they think they can do. If a student hasn't

had any A's, it may be tnrealistic for him to project

A's. On the other hand, if a student thinks he can

get a B or a C with his usual amount of effort, encourage
him to set his goal for an A or a B respectively.

Refer the students back to this form occasionally

through the term. A good time to look carefully at

these goals would be after students have the results

of mid-term exams. Then they can plan what has to be

done in order to make their goals.
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TASK S&MARY

Name
Week 1..2..3..4..5..6..7.. 9..10..

ilmeas111==r
Vali NM

1. List all of your subjects. After each one specify what you need to do to beup t, date in that subject.

Subiect

9eereemem.

What? 'HOW nuch? When due?

a

emir ..
111111,1,

IlliMMONNINEYW

esmeoreftermmelonur eemi

2. List all other rosponSibilities you have, such as a job or an office in anorganization. After each one specify what you need to do to be up to dateIn that area,

NOW

IIIIIMIermamefterrmtemelemmemelemimemmimareftenemelmmeImemilmenemilllememeneasmelemineten

OP

...ANIMMINImMIIIMMIMMINIONINMENO.NIMME.11.111110.1111111111.ar3. When you don't do the things you planned to do, what kinds of things do youdo instead?
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PROJECTED CRADE POINT 4VERAGE R TRIS TEM

Overall Grade 4)oint Averace To Date

Date

Pr jected Gries for this term Project the grades slightly hirber thnnyou think you can do.

S bject Grade

Projected Grade Point Average for this term

tfr.

11,W difficult 'will It be'for you to get the grades you have indicated? Ontbe following if:dex circle the line that most nearly dqscribes the degree ofdifficulty tor you. Do no z. mark between the hnsh.marks.

easiest fairly not too fairly hardly,possible easy to hard, nor difficutt posible'to do accomAish,j too easy to accomplish to do

Actu:4.1 Grade PoIx.-t-Average'for this term
(to be entered at end of term)

966
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10/73

DAILY ACADEMIC OBJECTIVES

DAY: M T W Th F Sa Su

These are the tasks I must accomplish today in order that I meet ITT weekly

objectives:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

8)

9)

IO)

DAILY OBJECTIVES COMPLETED -- PARTIALLY COMPLETED

What kept me from completing my objecAves today?

1)

2)

3)

What must I carry over to tomorrow?

2)

3)

4)

5)

96,t

041.
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SESSION IV: PLANNING FOUR-YEAR CURRICULUM

Specific Objectives

1. Checi completed forms from Session III and discuss

Agenda

program.

2. Project future academic plans by becoming familiar with
the variables of curriculum planning.

Prepare a tentative four-year plan.

Materials needed:

College catalog

-4 Year planning sheet

Summary sheet

1. Progress report from Session #3

A. Verbal progress report on last week's goals. Spend
time on the things people found helpful and the
things that got in the way. Have them look carefully
at their reward system in comparison to the distractors
that may have caused them to do less than they wanted
to. Ask them if they are utilizing grou members as
as much as they might.

2 InTormation for the advisor:

A. Ask questions such as: "What did you learn about your-
self?", "How many hours did you spend studying?", "Did
you have some hours unaccounted for?", "What meaning
does that have for you?", etc.

B. Discuss the completed .time chart. Discuss how they

felt about doing,it, what they learned from doing the

assignment, and what effect if any it had on them
during the week.
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C. Follow-up forms A and B repeated.

Procedure for Four-year plam:

A. Check catalog for needed courses in area of interest.

B. Explain requirements

1. Divisional

2. Mini Courses and IR

3. Major

4. Supporting area

Show how to use forms as an aid

D. Emphasize that four-year plan is only tentative

based on what student now knows and that it can be

changed at any time.

E. Give students time to ask questions.

F. Assign completion of four-year form for next session.

G. Encourage use of resources

1. Career -library

2. Transfer program

3. Department facultj7

SESSION V: GETTING IT TOGETHER

Specific Objectives:

1. Gather materials assigned.

2. Help students prepare for mid-term exams (Study Skills,

Chap. 5-7).

Agenda

1. Break up into small groups.

A. Discuss interests, plans.

B. Show variety of requirements met.

2. Hand in materials to be filed in folders for future

reference.

9cb 0-
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3. Structure some group goals for preparing for m d-term
exams (see study skills book, chaps. 5-7).

4. Discuss procedures of failing notice.

Stress availability of advisor during next month on an
individual basis/need.

4

SESSIONVII: CONFIRMING TERM II REGISTRATION

Specific Objectives:

1. Become acquainted with registration procedures.
2. Fill out required forms for registration.

Agenda

1. Materials:

A. Pink 3 x S advisor's form.

B. Schedule grids.

C. Student folders.

2. Group procedure in filling out forms or individual appoint-

ment times (preference of advisor).

A. In group procedures it is encouraged to have a peer
advisor to help check toms.

TERM Il AND III

SpecificObjectives:

1. Check on student progress, problems.
2. Encourage setting of goals.

Freshman advisors may meet advisees in a group or indivi-
dually, but we encourage to contact them after report cards are out,
preferably first week of new term.

4
. Or"are
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Registration procedures -follow as in Session VI for

Terr III.

Early in Term III, all folders should be completed and

handed in to Advising Office for re-distribution to departments.

v.

otc

-OA
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DEVELOPING THE ADVISOR'S HANDBOOK

Dr. Elizabeth M. Finlayson

Director, Student Orientation and Academie-Advising

James Madison University

A HANDBOOK FOR ACADEMIC ADVISING

An advising handbook will not be a miracle cure for all

the academic advising problems on any given campus, but there

no question but that the caliber of advising will improve when

advisors have quality tools with which to work. Nevertheless, an

advising handbook is a tool that is often overlooked even by insti-

tutions that have well developed advising programs. Too- often are-

faculty advisors expected to be fully informed and current on aca-

demic policies and procedures when few written guidelines or infor-

mation are available for their use. This is not only an unrealistic

expectation but an unjust one when one considers that the role uf

.an advisor is at best a secondary one for members of the teaching

faculty.

If your institution is considering the feasibility of

developing an advising.handbook, you should begin by asking the

following questions:

1. What need, that is not already being met, would an ad-

vising handbook meet?

2. Who would be responsible for developing the handbook?

Would this responsibility include update and Aistribution?
3. What information would be included, and from what sources

would.the information be gathered?

4. How does one go about-publishing such a manual?

5. What are the cost factors and who would bare them?

6. What factors need to be considered in the distribution

of the handbook?

966
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Once avOlable, will faculty use the handbook?

We will attempt to answer these and other questions in

the pages that follow.

DO YOU NEED AN ADVISING HANDBOOK?

It may be that your campus already has adequate "tools"

for the advisor, in which case there would be no gurpose in devet-

oping still another. YOUT first step, therefore, should be to take

an inveltory of printed materials on your campus - any that could

be considered even remotely related to the responsibilities of an

advisor. Such materials might include:

College Catalogues

Student Handbooks

Departmental advising forms, guides,,handbooks

Student academic records (with student and/or advisor copies)

Student personal record keeping booklets

'Records Office plolications and forms (e.g., clasS schedules,

registration materials, class adjustment forms)

Institutional Policy and Procedure Manuals

Faculty Handbocks

'These materials, once gathered together, need then to be

evaluated in terms of their value to the advisor. Assessment would

include:

1. Is the information correct? Clear? Concise? Complete?

Up to date? A good tool must 'be all of these.

2 Is the material readily available? If so, to whom? Tile .

advisor? The student? Or both? If not, would it be dif-

ficult for advisors to find the answers to thd wide range

of problems that advisees bring to them?

9 e
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3. Various publications often overlap in information covered.

When this has happened, is the information conflicting?

As a follow-up-you:may wish to select one or two hypq-

thetical advising problems, and, without depending on your oWn

knowledge, find the solutions to the problems, using only the

materials you have gathered together. For example, a senior is

informed by the Records Office that the math he took does not meet

the requirements for graduation. He brings his problem (as he should)
to you, his advisor. What happens then?

se.

1. The college catalogue tells you that the math the student

took is not the one required in has pre§ent major.

'The Student Handbook tells the student that he should

see his faculty advisor.

3. You.decide that there are two alternatives available to

him:

a. Somebody will need to waive the requiTements, or

b. The student will have to remain an extra term and

take the correct math

4., You recommend that the student request a waiver. Nowhere,

however, can you find out who could waive the requirement.

If your search for answers to similar problems finds you

spending more time than you can afford, or giving up and asking

someone ;..tho you figure probably knows the answer because "He's/she's

been around a few years," it is reasonable to assume that your

,campus might wish to inquire of several faculty advisors and see

how they feel. If such a handbook is.developed, they would be the

ones you would hope would use it.

WHO SHOULD DEVELOP-THE HANDBOOk?

If you conclude that-a handbook is needed;who should

develop it?
0

sr. 963
41
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A

Since th'e faculty advising handbook would cover aca-
demic information, it logically should be developed by swmeone in
Academic Affairs, authorized and Supported by the senior adminis-
trator in that division. The development of the handbook would beL
the responsibility of someone on down the line who, because he/she
workS closely with advisors or students, has the necessary inter-
est and incentive. You perhaps.

Because the development and cOntAual updating require-
ments of an advising manual are time consuming activities, it should
not be undertaken as a "once only" project. The handbook should
be clearly 'seen as a major and continuing responsibility of the ,

person or office to whom the task is assigned. -It should also be
understood that the completed handbook would be-of a quality that'
would justify its acceptance as an official resource guide to be
distributed for use by all faculty advisors.

WHAT INFORMATION' SHOULD THE HANDBOOK INCLUDE?

Once the assignment is made or accepted, the next step
is to, decide what infoimaelon is to be included. To some extent,
the decision will depend on whether the handbook will be THE
resource book for academic information, or one which supplements
or complements other printed material.

For instance, on some campuses, the advising handbook
is seen as a companion to the college catalogue. It is in this s
manner that it is probably most effective.

The value of one comprehensive manual cannot be overstated.
The time and expense of pulling together all the bits and pieces
of information found in a'variety of campus publications will more
than pay off in the time saving to advisors and the confidence'
they place .in the handbook you provide for them. Faculty are busy
p'éople and even the most dedicated have too little time for hunting
answers-to student advising problems. Following the initial publi-
cations inventory, this consolidation becomes the next major step

46.11k
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in the handbook development. Filling in the missing information

follows. Assembling it all in masy to find order, and preparing

a table of contents and an- index completes the steps preceding

official prepublication approval.

The responsibilities of your advisors will determine

to some extent the kinds of information ydu will want to place at

,their fingertips. Consider the following as starters:

1 Academic policies (e.g., repeating courses, class attendance)

Academic procedures (e.g., course ad:Justments, changing

Majors).

3. Advising (responsibility of advisor, of student).

4. Admission policies.

5. Certification requirements.

6. Computing grade point averages.

7. Degrees available, degree requirements.

8. Geniral education requirements, course choices.

9. Grading policies, retention.

10. Important dates and deadlines.

11. Offices that support'the academics (e.g., Career Develop-

ment, Study Skills).

12. Program choices and requirements (curricula, major).

13. Referral procedures.

14. Registration procedures.

15. Special programs (e.g., Honors, Study Abroad, accelerated)

16. Testing programs, credit by examination.

17. Transferrring courses.

18. Waiyers.

19. Withdrawing procedures.

If grades dptermine automobile privileges, include that

information.
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If grades determine eligibility ftr certain campus

organi;ations, financial aid, or athletics, include that informa-

If it is desired to emphasIze the philosophy, responsibil-
ities, and commitmimt sought in advising, incluee it.

If departments have program formz designed to record the
progress of their majors, samples can be included. .If your studene
populatibn is large enough tq warrant it, you may want to design
a handbook that includes a special section for each School or
Depattment, in which case 4you would work closely with a knowledgeable
representative from each School in developing its section.

While the college catalogue cannot - ard should not -

cover in detail the procedure for waivers and appeals, especially
when inadequate advising is a factor, the faculty advislng hand-
book can.

Since we assume there is no precedence on your campus .14

which dictates the content to be covered, it is up to the handbook
developer to make these decisions. Agaih, recommendations from
those who will be using the handbook should prove to be invaluable.

In reading through the publications you have found, be
prepared to find data incomplete, and sometimes inaccurate.and/or
Conflicting. 'Some of the information may have been hurriedly re-
searched and poorly written. Take the time to track down the origins
an(1 currOit status of policies or procedures which you include,
especially those which appear to be in conflict; add the information
that is missing; and correct if necessary the information that you
know or suspec-t to be inaccurate. Don't depend on your familiarity
-with-tile material-to do this but seek out t hosrewhcritate-tlie- oTi i es
and those who have the responsibility for administering them.
Read the minutes of committees that.make academic policy decisions'
(C I Committees, the Board of Visitors, Deans Council, etc.) to
learn of or verify past actions. (If possible include this sup-,
portive data, especially in major or recent actions.) The Registrar

Ili 9 7
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ox Records Office will be able to provide you with a wealth of
.information on academic policies, deadlines, and administrative
procedures. Leave no stone unturned in your effort, to be accurate.
Remember, the purpose in your handbook is to take the guess work
out.of adv,ising. You cannot afford to have any errors'in thz-
handbook; advisors will be justified in assuming that the advising
tool.you have provided for them is'error free.

A final step in a'ssuring the accuracy of your research
. is to ask both the person who has pr,imary responsibility for aca-
demic policies on your campus (e.g., Ahe Vice President for Acade-
mic Affairs) and a person who has the responsibility for administering

4the policies (e.g., Registrar) read your copy for accuracy and
clarity. State that they have done so in your preface or introduc-
tion; it will add credibility to your handbook.

40
WHAT DO YOU LOOK FOR IN PUBLISHING?

:You now have all the material you have so painstakingly
assembled stacked before you on your desk and you must decide in
what format you want it to go to your campus advIsors. Before
making your decision you will want to know:

1. How much will it cost?

2. What arp the publishing options?
3. How many copies are needed?

4. What resources - staff, equipment, fuhds do you have?
5. How often will you republish or update?

Your publication can be anything from a booklet of mimeo-
graphed papers stapled together to an expensively printed hard cover
book. Most institutions would be advised to settle for something
in between.

A mimiographed pamphlet, if used at all, will soon become
dog-eared, torn,.and unstapled unless transfprred by the user to
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a Aoose leaf binder. The binder serves very well 'to protect the

handbook; however, many advisors will nut bother to transfer the

material into any covering. Torn copy, unattractive and difficult

to handle, will SOOD find its way to the trash basket. If you want

your advisors to be pleased with the tool you send then, and if you

want'them to keep it handy, where it will be used, try to stretch

a modest bUdget to include some kind of cover. Light weight report

covers, such as those students use for term papers, can be purchased

from the campus bookstore at minimal costs. Select a color that

stands out - maybe one that matches or blends with your college

catalogue -.to make the handbook more visible so it can easily

be located and identified. If the cover is stiff enough to support

the manual in a book rack, so much the better.

If your material is mimeographed, make sure the print is

neats, clear, and doesn't bleed through the paper.

If your budget will allow, some type of printing is pre-
.

feTable to mimeographing. The finished handbook will be easier to

read, less bu4y, (since the paper will not be as heavy and can be

printed on both sides) and more "official" in appearance. Any of

the options for binding - spiral, loose leaf, saddle stitching -

will prove to be more lasting than staples, and an attractively

designed cover.can be added. The handbook becomes a display piece

that can be left on anyone's-desk - where it is handy and where its

presence encourages itS use.

The pros and cons of a loose leaf manual will be discussed

later under "updating your manual."

On many campuses there is a Publications Editor whose

responsibilities include achiisement on institutional publications.

This is the office to whom you should turn for assistance 'and advice.

More than likely they can help you with cost factors, type of print,

headings, tables, illustrations, grades of paper, and possibilities

for bindings and covers. flowever, their expertdse does not generally

9 I:"
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encompass content. If your campus has its own print shop, the

printer may be the one to help you. If either of these services

are not available on your campus, try your Art Department_,,A

member of the faculty or a student majoring in the Depal:tment may'

have the skills you are seeking, especially in designing an aftrac-
tive cover.

If all else fails, check out your community printers. This
kind of assistance and service is routinely provided in most pri.nting
jobs. Your institutional policy may require that off-campus work

be put out on a bid; check this with your business office. In any

case, allow plenty of lead time in which to get the wc-i-k done.

In preparing material for print, you can subMit "camera
ready" copy or ask that the copy be type set. Camera ready copy
is photographed and reproduced just as you tuqi lit in; therefore,

it is les's costly than printing as it does not require type setting
at the print shop. However, because of spacing, you get less

typewritten copy per page than-type set copy, more pages will be

required and the savings on camera ready copy is offset,to some

extent by the increased cos.t of the pver.
Printing cost is also related to n4mbers of copy, with

cost per copy decreasing as the number of copies increases. (This

would not be true of mimeograph work,.of course).

The following tables give you some cost factors and

comparative costs which should prove helpful in evaluating some
of your options.

1

974

low
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TABLE I

COST FACTORS

PrAnting -

Paper/cover/binding

Use of color

Type set/camera ready

Printer

Campus/local/on bid

Volume

Reprinting

Distribution costs

111

TABLE II
_

SAMPLE OF COMPARATIVE PRINTING COSTS

.

Pages
Type

Setting Printing(c)

.

.

Staple/Collate(a)

NO TYPING
On Campus 62

62

40

40

--

--

.

$200

$352(b)

$682

$955
,

$516

$764

$ 90

$200

$ 80

.

$156

NO TYPING
Off Campus

TYPE SET
On Campus

TYPE SET
Off Campus

(a) Included in printing cost shown
(b) At $16.00 per hour (hourly charge varies; depends on printer and how busy he

is)

(c) Figures based on: 850 copies
11 x 17 folded, collated, saddle stitched
Off set bound
Hammermill laurentine finish cover
Cover design

or-%
low 9-4
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Obviously printing is going to require a sizable outlay

of funds from some source, but the amount of time spent in the pre-

paration of a handbook and its ultimate value to both students and

faculty justifies your request for funding. Publishing in _an

inexpensive format to give your handbook a trial run will be a

fair test only if you intend to request feedback on content and

layout-before publishing a more permanent and attractive manual.-

HOW SHOULD DISTRIBUTION BE HANDLED?

If your handbook is classified by your administration

as an official publication, free-of-charge distribution would

.include academic Deans and DepartMent Heads an'd those faculty

members on your campus who serve as advisors. Distribution to all

faculty on campus would be even better. Even those departments

which provide departmental advising handouts will find the more

extensive institutional content of your manual useful. If you have

student or peer advisors on your campus, their role should be define.d

when preparing the handbook, and they too should be provided copies

without' charge. If you are not successful in obtaining the nec-

essary financial support for your project from your administration,

it may be that each department will be willing to cower the cost

of the handbook for their faculty and peer advisors, in which case

they can be billed accordingly. However, rather,sthan paying for

your handbook, some departments may elect instead to prepare

their own - which they may not follow through on, or which they may

not accomplish with the same care and research that makes your

manual preferable. You are then back where you were before you

initiated your project, with some advisors working with less'than

adequate tools. It is highly recommended that the matter of funding

is resolved before the project begins; research the costs and present

them accurately in your original request for permission to develop

the handbook. The degree of professionalism which you demonstrate
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in your proposal will say much to your administration about the

kind of finished project they can expect from you.

You may decide to develop a manual which would be a

-combined academic- record b-ook and' an academic information guide

for students. Because such a booklet becomes the personal property

of the student, a nominal price could be charged and 'the book sold

Through the campus bookstore. If designed for students to use in

keeping their own record of '..cademic progress, the fill-in outlines

should be general enough to accommodate any major program.

It may be that your administration will not specify that

all advisors use or be provided a handbook, in which case your

office would take the initiative to make it available upon request.

On our campus each year when the revised edition comes from the

Pprinters, we call each Department, give them that information, and

ask if they would like some copies for their faculty and if so

how many. Except for those freshman faculty advisors who work

*directly under this office (Orientation and Academic Ativising)

and for whom OUT handbook was developtd, its use by other advisors

is not required. We provide a free service which they may take

advantage Of if they wish, Since the yublishing of our'original

handbook over five years ago, we have had 100% distribution to all'

faculty (not just advisors) by using this method. Some departments

also request copies for the departmental secretary since she is

often asked about deadlines and procedures, particularly in routine

matters such as course adjustments and changing majors.

If your handbook is a good one, be prepared for requests

for copies from your friends on other campuses. Look ahead and

print up some extra copies for this purpose.

HOW SHOULD THE HANDBOOK BE UPDATED?

The office which develops the original handbook should

be held responsible for keeping it current, if for no better reason

I

Ara

I
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than their demonstrated interest in the project. If faculty

cannot rely on the accura6r of the handbook - And this includes its

being up to date - they will cease to use it.

The.logical time to update is whenever the copy to be

included the next annual catalogue is definite and available.

If the handbook is current with the catalogue, inconsistencies in

information will be at a minimum; the student apd/or advisor is

not confused with informatian which is conflicting. The time

required for the revision and printing of the handbook is shorter

han that needed for the college catalogue, so the handbook generally

can follow closely the publication date of tke catalogue.

There are various ways that a handbook can be updated:

1. Publishing.an addendum to the handbook and asking advisors

to correct Or update their own copies.

Publishing corrected pages for loose leaf handbooks and

asking:advisers to substitute them for outdated pages.

3. Completely revisirrg the Handbook annually or biannually

as necessary, providing all advisors with the revised

copy.

The first two methods allow for corrections to be made

throughout the year as changes In programs, policies, or procedures

. occur. The problem is that too often the corrections aren't made

by the advisors; the material at b-c,st is "filed" in the back of

the handbook where it is lost or forgotten. While the loose leaf

handbook might seem to be :the most expedient method of updating it

does have this shortcoming, as institutions which h&ve-developed

loose leaf manuals will point out. In addition, as more and more

ch-..nges are made, the accuracy of all the original data comes

under question, expecially by those who have not been careful about

keeping up to date on the corrections. Also, all updating copy

drf:e
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sN,

does not necessar ly fit neatly into the same space of the copy

it replaces; the result is,a patch work effect which eventually
%

decreases the ease with which information can be located. '

Expensive by comparison as thp_completely_revis_ed manual

might be, it does assure that material is curient. This metho& can

be improved by supplementing it f.rith method number one for infor-

mation which advisors should have between major revisions of the

handbook.

On our campus, we have found it advisable to rewrite the

Handbook annually, but hope for the time that such frequent revi-

sions might not be necessary. In the eventuality that some year

this might'happen we cover ourselves by putting a two year date

span on the cover (e.g., 1977-79). ,Thus, if it happens that a

revision is not necessary at the end of the first ye4i., the dates

inform the user that the issue is cnrrent.

WILL FAdULTY USE THE HANDBOOK?

After all your,efforts, what assurance do you have that

advisors will use your handbook?, Reviewing some of the decisions

you made in the development of the handbook, you should have reason

to be optimistic:

Before you even started, did your findings indicate fhat

,an advising handbook was needed?

Did you research all the information to be includeoP Is

the end product accurate, current, arid comprehensive?

3. Have you published a well organized, attractive handbook?

4. Is it accessible to those who need it?

5. Have;you had the admin7.strative support that gives your

handbook credibility and recognition as an institutional

resource guide?

9 7
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If you can answer affirmatively to all these questions,
you probably have little cause for concern. 'One additions.kstep
would prove fruitful, however. Somewhere in the introductory

pages of your handbook let it be known that your office is always
.avaIlable to answer questions concerning the content of the hand-
book Or academic advising in general. Solicit suggestions for the
improvement of the handbook.

Conscientious,advisors will accept the invitation to share
with you their advislng experiences and you will find the feedback
on your httndbook invaluable as you look ahead to your first revi-
sion. As has been said, once started, an advising handbook is a

continuing project but one which will be rewarding in terms of
better advising on your campus.

4

,
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EXcerpts from an Advising Handbook

To help you identify the kinds of information to include and in the organization

of the handbook, some examples and a table of contents concludes this report:

Foreign Languages and Literatures Department

The following guidelines have been established by the Foreign Languages and
Literatures Department to assist all students and their advisors.in the selection of a
foreign language:

2. Students with 1 year or no-
foreign language in high
school, or students with poor
grades or interrupted sequence

take
101-102

2. Students who want reading knowledge
pnly (mo previous knowledge of
language is necessary)

3. Students who have had 2 or more
years of one language in high
school with good grades upsto
senior year

in French, German, Russian,
Latin, or in Spanish-to be
followed by 231-232 in all
languages for B.A. requirements.

French or german 105-106 followed
in the sophomore year by French

take =ar German 205-206 to complete
B.A. requirements.

take
231-232

in French, German, Latin,
Russian, or in Spanish

4. Students who have had 4 or more years in one language and want-to continue with
the language should take a placement test by arrangement with the Head of
the Department; take 231 if preferred and/or take the Departmental "Credit by
Examination" exam. . . . .

Example 2:

The Major Program

Variances to program requirements will be made only,in rare instances. The
need fa,r a waiver or substitution would most likely occur when a student has transferred
to the U4versity from another institution or from one major program to another.

Students who feel they have just cause to request a waiver or substitution should:

1. In General Studies:

a. See the Dean if the,course is in the same School as that in which the
student is majoring.

b. Appeal to the Vice.President for Academic Affairs if the course is in
another School. This request should go to the Vice President through
the DepaYtment Head and the Dean of the School in which the coUrSe is
taught. (Example: an Accounting major wishing a subStitution in General
Studies English should see:'the Head of the English Dep.irtment, the
Dean of the .School of Arts and\Sciences, the Vice President.)
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2. In the Major Program:

5.331

a. See, the Department Head

(Examples:-the Chemistry 101-102 or Biology 250 requirements
01'a Biology major; the Math 125 requirenent of a Management
major. Although the math is not in the same school as Management,
the course requirement is specified by the major department and
program rather than through the General Studies requirement.)

ExamPle 3: A Double Major

it,is not uncommon fox a student to carry two majbr's. in certain, majors,
such a program can often be arranged with careful advanced planning. A program
that has a good number of electiveshours offers the best opportunity for:"such
flexibility in programming. A minor in addition to two majors is also possible
in some programs.-

A student should select the first major program, then work in the required
courses of-the second major whenever the program specines electives. Many
general studies or departmental courses will meet the requirements df both najors,
if carefully selected. The introductory pages of each najor department give both
the required hours and courses fbr meeting major requirements; students should
refer to this 13age in planning a second major. . . . . .

Exam..7-le 4:

Course Load, FullLtime Students and Housing

An andergraduate student carrying 12 or more semester hours of credit is a
full-time student. A student carrying: less,than 12 hours is classified as a
part-time student. A student must be carrying at least 12 semester hours of credit
to live in on-campus housing.

A student who reduces his/her load during 'the semester to less than 12 hours
will need to obtain the permission of the Director of Residence Halls to remain in
student housing. Such a request, would be honored only if the reduction in load to
less than 12 hours were the result of.extenuating circumstances beyond the student's
control (almost always medical). An advisor who might wish to support a student's
request should fbrward his/her recommendation to the Director of Residence Halls. .

Example 5:'

Should Students.Always be Advised to Repeat Failed Courses?

As stated the student in academic difficulty si)ould be advised of the advantage
of repeating a Course to get out of academic hot water more rapidly. However, even
this advice needs some modification:

To repeat an "F" in a course required in the student's program makes
good sense -- there is no4hing to lose and everything to gain.

to repeat an "F" in a course that is hot required may not be in the
student's best ineerest if the only reason for repeating the course
is to earn the grade - particularly if that course is in a major the
student is moving out Df, as is often the cade.
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To repeat a "D" or better grade in order to pick up qua/ity points
may a/so not be in the student's best interest if ropeated dnly
for the better grade. Repeating courses for which one has already
earned credit can b." expensive financially. lf, however, poor
grade-has been earned in a course in the student's major, CT in a
foundation course, or if a better cum is needed to get into professional
or'graduate school, or to get off probation or suspension, then there
is merit to repeating such a course to'remove deficiencies.

Repeating at Another /nsetution

As previously stated, since quality points do not transfer to effect the
quality point deficiency, the course must be repeated at JMU. A student who has
failed a course at 3MU may remove the requirement by passing the course with a C
or better grade at another institution. However, the "F" and its deficiency would
remain on his/her permanent record here.

Example 6:

The Advisor's-Role,When an Advisee is Academically Suspended

The advisor should be available to a suspended advisee whooeeds counsel
regarding the summer session option, the procedure for appeal, the advisability of
appealing a suspension, and writing a letter of appeal. Readmission is more apt
to be approved by _the Committee if: 1) there weie extenuating circumstances contri-
buting to the deficiency, 2) the student has a reasonable chance for success if
reinstated, and/or the &Went earned at least a 2.00 averagp in the last semester.
If necessary; the advisor should help a studenecalculate the quality point deficienc
and determine what grades would need to be earned the following semester to avoid a
second suspension.

Example 7:

Section

Table of Contents

HANDBOOK FOit ACADEMIC ADVISING

GUIDELINES
POLICIES
PROCEDURES

Page

INTRODUCTION -- Purpose-of the flandbook''

THE FACULTY ADVISOR ,
I.

Advising Program for Incoming Freshmen
1

Advising Program,for Incoming Transfer Students I
Academic Advising for Re-Entry Students 2
Students Entering in Second Semester

2
The Function of the Advisor

2
General Program Information

2
Scholars-hip Information

2
Assistance in Program Planning

2
Assistance in Program Adjustments 3
Assistance-in Academic Difficulties 3
Career Advising

3
Availability

9 5.3 3
Release of Information 0

3
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7
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8
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8
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17
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LISTING OF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES WITH

GOOD ADVISOR HANDBOOKS AND SUPPORT MATERIALS

San Jose State University (Resources for Academic Advising)

UCLA (Finders'Keepers)

University of Alabama (Academic Advising Guide)

Drake Universfty a

SUNY New Paltz

University of Texas College of Natural Science

Lincoln Land Community College

Louisiana State University (This Is Junior Division)

Wichita Stite University

Ricks College
4 1

a

Bowling Green State University College of Health and Community Services

Northeast Louisiana University (Planning Your Schedule)

Trinity University (Texas)

Kansas State University (Advising Brochure)

University of Nebraska7Lincoln.College of Agriculture

Brigham Young University (College Advisement Center Supervisor's

Training Packet)

University of Utah 1Student Survival Manual)

Hamline University

Gustavos Adolphus 'College

Creighton University (Guide for New Studpnts)

University of Kansas (Freshman Sophomore Handbook)

University of Northern Colorado (New Student Guidebook)

University of Denver (Pioneer Handbook andAdvising Handbook)

California State University-Fresno (Survival Kit)

North Central College

a

A
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ADVISOR CHECKLIST

AVAILABILITY

1. I have regularly scheduled office hours for
advisees to meet with me throughout the sem-
ester.

2. I have special-office hours for advisees dur-
ing registration.

3. When I schedule office hours for advising, I
stay in my office in case students drop in.

4. I publicize my office hours for advising.

5. I spend as mmch time with my advisees as
they,want.

6. I take the initiative to have my advisees
meet with me.

INFORMATKON

7. I keep up to date course schedules in my
office.

8. I keep up to date catalogues in my office.

9. I know the dates for deadlines such as pre-
registration, drop/add, etc.

10. I am aware of the course Dfferings of my
departMent each semester.

11. I keep informed about the clirrent and/or
future career possibilities for those
with a bachelor's degree in my field.

12. I am knowledgeable about resources and ser-
vices on'campus (and keep current informa-
tion about them in my office) that can fill
the gaps when I can'e/help a student comple-
tely with a problem.

13. I know my advisees' first names.

14. I explain to my advisees in what ways I can
serve them as an advisor.

15. I have a file of names and addresses of my
advisees.

YES NO

1...wel..
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16. I check my advisee's name just prior to our
meeting so that I will remember it during
the interview.

17. I thoroughly explain to new advisees the
college reqUirements an&requirements for
the major chosen by the advisee.

18. When I tell an advisee to seek advice or
help from another source, I provide exact
information about where the office is lo-
cated, whom to ask for, etc.

19. I keep a record of my appointment dates with
each advisee.

20. When I find new information which might be
helpful to an advisee, I take the initia-
tive to pass it along to him.

HELPING

21. If I know of a resource that could be po-
tentially helpful to an advisee, I offer
to help contact that resource (personally,
by letter, phone call, etc.)

22. When a goal an advisee has set for himself
is unrealistic or impossible in my opinion,
explore this with him.

23. I want to communicate to my advisees that
I care about them as people.

24. When it comes to my attention, and when-
ever possible, I try to help my advisees
cut University red tape.

25. I encourage and/or help my advisees to
draw up an outline of proposed courses
extending beyond the current year.

26. I help my advisees with problems involv-
ing study skills or low academic perfor-
mance.

27. I do not make decisions for my advisees,
but place most of my emphasis on helping
them make decisions for themselves.

00

YES NO

=11MMIIMME.

11=111
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ADVISEE BEHAVIOR

28. I am interested in my advisee's life
goals as weal as college goals.

29. I attempt to establish a warm and open
working relationship with my advisees.

30. I am-able to be honest in communicat-
ing my ,opinions of my advisees, their
goals, capabilities, etc., even if that
opinion is uncomplimentary.

31. When an advisee disagrees with some-
thing I say, I try not to become de-
fensive about it.'

32. When advisees consider changing colleges,
I feel that I am helpful in exploring
alternatives.

33. I feel helpful in trying to sort out
some of the frustrations and uncer-
tainties my advisees experience in
coping with college.

34. VI am 'able to communicate realistic per-
ceptions of my advisee's strengths and
ipotential problems in relation to their
major and post-college plans.

35. Nith respect to abilities, I focus on
my advisees' potentialities rather than
their liMitations.

SATISFACTION WITH ADVISEES

36. With respect to motivation my advisees
4re active and striving rather than
passive and in need of prodding.

37. With respect to maturity, my advisees
are growing, responsible, and capable
of self-direction rather than immature
and irresponsible.

38. I believe that the goals, priorities,
and evaluation of the advf6ing rela-
tionship should be determined by the
advisor,rather than share this process
with the advisee.

39. I like my advisees.

YES NO

..1.11

ymoimmi.

.11=1111.111
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40. My adviiees aRpreciate the work I go through
to help them.

41. I feel my advising is effective.

YES NO

,1

University of Nebraska
Lincoln

9°
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SUGGESTED CHECKLISTS FOR ADVISORS

The following checklist has been compiled from sug-

gestions made by advisors who generally feel that their respon-

sibilities for.aavisement should be more clearlY outlined.

review Handbook periodically.
2. Evaluate student's high-schaol.record and test scores

with fe$pect to courses ofprogram of study in which

he is interested.

3. Maintain and up-date advisement information sheet on

each adviseR whenever interview is held. Specific

items to be noted are:

A. Student s stated educational goals.

B. Any acknOwledged personal or academic difficulties.

C. Hobbies, sports, work plans, or routine hang-ups.

D. Accurate record of advice given each student.

E. Indicate whether advice followed and if not, why

student has not done so.

4. See each advisee individually at least once every sbmester

outside of registration period and schedule conferences

more often as necessary.

S. Be available, and make special appointments if required,

to register students having provided them with appropriate

academic guidance and counseling.

6. Keep accurate record of courses taken together with

grades received, both at Millikin and at other jilLtitutions,

to insure that general education or major requirements

are fulfilled and to check on overall cumrlative grade

point average for graduation.

Follow-up on students whose academic standing places
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them on "scholastic warning."

8. Follow-up on students who do not Tegister or express

an intention to leave Millikin prior to graduation.

Millikin University
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Directiotts for Completing the Inventory

This Student Needs Inventory contains a series of need statements.

-To the right of each statement are the following five possible answers:

..;

,

4

/

A. Never or hardly at all

B. To some extent

C. About half of the

D. .Much of the time

E. To a great extent

Reach each need statement, decide how you feel about it, (i.e., ask

yourself if you have a need for ) and then circle the one answer that

is best for you.

9oi
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Student Needs Inventory

1. Need for professional assistance in
coping with day-to-day problems and
concerns.

2. Need for marriage or pre-marriage
counseling.

3. Need for clarification of sexual values

4. Need for feelings of self-esteemTo
feel good and liave confidence in uyself.

5. Need for understanaIng 'myself, mto I am
and where, do I vent to go.N-- `, 1-, -1, `,

6. Need for vocational exploration.

7. Need to evaluate my academic/educational
potential.

S. Need to reduce test anxiety.

9. Need to deal with aifficulties arising,
out of coming college, employment and

10. Need to feel comfortable about speaking
in clasp.

11. Need for assistance in dealing with my
depression or anxiety.

12. Need to learn how to be assertive.

13. Needto be able to resolV-e conflicts
within myself or with others.

14. Need ta gain information about myself
(e.g., abilities, interests, personality,
values, etc.)

Never or To About . Much To a
'hardly some a half of of the great
at all extent' the time time extent

A

A B C D-

A B C . D E

A B C D E

A

A B C D E

A B C D E

A .13 C D E

A B C
4

A

A B C D E

A B C D E

A

A

11,

1

15. Need to have my feelings, thoughts and
actions to be consistent. 9,3
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Student Needs Inventoryt,Counseling Continued .

16. Need to better understand and relate to
different ethnic groups.

17. Need to learn how to adjust to college
and student life.

18. Need to learn how to tope 'with my
feelings of separation via divorce,
separation or death.

19. Other:

TInancial Aid

Never or To About Much To a
hardly some half of of the great
at all extent the time time extent

A

A

1, Need for learning how to establish and
use a checking and savings account. A

2. Weed for development and plan for' living
mithin a budget with emphasis on planning
a four-year education program. A

Need for learning about specific
flnancial assistance programs available
and repayment responsibilities'and
obligations of same. A

4. Need for learning of the conditions and
implications of filing bankruptcy. A

5. Need for learning about buying, financing,
and selling automobiles and various

, finance approaches one might use. A

6. Need for learning bow to best use credit
cards and student discount cards for
items such as food, lodging, travel
and recreation. A

7. Need for learning how to prepare and best
tike advantage of income tax reports. A

8. Other: A

B C D

B C D

B C D E.

B C D E

B
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Student Needs Inventory

Never or To. About Much To a
hardly some half of" of the great
at all extent the tile time extent

Community and Student Affairs

1. Need for housing on campus. A . B

2. Need for houaing near campue. A

3. Need for infbrmation about housing
in the local community. A

4. Need for assistance in Anding a
roommate to share an apartment. A

4

5. Need for clearinghouse of housing
infotmationje.g.4 costs, rental
contract agreement).

6. Other:. ,

7esqu

1. Need for information about testing
programs (ACT, GRE, etc.) A

A

A

2. Need for information about the credit
by examination program. ' A

3. Need for improving test-taking skills. A

4. Other: A

Student Health Services

1. Need for information concerning avail-
able student health services on campus. A

2. Need for information about preventive
health care.

3. Need for-information concerning avail-
.

±--

able off-campus health sermices.

A

A

4. Need tor weight control information. A B C D E

5. Need for regular medical and physical AV
,

exams. A B C D E .

9g '



Student Needs Inventori

Need for information concerning
smoking and its effects.

7. Need for student health insurance.

8. Itsaidfor-dtugiducitron (1na-Aiding

S734-6

Never cm To About linch To a
hardly' some balf'of of the great
at all extent the time time extent,

A

A

both prescriptive mud illicit'drugs). A

9. Need for personal 'hygiene information. A

10. Need for immunAsation on campus.

11. Need for'storage and dissemination
of daily medication. -A

A

12. Need for veneral disease information,
prevention and control. A

13. Need for information on how to cope with
middle age, e.g., menopause (men and
women) and its psychological and physical
effects. A

14. Other: A

Learning Resources

1. Need for improving study skills (e.g.,
note-taking, outlining procedures). A

2. Need for quiet study areas. A

3. Need for improving writing skills. A

4. Need for increasing reading comprehension. A

, 5. Need for increasing reading speed. A

6. Need for improving mathematical skills. A

7. Need for improving science comprehension. A

-8. Need for improving speaking skills. A

9. Need for improving social studies
comprehension. A,

10. Other: A



Student Needs Inventory

Student Otganizations

1. °Need for informacion concerning the
procedures for registration of a
student organization.

-5 347

a

4

Never or To About Much To a
hardly some half of of the groat
at all extent the time timei extent.. 11M.

A

2. Need for information regarding campus-
activities (e.g., talepdar). A

. Need for meeting rooms for student
organizations. A

4. Need for support services for student
organizations (e.g., audio-visual aids). A

5. Need for a student association. A

Need for a siudent financed newspaper.

7. Need far leadership training programs.

8. Other:

Cultural Entertainment

A B C.

A

A

B

A

1. Need,for on-campus entertainment
(e..g., plays, drama, films). A

2. Need for lectures.and speakers.. A

3. Need for concerts (specify type of
music desired A

4i,, Need for social everits to get acquainted
wtth peers (specify A

5. Need for involvement in planning and
implementation of cultural entertain-
ment programs. A

6. Other:
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.!tudent Needs InventerY

Student Athletic Programs

Never or To About Much To a
hardly some half of of the great
at all extent the time time* extent

1. Need for leisure timarecreation and
games (e.g. ping pong). A

Need'for var_ility_sports (specify

A

Need for organised intramural activities
(specify A

4. Need for an individual exercise program
(e.g., weight-lifting, jogging, swimming) A

5. Other: A

Career Planning and Placement

4111 1. Need to make a decision in rel ation to
my career goals. A

2. Need for education planning as it
relates to my career goals. A

. Need for information about various
career opportunities available to me in
'relation ,to. my academic program and
past employment experience. A

4. Need to-become *ore aware,of my interests
and skills in relation to my career goals. A

Need to learn efIective employment
search procedures. A

6. Need to obtain employment interviews with
Prospective employers. A

7. Need for "first-hand experience",in the
world of work, especially in my academic
field and in relation to my career goals. 'A

Need to become more aware of professional
opportunities for minority students. A
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Student Needs Inventor Career Plannin and Placement Continued

Never or
hardly'
at all

9. Need to develop an employment placement
credential file including letters of
recommendation. A

10. Need for learning how to effectively
prepare a personal resume A

11. Need for learning effective written'
correspondence procedures with pros-
pective employets. A

12. Need for information About graduate
andior professional schools. A

13. Need for asSistance in making career
change decisions. A

14. Need for developing effective employ-
ment interviewing skills. A

15. Other:, A

Name
(Optional)

aa.

1 0 0

To About
some half of
extent the time

Much To a
of the great
time extent

B C D E

B C D E

13 C D E

B C D E

B C

r.

D E

B C D E

B C D E

A special word of thanks to the University of Texas at San Antonio for the use of this
Student Needs inventory.

a
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PROBLEM INVENTORY

First Stepl Read the list slowly, and as you come to a problem, Which
troubles you, underline it

1. Not enough'time for recreation.
2. Being ill at ease with other'people.
3. Having no close friends in college.
4. Missing someone back home.
5. Nervousness

6. Finding it difficult to relax.
7. Parents sacrificing too much for me.
8. *Not knowing how to study effectively.
9. Easily distracted from my work.
10. Not planning my work Ahead.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

Having a poor background forsome subjects.
Inadequate high school training.
Restless at delay In starting life work.
Family opposing my choice of vocation.
Purpose in going to college not clear.

Doubting the value of a college degree.
Hard to study in living quarters.
No suitable place to study on campus.
Teachers too Lard to understand.
Textbooks too hard to understand.

21. Going in debt for college expenses.
22. Going through school on too little money.
23. Difficulty in getting required books.
24. Graduation threatened by lack of funds.

"25. Needing money for graduate training.

26. Too many financial problems.
27. Not using my leisure time- well.
28. Moodiness, "having the blues."
29. Failing in so many things I try to do.
30. Too easily discouraged.

31. Having bad luck.
32. Sometimes wishing I'd never been born.
33. Afraid of losing the one I love.
34. Parents separated or divorced.
35. Parents having a hard time of it.

36. Worried about a memt,7
37. Father or mother not
38. Feeling I don't really
39. Forgetting things I've
40. Getting low grades.

of my family.
ving.
have a home,
learned in school.
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41, Weak ii?,writing
42. Weak in spelling or grammar
43. Slow in reading.
44. Unable to enter desired vocation.
45. Enrolled in the wrong curriculum.

#

46. Wanting to change to ano.ther college.
47. Wanting pait-time experience in my field.
48. Doubting college prepares me for working.
49. College too indifferent to student needs.
50. Dull classes.

51. Too many poor teacheis.
32. Teachers lacking grasp of subject matter.
53. Teachers lacking personality.
54. Needing to watch every penny I spend.
55. Family worried about finances.

56. Disliking financial dependence on others.
57. Financially unable to get married.
58. Awkward in meeting people.
59. Awkward in making a date.
60. Slow in getting acquainted with people.

61. In too few student activities.
62. Boring weekends.
63. Not spending enough time in study.
64. Having too many outside interests.
65. Trouble organizing 'term papers.

66. Trouble in outline or note-taking.
67. Trouble with oral reports.
68. Not having a good college adviser.
69. Not getting individual help from teachers.
70. Not enough chances to talk to teachers.

71. Teachers 'not considerate to students' feelings.
72. Teachers lacking interest in students.
73. Working late at night on a job.
74. Living in an inconvenient location.
75. Transportation or commuting difficulty.

76. Lacking privacy in living quarters.
77. Having no place to entertain friends.
78. Carrying heavy home responsibilities.
79. Not getting studies done on time.
80. Unable to concentrate well.

.1
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Problem Inventory

81. Unable to express myself well in words.
82. Vocabulary too limited.
83. Afraid to speak up in class discussions.
84. Wondering whether further education is worthwhile.
85. NoCknowing where I belong in the world.

86. Needing to decide on an occupation.
87. Needing information about occupations.
88. Needing to know my vocational abilities.
89. Classes too large.
90. Not enough class discussion.

91. Classes run too much like high school.
92. Too much work required in some courses.
93. Teachers too theoretical.
94. Lacking self-confidence.
95. Feeling life has given me a "raw deal."

96. Disappointment in a love affair.
97. Girl friend.
98. Boy friend.
99. Breaking up a love affair.
100. Wondering if I'll ever get married.

101. Parents making too many decisions for me.
102. Wanting more freedom at home.
103. Worrying about examinations.
104. Slow with theories and abstractions.
105. Weak in logical reasoning.

106. Not smart enough in scholastic ways.
107. Fearing failure in college.
108. Deciding whether to leave college for a job.
109. Doubting I can get a job in my chosen vocation
110. Wanting advice on next steps after college.

111. Choosing course to take next term.
112. Choosing best courses to prepare for a job.
113. Some courses poorly organized.
114. Courses too unrelated to each other.
115. Too many rules and regulations.

116. Unable to take courses I want.
117. Forced to take courses I don't like.
118. Working for all my expenses.
119. Doing more Outside work than is good for me.
120. Too little chance to do what I want to do.

121. Too much social life.
122. Too easily led by other people.
123. Too many personal problems.
124. Too easily moved to tears.
125. Getting home too seldom. 1004.
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Prapblem Inventory

126. Living at home, or too close to home.
127. Relatives interfering vith family affairs.
128. Not having a:yell-planned college program.
129. Not really interested in books.
130. Poor memory.

131. Slow in mathematics.
132. Needing a vacation from school.
133. Afraid of unemployment after graduation.
134. Not knowing how ta look for a job.
135.' Not reaching the goal I've set for myself.

136. Wanting to quit college.
1370 Grades unfair as measures of ability.
138. Unfair tests.
139. Campus activities poorly coordinated.
140. Campus lacking, in recreational facilities.

1000

--University of Utah



Life Goals Checklist

, Of No
Importance

(1)

Of Little
Importance

(2)

Of Moderato
Importance

(3)

Of Much \Of

Importance
(4)

Very Much
Importance

(5)

A. Aection: to obtain an4 share companion-
ship and affection.

gb.

1,-

B. Duty: to dedicate to what I call duty

C. Expettnew to become an authority ,

D. Independence: to have freedom of
thought and action

E. Lea4e44h4p: to become influential

F. Paunthood: to raise a family, to
have heirs

G. Ptea4utte: to enjoy life, be happy
and content

H. POWL: to have control of others

I. Pteatige: to become well known

J. Secutity: to have a secure and
stable position

K. Selli Reatization: to optimize
personal development

L. Settuiee: to contribute to the
satisfaction of others .

.

M. Weatth: to earn a great deal of money

N. WOAk: to have a career that is
satisfying and rewarding

loou
--University of Utah
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Self-Estimates Checklist

Another way tp help students with their educatiohal/career planning is to find out how theyperceive their abilities and other characteristics as compared to students of their own age.A checklist of ten abilities and other characteristics which are relevant to many educationalprograms and occupations is-shown below. A discussion of a student's self-reported abilities,measured abilities, interests, and the requirements of a particular educational major oroccupation should contribute to that student's self-career awareness.

BeAow Above Top Ten
.Avera e Avera e Avera e . Avera e

v

A. Aktiotic,Abititu: Drawing, dancing, playing a musical instrument,
writing, painting

B. Ctuticai Ab.aitto Keeping neat and accurate records, filing, typing,
bookkeeping

C. Engtizh Ab41-ityz Writing, understanding literature, using correct
grammar

,

D. Math Abitity: Working arithmetic problems, and understanding math
reasoning

E. Mechaniccd Abi.e,i.ty Working with tools and mechanical objects,
fixing things

F. Scierittlicie Abitity: Doing laboratory experiments, understanding
scientific principles

Socia Set4-Coqidence: At ease in a social setting, able to
talk easily with people

,

B. WoAking with Peopte: Getting along with others, being agreeable

I. Acadena.c Motixati.on: Desire to do well in school, to learn what
is taught

3,
,

WeAk MotivatiOn: Desire to succeed on a job, to get a job done
,

o



College Goal Checklist

,

r

Of No
Importance

(1) ,

Of Little
Importance

(2)

,
.

Of Moderate
Importance

(3)

t

Of MuCh
Importance

, (4)

ef Very Much
Importance

?'.) -

.

\

\

A. Intatedtuat Gkowth: Your ability to
understand and use concepts and principles,
from siveral broad areas of learning

-

B. SoCiat atoWth: Yout understanding of
other people and their views; your
experience in relating to others.

)

.--

C. Aeathetic and Catultal Gkowth: Your
awareness ind appreciaciOn of the
literature, music, art, and drama of
your own culture and of otherg.

,

D. Educational GAoutth: Your understanding
of a particular field of knowledge;
your preparation for further education.

._

-

E. Vocational and Puliationat Gtowth: Your
preparation for employment in a particular
vocational or professional area.

.

. .

F. Peuonat Gtowth: Your development of
attitudes, values, beliefs, and a
particular philosophy of life; your
understanding and.acceptance of your- .

self as a person; your ability to be
realistic and adaptable and to make
decisions about your own future.

.

.

.

.

_

.



ixample A -
Stated life goal is that of a Politician (Note discrepancies)

- Student sees himself" as better than others

Ilas high aspiration for power, influence, earning
ability, and leisure time but with little sense of
social responsibility

- Goals for university experience are very limited in
areas where technical skills, and knowledge would be
'necessary to attain life goals.

- Poor balance and unrealistic perspective of investment
of time and energy in real learning experience to

-obtain-this-goal.

Adapted from forms developed at the University of Utah
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Extunple

Stated life goal is that of a Social Worker (Note compatibilities)
A

Eas strong sense of social responsibility to be able to
perform ,a type of work that is satisfying and has some
social redeeming value.

- While he needs to be :independent he doesn't have hang-ups
about rower and prestige

- What he ideril.ifies as an artistic ability Is inor. 13(ely
rcat.ve drive ..haf fulfilled in working with people

is aware of the importance of gaining a thorough
under-;tanding oi ippropriate discipline and the necessilty
of personal dhelopment before one can help and Ander-
stand people.

AdApted from forms developed at the University of titali
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STUDENT.SELF PROFILE

(Developed by Janet Kraue Uni ersity of Nebraska-Lincoln

Counseling Center)

The "Self Profile" (S.P.) can assist a student in
focusing on personal development as well as academic development.
Tke S.P. instrument can be revised to reflect the needs of the

student and can.be used by the advisee to assess present progress
,and to set goals.

There are various ways in which the S.P. can be used

1. By the advisee only--purely a private matter.
2. By the advisee privately filling out the S P. and

then discussing it with his/her'advisor

3. By advisor and advisee, each filling out a separate

S.P. on the advisee, and theri discussing their responses.
4. By advisee-uSing a circle to measure present progress

and a triangle to measure semester or year's goals.

Advisor and advisee can discuss ways advisee might

achieve the goals.

The S.P. is quite flexible as concerns form and process.

It should be considered the property of the advisee, rather than

a part of the advisee's permanent file. Desired items not listed

on ihe S.P. can easily be added.
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STUDENT SELF PROFILE

SET UP THREE SCALES for self/futuristic assessment:

. 1) where I'm at Now; 2) where I plan to be. in one year; and

3) where I plan to be upon graduating.

Unsatisfactory Satisfactory

Interpersonal Skills

1. self-confidence

2. leadership skills

3. decision-making skills

4. listening skills

5. getting my meaning across when I speak

6. ability to give positive reinforcement
to others

7. ability to receive positive
reinforcement

8. ability to
criticism

9. ability to
criticism

10. ability to

give constructive

receive constructive

initiate relationships

11. awareness of nonverbal communication

12. relationships with same sex

13. relationships with opposite sex

Personal/Physical Well-being

physical health

emotional health

physical appearance

spiritual development

101

/

/ / /

/ -/ / /

/ / /
/ / /

/ / / I
/ / / / /

/ /

/ /
/ / / /

/ / /
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Study Skills

18. note-taking skills

19. reading comprehension

20. reading speed

21. research skills (use of library,
ability to locate specific materials,
ability to organize findings in
written fashion)

22. writing ,skills

/ / /
/ / /

23. test-taking skills / / / / /

Coping Skills

24-. ability to handle emotional conflict

25. ability to handle physical conflict

26. self-assertion

27. adaptiveness

28. ability to confront another person

29. ability to initiate activities
based on my interest

/ / / /
/ /
/ / /

/ /
, / / / /

30. ability to self-disclose to other
people (openness regarding my
feelings, beliefs, opinions,
experiences) / / / / /

31. adventure--willingness to enter
the unknown / / / / / /

32. ability to follow instructions,
when appropriate / / 1 / / /

33. originality (ability to express4
myself imaginatively rather than
following someone else's lead) /

34. use of leisure time (hobbies,
entertainment, etc.) / / / / / /

35. involvement in organized
activities (student organizations,
volunteer work, etc.)

101';
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Career Action

36. expiorAtion of careers (volunteer
work, part-time jobs, literature,
counselors, vocational tests, ttwiel
talking with peers/relativeY
faculty/business community)

37. ability to decide upon a major in
college

38. job hunting: knowing where to
look and how

39. knowledge of community resources /

40. use of community resources

41. awareness of my values regarding
marriage, education, grades, etc. / / / /
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THE LOW-ACHIEVING ADVISEE: A SELF-IN UIRY ROUTINE FOR ADVISORS

W.C. Williams

1. Is underachievement a problem with this advisee?

he underachieving in all areas?

2. Wliat capabilities can I infer from his or her folder?

3. Has this advisee any physically limiting impediments?

Is remedial help available that is free from stigma?

5. Do I really know rhis advisee's interests? Can I utilize4

this info'rmation for more effective advising?

6. Does this advisee have academic successes? Can I account

for his or her success in some are,as, and his or her

lack of success in others?'

7. Have I begun to sow seeds of dissatisfaction with com-

placency?

8. Do I talk with an advisee or to him or her?

9.
.141

ould my assistance in planning a time schedule with

the advisee be welcome?

10. Have I had contact with the parents of this advisee? Do

they provide support for his or her efforts?

102i)
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11. Is this advisee attending class regularly?

12. Does this advisee know how to take notes? Does he

or she use the library?

13. Am I a potent reinforcer? Do my advisees perceive

of me as a resource?

14. Does this advisee's out7of-class life style support -

his or her educational efforts?

IS. Does this advisee have solid peer contacts? Is his or

her tour at college a solo performance?

16. Would some other faculty member be more effective as

an advisor to this student?
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A SAMPLE STUDY SKILLS SURVEY

Name

The Career Services Staff is interested in expanding

study skill assistance available to students. We are conceTned

about your needs in this area. Prior to expanding the study

skills program, we are sampling some freshman students for infor-

mation on how we can best be of assistance to you. Your answers

to the following questions will help us become aware of your needs:

1.

Skill Very conceried Mildly Concerned Self-Confident

Managing Time

Reading Required
Material

Efficient
Note-taking

Preparing for
Tests

Taking Tests

ConCentration

Knowing Where to
Find Assistance
if necessary

1 0 wry
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2. Which of the following services would you find most useful?
(check one)

A one-hour overview of study skills during freshman an4
new student orientation

A 1-2 hour workshop on study skills during the first week
of fall quarter.

A one credit class on "how.to survive in college"

Small group meetings twice a week for 3-4 weeks early in
the quarter

Individuaf asssitance at your initiative at the Career

Services Office

Other

3. How would you rate your study skills?

Excellent

Adequate

Need Improvement

4. Where would it be most convenient for you to meet for a study
skills session?

Dorm

Classroom

Student Union

Career Services Office

Other

S. 'When?

A.M.

Afternoon

Evening

University of Denver

1°9e
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SAMPLE PLANNING GUIDE FOR ADVISORS



VP

Name:

Advisor/Off ice/Phonc

Citalos Year

PLANNING GUIDE Major(s):

Minor (1):

Credential:

Office of Advising Srvices
California St)te University, Fresno

SR2-36, (209 487-2924

Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring

EiD
r----->

E=D
1=>
[=D

iE-=.
[=D
=D.

I >Enil 1 IGE) MEW MEW MEW
I >IN. Pol Sci 2 InEW NM

E=) I >EIM IIM GE Area I-V E=1>
.

GE Area li GE Area )11 GE Area I-IV

oo
lim GE Area 1V

.. i>
Units Units

Cum Total

Units

Cum Total

Units Units

Cum Total Cum Total

General Education Summary minimum of 2 courses and 6 units in Areas 1-4 (Areas 1-4 must equal 32-units)
1. Natural Sciences: 3. Humarsitias:

Subtotal

)

)

4

Subtotal

Secist Sciences: 4. Basic Subiftts:

Subtotal

1025

)

)

)

S. Electives:

Units

Cum Total

Univirsity Requirement: English 1

Units Units

Cum Total

Subtotal

Grand Total
Subtotal (minimum 40 units)

Cum Total

6, State Requirements;

History 11 or 12

,.... mal

(or certain upper division courses -

consult catalog)

Political Science 2 Or 101

1026
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(in40 units

General
Education

cludiniEhgl 1)

6 units
State

Requirements
(Hist & Pol Sci)

28 - 50 units
Major

(consult catalog),

25 - 56 units
Electives/Second

Major/Minor'

WHAT GOES INTO B.A./B.S. DEGREE PROGRAMS:

p.

Detailed
on reverse
side

40 units
General
Education
(including 3 unit's
of English 1)

6 units
State Requirements

25 - 50 units
Electives
(may be used toward
minor or second
major)

28- 50 units or mo0
Major
Requirements
(consult catalog)

1.
Resid. Req.

B.A. . 40 units
must be

B.A. or B. S.
Degree

24 units total,
including 12 of

upper divsion (124%132 units) last 20, at CSUF

2.

1 0 '."

NOTES:

(124-132 units)

inAinimum units to waduate = 124 units
12 units x 10 semesters x 120 units
14 units x 9 semesters x 126 units
16 units x 8 semesters x 128 units

. 18 units x 7 semesters it 126 units
20 units x 6 semesters = 120.unit:

For further assistance, contict your faculty adviser or
the Office of Advising Services, San Ramon 2, Room 36,
(209) 487-2924.
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CONFIDENTIAL TY AND STUDENT PRIVACY IN THE ADVISING PROCESS

No information concerning a student, however insigni-
ficant it seems, should be given to any anyone other than appro-
priate members of the college staff or faculty. Certainly
information given by the student in confidence should be kept in
confidence unless the student agrees that some other person should
have some knowledge of the situation. All grades, records, and
reports are to be handled as confidential information to protect
the interests and right to privacy of the student.

Employ, ; government investigators, etc., should be
informed that the records kept by academic advisors would not be
relevant to their purposes. These people should be referred to

the Registrar.

IhrorthaLiokconcerning a st.i0ent should generally not
be given on the telephone since it is not possible to identify the
caller positively. Students will receive any information they
need by mail from the appropriate office. Grades particularly
should not be transmitted over the phone. Parents, depending, of
course, on the nature dT the call, may be invited to campus to

discuss the problem of the student. If it seems that some real
problem is involved, a personal interview would be best, assuming

first that the parent had asked the Student about it and still felt
the problem unresolved.

Discussion between staff members concerning individual
students is both appropriate and beneficial. This should never be
done within hearing of other students, however.

Discretion, concern for the student's interest, and good
judgment will dictate the circumstances of the sharing of information

4in all instances

- Gustavus Adolphus College

1 030
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THE PRIVACY ACT

s --(also known as the Buckley Act; the full title is

4rhe Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974"). Copies

of Ohio Wesleyan's procedures for implementing this were in

every faculty member's box at the start of the fall tern and

attention to them will assure Ohio Wesleyan's mandatory compliance

with the law's requirements. Some of its provisions are of par-
,

ticular importance to academic advisors; these include:

The right of a student to see records maintained about

him/her with exceptions being those on p.6 of the Procedures for

Implementation. If you keep records of conversations/contacts

with advisees and these are never shared with other Ohio Wesleyan

staff membexcept when temporarily substituting for you as an

advisor, then the advisee has no legal access to your notes. How-

ever, these jottings should be destroyed before transferbing the

student's records to another advisor OT returning the records to

the Student Development Office after a student's departure from

campus. If the notes are not destroyed, they must be shared with

the student on request.

A student has the right to waive his access to recommen-

dations written after 1/1/75 (all prior recommendations remain

confidential) but (s)he cannot be required to do so. In other

words, if you are willing to write a recommendation in the first

place, you need to recognize that the student has the right to see

what you write. If the student feels, however, that the recipient

will attach greater weight to a confidential recommerfdation, (s)he

should be asked to give you a written waiver. Its wording _should

be identical to that on pp.13, 14, or 15 (Exhibits C,D or E) of

the Procedure, depending on the purpose for which the recommen-

dation is requested. The waiver should indicate whether it covers

0-
Arafouro
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a specific request only ("for admission to graduate school at

Georgetown") or whether it covers all recommendations for a

given puppose ("for graduate school admission"). When a student
rlects to waive rights of access, you should keep a copy of the
waiver with your carbon of the recommendation and send a copy
with your original statement. A supply of these waivers is

available from the Student Development Office.

Any rights given to the students pertain also to the
parents unless the student files a declaration of independence
with the Registrar (see Exhibit A).

You are free to discuss your records with University
staff members listed on p.8 of the "Procedures" without the

student's specific permission. University records in other
offices may also be shared with you since you would be regarded
as having a "legitimate educational interest" in the student. To
go beyond this, however, requires use of the Exhibit H release
form which should be abtained in writing and in advance of answer-

ing any inquiries not covered on p.8, item 1. In some cases,

a release form signed by the (former) student will be presented
to you by the outside agency, and should be carefully scrutinized

as well as retained for your files. In most cases, however, such

release forms may be regarded as valid and accepted in good faith.

When you respond (with the student's permission) to an
"outside inquiry." be sure to keep a record of the date, the

inquirer, the agency represented, and the purpose of the inquiry.

-Ohio Wesleyan University
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PRIVACY RIGHTS OF STUDENTS AND PARENTS

The Family Education Rights and Privacy Act provides

that qualified individuals and agencies shall have the right to

inspect and review certain student educational records. Indivi-

duals and agencies so qualified are:

1. Presently or formerly-enrolled students of the College

(who may see their own records):

2. Parents of presently or formerly enrolled students of

the van den Berg Learning Center;

3. School and governmental officials and agencies speci-

fically described in Section 43.8 of the Act.

The following records are maintained by the College, and

may .be reviewed by making written request at the designated office.

The law requires that access must be provided not more than 45

days after receipt of the request:

1. Records relating to student payments, receipts, N.D.S.L.

loans, applications for refunds, dormitory damage asses-

ments--Bursar's Office, AB 208.

2. Student teaching records, including personal information

and evaluation reports (other than confidential evalua-

tion reports received prior to January 1, 1975)--

Student Teaching Office, OMB 107

3. Records and recommendations relating to overseas

academic programs (other than letters of recommendation

received prior tip January 1, 1975)--Office of Inter-

national Programs, AB 503

4. Academic and heal9dc:cords for stuentb of the van den

Berg Learning Center --Principal's Jffice, VLC.
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5. Records relating to on-campus accidents--Office of

Safety and Space Management, AB 502.

6. Student housing records, including current addresses,

records of dormitory disciplinary actions, requests

for single rooms and accomodations for-other special

housing needs, dormitory damage assessments, resident

as'sistant employment information--Student 'Housing

Office, AB 705.

7. Records relating to Continuing Education (other than

letters of recommendation received prior to January 1,

9175)--Center for Continuing Education, Grimm House.

Undergraduate Admissions and Re-Admissions Files (other

than letters of recommendation received prior to January

1, 1975)--Vice President for Student Affairs' Office,

AB 702.

9. Special Admission---Records relating to Educational

Opportunity program students admitted under the SPecial

Admissions Process including Admissions applications

files (other than letters of recommendation received

prior to January 1, 1975), 'academic records including

letters of academic probation and dismissal. Office

of Special Admissions, AB 404A.

10. Academic Advising--Advising records (high school trans-

scripts, applicant profile, advisor's copy of semester

grade reports)--SUB 203. Advising folders compiled

only for students enrolling Fall 1975 or after. Infor-

mation is on file with the pre-major advisor, or, in the

case of declared majors, the major advisor.

11. Graduate admissions applications, related correspondence

and transcripts of baccalaureate work for matriculated

and non-matriculated students--Graduate Office, AB 512
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and 513. GRE OT MAT scores, where required, and letters

of reference for matriculated students are on file in

respective departmental offices. Files for matriculated

students in Elementary Education and Special Education

are in the Old Main Building, Rm. 110. Duplicate trans-

cripts of baccalaureate work are on file in respective

departmental offices.

12 Records relating to career planning and placementOffice

of Career Planning and Placement, AB 603.

13. Transfer student credit evaluations--Office of Academic

Advising, AB 35.

14. Records relating to registration, course programs, grades,

dates of attendance, and degrees earned--Office of Records

AB 19.

15. Records relating to student financial aid (other than

parents confidential ;5tatements and income tax returns)

--Office of Financial Aid, AB 604.

16. Records felating to disciplinary action, legal action,

or complaints about students--Office of the Vice President

for Student Affairs, AB 701.

17. Student employment records--Business Office, AB 301.

18. Records relating to applications to medical and dental

schools (other than letters of recommendation received

prior to January 1, 1975)--Pre-Medical and Pre-Dental

Advisory Committee, Dr. Helen Osburg, Chairperson, CSB

117D.

The following records maintained by the College are

specifically excluded from the Family Education Rights and Privacy

Act and will not be available for inspection.
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Personal notes made by instructional, supervisory, or

administrative personnel, in the sole possession of the

maker and not available to anyone else except a substitute.'
2. Security records.

3. Records maintained by the Health and Counseling Centers

oy by other College counselors. These records will be

made available to an appropriate professional of the

student's (or parent's) choice.

Confidential letters of recommendation, reference, or

evaluation received prior to January 1, 1975.

S. Other letters of recommendation, reference, or evalua-

tion if the right of access has been waived (see below).

6. Parents' confidential statements and parents' income tax.

returns.

Each of the offices mentioned in paragraph 2 will main-

tain a record of individuals or agencies who have requested and/

or obtained access to the student records for which it is respon-

sible,.which record will be available for inspection on the same
basis as the basic records,

Access to the records listed in paragraph 2 may be obtained

by submitting a written request to the office indicated. Forms

for this purpose are available in these offices but are'not re-

quired. Arrangements will be made within 45 days of the request

for the inspection of such records in the office in which they

are maintained.

Requests by the student (or parent). for permanent removal

of any document'or record from the file, or for permission to file

a response to such document or record, shall be made to the officer

maintaining the record. If the request is denied, a hearing may

be obtained in the following manner:
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1. If the officer maintaining the record ia a Vice

President, the hearing will be conducted by the

President (or designee).

If the officer maintaining the record is not a Vice

President, the hearing will be conducted by the Vice

President (or designee) responsible for supervision

of the office in which the record is maintained. In

such case, the President (or designee) may entertain

appeals.

The hearing will be held within a reasonable time after

request fo'r hearing islmade, and a written decision will be issuedt

within ten working days of completion of the hearing.

Each student (or parent) may waive hisilTer right of

access to confidential recommendations used solely in connection

with applications for admission to this or any othei- college or

university, applications for employment, or receipt of in honor.

The names of persons making such recommendations will 'be provided
upon request. The executed waiver will be sent to the individual

providing the recommendation, and will place, the recommendation

in the category of doCuMents not available for inspection and

review.

Copies of transcripts of academic grades will be pro-

vided in accordance with the provisions in the current Schedule of

Classes. Copies of other records may be obtained from the appro-

priate officer upon-the payment to the Bursar of $1.00 for the

first page and $.10 for each additional page.

It is the gelleral Policy of the College to obtain a

student's consent before releasing any information. However, in

the case of noimal public relations such as a specific public

event (theatrical production, concert, athletic event, graduation,

1017
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awarding of scholarships) information regarding a student's
participation in that event, the stude,nt's class and major field
of stud, and the height and weight of members of athletic teams,
may be released without.cOnsent. Any student who does not wish
'to have this information released must so notify the College
Relations Officer, in writing, not later tha't the second week
of classes.

SUNY New Paltz

10?8
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CONFIDENTIALITY OF STUDENZ RECORDS

Only the followini information may be released b5,

telephone:

1. Whether Or not the student is currently'enrolled.

2. Class status.

3. Dates of attendance.

4. Degree received and honors, if any.

The following information WILL NOT be released by

telephone:

1. The student's home address or telephone number. If

there is a claim of emergency, talce the message and

relay to the Dean of Students Office.

". Grades, test scores, or terms of dismissal.

3. Date of place of birth. These may be confirmed or

denied BUT NOT CORRECTED.

4. Health status, attendance record, academic record,

and disciplinary actions.

WR'ITTEN OR TN-PERSON. INQUIRIES

General:

Unless'a student has given written permission, only that

information which can be given over the telephone wial be given to

a written or in-person inquiry.

Student:

Certain information must be regarded as confidential,

nnd this information shoruld be released only to responsible and

0 dr.
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properly identified persons and agencies having a legitimate
interest in the material, and demonstrating a need to know.
The need to know rarely extends to all information concerning
a student; only information pertinent to the inquiry Should be
given.

Priv'ate agencies, insurance companies, credit investi-
gators, employers, or prospective employers, and the like DO NOT
QUALIFY AS AGENCI,ES THAT NEED TO KNOW and therefore, will be given
only information which can, begiven over the telephone.

STUDfNT pERMANENT RECORD

A student has the right to inspect his permanent academic
record (from which'transcripts are made) and is entitled to an

exploration of any information recorded in it.

Documents submitted by or for the student in support
of his application for admission or for transfer credit will NOT
be returned to the student, nor sent elsewhere at his requ'est,
nor will copies be made and sent.

A transcript will be sent only upon written request or

permission (written) of the student.

Faculty members and staff who have a legitimate interest
in the student's material in his Permanent Reccrd, and who demon-
strate a need to know, will be permitted to examine this material
in the Records Office. The folder containing the Permanent Record
Or any of its contents will not be sent outside the Records Office
ex:--ept under highly unusual circumstances specifically authorized
by the Dean of Admissions and Records.

The duplicate material in a-student's folder used by the
academic advisor and division personnel must be hAdled and regarded
in the strictest adherence to the Sc ool policy of confidentiality.

"41k,

-LiPcoln Land Community College
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THE ADVISOR PERCEPTION INVENTORY*

INSTRUCTIONS: .Please give your impressions of
your advisor by responding to the statements
below by circling the appropriate letters at
the right..

1. My advisor has been readily available fox consultation.

2. My advisor has beell actively helpful*and has been gen-
uinely concerned About my welfare.

3. my advisor has served as a resource person for me.
4*,

The spirit and practice of continuous.self-evaluation
has grown through my advisor.

5. My advisor listens to problems that I encounter.

6. My advisor knows when I do not follow his/her conver-
sation.

7. Major points of my meetings have been suMmarized by my
advisor.

8. My advisor has helped me with personal prOblems.

9. My advisor has taken an interest in me that extends b -

yond our meetings.

10. My advisor and I spend most of our time discussing
academic problems.

11. I believe my advisor has helped make the transition
from high school to college easier.

12. I believe my adviSor anticipates needs that I have.

13. I would willingly share problems that I encounter with
my advisor.

10-
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OWU ADVISOR EVALUATION

FOR OPTIONAL USE BY FACULTY AND ADMINISTRATIVE ADVI,ORS

Faculty and administrative academic advisors to students

serve on a voluntary basis and are always interested in improving

their effectiveness. A form to assist them is available if they

wish to use it, and the fact that the atached evaluation is now

in your hands testifies that it is being sent to you by your advisor

in order to help him do a better job.

The form IS totally anonymous; an envelope is enclosed to

return it directly to your advisor, and it will not be seen by

anyone else unless he chooses to share it. CoMpleting the check

list will take you less than five minutes but will be of significant

assistance to your advisor.

We hope you will help him help you, and others by complet-

ing and returning the form promptly.

Please -Jieck the 1i which represents your personal exper-

ience (not the experience of others) with your advisor

YES NO UNSURE

1. Understands and can explain the distribution require-
,

ments.

Is approachable, easy to talk with.

3. Readily available--keeps office hours as posted and

is willing to make appointments at other times.

4. Knowledge about classes offered and prerequisites

required.

5.. Respects the feelings and opinions of students.

6. Knows what it is like to be an undergraduate.



YES NO UNSURE

iMid

5.384

7. Has a sense of humor.

8. Is interested in his advisees as persons.

9. Knows the procedures by which to accomplish such

"Special" things as:

A. Adding or,dropping'a course.

B. Petitioning.

C. Getting an incomplete grade.

D. Taking proficiency exams.

E. Auditing a course.

10. Knowledgeable about other University resources

(financial aid, counseling, fraternities and

sorrorities, activities, etc.).

11. Does not pry into personal lives.

12. Knows univers,kty regdlations on such matters as:

A. Probation, dismissal.

B. Withdrawal.

C. Removing an incomplete grade.

D. Transferring credits.

E. Auditing a'course.

13. Is flexibleseeks and actively explores alternative

solutions'to student problems.

14. Helpful in such matters of academic concern as:

A. Poor grades.

B. Study habits.

C.. Performance on examinations.

D. Choice of major field.

E. Career.

F. Graduate school.

G. Study om affiliated programs (abroad, etc.).

H. Desire to drop a course.

I. Interest in transferring or dropping out of school.

104_ 5
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YES NO UNSURE
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15. Has good common sens( and offers practical

suggestions on topics of non-academic concerns:

A. IA o4.4,s441g--,

B. Roommates.

Comments:

C. Employment.

D. Family.

E. Homesickness.

F. Marriage.

G. Career.

A

16. Is helpful and available during the.period of pre-__
registration.

17. Does not hold grudges.

18. Commands respect.

19. Has considerable patience.

20. Has a strong sense of responsibility.



Advisor:

Career Choice: Terms Enrolled at UNF 1 2 3 4 5 6 6+

5.386

ACADEMIC ADVISEMENT.QUESTIONNAIRE

Academic Major:

Class: 3 4 Sex: M F
Z CO > ti CipTimes you have consulted your advisor

this term: 0 1-4 5-9 10+ P CD n or4 o
INSTRUCTIONS: Please give your impressions

, >--, --. 0 0 '--

of your advisor by responding to tlq-s te-

ments below by circling the appropriate 16cers

at the right.
1

/

MY ADVISOR:

1, Listens to me

2. Respects me as a person of worth

3. Makes all reasonable efforts to help me

4. Helps me Jevelop my educational goals

S. Provides important.information concerning

my career

Refers me to :)ersons who can help me

with my problems

7. Includes my desires in my degree program

8. Helps- me define and explore my life goals

9. Helps me choose my courses

10. Helps me plan a convenient class schedule

11. Helps me solve my academic problems

12. Permits me to make my own decisions

13. Has time to help me when I need him

14, Is open to discuss any problem I might have

affe

1". 1 0

0 0 cro

-i

0
0

NA SA A D SD alk

NA SA A D SD 407

NA SA A U D SD

NA SA A U D SD

NA SA A U SD

NA SA A U D SD

NA SA A U D SD

NA SA A U D SD

NIA SA A U D SD

SA A U D SD

NA SA A U D SD

NA SA A U D SD

NA SA A U D SD

NA SA A U D SD
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15. Helps me understand college regulations NA SA A U D SD

16. Cares about my future career success NA SA A U D SD

17. Explains employmen't opportunities in my field NA SA A U D SD

18. Has assisted me with personal problems NA SA A U D SD

19. Helps me fuel at ease NA SA A U D SD

20. Explains graduation requirements in my

college NA SA A U D SD

21. Is informed about my past school record NA SA A U D SD

22. Encourages me in my college work NA SA A U D SD

23. Is very patient with me NA SA A U D SD

24, Provides accurate up-to-date information NA SA A U D SD

25. Is one I could recommend to another student NA SI A U D SD

A. What do you see as the major strengths of the Academic and

Career Advisement Program?

What do you e!e as the major eaRnesses of the Academic and

Career AdviSement Program? lease make suggestions for

improvement.

University of North Florida
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ONIVIRSITY OF 'NEBRASKA AT OMA4A

OMAHA., NEBRASKA

TH13 SURVEY 13 BEING CONDUCTED TO SZE HOW oromms YELLABOVT THE JUN/SIND MIMS Dm THIS CAMPUS.
YOUR Rt3PON30 13 NECESSARY! PLEASE ANSWER THE QUESTIONS WHICH FOLLOW AND fETURN THE COMPLETED
QUESTIONNAIRE. 11.100(3 POR YOUR HELP.

DIRECTIONS: ENTER THE AMBER OF THE MOST APPROPRIATE RESPONSE
WISTION.

*. -Your tudent numbor:

1111 ET=
B. Do you know who haa been assignod

am your seadomic advisor?

D 1. ye*
2. no

C. hove yuu met with on aoodeole advisor

0 during the part two :semesters or
during the summerl

1. yes,

2. no

CONTINUE WITH THE REMAINING ITEMS ON1/ IP
YOUR ANSWER TO /BE ABOVE QUESTION WAS wYES."

YCCR *NSWIR WaS "940," PLEASE INDICATE
WHY YC =SOT Sit AN AVVISOR. (Write on
reverse side.)

D. Ny mein reason for sowing an advisor
during the past two semesters has been:

1. required signature
2. ttatZae selection and advice
3, pereanal problem
4. career Advisement
5. discuss changing ke' major

When I go to ass :my advisor, I find
that hi/shit la)

1. always available
2. usually ovallible
3. seldom available
4, aVailible by rppointment
5. not availible ot s convenient time

P. In oar meetings together, eir advisor appeare
to ba:

warm, patient, and nolpfUl to me as
an individual

2. helpful with my academie concerns,
but not with my personal problems

3. sooewhat formal and cold
4. anxious t..) get the whole thing over with

G. I feel that my advisor's knowledge of

regolations and requirements in my MAJOR
MOGRAM should be rated as;

1. very good
2. good
3. overage
44 poor
5, very poor

H. I feel that my adviso. a knowledge of
general UNIVERSITY REGUIATIONS should be
rated as:

1. very good
2, good
3. average
4. 'poor
5. very poor

I. The effort that my advieor shows in
trying to know me as an individual
cishould be rated as

1. very good
2. good

average
poOr
very poor

3.

5.

TRE BACK OP THIS FORM IS AVAILABLE FOR YOUR COHORTS

7N THE BOX PROVIDED WITH EACH

J. My advlsorit area:stance in helping me
plan my program f)r future semesters

0 has teen!

1. very good
2. good
3. &IMMO
4. poor
5. very poor

X. Altar seeing my advisor, / feel
that tha time with hinjber is!

extremely boneficial for me
benefitial tar me
hardly worth the effort
not beneficial

5. wasted

1.. All things considered, 1 fel
that I would eve my advisor a
grade of 1

1. A
2. B
3. C

D
5. JP

M. I find the moterial distributed it my
major department to describe its programe

0 and requirements':

1. Informative sM ureful.
2. no material available
3. often misleading
4. no opinion

N. Are you SAW* of the ONO Graduation
Contract?

1:1 1. Yes
2. No

O. All things tonsidered, I feel that I 'Nomad
give my major program's advising efforts

0 a rating of:

1. very good
2. good
3. overage
4. poor
5. very poor

P. My advisor refers me to appropriate other
3010tes of information and assistance:

always
most of the time

3. some of the time
4. never
5. no need to refer

q. In my opinion, this survey ie:

very good
good
average
poor
very poor

AND RECWIREMDATIONS.
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STATE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA

YOUT major is

Your present academic advisor's name is

YOUT age Your sex

1. Are you at present OT have you in the past been' enrolled for

Honors work in the College of Liberal Arts? Yes No

2. Have you done all of your undergraduate work (with the excep-

tion of summer school) at the State Univeristy of Iowa?

Yes No

- IF NO, check the academic standing you recadved upon enter-

ing the State University of Iowa.

freshman standing

sophomore standing

junior standing

senior standing

3. How many academic advisors have you had assigned to you while

attending the State Ulliversity of Iowa?

IF YOU HAVE HAD MORE THAN ONE academic advisor at SDI respond

to the following:

INSTRUCTIONS: Read all of the statements under the

heading "Reasons for advisor change" and place in the

space provided at the right of the appropriate state-

ment a check representing the advisor (in chronological

order) this change applied to. It may be that you will

have several checks by any one statement.

REASON(S) FOR ADVISOR CHANGE

My advisor left the University and I was

assigned to someone else

ADVISDR# 1 2 3 4 5



"N.
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ADVISOR# 1 2 3 4 5

I requested a different advisor within the

s4me department

I was assigned to the Liberal Arts Advisor Office
and when I declared a major, I was assigned an

advisor within my mewly chosen department

Other; reason not listed above

4. ANSWER ONLY IF YOU HAVE HAD MORE THAN ONE ADVISOR
In general, what effect do you feel changing advisol-s has had
on you?

adverse effect

has not made any difference, good or bad

has been very beneficial

5. What has been the longest duration you have gone without con-

sulting the.academic advisor which has been assigned to you?
Semesters: 1 2 3 A 5 6 7 8 9 10

If you did not (as indicated above) consult with your advisor
for more than two semesters, check the appropriate reason below.

My advisor was never around when I needed him.

I found that I could get better help in planning my
schedule, etc, from my friends.

After my advisor gave me "bad advice" a time or two, I

felt I could do as well or better on my own.

I became discouraged by my advisor's lack of interest and

impersonal treatment and have never returned to see him(her)

1051
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IMPORTANT: This section pertains only to the advisor whose name

you listed on page one.

6. For how many semesters have you been assigned to your present

advisor? §emesters

7. How many times have you met with your advisor for counseling

'this semester? times

8. Approximately how many times did you meet with your adviso, in

your junior year times

On the average, how long would you say that your meetings with

your advisor took?

Two minutes OT less

two to five minutes

five to ten minutes

ten to fifteen minutes

fifteen minutes or ionger

10. In order to help you with a particular situation, has your

advisor ever suggested that you consult any of the folldwing

campus agencies? Check those which he suggested.

Office of Student Financial Aids

The University Counseling Service

The Liberal Arts Advisory Office

The Office of Student Affairs

The Student Health Service

Business and Industrial Placement Office

Educational Placement Office

One of your course instructor's

Other not listed above

11. Has yotir advisor ever met with you and his other advisees as a
;

group \o discuss areas of concerns.(vocational opportunities,

graduation requirements, etc.) common to all his majors?

Yes
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IF YES, list the occ sionst

12. Have you ever had any contacts with your dvisor outside the

advisory situation?

Yes No

IF NO, wou,ld you like to? -Yes No

IF YES, where?

tie 1,ias an instructor in one of my courses.

He is at advisor to OT attends one af the organizations

I belong to.

We have met informally at a faculty tea, Christmas party,

etc. OT function of the university.

Othier

INSTRUCTIONS: There are no right or wrong answers to the following

statements. What is wanted is your own individual feelings about

these statements. Read each statement carefully and decide how you

Feel about it. Then mark your answer on the space provided on the

questionnaire. Remember that this section pertains only to the

advisor whose name you listed on page one.

(SA strongly axree JA just agree UC undecided-uacertain D disagree

SD 'strongly diisagree)

SA JA UC D SD

13. . I doubt thlat my advisor knows who I am]

or anythinIg about me.

14. When I nee'd to see my advisor, I have

seiting up an appointment

with

1

1U5 \
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15. My advisor usually appears so rushed

that I hesitate to asOmany of the
*

questions or to discusareas which

1 fyI would be helpful to me.

16. My 'dvisor appears well informed 00

cobk.se requirements, regulations, etc.

anA4I can place a great deal of con-

fidence in any suggestions he might

make regarding those matter

17. My advisor appears to be cold, doesn't

pay much attention to what I am saying,

and is rather brisk in his manner with

me

18. If I had a problem of a personal nature,

I wouldn't think of going to my advisor

to discuss it.

19. I usually meet with my advisor at least

one OY more tiPles a seMester other than

at registration.

20. My adviSor makes me,feel at ease and by

his manner encourages me to discuss any-

thing which might be helpful to me.
.

21. Although my advisor has fairly definite

office.hours when he is available for

advising, he is so busy it is almost

impossible -to see him anyway

12. I feel that my faculty advisor knows

me as an individual and is interested

in me as a person

23. My advisor seems to know little more

about course offerings, regulations

etc. than I do.

AIN
low

SA IA UC D SD

A

tor
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24. About the only time I use my advisor

is to sign my card at registration

and sometimes not even then.
25. My relationship with my advisor is

such that I would not hesitate to seek

his advic'e on most any subject or

problem I might have.

26. In OUT meetings together, my advisor

appears warm, interested, and patient

with me.-

SA JA UC D SD

I.N.N1

PLEASE USE THE BACK OF THIS PAGE TO MAKE ANY ADDITIONAL STATEMENT
CONCERNING YOUR OWN PERSONAL-REACTION TO THE ADVISING SYSTEM AT
SUI AS YOU HAVE EXPERIENCED IT.

:-

1. 0 DO
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Your present Education.advisor's name:.

(If you do not know your advisor's name, please contact your Departmental
Office or the College of Education Records Office.)

PLEASE CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE NUMBER BELOW:

1. Present class standing: 1 - Fresilman 2 - Soph 3 - Junior 4 - Senior

2. Your sex: 1 - Male 2 - Female

3. Your cultural race: 1 - Black 2 - Spanish surname 3 - American Indian
4 Oriental 5 - All other 6 - Decl.ine to respond

Your present cumulative grade point average:

1 - 3.50 to 4.00 5 - 1.50 to 1.99
2 - 3.00 to 3.49 6 1.00 to 1.49
3 - 2.50 to 2.99 7 - Less than 1.00
4 - 2.00 to 2.49 8 - None yet (freshman

or transfer)

5. Did you ever transfer to the University of Maryland at College Park from
aPother institution? 1 - Yes 2 - No

How long has the above-named person been your advisor?

1 - Less than 1 semester 4 - 5 or 6 semesters
2 - 1 or 2 semesters 5 7 or mre semesters
3 - 3 or 4 semesters

How many times would you estimate that you met with your advisor during
this time?

1 - Less than 3 times 4 - 11 to 15 times
2 - 3 to 5 times 5 - More than 15 times
3 - 6 to 10 times

8. On the avera_ge, how icing would you say that.your meetings with your
advisor took?

1 - two minutes'or less 4 - ten to fifteen minutes
2 7 two to five minutes 5 - fifteen to thirty minutes
3 - five to ten minutes 6 - more than thirty minutes

Have you had any contacts with your advisor outside the advisory
situation?

,1 - Yes 2 - No

10. If "No,"would you like to? 1 - Yes 2

10,
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INSTRUCTIONS: There are no right or wrong answers to the following.statements.
What is wanted is your, own individual feelings about these statements. Read
each statement carefully and decide how you feel about it. Then mark your
answer on the spice provided on the questionnaire.

SA strongly agree jA just agree 1.1 undecided-uncertain D disagree
SD strongly disagree

I doubt that my advisor knows who I am
or anything about me.

My advisor gives me a feeling of frus-
tration.

SA JA U D SD

When I need to see my idvisor, I have
little difficulty in sqtting up an
appointment with him.

My advisor usually appears so rushed
that I hesitate to ask many of the ques-
tions or to discuss areas which I feel
would be helpful tosme.

5. I feel I could r'ecommend my advisor to
another student.

6. My advisor appears well informed on
course requirements, regulations, etc.
and I can place a great deal of confi-
dence in any suggestions he might make
regarding these matters.

7. My'advisor appears to be cold, doesn't
pay much attention to what I am saying,
and is rather brisk with me.

I have been satisfied with my advisement.

9. If I had a problem of a personal nature,
I wouldn't thinK of going to my advisor
to discuss-it.

10. I usually meet with my advisor at least
one or more times a semester other than
at registration,(or pre-registration). .

11. I am satisfied with my advisor.

12.- My advisor makes me feel at ease and by'
his manner encourages me to discuss any-
thing which might be helpful to me.

10 a'S
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13 Although my advisor has fairly definite
office hours when he is available for ad
vising, he is to busy it'is almost impossible
to see him anyway.

14. I feel that other Colleges should provide ad-
visement like this College provides.

15. My adviscir is not only well informed about
course requirements and regulations but
Abe is also_sufficiently conscientious about
lmy enrollment each semester so that I am not
handicapped with enrollment errors.

Vo,

16. I feel that my cdviur knows lie as an indi-.
vidual and is interested in me as a person.

I feel satisfied as a result of my talks
with my advisor.

18. My advisor seems to know little more about
course offerings, regulations, etc. than
I ddk

19. About the only time I use my advisor is at
registration (or pre-registration) and some-
times not even then.

20. My relationship with my advisor is such that
I would not hesitate to seek his advice on
most any subject or problem I might have.

21. Colleges should provide advisors like mine.

22.- In our meetings together, my advisor appears
,warm, interested, and patient with me.

23. Since my advisor is not very knowledgeable or
sonscientious about his advising responsi-
bilities, I can reasonably expect him to make
some kind of enrollment error when I seek his
help during pre-registration.

SA JA U D SD

1.0

University of Maryland

105$



Wellesley College Yepultys.

741mil Committee on Counseling

May 5 1976

Tbe Committee on Counseling will nake rrAommendations`in the fell of 1976 dbncerning
arrangements for academic'slidvising and personal counseling at the College. TO this end,
we are seeking information from zany segments of the community.

The purpose of this questionnaire is to find out what the faculty does and what the
faculty thinks. Specifically, wr. ate asking:

MowmuCh advising and counseling you do,

-- on whet sorts of topi

with what sorts, of students.

How you use the edvisiiig and counseling resources of the college,

what you know about them,

7
and what ytu think and-how you feel bout all this.

The questionnaire looks long, but we have tried to make it easy to answer. It should
take you no 'more than 30 minutes. Please fill it out, and return it as quickly as you
ten. 'You 'will also find a postcard enclosed. Please put your name on this and return
it separately from the questionnaire. This wIll enable us to remind you about this
survey if necessary. It is essential that we hear from as large and representative group
of the faculty.as possible. lour reply is c.:stletely snpnymous.

The Commitee also welcomes Comments in person and in writing from all faculty meMbers.

Blythe Clinchy, Chairman
Grazia Avitabile
Lisa Bohlander
Nancy Chotiner
Tom Dimieri
-Linda Hurley
Vivian Ingersoll
Joyce Wadlington
Barbara Wilson

**** PLEASE RETURN QUESTIONNAIRE TO BLYTHE CLINCHY, PSYCHOLOGY ****
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I. ACADEMIC AIVISING

1:n this first section we ask you,tp respond-to a number of questions concprning academic
advisin. The questions deal mainly with what you do as an academic advisor and how you
feel about it: -Wears interested also in your thoughts aboutthe present system and in
yourceactions to yarious models of academic advising.

1. Are -ou seryipg in a Nina,. capacitY .as advisor to juniors and seniors majoring 5:
in your denartment this year? (Please check) Yes No

16 If yes, pleas., answer the following questions:

(1) How.many advisees 6 you have this year?

(2) Did you have any' choice as to whict;' students became your advisees?
(Please check the appropriate response.)

Complete choice
No cboice

. Some. choice (
Don't know

(3) Did your Avisees have aw Choice as to which faculty member became
their.advisor?

vs

Complete choice Some choice
No choice Don't'know

(4) When you encounter one of iour advisees, do you remember-his/hex. name?

(5)

Always
Occasionally*

Usually
Nev.ar

How many of your advisees this year initiated a meeting with you on
other than routine, required occasions?

7:-

8:

9:

All of them - Most of them
Some of them None of them 10:

(6) With how many of your advisees did you initiate meetings this year when
not required to do so?

With all
With *vie

With most
'With none.

(7) With how many of your advisees,this year did you discuss academic matters
other than course choices and requirements in the major field?

With all With most
With some With none

(8) How well do you think your advising met the academic needs of your advisees
this year?

12:

Not at all well Fatriy well

Quite well Doy rw 13:



lama*/ *Item diseuia Seadopic matters 'with students shonre not formally assigned
tosthmstasodwisees. AS:Mall Ai vith those uho arc In this question, vs are inter-
milted in the sorts of topics you 'discuss with students in doing formal or ;informal

ieg emscadmic matters ormattere related to teaching and learning. Please try
4s, stimate the wAmajLtudesavith whom you discussed the following topics during

lalutimasav
y

A(IPlease Chock the appropriate column.)

A6 reqUirements for the major

16 choice of courses within
your depertmnt

Ac. choice of courses outside
your departmiat

Ai. difficulties, student is VI-
verifrocias in your course

. difficUlties student-le ex-
periencing in scours* taught
by :someone 'else

f. off-campus internships or
field study opportunities

g. career options

h. 12-collage exchange
4-

i. MIT courses

j. requirements for degree

b.. graduate programs

1. summer school

16 leaves of absence

n. transfer

o. honors work

p. credit/non-credit

q. other (Please describe)

Nome 1-5 6-10 11-15 More than 15

17.

18.

191

20'--s------

21:

22:

23:

24:

35: -

26;

tt:

28:

3. ?lease circle any of the topics listed tn question 42 (above ) which you consider
yourself poorly, 'Qualified to discuss at present. '

Please disregard these umbers

.1

414. 43 il 46 A7

4. Assume that 100% of you academic advising (on matters like those listed in 2, above)
is allocated among the following groups. Please try to estimate the % of that time

that was pent with oath of thofollowing groups durinA this semester.
% tine

a. Freshmen - .
48:

- p
..

b. Sophomore who have noi yet declared a major 49:
,

c. Students nejoring ocaeolaring a major in
your department

d. Juniors not majoring in your department _AV)S1

50:

51:

e. Seniors art majoriog inyourdepartment 52:
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3. In this iguestion would like to know how ;many students you referred to the foll4wing

c woes for academic adviie during:shill acclimate aim.

a. other factilty in your department
1

b. Your department chairperson

c. facnIty in other departments

4. Dean of Academic Ptogtame

** Clase Deana

I. other students

g 'Career Services

h. Director of Continuing Education

1. Other (Please describe.)

*ober of students referred

hone 1-2 3-5 6-10 more than 10

4

4. In this question we would like to know, first, whether or not you encounteted each
of the following problems *mine this academic y.et:. Second, if you did encounter the
problem, did you initiate a 'consultation vith a Class Dean, either by calling the Dean
or suggesting to the student that ihe see her Dean?

a. Student was having trouble handling
work in your course.

b. Student appeared tos be in personal
difficulty

C. Student wes delinquent in attendince
or assignments

Encountered problem initiated

Yes No

4. You needed information on regulations,
requirements, etc.

Yes

'consultation
Does mot

lo apply

i

63:

64:

65:

66:

67:

68:

69.

7. %dor the present system at the College, formal academic advising is partly centralized,
under the Class Deans And Dean of Academit Programs, and partly decentralized, with
faculty advising majors in-their departments. 'Which of the following statements best
expresses your evaluation of this arrangement/ (Please Check one.)

a. It storks very 'well

b. It works fairly well, but has some otoblems

c. It does not work very well, has many problems.

d. Don't know. 70:

If you see any problems in the itrangement, please describe ihem, if possible. 71:
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lr.a4 At same colleges, faculty take more responsibility for academie advising than at
Wellesley. For example, some oi all feculcymight-Nt assigned to a grou f students
.(not necessarily majoring in their departments) and night do all or nearly all of the
academic/advising for that group, .(for example, helping the student to nake sensible

4

dicisitcs concerning her academic life, discussing problems and pleasurei in learning).

46' If youvould probably
all reasons that ,apply1

not be willing to serlie as a faculty advisor, please check
72.

(1) I =too busy.
(2) link top ignorant.
(3) I might tend to favor my own departmentaf offerings.
(4) / might tend to favor better studentsz .

(5) I don't enjoy this sort of interaction with students.
(6) It encourages students' dependence mothers.
(7) Arrangements in which students and faculty are forced

upon each other dottot work very well.
)

(8) Other. (Please descr.ibe)

Would you favor a similar arrangement at Wellesley? (Please-check one.)

(1) Probably yes, without released time or extra pay
(2) Probably yes, if given released time from teaching
(3) Probably yes, if paid
(4) Definitely not
(5) Other. (Please specify)

9. Are there academic natters on which you feel Wellesley students do not receive:

adequate advising?,

Yes lo Don't know.

If yes, please describe.

73:

74:
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II. IIRSONAL comarLING
,

In this second section we elk you to respond to questions toncerning persona1cnunselinst,
jaroadly-defined. ltie questions deal nainly with what you ,do by wey of personal counseling
end bneyeu feel about it. We are interested also in your perceptions of the presenteystemeed in the eatent.of your knowledge of counseling services at the College.

10. A1though it is Impossible to draw sharp distinctions between Academic Advising And
personal counseling, tbs following issues are sometimes consiolered more personal thancademic. 'lease estimate the number of students with whom you discussed each of the
fallowing topics this semester.

a. students' relations with peers

I. students' difficulties with An
instructor other.then yourself

c. issues concerning student's
family

d. student's inability to work or to
work efficiently

. student's general unhappiness or
depression

1. sdecisions student is making on
matters other than academic
(Please specify if possible.)

h. other (Pleese describe)

None 1-2 3-5 . 6-10 More than 10

,

1

4a.

0

76.

77:

80:

Card II

11. Assume that 100% of your personal counseling (on matters like those listed in 10,
above) Is Allocated amotg the following groups. Please try to estimate the % of that

'time that was spent with'each of these groups lain& this semester.

a. Ireshoen

D. Sophomores

c. Juniors

4. Seniors

% time

5:

6:

12. To which of the folloOing College personnel have you referred students for personal
counseling during this academic year? (Check all that apply.)

a. Dean of Academic Programs 11.
b. Class Deans, Dean of Academic Programs' 12.
C. Psychiatrists 13.
d. Human Relations Consultant 14:
st. Consulting Psychologist 1$:_____---.f. Heads of House

16:
g. Chaplaincy lit__
b. Vil Juniors 1 0,64 18:
I. Other (Please describe.) 19.
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,.13.* 'Is rou believe that you, as a member of the Wellesley faculty, should do personal
-14mmee1ing of soma sort if the occasion afites? That is, do you consider it as
'part el your job?

146 lie P
b. Iss, soder special cireumstances. Please specify:

C. 110

- AL bon't know

III. Academic Advising and Personal-Counseling

The questions,in this third section Apply to both academic advising and
personal counseling.

14. If 4 student mere doing very poorly in your tourse what, if aeything, wuld you do?

15. If a Student seemed to you to be very unhappy or' di turbed what, if anything weld
you dtl

21:

22:

-

it. How 'many hours did you epend in your office Iast ytek? If Iast weikyas very unusual,
choose another more typical week. Do not include time spent in meetings, classes, ett.

44 3 hours or Iess
h. 6-10 hours
v. 11-15 hours

d. 16-20 hours
e. 21-25 hours
f. more that 25 hours

17. Vow often was your door open itirla ALL:time

a. Always 'h. Usually c. Sometimes
a

d. Never

18. Whidh of the following best describes your availability to student's?

a. Students are free to drop in almost any time I am in the office alone.
b. I am available only during offitt hours and'by appointment.
v. Other. Please specify:....11111

19. Last week, approximately how many students did you see out of class for more
than five minualis? Once again, if last week was a very unusual week, choose

another, sore typical, recont week.
Number of students:

rp

24::

26:

20. Pleas, select the three activities from those listed below which occurred mo3t frequently
in your 'Plowings with students outside of class last week. Then, rank thes three
from 1 ( most frequent ) to 3 ( leaat frequent of the three ).

a. advising on academie programs 27:

lati
b. helping student consider matters related to future career or graduate study 28:

c. discussing intellectual questions not directly related to content 29:

of your courses :.

d. discussing content of your courses (ideaa and information from reading) 30:

. , lectures, ere.) .

a. discusping academic difficulties 31:

. f. helping students work out personal problems 32:

g. informal socialising 33:

\

21. In this question we would like to assess your knowledge of the current advising/counseling

resources of the college. Please do not look up the answers to the following questiona.

a. Where is the counseling office?
1 0'6 5

b. Who la An it?

14:

35:
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. NM* the psyshlatrists.at Walkway'?

Name the Clam Naas?

ill. Additional nformation

364

314
40'

o I

,

The following information will be 'useful to us in tabulating responaes ,to the questionnaire.
lt viii 410.1 compromise your anonymity.

, o

, 22. Ate you a department chairperson? 16 14s No

23. Now many full time faculty ,are in your department?

AmMor An NOW than 5 b. 5-9
NO0

' c. 10 orimore 394

24. What is 3our_rankt 1. instructor Assistant Professor
s. AssociatiViofeosor . d. Professor e. Other. Please specify 40:.

25, Are you a full time facUltyvelber? a. Yes

4.

26. In which 'division ,do you' 'teach?

=11nome a. tromp A (Humanitiea) b. Group 1 (Social Sciences)

b. No 41:

27. What was!your teaching load this year?
Number of students

1(;*
Term I
Term II

c. Group C (Sciences)
42:

43:

44

46:---

Number of coursAs

28. How long have you been teaching at Wellesley? -

s. first year b. 2nd or 3rd year c. 4th .- 5th year

-. d. 6th-9th year ..... e. 10 years or more 47:

29. What is you. sex' a. Nals b. "male - 48:

30. What if your agel a. under 30 b. 30-39 c. 40-49 d. 50 or over
491

31. Pleas add any comments you wish to make and have been unable to express in this
questionnaire. We are especially interested in your evaluation (specific or general)
of advising,4nd counseling services at the College, your suggestions for changes
in the syst em. and your ideas about issuis which you think the Counseling Committee
shotild address.

z,

a

,

Aft"

Os

THANK YOU YOR YOUR INTEREST AHD COOPERATION.

50:

51:

52:

53:
54:

55:

4
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RECOGNITION CERTIFICATE FOR EXCELLENCE IN.ADVISING

The following certificate is an example of how an

institution can recognize outstanding advisOts.



EXCELLENCE IN
ACADEMIC ADVISING*

This is to certify that

116.11=1.=11M1111111111.01

HAS DEMONSTRATED EXCELLENCE

AS AN ACADEMIC ADVISOR
* * *

Date Signature

LAILA.a
OD-

10S1
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Advisors are..............

5.407

ADVISORS ARE

...friends

helpful

uninformed

doing their best

working overtime

necessary

teachers

too busy for me

counselors

knowledgeable

a drag

problem solvers

nervous

listeners

the ones who have all your information

but don't remember your name

-Columbia College.Students

Summer 1976
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, IF YOU WERE MY FACULTY ADVISOR

Sally Felker

Student

This is what-I would want you to know as you work with me:

-
\

First, you must realize that I am ftightened of you--although I

may-hidé my fear with hostility-or apathy, the fear is still there.

Society has taught me to fear you and I will distrust you at-first,

no matter how compassionate and understanding you may be.

I want you to know that I have much to offer if only you can

listen, Make.me feel safe, and give me the idea you sincerely care.

You can be clumsy with me as long as you diligently work at the

process of helping me learn and grow.

You can hurt m6 as iong as your intent is not to destroy me; but

to help me realize things'abbut myself which I may not know.

Look at pile and see that_there are many possibilities lying deep

down in me. You may be the one holding the key to unlocking them.
r

Know also that I 'probably will not ap.preciate you; that I may forget

that you, too ar_human--but I do not want you to forget that about me.

Confirm the best in me,. 4 seem, to need it. I become a beAter person

when you do this to me.

Help me see myself clearly.

Please do not give up on_me. If you do, I fear I may give up on

myself. Believe in me so that I may believe in myself.

107.2
IOW

4.
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A LETTER FROM A STUDENT

The following letter was received as part of a major

university's evaluation of its academic advising program.

am not a senior in the education department. I ex- ,

pected to graduate this May, but.am lacking one credit and will
now have to go to summer school. I feel this would not have happered
if / had an advisor who took the time-to review my records. The
records department sent me a notice in April informing me some-

.

thing was wrong concerning graduation. Due to my student teaching
schedule I was not able to- respond until. the end of that first
week. The records department.informed me my-advisor could arrange

an independent study program so I may be able to get my one credit
and graduate in May. I proceeded to visit my advisor who informed

me she vould not and "was not wIlling" to take 'the time to allow
me to get my one credit. She "advised" me to take an arts and
crafts course this summer. She left the impresskon that she was
in a hurry to get me out of her office. The visit lasted less
than two minutes. Her attitude warrants a poor reflection of the

advisement system.

I would like to point out the type of advising I have

received in the College of Education. The first five semesters I

saw the inside of her office twice for a vely brief time. On

registration days she merely went into the outer waiting room and

asked who had their cards filled out and proceeded to stamp and

sign the.forms of 5-10 students in 1e!;s than one minute.

My junior year I had a medical problem. My doctor told

me to go to my schwil advisor and work out a. light schedule. When

my advisor found out I had a tumor requiring surgery she suggested

I
./

107 "
Alre
mar
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I drop out of schoo,l. I refused so she set up a schedule that
included 18 semester hours. I.did not follow through with that
schedule when registering. InSteAd I followed my medical doctor's
advice. The majority of that conference was spent discussing a
"D" I received in a methods course. When I attempted to explain

my view on why I received that first and only D in my school ex-
perience, she qu#Icly.,..ScOlded me and-re-sorted to calling me a
"peon" and said I had no right to voice my opinion since 1. did

not have the experience my professor had.. ,

I realized when I entered the University that it was
well-known as a "factory" and students are just numbers. The

advisement system in the College of Education reinfcrces that
idea.

It unfair not to realize the advisor's situAtion.
Often an advisor is also a professor, has student teachers ,to super.
vise, is taking more college courses himself, has publication dates

to contend with, and is involved in other activities.. In other
words, the advisor is spreading himself too thin. Advising or
any_job should be done completely and well. This takes more
time than most University education advisors have.

It is not my intent to criticize the College of Education
for I have felt the greatest majority of my college experience has

been tremendously worth while. Yet I feel the advisement system
is a complete farce. I do not wish to experience more friction,
ther,!fore I am not signing my name.

1074
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"THE NIGHT BEFORE GRADUATION"

Charles J. Milhauser

Chronicle of Higher Education

What's sadder than the sight and sound of a senior who

'distovers2the night before commencement, that he or she Ilsn't
net all the graduation requirements?

Almost nothing, thinks Charles J. Milhauser, the regis-

trar at Cornell College in Iowa, who urges seniors to check such
things the fall before graduation.

,

"Twas the night before graduation,

when all through the dorm

Not a creature was stirringi

_not_even in Rorlm..

All diplomas were signed

by the pres'dent with eare,

In hopes hat the graduates

soon would be there.

When out on the lawn there arose

such a clatter:

Some seniors just learned

of a terrible matter.

More rapid than eagles

N, the registrar came

And-4e counted their credits

'anciNc411ed them ty name:

Flunk, Ma'rsha; flunk, Spencer;

flunk Frances and Dixon;

Flunk Como, he's'.stupid;

flunk, Donna "and ,Nixon;

44 A

A.
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Then up to the Hilltop

the parents they flew

With all sorts of threats

and a lawyer or two.

All said, in a twinkle,

"The registrar's goof.

He's hemming and hawing, -

but where is the proof?"

As they drew out their checkbooks

while turning around,

Down the hallway the reOstrar

came with a bound.

He spoke just this word

_ .as they reached for his neck:

"I asked every senior

sto come for a check!

In early September

I bid them come in,-

Both to look at.their records

to know what has been

And to lea-rn what remains

and what still'must be done

If they are to finish

in time for Mhy's fpn.

We talk abJut transcripts;

requirements, too;

And I mark on a sheet

all they nepd to' get through

Your child was invited

to come fer a check

Had he done so he would

have avoided this wreck.

1076
-ort.
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The proof WAS conclusive

the punishment paid.

iTwas fooliSh t'lgnore

such a valuable aid.

The next group of seniors

was quick to foresee -

What a wonderful benefit

checking can be.

Just a minute or two

of your time and your mass

Will incure that you know

what you must do to pass.

The students whose records

were checked in the fall

Are enjoyin the year

and just having ab-all.

But those who neglected

their visit to pay

Are they who have thrown

graduation away.0
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ACADEMIC ADVCSING

AN .AN NO TATED B I BL I 0 G RA PHY

Compiled and Annotated by.

Lois Renter

:r

Head Libra n-
,

David S. Cro ett
Vice President

The American College Testing Program
2201 North Dodge
P.O. Box 168
Iowa City, Iowa 52240r
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The American College testing Program is dedicated to the enrichment
of education, It wasifounded as in inviolate public trust and operates as
a nonprofit corporation governed by educational representatives from
individual states Of regions and a Board of trusteg.

A fundamental goal of 'ne Program is to exercise educational
leadership by conducting Aesting, information gathering, evaluating, and
related activities in order to (I) assist in the identification and solution
of educational probkms and (2) communicate to the general and
professional publics knowledge and ideas about education.

me chieVbeneficiaries of The Program's seryices are students,
'secondary schools, thstitutions of 'higher education, and educational
risearchers.

1079
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FOREWOR*D.'s.

:at

Theae exi.ata in Wi4heA edlication.today a 'anemiad
intekeatin- acirdemke adviaing. Academic adviaing i4
AecognizeiCa4 an ctusenUaA educationat 4tAviCe to be
paovided by an inatitution oil highest. edtiaation%
Academie advi4ing, Inopetty detiveked, can be a ,

poweAiut institutional inituente on atudent gAowth
and development. It can atao intekpatte enhance,
and eimich the educationat plogtam oif any cottege on
un.ive444.4.'

Th,1.4 bibtiogAaphy'on the Aubject-oi academic adviaing
i4 intended to 4eive Au a aeaouace guidesioa
adminhataatou and te4ealtchelc4 in h4ghe education.
Speciat Aecognition ia due Loia Rentei, Head Lakakidn,
The Ameaican Cottege* Te4ting PAogItam, who waa paimaaity
aeapoKaitge iompiting the inimmation. It 4,4 hoped
that thi4 flibtioviaphy witt be uaeiut to educatoaa in
impkoving acIdemkc adviaing, and theta aikving atudenta
mou e6jectivety.

**
David S. Clockett
Vice Paeaident

106-sr.
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ADVISING PROGRAMS

Advisia. and counseling: the study of education at Stanford; report to
the University,: Stanford, Cal.: Stanford University, 1969. (ERIC
Document Reproduction Ser Vice No. ED 032 848.)

,11

This report, the fifth in a series of ten, was prepared by the
Steering Committee, the Study of Education at Stanford. The
series, based on the concept that education should be a continu-
aus process .ot discovery throughout life, sets forth recommenda-
tions for strengthening the academic enterprise at Stanford
University., This booklet presents the report of the Topic

------- -Comittee-on-Advialng-and Counseling, which is based on its
position paper entitled "Advising: The Humanity of the Univer-
sity."

:The committee recommends an administrative focus on advising as
a crucial academic function, evaluation of individual and depart-
mental counseling, and increased emphasis on the training and
development of responsibility in future advisors. Problems with
Stanford University's professional counseling appear to stem
from indifferent attitudes of students, faculty, and adminis-
trators. In the bope that the kinds of attitudes that are vital
to good counseling's:ay be brought about, the committee proposes
:structural chatiges that would clarify --for both students and
advisors-- the universitys means for providing vocational and
psychological counseling. The committee's recommendation on
freshman advising vas substituted for one by the Steering
Committee.

Anthony, V. A. The development of a philosophy for advising elementary
educakion majors in their selection of an academic area of speciali-,

zation. Dissertation Abstracts International, 1972, 32, 3679A.

This study described patterns of selection of academic areas of
specialization by prospective elementary teachers, analyzed
pertinent theories of vocation and career choice, and appraised
the extent of present programs of advising. Based on these exam-
inations,'it formulated the primary questions which require con-
sideration and provided teptative answers. From these it developed
and proposed a comprehensive statement of philosophy for a program
of advising. The final part of the study advanced tentative formal
recommendations based on this theoretical ground which can be
implemented in experimental form.

r
On



Some of the contentions upon which the philosophy'was,based
are: I) a formal program is needed and can make a significant
contribution; 2) it should bit provided early;:and 3) a, portion
of the basic advising program should le A part of a regular
classroom experience, but advising should also be available
through individual counseling upon request of a student. Tbe
department of education should have overall control resmnsi-
Unties for suet. a program with the cooperation- an4 active
participation of the subject area departments. ..

The qualifications of staff members involved in advising were
discussed, specific recommendations for a proposed program were
advanced, and a scheme of association between personality
orientations and specialization areas was introduced.

Arnettel J. L. Cooperative education and placement as an integral
part of academic and career advisement. :College and :University,
1974, AO, 85 - 88.

The University of North Florida has developed a personalized
career planning program Which-uses academic and career advisors,
the Cooperative Education and Placement Office, and the Counsel-
ing Services Office. The program is coordinated and super-
vised by the Associate Dean-of Students.

Academic and career advisors are faculty members who are selected
on the basis of their interest in students and their ability to
relate to them, as ivAl as for their teaching ability and pro-
fessional achievements. They are carefully screened, Sre given '

twelve month appointments and have no less than one-half of their
time assigned for advisement. The advisar's initial interview
with the student is the most important. Later conferences vary
with the individual needs of the student.

The Cooperative Education and Placement Office works very closely
with the advisors, providing in-service training and serving as
consultants. The Counseling Services Office provides psycho-
logical services such as consultation, referral of students, and
evaluation of off-campus psychological services. Evaluation of
the service was primarily positive and some changes are being
considered but none involve the basfc nature of the program.

Blocker, C. E., and Richardson, R. C., Jr. Teaching and guidance go
together. Junior College Journal, 1968, 39 (3), 14 - 16.

The authors suggest that 'colleges consider a fundamental reappraisal
of the roles of faculty, counselors, and division chairmen to the
end of improving guidance services for the individual student.

10533
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The tole of the classroom teacher is centval to any. effective
.guidance program. Given his frequent contacts with students,
-he bAS the best oppprtunity to respond to students' needs.
Each academic division should have assigned to it a .counselor-
Instructor. He 'would function as the primary communicator
between students and the otfice of the dean, between central
guidance and faculty, and between the division chairman and
central guidance. The division chairman must encourage faculty
Members to take an active part in the advisement of students.
The central guidance office would perform specialized services
related to overall institutional needs.

The recommended reordering of guidance services to establish_______
well-defined roles would be a significant improvement over
the generally poorly conceived and administered programs ex-
istent in far too many two-year colleges today.

Cates, D. A study of the relationship between an academic counseling
program and the academic performance of selected students at
Texas,Technological College, Dissertation Abstracts, 1968, ,28,
2473kr

1

The statistical relationship between the academic performance
oftfreshman students who did and did not participate in a summer
program of academic counseling was explored in this study.
Their. were 2,011 studentS in an experimental graup and1,770 in
a cpntrol group. The relationahip,between the groups was anal-
yzed using SAT scores as covariants. Academic performance was
defined AS the student's grade point average for the first
colllege semester.

Thelfinal analysis of data revealed that students Who attended
theiacademic counseling program earned significantly higher
grade point averages. Some recommendations were: 1) to con-
tinue this type of academic counseling; 2) to conduct research
to identify andanallze the causes of the relationships dis-
covered id; tbe study; 3) to assess differences within individual
academic schools; 4) to research the motivation of students
participating in such a program; and 5) to conduct a study of
these students through their college careers.

Christensen,O. C. Jr. A study of the influence of an early orientation,
advising, and counseling program for selected freshmen entering the
Univers4y of Oregon. Dissertation Abstracts,1964, 24, 3164.

in order to explore the. influence of a pilot Summer Advising and
Counseling Program, an experimental and a control group were set

l OS4
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up to providi a basis for comparison. he groups were tompared
on fall term grad* point.averages, study program changes, with-
drawal from the University during the fall term, and seven other
varlibles.

The data indicated,that the Summer Program vas effctive in in-
creasi6g study program stability, creating an immediate positive
student reaction to the University, creating a positive opinion
of the value of organised orientation and advising activities,
increasing student use of the Reading-Study Laboratory service,
and creating a positive opinion of the University Counseling
Center.

The Summer Program,vas not note effective than the existing fall
program:in the other areas of-comparison. Thus, no recommendation
was made for its continuation. BoViver it vas recommended that
many of the positive features of the Program be integrated into
the fall program.

Considine, W. J. A model scholastic achievement monitoring system for
academic advisors in physical education. Physical Educator, 1975,
32; 173-177.

A trend tovard individualised course colbinations has reemphasized
the need for a quality academic advisement system to oversee the
progress of those enrolled In ail programs of study. In an at-
tempt to provide some useful Information for academic advisors,
the Department of Physical Education, 'University of Illinois,
U-C., developed a systematic analysis of the scholastic achieve-
ment of majors in specified areas of the physical education
curriculum.

The curriculum vas divided into ten categories, such as P.E.
_Required Theory, P.E. Elective .Theory, Requirectivityi
and seven others. Criteria for each ,classification vete estab-
lished. Student majors vete classified into six nonmutually
exclusive groups, such as Sex, Athlete-Non-athlete, Probation-
Nonprobation and three more.

A computer analysis of student achievement in various categories
yielded useful interpretations of the data. This,academic mon-
itoring system win be refined to enable moie detailed analyses.

Cooper, B. L. A study of the critical requirements for advising and/or
counseling nursing students In selected baccalaureate and associate
degree nursing education programs in Mississippi. Dissertation
Abstracts international, 1975, 35, 6451A-6452A.

1 08 5



This investigation sought answers to the primary question:
What counseling and/or advising services exporieneed by nursing
students prior to, during, and after admission are critical to
their subsequent successrand expressed satisfaction within the
program? Three other related questions were investigated in
the study. The Critical incident Technique, developed by John C.
Flanagan,was adMinistered to 381 nursing students. From 1,255
incidents reported, 560 were= deemed adequate. They were then
sorted into seven ma/or areas and 27 sub-areas or critical needs.

Area- V (Providing Curriculum.,Planning and Advisement to Nursing
Students While Enrolled'in'the Nursing Program) ranked first.
It also appeared as the most demanding or inadequately nit need-.
Area I (Providing Adequate Pre-Admission Services to Prospective
Nursing Students) appeared as the most adequately met need. The
consensus- was that students felt adequate services were pro-
vided before and 'at the time of admission, but felt at a loss
after they became involved in the program.

Dameron, J. D.-, and Wolf, J. C. Academic advisement in higher education:-
a :new model. journal of College Student Personnel 1974, 15, 470 -
473.

The model proposed is similar to that described by O'Banion in
-emphasizing the developmental,process of academic advising but
the method of implementation differs significantly, primarily
in the use of the personnel. The staffing is based on a p-
fessional career ladder with three basic divisions: tba below
baccalaureate,degree level paraprofessional; the bact;alAureate
degree level pre-professional, and the graduate degref level pro-
fessional worker.

Exploration of life goals and of vocational goals are facilitated
-by-the-proftesiodel-counselor:--Stlection-of-prottem and selection
'of courses are not handled b the faculty, but by the baccalaureate
degree trained guidance associate. Scheduling cf courses is facil-
itated by paraprofessional assistants.

Reasons for not using faculty for advisement are: counselors are
better trained for and-committed to counseling; the cost of using
faculty for such activities is high; faculty knowledge of tiends
outside their specialty may be limited; and overall coordination
of academic advisement efforts is usually lacking in faculty-
facilitated programs. Advantages of the model include having a
theoretical base from which to operate and thus it can be_ evalu-
ated. Other advantages center around the'efficient use at
counselors.
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Frazee, 14 ML Recommendations for a new design for the academic advising
program of the Mbstclair State College, Upper Mbntclair, New Jersey.
Dissertation Abstracts,. 1968, 28, 4817A - 4818A.

Pot many years Mbntclair State College haeshad a decentralized,
departmental advising program with advisory assignments, based on
the student's major departmental affiliation, a practice commen-
surate with the 'institutional procedure of having students select
their sejor field when applying'for admisiion. A reorganization
appears necessary to seat student needs in a new era of institu-
tional developeent.

The field was surveyed to study the success of several major types
of academic advising programs, noting how they have been affected
.by expansion. _Prom 87 returned surveys, seven were chosen to be
visited. Attention was paid to the following features of the pro7
grams: formation and development, philosophy, functions of ad-
visers, program structure, problems' and evaluation. A question-
naire was also administered to a group of Montclair faculty ad-
visers and a sample of Mbntclair students to identify faculty
advisory functions.

Based on the information gathered', it was recommended that Montclair
should: institute specialization in advising within the existing
decentralized framework with chief advisers to coordinate depart-
mental advising; and next, reconsider admissions procedures, calling
for postponement of the student's decision of a major field until
later. This envisions a centralized freehman advising program with
upperclass advising remaining a specialized departmental responsi-
bility.

Gibson, G. A seta-presentation of a theoretical and research base for
academic advisement. A paper presented at ,the American Personnel
and Guidance Association Convention,'San Diego, California, February
1973. (ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 085 621)

The generation'of questions of worthwhileness of academic advise-
ment into researchable hypotheses I. dependent upon results from
outcome questions substantiating process questions. Researchable
hypotheses aro few duo to the complexity of the advising process
involving students, advisors, problems, methods, and researchers.
Questions generated for research on academic advising are multi-
dimensional and take the form of: Do the various mo4os of academic
advisement yield differential ffects with different kinds of stu-
dents, advisors, and problems? How/ When? With the complexity
of researchable questions of academic advising the resulting meth-
odological variance requires the application of multivariate
factoral analysis designs.,,
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HArdee, M. D. Counseling and advising in the new junior college.
Junior,Collese Journal, 1961, 31..370 7 377.

The student's expectation a college and his needs are yell
worth finding out about. Mbat is his over-all image of the
college? How closely will the ideal approach the real? His'
intellectual needs assume top priority, vocational needs only
slightly less. Affective needs are related to ,these. Social
at:di, physical needs and ecoiAlic needs are important also.
AL panel of junior college transfers was organised to discuss
theirexpectations. These-students expressed satisfaction with
the status etthe_igaior_s011egemm4U*AppmoachabilItri-the
ttibiliron fromjunior to senior college, and ,their extra-class
participation In the junior college years.

'Good teething,' efficient faculty advising, and competent pro-
fessional tounseling aid in the fulfillment of expectations.
A comprehensive counseling program will be bised on the belief
in the vorth of the individual student as well as other prin-
ciples.

An institution'S own study of the advising-counseling process
can be compared at intervals with results of studies carried
out in other institutions. It is also important to continue
the enthusiasm and effort of the first:year in successive
years. High level accomplishments can be achieved if the
staff Charts its first year well.

Hoffman, 111. Academic advising in higher education. Dissertation Ab-
stracts International., 1975,35, 5815A.

This studris,basically a review of the literature dealing with
model a and c omponen t s o Lmatiele_of....acadesaie advising In- higher

It emphasizes the importance of meeting needs of
students through a well-developed guidance program as an addi-
tional student personnel service.

The study suggests criteria for the development of an effective
program and the-necessity for each institution to develop goals
of advising that mill support Its educational philosophy. It
further indicates the importance of a well-developed in-service
trathing program for those actively involved inthe advising
process. It states that there is a need for much research into
all aspects of academic advising, especially in expansion of
eiraivation techniques and tools.
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MacLean, L. 3. 001.)4, and Washington, R. O. (Ed.). ,Cosaunity college
studeist itarionnel work. Callable, Missouri University, p1968.
(1R/C bocurent leproduction Service No. ED 025 265)

I.

In 19674 thiOnstituti.for Aftanced Study in Student Personnel
Wert 1AJUnior Colleges enATechnical Institutes decided to pre-
pare a collaborative, Interim textbook'for their own use and
that of future perticipants 1.14 the Institute. Working in teams
of two or this*, tbe'llsebers prepared the'following, chapters:
(1) A Phaosophylar commUnAty college student personnel ser-
vices; (2) The gtdinistration ofstudent personnel services;
(3) Characteristics of the community college student and im-
-plications for student personnel services; (4) Admissions and
records; (5) Orientation to the community-junior coilegek (6)
Remedial services in the community college; (7).Counseling and
guidance in the junior college; (8) Student activities in the
junior college; (9) Student financial aid and placement ser-
vices; (HO lesearch'end evaluation in the junior college;
.(11) Student personnel services in the vocational-technical
institute; (12) A study of disciplinary philosophy;,and (13)
laculty advising. A schema is presented that'may provide the
starting point for developing an adequate faculty advising
program.

0 Banion, T. Ah academic advising model. :junior ,College,Journa1,
1972, :42(6);, 62 - 69.

Th'e process of academic advising includes: 1) exploration of
life goals, 2) exploration of vocational goals, 3) program*
choice, 4) course choice, and 5) scheduling courses. Based
on the skills, knowledge, and attitudes required by the per-
sonneli,who would assisf students, professionil counselors
would take responsibility for steps one and two, and perhaps
stmps three and four.

There are many arguments-for the use of faculty members in
steps three and four because of their curriculum and subject
knowledge. Given certain important conditions, it seems 'ma-
somable to believe that an instructor advising system can
function as well as any other. Specially trained students,
as counselor aids, would give^assistance in scheduling.

A team approach nay be the best answer for academic advising,
with each member participating in the process according to
his competencies and interests. The system should give the
student the greatest possible opportunity to, discover his
,potential through the college experience.
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D'Union, T., 'Fordyce, J. 1W., and Goodwin, G. Academic advising in the
tmo-yar college: national survey. Journal of College Student
Personnel, 1972, 43, 411 - 419.

The objectives. of the survey were to determine what types of
academic advising systems were in use throughout the nation, to
discover which ye ems were considered by institutions/ repre=
sentatives to be st desirable, and to look for significant
trends in *cadent advising. A 14-item questionnSira vas sent
to 912 colleges,- 56 vere.returned in usable condition. Items
included quest , s on institutional variables, txpes of advising
*yet.", c ination of the advising function, the advising
processn raining and compensation of advisers, and institutional
evaluation of advising systems.

Some geneial conclusions made from the survey were that: 1) aca-
demic advising in community/junior colleges is diverse; 2).mixed
systems are prevalent; 3)'scademic advising is seen as a student
personnel function; 4) it is largely a 'one-to-one process; 5)
training consists mostly of in-service meetings and informal,
person-to-person talks; 6) evaluation is largely by informal
reports. -the-celleges tend to think' they are doing'S -good
job; and 8) mixed systems which use both counselors and instruc-
tors are most likely to grow in popularity in the years ahead.

Pino, J. A. The organization, structure, functions, and student percep-
tiowof effectiveness'of undergraduate academic advisement centers.
Dissertation Abstracts InternatiOnal, 1975, 35, 4205A - 4206A.

An analysis was made to identify the factors responsible for the
emergence of centralized advising centers, to determine the nature
and scope of operations, and to measure the extent to which 8t4-
dents perceived centralized-Advisement as effective. A center
was defined as an office or group of offices which function to
assist students with questions on academic curriculum or course-
work planning. They are considered an alternative to the tradi-
tional form of academic advising performeeby teaching faculty.

A Comprehensive Survey Questionnaire was sent to the directors
of 102 centers; 80 completed it. An Advising Satisfaction Scale
was used to gatiler data from students. Of the 300 students con-
tacted, 210 returned completed questionnaires.

Findings indicated that the number of centers has increased
steadily during recent years. Increased enrollment was cited
as the most frequent reason for the center's establishment.
The concept of centralized advising has apPlication to nearly
all types of aeSdemic units of varying disciplines. Students
generally perceived centralized advising as effective.
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ItichardsomaAt. C., jr. Developing student personnel'programs in newly
stablished junior colleges. Journal,oollcie,Student Personnel,
196511 295 - 299.

°This paper examines some of the considerations fundamental to the
levelepment of row junior college,student"personnel programs. To
implement at overall plan a strongly centralised student personnel
service is crucial. Themajor guideline for development ought to
be a close study of the characteristics of:the:AtuOnt _

additlops the program:oust undorsiaa4 its environmental setting.

The counseling program must achieve a satisfactory counselor-stu-
dent ratio, counselors should be' freed from quasi-administrative
or secretarial work, and the,objectives of the program :mist be
communicated on a planned and continuing bails.

Three areas of involvement for Acuity are suggested: 1) in the
planning stage vten philosophy and objectives are being determined
and on a continuing bails through appolntments to a student Per-
Ammmil committee; 2) in the area of educational programming, with
advisors selected for their Interest, ability to deal with students
in a one-to-one relationship, and wIllingness to learn the funda-
mentals of counseling responsibility; 3) ai consumers of the
products.

In a new college student activities frequently have a low priority.
A successful program requires interested, able faculty, planning
and coordination, and development of student leadership. The
philosophy and objectives of the new community college determines
broacLobjectives, but many choices regarding specific employment
of available resources are left to the chief student' personnel
administrator.

Robinson, D. W. The role of the faculty in the development of student
personnel services. Junior College Journal; 1960, 31, 15 - 21.

At the present time the crucial issue in student personnel work
is the development of better working relationshiiis between teachers
and student personnel specialists and a clearer understanding of
the interrelatedness of these functions. Historically, faculty
has always had an inherent responsibility for the student per-
sonnel program. In recent decades though, interest in faculty
participation has varied.

Presently, personnel people recognize the similarities between
counseling and teaChing. Increased enrollments require wider
participation of faculty mellibers with varied backgrounds, and
evidence indicates that i successful student personnel program

1 091
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rests onefeculty acceptance, participation, and goodwill. 'The
logical rail of the faculty it the overall program is in the
Planning and development, as active participants in various
aspects, !and as joint consumers of the products. Particular
emphasis!ehould be plated on tbe function *f the fatuity in the
advisory:program. in the two-year institution the need for
facultyiparticipatign is especially great.

,

/

Shaffer, R. H./Academic advising In residence halls: Hiami University. In-
diana Iliiversity. School af Education. Bulletin, 1965:_41, 16 -18.

NiamliUniversity has a large residence hall system. An outstanding', .

thataFteristic of this system is the strong emOhasis upan freahmlm
residince halls as the primary basisof the freihman advisory pro-

: gram. All freshmen are required to live in a university hall staffed
by a lull-time metber of the student personnel, staff mho servei as

.t,eir academic adviser. The adviser sertres as a registering officer,
s an oecasional tutor, and as a guide toward successful study habits.

'Coordination of the program with facility, administrator*, and student
personnel staff is achieved through the inter-Divialonal Committee of

,

Advisers and the Committee of Freshman .Advisers. Such a program con-=,
tributes to 'the Ints'grationbof both the academic and non7feademic
life of a student. Its special advantage is that it does thia from
the beginning of the student's career in higher education.

,
)

Shearn, R. B. Guidelines for constructing am optimal academic advising pro-
gram in non-traditional higher education adaptable to the University
-Without Walls institutions. Dissertation Abstracts Internaxional, 1973,
34 3095A - 3096A.

The procedures used' for the developmeht of the guidelines involved
the collection of deg', organisation and analysis of the data, and
the development of an academic advisement program model using a sys-
tems approach. The data were collected from analysis of written mat-
erials secured from UWW institutions and interviews with students,
academic advisers, and administrators from UWW institutions. A panel,
of experte in academic advisement simulated an evaluation component.

Guidelines developed from the model included the following: 1) a
task force offers the most effective method for planningithe con-
stcuction of an-advising program; 2) resources and consuraints
muit be identified; 3) identification of the student population
and analysis of the environment are necessary; 4) philosophy,
needs, and mission of the program must be established; 5) advising
activities must be planned to meet thedefined needs of the students;
6) competent advisers are essential and students and advisers should
be matched on the basis of interests, personality, and expectations
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of the student-eiviser learning relationship; and 7) effective commu-
nication and continuing evaluation are required to achieve an effec-
tive program.

Sheets, N. L A loaajor student advisement program. Journal of Health,
,Iducation And 'Recreation, 1964, 35(1),, 17 - 184 - 61.

The advisory system of the 'Department of Health, Physical Educa-
tion -and Itecreetion at Temple 'University easPhasizes individual
attention to atudents that is comparable to that of a email
tones.. All the work dorke At the ,departmentAl level is In
addition to the services provided for All ,students by other
University offices and 'departments. e0

An advioement committee has 'been established to anticipate and
provide for the needs of its student*. Staff members are assigned
as advisers to undergraduate major students. 'The adviser is the
key person in helping eath student progress. The director of the
department interviews transferring students and handles speciel
problems. An administrative assistant aids the director and staff
members, maintains files and also interviews certain students.

Each advisement ind counseling program must consider the unique
features of its institution and_student body. This departmental
program has been tailored to meet the needs of students as deter-
mined by the staff member,.

-Smith, H. T. Integration of college students' perceived advising needs into
a model for Academic advising (with emphasis on industrial-Arts majors).
Dissertation:Abstracts International, 1975, 36, 137A.

9(adviteing neede of students In six departments were to be
determined, the advising needs of the industrial-arts majors
would be inserted into 4 theoretical model for academic advising,
and the resulting model would provide the means for satisfying
students' Advising needs. The model could then be adapted to
the needs of students within Other majors.

Procedures employed included a review of the literature, interviews
with students, a suryey instrunept administered to students in the
six selected majors, analysis oi the data, and the insertion of the
needs of fhe industrial-arts majors into the theoretical model.

The major:conclusions mere: 1) aignificant differences in\needs
related to acedemicadvising were determined for only two majztrs,
historY-and-social-studies and music; 2) it is possible to con-
struct an advising model based upon the perceived needs of indus-
trial-arts majors; and 3) individual perceived-needs of students
wdthin any major may be as,varied as the perceived needs among the
majors.
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Alteetion to everel araas is recommended: further surveying
of the perceived idvising needs of students, determination of
whether these needs ate being set, evaluation of in-service
preparatioq of advisors, and implementation of the advising
model developed in this study with evaluation through follow-
'up'studies.

iickers, D. F. The learning consultant: a response to the externar
degree learner.. Journal4A.HitherEducation, 1973, 44, 439 - 450.

In a recent conference on Career and Educational Advisement,
counselors and administrators in a variety *f agencies told .

one another that the chief difficulty in dealing effectively
with career and.oducationil issues was that these issues were
enormously entangled with a vast array of personal problems.
It is predictable that many of the users of External Degree
programs will require.* breadth of counseling and advisement
not ordinarily iVallable through more traditional educational
counseling centers.

A new counselor role (4s1gned by the Regional Learning Service
of Central New York is the learning consultant (TLS). A wide
variety of. persons who'are perceived as helping persons are re-
cruited for part-time employment in the program. Their primary
role Is to provide a supportive relationship in which all de-
cisions relating to learning can be dealt with. At times the
learning ,consultant assumes an advocacy role on behalf of the
individual learner. The'Learning Consultant Network'is an
attempt to .meet the diverse counseling and advising needs of
students in the external degree program.

Heffernan, 3. M. Commentary. Journal'of Higher Education,
44, 450 - 452.

1973,

The learning consultant program represents an els]iment often
missiig in the emerging external degree programs. It assUmes
that non-traditional programs need support and facilitating
systems which are similarly non-:traditional. The learning
consultant program is 'not yet fully operative and many ques-
tions are not yit answered, but it may be just what is needed
to Open new opportunities for new learners.

Weaver, W.J. Career
tion: a call for
1976, 37, 818A--,

4

education and academic advisement in higher educa-
integration. Dissertation Abstracts International,
819A.

The purpose of this research was to investigate the educational
and vocational development and decision making mocesses of
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freshman -students who entered University College during the
winter quarter, of 1975. The stimulus for the investigation
wes the lack of adequate career education programs at primary,
secondary and higher education levels.

Work walls as they related to sex, age, and curricular:academic
program vire, investigated within the broad context of educational-
vocational decidedness. The instruments used were the Work
Values Inventory_and the Career Assessment Form.

Analysis of the data led to'the conclusips that many students
are deficient to varying degrees in terns of their educational
and vocational development. A recommendation was made for a
Comprehensive study of the University .College Amademic Advise-
sent Program with the objective of exploring an appropriate means
of integrating academic advisement and career education. It was
suggested that such integration might facilitate the educational
and ;career maturity of students.

Work, W. P., Jr. A study of selecied intellectual and nonintagectual
varjables for the purpose of developing an academic adrelskng model.
Dissertation Abstracts International, 1974, 34, 5647A -'46648A.

The independent variables used'in the study were: 1) High School
Grade Point Average,02) S.A.T. Math and Verbal score, 3) High
School Class Rank, 4) Allport, Vernon, Lindzey Study of Values
scales, 5) Brown-Holtzman Study Habits and Attitude scales, 6)
Clark-Trow Typologies as found in the College Student Question-
naire, Part I, 7) biographical and attitudinal scales as found
in the College Student Questionnaire, Part I, 8)sstudent's sex,
and 9)-studentes compressed major field of concentration.

The .dependent variables were the first and second term grade Point
averages. The relationships between the independent and dependent
variables were measured by stepwise multiple regression analysis.
Three dialinct equations were generated and analyzed.

The general conclusion of 'the analyses was that, for the purpose
of identifying discriminant predictor variables which might be
useful in establishing an academic advising model, the intellectual
variables are the soundest ones that the academic advisor may draw
upon.

so_
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ADVISING BY FACULTY

Bailey, G. D. Revitalizing the dowse advising process with videotaped
classroom vignettes. Educational Technology, 1975, 15, 36 - 37.

Faculty members'participating in a program of courses being
offered to teachers in the field mere requested to prepare a
videotaped vignette Which would depict the course(s) being
taught and/or new course(s) proposed for inclusion in the pro-
gram. Presentations varied in length from five-to twenty
minutes. A mrittep companion description of the course was
also prepared. A dlversity of approaches contributed to
heightened interest and an expanded attention span in partic-
ipation.

Student reaction was overwhelmingly positive. Some strengths
and limitations of the concept were identified. It was recom-
mended to extend it to the undergraduate adviOng program.

Ballard, R. N., Feigert, F., and Seibert, R. Identification and directed
counseling of political science majors. Improving College and
University leachkgt, 1973, 21, 19 - 21.

The use of individualetudent counseling records by faculty members
can make a differenceln stu4ent achievement. New records were
devised at Knox College which made it possible to chart a student's
progress more easily and.to use the information in counseling. A
Student Record Form clearly reports a student's standing at the -

r beginnfhg of each term. The Instructor's Evaluations Chart graphs
the student's achievements in several categories. During the stu-
dent's junior and senior year a Faculty Evaluation
cumulates data.

The new counseling program his enabled the Political Science
faculty to share the same information on all its students, has
caused students to work harder because of the interest shown in
them by faculty, has increased the grade point average of stu-
dents in the department, and has made it diffidult to dismiss
faculty evaluations on. subjective grounds. The system permits
information to be put to mork for the academic growth of students.

Bartow, J. E. Worktng toward a faculty adviser program at State'University
College at Buffalo. 101:rtation Abstracts, 1969, 29, 3357A - 3358A.

Despite a tremendous growth in student population it was felt that
the College could continue its tradition of close student-faculty
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relationships. This project is easentially a report,of the
associate dean of students AA he worked with faculty and stu-
dents to modify the faculty adviser program over a three and
one-half year period.

The results showed that given certain conditions a faculty .

adviser program Will work.. The conditions centered ,around the
role of administration, the xole of faculty, the role of stu-
dent personnel, involvement of students, and the structure of
the 4:frogram. Administrative support is necessary; the faculty
must carry the load in fulfilling the advisement responsibility
to all students; the student personnel staff must strive to toot--
dinate the activities; the students must tome to recognize the
value in the system; and structure and formalized activities
must provide facility with the opportunity to mike the initial
meeting with the students. Under competent leadership such a
program mill succeed.

Boner, J. 1., Jr. The design, implementation, and evaluation of a com-
puter-managed instructional program for the preparation of collegiate
academic advisors. Dissertation Abstracts International, 1973, 33,
3279A - 3280A.

N\
This study compared the effectiveness of a computer-managed\instruc-
tion (CHI) training program of academic advisors with two other
training metho4s. The CMI program (T1) was developed according to
a systems approach model for the development of Instructional Mater-
ials. The other training methods were a preservice one- or two-day
orientation and distribution of a reference manual (T2), and a
brief welcome with no preservice training but with distribution
of a reference manual (T ) .

There were mixed reactions to the use of the machine among CMI
trained individuals, but they were supportive of the program's
effectiveness, manner of presentation and later usefulness. Results
showed no significant differences in student satisfaction and aca-
demic performance for T and T2, though there was a significant
difference in satisfaction between T, and T,, and T1. With one ex-
ception there were no significant cofrelati8ns betwgen student satis-
faction and academic performance for T1, T2, and T

3
.

The CMI program showed that a systems approach is useful in develop-
ing instruction in a relatively uncharted area. Application of such
a program so developed to a practical problem was demonstrated with
the CMI program being as effective, in terms of student satisfaction
and academic achievement, as an orientation training program.



Biggs, D. A.,-BTodie, J. S., and Barnhart, W. J. The dynamics of under-
graduate academic advising. Research In Higher Education 1975, 3,345 - 147.

This study describes job activities, role expectations, and jobs
satisfactions of academic advisers. The sample consietei of 452
faculty and staff academic advisers in five colleges at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota (Twin Cites). Seventy-two percent of the
sample completed the questionnaire.

The work of the academic adviser can be classified into four
clusters of job activities. Three involve helping students:
(1) with special academic, social or financial problems, (2) with
emotional or psychological problems, and (3) with academic and
career guidance problems. The fourth involves administrative
activities. Results from this study Also suggest that advisers
spend most of their time approving registration cards and pro-
viding information about academic requirements. Most advisers
view themselves as appropriate sources of help in academic and
vocational guidance areas rather than in personal or social ones.

In general, most academic advisers are satisfied with their work
as an adviser. A substantial percentage is dissatisfied with the
amount of recognition they receive. Finally, those advisers with
more advanced degrees and those with larger numbers of advisees
tend to be more dissatisfied.

Borland, D. T. Curricular planning through creative academic advising.
NAM Journal, 1973, 10, 211 - 217.

The complex nature of the failure of the advising system can be
understood by examining the expectations of the advising relation-
ship. It has been prescriptive. A related reason is the sten-,
dardized curriculum required of all students. A final reason
concerns-the definition of academic advising.

An effectivesystem must be based on sound principles: 1) faculty
must be au integral part of an academic advising system; 2) faculty
advising should be limited to career and educational development;
3) the individual student must become an active participant in the
curricular process; 4) academic advising represents a range of ex-
periences; 5) responsibility for advising outcomes must be shared
by all its participants; and 6) student personnel staffs represent
the institutional expertise to facilitate an individualized faculty
academic advising system. An application of individualized curricu-
lum and effective faculty advising is presented.
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Cloward, R. D. The case study approach to the in-service education of
college level faculty advisors. Dissertation Abstracts, 1966, 26,
4477 - 4478.

By means of a survey of the literature, this study: 1) assessed
the degree of correspondence between,the objectives of in-service
education programs and the values implicit in a case study iii5proach
to instruction; 2) examined the way case study materials might,be
adapted to the in-service education of faculty advisors, and 3) ident-
ified problems and limitations associated with their use in specific
ways.

Most in-service program objectives are expressed in terms of higher
level objectives, such as changing faculty attitudes, while in fact
they seem to flacus on such lower level objectives as knowledge of
routine advisement procedures. The literature on case study-methods
of instruction indicates a high degree of correspondence between the
values implicit in such an approach and the higher level objectives
of in-service education programs. Most programs, however, are too
short.to alloy fulfillment of the 'objectives.

Deapite limitations of time and circumstances, the case study approach
offers several advantages over didactic instructional techniques.
Resting on the assumption that effective learning requires the dy-
namic cooperation of the learner, the case study approach captures
the learner's interest and actively involves him in the process.
The main barriers are the lack of case study documents on faculty
advising and the likelihood of student personnel lack of experience
in leading case study discussions.

Crookston, B. B. A developmental view of academic advising as teaching.
Journal of College Student Personnel, 1972, 13, 12 - 17.

The traditional relationship between academic adyiser and student
has been prescriptive: based on authority. The developmental
relationship is based on the belief that the adviser and student
differentially engage in a series of developmental tasks, the
successful completion of which results in varying degrees of
learning by both parties.

Prescriptive and developmental advising aiffer in t ir approach
to the various dimensions of the relationship: abi1l.ities, moti-
vation, rewinds, maturity, initiative, control, re ponsibility,
and-relationship. The greatest difficulty in dev opmental ad-
vising, though, iE in the different meanings the aculty and
advisee attach to che term, advising. Taking ti e to discuss
and agree on interpersonal and working relation hips can help
avoid the conflicit that is inevitable from un ested, disparate
assumptions..
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Daniels, R. P., and Kiernan, I. R. Faculty counseling at F.I.T. Junior
.Collegs. Journal, 1965, 36(1), 32 - 35.

The role'of faculty counselor'is a part of the facUlty position
and is built into promotion and tenure requirements at Fashion
Institute of Technglogy in New York. The faculty counselor ad-
vises in three special areas; academic, psychological, and socio-
cultural.

Azsdemic counseling requires following up on the academic progress
of students. Counseling for students with psythological and
physical problems may involve noticing attitudinal and behavioral
changes in students and promptly referring them to the Student
Personnel Office, ar just creating ,a supportive ,atmosphere. Coun-
selors belp4tudents from socially deprived backgrounds learn to
feel at ease in many social and culturel situations and to prepare
for these experiences. Faculty meMbers can function.in a signifi-
cant 'way in areas other than those prescribed by his academic or
technical talent.

Dawson, W. j., Jr. A, study of faculty advising of college-transfer students
in two North Carolina CommunitY Colleges. Dissertation Abstracts Inter-
national, 1973, ,33, 4085A.

The status of faculty advising and the generation of 'criteria for
successful advising were the purposes of this investigation. Tenta-
tive criteria were set up based on a review of the literature. Re-
-finement and establishment of hypotheses for future study were
provided by data from interviews with administrators, faculty,
and students.

The criteria receiving the strongest support were: that students
be assigned to faculty in the area of studert's proposed major4
that administration providi'idvisers with adequate information;
that sophomores be allOweds to choode their adviser; that advise-
ment be coordinated with professional counseling; that advisers
refer students with personal problems to counselors; and that an
adviser's manual be provided.

Forty-two hypotheses for further study were generated. They centered
around student satisfaction, adviser satisfaction, adviser feelings
of competence as an adviser, ane students' ability to transfer
without losing credits. Some tentative recommendations were
also made. -
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Donkt 1. J., end Oetting, B. R. Student-faculty relations and,the faCulty
sadvisIng system.' Journal of :poll:lige $tudentlersonnel 1968.
400 - 403.

In a survey taken at Colorado State Pniversity, oily 25 percent of
responding faculty felt that the present faculty advising system
was ffective. Meet laculty Indicated they did not prefer teaching
or research to advising, in addition, 83 percent viewed their own
advising as adequate, but most did not feel that good advising sons

Pro Rarly rilbcognisted.

Student attitudes 'were Obtained through,two related questionnaires,
one a followk-up study in which items Vite compered. Alter two
years, more students indicated they would go to the instructor
with au academics problem than the original survey Indicated. How-
ever, of those who said they would go to au adviser with a personal
problem, fever would do so,after two years.

The results of a second survey suggested that nearly all Of etu-
dents have a relationship with a faculty member that meets thd
needs stipulated in the Berkely Report, that Is, a faculty member
who is by this definition their adviser. Most students named a
faculty member in their major field as someone they would go to if
they wanted to talk about their program or future career.

The system of assigning advisers apparently functiOns surprisingly
well as a means of establishing student-faculty relationships.
Perhaps no formal gystem is necessary beyond the sophomor,se year
if trained clerks Can perform routine duties.

Dressel, F. E. The faculty adviser. Improving College and Unfversiti
Teaching, 1974; 22, 57 - 58.

Faculty advising systems are based on the several assumptions that
faculty members are interested, are the most appropriate persons
to guide students in course selection, and are knowledgeable enough
to help students through the maze of requirements; also that it is
the most financially feasible.way, and-that students want advise
from faculty.

Many problems arise from this system. There are some actions which
can be taken to improve faculty advising. One alternative to a
faculty advising syatem would be to develop within each college or
school a stiff of full-time advisers. They would be above clerical
status but not at faculty level and would go through intensive
training. Some advantages of such a system are considered.

1101
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Duncan, J. O. Analysis of the faculty advising system of Oregon State
University. Dissertation Abstracts International, 1973, 34,
1073A I074A.

A questionnaire was mailed to all,undergreduate faculty advisers
and all department heads of academic departments Which offered
undergraduate programs of study. Its purpose was to gather data
concerning objectives, procedures, resources used, strengths and
weakness; and evaluation of the program. 'criteria for selecting
advisers, their rewards, and the principal needs of students which
necessitate advising. In addition-to fhe questionnaire, all bead
advisers were interviewed.

The results of analysis indicated that most programs 4o not have
written advising objectives. Mbst advisers perceive their employ-
ment as full-time faculty meMbers,as the most importAnt criterion
for selection to adviser, 'Ina most department heads considered
interest awl concern,for students As the most important. Most
programs do not have a standard procedure by vbich students nay 4
choose or Change advisers; student needs are primarily academic
and personal in nature. Nbst advisers have a biodk of time reserved
to consult -with students; students are required to consult once'
each term before registration, but advisers do not avail themselves
to advisees'for informil contact. Principal referral resources
used are the Office of the Registrar on campus and the State Em-
ployment Office off campus. Paw Advisers receive tangible rewards
for advising, most.agiee that AO evaluation le teallY done, and
there is no organized in-service training of adyisers. More
areaa of weaknesses than strengths were Identified. Recommenda-
tions for improving the advising system vere made.

Faculty advisor suidance-counselling. manIsl. Bryn Mawr, Pa.: Harcum
Junior College, 1967. (ERIC Document Reproduction Service No.
ED 032 883)

.

r '

Harcum, a junior college for women, defines counseling as the way
the experienced can help someone else tO understand herself and her
opportunities, to make suitable adjustments and decisions accord-
ingly, to accept responsibility for choice, and follow a course of
action in harmony with it. Faculty members lief-op-advisors, as
they know policies, course requirements, student personalities,
and vocational requirements as well as full-time counselors. The
prinapal aim of the guidance program is to help students make
better'use of their abilities-socialvacadem1c, and personal.

'Each Harcum student receives three planned interviews per year,
one,after each mid-term grade report and one after the start of
the second semester. They cover academic, vocational, and
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Personallsocial matters. A confidential folder is maintained,
containing information from each session, atademic.records, and
data en any further action taken, such as referral to the health
service or to a dean. A follow-up is essential many referral.
lbe advisor must know the college policies, regulations, and'
academic requirements and be prepared to.help the students,
formally or informally, in many areas, e.g.., choice,Of'program,
study habits, extra-curricular activites, and long-range voca-
tional plans. He lOst be genuinely interested in helping her
to roach her own decisions, not in imposing-his own values. The
advisor can use the resources of the 'whole campus, including any
other department, service,-faculty, or staff nember.

Fahsbender, X. E. A selective system of faculty advising as a means of
implementing community college counseling. Dissertation Abstracts
International, 1970, 31, 1533A - 1534A.

Tbis study examined the assumption that certain faculty ean advise
students mho ate perceived by counselors to bt capable of making
vise and appropriate decisions with a minimum of adult guidance.
This mould allow counselors aore tine for students needing more
intensive help.

Faculty advisers:were ielected primarily for their interest iu
students. They received stipends for the additional responsi-
bility and continued to teach full loads Certain students were
assigned to these advisers. A control group from the same list
of eligible,students remained mid) counselors. Evaluation was
based on attitude questionnaires, interviews, and grade,records
of the students.

The conclusions were that academic progreas of selected students
was not hindered and many students preferred, faculty advisers
because of their availability and sUbject expertise. Advisers
referred students to other sources of help mben necessary. The
self-reliance of the students validated the selection process
used by the counselors.

Garrison, R. R., Teaching as counseling. Junior College Journal, 1963,
14(2), 12 - 15.

By the nature of his job, every teacher is a counselor. There
are many situations in the day-to-day academic'encounters which
can be adequately handled by a teacher who is aware of his stu-
dents as something more than units in a roll-book. The purpose ,

of counseling is to free the student from distraction so that he
is able to work better.
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There ate limits to the counseling function of a teacher. Funda-mentally, the past counseing is within the limits of the disciplinethatja the teacher's responsibility. Most teachers art not suffi-'clently trained to attempt a clinical relationehipwittca student.The aim of counseling Should be help the young person find out thathe has'within himself the capacity.for sprting classifying, andweighing the evidence of his own experience as bases for bib owndecisions or behavior. Historically, sueh counseling has been a
central part of the tradition of teaching.

Gelso, and Sims, D. M. Faculty advising: the problem;of assigning
students on,the basis of intended major, Journal Of College. Student
Personnel, 1968, 9, 334 - 336.

/ntended major, as indicated by the student'ion the college applica-tion form, is a convenient way of matching student and facmltyadyiser. Such pre-entrance assignment provides the student witham interested, informed adult to whom he can turn to for advise
during the crucial, early days of college adjustment and allows
bits to discuss the courses he should take before registration.If this method is to be useful, howeyer, the choice,as indicated
on the form must be stahle over a period of time.

A study done at a public junior college 4n 1965-66 indicated that21 percent of the students changed their intended major between
time of application and registration; and if those who were unde-cided were included, more than one out of every three adviser
assignments would be inaccurate by the time of registration. A
Somewhat less convenient but more useful method might be to send
each accepted applicant a questionnaire two weeks prior to regis-
tration asking if they plan to attend and what their intendedmajor will bi. This procedure should overcome some of the
instability of the earlier choice.

Gelwiek, W. P. Training faculty to do career advising. Personnel and
Guidance Journal, 1974, 53, 214 - 217.

A project was conducted at Stephens College to train faculty
advisors to.include lifelong career guidance in their academic
advising., 'The project was based on the assumptions that voca-
tional exploration and establishment takes place during late
adolescence 4nli early adulthood; that nonpsychologists can be
trained to aid others in personal and human development; thatpeople are more willing to be risk takers in*groups; and thlt
they learn from interaction.

4



Arculty advisors and doctoral interns in counseling psychology
(trainers) participated in a training program before setting,up
a one day group ilarathon with students. The project vas evalu-
ated by feedback sessions with faculty and trainers and by stu-
dent questiOntaire. /be response was enthusiastic. Some changes
in the decision making portion of the program are planned,lmt
it was recommended that all faculty advisors receive simIlar
training. t

Glannen, R. E. ;Faculty counseling--an important and effective.aspect of
student development. NotrecDame, md. Univeriity of Notre Dame,
1971. (NRIC Document Reproduction Service No:.ED 057 368)

41,

This report presents the outlines of a unique counseling program
offered to freshmen at the University of Notre Dame. The 10
faculty'counselors advlse and atteud to the interests of each
student to help thea mike a better transition from high school
to college. The program emphasizes effective and continuous
counseling and testing. Aptitude, interest, andiachievement
'tests are administered throughout the school year, and students
are given individual help In their attempts to meet and conquer
the problems pf academic life.

With:ilo changes in admissions requirements and with the mean SAT
scores remaining constant from year to year, the results since
the inauguration of the program become increasingly significant:
(1) the attrition rate has dropped by 33% per year; (2) these has
been an increase In the number of students on the dean's list;
;3) there are fewer students dropping courses and withdrawing
during the acadvadc year; (4) more students have been assigned
to advanced ,Placement and honor coursesi and (3) there has been
an increase in the number of students allowed to undertake those
independent study programs which best fit thiir abilities.

Glennen, R. A. Intrusive collegecounselAng. Colle e Student ournal,
1973, 9, 2 - 4.

The University of Nevada, Las Vegas, approved the esta1ishment
of the University College to house all entering freslu4n and trans-
fer students. Faculty were recruited to counsel etude ts using an
intrusive approach. Faculty counselors began by calling in students
to establith rapport, explain academicregulations, grading systems
and so;on. When mdd-term grade reports were turned in, students
receiving deficiencies were asked to see their counselors for the

. purpose of 'helping them reverse their academic fortunes. However,-
the counseling program did not lust concentrate on those students
who were on probation or receiving iow grades.
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The results of the program included a 'reduction ln academic
attrition, probation, suspensions and withdrawals, and an ln-e
crease in Deans Honor Iist end "B" average achievement. The
conclusion wes that colleges must not sit back and wait for
students to come for, advice end counseling. They must use
intrusive counseling.

Hadley, E. E. Helping faculty advisers -deal with vocational indecision.
Vocational Guidance 'Quarterly, 1975, .23, 232 - 236.

The counselor needs to apprqach the academic adviser to offer
his help.- Vocationally 'undecided students make many advisers
uneasy. The adviser needs to know When mot to try to get such
a student into "something" at a time:When alternatives Should
be weighNi, and when to.refer hie-to other campus resources.
Studies mow suggest that undecided students are not as exit-
prone as was true earlier. Academic advisers needito be pre-
pared for an expanded role. Counselors my never get the
opportunity to make suggestions if they remain in their offices
buried inan avalanche of appointments.

Hallberg, E. C. Realism in academic advising. Journal of Colleae
-Student Personnel, 1964, 6, 114 - 117.

In view of the Changing state of higher education it is nec-
essary that tbe faculty advising system also change. Some of
the prOblems encountered in revising and the directions of change
are discussed.

Problems cited are: broadening the faculty and administration
conception of instruction to encompass advising, reward for
advising, the students' misconception of the role of the faculty
adviser, and adequate advising loads for faculty.

Suggestions for Change include a single college coordinator of
advising and divisional or school coordinators, a faculty committee
to legislate policy of instructional significance, plenped contacts
and accountability,between faculty and advisees, a 8y:item to communi-
cate necessary information and thereby allowing students greater
responsibility, and the reduction of clerical tasks performed by
fatuity.
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Hardee, N. D. 'Faculty advising in contemporary higher education.
Educational Record, 1961, 42, 112 ;- 116.

The Changing image of the facility member as adviser and the rise
of the student personnel worker has led.to a need to achieve a
higher degree of integration between student personnel services
and putructional.programs., The best "Integrator" of the two
areas may be,that of systematic faculty advisement.

Some siereotypes of faculty advising have tended to gloss over
the"true dimensions of advising. /t is a tridimensional activity
consisting of: 1) discerning the purposes of the institution,
2) perceiving the purposes'of the student learner, 3) postulating
the possibilities for the student as a learner,. and promoting
these ay mans are available. In the process it becomes obvious
that the faculty adviser who is a teacher is also a learner.

Hardee, H. D. yiculty advising in colleges and universities. Washington,
D. C.: American, College Personnel Association; 1970.

The role of the faculty adviser is defined ait a tridimensional
activity involving knowing the purposes of the institution, under-
standing the purposes,of the student, and facilitating the student's
learning. $pecific tasks are diiscussed. The advising program is
outlined,with suggestions for insuring its success. Examples of
actual programs are compared.

Based on Allis needed to fulfil the role of the adviier, in-
service education activities are recommended. The Program at
SteOhens College is presented.as a model to follow. The evalua-
tion of the faculty advising program should begin with the Oh-
jectives. Have they been fulfilledl The measurement-of change
in the behavior of the advisee is the focus. Student perceptions
and student performance.are the foremost considerations. Sone
predictions for the future of advising are include& computer-
assistance, peer counseling, self-help, and, advising in the
student residence area.

Ingram, C. 1% An investigation of instructing and advising competencies
of special education professors. Dissertation Abstracts international,
1974, :35, 2083A,- 2084A.

The first phase of this investigation was aimed at the determination
of instructing and advising competencies as perceived by special
education professors, graduate, and undergraduate students. Dur-
ing the second phase, an evaluation of the relative importance
assigned to each competency by these three groups was conducted.
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Competencies were identifiedby questionnaire developed by
using the critical incident technique. The categories of
competenciee,vere then ranked 'by the subjects.'

Data analysis resulted in the following conclusions:. professors
and students agreed moderatelr on the relative values of cate-
gories of instructing competencies; graduate and undergraduate
students had a low degree of agreement in terms of the value
they assigned to pategories of instructional competencies; stu-
dents differed frills professors on the value tiley assigned to
categories within the instruction area, indicating a source of
conflict between students and professors which could inhibit the
effectiveness of the learning situation; students at different
levels*of educational development appear to have differential
perceptions about their.instructional needs; graduate and under-
graduate students-totally agreed in how they ranked advising
categories. The investigation contributed to the information
available about the advising process.

Jones, R. L., Jr. A suggested training program for academic advisers.
,journel of :Collegtudent :Personnel, 1963, A, 186 - 187.

Academic advieers ate not pictured in the role of a guidance
functionary. Instead, they are seen as administrative figures,
perforaing.a routine responsibility for the school,not for the
student. Another factor is that most academic advisers are re-
luctant to establish student-faculty relationships brecause of a
lack of knowledge of the area into which they may soon be treading.

To bridge the gap, academic advisers must be trained. LacP of
faculty time dictated a simple training program, one perhaps of
four sessions to be conducted primarily by staff members of the
Dean of Students Office and counseling center personnel. A pro-
gram covering counieling techniques, utilizatiOn of records,

, mental health, and referral sources is briefly outlined.

Kamm, R. B. The faculty and guidance. journal of College, Student Per,7
,sonnot 1964, ,5, 220 - 225.

The nusiber one_mission of an institution of higher education is
academic and the role of the student personnel program is largely
supportive, to help in the realization of academic goals. Students
are central in'ihe academic enterprise. There needs to be a unity,
a oneness in the total educational effort of a.campus.

The teacher counselor, by virtue of his unique opportunities for
guidance, plays an especially basic and significant role. Academic
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Counseling is primarily the responsibility of academic,personnel,
of teacher-counselors. There is a need for simplicity of organi-
gation and structure of the acadasic counseling-program. Coun-
seling can never be done routinely or impassively Teacher-

-counselors have unique opportunities to assist students in the
shaping of valueAse The above observations are discussed and sub-,
mitted- for-consideration."

4

grimes, J. E. University teacher-advisement of the young undergraduate.
Journal of Educational ,SoCiology, 1960, 33, 335 - 338.

Each year certain patterns of behavior inevitably emerge among
students in their early years at the uniVersity. Some teachers
insist thit these students are adult and should be on their own.
Others treat the students as' if they were still in elementary
and high school. Careful'attention can be. given to the under-
graduate, without lowering academic standards, which will help
him to becovie an independent adult.

Some student problems are discussed along with ways tha advisor
can help. The advisor is defined as the university teacher who
-has some part of his teaching load given over to counseling under-
graduate students. Some desirable qualities of an advisor include
being able to accept others; not reading his own feelings into the
student, and being able to take a firm and objective stand. For
all,students good advisement should lead to self-administration.

Krapf, E. E. Involvement of,faculty members'as advisers tojtudents in
private and church-reIated colleges. Dissertation Abstracts, 1969,
29, 2528A - 2529A.

.1b

A Faculty Involvement Questionnaire was developed and sent to 203
colleges. More than 90 percent were completed and returned. The
questions pertained to areas of faculty involvement In student ad-
visement, trends toward more or-less involvement, kinds of com-
pensation, faculty interest in advising, reasons for trends, and
recommendations to supplement or replace faculty advisers with
full-time student personnel specialists.

The data revealed that all the institutions had faculty meMbers
participating in student advising; only seven institutions pro-
vided monetary compensation while nineteen gave faculty advisers
reduced teaching loads; recommendations to supplement or replace
faculti advisers with full-time counaelors ranged from 37 percent
in advisement of freshmen ta 70 percent in the area of personal
problems%
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Change factors includedt too many demands on time of facultye
changes in educational philosophy and curriculum, rapid in-
creasas in student enrollment, student unrest, and the develop-
ment of specialisation in student personnel services. Recom-
mendations for further research were made.

Lynch, R. C. Effects of attending behavior mdcrotraining on college
faculty advisors. Dissertation Abstracts International, 1975, 35,
6480A - 6481A.

The impact of ,three methods of teaching attending behaviors (i.e.,
eye contact, attentive body posture, verbal following, and listen-
ing) to faculty advisors at a community college was investigated.
Forty advisors were assigned to one of four treatment conditions,
including a no-treatment control group. After the treatments,
each of the advisors conducted a ten minute advising session with
a student coached to portray an advisee with an educational inde-
cision problem, These sessions were videotaped and behaviors were
counted. After the sessions advisors rated themselves and were
rated by advisees on an attending behavior questionnaire and the
Counselor Effectiveness Scale.

Advisors in the treatment groups did not significantly differ
from advisors in the no-treatment group, Some reasons-for'the
leek of training impact were advanced: treatment was not power-v.
ful enough to alter advisors' habits, and advisors had no time
to practice the behaviors during training. Further studies were
recommended.

Melville, G. L. AW: admission with reservations. Galesburg, Ill.:
Knox College, 1966. (ERIC Document Reproductin Service No.,ED 026
960)

Admission with Reservations (AWR) is a common phenomenon at some
US colleges where students with poor academic records are enrolled
as an economic necessity of the institution. These students,
unable to meet course requirements, usually drop out of college
in their first year.

The freshman class entering Knox College' in Fall 1963 included
24 AWR students wbo either (1) had an average SAT below 425,
(2) had an average SAT below 520 and did not rank in the upper
quarter of their high school class, or (3) ranked in the lower
half of their high school class. A year later, 50 AWR students
in the entering freshman class were referred to certain faculty
members for specisl academic advising, and were offered a differ-
ent course combination from the one taken by the 1963 group.
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Only 4 of the,1964 group have been dropped from the college,
compared to 10 of their 1963 counterparts. None n4 the stu-
dents In either group earned a B average in any one year, but
the 1964 AWR students', chances of academic success mere greatly
improved.

Results of this experiment suggest that admitting marginal
students at their own risk and placing them in "special" or
"filler" categories usually leads to failure, but that faculty
counseling and course patterns that meet individual needs in
the first semester of the freshman year can raise academic
performance to a satisfactory level.

Moore, G. D. Faculty advising and professional counseling--no conflict.
NASPA Journal,'1965, 2(3), 18 - 21.

Increased enrollments have forced more interest in studying the
college student and his environment. Along Adth it has come the
increase in specialization and vrofessionalization of services
to the student. This nay lead to a tendency for faculty meMbers
to abrogate one of their basic responsibilities tif advising stu-
dents.. This paper suggests that there is a role for both.

The importance of the relationship between teacher and learner'is
based on the impact the teacher makes on the student, and the
strategic position of the teacher to stimulate students and meet
with them as an interested person.

-Professional counseling must be available because the stress of
the environment will at times -cause anxiety. Such counseling will
help the student learn about himself. Both kinds of programs need
further development.

Morehead, C. G., and Johnson, J. C. Some ef6cts of a faculty advising
program. Perscnnel and Guidance Journal, 1964, 43, 139 - 144.

Two groups of male electrical engineering freshmen; 178 Control (C)
and 48 Experimental (E), were exposed to different faculty advising
programs to determine the effect on atademic achievement. C's had
the regular advisement program which was less systematic than the
E program; either program was one that any interested faculty mem-
ber could conduct, and was neither iritensive.advising nor profes-
sional counseling. .

The summary-9f results showed that E's liad a significantly higher
4 grade-point average for the spring semester and far the full year

but a less significant difference for the fall semester'. A
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significantly greater proportion of E's than C's were high
ecbievers, while C's had a significantly greater proportion
erchleving at the average level. E's had an insignificantlysMaller proportion of dropouts. C dropouts had a signifi-
cantly 'higher predicted grade-point average than E dropouts.
Findings,indicated that the experimental advisingsprogram
achieved significant results in a year's time.

Ravekes, J. E. Development and evaluation of Essex Community College'srevised academic advising system. NASPA Journal, 1971, 8, 237 - 242.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the previous faculty
advising system, to develop and implement a new advising system,
and to evaluate the new system after one semester. Under the
old system, the majority of students were assigned advisors who
did not represent the student's major field, and most faculty
advisors had students outside their field or'who were undecided.
The revised system allowed continuing students to choose their
own method of advisement; it designated certain faculty members
as advisors; and it provided self-advising curriculum guides.

Students filled out a questionWaire 4nd faculty and
participated in structured interviews as a means of
The general reaction was very favorable, but, based
opinions, some areas needed to be strengthened.

students
evaluation.
on expressed

Recommended student counseling referral procedures for faculty and house
directors. Bryn Mawr, Pa.: Harcum Junior'College, 1967, (ERIC
Document Reproduction Service No. ED 032.884)

:This report outlined a referral procedure to facilitate communi-
cations:among fatuity guidance-advisors, house directors, and the
student personnel service division technical staff who provide-
student counseling assistance. Three basic types of referrals
were discussed, namely self-referrals. Guidelines mere provided
for the faculty Odvisors and house directors on how to deal with
students requiring counseling services and how to determine when
the various methods of referral ore appropriate.

Reitz, E. S. Faculty mentoring of
paper presented at the annual
for Engineering Education, Ft
Document Reproduction Service

undergraduates at City College. A
conference of the American Society

. Collins, Colorado, june 1975. (ERIC
No. ED 119 977)
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In ark effort to meet the diverse interests of the students and to
isove away from a rigidly structured curriculum, the Civil Engineer-ing Department at the City College of New York has offered t civilengineering student an elective program that incorporates engineer-ing and science electives as well as liberal Arts,electimes... It
-was-readily-apparent- that -students could not be left to their own
devices without being seriously impaired by taking unsatisfactory
packages of electives.

A pilot program was established by the Civil Engineering Department,,with the assistance of the Office of Curriculum Guidance, to estab-lish faculty mentors for all civil engineering students from upper
freshmen to upper seniors. A primary objective of this program
was to help improve the retention of engineering students. Faculty
members were charged with the task of aiding: the, students in thetask of selecting a program.for successive terms which would lead
to the successful colipletion of a Bachelor of-Engineering program.He explains ta the student the procedure for electing liberal arts
electives, the restraints on the scope of the student's alternativesand the selection Of the alternative civil engineering elective
packages At present, the other departments in the School of. Engi-neering are implementing similar faculty monitoring systems.

Rossmann, J. E. An experimental prograpi for the advising of freshmen; finalreport to the Louis W. and Maud Hill Family Foundatiom St. Paul,
Minn.: Mscalester College, 1966. (ERIC Document Reproduction ServiceNo. ED 011 675)

A 2-year study of college faculty advising with selected freshmen
students was studied at Macalester College. Six specially selected
and prepared faculty members were given released classtime to be
'more available to the students assigned to them. The hypotheses
were that such an advisory system:would result in (1) greater reten-
tion of students, (2) higher grade point averages, (3) higher scores
on academic orientation on the Omnibus Personality Inventory,
(4) higher scores on scholarship and community awareness on the
College and University Environment Scales, and (5) a greater satis-
faction of students with their college and advisors.

The findings showed no significant differences between the 120 stu-
dents. in the special program and-a similar sample of other students.
Possible reasons suggested for ehe lack of impact of such a program
were a changing student body and the need for advising to be tied
more closely to the curriculum. The implications of the study werethat faculty meMbers should become specialists in academic advising
and that colleges use upperclassmen as freshmen advisors. A number
of questions are suggested for future research on advisor programs.
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RosamanniJ. X. An experimental study of faculty advising. :Personnel
end GuidanogJournal, 1967,461,160 - 164.'

This study examined the effect on a group of college freshmen of
releasing fatuity meMbers from part of their teething assignment
to devote-more time to-acedentic 'advising. 60 Men and 60 women
vere randomly selected from the Macalestet College freahman class
and mere 'randomly assigned to 6. faculty meMbers, each of whom was
released from 1 of the 3 courses he mould ordinarily have taught.
The remaining 400 freshmen, whose faculty advisers had a full
teething load, were the,control group.

a

*Data indicated that the students in the experimental group were
more likely to disdUss course planting, career planning, and'study
problems with their advisers.. There was a slightly higher-retention
rate among women in'the experimental*group, and there were signifi-
cant differences on two scalesvof the College andjiniversity Environ-
ment Scales between experimental and conttot'group, women. Nodiffer-
ences were found between the 2 groupa in grade-point average.

Rossmann, J. E. Released time for faculty advising: the impact-upon fresh-
men. Personnel and Guidance Journal, 1968, 47, 358 - 363.

During the academic years 1964-65 and 1965-66, sii. Macalester College
faculty members were given released time to devote to academic ad-
vising. One hundred-twenty "experimental group" freshmen were ran-
domly selected from the classes entering Hacalester in the fall of
1964 and 1965 and were assigned (10 men and 10 women) to each adviser.
The remaining freshmen in each class comprised the "control group"
and were assignea to advisers with full teaching loads.

Data collected in the spring.of 1966 indicated that the students in
the experimental group were more satisfied with their faculty ad-
visers, but there were no aignificant differences between the two
groups on: (a) ra'te of retention; (b) grade point average; (c) level
of aspiration; (d) satisfaction with college; (g) perception of the
campus. Data collected at the end of the sophomore year suggested
that members of the experimental group were more satisfied with
their present career choice than were the control group students.

Sanborn, C. H. Relationships between level of interest of faculty advisers
in advising students and. selected advising experiences as reported by
advisees at the community college level. Dissertation Abstracts Inter-
national, 1973, 34, 589A.

.
The Professional Activity Inventory for College Teachers,,developed
by Earl A. Kong, was administered to a sample of faculty members.

11 4
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Higher, scores on the instrument indicated more interest in faculty
counseling activities. Advisees were mailed a questionnaire con-
structed for the study. Some demographic data concerning both
facUlty and students were obtained from institutional re'eords.

Significant relationships were Sound between the advisers' inventory
scores and the degree program of the advi,sees. Because the combina-
tion of variables studied accounted for only,a small,percentage of
the,yariance, no general4ations about the relationships were made.

-

Sanborn, C. H., and Taylor, A. L. Predicting faculty interest in student
advising in the community college. Research in Higher 'Education, 1975,
3, 07 - 75.

The primary purpose of this study was to identify any significant
relationships between a. measure of faculty inteiest in counseling
activities on the Professional Activity Inventory for College
Teachers (PAICT) and nine-selected student advising experiences.
.The research setting was a community-college of 12,047 students.
A stratified, random sample of full-tine faculty was selected to
complete the PAICT measure, and a cluster random sample of their
students were used to obtain self-reported experiences of the ad-
vlsing activities.

Only 11 percent of the variance was accounted for between the
faculty PAICT scores and the self-reported advising experiences
of their students.. There was 17 percent of the variance accounted
for between faculty PAICT scores and eight personal characteristics
of their students. The findings indicate that the faculty interest
in advising does not affect the way students are advised.

Schoenherr, C. W.' Strengthening the freshman faculty counseling program at
Wheaton College, Wheaton, Illinois, through a faculty-student action
researCh group. Dissertation Abstracts, 1965, 26, 179 - 180.

An action research group composed of four faculty members and four
students was formed to study the faculty counseling program. Its
first task was to find the level of attainment of the existing pro-
gram. This was done by 'Means of a questionnaire completed by fresh-
men and through interviews with freshman faculty counselors. From
these sources the weaknesses of the program were identified. Vari-
ous changes were made during the following year and questionnaires
and interviews were once more employed. Differences between the
responses for the two years were studied.

The conclusions indicated that the freshman faculty counseling pro-
gram had reached a plateau in its development'and the changes did
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not appreciatively itrengthen the program. The group concluded
that a more drastic change needed to be :considered, one which
mould integrate the student counseling efforts with the faculty
counseling program._ Such a pilot program is now in operation

--and-Mill be evaluated.

Schwarz, D. G. Identification and analysis of the advisor-student int
personal relationship. Dissertation Abstracts Inte;national, 19
33, 2135A.

One hundred seventy one students and fifty one faculty idvinors
mere included in this study. Carl Rogers' theory of therapy and
personality change served as the theoretical framework. Rogers
hypothesized that in counseling situations it'is the counselor's
contribution of congruence, empathy, positive regard, And uncon-
ditionality of regard which determines the quality of the inter-
personal relationship. Data regarding the student and.faculty
expectation and student experience of their interpersonal rela-
tionship Mere secured through use of the Barrett-Lennard Relation-

_ ship Inventory.

The evidence indicated that the students and faculty advisors
expected and students experienced a positive interpersonal rela-
tionship. Expectations of advisors and students mere statistically
similar but the students' level of experience was_signifIcantly
lower than the level of expectation. The students' experience
of quality in the interpersonal relationship was related to the
frequency of advisor-student meetings. Conclusions, implications,
and recommendations were presented for further study.

Sellgsohn, H. C., and Kimmel, E. B. Teaching faculty members as academic
advisorg. Journal of _College Student Personnel, 1975, 16, 160.

Academic advising 14 In many ways, as significant to the student's
education as good instruction. It is important, theni that those
who carry out this function find that outstanding performance in
this area is rewarded appropriately.

Faculty members were selected for a summer orientatlan program and
given 20 hours of training. The program mas successful and the
opportunity for future summer employment was an effective incentive
for this ofteneunrewarded extra activity. There is informal evidence
that letters'of recognition of the work of individual advisors sent
to deans and department chairs were used by departmental faculty
committees'to support recommendations for promotion.
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Shepard, It. L. Specialization in faculty advising. Journal of Col4ge.
Student Personnel, 1974, 15, 514 - 515.

When Stephens College evolved from a two-year college into a
bachelor degree-granting institution, the function of the faculty
advlser became more complex and specialized. The advisory system
needed to be reorganized to meet the needs of present students,
the new stance of the college, and the emerging image of today's
young waman.

Under the new plan faculty advisers divided themselves into three
groups: freshman advisers, area or departmental Ovisers, and
geniial advisers. Coordination for inservice faplty training was
centered ist an appointed committee of faculty and students ehaired
by theIllirector of Counseling Services.

Several-idvantages are: freshmen have advisers who prefer working
with first year students, upper-class students have greater freedom
of choice in %election of their faculty adviser, and faculty 'Ilve
greater freedom of choice in regard to their area of advising.

Winston, E. V. A. Advising minority students. Integrated Education, 1976,
14(4), 22 - 23.

Minority group students want to establish especially close, demanding,
and dependent relationships with their academic adyisors because such
students face many adjustment problems and, on predominantly white
campuses, financial and remedial programs are generally deficient as
ethnic centers and orientation programs. However, minority students
and academic advisors frequently have very different perceptions re-
garding the functions of the university and the role of the student.

It is in the interest of the university to provide incentives for
faculty if it wants them to acquire the expertise necessary for
effectively advising minority group students and effecting better
interpersonal relations. The faculty member must broaden his role
to include not only limited academic advising but counseling in a
broader sense. Minority students must avoid stereotyping and patron-
izing their,counselor. We need a tripartite approach to the problem
which at present is perceived as a natter of alienating encounters
between individual faculty persons and individual students.
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Witters, L. A., and MIller,
advisor-advisee roles.
for Teacher iducation,
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M. G. College advising: an analysis of
journal of the Student Personnel Association
4971, 9, 36

A surrey of about 300 students and 14 staff members in one depart-ment of a major university revealed some interesting data aboutadvisor-advisee relationships. The objective was to investigate
four areas: (a) student expectations of college advisors, (b) char2acteristics of good advisors, (c) student roles in advising process,and (d) faculty relationships.

The study disclosed that advising was restricted to academic-educa-
tional guidance. Staff members felt a need to expand these relation-ships to personal, social, and vocational guidance. In view of'
student demands for more relevant learning experiences, the present
system of advising should be reevaluated. Some suggestions include
employing full-time counselors to handle academic advising, estab-
lishing group guidance sessions, making advising a part of the
regular teaching load, and expanding staff member responsibilities.

OTHER FACULTY-STUDENT RELATIONSHIPS

Alberti, R. E. Influence of the faculty on college.student development.
Journal of College Student Personnel, 1972, 13, 18-23.

The literature of higher education contains no specific evidence
to demonstrate that close relationships between professors and
students actually have any measureable impact upon student growth.
Since'the assumptipn that students should benefit from close con-
tact with their professors is basic to such programs as faculty
advising, a systematic investigation of the effects of such rela-
tionships on college student behavior was undertaken.

Six groups of five students met with a faculty member regularly,
three groups met without a faculty member, and the remainder of
the sample served as a nonparticipant control group. Student
particOant behavior was pre- and post-tested on the Omnibus Per-
sonality Inventory. Faculty participants completed a faculty-
student social distance scale, the results o0yhich were compared
with those of the total faculty population of the college. Follow-
up interviews were also held with the students.

The principle finding was that while most faculty-student-interactionhas little measureabIe impact upon students, when a faculty member

111 4--
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is selected because of his particular strengths to interact with

-stedents"Oh0-are seeking-his 'particular competencei-measurabie
student behavior change 'say be effected. A haphazard, catch-as-
catch-can approach to interaction is of' questionahle

4

Coyle, T. H. Students expect teachers to do more than teach. Journal of

College Student Petsonnel, 1971,- 12, 58 - 61.

This article focuses.on college students' views of instructional

personnel as sources of assistance in particular problem aret4,

and the implitetions for student personnel workers who are resppn-
sible for counseling and advisory serVices. A sample of students

were surveyed concerning their estimetes of the counseling and
advisory erVIces, their sources of assistance, their personal
concern *with particular problems, and recommendations for improve-

ment of the services.

In five problem areas some ,students chose the inatructor as the

first source of help. Their choices demonstrated an expectation
of help from teaching faculty whether ornot they have been given

formal or counseling responsibilities. Student personnel workers
would do well to look again at the people on campus whp uay have

the most influence on students: their instructors.

Dilley, J. S. Student-faculty noncoimunication. Journal of c_o_pJer Student

Personnel, 1967, 8, 282 - 285.

A study by the ailthot indicated that, given a sample of undergradu-

ate liberal arts faculty, about 50 percent is accessible for student-

faculty conaunication. A faculty member vas classified as acceasible

it his name and office number appeared on a building or faculty direc-

tory, his office could be physically located and vas fdentifiable by

directory information, his hours were posted or available through the

appropriate secretary, and he was-present in his office during that

time. An even smaller percentage of graduate teaching assistants was

accessible.

Two other studies indicated that a great many students do not attempt

to contact faculty 'members even When they know the faculty members

are available. The first evidence for this assertion came from weekly

records of the nUmber of student-initiated contacts as reported by

staff, faculty, and teaching assistants who were judged accessible.

,A second experimental study corraborated the findings.

Noncommunication apparently is caused in part by faculty inaccessi-

bility. It also appears to be caused in part by lack of student

desire, though during interviews conducted in the experimental study,

11
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many students talked tosthe interyiewer at considerable length
about personal plans, -academic problems,1and so forth. It was
concluded that students do not perceive faculty members as the
"right person" to talk to. There may not be much benelit to out-
of-class student-faculty contact. Thus there may be little point
in trying to get them together, especially when both parties
seem to resist.

*erg', it. E. College freshmen: a faculty responsibility. Improving
'College and University Teaching, 1964, 12, 9 10.

College faculty members must accept the major responsibility in
providing a new and worthwhile environment for freshmen. Faculty
members who teach freshmen should be selected from the best qual-
ified members of every ,department; they should receive counseling
training and small groups of freshmen should be assigned to each
teacher for counseling. The teacher-counselor should be available
to his group as a confidant and friend is well as a symbol of ad-
ministrative authority. He should also be aware of problems common
to freshmen at their college. The college administration has a
responsibility to take-certain actions to ensure success oi the
frtshman program.

Wellner, W. C. Faculty-student relations and the student personnel program
of the public junior college. Dissertation Abstracts, 1967, 27,
3686A - 3687A.

The concern of this study was to discover college characteristics,
over 'which the student personnel worker might exercise some con-
trol, which seem to influence or have relation to faculty-student
relationships within the college.

II

Responses to an index of faculty-student relationships were obtained
from a student samOle. Statistical data about the colleges and their
student personnel programa were gathered by questionnaires. Inter-
views were conducted with the chief administrator and personnel
workers at selected colleges. The index and interviews were con-
cerned with the implementation, planning, and evaluation of various
student personnel functions with emphasis on the participation of
teachers in areas which held promise for bringing teacher and student
into a relationship with each other.

It was recommended, an the basis of the findings, that student per-
sonnel workers should: seek to actively involve faculty in decisions
regarding their area of involvement and to enlarge this area; attempt
to obtain a greater voice for faculty in the affairs of the college;
utilize faculty student advisers and expand their role through

'r,1±
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in-earvice-trainingrtry to obtein a high proportion of full-time
teachers; and strive to lower the ratio of students to iull-time
personnel worker.

Wenner, W. C. Faculty-student relations in the public'junior college.
Journal'of College Student Personnel, 1969, IO, 152 - 155.

This study was designed to explore the structure and general level
of jumior college student,' perceptions of faculty-student rela-
tionships on their campuses. It also compared the'individual
participating campuses.

A sample of students in 19 junior dolleges in Illinois were given
the Faculty-Student Relations Index,'Fbrm A 166, and their responses
were factor7analyzed.. A similar set of three factors emerge: faculty-
student rapport, faculty acquaintance with students, and student-
centered teaching.

junior colleges have claimed that among institutions of higher edu-
cation they have the greatest personal interest in students. The
results showed that considerable differences exist among campuses.
A need for further research to seek, the underlying causes for such
differences is indicated.

ADVISING BY STUDENTS

Aschenbrenner, A. J. The role of upperclass students as academic advisers
for college freshmen. Journal of College Student Personnel, 1963, 4,
184 - 186.

Since students "give advice" to other students, it would increase
the validity of the information if selected upperclassmen were
trained to advise freshmen. At the same time, the student ad-
visers should profit from the leadershipexperience. Such a pro-
gram is carried on at the Kellogg campus of the California State
Polytechnic College. The system brings more personnel into advise-
ment services and frees faculty from the programming function.

Upperclass advisers are carefully screened and trained. They help
freshmen with academic problems, class scheduling, program planning,
and registration. They are not expected to counsel freshmen in
depth, but to refer them to coUnselors. The relationship between

42



the col;sge counselors and the upperclassman advisers is a
cordial.one. The counselors work with department faculty in
training the advisers and in coordinating the academic advise-
ment program.

Brown, C. R. Evaluation of AL college curriculum advisory program
utilizing student advisors. Pocatellc: Idaho State University,
1972 (ERIC Document Reproduction Service NO. ED 063 906)

This study was designed to evaluate the viability (4 using students
as academic advisors for freshmen students and to document the process
of the advising program at Idaho State University. Results'show
that students advised by students did as well aeademically and bad
a lower dropout rate than students advised by faculty. Descriptions
of advisor behaviors and characteristics did not add appreciably to
prediction of acalemic achievement but did predict the students'
attitudes tovard their advisors. The most outstanding character-
istic of the program was the lack of. utilization of the advising
system by students and the variability in the application of the
system. Recommendations for'improving the Idaho State University
advising system are included.

Brown, W. F. Student-to-student counseling for academic adjustment. er--
sonnel and Guidance Journal, 1965, 43, 811 - 817.

Two samples of 216 students, each containing 108 males and 108
females, mere selected from the 670 full-time freshmen entering
the Southwest Texas State College in fall 1960. Students in the
control (uncounseled) sample mere individually matched with those
in the experimental (counseled) sample on sex, high school quarter
ranki high school size, scholastic'ability, and study orientation.
Experimental subjects were organized into 54 counselee groups, with
the four freshmen, in each group.being carefully matched. Six upper-
classmen, three males and three females, were randorgly assigned as
counselors to same-sex counselee groups.

The test-retest differential for counseled freshmen was signifi-
cantly higher on measures of study behavior. Counseled freshmen
earned grades averaging one-half letter grade and 8.3 quality
points higher during the first semester.

Command, E. M. An experimental study on the effectiveness of using peers
for fiesbman orientation and academic advisement. Dissertation Ab-
stracts International, 1974, 35, 209A - 2I0A.

Comparisons were made among freshman programs of orientation, of
academic advising, and combined programs using professional counselors,
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faculty advisors,-andior student advisors. The sample was drawn
from students applying to Mighline Community College, Fall 1972.
They were randomly selected, forming nine groups of 20 students
for each of ths experimental groups, for a total sample of 180.

-

Assessment was based on. how well the experimental treatments
assisted students to achieve at a high academic level., to select
courses appropriate to their academic goals, to select realistic
class loads, to persist\in college, to use college resources pro-
vided to aid them, and to have a satisfying college experience.
Analysis of the data yielded the conclusions that the,use of stu-
dent advisors in the progrsis produced no significant differences
in the programs' effectiveness.

*IP

Hartmann, E. L. The effect of upper-class student advisers on the academic
performance of high risk freshmen. Dissertation Abstracts International,
1972, 33, 156A - 157A.

The effect that the use of upperclassmen as advisers for freshmen
had on the freshman grade point average (GPA) and retention rate
was investigated. It vas hoped that these advisers would be able
to aid freshmen in their adjustment to the college environment
whether it concerned social, cultural, or academic adjustment.

A random selection was made of 435 students who were in the lower
third of the Incoming freshman class and vho were single, had com-
pleted highsschool the previous spring, were first-time fall en-
rollees, and were enrolled in one of five university divisions.
Two control groups were selected also.

Analysis of the data did not reveal any positive effect by student
advisers on either the GPA or the attrition rate of freshmen. The
advisers used in this study were given relatively little training
and worked in an unstructured atmosphere. They felt uncomfortable
when no specific guidelines for procedures were required. Additional
research emphasizing more structure for the advisers would be worth-
yhile.

Lewis, W. S., Jr. Self-advisement techniques used in conjunction witb group
and individual academic advisement. Dissertation Abstracts International,
1972, 32, 4956A - 4957A.

This study investigated the effects of a self-advisement handbook
upon student attitude toward advisement, student knowledge of academic
programs, and student choice of courses when the handbook was used
in conjunclion with individual, group, and self-advi,.ement.

11 ? 3
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A random selection of 283 entering freshme-, who attended early
orientation in July, 1971, were grouped as follows: I - group
advisement with handbook; II - group advisement without:handbook;
III - individual advisement with handbook; IV - individual_ advise-
ment without handbook; V - self7advisement with handbook. After
advisement students completed two inventories, a Semantic Differ-
ential attitude-scale and a knowledge inventory.

Significant relationships among the groups implied that during
orientation periods group advisement procedures are'superior to
individual advisement in knowledge gained and the appropriateness
of the course students choose; self-advisement via a handboOk is
superior to advisement by an Individual advisor; and,academic
advisement with a handbook in a group situation is the most econ-
omical and efficient way of advisement.

, McCoy, R. D. Academic self-counseling: does it work? Personnel and
Guidance Journal, 1972, 50, 834 - 835.

Because the academic needs Of the incoming freshmen of this grow-
ing commuter university mere not being met, the Counseling Center
and the Junior Division at Louisiana State University in New Orieans
developed a Scheduling Kit; Prospective Junior Division students
obtained the'Kit by meat% of returning a coupon accompanying the
form letter which was sent after the student's applAcation, tran-
script, and ACT scores were received.

The Kit contained a Catalogue* AID, and a Scheduling Work Sheet.
The student used these components to build a schedule of courses
which was checked by the Junior Division DY an adviser. Consul-
tation was available if necessary. The student was notified to
retain all the materials for future reference.

A follow-up study indicated that the time required to complete the
Kit averaged two hours per student, errors were few, and remedial
students performed as accurately as did honor students.

Sander, D. L. Experimental educational advising in men's residence halls.
Personnel and Guidance Journal, 1964, 42, 787 - 790.

Traditionally dormitory staffs have emphasized the enforcement of
rules and regulations. Emphasis in more recent years has been placed
on the development of educational programs within residence halls and
the providing of advisory services which would contribute to the max-
imal academic achievement of the student residents. This study ex-
amined the effectOxeness of such advising for freshmen and compared
individual advising with group procedures.
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Three treatment groups were set up. Group A metbers received
four ornehour individual interviews, each with his resident
adviser. Group B partiqipated.in four ope-hour group sessions.
Group C recetved no special educational advising. No signifi-
cantJdiffeTences were found among the groups for the three cri-
teria.of,effectiveness: academic achievement, persistence.in
college, and change in accuracy of self-perception. Further
attempts to measure the Iong-term effectivenss of educational
advising by dormitory advisers was recommended, involving ad-
visers who are fully trained at the master's level in _counseling.

Uperaft, M. L. Undergraduate students as academic advisers. Personnel
and pUidance Journal, 1971, 49, 827 - 831.

justin Morrill College, a new experimental college at Michigan
State University,had an especially urgent need to have a good
advising program because it attracted a large percentage of stu-
dents who were undecided about what they wanted to be. Faculty
advising was ineffective'because faculty could-not (or would not).-
keep up to date on programs and procedures, and many faculty ware
part-time and there vas a high rate of turnover. Thus only stu-
dents who had chosen a field or were aggressive enough received
adequate academic and career advisthg.

A program was initiated in Which upperciass undergraduate students
would serve as advisers to fresbmen. These academic assistants
reported to the director of student relations. Their role was the
same as the typical faculty adviser.

The overall evaluation by students, faculty, and assistants was
positive. Two problems remained: getting more students to take
advantage of the advising, and strengthening the relationship
between the academic assistant and the faculty. A possibility
was raised that other university services might alSo benefit from

_the students-helping-other-students concept.

Wharton, W., McKean, J., and 'Knights, R. Student assistanta for faculty
advisers. Journal of College Student Personnel, 1966, 7, 37 - 40.

In order to help improve freshman advising, stt"dent leaders at
Allegheny College offered to,obtain voludteers from among respon-
sible jliniors and seniors to assist faculty members in the mechanics
of registration. The volunteers were culled during spring term and
matched with the faculty members who chose them as assistants. Each
adviser and his assistant then met to discuss plans for the fall
freshman conferences.
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During freshman week, after another briefing, the assistants
attended the various activities with the advisers and small
groups of freshmen. During actual registration the assistants
handled the details of scheduling, freeing the faculty'adviser
for more in-depth advising.

'Evaluation yielded unanimous agreement on the part of all con:-

cerned that the program should continue. The assistants played
a major role in putting freshmen at ease and in saving faculty
time. In addition, the program contributed to increased mutual
respect between faculty and students.

Zultowski, W. H., and Catron; D. W. Effects of peer-advising on changes
in freshman perceptions of their college environment. Journal of
Educational Research, 1976, 69, 293 - 295.

An experimental peer-advising program was used to test the hypoth-
esis that the "peer group effect" is a major influence on the
tharacteriltit shift'which occurs in the earlY college environ-
mental perceptions of incoming freshmen. Two matched groups of
51 pe, ,and 51 faculty-advised freshmen were, administered Stern's
Collegt. Characteristics index (CCI) on a five month pre- and post-
test basis.

The results showed minimal support for the hypothesisthat the
peer-advised freshmen' would'show more of the characteristic changes
sooner than faculty-advised freshmen. It is possible that the
students should haVe been tested earlier in their-college career
since changes in their perception may already have begun before

. the CCI was 'first a4ministered. Another uncontrolled influence
resulted.from the fact that faculty-advised students 1day still
have informal "advising" from upperclassmen. It is difficult to
imagine a situation in which freshmen are isolated from upperclass-
men, but such a study 'is needed before contact with upperclassmen
can be pointed to as the cause of characteristic changes in early

- freshman perceptions of the college environment.

ADVISING CENTERS

Baxter, R. P. A study of the emergence and functioning of academic advising
centers within academic units of major universities. Dissertation Ab-
stracts International, 1971, 32, 731A.

11 w
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A centralized-academic advising tenter was defined as an office
or group of offices which function to assist students with
queptions on academic curriculum or course-work planning. They /
axe considered as a contrast to the traditional form of academic'
advising performed by teaching 'faculty meMbers.

Five basic areas of development for the survey questionnaire,
mbich vas sent to directors of advising centers, mere identifiedt
1) the beginning or history of advising centers, 2) the present
organization, 3) authority and responsibility, 4) procedures and
functions, and.5) special or miscellaneous topics. Of 71 centers,
51 of the directors completed the questionnaire.

Findings indicated that the concept of centralized advising centers
has broad applications to nearly all types of academic units of
varying disciplines. :Enrollment Increases have played a strong
part in the movement to remedy some existing problems in advising
students. The majority of directors believe'the centers were estab-
lished due to certain pressures operating within the academic unit
and on the teaching faculty rather than because of a concern for
students and their problems. The dean's support within the academic
unit is judged to be the-most critical factor in a center's estab-
lishment. The advising programs of the centers were broad and
well-wordinated.

Belle, R. L., Abraham, N. M., Wilcox, L., and Schoenfeld, C. A. Surveying
and serving the non-degree-oriented university student. College and
University, 1974, 49, 207 - 221.

The Office of Special Students (OSS) was brought into existence on
the Madison campus of the University of Wisconsin in order to expe-
dite the studen\t who is non-degree oriented and to relieve various
other offices.of the assignment. It was partly in response to the
increased work load felt in the deans' offices, but also In the
recognition that many special students really do not need an aca-
demic contact in a school or college. Ai an admitting office, the
OSS advises students, provides materials, reviews academic and job
backgrounds, and performs other academic advising duties.

An OSS evaluation committee determined to gather as much information
from the special student as possible, and also to query other Univer-
sity offices about their reactions. Three basic instruments were
designed to acquire the information. The data indicated that the
new office was well accepted by both the new students and the staff
of other offices. At the same time, valuable information atout
special students was obtained.

1 1
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Boner, J. R., and Mahler, L. R. A center for "undecided" college students:
doctoral students serve as paraprofessional advisors. Personnel and
Guidance Journal, 1976, 54, 481 - 484.

The Advising Center for Undeclared Majors (ACUM) at Florida State
University'provides a noncoercive atmosphere in which students
can explore possible academic and career areas. As each student
is able to identify an appropriate major, he or she is transferred
to a faculty advisor who has professional expertise in the chosen
area.

Course selection is considered an important tool so more time is
spent with each student to develop course schedules than in most
other advising programs. These activities are mandatory. Other
activities include personal interviews, referrals to other campus
services, and group meetings focusing on vocational exploration,
academic improvement, academic advising, or special programs.
Special information resources have been developed and an in-house
record-keeping system has been implemented.

Careful selection and training of the paraprofessional staff is
critical to the success of the program. Extensive interviewing,
background information, and ratings are required. Those selected
engage in a thorough preservice and inservice training program.
The disadvantages in using paraprofessionals are outweighed by
the graduate students' valuable skills and their enthusiasm, and
by the potential value of the experience gained in the program to
their future employment. Advisees haveexpressed a high level of
satisfaction.

Heller, H. L. Help for college underachievers: the Educational Development
Center. Educational Record, 1968, 49, 233 - 236.

The Educational Development Center is a non-profit institution which
is concerned with those students who reveal ability to succeed in
college but who have failed to do so and have been dismissed. To
help them, the Center offers a program sufficiently sophisticated
to cope with many of the deep dysfunctions which underlie their poor
scholastic performance.

The program has four major aspects: educational diagnosis and test-
ing; remedial educational experiences; college'placemeut, vocational,
and psychological counseling; and the accumulation of data for re-
search study on the causes of underachievement ai the college level.
Ofithe students who have completed the Center program and returned
to college, more than 80 percent have performed successfully above
the minimum required grade levels of the schools to which they
returned1
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Ivey, A. E. The atademic performance of students counseled at,a univer-
sity counseling service. 4ournal of Counseling psychology, 1962,
9, 347 - 352.

Comparisons were made between two groups of students at Bucknell
University, tounseled and noncounseled, on improvement of semester
grade point thdex over a one-,year period. Academic performance
tan not be the sole criterion of counseling effectiveness, but in
justifying DT interpreting a counseling:service operation to others
it is an,important one.

The findings revealed that the counseled students who remained at
the university improved their semester grade point index signifi-
cantly more than did noncounseled students. Self-referred students
wre moreslikely to remain in attendance than were students referred
by faculty ot the administration. 'Students who presented-vocational
and educational problems vere less likely to -withdraw than were stu-
dents with persanal-psychological problemi. A trend whiCh appeared
vas that students Who came for counseling were more likely to with-
draw, but, if fhey did remain, they were more likely to improve
their narks than were noncounseled students. There was some indi-
cation that students-Who received long-term counseling mere more
likely to improve their grades than those Who received short-term
counseling. The findings do not necessarily mean that counseling
,per,se helped students improve their marks, but they ate suggestive
that counseling as conducted inauniversity counseling center can
be beneficial on the academic scene.

Schwartz, M. G. A study of the role and functions of the Under-Graduate
Advising Office of the School of Education, 1972-73. Dissertation
Abstracts international, 1975, 35, 5874A.

This study focused on the results of change at the 'University of
Massachusetts and the School of Education. The specific changes
included: nuMbers of students; proliferation of academic depart-
ments, courses and special programs; new curricula and greater
flexibility and freedom within requirements; and continually chang-
ing academic regulations. These changes created educational and
other prOblems for students, complicating normal academic and
educational problems by putting the major responsibility for deter-
mining their educational goals on the students while removing
curricular and information structures which once acted as educa-
tional guides.

The Undergraduate Advising Office (IJAO) was developed in response
to identified needs of etudents and the institution. Its functions
and structure were analyzed in this study. Student needs created
by changes were identified through analysis of representative

11?
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case studies of students and their problems. The case studies
revealed-the need ior an advising structure which is integrated
into the curriculum rather than separate from or outside it. The
study concluded with recommendations for administrative and edu-
cational changes which have potential for improving the capacity
of the 1.1A0 for meeting continuing and changing student and insti-
tutional needs.

Slewert, J. A. The Academic Counseling Center: a centralized advising and
counseling concept; Journal of College Student Personnel, 1975, 16,163 - 164.

The tenter Is staffed by two full-time counselors one having primary
responsibility for minority students, and by four faculty members who
participate on ,a released-time basis from their regular teaching du-ties. The selection and training of faculty advisors is of critidal
importance. Each advisor must demonstrate an interest in students
as well as in academic discipline.

An increasing number of undecided students are entering the University.
They are of particular concern to the Center staff. The personal aswell as the academic needs of students are met by counselors and ad-
visors wbo are al-le to respond at all levels of personal, vocational,
and academic decision-making.

Student interest in and use of the Center have been gratifying. Aca-
demic advising and counseling has definitely been improved; however,
the incorporation of personal and academic counseling needs to be
strengthened. Counselors and advisors must work closer too in the
assessment of emotional difficulties leading to academic problems.

Stein, G. B., and Spille, E. A. Academic advising reaches out. Personnel
and Guidance Journal, 1974, 53, 61 - 64.

At the University of Wisconsin - Green Bay an Office or Academic
Advising vas established with the specific function of meeting the
needs of the "undecided" student. Student use was minimal despite
outreach efforts. Thus advisors were located at strategic places
in the school corridors.

A major problem Is thq considerable amount of courage required on
the part of the advisor to leave the quiet and security of the
office. These feelings lessen somewhat with continued exposure.
Several important results have been noted. The number of appoint-
ments in advisors' ofices has more than doUbled. Bulletins posted
around the tables remind students of items of critical concern,
such as drop deadlines, and have helped decrease student procras-
tination. Advisors have become much better known and interaction
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frequently takes place informally anywhere on campu&. The use of
a group of extensively trained paraprofessional student advisors
is being planned. New programs of outreach will use the parapro-
fessionals.more'fully And improve student advising.

COMPUTER-ASSISTED ADVISING

Computer assisted advisement at Brigham Young University. Gt_2_11.fit and
University, 1976, 51, 622 - 624.

The advisement system Is divided into three parts. The first, at
the pre-application stage, is a card file called, "Did You Know
File." Through it, a student can explore major fields offered at
BYU and get a view of relevant requirements.

The second part is the on-line pre-college advisement program. It
consists of a portable teleprocessing terminal which an Admissions
Officer can take to a school visitation, giving a prospective student
a simulated admissions process.

The third stage allows an enrolled student to monitor progress,
explore courses, and investigate major fields of study. A para-
professional advisor assists the student with the use of the on-
line terminal. A student always has access to a faculty meMber
ot.Dean for further discussion.

Floyd, jeraid D. CAAAP (Computer Assisted Acsdemic AdvisXint and Planning):
a feasibility study:. beKalb, ill.: Northern Illinois University, 1974.
(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 106 674).

The purpose of this study was to develop a computerized program to
assist students and their faculty advisors in the initial planning
and the on-going evaluation of their academic course of study. The
system-was conceptualized as an interacting process which would com-
pare the student's proposed academic program with a data ban.of
information containing all the possible ways in Which a student
could satisfy the graduation requirements of the university.

Based on the experiences of the last three years,.Computer Assisted
Academic Advisement and Planning is feasible. A pilot sample of
25 student records was processed through the completed system. All
aspects (data collection, software procedures, computer operations,
output, and student-facultyiutilization) were found fo be highly

t..) A
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satisfactory, including the projected cost which, excluding updating
and maintenance, was kept under one dollar per record.

Gench, B. GRADPLAN1 help for student advisors. journal ,of Thysical
EAucation And Recreation, 1976, 47(6), 28.

The Graduation Plan Analyzer is a computer basAd system which
analyzes a student's four year plan of study and verifies that
the plan meets the graduation requirements specified by the col-
lege and nAjor department. How the Plan works is briefly outlined.

GRADPLAN enables advisers to avoid checking the mechanical details
of the graduation plan and is a useful means of introducing stu-
dents to the capabilities of the computer early in their academic
abilities of the system.

Juola, A. E., Winburne,,J. W., and Whitmore, A. Computer-assisted academic
advising. Persondel and GUidance Journal, 1968, 47, 146 - 150.

A computer-assisted program in academic advising for probation stu-
dents was developed, enabling the Student Affairs staff to scan
quickly-the records of all students who were below the withdrawal
range. Such students were requested to come in-during the first week
of the term. At this time they were urged to make certain judicious
changes in course selection and eirollment. A comparison of students
who made enrollment changes with those who did not appear for the
interviews showed that some temporary benefits, at least, were obtained.

This study demonstrated that the computer can be,used to help select
students who are in need of specific,individual contact because of
questionable enrollments. It also has implications for adjustinent-
orientedcounseling studies and for programs encouraging the under-
privileged to attend college. The findings indicated that improvements
in academic status.may be possible'by tailoring student programs to the
institutional demands and that advising procedures can be developed to
optimize students probability of success.

McCracken, N. M., and Penick, R. J. Academic advising at United States Air
Force Academy. College and University, 1969, 44, 642 - 649.

This computerized academic advising system for registration also
monitors a cadet's academic progress during the semester and pro-
duces an academic program summary. After the academic summaries
are made, a pre-registration program prints the courses a cadet
should take in the upcoming semester for normal progress toward
completion of his major and degree requirements. An outline of the
system and exhibits are included in the article.
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These advising tools have been timely and useful thougl) not without
error. Many students, however, have becomedependent upan being told
-Agit to take 'without realizing why they take particular courses. Also
there are frequent changes of major. A new system is going'into.effect

.

to overcome these tendencies, and other benefits suCh,as manpower pre--,
dictions and sectioning information could then be realized.

Shirey, W. W. Scrambled records1 a tool for counseling and degree
certification. pAlikeitand University, 1969, ,44. 684 --690..

'The academic deans at Indiana Mniversity requested student records
'which ehowed the completion of group degree requirements rather than
ones which showed completion of courses in Chronological orderby
semester. Such a record yes designed and put into effect. Copies
were dlistributed to the student's academic dean,.the departmental
academic adviser, and to ,the student. An outline .of the design and
exhibits are explained.

The effort was productive and the scraMbled records mere evaluated
as an effective tool for counseling and 'degree certification. It
vas determined that the effectiveness of such a system depends upon
accurate and.timely information, a sqund systems design, maintenance,
and accurate, timely,_and flexible reports.

Smith, H. V., Jr. An investigation of the application of computer-assisted
instruction apd information retrieval system to academic advising In a
junior college. Dissertation Abstracts International, 1969, 30, 1383A -
'1384A.

Four major steps in the automated academic advisement system develop-
ment werovAdenrified: (1) information to be included in the system

.

was specified and collected; (2) program logic was established and
dialogue was written; (3) data bank operations were confirmed and the
system iMplemented; (4) the system was evaluated by data collected
from student and faculty opinion questionnaires, terminal use time
records, and an evaluation of student machine preregistration by a
jury of six faculty advisors.. Two typewriter terminals and an IBM-
1440 computer system were used.

The results indicated that the system was efficient and convenient
for the student, and that stUdents had no difficulties using the
terminals. The tnformatian was accurate and suitable, but not suffi-
cient. The automated academic advisement system may-best be described
as a supplement to direct personal advising. Its advantages include;,,
1) ease of update and deletion of information; 2) availability at the
user's convenience; 3) relief from repetitious recommendations, allow-
ing the human advisor more time for difficult problems; 4) a meana of
handling more students in less time,
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satisfactory, including the projected cost which, excluding updating
and maintenance, was kept under one dollar per record.

l

Conch, B. GRADPLAN: help for student advisors. Journal of Physical
Education and Recreation, 1976, 47(6), 28.

The Graduation Plan Analyzer is a computer based system which
analyzes a student's fbur year plan of study,and verifies that
the planL meets the graduation requirements specified by the col-
lege and major department. How the Plan works is briefly outlined.

GRADPLAN enables advisers to avoid checking the,mechanical details
of the,grae --ion plan and is a useful means of introducing 'stu-
dents to tht. ..tapabilities of the computer early in their academic
abilities of the system.

;

Juola, A. E., Winburne, J. W., and Whitmore, A. Computer-assisted academic
advising. Personnel and Guidance journal, 1968, 47, 146 - 150.

A computer-assisted program in academic advising for probation stu-
dents was developedl enabling the Student Affairs staff to scan
quickly the recordebf all students who were below the withdrawal
range. Such students were requested to come in during the first week
of\ the term. At this time they were urged to make certain judicious
changes ln course selection and enrollment. A comparison of students
who made enrollment changes with those who did not appear for the
interviews showed that some temporary benefits, at least, were obtained.

;

This study demonstrated that the computer can be used to help select
students who are in need of specific individual contact because of
questionable enrollments. It also has implications for adjustment-
oriented counseling studies and for programs encouraging the under-
privileged to attend college. The findings indicated that improvements
in academic status may be possible by tailoring student programs to the
institutional Oemands and that advising procedures can be developed to
optimize students probability of success.

McCracken, N. M., and Penick, R. J. Academic advising at United States Air
Force Academy. College and University, 1969, 44, 642 - 649.

This computerized academic advising system for registration also
monitors a cadet's academic progress during the semester and pro-
duces an academic program summary. After the academdc summaries
are made, a pre-registration program prints the courses a cadet
should take in the upcoming semester for normal progress toward
completion of his major and degree requirements. An outline of the
system and exhibits are included in the article.
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These advising tools have been timely and useful thoug4 not withouterror. , Mani students, however, hAve become dependent upon being told-whet to take eithout realizing why they take particularcourses. Alsothere are frequent changes of major. A new system is going into effectto overcome these tendencies, and other benefits such as manpower pre-diction* and sectioning information could then be realized.

Shire', V. V. Screabled records: a tool for counseling and degreetertification. 'Colleiteand University, 1969,44, 684 - 690.

The academie deans At Indiana University requested student records'Oath ehoved the eompletioeof group degree requirements rather thanones 'Which shoved completion of courses in Chronological order hysemester. Staab e record was,designed and put into effect. Copiesvere'distributed to the student's academic dean, thejlepartmental
atademic adviser, and to the student. An outline of the.design andexhibits are explained.

The effort vas productive and the scranibled records were: evaluatedas an effective tool for counseling and degree certification. It
vas-determined that the effectiveness of such a 'system depends uponaccurate and timely information, a sound systems design, maintenance,
and accurate,'timely, and flexible reports.

\\
Smith, H. V., 4r. An investigatio*of the application of computer-assistedinstruction and information retrieval system to academic advising in ajunior college. Dissertation Abstracts International, 1969, 30, 1383A1384A.

Four major steps in the automated academic advisement system develop-
ment were identified: (1) information to be included in the systemwas specified and collected; (2) program logic mas established anddialogue was written; (3) data bank operations were confirmed and the'
system implemented; (4) the system vas evaluated by data collected
from student and faculty opinion questioenaires, terminal use timerecords, and an evaluation of student machine preregistration by ajury of six faculty advisors. Two typewriter terminals,and an IBM-1440 computer system were used.

The rasults indicated that tbe system was efficient and convenient
for ehe student, and that students bad no difficulties using the
terminals. The information was accurate and suitable, but not suffi-cient. The automated academic advisement system may-best be describedas a supplement to direct personal advising.' Its advantages includetly ease of update and deletion of information; 2) availebility at the
user's convenience; 3) relief from repetitious recommendations; jillow-ing the human advieor more time for difficult problems; 4) a means of
handlingmore students in, less time.
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Vituill, R. A.; and Singleton, R. L. Computer assisted advising and
degree evaluation. Callege, and University, 1972, 47, 494 - 502.

in response to the need for a better job of planning and imple-
menting new programs within severely limited budgets, the College
of Business, University of Houston, developed an information system

'called College Planning and Analysis (COLPAS). The two primary*
components are the academic and the administrative information
systems. One of the sub-systems is the Undergraduate Student In-
formation System. The original purposes of the student subsystem
were Its use'as a course advising tool, an official degree plan
lor each student, and certification that a student had completed
all course requirementstfor graduation and ilz4 a proper grade point
average. A detailed outline of the system and the costs are given.

The use of the data base,extends beyond the original purposes, such
as flagging thg, records of students in scholastic trouble and iden-
tifying for faculty the previous course work of a student. Many
expansions of the system are being planned, such as combining this
system and a Faculty Information System.for preparing drafts of
class scheduling.

Faculty and student response has'been positive. Concern over dehum-
..anization by the computer igas met by pointing out that faculty and
students mere being freed fram manual kinds of advising, giving them
time for talking about career preferences, selection of electives,
and teal counseling:'

GROUP COUNSELING AND ADVISING

Berg, 1. C. The effect of group counseling on students placed on academic
pwb3tion at RoCk Valley College, Rockford, Illinois, 1966-67. Dis-
sertation Abstracts, 1968, ,29, 115A - 116A.

The problem was to determine the relstionship between participation
in group counseling and five kinds of behavioral changes, as follows:
changes in academic achievement; differences in the percentage and
pattern of college drop-outs; changes In the directional shifts of
positive and negative self-referent items used in a self-:descriptive
manner during group counseling; changes,in the attitudes of tolerance,.

m.-- and ability to relate to other group members; changes in self-per-
ceived behavior in groups.
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Four groups of eight students were group-coUnseIed for nine
meetings. A matched gontrol group received no group counseling.
The Sclf-Referent Item Form (SRIF), the Semantic Differential
Form (SDF), and the Group Behavior Inventory (GBI) were admin-
istered and data on grade point average (GPA) course load reduc-
tions, ind withdrawals from college wcre obtained.

No statistically,. significant differences were found in GPA or in
percentage and pattern of course withdrawals between the two
groups. Two administrations of the SRIF indicated'a slight shift-
ing from positive to'negative-neutral kindi' of responses fpr both
groups. A consistent shifting toward incyeased tolerance and
ability to relate to other group members 'was observed in the
counseled group. The'significant changes in behavior were asso--
ciated with the process level of group interaction,

6

,Chestnut, W. J. The effects of structured and unstructured group counsel-
ing on male college students' underachievement. Journal Of
Psychology, 1965, J2, 388-- 394.

ep

The experiment compared counselor stetctured (CS) and group struc-
tured (GS) counseling groups with a control group. The groups
were equal in ability and initial grade point averages (CPA). In
'the CS groups, emphasis was placed on material based upon a priori
diagnostic assumptions and presened by the counselor for discussion.
The GS experience emphasized material spontaneously originating
within the group.

Results indicated that those Ss in the CS groups hel a significantly
greater rate of change in GPA after counseling than-the Ss in *ither
the:GS or control groups. The GS groups rate of change was greater
thaii the controls after counseling, Three months following counsel-
ing the CS groups rate of change vas significantly greater than the
control, but not greater than the GS groups. It was concluded that
a CS group experience can have both an immediate and a delayed, even
if somewhat limited, effect ,on academic achievement with male college
underachievers.

eh

Chestnut, W., and Gilbreath, S. Differential group counseling with male
college underachievers: a three-year follow-pp. Journal of Counseling
Psychologt, 1969, 16, 365 - 367. a'%'

Some studies have demonstrated that group counseling is particufarly
effective when dependentunderachievers experience a high-authority,
ledder+structuked itS) method of group cdunseling and independent
'underachievers exp,rie ce low-authority, group-sfiEuctured (GS) method.
irbe present study cepr mtts a three-year follow4gp investigation of
these experiments.
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The subjects were male college student underaChievers. Results of
the follow-up investigation revealed no gross differences among
the tS, GS, and control groups. The onlY persistent differences
discovered were that high-dependent underachieverareceiving an
LS treatment did significantly better than similar students recetv-
ing th%GS treatment. It was concluded that further investigations
might test appropriate treatments with specific underachievement
groups; that is, dependent-independent.

J. H. Comparison of two methods of counseling with academically
deteriorated university upperclassmen. Dissertation Abstracts, 1968,
29, 1419A 1420A.

This study investigated the effects of two types of group counsel-
ing on levels of critical thinking ability, ankiety, self-esteem,
and grade point averages of a group of college students who ordin-
arily succeeded academically but who suddenly failed to maintain
satisfactory'grades. One experimental group viewed video-taped
models to emulate prioz4to group discussion with no counselor pre-
sent; the other received small group counseling. Members of the
experimental and first control groups were adminWered the Watson-
Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal, the IPAT Amiciety Scale Question-
naire, the Rosenbaum-deCharms Self-Esteem Scale, and questionnaires
to assess the variables under investigation.

Analysis of data yielded no statistically significant differences
among the groups. Trends and subjectiVe data suggtsted that per-
sonal wrth of the program was felt by the exi;erimental group
participants. The audio-visual stimuli were perceived as valuable
and group discussion was deemed the most valuable part of the
couriseling sessions.

jeWeese, H. L. The extent to which group
,schievement, aca4emic potential, and
low-achieving first semester college
1960, 20, 3192-3193.

counseling influences the academic
personal adjustment of predicted
freshmen. Dissertation Abstracts,

The selection criterion was a score on Part III of the Ohio State
Psychological Examination (OSPE) which placed the student below
the 34th percentile rank. Three groups were formed: one received
group counseling for their first semester; the second was given
remedial reading instruction; the third served as a control group.

Group counseling consisted of weekly meetings, one hour in length,
for ten weeks. It focused on free discussion of topics emanating
from the subjects own wishes' an4 needs. The remedial program con-.
sisted of seml-weekly meetings, 45 minutes in length, for 14 weeks.
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The results of the study were inconclusive. The'counseled group
escaped academic casualty more often than the other two groups..
The grade point averages of the counseled groups were superior
but not significantly so. The remedial group improved their aca-
demic potential, as measured by the OSPE, more than did the other
two groups. None of the groups experienced significant improve-
ments in personar adjustment: The main Conclusion was that group
counseling seemed to provide more help for the subjects than did
the remedial program or the gcneral college program.

Dickenson, W. A. and Truax, C. B. Group counseling with college under-
achievers. Personnel and Guidance Journal, 1966, 45, 243 - 247.,

Stome of the controversy concerning the efficacy of psychotherapy
or counseling has been resolved by recent evidence that studies
reporting no effects had indiscriminately lumped.together the high
and low therapeutic conditions that are associated with successful
and unsuccessful outcomes. This study extended these findings to
a group of essentially 'neurotic underachieving freshmen.Y

The study aimed at evaluating the effects oY time-limited group
counseling by contrastIng matched groups receiving counseling and
receiVing no counseling, using change in academic performance as
the criterion for evaluating outcome. It also related the level
of therapist-offered accurate empathy, non-possessive warmth, and
therapist genuineness to the degree of improvement in the counseled
students.

The 24 experimental students who received 'aroup counseling showed
greater improvement in grade point average thin the control group
members. Further, those counseled subjects wbo receiptd the high-
est therapeutic conditions tended to show the greatest improvement.

Duncan, D. R. Effects of required group counseling with college students
in academic difficulty. Dissertation Abstracts, 1963, 23, 3772 - 3773.

In addition to investigating the effects of required group counseling,
this study also evaluated certain nonintellective factors that may, be
characteristic of thos -.tudents who benefit most from such counseling.
The sample was 56 students being supported on probation for an addi-
tional semester after the normal four semesters in University College,
University of Florida.

The findings revealed very little neasureable attitude change in the
areas investigated that can be attributed directly to one semester
of required group counseling. A trend did indicate that counseling
aided in adjustment and functioning of the students. There was no
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significant increase in grade point average attributable to the
counseling: Theevidence was inconclusive as to definable char-
acteristics that might delineate those students who benefited most
from the counseling.

Gappa, J. N. Experiment in group academic advising for students designing
individualized general education programs. Dissertation Abstracts
International, 1974, 34, 7484A - 7485A.

A model was developed with the objective of e1fecting the following
student outcomes:' 1) insight into the philosophy of general educa-
tion; 2) definition of educational goals. based-upon career choice
and lifestyle; 3) development of knowledge about the University
sufficient to be able to match its offerings to the second objective;
4) integration of the first three outcomes into a written proposal
for submission to the Council on General Education.

The model was implemented for two consecutive quarters in 1972-1973.
Students received three credit hours and data was gathered about all
students who registered. In the third phase of Ole stu4y the model
was evaluated by means of student comments on the data sheets and
evaluation forms, and student written assignments. Changes made in
the model fox its second implementation were evaluated for their
effectiveness. Student proposals were compared with those of non-
participating stueents.

Findings indicated that participation in the model encouraged students
to develop proposals for general education programs or educational
plans. Recommendations suggested that a revised model should be
offered on an experimental basis, with a cost-benefit analysis to
follow. The model should emphasize group counseling techniques for
goals of education and career planning and student outcome objectives
should be expanded.

Gilbreath, S. H. Group counseling, dependence, and college male under-
achievement. Journal of Counseling Psychology, 1967, 14, 449 - 453.

An investigation was made of the effects of two different methods
of group counseling on the male college underachiever. Eight
counseling groups (n = 96) were divided between two counselors
Who each led two groups in the high authority leader-structured
(LS) method and two groups in the low :authority group-structured
(GS) method of counseling.

It was concluded that male underachievers who have high dependent
needs improve in grade point average if they participate in the
LS method but not in the GS method. Conversely, more independent

114
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underachieving min improve in CPA in the GS method than in the LS
method. The results have implications for teaching and residence

4c,hall atmospheres.

Gilbreath, S. H. Group counseling with male underachieving college volun-
, teers. Personnel and Guidance Journal, 19671. 45, 469 - 476.

The effects of two different methods of group counseling,ow-those
personality characteristics that typify the male academic under-
achiever and on grade point average (GPA) were studied. Eight
groups of male underachievers who volunteered for counseling were
equally divided Setween two counselors who each led two gropps in
the leader-structured (LS) method and two in the group-structured
(GS) method. A like group served as,a control.

Men in the LS groups increased in ego strength when compared with
tbose in the control group and had a significantly greater rate of
positive change in GPA than men in either the GS or control groups.
The GS groups' rate of change in GPA was also greater than the con-
trols' after counseling. Couriseled men were more able to overtly
express hostile feelings than controls. Three months followfhg
coUnseling the LS groups' rate of positive change in GPA.was signif-
icantly greater than the cOntrols' but not greater than the GS groups'.
The results indicated that the LS method of group counseling does
significantly affect both the personality characteristics and aca-
demic achievement of male college underachievers who volunteer for
counseling.

Gilbreath, S.
,academic
15, 506

H. Appropriate and inappropriate group counpeling with
underachievers. Journal of Counseling Psychology, 1968,

- 511.

Ninety seven college male underachievers were divided into 4 high-
and 4 low-dependent groups and given six one-half to two hour sessions
of either leader-structured (appropriate for dependent underachievers, .

inappropriate for independent underachievers) or group-structured
(appropriate for independent underachievers, inappropriate for depen-
dent underachievers) group counseling. A like group served as a control.

The results showed that men who experienced appropriate methods of
group counseling achieved significantly higher grades than men in
the, control group, and.a significant'increase in their number of
passing grades or above at the conclusion of counseling. There were
no differences between groups 3 months following the experiment.
Methods of achieving more permanent treatment effects may be related
to counseling over a longer period of time.
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Hart, D. H. A study of the.effects of two types cf group experlences
on the academic achievement of college underachievers. Dimertation
Abstracts, 1964, 25, 1003 - 1004.

ft

One group experienciTii-iiiis study, was termed cognitive and
placed an emphasis on material concerned wdth specific intellec-
tual problem areas related directly to_ scholastic achievement.
The other, affective, emphasized material stressing topics deal-
ing, with personal problems and personality dynamics. The analysis
sample was volunteers from freshman students who were judged to
have high ability but who received unsatOlactory grades in their
first term. Grade point averages for the groups were compared
Ammediatetly following the experience and three m6nths after
completion.

The findings from the analyses of data indicated that the students
who attended fiVe to seven sessions of the affective group experi-
ence earned significantly higher grade point averages during the
term in vhich the experience occurred than students who received
no group experience. NO other significant differences were found.
It was concluded that a personal-emotional group experience can
have an itmzediate effect in improving the academic achievement of
college underachievers, but continued Increase In academic achieve-
ment after termination of the experience is questionable.

LeMay, M. L. An experimentally controlled investigation of the effects of
group counseling with college underachievers. Dissertation Abstracts,
1967, 27, 3694A - 3695A.

The subjects selected were 117 second term freahmen Who had high
Scholastic Aptitude Test scores and who had grade point averages
under 2.0 on a 4.0 scale. The students were assigned randomly to
one of five groups; A) extended group counseling, B) brief group
guidance, C) non-participating control group which consisted of
volunteers, D) non-participating control group which consisted of
non-volunteers, E) non-participating control group which consisted
of students who were.not aware of the opportunity for inclusion in
the groups.

Two criteria were used to evaluate the experimentl 1) grade point
averages (GPA) at the.end of the experimental period, and 2) scores
on ehe Personal Orientation Inventory (POI) which were used to
measure differences between the two groups which were exposed to
group procedures.

Ihe significant findings of the analysis inditated that: 1) the
GPA of tne grou-, which received extended group counseling (Group A)
was higher than that of the Apn-volunteers (Grcup D); 2) the GPA of

1111.
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the group which received brief group treatment (Group 8) wits
higher than that of Group D; 3) the GPA of the group 4hiCh was
Aq notified of the study (Group E) vas higher than that of
'Group D; 4) the POI scores Of Group A were higher at the end
of the experimental period on six of the twelve basic scales.
These findings revealed that the group counseling sessions bene-
ficially influenced the academic and personal adjustment of the
subjects.

tutker, Carol. Academic morkihopt use of paraprofessional leaders and
4 behavior change goals for students on academic probation. journal

of ,College Student Tersonnel, 1975, 46, 162 - 163.

In rpSponse to the needs of 800 students on prObation, a two-
session workeihop was designed using behavior change goal setting
proCedures. After the workshop had been offered with counselors
as leaders, selected junior 'land senior psychology majors mere
trained tO lead the wprktihdi's under supervision. Success of the
workshopwas_measured'by the proportion of participating students
who were able to tsise.their grades and get off academic probation
compared to a randomly selected group of probationery students who
did not participate. Student reaction was measured by a question-
naire.

/he results were,encouraging. Seventy percent of the participants
were off probation at the end of the semester compared to only 50
percent of the control group. Student ratings on the groui reaction
questionnaire indicated that 86 percent felt positively about the
workshop expexience on all items.

Maroney, K. A. Effectiveness of short-term group guidance with a group of
transfer students admitted on academic probation. Dissertation Abstracts,
1963, 23, 3238.

In addition to the primary problem of the effectiveness of the short-
term group guidance, an analysis was made of the differences in
amount of change in certain psychological needs, as measured by
the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (EPPS), between academically
successful and unsuccessful students. Fifty two freshman transfer
student's on academic, probation were randomly assigned to experi-
mental and control groups. Comparisons of grade point averages (G
changes in scores on the EPPS, and number "of dropouts were us d to
measure the effectiveness of.the guidance.

Findings did not reveal any significant differences between GPAs o

experimental and control groups at the end of the semester. Success-
ful studentsschanged significantly more than unsuccessful Students on

11 4
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the EPPS variable, Dominance, in the direction of an increased
need.' Students receiving short-term guidance bad significantly
greater changes in scores on fhe variable, Nurturance, than
control subjects, in the direction of an increased need. There
were no other significant differences between the experimental
and control groups.

Mitchell, X. R., Hall, R. F., and Piatkowska, O. E. A group program for
bright failing underachievers: Journal ot College Student Personnel,
1975, 16, 306 - 312.

4
The purposes of this study were: (1) to evaluate the effectiveness
of techniques'appIied to'the correction of particular target be-..

baviors; (2) to examine whether changes in tbe targets treated by
structured group counseling had any indirect, facilitating effects
on test anxiety, academic anxiety, and study habits and skills;
and (3) to examine the relevance of changes in targ,et behaviors
to successful first-year academic performance.

Thirty seven failing underachievers were given structured counseling
on academic and vocational goal setting, course comml.tment, stressors
in study conditions, and academie application. Thirty one subjects
were then assigned to four groups and given desensitization and re-
educavive training for various combirltiona of test and academic
anxiety and study habits and skills. Of the subjects treated for
all twgets, 88 percent passed course examinations after treatment.
Two years later 63 percent were still succeeding.

Mitchell, R. R., and Ng, K. T. Effecte of gronp counseling and behavior
therapy on the academic achievement of test-anxious students. Journal
of paunseling Tvchology, 1972, 190 491 - 497.

Thirty subjects high on test anxiety and low on study-skill com-
petence were assigned randomly to five experimental conditions and
given treatment involving either single-model procedures, such as
desensitization and counseling, or multimodel procedures, that is,
combinations of both.

Results indicated that only significant reductions on test anxiety
were obtained for groups given desensitization, but for groups given
combinitions of desensitization and counseling, improvement occurred
in both test anxiety and study skills. Improved academic achieve-
ment as measured by-course average and passing grades and change
achievement scores were obtained by the groups given multimodel
treatment but not by groups given single-model treatment procedures.
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Mitchell, K. R., and Piatkowska, O.E. Effects of group treatment of college
underachievers and bright failing underachievers. Journal of Counseling
Psychology, 1974, 21, 494 - 501.

This review presents findings of 31 treatment studies of coIlege
underachievers and bright failing underachievers separately, with
the purposes of (a) evaluating the effects of group treatments on
the academic performance of these students and (b) isolating from
the data variables related to improved academic performance. Vari-
ables from the following categories were exaMined: counselor
experience, treatment type, treatment duration and structure,
treatment targets, and client motivation.

The findings indicate that success rates were low and few clear
relationships emerged between isolated variables and Improvement
in academic performance. Implications for future research and
practical suggestions for the counselor ate discussed.

Often, W. Evaluation of a group counseling procedure. journal of CourItejlag
Psychology, 1964, ,11, 152 - 159..

In evaluating the effectivenese,q a up counseling procedure
fivegroups of 60 students each we: ompared. Results indicated
thaethe groups, while comparable in ability,'differed in initial
grade point average (GPA). As a function of counseling, the Ex-
perimental Group's GPA became comparable to the Baseline Group's,
and significantly higher than the Control and Dropout Group's GPA.
The Welt Group did not Improve until after counseling. Grade point
averages of the Control and Droprat Groups did not improve at all.,

Sitice this investigation stressed the control of relevant baseline,

r
tmporal (criterion measures were taken over e ht semesters) and
critical motivational variablefl, it was conclu ed that the group
counseling procedure described was effective in improving scholastic
behavior.

Rickabaugh, K. R. Corr-lates of differential achievement among student-
clients receiving group counseling for academic-improvement. Dis-
sertation Abstracts International, 1975, 36, 2033A.

Differential achievement among students who had received group
counseling for academic improvement was studied retrospectively.
An attempt was wade to identify variables prognostic of'treatment
outcomes and to assess the predictive value of those.variables.

One hundred seventy undergraduate academic student-clients volun-
teered to participate to improve the quality of their academic
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work. Vroup sessions included both cognitive and affective exper-
iences and emphasized educational-vocational goal setting, study,
skills training, and training for increased interpersonal effec-
tiveness. To assess the effect of the treatment program three
measures of academic improvement were talculated. Subject data

. included seholastic, biographic, and measured variables.

Correlations found between single scholastic, biographic and
measured input variables and the three outcome criteria were
modest. It was concluded thatl 1) it was possible to identify
participant Characteristics- which were related to differential
achievement among ,Ss receiving group counseling for academic im-
provement; 2) it was not possible to identify differences within
the treatment condition Which were related to academic improve-
ment; 3) academic improvement among ,Ss receiving group counseling
tould mot be forecast vith,sufficient accuracy toopilow for
practical application of the findings.

Roth, R. M., Mauksch, H. O., and Peiser, K. The non-achievement syndrome,
group therapy, and achievement change. Personnel and Guidance Journal,
1967, 46, 393 - 398.

One hundred seventy four sele5,:ted failing students at Illinois
Institute,of Technology wee provided group counseling as a con-
slition of their remaining in school. The assumption of the psycho-
dynamics of the non-achievement syndrome:was made regarding these
students and a group counseling approach, Non-Achievement Syn4rome
therapy, derived-from an approach delineated by Roth and Meyersburg
seemed appropriate and was utilized.

Fifty two nale subjects In this population were randomly selected
for study as were 52 probationary, noncounseled males who were
used as 4 comparison group. The results indicated that the coun-
seled group increased their GPA's significantly and that these
changes held over time. The GPA's of the comparison group did not
increase significantly. The differences wer attributable to the
counseling experience.

Rubin, H. S., and Cohen, H. A. Group counselinand,remediation: a two-
lacred intervention approach to the problem of attrition in nursing
education. Journal of Educational Research, 1974, 67, 195 - 198.

This study vas deslined to Investigate the effectiveness of brief
group therapy for underachievement, and remediation for deficiencies
in basic skills, in reducing the attrit.ion rate of nursing students.
Students whose entering California Test of Achievement scores or
grade point averfges indicated risk of academic failure were
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interviewedt those with high scores (underachievers) received
appropriate therapy, those with low scores and MD motivational
problems received remediation, and those with low scores plus
motivational problems received both (20 hours total for each).

The program resulted In a significant reduction in attrition rate.
The primary inference from the study is.that students exhibiting
deficiencies in basic skills, and for having motivatinal problems,
can survive the rigorous nursing education program anebe added to
the nursing work force if appropriate support i8 made avaiable.

Spielberger, C. D., Melts, H., and Denny, J. P. Group counseling'and the
Academic performance of anxious college freshmen. Journal of Counsel-
Ingitychology, 1962, 9, 195 - 204.

College freshmen with high anxiety scores were invited to partici-
pate in counseling groups designed to help them mike more effective
adjustments ta college life. Of the students who volunteered, half
were seen weekly in group counseling sessions during their first
semester; the other half served as a control group. Improvement
in academic performance from mid-term to the end of the semester
was the principal criterion of academic adjustment.

Those anxious freshmen who regularly attended group counseling
sessions showed more improvement in their academic performance
than students who were not counseled or who did not regularly
attend counseling. Although it was possible to isolate a person-
ality pattern which relatively uniquely characterized the students
.who regularly attended the counseling sessions, participation in
group counseling appeared to be the most likely'explanation for
the improvement in grades obtained by these students.

Thelen, M. H., and Harris, C. S. Personality of college underachievers
who improve with group psychotherapy. Personnel and Guidance journal,
1968, 46, 561 - 566.

The Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire and a rating scale
were given to a group of college underachievers and the following
subgroups emergedt 38 test responders (TR) who were not interested
in group therapy, an experimental (E) group containing 19 subjects'
who received group therapy, and a control (C) group containing 13
subjects who were interested in but did not receive group therapy.
After an interval of about 17 weeks, and following the termination
of group therapy for the E group, dats,on academic improvement
were obtained.
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The results indicateil: (a) significantly greater-academic improve-
ment in the E grout) than in the C group; (b) higher correlations
between certain adaptive or "healthy" personality variables and
academic improvement in the E group than in the TR and C groups.

Whittaker, L. 'The effects of group counseling on academic achievement and
certain personality factors of college students with academic defi-
ciencies. Dissertation Abstracts, 1967, 27, 2834A - 2835A.

This was an investigation of the effectiveness of group counseling
. In bringing about positive changes in: 1) feelings of personal
adequacy, 2) personal needs for assurance, achievement, adapti-
bility, conjunctivity, counteraction, work, autonomy, and under-
standing, 3) perception of the-eallege as havingWftess far the
factors in assurance, achievement, etc 4) attitudes toward study,
and 5) &endemic achievement.

The sample vas 32 average ability students, at a predominantly Negro
college, who had academic deficiencies. An experimental group of
16 students participated In 18 fifty-minute group counselingsessions.
The other 16 students served as a control. Peelings of personal,
adequacy were assessed by use of an adequacy scale consisting of 59
self-reference statements. Personal needs were determined by use:
of the Activities Index. A measure of perception of college press
vas obtained fram stores on the College Characteristics Index. The
Brown-Holtzman Survey of Study Habits and Attitudes was used to
measure attitudes toward study.

An analyses of the results indicated that there was a significantly
greater mean gain in adequacy scores for the experimental group,
but no sigalficant differences between-the two groups were found
between mean gains on the needs scale, on the press scales, or on
attitudes toward study and grade-point average.

Observations during the prociss of group counseling indicated that
the students appeared to have a need for information and direction.
Experimentation concerning the effectiveness of an approach incor-
porating information giving appeared profitable. Experimentation
employing group counseling over a longer period of time was
recommended.
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Minborn, B., and Maraney, X. A. Effectiveness of short-term group guidanFe
mith a group of transfer studentsadmitted on academic.probation.
journal of Educational BeseardhA 1965, 58, 463 - 465.

Fifty-two freshman transfer students admitted on academic probation
were selected as subjects for the investigation. They were ran-
domly Issigned to an experimental group receiving group guidance
and a control group mot receiving guidance. Both groups completed
the Edmerds Personal Preference Schedule (EPPS) at the beginning
and end of the experiment. Grade point average (GPA) was used
to assess effectiveness of the grotip guidance. The guidance sessions
emphasized group-centereu activity where interests and feelings of
the members could be expressed.

An analysis of the data indicated that: (1) short-term group guid-
ance was not effective in producing significantly higher GPAs;
(2) the guidance did not produce significant differences in scores
or score chaAges on most EPPS variables; and, (3) experimental
studetits made significantly greater score changes on the EPPS
variable, Nurturance,than did control subjects, with the change
being in the direction of an increased need. It vas recommended
that other techniques be studied and that emphasis be placed upon
preventive rather than upbn remedial measures.

Manborn, E. sitd Schmidt, I. C. The effectiveness of short-term group
counseling upon the academic achievement of potentially superior but
underachieving college freshmen. journal of Educational Research,
1962, 55,169 - 173.

This investigation was designedito ascertain whether there was a
signif cant difference in academic achievement between a selected
group f underachieving superipr students receiving short-term
group ounseling and a similar group af students receiving no
counseliing. High scores on the American Council on Education ,

Psychollogical Examination and low first semester grade-point
averages were used to identify the students.

The fildings indicated that students who did not participate in
the shoirt-term group counseling program made signiRicantly higher
grade Point averages than did the participants. Shnrt-terT group
counseling tended to produce a negative effect on the experimental
group. There were no significant differences between the,partici-
pants and those who were not counseled as reflected by sciores on
the California Psychological Inventory., The milbvity ofifreshmen
who were designated potentially superior but undetachiel?ing students
-ould ,not be identified as such on the basis of high school grades,
orientation test scores, or other avai1able information prionto
their receiving first semester grades. Other methods of identify-
ing and assisting these students should be studied.

.
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COMPARISONS OF SOUi7S'AND METHODS OF ADVISING

, VA

Bednar, R. 1,., and Weinberg, S. I.; Ingredients of succeiMul treatment
progr s for underachievers journal of _Counselins Psychology,
197Q, 17, 1 - 7.

'11

nty-three studies were reviewed that evalutited ..tie effectiveness
o various treatment programs for underachieving college students.

t
All of the studies used grade-point average as the de endent vari-
able, and a specific treatment program Intended to imrove student
academic performance as the independent variable.

The results of the survey indicate that the treatment programs
associated with improved student academdc performapce were char-
acterized as (a) structured rather than unstructured, (b) lengthy
rather than brief, (c) counseling aimed at the dynamics of under-
achievement'used in conjunction with an academict,studies program,
(d) having high levels of therapeutic cOnditions (empathy, warmth,
and genuineness), and (e) appropriate to the needs of the students.
From the standpoint of economy as well as effectiveness, group
counseling appears to hold more promise ,as a treatment method than
individual counseling methods or aCademic study courses.

Biggs, D. A. Counseling interviews or counseling lette,rs? Journal of
counsenns. Ilpish21.211b 1970, 17, 224 - 227.

This study concerned two questions: (a) is academic entouragelsnt
effeCtive with entering college freshmen students; and (b) are
letters or Interviews more useful methods of communicating ace-

, Aemic encouragement?

Entering college freshmen with low self-madeacademic predictions
either received letters or mere interviewed. Both treatments were
designed to encourage the subjects to increase their academic
achievement motivation. These sUbjects' grade-point averages were
compared to these of a no-treatment control group. No significant
differem8es were found between those subjects who received encour-
agement46nd the controls. Neither letters nor interviews were
found to be more effective. Results and the implications for
future researCh are discussed.

Brown, C. R., and Myers, R. Student vs faculty curriculum advising.
Journal of co.74...tgie Student Personnel; 1975,16, 226 - 231.

.

Attitudes toward advisers and first-year academic progress were
assessed.for 22) freshman students at Idaho State University. .

1 I
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The assessments were based on high school and college grades

(GPA) the dropout rate,a questionnaire concerning c8ntacts with

the adviser, and a taped interview about the relationship,the

student had with the adviser.

Findings indicated that students advised by students had more

positive attitudes toward their advisers and lower drop rates

than those advised by faculty. No diffeteze was obsk.rved for

achieved GPA. The data also suggested -that there is little

short-term se:fect on academic achievement due to students vs.

faculty advising, and that advisers are seldom contacted. Thus,

they have little opportunity to have any influence.

4'barnett, R. F. An appraisal of two counseling techniques over a period of

one and two quarters as they affect the academic performance of college

freshmen enrolled in the School of Engineering at Evansville College.

Dissertation Abstracts, 1967, 27, 3691A - 3692A.

This study was conducted to evaluate the "early application" prin-

ciple in counseling freshman students at the college level and

simultaneously to appraise the effectiveness of group counseling

procedures as compared with individual counseling. An attempt

was also made to investigate the differential effectiveness of
fewer (5) versus more (10) periods of counseling contact by vary-

ing the number and distribution of contsc.ts.

All members of the experimental groups were provided the opportunity

of five counseling contacts during the fisst quarter. Two of the

groups received five additional &mtacts'auring the second quarter.

No counseling contact was provided to the control group. The em-

phasis in each of the five sessions was personal adjustment, engi-

neering as a profession, efficient study skills, self-understanding,

and development of self.

The following data were obtained for all groups: CPA, Personal Data

Form, and scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test, Guilford-'Limmerman

Temperament Survey and Strong Vocational Interest Blank. Analysis

of the data failed to yield any statistically meaningful results,

although some positive trends did emerge ch favor of the counseled

groups and the groups receiving longer counseling. No significantly

different results were found between students receiving group

counseling and those counseled individually.

115i
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Hrezo, A. P. A comparative study of two academic advising systems for

Indiana University freshmen. Dissertation Abstracts International,

1975, 35, 5815A.

A four-part study was conducted to examine the relationships of

advisor and student variables wlth advisrng outcomes. Part one
compared faculty advisors and advisors from tbe centralized advis-
ing center (+CAC) on outcome variables of academic achievement of

advisees, student attitudes, advisor programming errors, and the
number of program changes% Part two compared advisors who expressed
a high interest in counseling and advising with advisors who did

not. -Interest was determined by scores on Koile's Professional
Activities Interest Inventory (PAI). Part three compared major
students with undeclared major students on the outcome variables.
The fourth part compared the advising activities and mean length

of interviews for the CAC advisors and the faculty advisors.

Among the conclusions 'were: 1) assigning Ireshmen with declared

majors to CAC advisors results in more favorable student attitudes

toward advisors and a greater accuracy in program approvals; 2) the

PAI is a potentially useful instrument in the selection of CAC ad-

visors; 3) declared and undeclared major students respond similarly

to advisors' efforts in terms of the variable tested; and 4) the

CAC is viable and worthy of further development.

MacAleese, R. W. A comparative evaluation of faculty and student parapro-
fessional academic advisement programs at the Vlörida State University.

Dissertation Abstracts International, 1975, 35, 7063A.

Faculty academic advisors were compared with paraprofessional

advisors on four variablest (a) content knowledge Of the uni-

versity upper division teacher education program; (b) interest

in counseling-type activities; (c) quality of the advisor-advisee

relationship; and (d) idvisee-Teported satisfaction with advisement.

Also the relationship between the first three variables and the

fourth variable was examined. An analysis of advisee responses
was made from an open-ended item at the end Of one of the measuring

instruments. The four instruments were the Ci5ntent Knowledge Test

of the Upper Division Teacher Education Program, the Kolle Pro-
fessional Activity Inventory for College Teachers, the Barrett-
Lennard Relationship Inventory, and the Cummer Satisfaction
Questionnaire.

Data analysis revealed significant differences between the two

groups of advisors in favor of the paraprofessionals on quality

of advisor-advisee relationship, interest in counseling activities,
and advisee satisfaction. There was also a significant relation-

ship between the quality of the advisor-advisee relationship and
advisee satisfaction. The study indicated that training in -

Ith 11%
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interpersonal skills might increase advisee satisfaction and
that graduate students with adequate training can effectively
advise other students.

Moeller, A comparative study of two approaches to academic advise-
ment in selected Illinois community colleges. Dissertation Abstracts
International, 1973, 33, 4127A - 4128A.

The two aiproaches studied were: 1) ell educators--teaching
faculty and counselorsserve as academic advisers; and 2) pro-
fessionally trained counselors serve as academic advisers. The
problem was: are there differences between the-two approachas
in terms of advisement practices, attitudes of faculty and coun-
selors, student,utilization of faculty and counselors for academic
advisement, and student perceptions of advisement?

A Paculty-Counselor Academic Advisement Survey was used to gather
data about practices and attitudes of faculty and counselors. The
Colle,ge Advisement Survey was used to obtain data from students on
utilization and perceptions:

Significant differences were found for some advisement practices
based on advisement approach. A significant difference was found
by approach for student indications of the staff member used most
often for advisement. Student perceptions did not differ signifi-
cantly by advisement approach for seven of eight areas considered
in the study.

Murry, J. P. The comparative effectiveness of student-to-student and
faculty advising program'. Dissertation Abstracts Intermtional,
1972, 32, 4992A.

The effectiveness of an experimental advisory program using senior
students as academic advisers (STU) was compared with two faculty
advising systems: 1) faculty advising in addition to their normal
teaching duties (TRAD), and 2) faculty with realized time for
academic advising (REL). Eighteen randomly selected seniors fopre
trained as academic advisers for 90 randomly chosen freshmen in .

the College of Arts and Sciences at Kansas State University. Rela-
tive effectiveness was.measured by responses to a 16-item satis-
faction scale and by other variables such as grade averages, credit
earned, persistence in college, use of campus referral services.

Analysit of the data showed that: 1) with mlnimal training and
supervision, senior studentscan advise freshmen as effectively,
and frequently more effectively, than faculty advisers; 2Ystudent
expectations and adviser behavior work to limit the adviser's role;

1 1 5 3
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3) REL advisers were more effective than TRAD advisersi 4) con-

siderable financial savings coul4 be realized, at no lolgoof

quality, if specially trained seniors were. used .as acadeite
advisers.

The most obvious implication was that more effective use of students

to supplement faculty advising Should be made. A second implicatiOn

vas that advisers Should make better use of referral services. Other('
implications included establishing offices, telephone service and i

hours to increase the adviverTs accessibility, a reduction in,ad-

vising loads for faculty, and selecting faculty advisers who are-
interested in student advising and providing them with training.'

i

MUrry, J. P. The comparative effectiveness of student-to-student and ,

faculty advising programs. Journal of College Student Personnel,

1972, 13, 562 - 566.

Whether upperclass stuaents could perform routine advising functions

as well as could experienced faculty members has- not been studied.

Such a system of student advising was established at Kansas State

University in the College of Arts-and Sciences using senior students

as advisors. Advisees were freeihmen; both declared departmental
majors and undeclared (general). Preprofessional students were

eliminated. The afectiveness of the system was measured by the
Aavising Satisfaction scale developed by G. L. Rosenberg, and by

examining other variables such as grade averages, academic_loa0,

and persistence in college.

Given the limitations of the study, the overall results suggsted-,

that the level of competence needed for the advising.function

not beyond the capacity of most upper-division students. Some

other results indicate that both advisors and advisees perceive

the role of the academic advisor as being quite limited, and that

student satisfaction with their education in general, and their

advisor in particular, may depend on the help they have received

in clarifying their goals.

Preus, J. B. The effect of four student personnel services on the academic

performance of underachieving Arts College freshmen. Dissertation

Abstracts, 1965, 25, 4549 - 4550.

The unaerachievers were students who had percentile scores on the

Minnesota Scholastic Aptitude Test (MSAT) above the mean for other

freshmen in the College of Scienee, Literature, and the Arts (SLA),

and who were on scholastic probation at the end of their second

quarter: These students were referred randomly to one of 16 treat-

ment combinations of four personnel services: individual counseling,

115
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group counseling, remedial help at the Reading and Study Skills
Center, and weeklY interviews with their assigned SLA adviser '

at a syiecialized advising service. The students were told they
could continue in SLA only if they carried through the assigned
referrals.

In the analyses of dkta, no significant differences in third
. quarter achievement wire observed between students referred and

not referred to any combinations of the four services. Responses
on a questionnaire were less positive from seudents assigned to
group counseling than those of subjects assigned individual coun-
seling or interviews with advisers. In general, the responses
werq favorable.

Recer, J. D. Analysis of alternative academic advisement systems in
University College at The University of Oklahoma. Dissertation
Abstracts, 1969, :29, 2495A.

This study compared 872 students who chose to be faculty-advised
with 1,491 students who chose to be self-advised.wheme.pre-enroll-
ingsfor the spring semester. Students who chose to be self-
-advised had significantly higher scores on the American College
Test Battery; faculty-advised students had dropped significantly
-more hours (luting the fall semester.

Both groups attempted more hours in the spring than they had .

completed in the fall. Faculty-advised students committed more
enrdllment errors. Neither group persisted into the fourth
semester at a higher rate or decreased its spring GPA from its
fall GPA at a significantly greater rate. Both student groups.
and 101 faculty advisers preferred self-advisement to faculty-
advisement; however all three groups preferred to maintain the
system whereby a student may chooso his own method of advisament.
Faculty advisers preferred that advising assignments to University
College be made on a volunteer'basis.

Sheffield, W., and Meskill, V. P. Faculty adviser an4 academic counselor:

a pragmatic marriage. Journal of College Student Personnel, 1972,
13, 28 - 30.

In the fall of 1969 the C. W. Post Center of Long Island University
launched an experimental program whereby a staff of 12 fuli-time
ac'ademic counselors took over the task of advising students for
pre-registration, etc:, a function'previously discharged by faculty
members. The objectives were to improve student-faculty relation-
ships by freeing faculty members from academic housekeeping and to
improve service tp students.

1.)1 1 1"
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Evaluation was by means of a questionnaire mailed to all full-
time faculty and students. Results revealed,that the new system
did not offer able student service or close the student-faculty
gap, although students did endorse academic counseling as being
fat more desirable than faculty advising as they had experienced
it.

A revised model was recommended which was based on joining
academic counseling and faculty advising. The anticipated
advantages are full use of the faculty, improved counseling
services _Imother artaa_of student_concern, and aignificant. -

financial savings.

Smith, C. W., and Malsh, W. B. Effect of
upon the academic performance of the
Counseling Psychology, 1968, 15, 190

various institutional contacts
underachiever. Journal df
- 193.

This study was concerned with the effect of six kinds of institu-
tional contacts upon the academic performance of identified under-
achievers. The contacts varied among letters, interviews, and no
formal contact.

No differences were found between the six contact groups across
the first- and second-term point-hour ratios (PHRs). The results
indicate that no one contact was significantly more effective than
another. Second, the results show a significant difference between
the PHRs for the first and second terms. This result suggests that
a single brief expression of concern may have an effect on the aca-
demic performance of underachievers. Last, no interaction was found
between contacts and PHR.

-Speegle, P. T. The effectiveness of two techniques of counseling with
students on academic probation. Dissertation Abstracts, 1963, 23,

3469 - 3470.

The effectivenetiis of group guidance and individual counseling when
they are used with college students on academic probation was
analyzed in this study. The criterion measures were grade point
average (CPA), students' self-concept, the number of students
scholastically eligible to remain in school, the number of class
absences, and the number of students dropping courses during the
semester. The subjects were 180 second-semester freshmen who were
on academic probation. The counseling sessions had three major
emphases: (1) to nondirectively determine the source of the stu-
dent's difficulty, (2) to teach study'skills, and (3) to motivate
the students toward achieving academic success in college.
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An analysis of the data shoved that those students who partici-
pated in group guidance were significantly more likely to be
eligible to remain in school than were students who
received individual counseling or no counseling. No other sig-
nificant relationships or variances were found among the three
groups. The conclusion.yas that short-term group guidance was
effective in helping stadents remain in school.

Towner, R. 34 Sources of acadevic advice utilized by successful students
-when making important academic decisions. Dissertation Abstracts

International, 1975, 36, 2651A - 2652A.

Utilizing a theoretical framework developed from student personnel,
developmental, and social modeling theories, this study attempted
to test the implication of a relationship between perceived state
of uncertainty at the time of a major academic decision and the
source of guidance sought to assist in that decision. Data were
obtained from 171 academically successful students by means of a
questionnaire.

The data revealed that less than 30 percent of the students went
to a source in the University for.assistance and almost three out

of four,of this group saw faculty as opposed.to nonfaculty personnel.

Only a very few of the students who went to faculty went to the
person officially designated as their academic advisor. Thirty-

two percent of the students vent to persons outside the University,

primarily parents and peer group. Thirty-nine percent indicated

they went to no one. Respondents indicated that about 25 percent
of their decisions were made prior to coming to the University.
Factors which appeared to be related to a choice of a source of
assistance included year in school, type of decisions, sex, piece
of residence, and the perceived state of uncertainty about the
decision.

Snead, R. F. Analysis of student response fb alternative advising programs

in the two-year college. Dissertation Abstracts International, 1972;

324 4967A - 4968A.

Thestudentsi preferences for advising programs, in this study,
were limited to academic advising, personal advising, and self-

advising. Once they indicated a preference they were grouped
and studied td explain the Choices. The students completed the

College and University Environment Scales X2 and Fundamental
Interpersonal Relations Orientation-Behavior, plus a question-

naire of demographic data.

115
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It mas'establ3shed that students did prefe*z one of the,three '-

advising programs. The most preferred mes personal, followed

by academic, and self-advising, but the program most received

was academic, followed by self-advising and personal advising.
The students who selected the alternative advising programs
had various characteristics which identified the program differ-

ences and similarities. Their needs for advising were not

restricted to administrative requirements but included inter-

personal needs and their perceptions of the campus. These

results and others indicated that a philosophy.of alternative
advising programs V80 more pertinent for the students than a

comprehensive program that proposed to give all'itudents equal

treatment.

WISING AND REGISTRATION

Browning, B. K. Annual advisement and registration procedures to facili-

tate the use of student demands for schedule production. Disserta-

tion Abstracts International, 1973, 33, 4709A - 4710A.

First, this study presents a historical survey of the registration

and advisement procedures at Southern Illinois University at

Carbondale mith a discussion of their strengths and meaknesses.

Second, a report is made of the advisement and registration tech-

niques at 35 large state institutions and comparisons with the

SID system are made. Finally, the results of a study conducted

et SIU which compared the.registritions of two groups of students

from three academic units are discussed.

The study consisted of one group mhich was advised for courses

for a full year by their adviser while the other group was advised

only a few weeks before the quarter began. The results indicated

that advisement for a full year is unwise because of the increase

in program changes. A review of findings from the study and from

other universities led to the recommendation that students be

advised and registered as close to the beginning of the term as

possible. Registration for more than one quarter at a time should

not be attempted unless stringent controls are placed over students

registrations. Advisement need not be required-of all students

but should be provided if needed. Schedule production should be

delayed to the latest possible time.
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Chatfield, L. W., and Nicola', F. L. Preregistration advising of fresh-
)

men by mail at the University of Nebraska. ,Collega and University,

1963, 38, 197 - 202.

The University begin a program.of advising freshmen by mail. The

attivity,was based on the hypothesis that incoming'freshmt could

be brought to the campus with an Improved background and receptive-

ness for advising and classroom instruction. The assumptions were

that academic advising an& registration are separate functions,

related only in that advising is the antecedent, and that academic

advising by faculty members is a teaching function and an integral

part of higher education. Academic advising should assist the

student in knowing himself and his rplationship to the University;

it is dependent on knowledge about the advisee; ad administration

is responsible for organizing an effective program.

A typed Iett4r of information and advice is sent to each applicant.

A copy is also mailed to the high school principal. Recommended

programs may be modified before arrival on campus, frequently by

mail only.- Students may come for an interview with their adviser

if necessary. The Registrar is givel the list of subjects and

classes that are scheduled. Further changes are possible during

orientation.

Some advantages of the new systmaare that applicants can study

the materials and receive advice from parents and high.school stafU,

the faculty adviser has more time to review the applicant's record,

students arrive with workable knowledge of requirements, and the

Registrar can schedule classes for freshmen in advance of the open-

ing of the school term.

Deuel, M. E., II, and Lyons, P. R. Transfer student advisement and regis-

tration: an approach. College and University, 1974, 49, 222 - 229.

Transfer students now account for one-fourth to one-third of the

new student enrollments at Frostburg State College. Ttese stvdents

need equal and significant academic advisement, equal opportunity

in registration, and easy access to an authoritative information

source.

A new program, Transfer Student Advisement and Registration Program
(TSAR) was developed, first, to focus on the common factors which

all trapaTer students have in common,-regiatration in particular.

Second, it sought to aid the transfer to fit into the registration

format and still meet the many variables faced in such a heteroge-

neous group. TSAR offered three options to the transfer: 1) indi-

vidual, on-campus registration and advisement, 2)pail-in registra-

tion, and 3) large group, on-campus advisement and registration.,

1.1
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Evaluatior(of the'program'options by transfer students and faculty
indicated that: 1) faculty felt tbat the best approach to advising

and registering transfers was related to the degree of personal

contact between student and advisor; and 2) the in-person option

yielded the greatest proportion of successful registrations.

Schlunz, F. C., Ekstrom, V. R. and Tragesser, E. F. Advising the adviser.

College and University, 1968, 43, 418 - 425.

As managers of student data, registrars are in a unique position

to serve both students and faculty by providing the information

essential to:advising as contained in their records. Tbey can

plan for and conduct au annual meeting for advisers to highlight

registration procedures, preview registration forms, give enroll-

ment estimates., foresee anticipated problems, and discuss responsi-

bilities of the advisers.- Materials should include an advising
procedures manual, a catalogue, a class schedule, a course request

analysis, high school profiles, predicability tables, and a trans-

fer evaluation summary.

As the admission process becomes more competitive, the undergradu-

ate adviser mill make a sbbstantial contribution in the selection

of students admitted to professional.and graduate ,colleges. Thus,

direct lines of communicatiOn from and to these advisers must b&

opened.end retained. Use of electronic power typing equipment

enables the Admissions Committee to machine-produce personalized
correspondence to applicants with copies going to the adviser.

his gives the adviser information on the status of the student's

application in time to correct errors, uncover fraudulent records,

and to place rejected students elsewhere. All routine correspon-

dence can be stored on tape and provide responses to about 80

percent of the ,incoming mail. The system as described has many

possibilities and advantages.

Smith, R. E. The effects of preregistration adyisement of students by a

counselor on the choice of college majors and other selected criterion

measures. Dissertation Abstracts international, 1970, 31, 612A.

No types of preregistration advisement of junior college freshmen,

interviews and brochures, were compared for effectiveness. The

criteria under consideration were: types of majors selected, prob-

abilities of success in declared educational objectives, perceptions

of the college environment, changes of major, course changes, failures

to complete registration, withdrawals during the first eight weeks of

classes, and number of course grade deficiencies reported at mid-

semester. The data were collected frosta reply card, scores on the

Junior College.EnvirJnpent pcale and the,American College Test, and

records.
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The conclusions based on Vie findings suggested that: 1) bro-

chures do not encourage students to initially select technical-

occupational majors; 2) group meetings ate as effective as an

interview in encouraging stuaents to select technical-accupational
'majors, in reducing withdrawals, and in reducing the number of

deficiency notices; 3) the method of preregistration.is unrelated

to the students' probabilitiet of success in college and to his

decision ta complete registration; and 4) an interview does not

a/ter the students' perceptions of the environment, the percent-

ages of freshmen changing their major, or the proportion of students

making course changes.

STUDENT PERCEPTIONS OF ADVISING

Bailey, R. D. Student attitudes toward a computer printed academic infor-

. mation and advisement system. .Dissertation Abstracts In nations

1975, 35, 5006A - 5007A.

This investigation aimed to assess changes in student attitudes

toward academic advisement within and among three treatment groups:

Group I consisted of the use of computer printed information;-

Group II used printed course informatlon and had the assistande
bf an academic advisor; Group III had Advisor contact without use
of the computer printed materials. The computer printed materials

displayed courses grouped to show mbatwas required for the com-

pletion of each academic major and the coprce listing was arranged

in &sequential order for students to comgete in order to meet
the requirements for up to three academic majors. Each treatment

group completed a pre- and post-test on Attitudes Toward Academic

Advisement. The test contained 15 Likert Scale items.

Results Wowed that'ehere was no difference between means for

Group I and /II on
ence was indicated
attitude chatige in
Groups II and III,
Groups I and II or

pre- and post-tests, but a significant differ-

for Group II. In comparisons among group means,

a positive direction was indicated between
but no significant change was indicated between

between Groups I and

The students' reported attitudes toward academic advisement were

changed most significantly when the student was supplied with

accurate and complete course information 'that could be used in

conjunction with the assistance of an academic advisor. The

printed course information is an important supplement to personal

advisor contact.

1 6 a
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Chathaparampil, J. Students perceptions of their academic advisement
at Michigan State University. Dissertation Abstracts International,
1971, 32, 169A.

This study examined five selected academic advising programs
and sought to identify their unique characteristics which con-,

tribute to a program which ie satisfactory to students. A
tentative identification of factors unique to each program was
obtained'by interviewing administrators and/or academic advisors
from each college. Five testable hypotheses wer.e formulated
from this information. A questionnaire was constructed to
meapure the satisfaction of a sample of students from the five
programs. Significant'differences of satisfaction on several
variables were found for the various programs.

It was concluded that a general improvement in the level of
satisfaction may be attained by emphasizing all aspects of'aca-
demic advising, such as service to students, rapport, technical
and personal help, and knowledge of the academic area. This
means an academic advisor should be a "well-rounded" individual
though. he 4oes,not necessarily have to be well qualified in all
the areas. 'A minimum quality which mey be imperative is an
attitude favorable toward helping students either directly or
indirectly.

Cummer, J.'P.
level of
streets,

A study of coupselee satisfaction in reletton to the interest
faculty advisers in counseling activities. Dissertation A1-
1961, 22, 1083.

Faculty adviser interest in counseling was measured by Koile's
Professional Activities Inventory for College Teachers. From
the scores the ten most interested and the ten least interested
advisers were identifiedq Matched samples of advisees of these
two groups were compared for satisfaction. Advisee satisfaction
scores were obtained by a 22-item attitude scale.

It was found that the advisees of the high-interest advisers
showed greater satisfaction. Subjective analysis of inter-
views held with the 16 most satisfied and with the 16 least
satisfied advisees suggested that advisee satisfaction may be
related to,the knowledge the adviserihas of academic factors
beyond bis own teaching field, the personal interest he shows
in assisting advisees in academic and non-academic matters, his
accessibility and approachability, and his being from the same
field of major interest as the advisee.

Implications noted were: 1) interested advisers should be assigned
such duties; 2) advisers should be provided with complete and
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accurate information; 3) advisers should be avaiIaple to advisees;

and 4) advisees should be assigned to adviiers from their own

interest area.

Cunningham, C. NL, Sr. A study of freshmen students' satisfaction and

perception of the academic advisement program at Oklahoma State

University. Dissertation Abstracts International, 1975, 35, 6424A.

This study investigated the unique va'riables of six Academic ad-
vising programs Which contribute to a. program wbiph is thought

to be satisfactory to students. The,variables were identified

by means of interviews with administrators an7A advisers. Six

testable hypotheses were formulated from-thissinformation. A

questionnaire was constructedto measure the satisfaction of the

population sample with'various unique functional aspects of their

advising programs.

Students from three programs did not report highet satisfaction

on the unique functions of their program; students from the three

other-programs did repomhigher satisfaction. The results did

indicate that advisers should be warm,.personable people who are

willing to help their,advisees overcome any problem that may be

hindering their educational aspirations. Greater satisfaction

could be attained if all aspects of academic advising were emphasized.

Dautch, S. E. Advisees' self-reported satisfaction with academic advisors

and effectiveness of advisors. Dissertation Abstracts International,

1972, 33, 2706A - 2707A.

The relationship between satisfaction and effectiveness,of academic

advisors as perpeived by advisees was measured by an opinionnaire

constructed for the study. It was administered to 184 Upper Divi-

sion and 332 Basic Division advisees in the College of Education at,

_The Florida State University.

Among the results it was found that the concepts of satisfaction

and effectiveness were'highly related and satisfaction scores were

higher than effectiveness scores. Other differences were found

between male and female advisors on satisfaction and effectiveness,

and between male and female advisees on scoring effectiveness. Ad-

visees from both divisions making statements in the 'open comments

section had higher scores on both satisfaction and effectiveness

than did advisees not making statements.

Satisfaction with advisement was perceived significantly difZerent

from the effectiveness of advisors. The advisement needs of the

1116 5
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stud,ents remain relatively consistent throughout the four year
-university experience. The acatimic advisement program vas
evaluated 'as both satisfying and effective.

Grites, T. j. Stude'nt perceptions and self-perceptions of faculty
members in the related roles of classroom teacher and academic
advisor. Qissertation Abstracts International, 1975, 35, 5053A.

k a

Each subject was both an advisor to undergraduates and the
teacher of an undergraduate course. Four sets of data were
collected: student perceptions of teachers, teacher self-
perceptions, student'perceptions of advisor?, and advisor self-
perceptions. Two rating scale questionnaires were used, each
having.a student and faculty form: Student Instructional Report
and Advising Satisfaction Questionnaire. Items requesting cer-

tain descriptive information were included.

The significant raults of the study showed: 1) a positive
relationship between faculty meMbers' self-perceptions as
teachers and as advisors; 2) a negative relationship between
student perceptions of teachers and student's expected grade
in the course; and 3) t positive relationship between student
perceptions of advisor and advisor's knowledge of academic
rules and nuMber and-length of advising sessions. It was also
indicated that student perceptions of advisors were affected
by the student's contacts or desire for contacts with faculty
outside the advisory situation.

The results suggested that students perceive faculty differently
than faculty meMbers perceive themselves in the role of class-
room teacher and academic advisor, and that students desire a
warm, friendly, erdonal relationship with their faculty advisors.

Hallenbeck, D. A. Am analysis of reported student satisfaction and student
st.tisfaction as perceived by academic advisors and student affairs
staff at Iowa State University. Dissertation Abstracts International,

1975, 35, 5054A.

The study analyzed the similarities and differences in 300 stu-
dents' reported level of satisfaction and the level of-satisfaction
as perceived by 300 ravisors and 92 professional student affairs
staff as measured by the College Student Satisfaction Questionnaire,
Form C (CSSQ). Single classification ANOVA was employed to compare
the scores and a two-way factorial analysis of variance was used tp
examine relationships between groups. Significant differences were
realized in all zomparisons.
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Hardtastle, H. 0. Wright, E. W. (Deceased) /Begree was granted to first

author noted A method of evaluating the counseling and advising

programs of a small university, and a comparative analysis of stu-

dents' perceptions of and expressed needs for counseling and advising.

Dissertation Abstracts International, 1973, 33, 4089A.

The two-fold purpose of this research was to develop a method to

obtain students' perceptions of advising programs and to demon-

strate how it can be determined where the greatest needs are, and

whether or not there are differences in the perceptions of or

expressed needs for advising by seven different categories of

students In the school. Hypotheses about the groups were con-

structed.

A quwionnaire was developed, administered and tested, and the

results were analyzed and rePorted to the University. After two

years the questionnaire was revised and re-tested. The results

of the two questionnaires were analyzed and compared.

The project was successful in that administrators should be able

to determine by using the data Where the strengths and weaknesses

of fheir programs are. With respect io the hypotheses, ncit one

was wholly supported by the aata. For example, men do not indicate

less need for counseling than do women, professional school students

do not indicate less need than do liberal arts students, upperclass-

men do not Indicate any less need for counseling and advising than

do lower classmen.

Hardy, D. C. Advisement satisfaction as a function of perceived component

import4nce interpersonal perceptions, and self-perceptIbns. Disserta-

tion Abstracts International, 1976, 37, 1403A - 1404A.

This study determined the functional relationship between advisement

satisfaction and: 1) percetved Component Importance, i.e., academic

advising, vocational advising and personal advising; 2) advisor-

studeht Interpersonal-perceptions; 3).advisor-student Self-

perceptions. Student and faculty samples were surveyed with a two-

part, non-standardized questionnaire designed for'this study.

This conceptual model grew out of the theoretical assumption that

all the variables relative to Componint Importance, Interpersonal

Perceptions and SelfPerteptions mere important to student/facuify

advisement satisfaction. The findings did not fully support the

assumption.

The Principal Factor method of factor analysis was used to analyze

seven,dependent variables in the Student Questionnaire. One 'Factor

resulted; it we named Advisement Satisfaction. Factor analysis

1 1 0
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was then conducted on the independent variables. Six Factors

were found. Factor 1, Interpersonal Relations, had the highest

eigenvalue. Regression analysis was used to 'compare dependent

variable Factor 1 and the six independent variable Factors. It

was found that only the Interpersonal Relations Factor vas im-

portant in predicting satisfaction. Discriminant Analysis was

used to determine which factors maximally predict into which

group cases would fall - "high" or "low" satisfied categories.

Interpersonal Relations was the best predictor.

Hoffman, A. G. A study-of ,student and faculty perceptions, about the

undergraduate academic advisement program in the College of Engi-

neering at Michigan State University. Dissertation Abstracts

International, 1972, 33, 2104A.

The perceptions of 423 undergraduates and 60 faculty concerning

academic advisement were surveyed with a four-part, non-standard-

ized questionnaire designed for this study. The instrument con-

sisted of four parts: Part I, questions rating the relative

necessity of various services; Part II, ratings of their per-

sonnel preferences about 17 alternative systems; Part III, demo-

graphic data; and Part IV, seven structured questions which

permitted discussion of several dimensions of academic advise-

ment, such as Most Helpful Service, Most Disappointing Service,

Major Strength, and four others.

In rating the necessity of various services, three were rated

as Must or Should Be Provided by more than 85 percent of the

respondents. They were: explaining program requirements and

options to engineering majors, identifying neceseary prerequi-

sites, and providing information about admission to graduate

schools.

A total of 65.4 percent of the students and 90 percent of the

faculty thought the current program was either Satisfactory or

Very Satisfactory.. On Parts I and II of the survey students

were in substantial disagreement with faculty on 18 out of 47

items concerning necessity of a service and the potential of

an alternative model.

Kaufmann, P. J., and Netusil, A.J. Selected communication variables and

their effect upon advisee satiafaction with adviser-advisee confer-

ences. Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Educe-
.

tional Research Association, Washington, D. C., March-April, 1975.

(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 106 701)

Improving student satisfaction with academic advising has been

the focus of university efforts in recent years. The academic
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advising conference between adviser and advisee norually occurs

in a dyadic setting; thus, as with counseling, it seemed plausible

to the authors-that the interpersonal relationship between the

adviser and student is important in developing a satisfying
exchange.

This document reports on a study which sought to train advisers

to operationalize different counseling behaviors. Three advisers

were trained to use attending behavior/no attending behavior, and
self-disclosure/no self-disclosure to Isq subjects. Each student

was randomly assigned to one of the four experimental manipula-

tions. Significant main effects on the various variables in the
'experiment provided support that attending behavior and self-

disclosure help strengthen the adviser-advisee relationship.
Suggestions for future studies are reviewed.

Liston, W. Differences in perception of the College Advisory Program in

schools of education from the perspective of students with different

personality patterns and from the perspective of faculty advisors.

Dissertation Abstracts, 1967, 28, 126A - 127A.

The student's perception of the College Advisory Program as an

adequate tool for.assisting him in working through his personel,s

emotional, and academic problems was the primary concern of this

study. The Priedenberg Questionnaire was administered to all,

the Minnesota MuItiphasic Persona).ity Inventory was given to the

student group only. Those students who met specific criteria on

the MMPI were assigned to four "clinical" groups and also divided

by sex and academic standing.

The assumption that attitude differences exist as a consequence

of outstanding differences in personality structure does not

appear to be tenable. There were no significant differences in
attitudes between student and faculty groups as measured by the

questionnaire. The conclusion, derived from student comments,

was that the advisory program would be more effective if there

were more.interest and involvement by faculty and by students.

It was recommended that advisors be assigned fever students, that

they develop a closer relationship with their advisees and be

given more recognition for their work with student's. Students

need a thorough orientation to the advisory program. More mental

health programs for the increasing number of students with prob-

- lems should also be considered.
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Manuel, R. N. The relationship of student satisfw:tion with academic

advising to the non-authoritarian scales of the Omnibuslersonality

Inventory. Dissertation Abstracts International, 1972, 33, 2737A -

2738A.

Advisers were given the Omnibus Personality Inventory (OPI) and

indepetdent judges selected the most authoritarian and the most

non-authoritarian adviser. Also the judges.chose two control

advisers near the means of the scales. Freshmenadvised bS, the

four adl.Tisers during the academic year-were gtven a Likert-type'

attitude scale to determine their degree of satisfaction with

advising.

The mean rating given advisers by Students indicated higher

ratings for the control advisers and students were more inclined

to visit them whether invited or not. The upper and lower 25

percent on the attitude._scale, 'Highly Satisfied (HS) and Dis-

satisfied (D), were invited-to take the OPI. No significant

differences between OPI scales for liSs and Ds were uncovered.

The sem. findings pievalled for the liSs and De of eaCh individual

adviser._

Ey means of sociograms, advisers identified five students with

whom they had been moat effective and five, least effective.

Each of the four advisers received higher ratings from the stu-

dents chosen "effective". Thus the study does support the con-

clusion that the effectiveness of advisers with differing tech-

miques and styles is differential among different students.

McConaughy, R. E. Occupational student perceptions of the effectiveness

of'two major types of academic advising systems in Illinois community

colleges. Dissertation Abstracts International, 1975; 35, 4198A -

4199A.

The two major types of academic advising systems were designated

"instructor-based" and "counselor-based." The effect of grade

level, occupational program, and variations among schools were

also taken into account. Students mere given the Preliminary

Evaluation--Student Form. Chief student personnel officers were,

interviewed by telephone; followed by the Administrator Advising

Questionnaire.

A finding of central importance was that there was no observable

relationihip between the type of advising system anu the dependent

variables, such as number of student/adviser contacts, student

tating4, and amount of information that students parceived,their
adviser/counselor ai giving them. 'One of the strongest findings

was that the specific colleges in and of themselves acc9unted for
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many of the differences in student perceptions. .Another fairly

strong conclusion was that significant differences in student

perceptions of advising mere based, in part, upon the student's

affiliation with a particular occupational program. An additional

finding, not of a statistical nature, was that there was little

difference between students in the two advising programs as to
who encouraged the student to enroll in his present program. The

ranking from lowest to highest was: counselors, instructors,

friends/parents, and "none of the above."

Peterson, A. G. The College Advisement Survey: an inventory of student

perceptions of college advisement. Dissertation Abstracts Interna-

tional., 1971, 31, 6367A.

The College AdVisement Survey (CAS) was'based on a conceptual

model of advisement which outlined three areas of advisement

observable to student's: .Functions of Advisement, Style of the

Advisor, and Outcomes of Advisement. Each area was further

divided into subscales. A paneI of student personnel workers
with experience in counseling and advisement prepared the items.

Four Illinois junior colleges cooperated in a pilot study in

1969. Factor analysis of, the data by area of the model indicated

ten subscales related to.the model. A revised form used in a

verification study.in 1970 in eight colleges indicated seven stable

subscales: Class Selection (previovsly called Academic), Voca-

tion, Personal, Rapport, Relationship, Effects, and Satisfaction.

Two new subsCales were formed: Concern and Explanation. Three

subscales underwent change: Contact, Knowledge, and Availability.

The studies generally supporte4 the structure within the areas

of the conceptual model of advisement.

The,CAS Should provide a useful instrument for .surveying student

perceptions of idViSement:--AlthOUgh it waS deVelOPed-óri-a-satple-

of junior colleges nothing in the CAS limits its use to junior

colleges.

Romano, 3. .I. Freshman Student satisfaction with their Academic advisors.

Dissertation Abstracts International, 1973, 330 5499A.

This study investigated freshman student satisfaction with'four -

types of academic advisors: faculty, professional, graduate, and

undergraduate students. Also, the relationship between freshman

student satisfactimmitSacademic advising and student'subculture
membership (Clark-Trow Typology) was,explored.
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Data analysis indicated that the graduate student academic advisor
was perceived to be the most successful, with profe.3ionaI, under-
graduate, and faculty advisor following in descending order. Of
the four Clark-Trow Subcultures, subjects in the nonconformist
classification expressed the lowest satisfaction with academic
advising. Subjects xlassified as academic, vocational and collegiate
all expresed approximately equal levels of satisfaction. The study

ssuggested that professional and graduate student axlvisors may be
considered effective complements to the more traditional faculty
advisor program.

Rosenberg, C. L. A study of undergraduate academic advising in a university

setting. Pissereation Abstracts International, 1970, 30, 3739A.

This study investigated the relationship of academic advising
conditions to satisfaction of advisees and explored selected
adviser and advisee characteristics which may have been related
to the degree of satisfaction. The subjects were seniors in three
departments of the College of Idberal Arts, University of Iowa,
and the academic advisers of these students.

A questionnaire was developed and sent to the advisees to determine

the nature of their advising experiences and their relative satis-

faction with the advising. A section of the questionnaire also

requested personal information. A structured interview was held
with selected advisers toiascertain their views,,of the adviSing

experience.

Significant findings included: 1) satisfaction scores differed in

regard to the length and.number of advising sessions held during a

semester; 2) satisfaction was, greater with advisers who used campus

referral agencies and who initiated group meetingson common con-
cerns; 3) students who had bad contact with their adviser in an
outside situation were.more satisfied and those who desired outside

contacts were more satisfied than those Who did not; 4) students

were more satisfied with-female advisers; 5) students preferred

advisers who were,affiliated with the students'own department;

6) adviser satisfaction scores were higher for faculty members

with previous professional experience in elementary or secondary

school; 7) adviser satisfaction scores did not differ significantly

among students who-varied according to the nuMber of advisers

assigned them in the course of their college experience; however,

these scores did differ significantly among students who varied

according to the duration of noncontact with their advisers.



Sanders, C. D. Student perception of a professional advisement program.
Dissertation Abstracts International, 1974, 34, 7540A.

The instrument selected to measure student perception of the pro-
fessional advisement program at Eastern Illinois Vniversity Vas
the College Advisement Survey, developed by Peterson in 1970. It

was administered to three.sample groups:, freshmen, upperclassmen,

and advisors.
%

Comparisons indicated that the three groups had similar perceptions
of the program. Freshmen rated advisement significantly higher
than did upperclassmen on ten of the thirteen subscaies. Students
with female advisors were more sstisfied than those with male ad-
visors.

Shelton, J. B. A comparison :oflaculty_academic Advising And sgademic
jadvisingly professional counselors. Shawnee Mission, Kansas,

Johnson County Community College, 1972. (ERIC Document Reproduction
Service No: ED 065 088)

The purpose of this study was to 'obtain and compare perceptions
of students relative to their academic advisement experiences
with professional counselors and faculty advisors. A question-
naire was mailed to 225 present or past students of three commun-
ity colleges in the states of Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas. Each

student in the sample had 'eiperiefiCed academic advisement from

both a counielor and an academic advisor. Of the sample, 146

students responded by returning the completed questionnaire. In

addition to the survey, a persopal interview was conducted with
10 eligible students to provide validation for the questionnaire
and supplementary information.

The study revealed that counselors are significantly more con-
cerned aboUt" Students', MOTe accepting of students, more genuine

with students, more approachable to students, and mor,e effective

in meeting the advisement needs of students, than are faculty

adv sots. Based on the results of this study, it is regommended

that ileges utilize more trained counselors.in their advisement
programs,N It is also recommeaded that colleges make greater
efforts td'-provide adequate advisement for the beginning stUdent.

Shelton, J. B. A study of students' perceptions of faculty academic
advisement and advisement by professional counselors. Dissertation

Abstracts International, 1972, 33, 2115A.

A survey instrument Wes constructed based on the Counseling Evalu-

ation Inventory developed by Linden, Stone, and'Shertzen. It was

1 1 7
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mailed to 225 present or past students. Each had experienced
academic advisement from both a counselor and an academic advisor.

A personal interview with ten eligible students provided validation

for the questionnaire and supplemedtary information.

Significant results showed that counselors are more concerned about

students, more accepting qf them and more genuine with them than

are faculty advisors. Counselors are also more approachable and

more effective insmeeting students' advisement needs. Among the

several recommendations made, it vas suggested that colleges,

especially community colleges, use more trained counselors in

their academic advisement programs. Also, colleges should make -

greater efforts to provide adequate advisement for younger, begin-

ning college students.

Southard, C. W. Effect of student-selection of adviser on rapport. Per-

sonnel and Guidance Journal, 1960, 38, 614 - 620.

The writer hypothesized that student-selection of adviser increases

rapport (defined as student's satisfaction *with the counseling rela-

tionship) for each of five dimensions in the counseling relationship

(defined as communication, status, security, emotional distance, and

counseling responsibility). Perceptions of 30 advisees and 15 ad-

visers were evaluated. College freshmen who selected their advisers

were compared with freshmen for whom advisers were assigned.

Analysis of the data supported 'the following results: 1) student-

selection of adviser did not increase rapport significantly on any
dimensielationship sqggesting that the adviser
is more influential than the student*in determining the counseling

relationship; 2) individual differences in rappert existed among

advisers regardless of method of selection. This study essentially

rejected the hypothesis. Results did support a concept of a com-

posite ideal counseling relationship found among students and

teachers.

Strong, S. R., Hendel, D. D., and Bretton, J. C. College students' views

of campus help-givers: counselors, advisers, and psychiatrists.

Journal of Counselink Psychology, 1971, 13, 234 - 238.

A comparison wae,made of student views of counselors, advisers,

and psychiatrists. Sixty-seven college females described either

counselor, adviser, or psychiatrist-m000 adjectives and indi-

cated how likely they were to discuss nine topics with the

assigned person.

1.17r-
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Students described counselors and advisers similarly as more
warm and friendly than psychiatrisi.i. considered more
intellectual, analytic, decisive, cold, and critical, Students
viewed counselors and advisers as more appropriate sources of
help with vocational and educational problems and considered
psychiatrists more appropriate for specific personal problems.
Students also viewed counselors as likely sonrces of help for
achieving personal development and gaining knowledge of strengths
and 'weaknesses.

Turner, NL Student satisfactions and dissatisfactions with the Curriculum
Advisory Program at Washington State University. Dissertation Ab-
stracts International, 1976, 36, 4950A.

Two groups of students, first semester sophomores and first
semester seniors were asked to complete a questionnaire designed
to determine student satisfactions and dissatisfactions with the
Curriculum Advisory Program. The 140 sophomores who returned the
questionnaire mere itudied because of the recency of their experi-
ence with'the program. The 125 seniors had gone through the pro-
gram as freshmen and could now provide a synthetic cohort designed
to determine the degree to which opinions of sophomores wouId
change by the time they became seniors.

The 28-item questionnaire covered the following major areas of
the Curriculum Adviiory Program: a) career exploration, b) per-
sonal relationships with students, c) assistance in planning course
of study, and d) apparent competency of advisors.

In both groups, 75 percent of the respondents indicated satis-
faction with the service received. The remaining 25 percent
yere dissatisfied with the performance of the program. The fact
that the percentage of anti/faction in both groups was identical
suggests that sophomores will not view the Curriculum Advisory
Program'any differently by the time they become seniors.

'White, C. L. Attitudes toward'advisement in a higher education setting.
Dissertation-Abstracts International,- 1971, 31,,3891A.

College students' attitudes toward advisement mere assessed from
an evaluation of: 1) the need for advisement, 2) the character- ;

istics of advisers, 3) the adviaer-advisee interpersonal relation-
, Ship, and 4) the students' advisement needs. A favorable attitude

was postulated if the criteria for the need of advisement were net

and if,there vas congruency between the students' advisers and
ideal advisers as to characteristics, Irmerpersonal relationship,
and advisement needs. An Advisement Questionnaire was formulated
from a pilot study and administered to a sample of 800 students.

1. 4 Wa4
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The fiidings indicated a favorable ,tudent attitude toward

advisement. The criteria were met demonstrating a need for

advisement. Coigruence between the present advisers and ideal
advisers existed for the adviser-advisee relationship. A lack

of congruence existed between the characteristics of the advisers

and the ideal advisers. A lack of congruence was also found for

. the advisement needs when a comparison was made between what

problems the advisers helped to resolve and those problems which

ideal adviser would help the student resolve.

Analysis disclosed three factors in the advisement relationship
(Atmosiihere, Rapport, and Empathy) and four related to the stU-

dente advisement needs (Social, Academic, Co-academic, and

Psychological). Congruence vas achieved for Rapport, Empathy,

and Co-academic advisement. Reliablility of the students' re-

sponses was obtained by the test-retest method.

OTHER TOPICS IN ACADEMIC
ADVISING AND COUNSELING

Algier, A. S. A new approach to academic rehabilitation. Educational

Record, 1972, 53, 80 - 84.

Educators have long noted the need to salvage talent lost or

wasted through academic failure. Many students arrive on campus

with poor communication skills or lacking goal orientation and

knowledge of career possibilities. Some have simply pursued

inappropriate college majors. sA multifaceted learning laboratory

for flunkouts was inaugurated at Eastern Xentucky University In

1969,

In the first phase participants were tested and administered

questionnaires to identify problems and obtain other information.

The second phase involved an intensive atta,ck on academic skill

deficiencies. At the same time an attempt was made to influence

those affective factors that contribute to academic failure. These,

unfortunately, were largely beyond the read) of the Laboratory,

Throughout the program, participants were forced into acquiring

self-discipline through self-examinations.

Of the 74 students in the first experimental group, 37 showed

sufficient improvement for readmittance for the spring semester.

The improvement rate for two subsequentgroups was comparable.
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The success of the program indicates that it is possible to

.,overcome academic failure if it is recognized that two to four

semesters may be required to raide the overall grade point

average to a satisfactory level. Furthermore, both intellec-'

.tual and nonintellectual factors must be considered.

Berdie, R. F. Counseling and liberal education. Journal of College

Student Perscatil; 1975, 16, 3 - 9.

Counselors, in their concern ior the personal and vocational

development of students, have paid insufficient attention to

their role in furthering students' liberal education. . Social

changes iind the development of nontraditional programs provide

greater opportunities and need for educational eounseling.

Counselors can aid students in developing an educational phi-

losophy,and, accordingly, help them design an educational program

and participate in experiences congruent with the students' goals

.and values. From interviews, tests, and reports they can obtain

pictures of students' current status. .They can help students

work through preliminary goals and provide them with information

about available resources. Counselors will be available to help

in the process of change and development. How effectively the

counselor does this depends in large part on the counselor's

own educational philosophy.

Caple, R. B. Group study for low-achieving freshman males in a residence

'hall setting. Journal of College Student Personnel, 1969, 10,

164 168.

Relp mas provided for low-achieving male students in an experi-

aent using two different methods. For the first method, one

group, SI was selected to attend study sessions four evenings

a week for two hours for eight weeks. A similar group, F, was

the free or control-group. At the end of the period, no signifi-

cant differenee was found in the achievement level between the

two groups. There is apparently little effect upon student

achievement due to required organized study, though some stu-

dents wplcomed the required diseipline.

For the second'method; three groups were set up: S, and a group

designated T, which would meet in the same manner but, in addition,

was provided tutorial help. A measure of motivation was obtained

for all three groups before study sessions began. Again no signi-

.ficant differenCes were found in the grade point averages among

the three groups of men. While some increased their grade point

average considerably, a number of subjects decreased them. It is
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possible that students in group T who were motivated to athieve

utilitized the presence of faculty, hnd the motivated students

in groups S and F obtained thii help on their own initiative.

The results suggest impricatfons for the study of the relation-

ship between achievement and motivation.

Capuzzi, D. ACademic skills counseling: a neglected area in counselor

education. Counselor Education lind Supervision) 19.71, 10,--191'- 193.

Academic difficulties are as frequently the result of poor study

and reading skills as they are the result of,personal concerns,

behavior problems, etc. The counselor should know something about

how to help the client develop academic skills. Often this crn be

dealt with on a small group basis, eight to ten students. Tests

are available to help differentiate between students whose problems

ave poor study skills and those wbo have reading difficulties.

Handbooks are available to help locate materials suitable for

student use.

.Somewhere in counselor education, the counselor candidates should

receive training in group counseling for improvement oftacademic

skills. This is an area in which the practitioner is frequently

alled upon for help.

Crump, W. G, Whitehouse, F., Darlington, J. M., and McManus, C. The

preprofessional adviser speaks. College and University, 1970, 45,

786 - 789.

Dr. Darlington spoke for the independent liberal arts college.-

Hediscussed the role of the preprofessional adviser in the na-

tional setting upon the adviser's responsibilities, pass-fail

, courses, and the threat of litigation against student evaluators.

He concluded by urging communicaticin and collaboration of all

institutions toward common goals.

Dr. Whitehouse spoke for the public university institution. He

discussed the implications.of the term preprofessional or pre-

medical, the functions,and problems of the adviser, changes in

advisory systems, and the proce#sed model of adviser in'a univer-

Ale sity. He also made'reference to the changes taking place through-

out the country mith formation of regional and national organizations

which are expected to improve communication and to assist the adviser

in his mork, whether this work is in an Independent or a public

4çmmkir7ity.

11 7
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Gelso, C. J., and Thompson, B. Effects of emergency academic colInseling.
Journal of*College Student Personnel, 1970, 11, 276 - 278.

;

The experiment was conducted to assess the efficacy of emergency
academic coundeling when implemented following the midpoint of
an academic quarter.and when the clients are students whose aca-

demic perfrmance is severely deficient. Twenty students were
selected to,receive counseling; twenty students in the control
group wer4P not gontacted by the counseling service and none sought

counsilitg duxing the period. Effeetiveness of counseling was
assessed on-tfle.basis of grade point averages, suspensions, and
graduations.

The findings suggested that midpoint in a quarter may be too late.
B-rief emergeticy counseling which focuses on quick changes in aca-

demic behavioi-does not have alatent effect. Since none of the
controlt group students voluntarily sought counseling, it may be
tliat such studintrtend to avoid encounters such as counseling

-'which willIrequire them to confront their difficult situations.
should7b0 one to increase the proportion of students seek-

ing professionL assistance remains an important question,

Goodstein, L. D., and Crites, J. 0. Brieftcounseling with poor college

risks. Journal of Counseling Psychology; 1961, 8, 318 - 321.

Students eligible for probationary admissi)n who enrolled in the

summer session were divided into three groups: counseled group,
contacted control group (those who did not appear for couhseling)

and noncontacted control group. None of this last group volun-

tarily applied for counseling during the session. The criterion
for measurement.of the effectiveness of counseling was grade
point average at the end of the summer session and at the end

of the first semester.

The redults offered no support for the contention that typical

educational counseling enhances the academic achievement of low

ability college students. As a matter of fact, the findings
A.*

indicated that counseling is associated with poorer rather than
better scholastic performance. Some explanations for these

findings, related to this study, are advanced.

1177
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Hendrix, 0.R,', The effect of special advising on achieyementiof freshmen

, with ;low predicted grades. Personnel and Guidanci Journal, 1965,

44, 185 - 188.

The achievement of 20 college freshmen with iow predicte4,,grades

who received special advising in addition to faculty advising

wer,e. compared with control groups of similar freshmen who did not

receive the special advising. All mambers of the experimental
srOup,were adviseliby the Author-according to the,same,pattern

of counseling.

The achievement of the experimental group vas significantly better,

and the achievement was not attributal to disproportionate inclu-

sion of Iesi difficult courses in their schedules. The experiment

, provided no basis.for judging which aspect or aspects of the ad--

vising pattern employed were responalble for the results obtained.

Note specific identification of such factors Should 'prove to be

an interesting field for further investigation.

Hill, A: H. Motivation and academic counseling. Journal of Counseling

Psychology, 1966, 49, 447 - 493.

Evaluations of 6ounseling outcomes have been criticized for their

fallure to match on motivation. It is argued that betduse of the

intercorrelations of motivation, aptitude and achievement it is

pot possible to match counselees and controls on all three vari-

ables simultaneously. If they are matched on aptitude and achieve-
ment the counselees must have higher motivation, and it is postu-

lated that.an inhibiting variable is operating to prevent their

higher motivation from being revealed in performance,

A dissonance theory explanation is used to suggest why counseling

is more effective with self-selected counseIees, how counseling

ieffectiveness might be improved, and how It might be applied to

/ students who do not spontaneously 8eek counseling.

Hill, A. H., and Grieneeks, L. An evAation of academic counseling of

under- and over-achievers. journal of Counseling Psychology, 1966,

13, 325 - 328.

Using grade point aver'age (GPA).as the criterion this study

_tests the hypothesis that academic counseling is,effective in

improving the performance of under-achievers and maintaining ,-

the performance of over-achievers.. Control subjects were matched

so that the expected effect of regression would be statistically

Acontrolled.

11 ,
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Both male and female under-achieveri improved no more than

matched under-achieving controls, but their improvement was_
significantly greater than the decrement in gm Of matched
over-achieving controls. The results for over-achievers were
mirror images, with significantly less decrement in CPA for

counselees than the improvement for matched under-achieving
controls. Further analysis shoved that the,greater gain for
under-achieving could be attributed to a greater regression
effect raiher than to a beneficial effect or counseling.

-

Hogue, D. W. The academic effect of counseling a group of underachieving

college men. pissertation Abstracts, 1965, 25, 5114-- 5115.

The purpose of this study vas to determine if counseling, with

every attempt made to help the underachieving student do better

academic work, would improve the student's grade point average.
An underachiever was defined as a person whose College Qualifi-

cation Tests standard score exceeded the standard score for the

cumulative grade point average hy one-half standard deviation.
The students so identified were divided into three groups:
experimental, special attentipo, and control. The counseling

given was non-prescriptive in nature. The'direction of the

counseling was as implied or suggested b); the counselee.

The results indicated that the grade point average increased

for both the counseled group and the special group. The control

group, which was not seen by the counselor, showed a decrease in

grade point average. The improvement, however, was not statis-

tically significant. Possibly a greater period of time to counsel

underachievers, two or three years,,would produce a statistically,

significant result.

Holmes, L. L. The Biographical Inventoiy (BIB) in academic advisement':

exploratory use in the School of Medical Technology at Michigan

State University. Dissertation Abstracts International, 1974, 35,

3457A.

Rising enrollment and declining job placement opportunities for

graduates, combined with fiscal support of the School Which has

not:kept pace, led administrators to try to better identify those

students who have the motivation, personal-characteristics and

aptitude to successfully complete the academic training.

An 84 item biographical inventory was developed and administered

to 124 students applying for admission to the School for fall term

1972. Based on academic success they were assigned to one of three

groups: upper (highest 27%), lower (lowest 27%), and middle
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(remaining 46% of the students). Academic success was defined

as accumulated grade point average (GPA) at the end of the

sophomore year of study. A hold out group was established for

cross-validation purposes.

Forty one biographical items were found to discrimate,among the

criteria groups. The correlation between inventory scores-and

sophmore CPA's was high enough to establish the effectiveness

of blograPhical inventory in predicting academic success. In a

practical sense, the inventory scores can provide a basis for

making rational decisions in the selection and aaiiiseMent of

students.

Kaye R. A. A required counseling-study skills program for failing ccollege

freshmen. journal of sCollege Student Personnel, 1972, 13, 159 - 162.

Several treatment methods have peen used with college students

who are on Academic probation. This study investigated the effects

of a required program which used a coMbined treatment' of individual

counseling, group yuidance, and academic skills training. Eighteen

matChed paira of students for control-and-experimental groups-were

randomly selected from a,list of failing freshmen during the spring

semester. The treatment program extended over ten 'weeks.

Comparisons of grades showed the experimental group to be signifi-

cantly superior to the control group on mean grade point average

after treatment. FurthermOre, more of the ekrticipants were allowed

to continue'in school for a third semester. It was recommended that

each of the,separate treatments as well as the combined program be

tested elsewhere'on similar populations.

Mark's, E., Ashby J. D., and !oil, G. A. Recommended curricular change and

persistence in college. Personnel and Guidance Journal, 1966, 44,-

974 - 977.
;

Counselor judgment regarding the appropriateness of student

curricular Choice and the strength of counselor commitment to

that judgment-were related Co student persistence in college.

Students who failed to Change curricula when the counselor felt

such change mas indicated remained at the University a fewer

number of terms than any of the other groups studied.

gex of student and strength of counselor judgment r9garding

curricular choice were also significantly related t%) persistence,

although strength of counselor judgment regarding curricullichoice

was best treated asmoderating the relationship between student

j)ehavior in relation to counselor judgment and academic perfor-

mance. ResUlts vera discussed in terns of objectives and proce-

dures of .counseling'with respect to academic performance.-

e'
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McGuire, J. M., and Noble, F. C. MOtivational level and response to

academic encouragement among low-achieving college males. Journal.

of Counseling Psychology, 1973, 20, 425 - 430.

The study investigated the relationship between academic achieve-
ment motivation and ronse to academic encouragement via two
different counseling letters. No differences were found between
the experimental letter groups and a no-contact control group on

_
-7é'ither'pb7sttreatment Irade point average (GPA) or on the number

of helping sources contacted by the-subjects. 'However, tbe high-

motivation experimental subjects had significantly higher post-
treatment GPAs and fewer "F" gradeq than low*motivation experi-
mental subjects, while there mete no differences in posttreatment
GPAs or number of "F" grades,between high- versus low-lootivation
control sUbjects.

t,

The study provided some implications for the university counseling
center. Comments emphasized three factors relevant to the use of

the counseling facilities: (1) indecision regarding whether their
academic problem was severe enough to warrant immediate action
and a desire to solve one's problems oneself; (2) a general unaware-
ness of what professional help was available on campus; and (3) the
presence,of many other more visible and perhaps less threatening
sources of help.

Meskill, V.. P., and Sheffield, V. A new specialty: full-time academic

counselors. Personnel and Guidance journal, 1970, 49, 55 - 58.

A committee to study academic advising and counseling at the C. W.
Post Center of Long Island University reported that the practice
of distributing the academic counseling work load over the entire
faculty had failed to function properly. A full-time staff of
professional academic counselors was recommended. The system was

established in the fall of 1969.

Twelve counselors were'bired and assigned to the various academic

departments. The director of the new program conducts inservice
training and assumed some functions formerly performed by the
assistant dean for Academic affairs. The counselors are respon-

sible to the depaftment chairmen for day-to-day functioning and to

the director for fulfillment of ongoing training and the assigned

role.

One anticipated benefit is the freeing of faculty to do more
counseling regarding academic specialties. Another is the im-

proved academic counseling available from full-time, well-trained
counselors. ln addition, the Center will be able to better predict
future enrollment in specific coursee'by reviewing the plans of

118 1
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study of the students being counseled. The cost of hiring'

counselors vas found to be littre more than providing teaching

- reductions for faculty assigned to do counseling. Preliminary

reports on the program were encouraging.

Richardson, L. H. Counseling the ambitious mediocre student. Journal

of Counseling Psychology, 1960, 7, 265 - 268.

One hundred three studeuts ia the lowest third of their engi'-%

neering ciasses vete invited for counseling the first month of

the term. The purpose vas to investigate whether early counsel-
ing could: (a) help then remain successfully in engineering,
(2) be of value in helping find some'alternative goals, (3) help

prevent their dropping out of college. They were matched with a

noncounseled group.

The results showed no significant differences in over-all college

grades or grades after transfer to other schools of the college.

There was little difference among the groups in drop-out rate,

changes to other objectives, or numbers of those vho iemained in

engineering. Some factors concerning this study's results and

some Implications for counseling are discussed.

Richardson, L. H. Grade patterns of counseled and non-counseled college

students. Journal of Counseling Psychology, 1964, 11, 160 - 163.

An investigation of grade patterns vas made for 38 counselid and

38 matched non-counseled students. Grades for two terms befote

counseling started, during the first tirm of intensive counseling,

and two.terms after counseling began were examined.

No significant difference was found in average grades of the

counseled and non-counseled groups when compared term by term.

However, when the counseled group vas divided into those vhose

grades dropOed during counseling (2) and those whose grades

increased (13) (the grades of 5 stayed the same), it was ob-

served clinically that there were similarities in personality

factors peculiar to each grade pattern group.

Searles, A., Jr. The effectiveness of limited counseling in improving

the academic achievement of superior college freshmpn. Personnel

and Guidance Journal, 1962, 40, 630 - 633.

The hypothesis underlying this investigation vas that "three

interview" counseling vould facilitate academic achievement

through improving the counselee's perception of reality and
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alleviating specific feats. The process of counseling used as
one objective the detection of any najor deviatioh between the
studenes,perception of himself as he related to,Abis new environ-
nent and the actual facts as the investigator could detel.mine.
Subsequent counseling centered about those apparent discrepancies
and was eclectic in nature.

The students selected were put into either an experimental or
controLsrouPA The first interview vas held within the first .

two weeks, the second was held after the release of six-week
"down grade" reports, and the third, preceeding final semester
examinations. The findings indicated that three-interview
counseling does not appear to have any significant effect on
the first semester academic achievement of superior freshmen.
Recommendations for further research are cehtered on those
superior freshmen who appear to have a need for counseling.

Sieveking, N. A., Campbell, M. L., Rileigh, W. J.., and Savitskf, J. Mass
intervention by mail for an academic impediment. Journal of Counsel-
ing Psychology, 1971, 18, 601 - 602.

One hundred three male students with low scores on the Delay
Avoidance scale of the Survey of Study Habits and Attitudes
were identified and divided into three groups: Mail Treatment,
Treatment Control, and a No-Contact Control. Mail Treatment
nmabers received letters giving,suggestions on overcoming dis-
traction and procrastination. Treatment Control students re-
ceived brief-reminders of their low scores and encouragement to
improve but no advice. No communications were sent to the third
group.

The analysis of pre- and post-treatment data indicated that the
treatment by mail effected positive change in self-reported pro-
crastination and distraction for those students who had relatively
better study skills. Students in the Treatment Control group did
not improve. The treatment produced no effect on grades.

IllV .......
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Percentile ranks show how the student's perf or-
rnance cgmfpares'with that of students enrolled
at your iristftution.

Student's standard scores on the 4 subject tests
and the Composite (average). A dash () indi-
cates student did not attempt test. Scores are on
a scale ranging from 1 (low) to 36 (high).
Approximate mean Composite score of coilege-
bound students is 18; standard error is approx-
imately 2 for each subtest.

Self-report of most recent high school grades
prior to tne senior year. N indicates student took
no course in that subject.

Code number, name, and address of the
student's high school.

Percentile ranks compare a student's perfor-
mance with one of 5 types of national norms pre-
viously selected by your institution. COL BND
refers to college-bound students who have taken
the ACT Assessment over a 3-year period; types
1 through 4 are enrolled freshman norms for dif-
ferent types of institutions.

ACT code number of the institution receiving
this report.

The institution's rank among .those chosen by
the student to receive SPRs. (An S is reported on
additional score reports; an A, B, or C is reported
for on-campus testing).

The appcoximate date the student plans to enter
college. ENROLLED indicates_ the student was
enrolled in college at the time of testing.

Indicates the order of importance to the student
of various factors influencing college choice.

Indicates expressed need for special assistance
to enhance educational development.

Indicates legal residence in the state given as a
home address.

Indicates whether the student has a physical
handicap or disability requiring' special services
or provisions at the college attended. gech year
ACT sends each institution a form which it must
complete in order to receive this information.

from an extensive list ,of educational majors and
4e - f3 itaw "e.

Indicates whether the student had earned college
credit at the time of testing.

\en iiidibiteeltie stddenthad-served-or-was
serving on active duty with the military forces
at the time of testing.

Student's name, home address,
sex, and birth date as recorded
on the registration folder.
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college.
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his or her high school education.
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AU iitst and Second-Vocational choices; 'For
both, the student indicated degree of certainty
as VERY SURE, FAIRLY SURE, or NOT SURE,

Indicates expressed interest in credit by
examination and advanced placement in specific
course areas, and in certain special programs
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-The Map of College MaiorSPEOVA03 a:unique method !or com- areas, The Map of College Majors Coordinates, derived from de
paring a student's overall interest patterns with4 those of the ACT Interest InVentory, are used to situate the student's Pe
suoscesSILII .rd satisfied college seniors majoring in specific interests on the Map of College Majors on the back of the SPR. SW,
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How to Plot a Student's Scores on the Map of College Majors

1 Note the student's Map of College Majors Coordinates I and II printed below
the Interest Inventory profile.

2 Locate the student's score on Coordinate 1 and draw a vertical line from that
point to the corresponding point at the top edge of the map. Then locate the
student's score on Coordinate It and draw a horizontal line from that point to
the corresponding point at the right edge of the map.

3. Make,an "X" where the two lines cross. This point shows the 16-cation of the
student's interests as compared to those of students in a wide variety of
educational majors. The closer a student is to a major or group of majors, the
more similar that student's interests are to the interests of college-bound
students who majored in that area as college seniors.

NOTE: A student's location on the Map of College Majors is based on a summary
of the six-score ACT Interest Inventory profile, Sometimes, however, it is
difficult to summarize the scores with much certainty because the profile is flat
or cor tradictory, When this is the case, "region 99" is reported tar the World-of-
Work Map (see above). If a student's World-of-Work Map region is 99, the Map
of College Majors results should be viewed with special caution. Counselors
should rely more on a clinical interpretation-of the six-score ,profile in the
context of other information about the student.

WORLD-OF-Wer

A ShomnA4A A.
IA94 I l.t,4A,A \ area,
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How to Use the World-ol-Work Map

1. Note the student's World-of-Work Map regii
Inventory profile.

2. Find the region on the map and note the
adjacent regions. Also note the cornbinatior
people, and thingsthat best describes these
task preferences_

3. See the Job Family List for typical occupation
student's region.

Region 99 is used when student scores on the in
with respect to preferences for data/ideas and p

NOTE: Because not enough information was av
families in the Social, Health, and Personal Servic
X, Personal and Household Services, and Y, Lay
Services. Jobs in both of these families 3,101
through 5. Arrows by a job family show th rk

people and things ( ) or data and ideas (



'OOkeeSAiilids point avirige :(A = 4,0) the students expaact to earn

T interelt inventory Measures 6 major dimensions of interest Each of the
likais composed of 15 work-related activities:tor which students indicate their
WO liking on a 6loint IOW& The standard scores (mean = 50,SD 401) and
pie scores (repOrted in standard error bandt) are bawd on a Al!.tional

colielie-boand students who 'have taken the ACT Assessment.

MAP

in printed below the Interest

.3 'families in the regiOn and
qf work tasksdata, ideas,

-,giOns and the studeat'S work

in job families in or near the

irest scales are inconclusive
Ople/things work tasks.

illable, the f011owing two job
is Cluster are not on the map:
Enforcement and ProteCtive

in tft, er area of Regions 2
-Rs L. heavily involve both

receive hiese Anita,

The World-of-Work Map Region indicator helps the
student relate work activity preferences, as assessed by
the ACT Interest inventory, to .the activities which
characterize groups of occupations. The World-of-
Work Map is on the back of the SPR,

JOB FAMILY LIST
Typical occupations associated with each of 22 job families in the ACT occupational
classification system are listed below. Page numbers refer to occupational descriptions in the
Occupahonal Outlook Handbook (00H), 1978-79 edition. Occupations that require education
beyond high school are emphasized; italics are used for occupations that frequently require
four or more years of c011ege.

Business Sates & Mragement Cluster

A. Promotion and Direct Contact Sales (pages 133-
134; 153-154; 226-251; 756-764)
insurance, Real Estate, or Securities Agent,
Manufacturing or Agnbusmess Salesworker, Public
Relations Worker, Fashion Coordinator, Advertising
Worker, Travel Agent

B. Management and Planning (pages 120-122; 135-
144; 150-152; 156-159; 508-511; 756-764)
Business Executive, Bank Officer, Urban Planner, City
Manager, Personnel Worker, Hospital Administrator,
Credo Manager, Restaurant, Hotel. or Store Manager,
Aghbosiness Manager

C. Retail Sales and Services (pages 172; 226-251:
746-755)
Sales Clerks and Retail Salesworkers (in stores selling
such products as furniture, appliances, clothing,
automobiles)

Business Operations Cluster
D. Office Management and Secretarial Work

(pages 89-110; 478-479)
Office Manager, Secretary, Receptionist, Legal
Secretary, Medicai Secretary, Executive Secretary

E. Paying, Receiving, and Accountihg (pages 91-
97: 118-132: 298-300)
Accountant, Certified Public Accountant, Auditor,
Bookkeeper, Bank Teller. Cashier

F. Data Processing and Office Machine Operation
(pages 98; 111-112; 207-209)
Computer Console Operator. Tabulating Machine
Operator, Office Machine Operator

G. Storage. Dispatching, and Delivery (pages 104-
108; 206; 227; 244-245; 289-291; 328-330)
Industrial Traffic Manager, Air Traffic Controller,
Airline Dispatcher. Truck, Bus, or Cab Dispatcher

Technologies 1 Trades Cluster

H. Human Services Crafts (pages 164-170; 173.
177; 179-180; 437) -

Barber. Cosmetologist, Chef, Tailor

*I. Machine Operating, Servicing, and Repairing;
Construction (pagns 31-88; 231-232; 252-288.
292-293; 301-327; 393-438; 439-446)
Too and Die Maker, Machinist, Radio-TV Repairer.
Auto Mechanic, Computer and Business Machine
Repairer. Printer, Carpenter, Mason, Plumber, Heavy
Equipment Operator

J. Agriculture and Related fpages 331-341, 581,
603-611)
Agronomist, Soil.Plant Sc,entisi. Geneticit Fish and
Wildlife Specialist. Forester, Horticulturist. Dairy
Production TeChniCian, Patin Crop Production
Technician, Farmer (grain. dairy, livestock)

N. Engineering and Other Applied Technologies
(pages 71; 82-84, 113-117, 181-182, 294-296-
331-333; 342-354; 383-392)
Computer Programmer, Systems Analyst. Engineers
fincluding Architectural, Chemical, Civil. Electrical,
industrial, Mechanical, Metallurgical, Nucrear.
Petroleum), Technicians (see areas under Engineer-
ing), Drafting Technician. Pilot. Surveyor

'Job family I also includes iob families K, L. and M
in the ACT occupational classification system.

Natural, Social, & Medical Sciences Cluster

0. Naturaftciences and Mathematics (pages 123-
124; 331-333: 355-382)
Actuary, Mathematician, Statistician, Biologist,
BOtanist, Ecologist, Zoologist, Agronomist, Anima/
Scientist, Astronomer, Chemist, Geologist, Ocean-
ographer, Physicist, Laboratory or Technical A-sistant
for each of these areas

P. Medicine and MediCal Technologies (pages 76;
447-450; 458-487; 505-507; 512-515)
Dentist, Optometrist. Physician, Medical Tech-
nologist, Dietitian, Pharmacist, Veterinarian, Dental
Hygienist, Respiratory Therapist, Radiologic (X-ray)
Technician

Q. Social Sciences and Legal Services (pages 145-
149; 516-533)

Anthropologist. EcOnomis't, Geographer, Historian,
Political Scientist, Sociologist, Psychologist,
Criminotogist, lawyer

Creative & Applied Arts Cluster'

R. Creative Arts (pages 566-574)
Actor ;Actress. Dancer, Musician. Singer, Artist,
Sculptor, Author, Playwrignt. CompOser

S Applied Arts (verbal) (pages 591-602)
Reporter, Editor, Book Critic, Technical Writer,
Advertising Copywriter% Newscaster

T. Applied Arts (visual) (pages 50-51; 575-590)
Architect, COmmercial Artist. industrial Designer,
Interior Designer. Photographer. Clothes Designer

U. Popular Entertainment (pages 567-574; 596)
Comedian, Popular Singer. Musician. Radio-TV
Announcer

Social, Health, & Personal Services Cluster

V. Educational and Social Services (pages 139;
210-225; 534-565)
Social Worker. Probation Officer, Teacher, Clergy-
man, Librarian, Guidance Counselor, Employment
Counselor, Home Economist. Recreation Worker

W. Nursmg and Human Care (pages 451-457; 488-
502)
Registered Nurse, Public Health Nurse, School Nurse,
Physical Therapist, Occupational Therapist, Speech
Pathologist, Recreational Therapist, Dental Assistant,
Licensed Practical Nurse, Occupational or Physical
Tnerapy Assistant, Recreational Therapy Assistant

X. Personal and Household Services (pages 160-
163: 167, 174, 178: 183-185. 297-298)
Flight Attenuant TraeI Guide

Y Law Enforcement and Protective Services
(pages 186-205)
FBI Agent Food and Drug Inspector, Revenue Agent,
Police Officer Firefighter, frnrmgration Inspector

,



ACADEMIC ADVISING

Academic advising is a complex activity which should help
-students realize maximum eoucational

includes:

Hal Ping students to clarify their values and goals and to
better understand themselves as persons.

Helping students understand the nature and purpose of
higher education,

Heiping students explore educational at4d career opticris,
and links between acacia lic preparation and the world of
work.
Helping students plan educational programs consistent
wilp their interests and abilities.

Assisting students in a continual monitoring and
evaluation of their educational progress.

Integrating/ the institution's Many resources to meet
students' special educVional needs and aspirations.

in brief, the academIc adviler serves as a coordinator of the
educational xperIence.

The adviser needs the ability to help students define and
develop re listic goals, to perceive their ndads accurately,
and to match these needs with appropriate institutional
resources jThIs is best done in the context of a caring and
trusting re tionihip.

Academic advising, properly delivered, can be a powerfu
institutional influence on atudent growth art1.09Yelginft.01.:
Mao, Wean enrich the educational program of any college or
university, and interpret that program more effectively to
students.

Some of the benefits students derive from effective advising
include:

Attainment of their educational/career objectives.

Achievement of GPAs consistent with their abilities.

Greater likelihood of, remaining in school.

Satisfactibrkwith the educational process and devel-
opment of a-ficiiitiveattitude--toward-the

Development of a meaningful relationship with the
adviser.

Good advising is based on the premise that an adviser can
never know 'Woo much about a student. The quality of each
student's educational/career decisions is directly related to
the amount of relevant information available to the student
and the adviser. All good advising programs have an
information base for use by both advisee and adviser during
the advising process,

OW ACT CAN ASSIST

The AC11 Assessment Program, a comprehensive program
fur use by students planning to enter postsecondary educa-
tion, provides an excellent base of information about fresh-
man advisees. The ACT Assessment instrument consists of
four academic tests writtenduring a timed teat session, and
a Student Profile Section and Interest inventory which stu-
dents complete at the time they register for the Assess-

.

ment.

The academic tests cover four subject matter areas: English,
mathematics, social studies, and natural sciences. They are
designed to assess students general educational aievelop-
ment and ability to complete college level work. The test
items require that students demonstrate both problem-solv-
ing and reasoning ability.

The Student Profile Section collects personal information;
admissions/enrollment data; anti information about extra-
curricular achievements and inierests, high school course
work,,academic plink and individual educational -needs.
Self-reported hrgh school grades in fOUr general areas are
also collected as part of the registration procedure.

The ACT Interest Inventory is designed to .measure six
majOr interest dimensions and-to relate anindiyidual's inter-

1 S

ests to those of successful and satisfied college seniors in a
variety of educational majors. Results are also used to help
students compare their work activity preferences with
activities which characterize specific families of jobs.

ACT Assessment results are summarized on. the Student
Profile 'kapott (SPR), which ACT sends to institutions and
agencies designated by each student. (See the inside of this
brochure for a detailed explanation of the report.) The SPR
represents the most comprehensive available source of
information about freshman advisees /because:

it presents a comprehensive picture of a student's needs,
interests, background and abilities.

It is available before the student's enrollment and advis-
ing conference.

It is easy to use and interpret.

it helps the adviser match the siudent's interests, abilities,
needs, and plans with institutional resources.

It provides advising leads and points of departure.

It relates to common advising concerns,

eit
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The following list relates some common advising concerns directly to appropriate data elements on the SPR,

-Long-range educational/career plari
/

Related ACT Data Elements

First and second vocational choices
Certainty of choice
Degree objective
World-of-Work Map Region

*As

immediate educational plans and selection of
program of study

Educational major
Certainty of choice
interest Inventory, Map of College

Majors Coordinates
Special educational needs a nd interests
High school information .
Scores, norms, predictive data

Evaluation .of abilities and interests
a

Test scores
Norms
Predictive data
Interest inventory results

Course sectioning and placement Scores, norms, predictive data
Years certain subjects studied in high school
Credit by examination
Advanced placement
Educational plans

Developmental and tutorial assistance

Extra-class activities

Course load

indicated need for help in various areas
Test scoros
Norms
Predictive d:.Ata

_

High school extracurricular activities
College extracurricular activities
Out-of-class accomplishments
Educational/vocational plans

Scores
Norms
Predictive data
Hours of work per week
Extracurricular plans

Financial aid Intention to seek financial aid
Indicated need for help finding work

ACT Assessment information can help the adviser answer
the questions freshmen are likely to ask:

In which subjects might I expect to do well?

In which dourips might I expect trouble?

How heavy an academic load should I carry.?

What major should I choose?

What occupations emphasize work activities similar to
those I Miter?

in what areas do I need help?

The importance of., assisting students in5 making educa-
tional, personal, and career decisions can hardly be over-
stated. The SPA has been designed to help advisers provide
students with relevant information thikt willbe useful in a
wide range of decisions, It would be unwise to suggest that
the SPR is a substitute for a skillfully-conducted interview,
the mature judgment of a professional adviser, or the
genuine personal interest that advisers usually exhibit

'toward students. It would be equally unwise to suggest that
the SPA eliminates the need for additional information from
the student, But an understanding of SPR data can con-
tribute' significantly tolhe effectiveness of advising ses-
sions, and make any requests for additional information
more precise and therefore more useful.

11 7.



QUESTIONS TO ASK IN INTERPRETING THE SPR

Are the educational major and fi st vocational choice
consistent?

Are the first and second vocational choices consistent?

Is the degree objective consistent with vocational
choice?

Are the Map of College Majors Coordinates consistent
with vocational choice?

is the World-of-Work Map Region consistent with voca-
tronal choice?

la certainty of choices consistent with indicated need for
help in educationaWvocational planning?

Do out-of-class accomplishments complement major
and/or vocational choice?

Do differential abilities exist?

St.

Are test scores consistent with educational and voca-
tional plans?

Are high school grarias consistent with test scores?

Are the predictive data supportive of academic and voca-
tional plans?

Is there a relationship between test scores and high
school grades and expressed need for help in reading,
writing, and mathematics?

Is the self-estimate of college GPA realistic?

ls there consistency between high school and college
extracurricular plans?

Afe plans for advanced placement, credit-by-examina-
tion, honors, and independent study consistent with test
scores?

REMINDERS FOR EFFECTIVE ADVISING__

Care about advisees as people by showing empathy,
understanding, and respect.

Establish a warm, genuine, and open relationship.

Evidence interest, helpful intent, and involvement.

Be a good listener.

Establish rapport by remembering personal information
about advisees

Be available, keep office hours and appointments.

Provide accurate information.

When in doubt, refer to catalog, adviser's handbook, etc.

Know how and when to make referrals, and be familiar
vith referral sources.

Don't refer too nastily: on the other hand, don't attempt to
handle situations for which you are not qualified

Have students contact referral sources in your presence.

Keep in frequent contact with advisees: take the initia-
tive: don't always wait for students to come to you.

Don't make decisions fstudents: help them make their
own decisions.

Focus on advisees* strengths and potentials rather than

Seek out advisees in informal settings,
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Monitor advisees' progress 'toward educational goals,

Determine reasons for poor academic performance and
direct advisees to appropriate support serviceS.

Be realistic with advisees.

Use all available information sources.

Clearly outline advisees' responsibilities.

Follow up on commitments made lo advisees.

Encourage advisees to consider and develop career
alternatives when appropriate.

Keep an anecdotal record of significant conversations for
future reference.

Evaluate the effectiveness Of your advising.

Don't be critical of other faculty or staff to advisees.

Be knowledgeable about career opportunities and job
outlook for various majors.

Encourage advisees to talk by asking open-ended ques-
tions.

Don't betray confidential information.

Categorize aclyisees' questions are they seeking action,
information, or involvement and understanding.

Be yourself and allow advisees to be themselves


